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The Tulip or Yellow Poplar Tree
.4 (icncral Description for Identification

NtW YOKi

""TANICa
•iAKOU-

Tlll%

tulip irce, also erroneously called tulip poplar

and yellow poplar, is a large, handsome tree,

native of the Eastern L'nited States from north-

ern h'lorida to Massachusetts and the (ireat Lakes west-

ward beyond the Mississijjpi.

it grows to a height of SO feet in the open and in a

forest to a height of T-iO feet, with a tall, straight, un-

branched trunk. Its branches are comparatively few and

large. The lower ones frequently branch at right angles

from the trunk and then turn abruptly upward. Its liark

is dark, mottled with gray spots, smooth with shallow

lines.

Its leaves are markedly different from all others, and

cnce recognized will never be confused with any other.

Various
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Though comparatively free from serious insect pests,

it is subject to the tuHp tree spot gall. These are brown

spots covering the leaves in midsummer, causing the

leaves to have an unhealthy appearance.
The iuli]i is the sole survivor of a group of plants

plentiful in past ages. It is, however, closely related to

B.'kRK OF TIIK TULIP OR YKI.LOW IMJFLAR

the Magnolias which it resembles in many of its charac-

teristics. It has the same fleshy roots that make it hard

to transijlaiU. These roots are easily bruised and dry

quickly when out of the ground. Therefore, they re-

quire special care in handling. They can only be suc-

cessfully transplanted in sjiring, and earliness is an im-

portant factor. Success is much more likely in sizes

under feet. Because of their rapidity of growth, little

is gained by attempting larger sizes. If in transplanting

the top should die and the root should put out a vigorous

shoot, it is usually better to make a new top from that

shoot than to plant a new tree.

In transplanting extra pains should be taken to per-

form each operation carefully. In digging the tree all

the roots should be secured without bruising. As the

r(;)ots are large and fleshy, this takes e.xtra care. Then

too extra care is needed to keep the roots from drying
out. They should be kept continually covered with wet

liurlap and should be packed in wet moss or chaft when

shipped. In taking to the planting place the roots should

be kept thoroughly protected. The hole should be made

considerably larger than the spread of the roots and

2 feet deep. This hole should then be filled with good top
soil thoroughly mixed with well rotted manure and

ground bone. If the hole lias a capacity of "2 or 3 cubic

yards the tree will be given an excellent start. If planted
on a street the hole should under no circumstances be

smaller than this. When the hole is prepared, the tree

should be set an inch or two deeper than it stood in the

nursery. The roots sliduld be spread out in their natural

position and be separated with layers of soil. After

being well ci.ivered they should be thoroughly tramped
and a little loose soil spread over the surface.

The wood is soft, fine grained, with light vellow heart-

wood antl white sap-woml. It is light in weight, easily

worked, readily bent and does not split easily. It is called

po])lar and tulip poplar in the East and whitewood in

the \\ est, though whitewood is a name also given to

basswood. Other names are Lynn, or saddle tree, hick-

ory-poplar, saddle-leaf, canoe-wood.

It is used for furniture, cabinet making, interior fin-

ishing, boat building, wooden ware and small articles of

household use. Where a wood is wanted that will not

im])art taste or odor to food it is second choice, bass-

wiiod being first.

Commercial Uses of Tulip or Yellow Poplar

OL'R
lunijiermen. as well as many others interested

in the tulip tree, have not been content to call

our tree by its correct name, but quite generally

have bestowed upon it that of yellow poplar. No doubt

they have given it this name because its individual leaves,

like those of the true poplars, flutter in a gentle breeze—
its leaf stem, l)cing triangular, causes it to vibrate in the

wind, as does the flat one of the [loplars
—and because the

color of the hearlwood, in mcist cases, is somewhat vel-

low, hence the prefix "yellow" was attache(l, making it

yellow poplar, to distinguish it from the wood of the

genuine poplars which is white.

Then, again, Ijecause its bark, when the tree is small

and thrifty, closel_\- resembles that of a young and vigor-
ous hickory and the wood in young trees is harder than

in mature ones, it is called hickory po[)lar by some.

Where the heartwood is white, as is the case in some
localities—arising, probably, from soil or climatic con-

ditions— it has been called whitewood; and, further, for

the reason that the Indians made their long and large
canoes fn.mi i1k- straight, but slightly tapering stem,
which was soft, easily worked, and light, others have

given it the name of canoe-wood. A few other names
have been given it, but among them all oifly tulip tre-

is appropriate, and that is eminently so because of the
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OUTLINE Ol' LEAK, BUD AND FLOWER OF TULIP OR YELLOW
POPLAR TREE

The flowers are tulip-shaped, greenish-yellow, with darker yellow and deep orange
on the tip of the petals. They grow on stout stems that stand erect above the
foliage and are complete and perfect.

close resemblance of its flowers in form to that of the

tulip of our flower gardens; and, besides that, tuHp tree

is the scientific or botanical name also.

But the lumbermen of the country have fixed upon

yellow poplar and there is no more prospect of its name-

being changed by them than there is in their calling

liquidambar by its correct name instead of designating
it red gum, when it is no more a gum than is the tulip

tree a poplar. In this portion of the article on tulip it

will be referred to as the yellow jjnplar
—the lumberman's

name for it.

Aside from the great sugar pine, or redwood, of the

Pacific slope, there is no tree from which the lumber-

man can secure such broad boards and planks of clear

stuff that have so great an economic value for so manv

purposes, and which is so close to the wood of the white

pine in character and general utility, as he can get out of

the mature yellow poplar, and for manv purposes it is

fully equal to the pine. It is true it is not so soft or so

strong, or so easily worked, nor is it as durable when

exposed to the weather, but it shrinks little when season-

ing, does not warp, "stays in its place." as the workman

says, does not split when a nail is driven near the end.

use. It has no odor or offensive smell to injure

any article that may be enclosed in a receptacle
made from it.

But the big trees have their drawback. The
wood in these is brittle and unless great care is

taken in felling them—and such care does not

always insure success—such trees will break
when striking the ground. Of course the chop-

per will select, if possible, some less valuable tree

to fall his big yellow poplar against, thus con-

verting the poorer one into a sort of buffer, but

it is generally done to the more or less damage of

the innocent tree selected, and both may be more
or less injured. Great care should be taken in

felling large trees that they do not strike stumps
or logs, for if they do they are almost certain

to break, and, frequently, in more than one

place.

The quantity of yellow jjuplar in the forests

before the first settlers disturbed it, and the

quantity still remaining, are not known. Ex-

perienced lumbermen who buy and sell stumpage

figure that for unculled woods a yellow poplar
stand of ],0(H1 feet to the acre is a good average.

Assuming that to have been the average before

lumbermen and settlers disturbed it, and assum-

ing further that the region of good poplar cov-

ered .'iOO, 0(1(1 square miles, the total stumpage
was about 1!)0 billion feet. Compared with that,

the remaining amount is small. The region
north of the Ohio River, and States north of

By coJirtcsy the Manual .'lils Frcss

AREA OF TULIP OR YELLOW POPLAR

Showing the States in which it grows. Most of the trees cut and made
into lumber during the past few years have been from West Virginia,
Tennessee and Kentucky, these States furnishing more than half of
the total cut.

West \'irginia, have little. The bulk of it is in West Vir-

ginia, Kentucky and Tennessee. They furnished over

one-half of the total cut in 1!>13, and Virginia alone nearly

takes glue and stain well, and actually presents a better one-fourth. If it be assumed that the cut in a State is

surface for paint than pine, for it has no pitch to stain 'n proportion to the quantity growing there, a basis is

or disfigure the paint, and, because of a slight roughness found on which to estimate, approximately, the country's

of the surface, paint does not scale or peel off. In fact total stumpage. An estimate of Kentucky's yellow poplar
it is one of the best paint-holding woods in commercial stumpage in in08 placed it at 1,849,9.50,000 feet. The cut
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By couUcsy The Manimi .-i>ls I'n'ss

YELLOW I'CiPLAR BOARDS
Tangential or bastard cut section

of yellow poplar, showing an-
nual growth rings as wavy
lines, referred to commercially
as grain.

Radial or quarter sawed section
of yellow poplar, showing pitli

rays (streaks and flecks runnini^
across board). Dark portion i^

heartwood and light portii>ii

sapwood.

in that State in IHOT was ^O.j.dTl.ooii feet, or abont 11

per cent of the stand. In that year the whole country'^

cut of yellow poplar was 8(i2,S4!l,iiOO feet. If the same

ratio of cut to stunipage applies, as in Kentucky, the yel-

low poplar stand in the United States at the close of 1!M)"

was a little less than eight billion feet.

What white ])ine has been in the softwood lumber in-

dustr\-, yellow poplar has been among the hardwoods.

While it was plentiful it was used to the exclusion of

man\- others. During the time when Ijoth white pine and

yellow pojilar were plentiful they came into direct com-

petition, and the pine crowded poplar out of some lines.

Eiut the former rose in price first, and })0])lar recovered

its lost ground and held it until cheaper w(.iods tonk its

place as a common lumber.

In regitms where yellow poplar grew it was early put

to such uses as the first settlers could find for it. They
made canoes of it almost exclusively, and the dugout

plaved an important part in frontier development. Trav-

elers utilized it ujion

long and short jour-

neys. It was the pio-

neer's ferryboat. As

a means of e.xtending

settlements and facili-

tating communication,

it was a close second

to the pack-hnrse. It

went out of use gradu-

allv as roads were

Properties of Wood

Light, soft, weak,
brittle, very close,

straight-grained, compact.
easily worked, medullary
rays numerous, not

prominent: color light

yellow or brown,
thin sapwood, nearly
white.

made and bridges built, but to this day the canoe is oc-

casionally seen on the rivers where it has done service

since white men settled the country, and where it was

the Indian's water-craft long before.

Yellow poplar was peculiarly fitted for canoes. Its

trunk was long, sound and shapely ; the wood light and

easily worked. It was strong enough to stand the hard

knocks of rocky rivers; sufficiently durable to give from

ten to thirty years' service, barring accidents. The cost

in labor of making a canoe was from $2 to $5. A safe

load was from OtK) to l.niKi pounds, but records exist of

canoes large enough to carry twenty men.

The early settlers used yellow poplar for troughs of

various kinds and sizes. In that portion of its range

where maple sugar was made, its wond was hewed into

By courtesy The Manual Arts Press

MAGNIFIED CROSS-SKCTION OF YELLOW POPLAR
This shows the annual rings, the tine dark lines marking the limit of

the annual growth. There is no change in structure by warping or

shrinking in wood which has been properly dried.

troughs of 4 to H gallons capacity, to catch the sap that

drii)i)ed fmm the maples. Trough makers preferred
trees 12 to 18 inches in diameter for the purpose, but

they made large troughs, sometimes of 15 barrels

capacity, in which to store the maple sap after it was
hauled to the camp to be boiled. Poplar served for

other farm troughs, including those for watering stock,

storing meat, grain, soap, and other domestic products,
and for mangers and

feeding troughs. The
same wood served f i ir

trays, dishes and bowls

and was fitted for that

use, because the wood
is odorless, tasteless

and will not stain or

spoil articles of food

brought in conflict

with it.

Commercial Range
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YELLOW POPLAR AS A VENEER
Here is shown a particularly tine specimen of rotary cut yellow poplar veneer, one-eighth of an inch thick, 10 feet wide and 30 feet long. It

is to be used as a ceiling panel for an electric street railway car.

Builders of log houses and barns used some yellow Yellow poplar, as the tobacco hogshead wood, played

poplar, but it was not considered better than many other an important part in the industrial development of

timbers for that purpose. Its straight trunk was attract- several States. Heads and staves were poplar, but the

ive, but oak was usually most convenient and was oftener boops were usually oak or hickory. In early times the

taken. Xor was poplar a favorite fence rail material, though Umiber was sawed and worked by hand, but small saw-
sometimes used. It was too brittle, and in splitting was ipjUg gradually came in and supplied the trade. The

apt to break across the grain. Oak and chestnut were eustom of selling tobacco often necessitated knocking

down and setting up the hogsheads a number of times,

and they met hard usage. At the place of sale, the hoops

were cut. and the staves lifted away to expose the tobacco

to view. If not sold, the hogshead was set up again to

await the next sale day. This was repeated until a sale

was made. The same staves and headings were used

each time, but new hoops were required.

Before high prices barred it, poplar was employed in

rough construction. Shingles lasted well, and laths were

better. It was due to that fact that many noble poplars

remained on the borders of farmlands until the days of

sawmills. The wood was never extensively used as fuel.

If in small pieces, it burns too quickly; if in large billets,

there is little blaze after the surface becomes charred.

It has held its place for nearly three centuries as the

favorite wood for tobacco hogsheads. ISefore the days
of railroads and steamboats, and to some extent, after,

tobacco trade and transportation were peculiar. The

commodity was bulky, and its carriage from the plan-

tation to the wharf or market was a serious problem, extensively used. Forty or fifty years ago carpenters pre-

The necessities of the case developed the hogshead as the

receptacle for storing and vehicle of transportation. It

was rolled to market between two shafts, fixed by pivots

like the wheel of a wheelbarrow. A horse harnessed

between the shafts did the work. The warehouse in

ferred it for rafters, joists, plates, and upper portions

of houses because it was light. Many old houses, par-

ticularlv in New York and Pennsylvania, were made that

way. Oak, walnut, chestnut, locust or some other timber

considered more durable in damp situations went into

Maryland and \irginia was a "rolling house," known sleepers, sills, floors near the ground, and foundations,

almost exclusively by that name in colr.nial statutes and Ir those days carpenters often used larger and more

trade literature. numerous timbers than durability and safety required.
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and thcv put the liglit wood above to lessen the weight on

the lower parts.

MANUI'ACTL'RK OF \ KLLi IW I'OI'I.AU

The drain upon \ell(.iw poplar began when sawmills

soitght, cut and sold it to meet the popular demand. No
exact time can be mentioned as the commencement of

that trade, but it folk)wed white pine in regions where

both grew because builders preferred pine.

Yellow poplar is surpassed in size by no eastern tree,

and this has been one of its chief advantages in holding

its ground in competition with cheaper lumber. It yields

the longest, clearest planks i)f all .Xnierican hardwoods.

This is due to its habits of growth. It goes straight up

became so great that he could not command the capital

to carrv on the business, wealthy companies took it up.

Thev bought tracts or stiimpage, built railroads and

mills and worked on a large scale. Some made a spe-

cialty of vellow poplar ; others took it out with other

kinds. Perhaps more culling from other timber has

been done to ])rocure poplar than any other wood except

black walnut.

Size of planks is not the only prop-

erty which commends yellow poplar to

many uses. It is soft and easily

worked ; it is light : its color is hand-

some ; it pi_)lishes nicely, does not warp

A TYPICAL YELLOW POPLAR BOARD
This is IG feet long and 30 inclies wide and was made from timber cut in the low Appalachian iVIountains. The picture was furnished by Mr.

F. S. L'nderhill, of Wistar, I'nderhill & Nixon, of Philadelphia, and was taken in the firm's lumber yard at Basic City.

or shrink badly, and holds nails w^ell. But equal

01 superior to its other good qualities is its ability to

to the light over the tops of other trees with which it

is associated, and early in life gets rid of all unnecessary

branches. The wood laid on year by year is clear of hold paint. In that respect it stands in the \ery first

knots, or nearly so. The tree is seriously damaged by rank of woods. Poplar does not need repainting often,

no insect pests, and is remarkaljly free from windshake ^nd it holds the finest and the cheapest pigments. It is

and frost cracks. Though sensitive to hre. its preference „„ -^^i^^i „,oqJ f,,r bodies of sleighs, carriages, and auto-

for damp cover has in a measure saved it from injury,

because forest fires are slow there. The logs are sawed

in wide, first-class stuft", which goes to choice markets.

Boards 18 inches wide are not unusual with mills making
a specialtv of poplar, and twice that width and more are

occasir)nalh' put nn markets which demand them.

Sometimes a yellow poplar, by reason of growing in

unfavorable soil, develops peculiarities of wood, and

lumbermen call it white nr hickory |:ioplar. The wood is

coarse-grained, tough, decays (|uickly, and the trunk is

largely sapwood.
The first lumber operations which handled \ellow

poplar were on a small scale. Fanners cut convenient

trees and hauled or rafted the logs to the mills, satisfied

if they made a little

more than cost of

labor, and continuing

until the convenient

supply was exhaust-

ed. Then the small

lumberman entered

the woods. He went

farther back from the

streams and bought

stumpage, and deliv-

ered the logs. After

convenient supplies
were worked out and

distance to the timber
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YELLOW POPLAR USED IX AX ORGAX EACTORV
In this industry woods which are least liable to warp are desired and for this reason yellow poplar is highly prized for use in the manufacture of

wind chests, bellows and other similar parts. The steadily advancing price is, however, compelling manufacturers to look for a satisfactory
substitute.

was preferred for this trade, because it left no taint on

the enclosed articles. Confectioners continue its use for

candy boxes, and it is a substitute for expensive cedar

in cigar boxes. It is in demand for pyrography, and toy
and novelty makers draw largely upon it for sleds,

wagons, blocks, houses, games, and similar things for

children, and f(ir such useful articles as broom handles

and small kitchen and pantry utensils, and for fruit and

berry crates and baskets.

Most wagon beds were formerly made of it, and man^•

still are, in spite of increased cost. A difference of eight

or ten dollars a thousand feet is paid for poplar for that

purpose. It does not easily warp or split, and is light,

with good painting qualities
—

just what is wanted for

wagon bodies. In laboratory tests of woods for this use,

yellow poplar is taken as the basis of comparison for

cross-breaking, abrasion, shearing and end-compression.
In this line, cottonwood is the i^oplar's closest competitor,

not because it is as good, but because it is fairly good and

is cheaper. For small panel work, poplar's closest com-

petitors are buckeye, gum and basswood. Boat building

formerly absorbed much poplar, but less now, because of

increased cost.

It has long been a favorite material for furniture,

though for highest grades it is not in the same class

with mahogany, cherry, walnut and maple. Its paint-

holding qualities, and the polish which may be given it,

liave led to its use in imitation of more costlv woods,

and the width of clear stuff which poplar supplies gives it

an advantage in furniture making. Billiard table makers

use some of the best. The list of articles of furniture

and finish into which it enters would include almost every

piece in a well-furnished residence, school, otffce, or

church, including chairs, mantels, benches, desks, tables,

bedsteads, pianos, organs, bookshelves, trunks, molding,

paneling, porchwork, turned posts, columns, shelves and

many more. In some of these it is the outside exposed

material which receives the polish or paint : in others

it is the framework over which other woods are laid.

It is an excellent backing for veneer, because it retains its

shape and holds glue well, and is also an excellent veneer

in the highest grade work, such as the interior of palace

cars and steamers. Broad, thin panels are bent to the

recjuired form. They are sometimes made up of two or

tliree layers glued together, and occasionally are 2 feet

wide, or more. Bent poplar has been much used for

finish in circular rooms. Manufacturers claim that the

best grades for fine veneering and finish come from West

\'irginia. The sap is thinner and the grain finer than in

poplar farther south.

The pattern maker bases his preference for poplar

upon its easy-working properties, and its rigidity.

Cheaper woods have not lessened its use for that pur-

pose. The coffin and casket makers, too, are slow to

adopt substitutes for it in their trade, and the excelsior

maker finds it good material in his line.
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Yellow poplar is exported to nearly all civilized coun-

tries. I'ractically the world's whole supply comes from the

United States, and regular shipments go to Great Britain.

France, Germany. Sweden, South America, South Africa,

West Indies, Me.xico, and Central America. Export logs

are usually S to !(> feet long, but ]>lanks form

the bulk of foreign shipments. If thin pieces g'<,

thev are cleated or bound in bundles to lessen

risk of damage. A'ery thin and very wide

pieces find foreign sale at highest prices.

Yellow poplar is well adapted to preservative

treatment, but it has not been extensively used

in that way because cheaper woods take its place.

THE BY-PRODUCTS

Yellow^ poplar is not much employed in distilla-

tion, and its by-products along that line do not

figure largely in connnerce. The bark contains a

bitter principle, known as liriodendron, which

has been used as a medicine for malaria since

the days of the Indian doctors. It is not re-

garded as the equal of quinine. In the mountain

regions where yellow poplar grows, the pcojile

make medicine by pounding the bark, mixing
it with dogwood bark, and soaking the mixture in water

eight days. Some claim that wdiisky is a more efficacious

solvent, and the mountaineers prefer it. The mixture

is o-iven as a remedy for rheumatism as well as for inter-

mittent fevers.

Yellow poplar enters into the manufacture of pulp

and is used in paper-making, pressed pulp ware, papier

mache, and artificial silk.

FOR AUTOMOBILE LIMOUSINES
Tliis shows the metal covering of yellow poplar, which is much in demand for

this kind of work and is also used extensively for wagon bodies.

[American Forestry is indebted to the United States Forest

Service, Office of Industrial Investigations, for much of the in-

formation contained in thi^ article on commercial uses of yel-

low poplar.]

Characteristics and Seeding of the Tuhp Tree
I'.v S. B. Elliott

\\\A\' back in the dim past, millions of years ago

/ \ it must have been, tor it was in what is geologi-
^

"-call}- known as the Cretaceous and Tertiary ages,

there grew several species of trees which were closely

allied, if not the actual progenitors, to tw<:i species now
to be found growing on our jjlanet. The remains of these

ancient trees can be seen in some of the rocks of the

periods named, and they make clear to us what l-'lpencir

enjoined Ulysses to provide for him; that is, a record

that they "had lived." Botanists have given i:)ur modern

species the name of Liriodendron, a term composed of

two Greek words meaning tulip tree in our vernacular,

and have likewise added the Latin affix tulipifera
—

wdiich has the same meaning as the Gre;k name—render-

ing its full technical name Liriodendron tiilif'ifcra. Due

of these modern species is indigenous to China and the

other to that part of the United States bounded by a line

drawn from central .\'ew York to Michigan on the north,

and the Gulf of Mexic(j on the south, and from some two

cr three hundred miles w-est of the Mississi])i)i Ri\er on

the west to the Atlantic Ocean on the east.

While it was found, here and there, over a large jjart

of the territory indicated as its natural range it was

rarely, or never beyond a few- acres in extent, found in

r pure stand. It grew along with oaks, chestnut, hick-

ories, cherry, ash, maple, and other broad-leaf trees, but

seldom with hemlock and pine as near neighbors. It

was ti) be seen in its greatest abundance and in its best

de\elopment along the valleys of the (_)hio River and its

tributaries, and on the slopes of those valleys and on

the slopes and crests of the Appalachian Mountains.

Of all the broad-leaf trees of the United States none

attains its grandeur and magnificence of form or vies with

it in length, uniformity, or symmetry of stem ; and only

the sycamore can compete successfully with it in diame-

ter, while that tree utterly fails to equal it in all other

attributes of greatness or economic value. It was not un-

usual, and it may be so still, to find trees 6 to 8 and even

111 feet in diameter, with a stem clean of limbs for 80

to IHi feet and a crown of foliage reaching at the apex
l.Vi iir even vIik) feet from the ground.

lixcejjt in its infancy it is emphaticalK' light-dem;ind-

ing. or. as the foresters say, an "intolerant" tree. When

grown in the open it will then throw out liml>s close to

the ground and assume a rounded sort of a crown with

many siiecialized limbs reaching out from the center a

distance equal to fully one-half the height of the tree;

but if grown in a dense stand, or in a stand approxi-

mating such a condition, with competitors for light at

all equal to it in rapidity of growth, it will shoot up a

sliarp-piiinted conical crown, drup all its lower limbs for
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YELLOW PCJl'l.AK l.\ THE EXCELSIOR INDUSTRY
This wood is eiglitli in importance in the making of excelsior. The jncture sliows various grades of

the product ready for baling.

want of light, and grow a straight, tall, slightly tapering

stem with few or no limbs on its lower half. If it

fairly outstrijis its competitors in the race for light, it

will then send out specialized limbs above these com-

petitors' heads and the leader will lessen in rapidity of

growth until the large limbs become enveloped in the

shade of its persistent companions, when it will again

shoot upward leaving the large limbs to their fate, which

is generally that of death ; and

these dying and dropping ofif

give fungi access to the wood

and decay in the stem sets in.

There is seldom any decay in

the stem unless brought about

by such conditions. It has no

known insect enemies, and ap-

pears to be free from attacks

of any sort of fungi except as

noted, v^o insistent is it for

light after its babyhood, that

when grown in the open, and

largely so when grown in a

dense stand, the leaves will

nearly all be found on or near

the outer ends of the limbs,

leaving the interior of the

crown practically destitute of

them.

The tulip tree is a prolific

seed-bearer. When grown in

the open it frequently bears

seed when only twelve or thir-

teen years old, and when grown
in a dense stand, if not too

closely crowded by competitors,

at from twenty to twenty-five

years of age. Of course the

younger trees do not bear a

heavy crop at first, but it rap-

idlv increases with age. The

fruit is practically a scaly cone

and the small seed is enclosed

in a hard, woody receptacle in

the base of the scale. The

seeds ripen about the middle

of autumn, varying according

to latitude and locality, and the

seed scales soon begin to drop

oft", and, as they have a sort of

wing about 2 inches long and

a little over one-quarter of an

inch wide, they can be blown

quite a distance by a moderate

wind. As there is a gyrating

motion given to the wing wdien

it falls the seed may land sev-

eral feet beyond the extreme

ends of the branches, even

lliough there is no wind at the time. The seeds do not

all fall at once, as do those of the pine, but some remain

attached to the central cone for a more or less period of

time, thus giving the changing winds an opportunity to

scatter them in every direction. The central part of the

cone does not drop off until the following spring, and

even up to that time there may be some of the outer

scales still attached.

STREET CAR CONSTRUCTION

Showing the ash or oak frame of an electric street railway car. with process of manufacture at the

point at which the frame is ready for the yellow poplar siding and inside paneling.
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The wood is very satisfactory and nuicli in demand fnr all back ng and In.lden work in the manufacture of store and office fixtures. This

iihistration shows a set of tier liins for use in a large grocery.

Unfortunately, Imt few rif the seeds are fertile. No greatly strengthened ami will lie better able to withstand

one of our useful timber trees has sti low a percentage the adverse conditions which they will encounter in the

of fertility in its seed as the tulip tree. (Jld trees are fiirest plantation
—for at best there are but few fibrous

said to give a higher percentage of fertile seeds than roots and these are fleshy, soft, and easily broken. Trans-

young ones, but even these cannot Ije counted on for a planting directly from the seed-bed to the forest is seldom

higher rate of fertility than KJ per cent at best. In fact, successful.

i*^ is not safe to coiuit on over -J per cent iiroducing a

plant.

As must be seen, this lack nf fertility in the seeds in

a veritable "lion in the path" of both natural and arti-

ficial propagation. Xor is that the only difficulty that

must be encountered and overcome. If the seeds, by any

means, whether gathered and stored or left lying on the

ground, shall become dry to any great extent, they will

Although the seedlings may safely be removed to the

transplant bed and there make a good growth, the lia-

bility of failure to live or thrive when removed to the

jjlace where they are to grow to maturity, is still another

danger to be encountered. As has been indicated, the tree

must be classed as emphatically light-demanding, but this

strong demand iov light deies not appear to prevail for

the first few years of its life, just how many is not known.

either fail to germinate or prolong that event for a year, Observation shows that if the seeds are sown and gernii-

but more frequently the former. If artificial pnipagation nate among briars and low shrubs the plants will thrive

is undertaken the seeds should be gathered as soon as and make great headway in overcoming their worthless

ripe and either planted in the seed-bed at once—which companions, and almost invariably succeed ; and it is

would be best—or stored in damp sand until spring, but among such surroundings that nearly all natural reproduc-

not allowed to become mouldy. I'licing them where tion takes place, but if by any means the seeds are sown

they will freeze will be an advantage as tending to soften and germinate on bare, naked ground where the sun can

the hard shell enclosing the small seed. If a long, dry fall p'^ur down on them all day long, the young plants do not

occurs and the seeds that fall on the ground become dry, thrive as well, if they grow at all, as when growing in the

little natural regeneration can result. shade which the low bushes and briars afford them. A
But this lack of fertility in the seeds, or their failing case occuiTeil under the writer's observation where an

to germinate through becoming dry. is not the only trouble open field— (in wdiich grew only grass and a few insignifi-

which will be encountered in artificial reproduction. cant weeds of little height
—was bordered on one end and

While germination in the seed-bed may occur and the along its two sides by virgin forests that, at times, cast a

plants grow well under lath screens for the first year shadow over a border of the field, varying from 50 to 100

and reach a height of from •") to 10 inches, the seedlings feet in width. On this end there was planted a pot about

should no longer be allowed to stay there bui he removed 200 feet wide with ".'-year-old seedling tulip trees. Sub-

to the transplant bed or to the ground where they are to stantially all grew as well as could be expected for the

grow to maturity
—far the best to the transi)Iant bed, first year, but at the end of the fourth vear from the

however, for there they will get their root development time of setting them out. practically all were dead except
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VKI,I.i>W I'liPl.AR IX MANTEL MANUFACTURE
The aljilitv of the wood to take and hold paint well makes it valuable

for all 'white enamel work. These show part of the product of a

mantel factory and are made of yellow pojilar.

those cnjdyiiig the shade of the adjacent forest; but the

condition of those in the partial shade varied in the ratio

of their nearness to the forest, the plants in the rows next

tc the woods being far the best, but yet not as thrifty as

some naturally planted close by, and a1)out the same age,

but among bushes and briers. Of course it is possible

that tlie condition of the "forest floor" had something to

do with the result.

It is an old adage that "one swallow does not bring

summer," but we can pretty safely conclude that summer

is not far off when a lone bird of that species arrives,

and it is quite safe to assume that even this single lesson

teaches that, however exacting for light the tree may be

when i)ast the age we may well call its infancy, it can

have too much light and sunshine in its early life, just

liow this is to be ox'ercome when the plants are set out

in the grdUiid which is to become the forest is an un-

solved [jniblem. Such an extent of ground would be too

great to attempt to shade with artificial screens. We
must endeavor to get nature to do the work ; but we can-

not afford to grow weeds, briars and the like for that

purpose, and. besides, these would serve for only a short

time. Thev would not answer for "nurse trees." There

n:ust be a stand of tall, rapidly growing species to do

that, for the tulip tree is a rapid grower. Planting a

dense stand of that species would not accomi)lish the end

sought, for there would be lacking the shade needed at

first. Possibly if some fast-growing species, as European

larch, or even red pine, were set out a few years before

the tulip trees—at all events long enough before to give

the needed shade, l]:ese to be planted in alternate rows,

or, better, aU,:rnatcly in the rows, so as to shade the little

tulips at first and later on act as "nurse trees"—such a

course might be successful. Of course the "nurse trees"

would be the ones to be removed in thinning if a pure

stand of tulips were desired; or, in case European
larch should be planted for such a jiurpose, some of these

could be retained, as European experience indicates that

that tree does better in a mixed than in a pure stand, and

we know that the tulip will endure others than its own

kind for near neighbors. Such a course would, doubt-

less, secure a good stand of one or both species, and both

are valuable.

To be sure, this scheme wuuld be wholly experimental,

as will any course, for few attempts have been made in

this country to grow the tulip tree for economical pur-

poses, and such as have been undertaken are not far

enough along to fully determine what can or cannot be

done, and European experience cannot help us much for

il cannot be learned that much has been done there along

that line. In case it should lie ascertained that the trouble

lies in a poor "forest floor" instead of lack of shade, it

would seem that the plan suggested would still be in the

line of practical treatment.

The lack of fertilitv in the seeds cannot be overcome,

but the great abundance of them furnished by nature

partiallv compensates for that, and it will be a strange

Photo by S. B. Elliotl.

TULIP OR VKLLOW POPLAR FROM SEED

This tree is 16 years old. It was raised from seed and is now 'J inches

in diameter, 2 feet above the ground. It bore fertile seeds when 13

years old. It is on the projjerty of the author at Reynoldsville, Pa.
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thing if modern iiigeniiitv cannot greatly lessen if not

entirely do away with the ditiiculty encountered in plant-

ing in the open which has been alluded to. Because the

tree requires jjartial shade in early life there should be no

hasty conclusion that it will grow at that period in a

dense, tall thicket, or in the deep shade of a mature forest.

If the seeds germinate there the little trees will certainly

be suppressed, for they must have more light than such

a situation affords. Thev must have a certain amount of

light in earlv life, but not too much, and in maturer days

all the light they can get. There is a certain course laid

out by nature for this species to travel in, and that course

does not seem to be easily changed, and we must find

that out and follow it to be successful. Nature does it

and surely we can learn from her and gratify the peculiar

propensities of this valuable tree in some way. and we can

afford to expend some labor and money to find out what

to do, because of the tree's great economic value.

Collecting Wood Specimens

THE
United States National Museum at Wash-

ington has recently established a Section of \\ ood

Technology. Under the direction of this sec-

tion it is proposed to assemble a collection of native and

foreign woods of commerce and to illustrate the manner

in which they are utilized.

The wood collections are to consist of planks of ap-

pro.ximately commercial size and of the best quality.

Each wood will be given a natural finish and aiiprojjri-

ately labeled and arranged so as to be of the greatest

educational value. Specimens possessing rare or unusual

qualities, exhibited by such woods as curly birch, bird's-

eye maple, figured mahogany and others of beautiful

color or otherwise attractive appearance are also to be

secured. In addition, there will a series of specimens

illustrating the various styles and finalities of finishes

given til dift'erent woods.

Supplementing the wood cnllectii ms it is planned to

illustrate their utilization by showing the jjroducts of

\arious wood-using industries and also the progressive

steps involved in their manufacture from the raw ma-

terial to the finished article. In this way will be shown,

for examiile, the making of paper, from the bolt of

spruce or other wood through each successive change in

its form until paper of various kinds and grades is ob-

tained ; similarly the interesting story of veneer manu-

facture with its beautiful and useful products, the manu-
facture of excelsior, the making of matches and tooth-

picks, the distillation of woods and a host of other wood

products, the output of many different industries, will

be explained by means of comprehensive and instructive

exhibits.

Thus far in the work of assembling exhibition ma-
terial lumber associations, lumbermen and the wood-

using industries have shown a gratifying willingness to

cooperate with and assist the Museum in developing
cxhiljits of their products. It is hoped that this spirit

will continue and sufticient interest will be aroused among
them to assure creditable showings for all branches of

the business of wood-production and utilization.

American Forestry Association Day
AMERICAN EURESTRY ASSOCIATION DAY

/ \ at the I'anama-Pacific Exposition, Wednesday,
* October 2i}. will see the largest combined gath-

ering of foresters, conservationists, forest fire protec-

tors, lumliermen and loggers that the Pacific Coast

has ever had. Not only will there be present members

of the American Forestry Association, but there will

also be members of the Western Forestry and Conser-

vation Association, P'acific Logging Congress, Society of

American Foresters, California Forest Erniective Asso-

ciation, ililtniore Forest School Alumni and a num-

ber of other organizations interested in tin- -subjects to

be discussed.

Dr. Henry S. Drinker, president of Lehigh Universitv

and president of the American Forestrj- Association, will

[jreside on October 'iO and will make an address on the

forest relations between the East and the We-t. There

will lie other addresses by members of the association

on a proposed system of forest insurance, on the work
of the associati(jn and the mission of its magazine,
Americ.\x Fokkstrv. and upon questions of forest fire

protection and forest development.

Following the series of meetings there will be a visit

to the redwood lumber camps near Eureka, Cal., where
two days will be sjient in witnessing the operation of

cutting, logging and manufacturing the giant redwoods.

Memljcrs of tlie American Forestry Association from
the East who anticipate attending may secure any infor-

mation regarding routes, hotels, etc., from the secretary.

Headquarters for the association on October 18, 19,

20 and -.'1 will be at the Inside Inn, which is inside the

exposition grounds and the meetings will be held at

the Lumbermen's Building just across the way from the

Inside Inn.



The Bird Department
IJv Arthur A. Allicn.

[Without birds to wage war upon insects, the insect hordes would increase so enormously that they would destroy
all the vegetation in the world—and then what would become of the human race? This department will be devoted to

public education on birds and each month will be given advice and instruction for their care and for encouraging bird

life.—Editor's Note.]

BIRDS AND THE FORESTS

WHEN
the world has once more regained its

equilibrium and the great powers have again

settled down to constructive policies, one of

the questions that will be brought forward is that of

international legislation for the protection of migratory

birds. It will be a natural outgrowth of the struggle

which the United States has witnessed during the past

few years between the commercialist and the conserva-

tionalist, a struggle that has resulted in national legisla-

tion giving our birds a more wide-spread encouragement
and protection than has ever before been possible.

Had the battle in this country been waged along the

lines of sentiment alone, with which these birds are so

often and so rightly associated, our practical legislators

could never have felt justified in enacting these far-

reaching measures. Fortunately, the science of orni-

thology had already advanced to a stage where it could

state definitely the important role played by the birds in

protecting crops, orchards, and forests. The Biological

Survey in Washington and economists in all parts of

the country had been studying the food of birds for

some thirty years, with the result that the issue was one

of real economics rather than one of sentiment.

There are few people today that are uninformed as to

the value of birds. The annual loss of over 700 millions

of dollars to agriculture in this country due to the

ravages of insects and the part taken by the birds in

destroying these pests are familiar facts. The birds are

nature's guards, appointed to keep the wonderfully pro-

lific insects from overrunning the earth, and, when one

stops to consider that a single pair of potato beetles, if

uncontrolled, would at the end of a single season result

in sixty million offspring; or that a single female plant

louse could give rise in the twelve generations which

occur each year to over ten sextillion young, one is forced

to acknowledge the invaluable asset we have in the birds.

In the garden, however, and in the orchard, it is

usually possible by artificial means to battle successfully

with insects. Poisonous sprays and cleverly contrived

traps with sufficient output of time, labor and expense,

will, in most cases, keep the farm in profitable condi-

tion. But the whole world is not a garden. It is obvi-

ouslv impossible to exterminate all insects. Human

ingenuity will never devise profitable means for spraying

the forests or trapping the forest insects. Over 50o

species of insects prey upon the oak trees alone and

nearly 300 upon the conifers, any one of which, if left

uncontrolled, would destroy the trees.

\\'hen experiments were being carried on in Massa-

chusetts with the raising of the American silkworms

{Tclca polyphcmits ). the larvae of which feed uixju a

number of shade trees, a striking demonstration of the

danger from these tree-inhabiting caterpillars was

gi\en, for it was discovered that each caterpillar required

120 oak leaves to reach maturity. If all the eggs laid

by a single moth should all hatch and reach maturity,
few oak trees would be large enough to support a single

family. Fortunately, however, it was discovered, at the

same time, that in a state of nature 95 per cent of the

larvae are destroyed by birds.

Again, in Dakota, when the first attempts were made to

grow trees upon the prairie lands, the experiments re-

sulted nearly in failure because of the ravages of this

silk worm and closely allied caterpillars, the reason for

their destructive numbers being the absence of arboreal

birds. This is a problem which always presents itself

in the reclamation of waste lands by the planting of trees

where tree-frequenting birds are not yet established. It

is fortunate that many birds are (|uick to avail them-

selves of new territory and that a number of species

have extended their ranges during recent years, follow-

ing the reclamation of arid country.

But even where birds are established it happens occa-

sionally that some insect plague escapes the control of

its natural enemies and we have the great destruction

wrought by the gipsy and brown-tail moths in Massachu-

setts, and the defoliation of the shade trees in many of

our eastern cities by canker worms, tussock moths, elm-

leaf beetles, and tent caterpillars. But during these

devastations two facts have been repeatedly noticed.

First, the outbreaks have always begun among the shade

trees of our cities where birds are conspicuously scarce,

and, second, spots to which birds have been attracted

have suffered the least.

In this connection the experiments of Baron von Ber-

k psch on his estate in Germany, in attracting birds and

maintaining a number far in excess of the surrounding

country, have become almost classic. By putting up
thousands of nesting boxes throughout the forest to

replace the dead trees which are required by hole-nesting

birds, by introducing food-bearing plants, shrubs and

trees, by feeding the birds during winter and times of

stress, and by destroying their natural enemies, he so

ir.creased their numbers that, when an insect plague

spread over the country, his estate was the one green

spot upon the entire landscape. Such a convincing
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demonstration was it that the imijerial government fol-

lowed his example for the j^roteetion of the national

forests.

But it is not from insects alone that our forest trees

suffer. In some parts of the country rabbits and other

small rodents have increased so alarmingly at times that

during the winter months when other food was scarce

they have done thousands of dollars damage by eating

the bark and girdling the young trees. The field mouse

{Microtits pciiiisyhviiicHS), which is perhaps the most

destructive of the smaller rodents, has from si.\ to eight

young in a litter and from four to si.x litters a year. If

left uncontrolled, the offspring of a single pair at the end

of five vears wotdd number nearly a million individuals.

Occasionally this does happen and we have the so-called

"plagues of voles" or mice which overrun everything,

and when they have consumed all the available food in

one region they migrate to another. These plagues do

not usually endure long, one of the chief reasons being

that they are always followed by flights of owls or hawks

which prey upon them.

It is true that one species of owl, the great-horned owl,

and three species of hawks, the sharp-shimied. Cooper's

and goshawk, do sometimes menace our feathered game
and occasionally make a raid upon the poultry yard.

These species have been passed upon as more harmful

than beneficial, but all the rest of the hawks and owls

which are shot indiscriminately are not only impiirtant

but necessarv aids to the Forester, particularly whert

efforts are being made to reclaim waste lands.

We now have adequate laws for the jjrotection of our

insectivorous birds and those for the protection of

rodent-eating birds are beginning to follow. Owing to

these measures, our avian population in the course of

time will show a large increase, but, in the meantime, bird

lovers and those who have interests at stake either in

gardens, shade trees or forests, will be willing to expend
a little effort toward encouraging our birds toward im-

mediate increase. Usually with but small eft'ort the

number of birds about one's grounds can be increased

manyfold. In succeeding numbers of this magazine
articles will appear showing what may be done during
the different seasons of the year towar<I ;ittracting. in-

creasing and taming the wild birds about one's home.

one's garden or one's forest. The first of these on "Bird

Fountains" appears in this number.

BIRD FOL'XTAIXS

NOTHING
exerts a stronger attraction upon birds

in hot weather than an abundant supply of fresh

water. Uurir.g the dry months of August and

September the birds practically desert the dry uplands

for the borders of streams or springs, where they can be

sure oi finding water for drinking and bathing. For this

reason the home that has no natural pool or spring nearby

must e.xpect to have but few birds during this dry sea-

son unless some eft'ort is made to supply the necessity.

Perhaps the most attractive bird pool, or fountain, is

that constructed in the form of a rockery in the garden

with ferns and wild flowers planted about it. The con-

crete basin can either be sunk in the ground or raised

on a pedestal. If the former, one should make sure

that there ai'e no lurking places in the proximity where

cats or other enemies can lie in wait to spring upon the

birds while they are heljiless with soaking feathers.

Other kinds of bird fountains are those made in the

form of large pottery saucers raised above the reach of

marauding cats, or a still simpler arrangement, which,

although less attracti\-e, serves the purpose just as well,

is a shallow pan or tray sunk in the ground or placed in

any convenient place frequented by the birds.

Whatever type of fountain is selected, a few points

should be adhered to. The bottom and sides should be

rough so that the birds will not slip upon entering the

water, for if they slip once they will never return. Sec-

ondly, the water should not be more than a half-inch

in depth where the birds are expected to enter. They will

often wade in deeper, but the bottom should slope or

fiat stones should be so arranged that the birds can enter

at this depth. And thirdly, the water should be re-

freshed as often as it evaporates or becomes stale. If

feasible, the pool should be connected with the water

supply or the drain from the ice-box, a labor-saving
device which at the same time makes the pool more at-

tractive to the birds.

These simple arrangements and sure protection from

skulking enemies will serve to attract manv birds about

the garden where they will more than repay for the eft'ort

expended by the insects they will destroy, not to men-
tinn their cheery calls and interesting wavs.



THE MATTERHOKX
A view from the roadside, near Riftelalp, above Zermatt; altitude, 7,41jfeet.

How Switzerland Cultivates Her Forests
llv .Makik W idmer

S\\
rrZERLAXD, in the year lOo A. D., is de-

scribed as being covered with swamps and great

impenetrable forests and the latter offered tre-

mendiius obstacles to colonization. The necessary
land for pastures and agriculture had thus to be taken

away from the forests and the history of the coloniza-

tion is consequently closely connected with that of the

forests.

Not much attention was paid to the cultivation or

preservation of the forests in the early days, when the

Alemanni. llurgundians and Franks swept through the

land, but in the time of the latter, when Charlemagne
was king, a general and remarkable improvement of con-

ditions took place. History relates that Charlemagne's

grandson presented in the year 853 the now famous
Sihl Forest of Zurich to the Convent of Fraumiinster

in that city, which indicates that the Sihl Forest is

actually one of the oldest cultivated forests in Switzer-

land.

Gradually, as settlers began to scatter all over the

country, their attention was drawn to the forestry prob-

lem and it is shown that in the thirteenth century there

were already a number of villages which had prohibited

the cutting down of certain forests, as the same pro-

vided protection against the ever-threatening peril from

the avalanches. Thus we find Altdorf and Andermatt

on the Gothard route each with their "Bannwald." For

some time the great vaudoise forest of Risoux in the

Joux \'alley was also considered as a "protecting forest,"

as its presence could facilitate the defense of the fron-

tier toward France in a case of emergency.
847
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DAVOS, SVVITZICRLAXD, IX SLMMICK

Sliowing the type of municipal and cantonal forests, some of the former of which produce an annual net profit of as nuich as $14 an acre, and
some of the latter yield as liigli at $>S an acre, which steady and ever-increasing revenue helps to reduce taxation in Switzerland to a
minimimi-

However, only in tlu' eighteenth century was there

voiced a general demand for better cuUivation and pres-

ervation of the forests and in this respect the cantons

of Zurich, lierne and Aargau were the leaders, with the

others following after a short interval.

The latest statistics of forestation in Switzerland sh<iw

that 'i'i.'7 per cent of the entire area of Switzerland is

covered with forests; 5-2. 1 per cent is devoted to agri-

culture and pastures and 25.3 per cent is non-productive

soil (rivers, lakes, roads, railways, building sites, rocks,

glaciers, etc. ).

Of the productive soil in Switzerl.nid, .'lo. 1 per cent

i~ thus devoted to forests and •!'•>.<! tu agricultural pur-

poses. Statistics further show that about f'u per cent

of these forests belong U> individual \ill;iges or cities:

28.5 per cent are private property and -1.5 per cent onh

pertain to individual cantons. The ownershiii bv canton,

village or private persons shows a remarkable variation

in the case of each canton and we thus find that the

cantonal governments (if \'alais, Ticino, Orisons and L'ri

possess practically no forests. The biggest percentage of

forests owned by villages
—94.3 per cent— is however,

found in the \ alais. and the highest percentage of

private-owned forests—TS.S per cent— is to be found in

the canton of Lucerne.

The most extensive forest conserv.-ilinn is fduiid in

the Jura region of Switzerland, in the cantons of Schafi'-

hausen, Aargau, I'.asel (Land), Soleure, lierne, Xeucbfi-

tel and \'aud, where as much as (id per cent of the pro-

ducti\'e soil is devoted to fnrestation. \\'hile the high

A GIAXT
riiis en.iimons wlnu- willow tree Isalis alha ) is close to the shore of

the l^afce of Ziiri. I . Switzerland, at an altitu.le of alioui 1.140 feet.
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A GENEKAL VIEW OF AROSA, IN THE GRISUNS, SWITZERLAND, ALTITUDE, 6,043 FEET

of the best of the "protecting forests" which are considered a necessary safeguard against iiatural forces such as avalanches, land

nd inundations, and as a consequence there are certain laws prohibiting their injudicious cutting. Of the entire area of lorcsts mThis is one
slides and inundations, and as a consequence
Switzerland, over three-fourths is classitied as "protecting forests."

iiKiuntain regions appear thickly wuoded at first, their

production is poor.

Forests, as previously indicated are considered a

safeguard against natural forces, such as avalanches,

land slides and inundations, and as a consequence there

are certain laws prohibiting their injudicious cutting

down, and these laws apply to private-owned forests as

well as to public-owned ones. All the forests in the

canton of the Grisons, Appenzell, Ausser-Rhoden, Uri,

Neuchatel and Basle (City), are regarded as "protect-

ing" forests, while in the cantons of Schwyz, Unterwal-

den, Glarus and Appenzell Inner Rhoden all public and

: part of the private-owned forests are declared "pro-

tecting" forests. In the other cantons the public ami

private-owned forests are partly "protecting forests"

and partly non-protecting. Of the entire Swiss forest

area 75.2 per cent is considered "protecting forests" and

24.8 per cent non-protecting.

These laws safeguard the Swiss forests from untimely

destruction and no matter how much building may be

done in a district, the forests have to be duly respected.

The different parts of Switzerland, with their great

variation of altitudes, are subject to widely different

climatic conditions and as a result we find a similar

difference in the forest growth.

In the Jura, for instance, the beech plays a prominent

rcle. It can really be considered the foundation of the

Jura forest and, thanks to its thick foliage, it jjrevents

the soil on the sunny slopes from drying up. The pro-

tecting presence of the beech enables other more exact-

ir,g species of trees to grow in their turn, such as the

ash, the maple, the fir, and the pitch. On all the slopes

with a southern exposure the beech is intermingled with

the red pine.

In the plains we find a good variety of the oak, elm,

beech, ash, maple, linden, alder, willow, poplar, fir and

red pine. Today the pitch tree also occupies an import-

ant place in these lower regions.

Approaching the Alps, the pitch tree and fir are more

prominent and from 4, .500 feet upward the former alone

remains. In the central Alps the larch, the cembra pine

and the so-called mountain pine are in particular evi-

dence. In certain regions of the Bernese (Jberland, in

the canton of Unterwalden, around the Lake of Lucerne

and in the Rhine \'alley the beech is also well

represented.
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AUAICAKIA IMIIRICAI.A

A famnus specimen near Walzenliaiisen, canton of Api'Cnzell. AltiUiiie,

2,L'7:! fett.

Finally, in the snulhcrn part of the canton nf Ticino,

in Italian Switzerland, the chestnut i^jruws in prufusion.

While in early days the turester's ]irinci|jal task was

to dispose of the timher, to he a fairly sjckhI shot and to

keej) general order on his <l(iniain, the public has, since

the middle of the last century, hegttn to wake up and

with the realization of the immense value of the forests

came a general demand for a more thorough and scien-

tific instruction of the foresters.

A forestry school exists in Switzerland since IS.").'),

making part of the Federal Polytechnic at Ziu'ich. From

l!S."),!J-72 the duration of the course was two years, from

1872-8V! it was two and one-half years, from l,s',s-^'-l!)()l)

it was raised to three years, and since Uctober, IDiii), it

has been prol(inge<l to three and one-half years. This

theoretical course has yet to be completed by an obliga-

tory practical course of one and one-half years. The

duration of the entire course in the science of forestry

consequently amounts to five years.

The timber production of the Swiss forests has

leached the comparati\ely high figure of lo.oiio.doo

francs a year. The average annual export amounts to

about .'J, OIK),lino francs, but there is still an amiual im-

l>ortation of wood for a])out :!ii,iM)o.oiH) francs. This

Somewhat surprisingly high import is e.xplained by a

continually increased demand for wood by the paper

industry, also by a nnich devel{.)ped building acti\ity.

The statistics available concerning the average increase

of the Swiss forest cultivation do not yet suffice bv far

for ,in approximate \'aluation of the respective financial

leturns. J lowever, in all those cases, wdiere it has been

possible to investi,gate the question, the proposition has

pro\ ed itself a paying one.

Thus it is shown, for instance, that the municipal for-

ests of Aargau produce an a\erage gross |)rofit of $14

per acre, those of Zurich, W'interthur and Alorat, $12

per acre, and the most recent statistics in the case of

W'interthur indicate a revenue of $14. ill) per acre.

Admitting that these are somewhat exceptional in-

stances, we nevertheless find that the general results of

the cantonal forests of Aargau and Zurich reach a gross

profit of $S per acre, while the richest state forests in

dermany scarcel)- e\er surpass a revenue of $.5,110 per
acre. The returns in the Jura and the Alps, where the

soil is naturally inferior, amount to $:!."i.') to $4. .SO
p)er

acre.

This steady and ever-increasing revenue yielded bv

the forests helps to reduce taxation in Switzerland to a

minimum.

'i'he climatic and hygienic \alue of forests must also

be taken into consideration. No place becomes oppres-
sive from the summer's heat, or un[)leasant through the

winter's cold, if it is situated in a forest region. It is an

established fact that all the renowned Swiss health re-

sorts are in closest vicinity to woods and forests whose

purifying presence and wholesome fragrance act like a

tonic on the human s^'stem.

Reforestati(.)n and forest planting require much jia-

tience at first, as it takes so long for a crop to mature,

but the results obtained in Switzerland will undoubtedly

in.duce other countries in time to adopt a similar system,

which makes the best possible use of land not suitable

for agriculture and wdiich at the same time has all the

climatic ami hygienic advantages pointed out above,

not to mention the natural charm, the scenic value and

the soothing effect of a stretch of dark-green, silent

forest.



Mr. Charles Frederick Quincy
director of the .Inicyicaii Forestry .Issocintion and Chairman of the Exeentive Committee.

ORIGINALLY
from Massachusetts, Mr. Quincy has for years had his business location in New York City, while

maintaining a summer residence on Squam Lake. New Hampshire.
As a personal friend of ex-Governor Guild, deceased, he was invited by Goremor Guild when the latter was

president of the American Forestry Association, to become a member of the Board of Directors, with the particular

desire on the part of President Guild that Mr, Quincy, with his large experience in finance, should look into the

financial side of the Association, its affairs at that time being in a rather precarious condition.

Mainly under his leadership as chairman of the executive committee of the board, the Association has been lifted

from an unsatisfactory financial position to its present basis of increasing prosperity. Our very successful bond plan

for the development of our work and the bettering of our magazine was his idea.

Today we hold in securities twice the amount of our b 3nded indebtedness. The Association has attained a position

of national recognition and its work in public service is recognized as great and increasing.

To Mr. Quincy—to his tact, his faithful devotion to his self-imposed duties in the Association, and to his experi-

ence and ability in financial management—the Association owes a great debt for services deeply appreciated and val-

ued bv his associates in the work. Henry SturCis Drinker.
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Fire Fighting Exhibit at the Exposition

D ()\ CARLOS ELLIS is in charge of the Forest

Service exhibits at the Panama-Pacific Exposi-

tion which are attracting so much attention from

the thousands of \isitors, who are curious to learn what

the Government is doing with the great forest areas

under its control. The larger exhibit is at San Fran-

cisco and the feature about which most of the inquiries

are made is the forest fire protection and fire fighting

exhibit. This is complete in ever_v detail.

In the center of the space is a large model, measuring
13 by L5 feet, showing a ranger district on a national

forest. A lookout house and a lookout tower occupy
the two highest peaks. These are connected by telephone

with a ranger station, which

in turn is connected with vari-

ous users of the forest at a

ranchhouse, a hotel, and a pow-
erhouse. The model shows

Government roads, trails and

bridges. Cdustructed priniaril\-

for the i)urpose of making

every part of the forest ac-

cessible to fire fighters. Fire-

fighting equipment bo.xes are

placed at strategic points along

trails and roads, and a fire line

kept clear of inflammalile ma-

terial runs along one of the

mountain ridges.

To one side of the large cen-

ter model a full-size fire look-

out house, fully eijuipped for

discovering and locating forest

fires, is Iniilt on an imitation of

a great bouMer on a mountain

top. The house is painted

white to serve as a conspicuous

target for heliogra])h messages
directed toward it by patrol-

men. The building contains

binocular^ through which a distant forest fire is seen; a

fire finder, by the aid of which the super\isor's oftice

DON CARLOS I-XIJS

In charge of the I'orest Service Forestry Exhibits at the San
I^iego E.vposition and at the Panama-Pacilic Kxposition,
standing at tlie Kntrance to the Building Containing the
I'ixlnliit at San Diego.

the house rests and throw pictures ami descriptions on

screens built into the rock, which tell the entire story

of the fire protection work.

On a retlwood tree trunk in another part of the exhibit

is displa\ed a weather-proof iron bo.x telephone, such as

is [ilaced along patrol routes on the forests. This tele-

phone is connected with the telephone in the lookout

and with a su})ervisor's telephone at the desk of the

demonstrator by slack lines attached to tree trunks on

swinging insulators, just as the line is installed on a

national forest. This manner of construction enables

the line to stand the stress of the elements through the

winter and prevents the wire being broken when a

tree falls.

The latest type of fire-fight-

ing toolbox, equipped with

sho\els, rakes, hoes, a.xes, can-

vas waterbags and buckets,

canteens, lanterns for fighting

fires at night, torches for set-

ling liack fires, nesting cooking

utensils, and emergency ra-

tions, occu])ies a place near the

lookout house.

lieside the desk of the dem-

onstrator, who plays the part

of the national forest super-

visor, is hung a master fire

map of the forest similar

to the one in the lookout

house. On this map is shown

the location of every trail,

bridge, road, telephone line,

tele])hone station, ranger sta-

tion, tire-fighting toolbox and

lookout station. At the loca-

tions of the lookout points are

protractions oriented to corre-

spond with the protractors of

those stations. This map enables the supervisi.>r to

locate a fire directly from the reports of the lookouts

without any mathematical calculations, and to ]ilace tocan be informed definitely of the location of a fire ; and

a special type of telephone in communication witli the the best possible advantage the force of men avaUat)le.

supervisor's otfice. There are also on display in this Fire warning posters and rules concerning care with

tower a portable telephone and a portable heliograph out- fire in the forests are posted upon tree trunks and in

fit for use by patnjlmen. .\ ]>air of,, stereopticon ma- other consjiicuous places through the exhibit as the\- are

chines are concealed within the imitation rock on which in the forests.

S.S2



California Tree Novelties
L!v E. A. Sterling

PART II

THE
California redwoods and Sequoias have been

described until they are familiar to every visitor.

The Sequoias, in particular, are the inecca of

many tourists and may be seen at their best on a trip to

Yosemite by way of the Raymond and Wawona entrance.

The other groups of Sec|Uoias are not so frequently vis-

tunately, is within a few hours" ride of San Francisco,

and should by all means be visited. It is reached from

Santa Cruz by the Southern Pacific, and a day in the

park will give some idea of the redwood forests in the

lumber regions of Humboldt and Mendocino counties.

These magnificent trees, however, are fulh' worth a tri-p

A r.KdUl' OF SEQUOIAS
This is the largest cone-bearing evergreen tree in the world, and the

270 feet. The trunks are from 17 to 24 feet in diameter at about
in a region of about 50 square miles, within which there are twenty
tains .'),00() trees. Some groves contain few, Deer Creek Grove
between 4,()(t() and .^j.OOO years old.

ited, although thousands are attracted annuall)' to the

Mariposa grove and General Grant National Park. In

the Yosemite Park, to which more and more tourists now

go and which will be seen this year by more than ever

before, there is a considerable variety of trees to be seen.

Here the tourist, making his headquarters at one of such

tent camps as shown in the accompanying photographs,

may, in a few days, see all of the points of interest within

the park.

The California redwood forests at their best are off the

regular routes of travel. California Redwood Park, for-

oldest. Some reach a height of over 300 feet, but the average is about
S feet above the greatly swelled bases. This California big tree is

-six groves. One of the largest of these, called the Grant Forest, con-

having but thirty, and North Grove only six. The larger trees are

up the Northwestern Pacific R. R., and over the new line

from Willits to Eureka or by steamer to Fort Bragg or

Eureka. Eureka will be, visited by the members of the

American, Forestry Association after their meeting in

San Francisco on October 20,. in order to see the redwood

forests and the lumber camps. Here the trees grow-

in solid forests of a deij^ity and splendor to which no

description can do justice. By comparison, the best

specimens of ini;lividual trees found on the slopes of

Tamalpais in Alarin County or in California Redwood
Park are reproduced by thousands or millions, and by
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their intimate association create a ecinlin.UDUs forest in

which the nnits or indixidual trees are almost lost sight

of in the surpassing grandeur of the whule. It is a

case of nature sur]5assing herself in the production oi

extremes in sizes, qualit}' and c|uainity. The great colon-

nades of redwood trees have been likened to some won-

cerful cathedral, but, unlike any works of man, they ex-

tend over hundreds of s(|uare miles and jirodiice a

variety of conditions and vistas absolutely unatlainalile in

the highest art of the architect.

W IXUHLOW X HICDW U( JDS

This is in the Monterey National Forest in California. Here the wiiuU
from tlie ocean are so strong and persistent that tliey have the nmisiial

effect t]])0n the growth of the tree so vividly shown in tlie ]ihologra|jh

The influence of environment is demonstrated by com-

paring the redwoods at the northern and southern limits

of their range. While the character of the redwood

forests changes materially on different sites in the several

belts and groups from Humboldt County southward, a

radical change is found on the seaward side of the Santa

Lucia Mountains below Monterey. Mere at its southern

limit the redwood loses its dominant character, and in

exposed situations becomes a gnarled, stunte<l and wind-

flattened tree. In the protected canyons it grows to more

nearly normal size, but decreases in height up the slopes

until near the ridge summits it takes on the shape of a

limber pine at timber line on some high mountain. The

effect produced when viewed from a high point is pe-

culiar, the canyon forests being practically Hat to the

level of the (jrotccting ridge with the trees in the center

tall and straight, 1>ut decreasing in size up both sk>pes

as if they all h:i(l been clipiied oft to one height like

a hedge.

The famous old city of Alonterey is the starting jwinr

for several trips which take in rare or unusual trees.

One of these is to the stunted, wind-flattened redwoods

just mentioned, which in\olves a trip l.)y carriage or

horseback to the settlements some distance ilown the

coast, ."^uch an excursion also shows much that is best

in the wa\' of sea-coast scenery. The shorter drives

usuallv taken by the tourist from .Monterey traverse the

range of tw(.i trees which exist only on this particular part

of the California coast. In fact, the main attraction of

one of the drives, \}ing in interest with the old Missions,

is the famous Monterey cypress. Un the peninsula be-

tween Monterev Uav and Carmel lia}- are the indi\idual

trees which ha\'e Ijeen so widely pictured and are so well

known to tourists. They are picturesque specimens on

;^'
STUMP OF SKOfOlA

This stump is 20 feet in diameter. It was cut unusually higli, not because
it was convenient to do so but because the old tire scars made it

worthless as lumber up to the point where the cutting was made.
This stands in the Sequoia National Forest, Tulare County, Cal.

an exposed r;0cky sea cliff, where the artistic setting, wide,

flat-topped crown, and grotesquely bent and gnarled
trunk and branches, create an unusual spectacle. The
natural belt of Monterey cypress is only a few hundred

feet wide along the coast, with a few trees scattered in-

land on the ridge of the peninsula. Although extensively

planted as wind breaks, there is no other natural group
of these trees anywhere in existence.

Des])ite this fact there is a widespread belief that

these trees are descendants of the famous "cedars of

Lebanon," and despite the efforts to remove it the im-
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pression slill largely prevails in the i)ulilic niiiul. .Mr.

n. A. Greene, president of the Mdnlerey Tree Growing-

Club, has an interesting explanation of how the belief

cri'^inated. Says he: "Some years ago, a man named

Aleck Early was driving for tlic

Hotel Del -Monte and making

himself remembered for his wit

bv people from all parts of the

world. Many of his stories told

to wondering tourist? were pre-

faced bv 'When me and Char-

lev— .' This was a reference to

Charles Crocker, one of the 'Big

l''(>in'' who developed the Pacific

Railroad system. Aleck had

liecn an old stage-driver and,

for a time, was in the employ of

Crocker and, having become tO(.)

old to continue in such employ-

ment, he was sent to Hotel Del

Monte by Crocker, who was the

real sponsor for the famous

hostelry, to be given a berth. As

driver for the hotel's livery

stable. Aleck spent his happiest

(hns entertaining tourists with

his won<lerfnlly told tales, ami

he became so popular with visi-

tors that often when people

wired to reserve rooms they

would also reserve the great

stor\ teller as their driver about

the .Monterey peninsula.

".A.leck Early's favorite story

was evoked when his guests

were dri\-en into the weird

presence of the ancient cypresses

at Point Cypress on the world-

famous Seventeen-Mile Drive.

This was the tale of a highly

civilized race of people who
came to this \-icinity thousands

of years ago and builded a mag-
nificent city with matchless

temples of worship. Pointing to

a large sand-dune he would explain that a partial ex-

ploration had revealed inunense columns and capitals,

strangely but beautifully carved, prostrate under the

sands. This story, told in very ungrammatical sentences

yet with originality of wording and a convincing man-

ner, ended with a recital of the extinction of the

colonists by hordes of cannibals. .\t its conclusion, .\leck

would wave his whip toward the ancient cypress trees

still growing in the vicinity of the "buried city' and de-

clare that they had been planted, about (i,000 years ago,

from seed of the Cedar of Lebanon, brought across the

sea from Syria.

"It was a ridiculous story, but the part about the trees

it seems impossible t(j destroy. Writers persist in re-

ferring to this wonderful gro\e of prehistoric trees—so

much more wonderful than trees of historv—as being of

the same siiecies as the sacred cedars. The Monterey

MARGIN OF REDWOOD FOREST
This is ill Big Basin, Santa Cruz County, Cal. The tree behind the buggy is 7 feet in diameter and

860 feet in height.

cypress is no more a true cedar than it is an oak. It is

probably the parent of all the cypresses and is extinct

save on the extremities of Point Cypress and Point

Lobos, near Monterey. The tree was discovered by La

Perouse in 17,S(i, but did not receive its name until 1S4(>

when Hardweg redisco\ered it and named it Cufressus

Macrocarpa, meaning 'large fruited cypress.'
"

.Another tree confined to the immediate vicinity of

Monterey is the Monterey pine, wdiich is unique because

of its isolated sea-coast habitude. Where growing in

thick groups somewhat protected, it has tall, clean trunks,

with an open, rather long and large branched crown.

The older trees are flattened at the top, and where ex-
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I \ I'l: I ii- CA.w . i\V IX \i)SEMITE VAIvLEV CAMP

Secretary of the Interior Lane's policy of opening our national parks as real playgrounds for the people strikes a new and popular note in

these splendid camps, where the tourist with a medium-sized purse can get close to nature at a minimum expense.
Seated in hammock is George Sterling, the California poet; standing is Lawrence Harris, whose poem on the San Trancisco fire received world-

wide comment, and on the chair, E. D. Coblentz. editor of the San Francisco C a!L

pose<l til the salt winds, take on irregular sliai)es, re-

semliling the Monterey cyiiress. It has. however, a con-

sideral.)lv wider range, there being three groups along the

coast and others on the Santa Rosa and Santa Cruz

Islands.

Three other trees of limited range nr rare (iccurrence

deserve specific mention. < 'ne of these, the bristlecone

fir, is found mainly in Monterey County, where it is ir-

regularly grouped or scattered on the eastward slopes of

the Santa Lucia Aluuntains. It is a little known tree

because confined to a region which attracts few visitors.

The onlv place it would be seen without a special trip

is along the stage road near Pajarijo Springs. It is the

most unique of all the firs, and striking in character be-

cause of its dense Indian club-shajied crown, which

often extends to the ground, and ends in a long, ex-

tremelv narrow, sharp point. The foliage is of a lustrous

green, so pronounced that the color becomes a dis-

tinguishing characteristic at some distance. .\ further

remarkable feature is found in the cones, which have

long needlelike ])oints, which protrude from among the

cone scales. While ncit deserving a special trip in order

to see it. the bristlecone fir merits attention from any-

one who is in the region where it grows.

The rarest and most restricted of all the California

conifers is the Torrey. or Soledad pine of San Diego

Countv. It is confined to a sea-c<iast range -iliout 1 milj

wide on both sides of the iiKjuth of the Soledad River,

and to a limited area mi Santa Rosa Island. Where ex-

j)osed to the high winds, it is low, crooked and deformed,

although in ])rotected situations it may have a straight

trunk ."lO or liii feet in height. .V few of these trees can

Ije seen from the Santa Fe train between Los Angeles
and San Diego, the narrow strip along the coast starting

about :1 miles north of Del Alar.

.Vnother interesting e\ergreen of considerably wider

range is the coulter or bigcone pine. The general dis-

Iributinn of this tree is the middle elevations on the coast

and cross range mountains in Southern California. Al-

tliough common throughout this range, it is nowhere

abundant, and rarely forms pure forests. Its claim to

particular notice is the enormous size of the cones, which

are often 1'.^ to 14 inches long, sharp spiked and armed,

and extremely heavy. None of the other pine trees pro-

tects its seeds in such a strenuous way, and wdiile the

sugar pine cones are longer, the cone scales are thin,

light ami harmless by comparison. \'isitors to anv of the

well-known mountain resorts or peaks in Southern Cali-

fornia can hardly miss seeing some of these trees. The

large cones and stifif foliage will distinguish the coulter

from yellow jfine, wdiile the cone itself deserves close in-

vestigation and proves an interesting and lasting souvenir.

C)f the California trees wdiich are unique or different,

the pines receive special attention. This is deserved be-

cause no less than seventeen distinct species grow in Cali-

fornia and at least six are found in no other State,
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MONTKREV CYPRESS ON THE SEA COAST
Wliile these trees are true native sons of California, growing only around the Bay of Monterey, they have become generally known to the public

as "cedars of Lebanon." In this article is explained the interesting origin of this misnomer. These old trees are the mecca for most sight-
seers along the California coast.

altheiugh three of the six extend down into lower Cah-

fornia. Their range is from the Hmber pine at timber

line down to the pinon ])ine of the desert regions. In

character of growth and appearance the range is as

equally great. From the southern Sierras southward on

arid slopes and mesas into northern Afexico is the

dwarf single leaf or pinon pine. Of all the American

species, no other pine has single leaves. The tree is

further distinguishcil by the large size of the seeds which

are known as pinon nuts, and have long been used by the

Indians for food. The transcontinental traveler on

the Santa Fe trains can buy these pine nuts from the

Indians or at the stations, as peanuts are bought in the

East. Another nut pine, which is less comnion, has four

needles or leaves, which is also an unusual arrangement.
The true white pines have five needles in a cluster and

yellow pines two and three, so there are, out of the sev-

enteen species, all arrangements of needles from one

to five.

Another characteristic of the California pine is found

h'l the various kinds of cones. They range in size from

the enormous fruit of the coulter i)ine to the <liminutive

seed pod of the pinon or lodgepole, and from a smooth

symmetrical shape and surface to a bristly, heavy cone

which protects and hides its seeds until nature sees fit

to open the scales. The bristlecone, lodgepole and knob-

cone pines, have very persistent cones, the latter often

holding successive crops of cones indefinitely. They ad-

here to the trunk and branches and are often found im-

bedded in the wood, and rarely do the cones open until

th.e tree is killed l.)y
fire or cut; yet some of the seeds

remain fertile during all these years. The knobcone pine

ii' the most CDiispicuous conifer on the intermediate

slopes cif the mountains back of Los Angeles, San Ber-

nardino and Santa Barbara, and the persistent clusters

of old cones can be readily seen.

Hardwood trees are not abimdant on the Pacific coast.

There are comparatively few broad-leaved trees of com-

mercial value, and as a rule these are an inconspicuous

feature of the landscape except along streams at the lower

elexations. A sycamore very similar in appearance to

the Eastern species is common along streams throughout

the State, while in all of the foothills are a number of

oaks, some of which retain their leaves the year round.

These low-growing, round-topped oaks are an attractive

feature along many roads and trails below the range of

the conifers. For example the Ojai valley near Santa

Barbara is made attractive by its oak trees, while along

many streams, even back in the mountains, a fringe or

belt of broad-leaved species breaks the monotony of the

view. On. the higher slopes and along the coast in the

redwood country, tan bark oak is in many places quite

abundant. Mere are also found chinquapins which are

similar to. the Eastern chestnut, and under favorable con-

ditions become- large trees, although in- the higher moun-

tains forming low shrub. Alaples, buckeye, ash and qther
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Flwlo hy The P.:.> . / . .
1 .

YOSEMITE FALLS CAMP. YOSE.MITE VALLEY
From this tent city, for there are several hundred comfortalile canvas bungalows

hack of the dining room and offce buildings shown in the picture, the tourist

visits any part of the beautiful park he desires and sees an interesting variety
of tree life. The Yosemite Falls, seen apparently so close to the camp, leaj

2,400 feet from crest to valley in three splendid cascades.

trtes familiar in the East are fnund. althnugli rarely of

commercial size ox in any considerable quantity. -\ pe-

culiar tree in a class by itself is the rare California nut-

meg, a member of the yew famil}'. Found in central

California, it forms dense thickets and associates with

the hardwoods along streams. The name is derived

from the resemblance of the fruit to the nutmeg of

America.

Although not in the class of trees, the varii.ais shrubs

and cutting in the northern mountain forests.

Consideration of the different species is not of

particular interest, and it is sufficient to know

that several kinds of dwarfed oak are found in

the chaparral growth. A group of low and slen-

der trees or shrulis known as Ceanothus or

myrtles grow in the low mountain canyons of

Southern California and add an elTective touch

t'l the landscape l)y their fragrant blue flowers,

which ajjpear in long, wide bunches, from which

the common name, lilac, is derived.

Two groups of small trees or shrubs attract

inimeiliate attention because of their red-brown

trunks, red branches and shiny, evergreen foli-

age. One of these is the well-known Manzanita.

which is an evergreen shrub widely distributed

throughout the Pacific coast. It is found at the

font of cliffs, on the edge of the forests, and

scattered throughout the chaparral from one end

of tlip State to the other, usually in a variety of

soils from sea level to several thousand feet

elexatic^n. (Jccasionally. under favorable con-

ditions, it becomes treelike, and. wherever found,

adds a touch of color to the landscape. The

other red bark tree is the Madrona, which ofte

reaches a height of (id to SO feet, about 'i or '',

feet in diameter, but can become low and shrubby
iiiore like the Manzanitas. It produces show}-,

large clusters of flowers resembling lilies-of-the-

valle\'. and ma\' be looked for along any of the

established routes of travel.

To attempt a summary of the trees and shrubs

to be seen from the trails and roads which the

California Exposition visitor will traverse this

summer, would be a hopeless task. The most

that can lie hoped for is to call attention to the

unitiue ,ind beautiful in the way of tree growth
which may be seen if it is only looked for. It

should not be enough for a party to go from

Los Angeles to the top of Mt. Lowe or -Mt. Wil-

son in the conventional way. To return without

realizing that the_\- have passed through se\eral distinct

Z(jnes of tree growth, and have had an opportunity to see

the effect of natural conditions, sucii as elevation, aspect,

temperature anil moisture on the distribution of the flora

and also the effect which fire and other human agencies
have had on the forest cover of the Southern California

mountains, would Ije a distinct loss of an opportunity.

Along the stream beds at the foot of the slopes will be

seen sycamores, oaks and other hardwoods, followed hy
the chaparral of the arid foothills. Farther up in thewhich go to make up tlie chajjarral of the slopes and foot

hills deserve mention. In the mountains of Southern moist canyons will be seen the bigcone spruce and per-

California over seventy distinct species constitute the al- haps other evergreens, and on the more exposed slopes

most impenetrable mass i:>f shrub growth which covers the knobcone pine and perhaps the coulter ])ine with its

many of the slopes. In the San liernardino and San

Jacinto Mountains, the cha])arral area is 50 per cent,

while in the San (rabriel Mountains it increases to Sil

per cent. Small chance, therefore, that anyone will

big cones. The north and east slopes will be the most

densely wooded, while on the hot. dry. south slopes,

shrubs and trees with desert characteristics will prevail.

Finally, on the summit of the main ridge and in the moist

Hiiss this feature. Chaparral also comes in after fire canyons of the main Sierra Madre, will be found the
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j-ellow iiiiies, firs, aiul cedars gruupcd according tcj their of view the Se(|Uoias or redwoods and e\en \'oseniite

environment. itself wiU not he llie only things to register an impression.

The same observations with the proper adjustment for if you can bring back with you visions and descrip-

for locality and conditions ma\' be made along any other tions of trees and forests which the average visitor does

not see, you will have something
which will be an asset and treas-

ure llirough the years.

|(]lin Miiir, who knew every

foot of it, eloquently described

the chief forested region of

California when he wrote:

"In the middle region of deep-

est canons are the grandest for-

est trees, the Sec)uoia, kirg of

conifers, the noble sugar and yel-

low pines, Douglas spruce, libo-

cedrus, and the silver tirs, each

a giant of its kind, assembled to-

gether in one and the sane for-

est, surpassing all other conifer-

ous forests in the world, both in

the number of its species and in

the size and beauty of its trees.

The winds flow in melody

thr(iUL.;h their colossal spires,

i.|.:soLATi()N- VALLEY, PYRAMID PEAK IN TiiK i.isTA.xcK ^'"'1 t'^tw are vocal everywhere

The two trees in the foreground are silver pine. The scene is in the El Dorado National Forest, Cal. With the SOllgS 01 birds and run-

routes of tra\-el. llefore you go
and after you get there read

some of the Ijest literature re-

garding the flora of Cidifornia.

John .Muir, through his books,

inspires you with a love and ap-

preciation of the scenic wonders

of his native State. Carry his

"Mountains of California" with

you and try to see them through
his eyes. On many trips you
will be within the National For-

ests and the officer of the Forest

Serx'ice can broaden your view

and direct your observations

wherever vou go.

The main thing is to know
what you want to see and where

to see it. Trees and forests are

probably not the fundamental at-

tractions you will see. but the\-

should be the setting on iiianv

of your travels and suiJi)lement

the other natural features for wdiich you will make special ning water. Miles of fragrant ceanothus and manzanita

trips. Distances are great comjjared with the East and liushes bloom beneath them, and lily gardens and mea-

stage and horseback trips are not alwa\s an un.'ill.iyed dows, and damp, ferny glens in endless variety of fra-

joy. The best way to forget the dust and heat and dis- grance and color, compelling the admiration of every

comfort is to have something which will distract atten- observer.

tion from the crowded stage ?.nd the blazing sun. This "Sweeping on over ridge and valley, these noble trees

you will have in the constantly changing flora on most of extend a continuous belt from end to end of the range,
the trips which are worth while. With the right point only slightly interrupted by sheer-walled canons at in-

LU.MBERED SLOPE IN SAN BERNARDINO MOUNTAINS
Away in the distance, through the gap beyond the trees, the Mohave Desert may be seen. The trees

that are visible are pine, fir and incense cedar.
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tervals of about fifteen and

twenty miles. Here the great

burly brown bears delight tn

roam, harmonizing with the

brown boles of the trees beneath

which they feed.

"Deer, also, dwell here and tind

food and shelter in the ceano-

thus tangles, with a multitude of

smaller people. Above this

region of giants, the trees grow
smaller until the utmost limit I'f

the timber line is reached on the

stormy mountain slopes at a

height of fnirn ten to twelve

thousand feet abo\e the sea,

where the dwarf pine is so lowlv

and hard beset by storms and

heavy snow, it is pressed into

flat tangles, over the tojis of

whicli we may easih' walk. lie-

low the main forest belt the

trees likewise diminish in size,

frost and burning drouth re-

pressing and blasting alike."

In no other State is there

such a wealth of novelty in trees,

in no other State such a varietv,

and m no otiier State trees

which are so widely known and about which sn much has his trip to the State incomjilete if he fails to pay them

been written as those of California. The tourist will find the attention thev deser\e.

.•\ FORKST NORTllWIiST OF PINXUSIIIOX, SIERRA XATIOXAL FOREST, CALIFORNIA

A dense Sierra forest at the higher elevations, where the trees of red fir and silver pine are prac-

tically all of the same age. Such forests are usually found at elevations of six to eight thousand
feet and are of greater value in preserving moisture tlian for lumher purposes.

Education in Wood Uses

Wll.\'r
is considered the iiKist important mo\e-

ment ever undertaken by the lumbermen for

the development and progress of their own

industry is the organization, just i>erfected, of a depart-

ment of trade extension. It will have a minimum fund

of $.")U,onO a vear for uperating expenses. While this is

a comparatively small sum for the work involved it will

doubtless be increased as the importance of the work is

emphasized. The department is under the direction of an

executive committee consisting of the following members

of the National J^umber Manufacturers' Association:

Edward Hines, W. A. Gilchrist, R. B. Goodman, E. B.

Hagen, \\'m. It. Sulli\an and R. H. Downman.

I'.rietly stateil the Department will undertake to pro-

mote the use of wood and to conduct an educational

profiaganda which will at least maintain the present status

of wood under the pressure of modern competition and

selling methods. The field of activity concerns wood as

such and does not duplicate nor conflict with the work
of existing organizations. Education in the broadest

sense is the keynote and every dollar used is an invest-

ment on behalf of the whole lumber industry. The
initial lines of work will cover the following subjects:

Building codes and shingle ordinances; engineering data

for architects and engineers: fire protection; wood

jireservation ; retail lumber sales extension ; agricultural

helps in lumber uses ; cooperation with other organiza-
tions ; ])ublicity: and methods of promoting competitive
materials.



Ornamental and Shade Trees
A Drparlmciit for flic .htricc and lustnictinn of Members of the .hiiericaii Forestry .Association.

Kditicd r.v J. J. Levison, B. A., M. F.

Iboriciilturist Bn}(}k!vii Park Defartineiit, Author of '•Studies of Trees." and Lecturer on Ornamental and

.Shade Trees, Yale Uniz'ersity Forest .School.

N()
.MATTl-'.R whether we plant in the spring or

in the fall, now is the time to commence the

necessary preparations. This is the time to de-

cide how nianv trees we need, of what species, where

to place them and where

to pnrchase them.

August or Septemher
is the best time to visit

the nurseries for a per-

sonal selection of the

plants required for both

fall and spring planting.

Even if the plants are to

be used in the spring, one

can have a wider choice

Df material if the selec-

tion is made at this

period and selecting thus

early will also [irevent

delav in delivery at the

planting period, especial-

ly in the spring, when the

pressure of time is very

great.

Nursery-grc )wn trees

are preferable for plant-

ing to those grown in the

forest. The nurseryman
in training his trees aims

to develop a compact
fibrous root, a straight

stem, a symmetrical
crown and a well-defined

leader. Trees grown in

a neighboring nursery are

better adapted to local

soil and climatic condi-

tions than those grown

great distances away, and

transporting them will

entail less danger from

injury in drying out of

the roots and breaking
of branches.

The quality of the trees with relation to local condi-

tions is also important. It is important to consider such

questions as to whether the ])lant requires a great deal

of moisture or whether it will thrive in poor, sandy soil;

whether it will tolerate considerable shade or wdiether it

requires -full light.

FALL PL-VNTING

For lawn planting the low branching of the tree is a

factor, while for street planting the branches should

start at about 7 feet from the ground.

For street planting, it is also important that the stem

shnuld be perfectly
straight and about two

inches in diameter.

WHEN AND WHERE
PLANT

TO

Early spring, just be-

fore growth begins and

after the frost is out of

the ground, is the best

time to plant most trees.

From the latter part of

.March to the early part

of May is generally the

planting period in the

Eastern States. Some

consider the fall just as

suitable a time to plant

as the spring, and with

some species and in some

localities this is undoubt-

edly very true.

The location of the

trees with relation to each

(ither should be carefully

considered. On the lawn

they should be spread

apart far enough for the

full development of the

crown. On streets trees

should be planted 30 to

:J5 feet apart and in case

of wide-spreading species

like the elm, 40 to 50 feet

is not too much.

HOW TO PLANT

An abundance of good

soil (about 2 cubic yards)

is essential with each tree where the specimen used is

an inch or two in diameter. A rich mellow loam, such

as one finds on the surface of a well-tilled farm, is the

ideal soil. Protection of the roots from drying is the

chief precaution to be observed during the planting

process. Evergreens are more tender to exposure than

861

A HONEY LOCUST
A fine tree for an open lawn and for park purposes.
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deciduous kinds and are C()nsei|uentl_v lifted from the QUESTIONS AXD ANSWERS
nurser_\ with a hall of soil around the roots. All hruised Amkricax ForF'STrv invites its readers to send an}'

roots should be cut off and the crown of the tree of the questions they desire to this department and they will

deciduous varieties should be slightly trimmed back in

order to equalize the loss of roots by a ctjrresponding

decrease in leaf surface.

The tree should be set into the tree hole at the same

depth that it stood in the nursery. Its roots, exceiit

those with a ball of soil around them,

should be carefully spread out and good
soil worked in among them. Every fine

rootlet is thus brought into close contact

with the soil. The first few layers of

soil should then be added firmly and the

last laver allowed to remain loose in

order that it may act as a mulch for thv

water, which is to lie ji.'ured on freel\

innnediately after the tree is planted.

WH.\T TO I'L.\NT

The choice of material will vary with

the general region (if the country and

the local moisture, soil and aimos])heric

conditions, as well as with the particu

lar aesthetic effect in the mind of the

planter. No brief list of plants, given

here, can, therefiire. presume t(.) be either

comjjlete or meet all the requirements oi

everv rea<ler. The only ])ur[)Ose a list

like that can serve is by way of sugges-

tion—to show, at least for the Eastern

States, a few of the species that arc

generally considered worth planting

be answered without delay.

Discussion of the following questions is requested by

the readers of .\.mkric-\x Forkstr\ , and expressions of

opinion, addressed to the Editor of this Department, will

be appreciated.

.s.

9.

10.

11.

12.

i;^.

14.

15.

l(i.

i:.

I1KX.\MI'XT.\L TREES

American elm.

Pin oak.

European linden.

Red maple.

Copper beech.

Coffee tree.

European white liirch.

Gingko.
Horsechestnut.

Sugar maple.

Soulange's magnolia.

Flowering dogwood,

Japanese cutleaf maple.

Oriental spruce.

Austrian pine.

Bhotan pine.

Japanese umbrella ])ine.

This is a great

IS Obtuse leaf Japan-

ese cypress,

ill. lUue spruce.

.'(I. White jiine.

STKEET TREES

C)riental sycamore. 5. European linden.

Xorw-ay maple. 6. .American elm.

Red oak. 7. Pin oak.

Gingko, S. Red majile.

favorite for garden and street tree planting, its large leaves and great spread
making it particularly desirable as a shade tree.

1. How shall we determine what sections of a city
should be included in the "Treeless Zone?" To what
extent should business houses and commercial traffic

across footways influence this?

O. What can be said for and against the following

practically untried trees for street and highwav purposes?
(a) Kentucky coffee tree ( Glymnocladus dioicus).
(b) Willow oak ( Ouercus phellos).

(c) Hackberry ( Celtis occidentalis ),

(d) 'S'ellow wood ( Cladrastus lutea).

(e) White ash
( Fraxinus Americana). Cmisidera-
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tiiin of these species is invited, with special reference to

use in latitudes between New York and Richmond.

In reply to above questions on street trees, this discus-

sion is based on my experience in the care of trees

in the city of Wilmington, Del.

1. 1 consider the determination of tlie limits of the

"Treeless Zone" to be purely a local one. Decision in

where atmospheric conditions are unfavorable, we can re-

sort to the poplar and ailanthus. The only streets where

trees might be eliminated would be those where there are

markets and warehouses, where trees would really inter-

fere with the convenience of the public.

2a. Kentucky Coffee
—a very hardy tree free from in-

sects and disease. Should be tried for street planting.

all cases can only be reached after a close study of the The fact that it sends out its leaves late in the spring is

existing conditicjns. The narrow streets of this cit\- a point against it.

greatly liasten the crowding
out of trees in the business

center and manufacturing sec-

tions, but we are retaining

e\ery tree which it is not abso-

lutely necessary to sacrifice.

( )ur treeless zone is compara-

tively small.

2a. We have, too, a Ken-

tucky coffee tree which was

planted over sixty years ago,

niiw in a d\ing condition. This

tree lived through grade

changes, neglect and abuse.

and stands in brick [lavement.

Size, ]S-inch diameter, and

about Mil feet high. I find the

Kentucky coffee tree has a ten-

dency to have weak crotches.

2b. Have some fine wnllow

oaks al(Mig the park drives.

They are about 2o years old

and in good condition. Their

straight, clean stems make them

fine avenue trees.

2c. Our single specimen of

hackberry as a street tree is

fine. Size, about 12 inches,

stem .SO feet high. This tree

leads me to believe they would

make a good street tree.

2d. We have some large yellow wood trees on the

edge of lawns close to the street ; the-\- are in good con-

dition. These specimens have divided heads and branch

low, features not desirable in street trees. This would

probably be corrected in young trees by proper jiruning.

2e. White ash are scattered quite generally throughout
the city, varying in size and age. All seem to make good
trees, give us very little insect trouble. Some very old

specimens do well by cutting back to renew the top.

M. S. Blower,
y. M. C. A., Wilmington, Del.

In discussing the above questions I wish to make the

following answers :

SPKAVIM. ()X A L.^K(,I': HKOOKLIXK, MASS., KSr.'\TE

This is the most powerful sprayer in the United States, so the owners claim, and it also has the largest
tank capacity.

2b. The zvillmc oak is similar to the pin oak in its

habits and see no reason against its being tried out for

street planting.

2c. Hackberry makes a good shade tree in the middle

west. Not so desirable for the East.

2d. Ycllozv zvood is not sufficiently hardy for a street

tree and does not have the necessary form.

2e. White ash ought to make a good tree for high-

ways. Can see many fine specimens along highways in

Massachusetts. In the city it would be liable to attack

by oyster shell scale, but that should not be a point

against it. J. I. L., Brookl\n, X. Y.

y. The contention has often been made that locust

1. There is no reason why there should be a "treeless trees have a beneficial eff'ect upon crops growing near

zone." The business streets in Washington, in Paris, Ton- them or that crops grown on fields on which there was
don and lierlin all have trees. If jjroperly chosen and ])reviously a stand of black locust thrived better than

trimmed, trees are no interference on a business street, those on adjacent fields. \\'ill you please advise me?
but rather an aid to the shopper. In factory districts S. T. D., Washington. D. C.
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A. Replying to your inquiry about the effect of locust

trees in supplying nitrogen to cro])s grown amongst the

trees or after them. I will sav that I know of no definite

investigations of this kind but I have seen many instances

of marked effect of this kind. I remember the last time

I was at Montgomery. Ala., I went out to visit a plan-

tation. There was a row of locusts through a large field

in which the cotton looked like it might produce a bale

©r more to the acre. This strip was about ten feet wide,

shading oft' till at a distance of about 25 or 30 feet from

the center or the row the eff'ect was no longer visible.

Outside of this strip the cotton would not produce more

than a quarter of a bale to the acre. The appearance of

the strip was so noticeable that I inquired as to the cause.

The owner of the plantation

said : "That is where I used

to have a row of locust

trees; they always do that."

This is a typical instance of

several similar ones I have

seen.

I may add that Mr. O. F.

Cook, of this Bureau, who
has given a good deal of

attention to tropical agri-

culture, has observed that

in coffee plantations it is a

common practice to allow

certain legmninous trees to

grow here and there. The

planters formerly attributed

the favorable eff'ect of these

trees to their shade, but they

had noticed it was the shade

of only particular kinds of

trees that had the eff'ect. It

was observed that in every

case the trees favored by

the planter belonged to the

leguminosae family.

These instances lead me
to believe that locust trees

do have an important effect

in supplying nitrogen to

nearby crops or to crops

which follow. W. J. Spillmax.

In Charge Office of Farm Manayement. Bureau of

Plant Industry. Washington, D. C.

Q. We set out in Century. Fla., during the past eight

years some sixty to seventy-five water oaks for shade

trees and these trees have been doing nicely up to the

last year or two, but we now find quite a few of them

suffering from some kind of a Borer, some insect that

works its way around under the bark, sometimes making
a circular path 15 inches long, or even longer than this.

then, at apparently about the beginning of spring, works

its way into the very heart of the tree, thence up to the

Twigs, buds and base of leaves

injured by

heart for a few inches, thereby causing the trees to bleed

or lose sap.

The insect in question makes a hole in the tree, as it

bores into the heart, about one-half inch in diameter,

and the path that it makes around under the bark before

starting into the heart varies from 1 inch wide to as wide

as a man's hand.

These trees are native of this country and the young
trees were gathered from adjoining lands.

A^'e will thank vou for any information as to how to

handle or control this pest and any suggestions you can

make us will be gratefully received.

Alger-Sullivax Lumber Company.

Centurx, Fla.

A. In reply it is quite

necessary as a basis for giv-

ing you the desired infor-

mation that we shotild have

specimens of the borer or

of the bark and wood show-

ing the character of its

work. The description in-

dicates that two or more

species of insects may be

involved, one with the bark-

boring habit, the other a

bark and wood borer.

Specimens of work should

show injury to living tissue.

If you will supply the

specimens we will take pleas-

ure in giving you informa-

tion about the insects and

methods of combating them.

A. D. Hopkins,

In Charge of Forest Insect

Investigations. JJ'ashing-

ton, D. C.

ADVICE FOR THE MONTH OF

AUGUST

1. Continue cultivating

and watering the newly

planted trees and shrubs

and those that are weak.

3. Spray for aphis, lieech. white pine, fruit trees and

elms are at this time commonly attacked by various spe-

cies of soft-bodied, sucking insects and the treatment in

each case, this month, is about the same—spraying with

whale oil soap, one pound to 5 gallons of water.

3. Destroy the pupae of the elm leaf beetle. The elm

leaf beetle has the peculiar habit of descending from the

branches to the base of the tree in grub form and there

changing into pupa form. This happens during the first

week in August and those who are acquainted with this

remarkable feature of the life history of the beetle take

advantage of the opportunity to collect or destroy the

pupae when they lie in masses at the base of the tree.

ol hickory trees which have been
the hickory bark beetle.
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They can be destroyed on the gruund liy pnnring h<.)t

water oyer them or by spraying them with a strong

solution of kerosene emulsion, lianding elm trees, so

commonly practiced, prevents the grubs from crawling

down the trees and defeats the very purpose intended
1)_\'

the bands.

4. Remove the cocoons and egg masses of the Tussock

moth and insects of similar habit. These can be scraped

off with wire brushes or may be destroyed by an appli-

cation of creosote on a sponge or rag. The former is

preferable.

.J. The locust miner is now feeding ravenously on

black locust trees and in some cases even on oak, linden,

and fruit trees. Spraying the leaves with arsenate of

lead, 1 pound to 10 gallons of water will destroy the

insects.

<i. The white pine weevil may now be found in grul)

form boring in the shoots of white pine trees. The af-

fected twigs turn yellow and are easily noticeable. Timely
removal and destruction of infested branches is the

remedy.
7. This is the time when borers may be seen burrow-

ing in peach trees or in oaks, maples and other trees.

For those borers that work in peach trees and other trees

that exude a gumtny substance when injured, employ

the method of cutting out the grub with a knife. Any

attempt to inject a liquid in the cavity will l)e hindered

bv the gummy exudation. For the maples, etc., where

the orifice leading to the grub is clear and large, inject

carbon bisulphide and clog the orifice with a bit of soap

or putty immediately after the injectii.m. The fumes gen-

erated by the liquid will enter every crevice of the bur-

row and destroy the insects within.

8. -August is a good time to begin thinning out wood-

lands where young trees are crowding each other or

where young trees of better form are to be encouraged

Ijv the removal of surrounding trees of inferior quality.

This work can be best accomplished while the leaves are

still on the trees.

9. The latter part of August is the period to begin

pruning trees and cutting off all dead branches. The

distinction between live and dead branches can be made
more readily before the foliage drops. The results will

l)e more certain and the wi;)rk will be accomplished with

greater ease and less skill than if it were done in winter.

NOTICS

1. The sycamore blight ( gleosporium nervisequum) has

exacted a heavy toll this year, especially on the native

sjiecies. Complaints have come in from Rome, N. Y.,

and from all over Long Island. Early spraying with

r.ordeaux mixture has controlled the blight in Prospect

Park this year and four years ago.

"2. The hickory bark borer is very noticeable this year

as far west as Buff'alo, as far north as the Katskills and

east in Connecticut. vSeven years ago it was serious only

in the vicinity of lirooklyn.

3. The forest tent caterpillar has shown itself more

numerous this year than ever before. Whole forests

were devoured on many parts of Long Island and in

F'ennsylvania and New York States. The insect is now
in its egg state.

i. The moisture conditions have made this season a

favorable one for vegetation in the East.

5. Mr. R. Brook Maxwell, city forester of Baltimore,

reports a heavy invasion of the army worm in Cecil

County and recommends the following formulas for

spraying against it :

The first is a preparation of 2 pounds of arsenate of

lead in powdered form mixed with oO gallons of water.

This should be applied to the seat of the army worm's

efforts. If the lead is used in paste form, 5 gallons of

paste are required to 50 gallons of water.

Another preparation that has given excellent results

is made from 10 pounds of ordinary bran, one-quarter

pound of Paris green, or arsenate of lead and a pint of

molasses or other sweet substance such as sugar. This

should also be spread over the lawn or applied otherwise

to the center of the worm's activities.

The Directors' Meeting

DIRECTORS

of the American Forestry Associa-

tion will hold their fall quarterly meeting at the

Profile House, X. H., on September 1 and "2.

This meeting will be preceded bv a visit to Boston on

August 3L where the Arnold Arboretum will be in-

spected and the party will be met by officers of the

Massachusetts Forestry Association and by Boston

members of the American Forestry Association.

The directors will breakfast at the Algonc|uin Clulj

and will lea\e there for the Arboretum at 9.30. The

party will leave lioston at 12.30. reaching the Profile

House that evening.
The annual forestry conference in the ^^'hite Moun-

tains under the auspices of the Society for Protection

of New Hampshire Forests and of the State Forestry

Commission, will start on the evening of September 1

at the Profile House and the American Forestry Associa-

tion directors will attend this gathering and will extend

an invitation for the appointment of delegates to be

present at the conference with Secretary of Agriculture

Houston at \\'ashington, at 9 a. m. on September 22.

This conference will be for the purpose of presenting

to Secretary Houston arguments in favor of extending

the Weeks Law appropriation for the purchase of Fed-

eral Forest Reserves in the ^^'hite Mountains and South-

ern Appalachians.

It is hoped to have Congress provide an appropriation

of $10,000,000 for this purpose, to be used during the

next five years.



Children's Department
Dcz'Otcd to inipartiii;/ iiifornnitioii about trees, woods and forests to boys and (/iris so that they may grow to know

how necessary trees are to the healtli. wealtli and future of their country.

Bv U.RisTow Adams

FORESTRY AND WHAT IT MEANS

Fl
)RKS'JT\\' is tliL- science of making trees serve

man's uses continuously. 'Flic Forester deals

with the woods as mass and nut as single trees.

He looks on this ma=.s of trees in a good deal the same

way that a hoy or girl locks at a piece of moss, not tak-

ing acc(junt of frond or stem, hut viewing the growth
as a whole.

Xot only does the Forester think in large terms as to

trees over a great area, hut he uses the same large

thoughts in respect to time. It is nothing to him to ])lani

a forest growth a hundred years ahead of the time when
it will be cut. While the farmer plans for a season and

the orchardist for a decade, or a ten-vear period, the

Forester plans for a century or more.

Yet, in order to know how a large mass of trees must

be handled for such a long period of time, the Forester

has to know the behavior of indixiduals. liecause he, of

all men, can least afford to make mistakes. He has to

know how each tree grows, and how it will act in rela-

tion to other trees. He nnist know the best use to which

each tree may be put. ;md also how and where it should

grow to fit this use. lie must know which trees will

grow fastest and thus give him quick returns, :inil which,

even though growing slowly, will produce valuable tim-

ber. ( )nly through such knowledge can he tell whether

it will be best to give his land up to slow-growing, high-

priced trees, or to ijuick-growing ones which will not sell

for quite so high a \)rke but which will earlier be ripe

for cutting.

Wrri
I the possible exception of iron, there is

no manufactured material mi.ire useful to

man than wood is; it is easily worked and

enters into daily life in every concei\able form. \\'e

walk on wooden floors and sit in wooden chairs at

wooden desks writing our thoughts with wood-encased

pencils on paper made of ground wood: then there are

wooden window frames out of which we look upon the

growing trees that are cut for fuel to warm our houses

and cook our food. It is right and proper, therefore,

that trees should be cut down and made available for

man's use. just as any other crop should be harvested

when it is riiie.

Besides growing wood, the forests, as a whole, serve

a number of other useful purposes, and have a s])ecial

influence on water and on soil.

866

Wllh^X
rain falls on the bare surface it runs

oft \-er\- rapidly. The result is a series of

floods and high waters, with corresponding

periods of drought and dricd-up streams. This condi-

tion is not uncommon in many parts of China and in

certain areas of our own coimtry where the forests have

been ilestroved. Air. (ritford I'inchot, the father of

F'ederal Forestry in the United States, at one time illus-

trated this point before some doubters by pouring water

from .a tumbler on the slanting top of a polished table.

As might l)e e.vpecled, the water immediately ran ofl:

onto the floor. Then, when the table was tilted at the

same angle, he poured an ei|ual amount of water on

a large sheet of blotting paper placed on the table top.

In this case the water was held in the blotter. In exactly

the same way the spong\- root masses under the trees,

comljined with the woody soil which has been made up

by falling leaves and twigs, and decaying trunks and

stumps, holds the rain which comes from the sky.

M(
)RE( )\ FK. even the most dri\ing pelting

rains drop gently onto this forest floi.ir because

they are caught first by the leaves and branches

and instead of falling with the force of a mile-high drop

they strike the ground from only a few feet up in the

air. Furthermore, a great deal of the rain slips down
the trunks of the trees and reaches the ground with

scarcely any force at all, to be taken into this blotter-

like mass and there held for a long time to be given out

through ever-fl(jwing springs.

When a hea\y rain falls on a steep hillside and the

water gathers force as it goes down, it gullies and washes
out the soil, taking a\v;iy the finer and more fertile

particles and carrying them down into the beds of the

streams. The finest particles are carried farthest, and in

many cases are borne away out to sea, where they form
shoals at the entrances of harbors. Thus, this best soil

is not only lost to the farmers, but is a serious bar to

the pas.sage of vessels, and a source of great expense,
because it has to be dredged out of the channels in order

that commerce mav be carried on.

THIS
soil-washing, or erosion, is particularly

harmful in the southeastern jiart of the United

States, where the fine soils melt away almost like

sugar. One writer on forestry has compared this action
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of tlie water tn tliat of a terriljle (irasioii with stcx-l claws,

tiarino; away at the hillsides and destroying the pros-

])erit\- of the cdujitry. The remedy for this condition—
the way to light this modern dragon—is to plant trees

on the hillsides, or to keep enough trees there, if they

are already growing, to protect the soil.

It can thus be seen that forests serve two princijial

purposes: First, as sources of lumber; and, second, as

protectors of soils and streams.

IX

FUTURE articles something will be told about the

way trees grow and about their community life in

the forest ; how they struggle against one another

and how they help one another. .After that there will be

talks on how to know the common trees.

Perhaps some readers of this department wish now to

ask some (|uestions about trees. These questions will be

gladly answered. Address them to Americ.w Forestry,

W'ashignton, D. C, and the answer will be sent at once.

A Pennsylvania Meeting

AMOST interesting and successful meeting was that

of the I'ennsvlvania Forestry Association at Fox-

1 a., on lune 'ii and 25. where for

three tlays a number of the members and guests in-

spected forest holdings and heard a series of instructive

addresses. Fo.xburg is on the .Allegheny River, .S(i miles

north of F'ittsljurgh and is famous as an oil-producing

center. ])erhaps the most noteworthy in the State in the

carl\- (la\'s of the oil lields' development. Not the least

interesting feature of the foresters" trips in the sur

rounding country was an inspection of oil wells and

pumping stations on the Fo.x Estate and explanations

regarding the present phases of the industry and remi-

Tiiscences of its early days by F. L. Harvey, of Foxburg,
and others.

One day was spent in ins])ecting the primeval forests

owned by Mr. A. W. Cooke, of Cooksburg, wdno has an

estate of 7.'.?l!l acres some 4(1 miles from Fox])urg, on

which there are many magnificent pine and hemlock

trees. Here the members of the party tram])e(l for

some hours through the woods, finding much to ex;unine

and study. .Afterward the foresters were entertained

delightfully at Air. Cooke's summer home.

The following day was si)ent in an automobile trip

tlirough the estate of Air. J. AI. Fox, a few miles from

Foxburg. Here a well-established jilanting of some
] (Ml. ()()() young trees was examined with interest and

then followed trips to stands of primeval oak, maple,
chestnut and ash, ending with a visit to Air. Fo.x's resi-

dence, where luncheon was ser\ed.

During the stay in FAjxburg there was a series of

meetings, at which the papers and discussions on for-

estry conditions were of unusual \alue. These included

the following: "Blazed Trails in the Domain of For-

estry," by Hon. S. B. Elliott, of the State Forestry
Reservation Commission; "A Demonstration Tree Plant-

ing at Lehigh University," by Nat. AI. Emery, vice-

president of Lehigh L^niversity, read bv Dr. Henry S.

Drinker, president of Lehigh Uni\ersitv and president of

the American Forestry Association; ".A Deciduous For-

<est, an" Ec'ologic and Geographic Study," bv Dr. John
W. Ha'rshberger, professor of botany at the University
'of Pennsylvania; "The Transformation of the Actual

FAirest Into the Normal Forest," by Prof. Joseph S.

lllick. State Forest Academy; "Some Criticisms of

Pennsylvania's Forest Policy Answered," by Walter D.

Ludwig, Forester; "The Immediate Need of Extending
State Forests in Pennsylvania." Prof. E. A. Ziegler,

director State Forest Academy; ".Vims of Central Penn-

sylvania Fire Protective Association," J. Linn Harris,

vState Forestry Reservation Commission; "The Relations

Ivxisting Petween Forestry and Game Interests," Dr.

Joseph Kalbfus, secretary Pennsylvania Game Coni-

nnssion.

There were also other addresses by Hon. Robert S.

Conklin, chief of the Pennsylvania State Forestry De-

I'artment; Dr. J. T. Rothrock, fornierlv a member of

the State Forestry Commission ; F". L. Harvev, of Fo.x-

burg; Hon. John Reed, of Foxburg; Robert H. Wilson,
of Foxburg, and others.

-««•«».



Coal Company Practices Forestry
J!\ A, C. Xei'-miller, Forester

THE
Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co. and the Pan-

ther \alley W'ater Co., one of its subsidiaries,

own large areas of forest land in Carbon and

Schuylkill Counties, Pennsylvania, approximating 'i miles

in width and sixteen miles in length.

For a number of years timber was taken from these

lands and used for mining purposes, leaving the forests

in an extremely bad condition. Xo attempt was made to

confine forest fires with the result that today, there is a

vast area of waste land, covered with sprout gniwth of

CH.XR.'SiCTER OF L.A.XD OX WHICH PLAXTIXG WAS DOXE
This land was originally covered with forest, but ttiis was cleared off years ago and the timber used in

early mining operations. Since then it has been swept by tire as so mucli of the land in the Pennsyl-
van:a anthracite region has. These fires are followed by a scrubby growth of chestnut, oak and
pitch pine.

oak. maiile, chestnut and pitch

pine, interspersed with good

stands of timber, which nature

saw fit to preserve.

Tliis condition is not only true

of the coal fields in Carbon and

Schulykill Counties, but it is

practically true of all the coal

fields in Pennsylvania. Realizing

the necessity fiir conserving the

timber still growing and refor-

esting the waste land, the Le-

high Coal & Navigation Co.,

several years ago. employed a

forester to organize a depart-

ment, whose sole duty it is to

pre\ent a further waste of these

resources and to. reforest the

waste land.

In Carbon and Schuylkill

Counties, as well as in other sec-

tions, most of the young timber

868

is destroyed by forest fires. An investigation showed that

over 60 per cent of the fires were caused by sparks from

locomotives ;
125 of these locomotives operating daily

over heavy grades in and around the company's land, so

that it became a matter of extreme importance for the

department to establish a system of forest fire protection

without delay.

The first step taken in this direction was the installa-

tion of proper spark arresters on all locomotives owned

by the company and one of its subsidiaries, the Lehigh
& New England Railroad Co.,

operating in this section.

It was also noted that forest

fires were caused by hunters,

berry pickers and other people,

who frequent the woods for

pleasure, through their careless-

ness with matches, etc.

To establish adequate fire pro-

tection and to bring about the

prompt extinguishing of forest

fires, fire rangers were employed
and instructed in the most ap-

proved methods in preventing
and putting out fires.

At this time, there are eight

fire rangers, each assigned to a

district, where there are natural

look-out points and telephones.

.1

R.A.XGERS AXD LABORERS PLANTIXC,
These planting crews under the supervision of Forester Xewmiller during the spring of th.s vear plantednine thousand trees, tliese being four thou.sand white pine, three thousand Xorwav spruce, and twothousand white ash. The planting covered twenty acres and the trees and the work cost appro.ximately$10 an acre.
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ki-:movinc. ttrf and digginc, hole
This is the first operation in the planting of the waste lands of the

Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co. The planting crew follows with the

seedlings and the operation is quickly completed.

The duties of the rangers are similar to those of the State

Forestry Department. During the forest fire season, they

continually patrol the property, when not fighting fires

In other seasons of the year they assist in cutting and

cleaning fire barriers, building trails, cutting timber, etc.

During the spring and fall fire seasons, the force of

rangers is increased two and three fold.

The rangers are equipped with fire extinguishers, hold-

ing 2J^ gallons of chemical mi.xture. Connected with

the extinguisher is a water-proof bag. holding 8 gallon>

of water, from which the extinguisher can be recharged.

We have found this device of great value, particularly in

burning fire lines and back fires.

The power transmission lines radiating from the Le-

high Navigation Electric Company's new power plant

at Hauto to the coal and cement regions, are kept clear,

and thus serve as fire barriers to a good advantage.
On the llroad Mountain barriers .'id to 4(( feet wide

have been cut through the largest isolated tract to aid

in the rapid transportation of labor to fires. Some of

these barriers have been plowed, and in time will be de-

veloped into roads, which can be used for transporting

timber.

There are spots along these barriers where the moun-
tain is so rough as to prevent plowing ; at such places

two 8-foot parallel strips are cut, leaving 20 feet of uncut

brush between the two strips. It is then an easy matter

to burn the 20 foot strips each year. This method elimi-

nates the cost of cutting and plowing.

In nianv instances the fires cannot be extinguished by

the ranges, and in such cases the Department procures

laborers from the dift'erent operations of the company,
or when the fire is located at too great a distance from

the operations, they procure the service of persons living

nearest to the scene of the fire.

The Bov Scotits of America of this section recently or-

ganized, the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co., lending its

moral support, take considerable interest in the preven-

tion and extinguishing of forest fires. It has been found

that half a dozen enthusiastic Boy Scouts from fourteen

to eighteen years of age, can get to a forest fire and put

it out before other ordinary labor arrives.

Farmers and adjoining land owners cooperate with the

Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co. in the work toward the

prevention of unnecessary losses due to fires.

The following table, showing a comparison of fires

during 1914, the first year of the department's work,

with that of the year preceding it, shows a marked im-

provement in the losses, notwithstanding the fact that the

dry weather conditions during the forest fire seasons in

the year 1914 increased the number of fires 50 per cent.

1914 1913 Change
Number of fires 102 r,8 +34
Area burned, acres... 1420 15000 —13580
Cost of extinguishing $882.71 $1912.70 —$1029.90

Attention is called to the fact that while the number of

S^'^fe'^*'- - -''.v '*rV- ^>i^^:

PL.-^NTING THE WHITE Pl.XE

Most satisfactory results were obtained from this planting. Here the
planter is banking up the earth around a four-year old transplant
which is so hardy and strong that only a small jtercentage fail to

grow.

fires in 1914 increased 50 per cent the acreage burned

was less than one tenth of the 1913 figures.

.\s previously referred to, there are a number of stands

of good timber scattered through the Company's land,

consisting mostly of mixed hardwoods, a large percent-
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age of wliicli are mature, over-mature and defective. The

clearing of the stands of matured timber naturally de-

velops the other standing timber.

The e.xpenses of the Forestry Department are derived

from the sale of over-mature and mature timber to the

mining operations of the coal compan\'. Uevenue is also

deri\-ed from the sale of timber from mine ci"op falls and

from timber cleared fnun sites used for dumping refuse

or for dumping of cla\' at the stripping uperatiniis.

It is the duty of the department to see that no useful

timber is wasted. Timber cut from the comi)an\'s land

can be delivered to the mining operations at about one-

half the cost (if timber purchased in the open market:

notwithstanding the fact that snme i>f this timlier has to

be transported from the UKiuntain sides, a consideraljle

distance from the ciillier\- o])erations. The freight haul

on mine timber, purchased in the v^outli, w liere most of

the comjiany's supplv is obt.iined, is ,ibi>ut (ine-h,ilf the

ti'tal cost I if the timber.

The lands of the Panther \allev Water Co. were ac-

C|uired jjrincipally for their sources of water, necessary

in the oi)erati(.)n of the mining plants, as well as for do-

mestic use. Due to the remoteness (.)f tiiis land fr(jin

towns it has been neglected from ;i timlier standpoint.

Recently an SO,00(1, ()()() gallon reservoir, domestic sup-

ply, was ciimpleted li\' the water companv on nne of its

water sheds, and it has been decided to ha\e this land

reforested.

The location is in the liruad .Mnnntain. a plateau rang-

ing fnim itoo to l,soo feet above sea level; the soil is

light, deep and sandy, with a pordus suli-snil \arying to

nidist cla)- fiats, which ;ue not continuously wet.

The present sprout growth nf chestnut, oak and pitch

pine have been ravished from time to time by tire. With

proper protection, this growth can be developed into good
mine timber.

' ' '

-

.
-.

THIC l-IXAL ona-t.VTKlN IX I'L.-^N'Tr.XO

After llie earth is carefully tramjied down tile seedling is left to take
care of itself and tlien it will not be many years liefure it is growing
at a rate of 1(1 tu l."> inches yearly.

-\ sur\ey nf the territory shows many small jiatches
called "iK.iles" occurring all o\er the water shed. These

holes vary in number from "200

to (100 per acre and are lacking

'if any growth, except sweet

fern and nidss.

These holes are being planted

with nursery stock of ever-

greens, and the sprout gmwlh
(if hiirdwoods are being devel-

ii|ic(l. To determine the best

species, a trial tract (if trans-

lilants was planted \vitli the f( il-

Idwing results ;

Per Cent Success

W lole .\sh

White I'ine ...

.\ ill"way S|iruce
I 'itch I'ine ....

Sc( itch 1 'ine ...

Red I'ine

87 2/3
S3

7(i 1/-5

(i(! \/-i

r,: :!/5

wiuri'; I'lxic axd whitk ami iiiuiLicu ix

Greater success f<illowed the planting of these two S]iecies than any other and most of the
on this land in the future will he done with them. ( Iver ;i.') per ceiu of the while ash
87 per cent of the v\hile jiiiie planted proved successttd.

replanluiK
and over

In ,ill cases e.xcept white ;ish

the transplants were in mixtiu'e.
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Due to the l>i,i,'h percentage of success with while pine,

Norway spruce and wliite ash. it has heen decided tliat

future phuiting will be cuntiiied to these three s])ecies,

the Norway spruce and white pine in mixture.

During the spring of lltlo, II.OOU trees, consisting of

i.ftOi) wliite pine four-year transplants, ;!,000 Norway

spruce three-year transplants and 2,0i)0 white ash one-

year seedlings, were planted.

The white ash is planted in the creek bottom lands,

while the evergreens are confined to the sloping lands

above.

The planting of the H.OilO trees referred to cover ap-

iiroxiniatelv twentv acres and the work was done

chiefly with ordinarv lalmr and lire rangers. The total

cost of the trees and planting w;is less than $200, or

approximately $10 per acre.

A forestry department, such as outlined above, can

be maintained from revenue derived from the sale of

timber previously wasted, and the incalculable benefit

from systematic reforestation and the conservation of

growing timber is not only of great importance to the

water shed, but will yield a handsome source of reve-

nue in the future, and at the same time will slowly change

the present inountain sides, almost barren of tree growth,

to a thriving forest.

North Carolina's Action

MEMBERS
of the North Carolina Forestry As-

sociation, at their meeting at Montreat, N. C,
in |ul\', ])assed resolutions earnestly advi.icating

the continued purchases of forest reserves in the White

Alountains and Southern Appalachians and the appropri-

ation bv Congress of $2,()0(i.ii(io a year for this purpose

during the next five vears.

These resolutions stated that as the inirchase of moun-

tain lands in the East, under the Weeks Law, is of na-

tional benefit in securing a perjjetual growth of forest

on the watersheds of navigable streams, therebv ])reserv-

ing w^ater-iHiwers and navigation on these streams as well

as' a! continuance of a timber growth for industrial pur-

poses, and. as under recent legislation these lands are

ojien to the public for camping and residence purposes,
thus atTording facilities of great value for pleasure, health

and recreation, that Senators and Representatives in Con-

gress be urged to give their support to the recommen-

dation of the National Forest Reser\ation Commission

for a further appropriation for this purposes.

The North Carolina association also commended the

action of the American Forestry Association in calling

a meeting at Washington, IX C, on September 2"2 to pre-

sent to Secretary of Agriculture Houston arguments in

favor of Congress making an appropriation for the pur-

pose of Eastern forest reserves. Delegates will be ap-

pointed to attend this meeting.

It was also decided to urge additional Congressional

appropriations for assisting the States in forest fire pro-

tective work and to urge a law giving the Federal Gov-

ernment authority to establish game preserves on Federal

Poorest Reserves in North Carolina.

The program of address covered practicallv every

phase of forest conservation and was most interesting

and the attendance w^as large.

As a result of the conference on forest fire protection

it is expected to have several cooperative areas started

in the western part of the State during the coming fall.

Danger Season in the West

Fl'.ATL'RES

of forest protection in the Pacific

Northwest this year are an appeal to the public

for assistance in preventing the suKike nuisance

which will otherwise prejudice the stream of visitors

going to and from the San Francisco Exposition and a

jierfected system of dry wind forecasts bv the U. S.

\\ eather llureau which will be used l)v all ]jrotective

agencies. State officials and chambers of commerce are

sending out thousands of letters emphasizing the im-

portance of reducing the smoke evil.

Re[)orts for June received by the Western F'cjrcstrv iS;

Conservation Association, the clearing liouse for all

private and official patrol systems from Montana to Cali-

fornia, record practically no losses by forest fires up to

ilate. but no cessation of preparation for the danger

months of July and August. Most of the patrol force is

already on and within a few days over 2,000 will be on

duty in the four Northwestern States. Favorable weather

in June has been used in jnishing the Ijuilding of trails

and telephone lines.

July hazard that had to be guarded against, other than

from the usual carelessness with matches, cigarettes and

campfires, was chiefly in slash burning to clear land and

rights of way and in leaving fires thus started to smolder

in logs and stumps to break out later in hot windy
weather. Forest officers announce that State laws pro-

Iiibiting burning without permit and precaution will be

enforced rigidly and also warn summer camping parties

tc be extremely careful with campfires.



Yale Forestry Class in the Woods
Bv James L. Goodwin

ONE
iimrning early in Maixli. tliirly of us, en- After hastily swallowing a scanty breakfast at the

thusiastic Yale Forest School seniors, awoke hotel, we embarked on the special train, consisting of a

U> gaze fmm the windows of our special sleeper caboose and engine, which the company had provided,

at the little mill town of Clarks in northern Louisiana, and were taken S miles over the logging railroad to

upon which the sun was shining with a warmth and the site which had been selected for our camp,

brilliance which we had not felt for many weeks. This A half hour's run brought us to our destination and

town and its surrounding woods

was to be our home for three

months, and here, according to

the annual custom of the Forest

School, we were to put into

practice the principles of for-

estry accjuired in the lecture

room and learn from the actual

operations in the woods and the

mill how the tall pine trees of

the forest are converted into

lumber for our towns and cities.

We were not long in starting

on a tour of investigation of our

new surroundings. The first

point of interest that attracted

our attention was the general

supply store, over whose wide

doorway was written in big let-

ters, "The Louisiana Central

Lumber Co., and in and out of

which sauntered in leisurely

southern fashion long, lanky

lumbermen and negroes, while

a group of farmers whose

horses were hitched to various

trees and juists in the vicinity

stood on the front steps and dis-

cussed the crop and timber out-

put and vigorously chewed tobacco. Xext to the store

stood the hotel, a large white building, with vine-covered

CAMP 01- THR YALE FOREST STUDENTS
Here in the depths of the lonely Louisiana pine woods, the boys made their camp of fifteen canvas

houses, including a cook shanty and bunkhouse, each tent being titted witli a wooden floor and
made thoroughly comfortable-

we landed Ijag and baggage. Here ground h.ad been

cleared and a cook shanty and bunkhouse built, an<l at

verandas reaching to the roof and a small green lawn once we set to work laying floors with lumber that had

in front, surrounded by a picket fence, and in which been provided b\- the comi)any, and raising tents, so that

Ijy nightfall this lonely spot in the depths of the pinea row of rose bushes was already beginning to show

signs of life. Li front of the hotel ran a broad, dusty

loadwav which, before it ended in the pine woods

a half mile bevund, was lined on each side by small,

one-storied houses where the mill employes li\e<l. .\

library building, a less pretentions church and a two-

storied wo<i(len house th.it was used as a ilispensary and

infirmary completed the list of buildings on Clark's

main street. .Kdjoining on the left ami covering as

much space as the town, stood the sawmill, its long

alkwways piled high with various sizes and grades of

yellow jiine lumber, its tall chimneys and refuse burner

woi.hIs was suddenly iransformeil into a settlement of

fitteeii cainas Ikjuscs.

Xext da)- work beg.m. It was di\ ided into two parts:

the foreslr)' work .and 'ur\eying, and ,-i stud\' and written

lepiirt on the lumliL-ring operations in the woods, and on

llic work in the mill at Cltrks.

bor the first .six weeks surxeying with transit and

level was carried on o\er the neighboring roads within

a radius of Vi miles, wdiile in the woods land lines were

run by crews of six with a chain and survevor's com-

cmitting black smoke, and the ever-busy saws on its mill pass to re-establish old section and township lines and

floor and in its ])laning shed sending ont to the warm air corners. Later a timber estimate was made by sections

a i.-ontinuous buzz and hum. of an area of approximately 50 square miles, and a map
872
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\iKi.iN l.(>M,.i.i;.\i' ri.xi:

was drawn showing the forest types, roads, fields,

streams, houses and contours.

"While \i>u are walking through the woods," said the

professor in charge, "learn to distinguish between the

three species of pine growing here." The long-leaf pine,

with its long, thick needles grow-

ing in plume-like bunches, bark

in long, thin plates and enormous

cones which lay scattered on the

ground at its base, was not hard

to pick otit, but the loblolly and

short-leaf pines, which grew in

greater abundance and possessed

smaller needles and cones, could

only be distinguished from one

another by the difference in siz;

of their bark scales.

In the swamps and along the

bayous grew many different

species of southern hardwoods ;

Spanish, Black Jack, white and

Texas oaks, black and red gum,
the winged elm, with its curious

cork-ridged branches, and grow-

ing out of the bavous ; the south-

ern bald cypress, surrnundcd by the root-like

growths jirotruding from the water, known as

"knees."

Under these tall trees grew a dense and tangled

underbrush of shrubs, bushes and vines, often

covered with sharp thorns and spines that made

traveling through these woods frequently of the

greatest discomfort and inconvenience, and de-

structi\e U> both ckjthing and temper.

.\t first the nights were cold and the days hot.

I'he thermometer at noon frec|uently rose to 85°

in the shade, while at night it fell to 40° and

below. During these nights four or five blan-

kets and a sweater were none too warm, and

at ().3() in the morning it was a shivery crowd of

foresters that peered from the flaps of their

tents, and, after a hasty toilet, ran down to the

cook house for breakfast.

Every other Saturday was a holiday and when

these long-looked-for days arrived, those of us

who had grown tired of camp life and wished

to get a glimpse of civilization would shave and

change <iur did flannel shirts, khaki trousers and

high bouts for a collar and necktie and present-

able clothes, and ride into Clarks on the log

train.

Sunday was spent either in Clarks, where we

would sometimes go to hear the old Baptist min-

ister exhort his congregation in eloquent, and

often \ iolent language, or out at camp, where we

could take long walks or go fishing in the bayou.

The study nf the lumbering operations going

on all around us occupied two weeks. An in-

spection and detailed study was made into the

methods, equipment and cost of logging from the

felling of trees in the woods to their transportation

to the mill at Clarks. This included the building, equip-

ment and maintenance of the logging railroad. Later, in

11AU1.I.NG LOGS WITH A MULE TKA.M
Part of the course of instruction tn the Yale Forestry students in summer camp consists of inspection

and detailed study of the methods, equipment and cost of logging from the felling of the trees in

the woods to their transportation to the mill.
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addition, another two weeks' investigation was made in

Clarks of the methods of mill stocking, the arrangement

and equipment nf the manufacturing ])lant. the manufac-

ture of rough and hnished lumlier and the system of

grading lumber.

Our camp was situated within halt a mile nf where

lumbering was being carried on. A walk through the

pine woods led to a railroad spur, where the freshly

cut stumps, covered with yellow, sticky resin, the piles

of huge pine logs and the disorder of tops and branches

lying in all directions indicated that only a short time

had elapsed since the lumbermen had been busy in thi^

district with their saws and a.xes. Nor had they ])r(i

ceeded in their work to any great distance. From oui

of the woods where the tall, rough barked pines stil!

remained standing, came the ringing blows of a.xe;-

and the sound of cross-cut saws. Occasionally an old

veteran wnuld begin to trem])le. then slnwly lean to one

side and, falling faster and faster, strike the gmunl
with a crash that shook the ground in the vicinity and

could be heard for several miles around. The fallen

tree would then be sawed b}' the sawyers into 1(>- to >i.)-

foot logs, which were suljsequently loaded (into eight-

wheeled wagons and slcjwly hauled by mules or oxen

to the side of the track, where they were piled on a

skidway. reaily tci be hoisteil to the log cars. by the log

loader and carried off to the mill.

The lumber camp was another object for investiga-

tion. This little settlement bore the name of ( )akland

and consisted cif thirty or forty wonden iH)rtable houses,

a store for suiiplies and stables fnr the mules and oxen,

and was situated on the main lugging railrnad. Kach

house consisted of one story and two small moms abiau

12 bv 12 feet, and housed the lumbermen and, in man_\'

cases, their wives and children. They were owned by

the lumber company and were rented out to the men at

1^ T^''

(.l-rrn.NG l.OOS ON THK CARS Willi .\ I. (11, I.(i.\1)|;r

Th( vork of tht Vale I'orcstry students in the woods itichided the building, ef|uii-meiit and mainte
naiKc ul the logging railroad, an emifently praclieal experience.

TO CL.ARKS. L.^.. OX THK LOC.GING TR.AIX

Clarks is in northern Louisiana and it was near the little village that
the Vale Forestry students spent a liusy summer doing practical work
in the woods.

a nKinthly rate of from S2 to S.'i. At the little store

and postoffice, also of the portable varietv, such a miscel-

laneous supply of got^ds were to be had as hats, shoes,

canned vegetables, fruit, cand\- and tobacco.

.\s one examined the men who lived and worked

there, he could not but realize

whiit a thin, unhealthy-looking
lot they were, often very tall,

but slim and narrow-chested and

with constitutions undermined

with malaria or subject to at-

tacks of inieumoiiia, which fre-

(|uently proved fatal.

In our own camp we led a

regular and. until the arri\al of

Ihe extreme heat in Maw
healthy life. I'.reakfast was at

~i and at s e\'er_\one was sup-

posed to be dressed for the

woods, and ei|uipped with lunch,

water canteen .and whate\er in-

struments that were necessary
for hi> es]jccially assigned work-

for the
(l;iy. Sur\'e\ing ;md

traverse work re(|uired transit,

lexel and tra\erse board and was
conducted on the ro.'ids. Tim-
ber estimating, on the other

hand, retiuired calipers and
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hciglit measurers, and was ci inducted in tlie woods. Most

of the latter work was carried on several miles from

camp. The road to one of the heavily timbered regions

led for 2 miles through pine woods downward to the

\ alle\' of the Castor liayou. No good roads association

had vet been organized in this part of Louisiana, and the

highway along which we walked was dignified by the

name of road. It was a rough and rugged enough trail

on which to travel by foot, but when one risked his peace

of mind in a wagon on this thoroughfare, as most of the

farmers had long ago accustomed themselves to do, he

was indeed brave. Sometimes the wheel track on one

side would be 2 or .'i feet higher than the other, some-

times a tree would fall across and bar the way, and after

a heavy rain storm it was no uncommon occurrence for

the swollen streams to cover the roads to a clepth of

•') or 4 feet, so that the wayfarer who drove or rode on

horse or mule would lie compelled to swim his Ijeast

across.

llefore reaching the Castor liayou, we passed two or

three small farms. These stood in clearings and were

surrounded by jiloughed fields in which the stumps and

aead trunks of girdled pine trees still remained, th',-

owner not having sufticient energy to cut them down.

Fat razor-back hogs snuffed and grunted around the

front door or lay sunning themselves in the dust of the

road, and sometimes a disagreeable bloodhound ran

harking to the gate. The houses were small, wooden
shacks of two or three rooms, where the farmer and hi-;

family lived the year round. Extreme poverty and

ignorance appeared to be universal in this region, and

e\en the largest and most prosperous land owners lived

amid conilitions that would be tolerated nowhere else.

As we approached the river valley the pine trees be-

came smaller and less numerous, and oaks and gum trees

look their place. At this season the woods were white

with the blossoms of the flowering dogwood, whose
branches apjieared in the rest of the foliage like small

scattered clouds. The jasmine vine too covered bushes

and shrubs with a mass of yellow blossoms which ga^e
forth a sweet heavy perfume.
The Castor Bayou was a small stream which we

crossed on a long iron bridge. (3ut of its brown, muddy
waters grew tall, straight cypress trees surrounded by
their rootlike knees which protruded above the sur-

face
; Spanish and white oaks, sweet and sour gum trees

and winged elms grew on the Ijanks. and under them the

thick underbrush and the bushes, which later bore the

little red "May haws" or "May apples," were beginning
to turn green.

After leaving the bayou, our road led out through a

flat open country, bordered on each side by wide fenced-

in pasture lands, where horses and cows and hogs were

feeding, h'requently we found here rows of large, skinny

necked turkey buzzards lining the top fence rails and

silently watching for an unsuspecting chicken to make its

apjjearance in the fields beyond or a fat young razor-

liack to wander from its mother's side.

We soon diverged from the road and after crossing a

stream, several fences and some open fields, again

entered the pine woods. We had not far to go before

we found what we were looking for—a large fresh blaze

cut in the bark of a young pine tree on which was written

in black letters "1320." This marked the quarter section

])reviously measured and blazed and marked the spot

where that day we were to begin timber estimating. All

morning long we walked back and forth in the quarter

section in carefully sighted compass lines north and

south, measuring the diameters and heights of the pine

trees.

At noon we found a shady spot and stretched our

wearv limbs on the grovmd and ate lunch. It was then

that the active ticks and jiggers began to discover us

and it was much better at this time to discover a small

rciuiid firown tick traveling u]) one's trousers than to

ha\e to pull the head out later which the tick, if possible,

firmly burrowed into one's leg. Lizards and chameleons

also disported themselves on shrubs and trees, rustling

about among the deafl leaves or darting down the trunk

of a tree and running out on a log where in a w^arm bright

spot they would sun themselves, turning from a dark

brown to a vivid green and ever keeping on the alert to

snap up a palatable looking fiy.

After an hour's rest, we resumed work, keeping at it

until 4 or 5 o'clock. The time for (|uitting work, how-

ever, was a variable one and as every one was supposed
to be back in camp at five, it usually depended on the dis-

tance that inter\ened and wdiether one could walk at the

rate of three to four miles an hour. If a heavy tropical

thunder shower suddenly took a crew unawares, as was

sometimes the case, a record time was made back to

camp, but usually the warm weather did not admit of

very fast traveling.

Occasionallv the work was carried on in districts situ-

ated at such a considerable distance from camp that we
were forced to beg a night's lodging at the nearest farm.

On account of p(X)r food and sleepless nights, due

to unseen occupants of our beds that we usually encoun-

tered at these houses, we did not look forward with the

keenest anticipation to these distant tri[)s. I'.ut back at

cam[) again, after a good supper, while some smoked

and others played guitars or mandolins, with the whip-

poor-wills and tree frogs joining in, we forgot we were

way down in the forests of Louisiana ; we forgot the

heat and long dusty roads, and the life of the forester

and all it stood for seemed worth while once more.



Editorial

THE ENLARGED MAGAZINE

WITH
this issue the American' Furkstrv

ATacazine makes a depai'ture from the form

it has had for the past twenty years
—a

change which it is hoped will greatly please the mem-
bers of the association and render the magazine of still

greater value to them in the future. Not only is the

enlarged size more attractive in appearance and more

convenient to handle and to read, but it permits larger

and better illustrations, so desirable in presenting pic-

tures which are of value in impressing upon the mind

the essential points of the articles the)' illustrate.

Public education in forestry and in a knowledge nf

trees is so necessary to the success of the movement for

forest conservation and for proper care of urnamcntal

and shade trees that American Forestry will present

each month a series of instructive articles designed to

further this necessary public knowledge of forests and

trees. The cover of the magazine will have a picture in

colors of the particular tree being described, so that

identification of it may be readilx' made, and there will

follow articles on its appearance, characteristics and its

commercial uses, so that the readers may acquire a

persiinal kmnvledge of the liest-known trees, a knowl-

edge which will not only be desirable but beneficial to

them. There will also be special departments on forestry

for children, which will be interesting for adults as well:

on birds, without which to wage war on insects there

would be no trees or other vegetation ; on wood preser-

vation, which has such an important bearing on forest

conservation, and on ornamental and shade trees, about

vvhich there is such a rapiiUy growing public desire for

knowledge.
In addition to these features, there will be the usual

timely and important articles upon various phases of

forestry, articles which will keep the members informed

of forest conditiims n(.it only in the United States and

Canada but all over the world.

Appreciation of these improvements in the magazine
is, of course, expected, but what is most desired is such

substantial appreciation as an increase in memliership
in the assiiciation. This mav best be secured by the

[iresent memliers telling their friends about the associa-

tion, its work and its magazine, and UDminating them

for membership.

ONE-THIRD OF OUR LUMBER WASTED

OXE
of the vital essentials in the conservation nt

the forests is the utilization of as much i.if the

tree cut down as possible. The fact that, with

lumber conditions as they are, .'!0 per cent, or almost

one-third, of the timber cut is left in the woods to waste

makes it apparent that a reform in the lumber industry

is absolutely necessary to prevent a great natural re-

source being shamefully dissipated.

Reduced to figures, this waste means an annual loss of

fifteen billion feet of timber, or practically one year's

total consumption of timber every three years.

This fact was presented to members of the Federal

Trade Commission in Chicago in July by President R.

H. Downman, of the Xati<:)n,-d Lumljer .Manufacturers'

Association in describing the condition of the lumber in-

dustry. Mr. Downman and a number of other leading

lumbermen were in\ ited by the Commission to tell how

severe the depression in the lumber industry is, what

has caused it, and suggest measures for improvement.

PerhajJS no business in the United States has suf-

fered so greatly in the last several years as the lumber

business and perhaps fiir none is the outlook for the

future more cheerless. It is therefore of prime inipior-

tance that some action be taken to revive it. The Federal

Trade Commission has indicated its desire to aid in this
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and the meeting was the first of a series at which the

memljers of the Commission will hear facts concerning

the industry and consider the remedies suggested. \\'hat

may result from this is not yet ap]jarent. but the oppor-

tunity to present their case has been given to the lumber-

men and it is up to them to cooperate with each other

in the endeavor to decide uiion some legal, practical plan

liy which their business may be saved and by which it

ma_\- be possible for this great industrv to regain the place

it formerly held.

What this industry means to the United States mav be

judged by Mr. Downman's statement that:

"W'e are here today representing an industry which
has an investment of practicall\- two and one-fourth
billion dollars in the way of raw material and de-

velo])nient
—an industry which is the third largest

in the point of employment of all industries in the

United States, engaging lHi."),()(io men, upon whom
are dejiendent :5,415,Odd peoi)le."

How the extreme depression of the lumber industry
results in waste of the forest resources was described

by .Mr. Downman when he said:

''Tlie condition of this business in the last eight

years has been one of demoralization. Practically
little or no profit has been made during that periocl.
At the present time an actual loss in tlie Inisiness is
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occurring, not onl)- of i)r(irits, but an unavoidable,
but nevertheless shameful, waste of forest resources.

In some instances it will be demonstrated that the

assets being converted into lumber are l)eing sold

on a basis which yields the owner nothing. This

situation is due, more than any other thing, to over-

production and uncontrolled competitive conditions.

"The price of lumber has gotten so low that a very
large fwrtion of the tree cannot be profitably manu-
factured. As a result of this condition .30 per cent

of the cut is permitted to stay in the woods to waste.

Based on the production in the United States for

1909, practically fifteen billion feet of timber is

wasted annually, which in a period of a trifle over
three years, is one year's total consumption of

lumber."

The public has a very definite interest in the situation,

an interest which deserves most serious attention, an

interest appreciated by the lumbermen, and the guarding
of which is one of the prime objects of the American

Forestry Association. Of this interest, President

Downman said to the commission :

"It is not alone our own business interests that

are being sacrificed on the altar of unlimited and
uncontrolled production of timber products, but,

indeed, the broader interest of the public itself is

involved. The wicked and needless waste of a

prime, natural necessity would be impossible in any
other civilized country in the world. With us waste
results from fear of law ; in Europe waste is made
impossible by law.

"The suggestions to be made to this honorable body
by these business men will in no way encroach on
the anti-trust laws of our nation. It is not our pur-
pose to urge a course of action that runs counter to

the fine spirit of justice that illuminates the inter-

pretation by our courts of these laws. The Rule of
Reason is the very essence of the thought we seek-

to present. At the base of all laws is to be found
the purpose of conserving public welfare. This is

the ultimate view of our courts in analyzing, the

purpose of our anti-trust laws. We, as business

men, although wishing to benefit our own interests,

seek by the suggestions to be made to this commis-
sion to so order our afl:'airs that self-interest will not

obscure public welfare."

Of the causes that contributed largely to the depres-
sion in the lumber business, Mr. Downman said :

"The railmad industry, one of the largest con-
sumers of lumber in the United States, has not
been in the market normally since 1907, and we esti-

mate that their consumption today does not e.xceed

more than 50 per cent of normal consumption.
"The export business, which consumes 10 per cent

of the production of lumber, has practically ceased
on account of the war. In the summer of 1914

building operations stopped by reason of financial

conditions.

".Ml of these causes, coupled with uncontrolled

output, contribute to produce the demoralizing con-

ditions that have for a long iieriod e.xisted and still

exist. Prices have gone to pieces, wage scales have
been universally reduced, and bankruptcy has over-
taken a large number of indi\iduals engaged in the

industry.

"To this statement there is appended a compilation
of data taken from Dun and Bradstreet covering a

l)eriod of five years. This data gives a vivid and

tragic picture of the financial ruin that has over-

taken a large number of the lumber manufacturing
interests and the impending threat to all such

interests."

The data referred to shows that in the last five years

3,853 lumber firms, the liabilities of which amounted to

?85, 75(5,280, have become bankrupt.
In conclusion Mr. Downman made the following

appeal, after which further evidence, in detail, was

presented to the commission by other leading lumbermen :

"We earnestly urge the commission to make the

fullest possible investigation of our trade condi-

tions—and this for the reason that we feel that if

this body becomes thoroughly conversant with the

industrial and economic situation as today exists in

the lumber manufacturing business, you will, not

only permit soine plan for relief, but of your own
initiative, urge such a course."

It has been variously estimated that the timber supply
of the United States, at the present rate of cutting and

present extent of re-growth, will be exhausted in from

fifty to a hundred or hundred and fifty years. With a

knowledge of all that forested land means to the health,

wealth and prosperity of a country, how vitally import-
ant it is to overcome a condition that permits 30 per cent

of the timber cut to be wasted. How much it will mean
to future generations if industrial and economic reforms

wdiich will prevent most of this waste are adopted.
It is possible by wise regulation of output and proper

adjustment of prices to provide for the utilization of

much of the timber which is now wasted. Such utiliza-

tion would add scores of years to the life of the forests.

Xor is this all that is necessary. The forests should

be perpetuated. Their ultimate elimination in one hun-

dred years or in one thousand years will lead to just

such conditions as today exist in China, from whence, at

this writing, news dispatches announce the loss of 150,-

0()0 lives on account of unprecedented floods. Had
China's forests not been destroyed, such floods would

not be possible. In a lesser degree, but at the same time

strikingly impressive, is the report of flood losses in Ohio

aggregating $1,000,000. It is the loss of forest cover

which in great measure results in flood conditions.

\\'ith all there is at stake both as it concerns business

conditions and conservation of the forests, the decision

of the Federal Trade Commission will be awaited with

eagerness and anxiety.



Wood Preserving Department
The Modern .Ipplicatioii nf Wood I'rcscriiiu/ Methods— Furious Treatments mid the Uses of Treated Woods

By E. a. Sterling

[111 tliis department each month will be given the hest information regarding all phases of wood treatment by preservatives

and the uses and values of treated woods, this having liecome an essential feature of conservation. The Editor will welcome

any inquiries.]

THE
universal use of wood makes the modern

practice of preser\'iiig it against decay of wide

interest, 'i'he saving which is eft'ected, and the

extension of the use of wood because it can be made

jiermanent. cmicerns the consumer, the lumber producer,

and the wood preserving interests on common ground.
The decay of timber has been a problem since time

immemorial, yet \V(.)od so far surpasses all nlher struc-

tural materials in workaljle i|ualities, availaliilitw lieauty

and ci.invenience that it has held its own through all the

years. Under modern competition with other materials

it still retains the leading place, ami by proper preserva-

tive treatment as now develo]ie<l the renewals necessi-

tated liv decay can be greatly reduced or eliminated.

I'ernianence and improved service become a matter of

knowledge. Information on the subject should lie ex-

tended so that treatment can be ajiplied where it is

economical or otherwise ad\isable.

In this country the extensive commercial applicatiini

of wood preserving methods is a twentieth century

development. It is true that the first plants were built

nearly iorty \ears ago and crude treatment applied even

earlier: yet only during the last fifteen years lias there

been rapid advancement. In Europe wood preserxation

has been an accepted practice for three-quarters of a

centurv. with the recorded experimental use of many

preservatives and processes extending back to Ki.'i';'.

Even in the diiu ages of l{gyptian su])remacy, it is

apparent that ways and means had been found for pre-

serving animal and vegetable tissues indefinitely ; while

during the early Greek and Roiuan civilization oils were

,'ipplied to preserve their statues and t.iridges.

The modern a])i)lication of wood preserxation depends

on the economic advantages and on knowledge of the

])ossibilities and methods. During the years of rapid

industrial expansion and of cheap and abundant supplies

f/f lumber it was cheaper to renew the wood which

decayed than to incur the greater initial expense of mak-

ing it |iermanent. These conditions no longer hold,

hence the adoption of wood-preserving jirocesses, first

by railroads for crossties and bridge timbers ; later for

a great variety of construction timljers which are subject

to decav. The next step is to the home builder .iinl retail

trade.

Despite the fact that several luindreil different ma-

terials have lieen tried and advocated for jireserving
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wood, the cheapest and most elTective in use today have

been known and used for many years. These are coal

tar creosote and zinc chloride, each having been brought

to us from Europe. Strangely, both were invented or

proposed in England in the same year
—ISoS. New pre-

servatives are continually being produced and promoted,

and while some of them have luerit. the two old stand-

ards reiuain sujjreiue in point of consumption and

general acceptance. The test of time is the essential

proof of efficiency, and other [ireservatixes may ulti-

mately make good. To merely prevent or defer decay

is not enough; the ideal preserxative luust be permanent,

penetrate the wood readih'. and not be too costly.

The nature of decay is understood by scientists, but is

not of general knowledge by the public or even by every-

one interested in the wood-preserving business. As

applied to wood decax' is caused by vegetable organisms

known as fungi. These propagate by means of micro-

scojiic spores, which are ei|uivalent to the seeds of

plants. ISeing produced in enormous numliers and

blown about b\ tlie wind, they are present everywhere.
When the\' find lodgement on wood they develop a

growth of microsco|iic threads which ])enetrate the

tissues of the w 1 and cause disintegration. After a

period of growth they produce fruiting organisms which

constitute the common fungus growth seen on decayed
wood.

In order to develoj), the fungi must have moisture,

favorable temperature, air sti|>ply. and food. The latter

is furnished by the wood itself and the other factors

are jiresent in practically all outdoor conditions. Pre-

servatives i)revent the development of the organisms of

decay through the douljle function of being antiseptic

or toxic and killing or poist)ning the spores, and by at

least partial elimination of moisture. The antise[)tic

feature is probably the most important and while inert

oils, which t(] an extent waterjiroof the wood, will pre-

vent decay for a time, they are not certain or permanent
iij their action. Coal tar creosote is both antiseptic and

moisture excluding to a marked degree. It also has the

further advantage of ]ieriiianence. Zinc chloride is

effective mainly through its poisoning action to low

forms of vegetable growth and from our present knowl-

edge is of greatest efficiency in regions of low rainfall or

in dry situations.

Preservatives are a[ij)lied to wood in several diti'erent

ways, the more common forms of treatment being pres
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sure, open tank and brush. They are efficient in the

order named.

The pressure treatment in large closed cylinders gives

thorough impregnation of the wood, which protects all

portions and makes the preservative less liable to loss

by evaporation in leeching.

The open tank treatment consists of immersing the

timber in open tanks containing the preservatives, and

by the application of alternate hot and cold baths. Pene-

tration to a considerable depth is obtained.

The brush treatment is superficial, but liberal coatings

of hot creosote or similar coal tar derivatives protect the

wood from decay to an extent which fully justifies this

form of treatment.

The cost is naturally determined by the amount of

preser\-atives used, hence the pressure treatment is

adopted for crossties and structural timbers, where per-

manence rather than initial cost is the determining

factor. Choice between the open tank and the brush

treatments may be determined on the same basis or by

the availability of plants where the more thorough treat-

ment can be given.

The application of preservative methods to industrial

needs and the requirements of the home builder will be

discussed in more detail in later issues. The railroads

have already demonstrated the economy of using treated

crossties, bridge timbers and other structural material.

In sea waters infested by the teredo, creosoted piling

has prevented destruction of timber from marine borers.

On the streets of our larger cities creosoted wood block

has been found to be the most satisfactory pavement,

and the same materials are now being used for factory

floors. It is principally among the small consumers of

lumber and on the farms that the advantages of treated

material has not been realized.

Fence posts, floor beams, planking and many other

kinds of timber used around every home could be

profitably treated against decay. An educational cam-

paign which is intended to extend widely the knowledge

as to the possibilities and advantages of treated timber

is under way.

Essential facts and items of interest will be stated

on this page from month to month and at any time

detailed information may be obtained upon request from

the United States Department of Agriculture, the Amer-

ican Wood Preservers' Association, or the National

Lumber Manufacturers' Association. Inquiries may be

made direct to these organizations or through the editor

of the American Forestry Magazine.

Forest Reserves Purchased

TIIF
purchase by the Government of 9",888 acres

of non-agricultural land in the White ]\lountains

pf New Hampshire and the Southern Appa-
lachians has been approved by the National Forest

Reservation Commission, bringing the total area so far

approved for national forests in the East up to more
than 1,275,000 acres. This latest acquisition will involve

an expenditure of $380,000, or about $3.88 an acre.

The largest parcel is in the Boone purchase area in

North Carolina, a block of 36,386 acres, which the owners

ha\e agreed to sell for $1.90 per acre. The next largest

i« in New Hampshire, a group of tracts comprising 33,-

518 acres, one of which will close a gap between the

tracts already acquired in that region, the price being

$7.21 per acre. The rest of the purchase is distributed

as follows :

Nine thousand, seven hundred and twenty-three acres

at $4.06 per acre, in the Monongahela area, West

\irginia.

Three thousand and sixty-two acres at $3.16 per acre,

in the Potomac area, Mrginia and West \ irginia.

Two hundred and sixty-four acres at $3.50 per acre,

in the Massanutten area, \'irginia.

One hundred and ninety-eight acres at $3.19 per acre

in the Shenandoah area, Mrginia and West X'irginia.

Thirteen thousand, four hundred and twenty-three
acres at $2.77 per acre in the Natural Bridge area, Vir-

ginia.

Seven thousand, six hundred and ninety-four acres

at $2.89 per acre in the White Top area, Tennessee and

\'irginia.

Six hundred and twenty-six acres at $5.55 per acre in

the Savannah area, North Carolina.

One thousand, six hundred and fifty-one acres at $7.28

per acre in the Nantahala area. North Carolina.

Three hundred and thirty acres at $4.67 per acre in

the Cherokee area, Tennessee, and

One thousand and sixteen acres at $5.33 per acre in

the Georgia area, Georgia.

The lands have been examined and appraised by the

Forest Service and sales contracts will be concluded with

the owners by the Secretary of .\griculture as soon as

possible. They will then have to be surveyed and their

titles approved bv the Attorney General before their

development can be commenced as national forests for

the use of the public. Practically all of the land is moun-

tainous, non-agricultural, and valuable only for forests.

Much of it has been culled or cut-over, but several large

tracts are comparatively heavily timbered.

About half a million dollars now remains available of

the money which Congress appropriated for carrying out

the Commission's plan to acquire ultimately about 5,ti00,-

000 acres for watershed protection, timber conservation,

recreation, and the other uses made practicable by the

establishment of national forests in the White Mountains

and the Southern Appalachians.



A New Course

The College of Forestry of the Univer-

sity of Washington, at Seattle, particularly

calls attention to the opportunities for

specialization in the business of lumbering,

the courses of which are for the first time

announced in the catalog this year. They
include courses in commercial geography,

money and banking, accounting, trade of

the Pacific, principles of advertising, and

other courses in business and commerce
With the addition of these courses, the

School of Forestry is now offering oppor-

tunities to the students for specialization

in practically every form of the lumber

industry.

Forest Fire Warnings

With the opening of the season of fire

danger on most of the national forests, the

Forest Service is sending broadcast a

warning that more than half of the for-

est fires in the United States are due to

carelessness or other preventable causes,

starting from campers, railroad locomo-

tives, brush burning,, incendiaries, and

sawmills.

This statement is based on an anlysis

of statistics compiled from the forest fire

records of the last season, when more than

7,000 fires were reported on national for-

ests alone and approximately 10,000 on

State and private holdings in the eighteen
States which received Federal cooperation
in fire protection under the Weeks law,

namely. Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,

Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York.

New Jersey, Maryland, West Virginia.

Kentucky, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minne-

sota, South Dakota, Montana, Idaho,

Washington and Oregon.
Forest fires destroy millions of dollars'

worth of timber and other property every

year, and in some years cause consider-

able loss of life. It has been estimated

from the best information obtainable that

forest fires last year burned over an area

of approximately 6,000.000 acres, with a

total loss of at least .S9.500,000.

Forest Notes
retary feels that in authorizing the en-

ranee of automobiles to this park a step

has been taken in the right direction and

that a greatly increased number of people

will be enabled to visit the park without

increased danger in travel. Mr. Mather's

report also states that travel in the park

is breaking all records, the total visitors

for the month of June being 7,500, and

that during the period from June 15 to

July S about 12,500 people visited the

park, and that on July S there were 4,000

visitors there.

Summer Camp for Forestry

The forestry summer camp of the Uni

versity of Maine opened at Camp Lunka

soo on August 4. This two weeks' course

was started in the summer of 1913 in

response to a demand for a popular, short,

introductory course in forestry. The

staff of instructors at the University of

Maine are in charge of the work, but it is

not a part of the regular four years' pro-

fessional course in forestry given at the

university.

\o tuition is charged, but living ex-

penses while in camp are divided pro rata

between those in attendance, thus making
the expense very light. Tents, blankets

and cooking equipment are all provided
at the camp. The work consists in lec-

tures, general discussions of forestry prob-

lems, and practical field work, the latter

occupying fully two-thirds of the time.

Autos in the Yellowstone

Secretary Lane has just received an en-

couraging report from his assistant, Mr

Stephen T. Mather, in charge of national

parks, relative to the opening of Yellow-

stone Park to automobiles on August 1.

Mr. Mather states that everyone concerned

is now enthusiastic about the change in

the regulations under which automobiles

will be allowed to enter the park and that

Colonel Brett, the superintendent, has

worked out a schedule under w-hich it is

expected the automobile traffic will not

endanger visitors to the park. The Sec-
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In the Adirondacks

One of the best sites in the Adirondacks
has been obtained for the 1915 camp of

the State College of Forestry at Syracuse

through the generosity of George H.

Thatcher, of New York. During August
the time will be devoted to lectures and
demonstrations by graduate foresters, bot-

anists, zoologists and more particularly
to field trips which will enable the

campers to come in close contact with the

forest and its wild life.

grades, putting the goods up in the most

approved way, believing that it will thus

develop a fine business on walnut halves

and pieces shelled. The association also in-

tends to introduce this year 25- and 50-

cent consumer packages of shelled walnuts.

A million or more cartons, containing 1

and 2 pounds of walnuts in the shell, are

also to be put out this season. All car-

tons will have a diamond-shaped gelatin

opening, so the consumer can see the

contents.

Standardizing California Walnuts

Announcement is made by the Califor-

nia Walnut Growers' Association that a

by-products plant will be opened in Los

Angeles shortly to work all inferior nuts

into by-products. This will raise the

standard and consequently increase the

demand for California walnuts all over the

country by keeping from the market the

culls, cracked and otherwise inferior wal-

nuts.

Several hundred tons of walnuts will

probably be cracked up each season and

the association intends to make standard

Re-enters Forest Service

On the recommendation of the Secre-

tary of Agriculture and with the concur-

rence of the Civil Service Commission, the

President has authorized the reinstate-

ment of Edward E. Carter in the Forest

Service as forest inspector at $2,800 a year

"without regard to the year limit of the

reinstatement rule."

Mr. Carter entered the Forest Service

in March, 1905, as a field assistant at

Sl.OOO, and resigned in September, 1910,

after having been promoted to the grade

of assistant forester at $2,500.

Philippine Concessions

The Bureau of Insular Affairs of the

War Department is in receipt of a cable-

gram from Manila advising that the Bureau

of Forestry of the Philippine Islands has

extended until noon, October l,- 1915, the

time at which it will open bids for a forest

concession covering the area known as the

Tayabas-Camarines tract.

The Bureau of Forestry also proposes

to grant a concession covering the Tam-

bang tract on the Caramoan Peninsula in

the Camarines, and announces that upon

the receipt of the first satisfactory applica-

tion the concession will be advertised and

bids invited.

The Bureau of Insular .-Xffairs is pre-

pared to furnish information regarding

these forest tracts.

Book Reviews

C.\MP Cr.\FT, by Warren H. Miller, $1.50,

Charles Scribner's Sons. New York City.

This is a thoroughly well illustrated book

of 282 pages by the versatile editor of

Field and Stream, whose contributions to

American Forestry are so well known by

our readers. Mr. Miller is so well versed

in all the knowledge of camping and camp

comforts that what he says may be adopted

as authoritative. The book contains what-

ever information may be needed by the

lover of the woods, the hunter, the fisher

or anyone who anticipates and enjoys life

in the open. Besides what information
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of camp life may be sought will also be

found many suggestions which will add

materially to comfort and convenience in

the camp.

Chinese Wood-Oil Tree

The adaptability of the Chinese wood-

oil tree for cultivation in northern Florida

seems to have been proved by recent ex-

periments. A tree at Tallahassee, Fla..

bore 2 bushels of the fruit last season. In

addition to being an economically import-

ant tree, it is a decidedly ornamental one.

It bears clusters of white flowers with

reddish-yellow centers, and in full bloom

resembles a catalpa.

The United States imports annually

about 5,000,000 gallons of Chinese wood

oil, valued at .$2,000,000. As the demands
of the American varnish trade are steadily

increasing, this affords a very large do-

mestic market for this prospective new
Florida industry.

Fire Protection

The \'ermont Timberland Association,

the object of which is the protection of

Vermont forests from fire, was organized

early in July. The principal offices are to

be in Bloomfield, Vt. The association will

endeavor to enlist the aid of the United

States and the State government in the

work and will encourage enactment of

laws which provide for adequate fire pro-

tection.

Any firm, person or corporation inter-

ested in the management of timberlands
within the State shall be eligible to mem-
bership. A board of directors, consisting
of five members, will have control and co-

operate with the State Forester as far as

possible.

The articles are signed by officials of

lumber concerns which have large inter-

ests in the State: \V. R. Brown, of Berlin,

N. H., of the Berlin Mills Co.: E. E. Amey.
of Portland, Me.: Dalton Power Co., of

Fitzdale, Vt.: Connecticut Valley Lumber
Co.; Howard G. Philbrook, of Boston,
Mass.: A. N. Blandin, Mountain Mills.

N. H., president of the East Haven Tim-
ber Co.

Forest Land Uses

The scheme of relieving unemployment
in Massachuetts by providing a special
fund to be spent under the direction of

the State Forester has proved to be a

complete success, according to the report
of Forester Frank Rane, filed with the

Governor.

With the $99,547,55 provided by the

Legislature and gifts of S12.076 87, the

State Forester was able to provide work
for thousands and at the same time com-

plete a large amount of useful labor on
the woodlands and roadsides of the State.

The total expenditures from the fund

amounted to $109,623.20 and, counting

gifts still to come, there will be still avail-

able $1,838.37 to complete work partly

done.

City's Timber Tract

Having a thirty-day option on the tract

of land comprising 5,500 acres belonging

to the Bee Tree Lumber 'Co. and known
as the Bee Tree watershed tract, the mem-
bers of the Board of City Commissioners

of Asheville, N. C, have notified the own-

ers of the property that it will be pur-

chased by the municipality in compliance
with the terms of the option. The sum of

$30,000 will be paid for the land and it

will become the property of the city before

the eighth of October.

The land contains a valuable stand of

timber and this will be preserved, the

property being bought with a view to in-

creasing the present watershed holdings

of Asheville.

Wood Waste Exchange

Since the inauguration of its Wood
Waste Exchange, on April 15 last, the

Forest Service has been requested to list

147 mills and factories as having waste

material for sale, while during the same
time seventy-six other wood-using con-

cerns have asked to be listed as desiring

to purchase waste of a wide range of

species in specified dimensions or as mill

or factory run. The latter have been in-

cluded in the list of "Opportunities to

Sell Waste," which is sent monthly to con-

cerns which have waste material for sale.

This list is growing! steadily, but the

Forest Service is anxious to accelerate its

rate of growth inasmuch as it comprises

only about half as many buyers as there

are sellers listed under "Opportunities to

Buy Waste."

Off for Alaska

Chief Forester Henry S. Graves, accom-

panied by E. A. Sherman, an Associate

Forester, left in the middle of July for

Alaska, where they will inspect the na-

tional forests there with a view to classi-

fication. There are about 78,000,000,000

feet of timber on the national forests there

of which 70,000,000,000 is on the Tongass,
The woods is mostly spruce and western

hemlock.

Private Reforesting

The first private reforesting project in

West Virginia will be undertaken by State

Tax Commissioner Fred O, Blue on a 400-

acre tract of personal property in Bar-

bour County, according to an announce-

ment made by Frank Glenn, of Parsons,

W. Va., chief deputy in the State Forestry

Service. The land is to be reset in chest-

nut, poplar, locust and black walnut. Mr.

Blue will be given assistance in the under-

taking hy the United States Forest Service.

Creosote Oil

Cuts wood preserving
bills in half—

For preserving telephone

poles, telegraph poles, cross

arms, railroad ties, fence

posts, mine timbers, under-

ground sills, sleepers, bridge
timbers, planking, ice

houses, wood tanks, shing-

les, poultry houses, silos,

boat timbers or any exposed
woodwork.

Especially adapted for brush
and open tank treatment of

stnictural timbers of all

kinds.

Booklet on request.

Barrett Manufacturing Co.
New York Chicago Philadelphia
Boston St. Louis Cleveland
Cincinnati Pittsburgh ^^

-

Detroit Birmingham -^^afi
Kansas City Minneapolis
Salt Lake City Seattle

1^
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Talk Accuracy
Think Accuracy
Buy Accuracy

Accuracy is the quality you
want in a watch.

Tell your jeweler that you
really want a ver>' accurate

watch and he will at once

show you a Hamilton.

Jewelers know all watches, and with the Hamilton they
associate the word Accuracy.

amtlton fljatch
"The Watch of Railroad Accuracy"

oratory. Mr. Thomas Adams, of the State

tax commission, was toastmaster.

You can buv a Hamilton movement
alone for 512.25 (SU.OO in Canada)
and upward, and your jeweler can fit

it to your present watch case.

Other Hamiltons are Sl.vOO, S25,00, S40.00, S55.00,

S80.00, SllO.OOand Sl-SO.OO, in

18k. heavy gold case, for men
and women.

tT rite for
The Hamilton IT atch Bool;—

"The Timekeeper"—pictures and describe; all Hamilton^,
for men and women, and tells fact

worth knowing about watches.

HAMILTON WATCH CO.
Dept. 39, Lancaster, Pa.

7'lic Ilamilloti Watch Exhibit at thv

Panama-Pacific Exposition at San
Francisco is in the Palace of \'arird

Industries, under the Dome. Yoit are

invited to see it.

Conductor E. W. Dee
of the Rock Island Rail-

road. One of the hun-
dreds of thousands of

American Railroad Men
who time their trains by
the Hamilton.

Foresters Meet

Pennsylvania State Foresters met at

Galeton. Potter County, Pa., on August 10,

11 and 12 for their fourth annual sum-

mer convention and during that time the

annual meeting of the Pennsylvania State

Forest Academy Alumni Association was

held, with W. Gard. Conklin, of Harris-

burg, presiding. The foresters visited

Asaph on the Stone State Forest, and

Crossfork on the Ole Bull Forest.

.•\t .^saph was seen the State forest tree

nursery, where nearly 2,000,000 seedlings

are produced annually, and a number of

interesting and instructive plantations,

among which is an experimental plantation

made in conjunction with the Du Pont

Powder Co. to determine efiects of subsoil

dynamiting to stimulate tree growth. Of

no less interest were object lessons learned

fnim plantations damaged by ice, floods,

landslides, and fires; also plantations made
from "culls" and seedlings which are usu-

ally discarded, showing good establishment

and growth. The best white ash plantation

on State Forests was seen.

At Crossfork were plantations of white

pine, bull pine, silver pine, red pine, Scotch

pine. Norway spruce. Douglas tir, red oak,

and European larch. The operation of a

is a beautiful permanent, up-to-date hotel occupying a magnificent site within the grounds
of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition, amidst the most wonderful setting of

scenery and architectural beauty the world has ever known, and has been selected as

the official headquarters of the AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION, and is

directly across the avenue from the Lumbermen's Building where the American Forestry meeting will be held. ;: :: :: ::

0he X^side ^nn

Appointments thrijUfihout the hotel are first class. Following are our general rates; Ai-HLki Beitfns, Manager

European plan, without bath per day. S2. one person European plan, with bath per day, S3 to S.S. one person
European plan, without bath per day, S3, two persons European plan, with bath per day, S4 to S". two persons

Our motor busses meet all trains and steamers We shall be glad to give you any general information in regard to the E.xpositicn or side trips upon request

Dinner for State Forester

A dinner was given for State Forester

Griffith at JIadison. Wis., on July 16, in

appreciation of his service in the cause

ot forestry in Wisconsin. About twenty

of Mr. Griffith's friends were present, rep-

resenting a variety of interests. Informal

talks were given by President Van Hise

and Dean Birge of the University of Wis-

consin, ex-Senator Hatten, and Howard F.

Weiss, director of the forest products lab-

.State Forest telephone system was studied

there. Crossfork is an abandoned lumber

town and tmce was almost as thriving as

Galeton. The comparison and contrast be-

tween the two is a matter of historical and

economic interest.
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Canadian Department
Ellwoud Wilsox

Mr. Robson Black, the new secretary of

the Canadian Forestry Association, has

started out to put a lot of life into that

organization and we wish to compliment
him on the work already done and to wish

him good luck with his endeavors. The
first nunilier of the Canadian Forestry
Journal is a great improvement and should

be a great help in increasing the member-

ship. It is newsy and interesting and the

articles are timely and readable. In the

matter of publicity in the press, Mr. Black

has also done good work and his idea of

sending copies of the papers in which
articles about the work of the Association

appear to the directors is a most excel-

lent one. A very good article from his

own pen in the issue of the Monetary
Times, of Toronto on "Ontario's Forests

and Water Powers" is very interesting
and should do a good deal to awaken pub-
lic interest in this most important sub-

ject. The interest taken by the govern-
men of Ontario in hydro-electric devel-

opment has been great and has shown

courage and foresight on the part of the

otficials responsible for it and they will

no doubt soon realize that without for-

ests their water powers will be deteriorated

and will do something to wake up and
put life into the moribund forest policy
of Ontario. When the importance of the

subject is considered, the present system
is little short of criminal.

The Dominion Forests Products Labora-

tory of McGill University is about to

undertake a study of tlie mechanical prop-
erties of Jack Pine. This tree is very
abundant throughout Ontario and Que-
bec and as it is the most rapid in growih
ot any of the trees native to these

provinces, we need all possible information
about it. It would seem that it would be
a most profitable tree to grow for rail-

way ties, mine props, and fence posts,

especially if it could be satisfactorily
treated with some preservative. Trees ten

years old show a growth of 9 to 11 feet in

height with a diameter of 2y2 inches on
the stump.

The ilinister of Land and Forests, the
Hon. Jules Allard, has taken up the ques-
tion of taxation of lands used for refor-

estation and will probably bring forward a

bill at the next session of the Legislature
to regulate this matter, which naturally
is of great importance.

The Laurentide Co.. Ltd., of Grand
Mere, Que., has entered into an agreement
with the Parish of St. Jacques de Piles,

which provides that the parish will not
raise the taxes on lands used on which
trees are planted for a period of twenty-
five years at the end of which time the

agreement can be renewed. This shows
a most progressive spirit on the part of the

parish and the company will continue its

plantations in this district until all avail-

able land is planted. This spring about
one and one-half miles of road were built

in this parish by the company which it

is hoped will serve as models to the farm-

ers and encourage them to improve their

roads. Fire lines have also been cut

around the plantations and along the

roads.

The fire situation in the Province of

Quebec has been much improved this

year and the number of fires this season

will probably be the lowest ever recorded.

So far there have been practically no

fires set by railroads, and the settlers

fires have also been below the average.
The greatest improvement has been in

the reduction of fires set by river drivers,

a special ranger having been placed with

each drive crew. In the territory patrolled

by the St. Maurice Forest Protective As-

sociation only one fire set by drivers has

been reported. It is a curious commen-

tary on the state of mind of employees
of companies that they should not be

willing to do all in their power to safe-

guard the property of their employers,
but such is the case. In this Association

it has been extremely difficult to get the

full cooperation of the Woods Depart-
ments of the various companies who are

members of the Association. They think
the forests should be protected, but when
it comes to taking a drive crew to fight a

fire, or to forbidding the drivers to smoke
in a dry time, or to discharging a man who
15 careless about setting a fire, it is ex-

tremely difficult to get them to do any-
thing. However, this state of affairs is

passing and it is to be hoped that a spirit

of full cooperation will soon take the place
of such a petty state of mind. Two verv

important things still block the wheels of

progress. The more important of the
two is the interference of politics which
is shown in two ways. First and least

important is the pressure occasionally

brought to bear by politicians to have
good men of an opposite party removed
from their positions as rangers and men
of the same party substituted. Fortunately
there has been very little of this. The
greatest difficulty is the way in which the
law is enforced by the judges before whom
offenders against the fire laws are tried.

The law provides a fine of fifty dollars
or three months' in prison for infractions
of these, but the judges either dismiss

the actions or give such light fines that

no good whatever is done. Often members
of Parliament interfere on behalf of their

constituents and by using their influence

obtain light fines. In either case the ef-

The Jacobs Bird -House

Company
The first American enterprise

for the manufacture of Bird-
Houses and Bird Feeding De-
vices. Over thirty-two years'
experience by the President-
Manager..

Eleven beautiful designs for
the Purple Martin. S6.50 up.
The best single room nest-

boxes for Bluebirds, Wrens, Tree
Swallows, Chickadees. Flickers,
Tufted Tits. etc.. Sl.OO each,
SO.OO and SI 0.00 per dozen.

Sheltered Feeding Devices for
Winter Birds, $1.00 to $12.00.

Sheltered Suet Baskets, two for Sl.OO.
Genuine Government Sparrow Trap. S4.00 each.

Cement Bird-Baths and Drinking Fountains, four
designs.

All direct from our factory to the user. Best
products at lowest possible prices. All prices f. o. b.,
Waynesburg. Pa. Send 10 cents for our latest Bird-
House Booklet.

JACOBS BIRD-HOUSE COMPANY
404 South Wabliington Street

WAYNESBURG, PA.

Our Indorsement

Plant POMEROY
HardyEnglishWalnutTrees

For Shade and Nuts
E. C. POMEROY

"E:iglish Walnut Farms" New Milford. Conn.

Seeds for Forestry

Purposes

WE offer a most complete list of both
Deciduous and Evergreen Tree and

shrub seeds for forestry purposes.

Seeds That Are of Best

Geiminating Quality

Our catalogue contains a full list of the
varieties we offer, which include the best
and most rare species. Send for a copy, it

will interest you.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
Wholesale Nurserymen and Tree Seedmen

DRESHER. PENNA., U. S. A.

ORCHIDS
We are specialists in Orchids, we col-

lect, import, grow, sell and export this class

of plants exclusively.

Our illustrated and descriptive catalogue
of Orchids may be had on application. Also

special lists of freshly imported unestab-

lished Orchids.

LAGER & HURRELL
SUMMIT. N. J.

Orchid Growers and Importers

Red Oak Acorns
New crop—prime—fresh, excellent quality. Collected

in Northern Illinois. Have between 40 to 50 bushels
still on hand—price while they last S2.00 per bushel
(50 pounds). 10 bushels $18.50. Also complete stock
Evergrreen Tree Seeds. Write for price-list.

THE D. HILL CO., Box No. 501, Dunder. Illinois
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BIG PINES FOR AUGUST^
SEPTEMBER PLANTING
TREES

6 to 20 feet high. Trees that save you five to ten years or

more. Guaranteed to grow satisfactoril}' or replaced. They have
been skillfully grown in the nursery, frequently rootpruned and trans-

planted. This results in a compact system of small feeding roots contained

in a big ball of earth. We have invented canvases and platforms for

securely holding this ball of earth. They will ship a thousand miles.

How Can I Use Them?
Evergreens from the nursery are usually

considered little bright spots to look down
upon and wait for. These big Pines
serve a purpose corresponding to the side

walls of a house. Are you annoyed by
the dust and noise of the street ? Are you
disturbed by the constant passing? Are

you wishing you had a larger country
place where the public did not intrude ?

To get such a place would cost more money
and perhaps necessitate traveling further

out of town.

These Pines will make a dense screen imme-
diately. You can have them planted in a few
days and enjoy them immediately. Send for

Hicks Evergreens for August-September Planting.
It suggests several beautiful ways of arranging
Pines with Laurel, Birch and Oak.

There are thousands of other large evergreens
growing in squares 6 to 15 feet apart—Austrian.
Scotch. Pitch and Jack Pine, Hemlock, White and
Nordmann's Fir, Blue and Douglas Spruce. Let

us send you five free samples of White Spruce 3 to
5 feet high, hardy, dense, bluegreen. Excellent
for the seashore or mountains.

Living Off The Country
Are there beautiful big Pines or Cedars

5 to 30 feet high ? Do you wish the fun of

selecting and grouping them in your
home landscape ? We will send apparatus,
foreman and a few expert men to work
with local men and teams. July is the
time to start. Do you want big Elms or

Sugar Maples? Now is the time to pick
them out. The same crew can move
them in September or October.

Do you wish some shrubs and flowers to plant
right away? We have them in boxes and pots, per-
mitting planting where the places are closed in April.

Isaac Hicks & Son
Westbury, Nassau County, N. Y.

Tree Seeds

are Produced bg
Scientific Forestry

OUR
experts have devoted

much time to tree seeds.

We recognize the immense im-

portance of the work.

Our stock includes rare species

and covers double the assortment

of any other seed house—Ameri-

can or Foreign.

Ask for a copy of our exten-

sive list.

J. M. Thorburn & Co.
SIN'CE 1802

53 Barclay Street through
to 54 Park Place

NEW YORK

HILL'S
Seedlings and Transplants

Also Tree Seeds

FOR REFORESTING
OEST for over a half century. All leading
'-' hardy sorts, grown in immense quantities.
Prices lowest. Quality highest. Forest
Planter's Guide, also price lists are free.

Write today and mention this magazine.

THE D. HILL NURSERY CO.
Evergreen Specialisls

Largest Growers in A nierica

BOX 501 DinTDEE, ILL.

11V Raise
Our Own
Trees"vergreen

I Seedlings,Transplants
From our specialized collection

of young conifers you will find
what you want for every place
and purpose. Our stock is

hardy and field grown and
admirably adapted for forest

planting and lining out.

Your order will have personal attention
and the price will be right.

Si'nd for cotal'.g and save momy

North-Ea.stcrn Fore.stry Co.
Tree Seeds, Nursery Stock

IJox A, Clieshire. Connecticut

The

feet is the same, the law is made the

laughing stock and fires go on just the

same. Of course the education of public

opinion will in time remedy this, but it

is a pity that those who are charged with

the execution of the laws should have

so little regard for their oaths and for

the good of the country.

The next most important thing which

is necessary for fire protection is the bet-

ter disposal of lumbering slash. Once a

fire gets into a cut-over country it is al-

most impossible to stop it, but if the

debris from lumbering were removed
there would practically never be serious

forest fires in this section. If a general
law were passed making it compulsory on
all woods operators to burn their debris at

the time of logging, little extra expense
would be involved, and since every opera-
tor would have to use the same measures
there would be discrimination and the

cost would all fall on the consumer. That
such disposal is entirely practical and not
at all prohibitory in cost is shown by the

experience of Mr. Gutches in Saskatche-
wan and Forester Cox in Minnesota.

The worst fire in the territory of the

St. Maurice Forest Protective Association
was on the Croche River on the limits of

The Belgo-Canadian Pulp and Paper Co ,

The Brown Corporation and Mr. J. H.
Dansereau. This fire was probably caused

by some dam keepers or fox hunters

throwing away burning matches used to

light their pipes and burnt over about 30

square miles. The section where this fire

started had been partly lumbered and the
fire gained such headway in the old cut-

tings that it was impossible to check it

and by the time it reached the virgin tim-
ber it had gained such headway that noth-

ing but rain could check it.

In Ontario there is no restriction on
brush burning or land clearing by fire, so

that the settlers are much more of a

menace than in Quebec and the same
problem of proper and impartial enforce-
ment of the fire laws are necessarv.

The tenders are all in for the million
and a half dollar storage dam to be built

by the Quebec Government on the St.

Maurice River, at the rapid La Loutre.
This dam is of the first importance to one
of the most important industrial sections
of the province and by stabilizing the
water conditions will be of great benefit.

Dr. R. E. Fernow. dean of the Faculty
of Forestry of the University of Toronto,
is just starting a trip through the west.

Prof. W. N. Millar, of the University of

Toronto, is in Calgary.

Mr. Clyde Leavitt, Forester to the

Dominion Railway Commission and presi-
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dent of the Canadian Society of Forest

Engineers, will visit Grand' Mere shortly

to confer with the secretary of the society

on its future activities.

The automobile purchased by the St.

Maurice Forest Protective Association for

one of its rangers has proved a great

success.

British Columbia Notes

The Hon. W. R. Ross has received in-

formation from the Agent General for

British Columbia to the efifect that the

cargo of 160,000 creosoted Douglas fir ties

shipped to India to the order of the Ben-

gal & Northwestern Ry, last fall per the

steamship "Queen Helena" have arrived,

and have given full satisfaction.

Advices reaching the Minister of Lands

concerning the fire situation throughout
the province are for the present satisfac

tory, although the immediate prospects
unless rain falls, are rather ominous in

certain sections.

During the early part of July rain fell

in the Hazelton, Nelson, Cranbrook, Ver-

non and Kamloops Districts, as well as in

the eastern section of the Fort George Di-

vision, followed, however, by clear, warm
weather, with resulting increase in the fire

hazard. In the Tete Jaune District, con-

ditions are reported as being reasonably
safe, in view of the hot, dry. windy
weather.

The prevailing heat, accompanied by a

clear atmosphere and wind, with result-

ant drying out of vegetation, has been re-

sponsible for several fires in the coast dis-

tricts, outbreaks being reported at North

\'ancouver, Langley, Delta. Cheakamus.
Half Moon Bay, Texada Island, Toba In-

let, Thurlow Island, Green Point Rapids,
and Loughboro Inlet, the area burned
over being appro.ximately 1.000 acres, prin-

cipally slashings, and the damage to mer-

chantable timber fortunately small.

Four fires, all under control, have oc-

curred in the island district, two of which
were at Parksville. and a third at Cour-

tenav.

Perfect rest and sleep are assured, even on rough
or damp ground, with a

"PERFECTION" Pneumatic
Mattress With Sleeping Bag
Rolls to a small, light bundle, when deflated.
Easily inflated. Never damp, hard or lumpy.
Always evenly smooth and soft, conforming to

your body. Lasls indefinitely.

Writf for lataloc loiay

PNEUMATIC MFG. COMPANY
5:^2 17th St., Urooltlyn.N.V.

COMPANIONS
both human and otherwise for those

delightful rambles through Woods and
Fields should be chosen carefully. Here
are a few suggestions. Write us for infor-

mation regarding our other Nature Books.

OUR TREES
HOW TO KNOW THEM

9^

Photographs from Nature By ARTHUR I. EMERSON
With a guide to their recognition at any season of the year
and notes on their characteristics, distribution, and culture

By CLARENCE M. WEED,
Teacher cf Nature-Study in the Mas^m liusetts Slate

One hundred and forty illustrations. Size of book. 7j _

Postage extra

ALL nature-lovers
will hail this book

with delight. Its pur-

pose is to afford an op-

portunity for a morein-

tel'igent acquaintance
with American trees,

native and naturalized.

The pictures upon the

plates ha\e in all cases

been photographed di-

re:t from nature, and
have been brought to-

gether in such a way
that the non-botanical

reader can recognize at

a glance either the whole

THE FLOWER
FINDER

By

George Lincoln Walton, M.D.

590 lllus. Limp Leather.

$2.00 net. Postage

extra.

Cleveland Plain
Dealer:—"What's that

flower over there in the

field .' You'll find out

in 'The Flower Finder.'

Gives many color charts

and sketches; grouped
so that you can easily

find what you are

looking for; is bound
in leather that per-
mits it to be slipped
in the pocket."

Ol R TRELS
Him In Know rhtin

D.Sc.

Xormal School at Lowell
"
X 10". Cloth, $3.00 net.

tree or the leaves,
flowers, fruits, or winter

twigs, and thus be able
to identify with ease
a[id certainty any un-
known tree to which his

attention may be called.

In the discussion of the
te.\t espe:ial attention
has been given to the

distinguishing character
f)f the various species,
;i: well as to the more

inifresting phases of the

yearly cycle of each, and

thespecial values of each
forornamenta planting.

SEEING
NATURE FIRST

By Clarence M. Weed
.\bout joo Illustrations. 8vo.
Decorated Cloth, 52.00 net.

Postage extra.

Mr. Weed is an ardent
nature lover, and in this

delightful book describes

the beauty and mystery of

nature in a way that will

appeal to every one who
desires to add to his or

her knowledge of Nature.

THE STUDY OF
NATURE

By Samuel C Schmucker

With four full-page color plates
and fifty-four line drawings by
Katherine E. Schmucker.

12mo. 315 pages. Cloth, $1.25 net

UNDER
THE OPEN SKY
By Samuel C. Schmucker

With colored fronlispiece,

83 full-page illustrations and
marginal decorations by
Katherine Ii . Schmucker.

Small quarto. 308 pages.
Cloth, gilt top, $ 1 .50 net.

In a slip case.

"The author, like

that great observer of

nature, John Burroughs,
goes out into the open
and sees things that

the casual person passes

by quite unnoticed, and
then brings them to-

gether in this book to

show us how much
we have overlooked in

our strolls in fields,

woods, and elsewhere.—Brooklyn Daily Eagle.

THE TRAINING OF A FORESTER
By GIFFORD PINCHOT. Sillui. 12mo. Cloth $1.00 net. Postage extra.

Hartford Times:—"Mr. Pinchot is a man who loves forestry for its own
sake. It was a hobby with him from early days, and long before he began
to be a figure in politics he was a woodsman. . . . A singularly clear and at-

tractive account of what forestry is . . . and what a forester must know."

PUBLISHERS

J.B.LIPPINCOTT COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, since 1792

East Washington Square

LONDON since 1872
16 John Street. Adelphi

MONTREAL since 1897
201 Unity Building

.^iw .^f^ -^^^ -^^^ -^^^ -^e^ -^^ .

<a> <s> <e> <Si> <s> <e» <Sk ^^^^^^^^^^^^^#
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Current
Literature Expert

Service
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MONTHLY LIST FOR JULT, 1915

(Books and periodicals indexed in the Library

of the United States Forest Service.;

Forestry as a Whole

Proceedings and reports of associations, forest

officers, etc.

Connecticut forestry association. Proceed-

ings, 1912-1914. 36 p. \ew Haven,

Conn., 1914.

Hawaii—Board of agriculture and forestry.

Report of the Division of forestry for

the biennial period ending December 31,

1914. 52 p. Honolulu, 1915.

India—Madras presidency
—Forest dept.

Annual administration report for the

12 months ending June 30, 1914. 247 p.

Madras, 1915.

Iowa state college
—Forestry club. The

Ames forester, vol. 3. 141 p. il., pi.

Ames, la., 1915.

Michigan
—Public domain commission. Re-

port for the fiscal year ending June 30,

1914. 181 p. il. Lansing, Mich.. 1915.

Nebraska, University of—Forest club. The

forest club annual, v. 6. 137 p. pi. Lin-

coln, Neb., 1915.

New York—Conservation commission.

Fourth annual report, 1914; Divisions of

lands and forests and fish and game.

367 p. pi. Albany, 1915.

Washington, University of—Forest clul^.

Forest club annual, v. 3. 73 p. il.

Seattle, Wash., 1915.

Forest Aesthetics

Francis, Henry R. Suggestions for proper

procedure in systematic street tree

planting for towns and cities of New York.

56 p. il. Syracuse, N. Y., 1915. (New
York state college of forestiy, Syracuse

university. Bulletin, v. 15, no. 4.)

Forest Education

Forest schools

New York state college of forestry. Syracuse

university. State forest camp in the

Adirondacks; announcement for 1915.

16 p. il. Syracuse, N. Y., 1915.

Forest Description

Brown, Wm. H. and Mathews, Donald M.

Philippine dipterocai-pus forests. 149 p.

pi., map. Manila, P. I., Philippine

journal of science, 1914.

North Carolina—Geological and economic

survey. Timber resources of Wakem
Chatham and Lee counties. Chapel

Hill, N. C, 1915. (Press bulletins 144-6.)

Forest Botany

Plant physiology

Jaccard, Paul. Structure anatomique de

racines hypertendues. 16 p. il. Ne-

motu-s, Henri Bouloy, 1914.

Is Demanded

by Modern

Business

Methods

E. A. Sterling
FOREST ENGINEER

Commercial Trust Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Forest Engineering
is expert semce in the application of scientific

and economic engineering knowledge and ex-

perience to forests and their products. It is

essential to modem timberland ovraership

and operation, and equally important to the

distributor and constuner of wood.

The Field Covers
Technical Advice and Practical Service

in acquiring, estimating and mapping timber; in

making valuations; in management; in selling

either the stumpage or manufactured product ;

in selecting grades or kinds to meet your ser-

\-ice requirements; and in preservative treat-

ment to prevent decay.

Trees: classification and description

Jaccard, Paul. Les Wellingtonias de I'Ecole

forestiere de Zurich. 12 p. il. Berne,

Impr. Buchler & Co., 1914.

Forest Influences

Descombes, Paul. Encouragements au.x in-

itiatives privees ou collectives, speciale-

ment en matiere de reboisement et de

retenue des eauc. 25 p. Saint-Cloud,

Impr. Belin freres, 1911.

Forest Protection

Insects

Craighead, F. C. Contributions toward a

classification and biology of the North

American Cerambycidae; larvae of the

Prioninae. 24 p. pi. Wash., D. C,
1915. (U. S.—Dept. of agriculture

Report no. 107.)

Swaine, J. M. Forest insect conditions in

British Columbia; a preliminary survey
41 p. il., map. Ottawa, Canada, 1914.

Canada— Dept. of agriculture
—

Experi-

mental farms—Division of entomology.

Entomological bulletin no. 7.)

Thompson, Millett Taylor. \n illustrated

catalogue of American insect galls.

116 p. il. Nassau, N. Y., 1915.

Turner, W. F. The oak scale and its control.

8 p. il. Auburn, Ala., 1914. (.-Ma-

bama—Agricultural experiment station.

Circular 28.)

Diseases

Korstian, Clarence F. Pathogenicity of the

chestnut bark disease. 22 p. pi. Lin-

coln. Ncbr., University of Nebraska,
1915.

Selby, A. D. Tree fillings and woimd

dressings for orchard and shadetrees.

3 p. Wooster, O., 1915. (Ohio—Agri-
cultural experiment station. Circular

150.1

JAMES W. SEWALL
Timber Estimates

Topographic and Boundary Surveys, Plant-

ing, Logging Maps, Portable Mill Operations

Technical Training Tfioroughness Experience

CENTRE STREET OLD TOWN'. MAINE

Timber Estimates

FireProtectionPlans

Maps.LoggingReports

EmpireStateForesters

156 FiftmAve.NewYorkCity

TIMBER ESTIMATES, FOREST
SURVEYS and MAPS

D. E. LAUDERBURN
Forest Engineer

6030 Metropolitan Building, New York City

Wanted—Trained Forester
With TROPICAL Experience

for work for American interests in Dutch
East Indies. State experience and salary ex-

pected and when services would be available.

Address Box 50, Care of American Forestry

"THE BEST MADE

HIGH GRADE PRINTING PAPERS

Dill & Collins Co., Papermakers
Phil.\delphi.\

Correspondence Solicited
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Fire

Walker, T. B. Forest fires. 14 p. San

Francisco, Cal., 1910.

Smoke and vapors

Fulton, Charles H. Metallurgical smoke.

94 p. il., pi. Wash., D. C, 1015.

(U. S.—Dept. of the interior—Bureau of

mines. Bulletin 84.)

Forest Legislation

North Carolina—Geological and economic

survey. Forestry laws of North Caro-

lina. 17 p. Chapel Hill, N. C, 191.S.

(Press bulletin no. 147.)

Forest Administration

United States—Dept. of agriculture.
—Forest

service. National forest areas, March

31, 1915. 8 p. map. Wash., D. C,
1915.

Forest Economics

Forest policy

Descombes, Paul. L'^volution de la politique

forestiere. 330 p. IS cm. Paris, Libr.

Berger-Levrault, 1914.

Statistics

United States—Dept. of agriculture. The

production of lumber in 1913. 32 p.

Wash., D. C, 1915. (Bulletin 232.)

Forest Engineering

Recknagel, A. B. Forest survey of a parcel

of state land. 19 p. pi., map. .Mbany,

N. Y., 1915. (N. Y.—Conservation

commission—Division of lands and for-

ests. Bulletin 11.)

Forest Utilization

Lumber industry

Graves, Henry Solon. Conservation and the

lumber industry; address before the

Chicago association of commerce, Wed-

nesday, May 6. 7 p. Chicago, 1915.

United States—Dept. of commerce—Bureau

of corporations. Special report on pres-

ent and past conditions in the lumber and

shingle industry in the State of Washing-

ton. 43 p. Wash., D. C, 1914.

\A'alker, T. B. At the request of the San

Francisco Call. Mr. T. B. Walker, a

prominent lumberman, reviews the report

of the Department of commerce and

labor. 16 p. San Francisco, Cal., 1913.

\]'ood using industries

Lev.-is, R. G. & Boyce, W. Guy H. Wood-

using industries of the prairie provinces.

75 p. il. Ottawa, 1915. (Canada—

Dept. of the interior—Forestry branch.

Bulletin 50.)

United States—Navy department. Navy
department specifications; hickory han-

dles. 4 p. pi. Wash., D. C, 1914.

Wood preservation

Cheyney, E. G. The preservative treatment

of fence posts. 14 p. il. St. Paul,

Minn., 1913. (University of Minnesota
—

Dept. of agriculture
—Extension divi-

sion. Extension bulletin no. 40. Minn-

esota farmers' library, v. 4, no. 4.)
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Tenders for Pulpwood
Limit

TENDERS
will be received by the undersigned up to and

including Wednesday, the fifteenth day of September

1915, for the right to cut pulpwood on a certain area situated

north of the Transcontinental Railway, west of Lac Setd

and south of English River in the District of Kenora.

Tenderers shall state the amount they are prepared to pay as

bonus in addition to the Crown dues of 40 cents per cord for

spruce and 20 cents per cord for other pulpwoods, or such other

rates as may from time to time be fixed by the Lieutenant-

Governor in Council, for the right to operate a pulp mill and a

paper mill on or near the area referred to.

Such tenderers shall be required to erect a mill or mills on or

near the territory, and to manufacture the wood into paper

in the Province of Ontario—the paper mill to be erected within

such time and in such place as the Lieutenant-Governor in

Council shall direct.

Parties making tender will be required to deposit with their

tender a marked cheque payable to the Honourable the Treas-

urer of the Province o-f Ontario, for 10 per cent of the amount

of their tender, to be forfeited in the event of their not entering

into an agreement to carry out the conditions, etc.

The highest or any tender :iot necessarily accepted.

For particulars as to description of territory, capital to be

invested, etc., apply to the undersigned.

N.B.—No unauthorized publication of this notice will be

paid for.

G. H. FERGUSON,
Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines.

Toronto, June 5, 1915.

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
Weiss, Howard F. and Teesdale, Clyde H.

Records of the life of treated timber in

the United States, lip. tables. Bal-

timore, Md., American wood preservers'

association. 1915.

Auxiliary Subjects

Botany

Wooten, E. O. and Standley, Paul C. Flora

of New Mexico. 794 p. Wash., D. C,
1915. (Smithsonian institution—United

States national museum. Contributions

from the U. S. national herbarium, v. 19.
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is tKree-fovu^Hs of

Your opportunities are as unlimited as our

forests if you study at

WYMAN'S SCHOOL OF THE WOODS
Incorporated Munising, Michigan
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DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY

The

Pennsylvania State

College

APROFESSSIONAL

course in For-

estry, covering four years of

college work, leading to the

degree of Bachelor of Science in

Forestr>'.

Thorough and practical training
for government, state, municipal and

private forestry.
Four months are spent in camp

in the woods in forest work.
Graduates who wish to specialize

along particular lines are admitted
to the "graduate forest schools" as

candidates for the degree of Master
of Forestry on the successful com-

pletion of one year's work.

For further information address

Department of Forestry

PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE
State College, Pa.

HARVARD
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY

OFFERS
specialized gradu-

ate training leading to the

degree of Master of Forestry in

the following fields:— Silvicul-

ture and Management, Wood

Technology, Forest Entomol-

ogy, Dendrology, and (in co-

operation with the Graduate

School of Business Adminis-

tration) the Lumber Business

For juriher particulars

address

RICHARD T. FISHER
Chairman

Cambridge : : Massachusetts

Hydrography

Massachusetts—Board of harbor and land

commissioners. Report relative to con-

serving the waters and utilizing and

equalizing the flow in the rivers and

natural streams of the commonwealth.

55 p. Boston, Mass., 1915.

Swain, George Fillmore. Conservation of

water by storage. 384 p. il. New-

Haven, Yale university press, 1915.

Soils

National wood chemical association. Char-

coal for improving soil in greenhouses,

nurseries, lawns, etc. 4 p. Bradford,

Pa., 1915.

Industries and resources

Little, Arthur D. The industrial resources

and opportunities of the south. 18 p.

Boston, Mass., A. D. Little, Inc., 1915.

Camping

United States—Dept. of agriculture
—Forest

service. Handbook for campers in the

national forests in California. 48 p.

il., map. Wash., D. C, 1915.

Periodical Articles

Miscellaneous periodicals

Agricultural gazette of Tasmania, April,

1915.—Planting trees for shelter on the

farm, by J. M. Ward, p. 146-9.

Country gentleman, June 19, 1915.—Forestr>-

for farmers, by W. J. Harsha, p. 1046-7.

Forest and farm, April, 1915.—Progress in

forestry, and the task before us, p. 7-8:

A history of the conservation movement,

by Mrs. Emmons Crocker, p. 30-1.

Gardener's chronicle, June 5, 1915.—Cupres-
sus arizonica, by A. Bruce Jackson, p.

315.

Gardener's chronicle, June 12, 1915.—Some
new arborescent species of American

hawthorns, by John Dunbar, p. 321-3;

Rhamnus frangula, by E. M. Holmes,

p. 332.

In the open, June, 1915.—How to plant, grow
and reap the profit from the red pine, by

George H. Wirt, p. 28-31.

Journal of the Washington academy of

science, June 19, 1915.—A new genus of

scolytoid beetles, by A. D. Hopkins,

p. 429-33.

Music trades. May 22, 1915.—Wealth of

Philippine woods available for piano and

player-piano manufacture, by E. E.

Schneider, p. 79, 81.

National wool grower, June, 1915.—The

"bedding out" system of handling sheep
on the Big Horn forest, Wyoming, by
L. H. Douglas, p. 13-16.

Professional memoirs. Corps of engineers,

U. S. army, July-August, 1915.—Wooden
and combination highway bridges, by
Gien Edg.-:r Edgerton, p. 433-68.

Reclamation record, July, 191j.—Tr;es and

shrubs for private grounds and school

yards, p. 317-18; Tree planting for home
and farm in South Dakota, p. 318;

Shade trees, Strawberry valley project,

by J. L. Lytel, p. 319.

'

Technology monthly, Feb., 1915,—Control-

ling our streams by forestrj-, by Allen

Chamberlain, p. 5-11.

Special Courses offered in

LUMBERING
and

Wood Utilization,

Pulp and Paper

Making
Other Special Courses in Forestry

Men with technical training

along the lines of Lumbering
and the various branches of

Wood Utilization will be needed

in the future.

Four and five year students in

these courses will have constant

access to the new Eastern

Forest Products Laboratory.

The New York

State College of Forestry
At Syracuse University

Syracuse, N. Y.

Yale University
Forest School
NEW HAVEN. CONN., U. S. A.

YALE
University Forest School is a graduate de-

partment of Yale University. It is the oldest

existing forest school in the United States and

exceeds any other in the number of its alumni. A
general two-year course leading to the degree of

Master of Forestry is offered to graduates of uiii-

versities. colleges and scientific institutions of high

standing and. under exceptional conditions, to men
who have had three years of collegiate training,

including certain prescribed subjects. Men who are

not candidates for the degree may enter the School as

special students, for work in any of the subjects offered

in the regular course, by submitting evidence that will

warrant their taking the work to their own advantage
and that of the School. Those who have completed
a general course in forestry are admitted for research

and advanced work in Dendrology, Silviculture. Forest

Management, Forest Technology, and Lumbering.
The regular two-year course begins the first week tn

July at the School camp near Milford, Pennsylvania.

For juriher information address

JAMES W. TOUMEY, Director
NEW HAVEN. CONN.
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United States—Dept. of agriculture. Journal

of agricultural research, June, 1915.—A

new leaf and twig disease of picea

engelmanni, by James R. Weir, p. 251-4.

Trade journals and consular reports

American lumberman, June 12, 1915.—The

benefit of uniform inspection rules,

by E. W. McCuUough, p. 39, 48; Many

woods make good silos, p. 52.

American lumberman, June 19, 1915.—

United States and European mill methods

contrasted, by W. J. Blackmur, p. 51;

Experience and training basis of forestry

by W. W. Gleason, p. 53-4.

American lumberman, June 26, 1915.—Plant

Douglas fir in Germany, p. 35; Creosoted

wood block ideal paving material, p. 38-9.

American lumberman, July 10, 1915.—

Granite block shows less endurance than

wood block pa\-ing, p. 19; The double

campaign for wood block pavement must

start in the west, p. 20; Wood block

paving in the Pacific northwest, p. 21;

Efficiency of a wood treating process,

p. 21; Creosoted blocks in relation to

lumber business, by Joseph G. G.

Morgan, p. 36; Log delivery costs

studied; Forest service shows expense

from tree to water in Puget Sound, p. 38.

Barrel and box, Jan., 1915.—The several

gums as box material, p. 35.

Barrel and box, Feb., 1915.—Barrel making in

modern cooperage plant, p. 22-3; Utiliza-

tion of waste in handle making, p. 26.

Barrel and box, March, 1915.—Yellow poplar

as box material, p. 37.

Barrel and box. May, 1915.—Oak lumber for

boxes and crates, p. 42.

Barrel and box, June, 1915.—Elm lumber for

boxes and crates, p. 36.

Canada lumberman, June 15, 1915. The

commercial importance of hemlock,

by A. H. D. Ross, p. 32-3.

Canada lumberman, July 1, 1915.—The

commercial importance of cedar, by

A. H. D. Ross, p. 26-8; Testing qualities

of Canadian timbers by Forest products

laboratories, p. 32-3.

Disston crucible. May, 1915.—Notes on

tropical American woods, p. 60-1.

Engineering news, April 15, 1915.—Water-

works farming and forestry by Los

Angeles, by Burt A. Heinly, p. 745.

Engineering record. May 15, 1915.—Why not

a rational specification for a wooden pile?

by E. P. Goodrich, p. 627-8.

Engineering record, Juno 5, 1915.-Creosoted

wood blocks suitable for bridge floors if

fireproofed, by L. T. Ericson, p. 724.

Hardwood record, June 10, 1915.—European

veneering methods of manufacture and

gluing, by H. M. Merritt, p. 14-15;

American woods for the war, p. 19.

Hardwood record, June 25, 1915.—The

utilization of alder, p. 25-6: What is

snakewood?, p. 26; Gums and resins,p.32;

Ailanthus for excelsior, p. 32; Hardwoods

for smoking meat, p. 32.

Hardwood record, July 10, 1915.—Veneer in

trunk making, p. 23.

Holzwelt, Feb. 5, 1915.—Feuerschutztrank-

ung des holzcs, by Baurat Wendt, p. 6-8.

Holzwelt, April 30. 1915.-Das holz im

shifTbau, by P. Martell, p. 3-4.

Lumber trade journal, July 1, 1915.—The

capstan stump puller, by Earl D.

Strait, p. 27; The use of steam and gaso-

line engines in land clearing, by Harry

Thompson, p. 27.

Lumber worid review, June 25, 1915.—The

better utilization of wood waste, by

John M. Gibbs, p. 23-5.

Lumber worid review, July 10, 1915.—What is

the matter with the lumber industry, by

Carleton H. Parker, p. 23-6; Florida

lumbermen urged to boost wood blocks,

by Frederick J. Schroeder, p. 26-8:

Density rules and their application to

timbers, by O. T. Swan, p. 28-32.

Mississippi Valley lumberman, June 18,

1915._The national government and

its timber, p. 26.

Mississippi Valley lumberman, July 2, 1915.—
Wood fiber used for making silk, p. 41.

Mississippi Valley lumberman, July 9, 1915.—

A chapter on the sale, construction and

care of silos, by C. H. Ketridge, p. 32-3.

Municipal journal, July 1, 1915.—Tree

planting plans for Stockbridge, Mass.,

p. 3.

Packages, June, 1915.—The baseball bat,

p. 65-6.

Paper, June 16, 1915.—The Koenig process

for sulphite cellulose, p. 13-14; Develop-

ment of the pulp industry in Sweden,

p. 15-16.

Paper, June 30, 1915.—The scientific study

ot papermaking; a description of the

courses in papei manufacture at the

University of Michigan, by John D. Rue,

p. 11-12; The progress of invention in

dyestufts, p. 13-14, 32.

Paper mill, June 5, 1915.—Reforestation in

Massachusetts, p. 6; Wood fiber; im-

provement in process of preparing ma-

terial has been patented by John H.

Thickens, p. 12, 35.

Paper trade journal, June 24, 1915.—Severe

forest fires in eastern Canada, p. 14-16.

Pioneer western lumberman, June 15, 1915.—
Progress of study of the lumber industry,

by Charles Stowell Smith, p. 15; Exami-

nation of test track of the Northern

Pacific R. R., p. 32.

St. Louis lumberman, July 1, 1915.—Creo-

soted block pavement laid in 1914 and

proposed in 1915, p. 26.

Southern industrial and lumber review, June,

1915.—Trees of San Jacinto county, by

Ernest E. Fuller, p. 46.

Southern lumber journal, June 15, 1915.—
What American woods are chiefly used

for, p. 36.

Southern lumberman, June 26, 1915.—
Government study of lumber industry

outlined, by Henry Solon Graves,

p. 19-20, 25.

Timber trades journal, June 5, 1915.—.\

hardwood forest estate in Macedonia,

by F. A. Salaman, p. 1046-7.

In the National Forest Region

Colorado

School of Forestry
A DEPARTMENT OF
COLORADO COLLEGE

THE
course in theoretical and applied

forestry leading to the degree of Forest

Engineer covers a period of two years

and is open to students who have completed

two years of college work, including a suf-

ficient amount of Botany, Geology and Sur-

veying.

Graduate students may enter as candi-

dates for the degree of Master of Forestry.

Fall and Spring Terms in the

Manitou Forest, the College Reserve,

6,000 acres of pine and spruce tim-

berland on the borders of the Pike

National Forest. Winter Term at

Colorado Springs.

For particulars address

Colorado School of Forestry
Colorado Springs, Colo.

Georgia State

Forest School

University of Georgia

COMPLETE
four-year undergrad-

uate course in theoretical and

applied forestry leading to the

degree: Bachelor of Science in Forestry.

1 Wide range of specilization offered—

Logging Engineering
Commercial Administration

Forest Management
City Forestry
Dendropathology
State Forestry
Research

H Provision for four months' field

work—two following each of Freshman
and Sophomore years—on McHatton

Forest, a large forest estate in the

Blue Ridge Mountains. Numerous
excursions in Dendrology and Logging.
Provision for practical work in special-

ization during Junior-Senior vacation.

For announcement address

FOREST SCHOOL

Georgia State College of

Agriculture
ATHENS, GEORGIA
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98,000,000

Feet of

National

Forest Timber

For Sale

Amount and species—9&.000fi00
feet B. M., more or less, of

Douglas fir, western red cedar,

western hemlock, amabilis fir

and Sitka spruce timber, ap-

proximately 33 per cent Doug-
las fir and 38 per cent western

red cedar.

Location—Within the Olympic
National Forest, Washington,
in Twps. 28 and 29 N., R. 2

W., W. M., Snow Creek water-

shed.

Stumpage prices
—Lowest rates

considered, Sl-70 per M. for

western red cedar, 81-15 per

M. for Douglas fir and Sitka

spruce, and 50 cents per jM.

for western hemlock and ama-

bilis fir. Rates to be re-

adjusted at end of third year

of cutting period.

Deposit—With bid, S4,U00, to

apply on purchase price if bid

is accepted, or refunded if

rejected. Ten per cent may
be retained as forfeit if the

contract and bond are not

executed within the required

time.

Final date for bids—Sealed bids

will be received by the Dis-

trict Forester, Portland, Ore.,

up to and including September
2, 1915.

The right to reject any and all

bids is reserved.

Before bids are submitted, full

information concerning the char-

acter of the timber, conditions of

sale, deposits, and the submis-

sion of bids should be obtained

from the District Forester, Port-

land, Ore., or the Forest Super-

visor, Olympia, Wash.

Timber trades journal, June 19, 1915.—
Waste from saw mills as a source of

potash, by C. T. Gimingham, p. XV.

Timberman, June, 1915.—Lumbering in

southern Brazil, p. 27-30.

United States daily consular report, June 19,

1915.—Output and prices of Philippine

copra, by J. F. Boomer, p. 1266; Swediah

wood-pulp market, p, 1292.

United States daily consular report, June 23,

1915.—Developing pulp lands in Ontario,

by Julius D. Dreher, p. 1338; Box shocks

and grating in South Africa, by Wm. A.

Haygood, p. 1339-41.

United States daily consular report, June 26,

1915.—Sawmilling in the Straits Settle-

ments, by Casper L. Dreier, p. 1394.

United States daily consular report, June 28,

1915.—Tanning industry of the Philip-

pines, by J. F. Boomer, p. 1432-3;

Lumber output of Femie district, by

Thomas D. Bowman, p. 1439.

United States daily consular report, June 29,

1915.—Philippine wood finds American

market, p. 1443.

United States daily consular report, July 10

1915.—Kapok oil used for industrial

purposes by A. Gaulin: p. 173.

West Coast Lumberman, June 15, 1915.—
Facts and figures about the wood creo-

soting industry of the country, p. 26-7;

Burning stumps in land clearing, by

Harry Thompson, p. 30; Tests north

Pacific woods, p. 44; Forest service has

one of the best exhibits at the San

Francisco fair, p. 45.

West Coast lumberman, July 1, 1915.—

Government endorses wood block paving

p. 20; The Pollock plan for equitably

assessing timber and mill holdings, by

E. W. Pollock, p. 21, 33; Over thirty-one

billion feet of timber in Olympic national

forest, by R. L. Fromme, p. 38-9.

Forest journals

AUgemeine forst- und jagd-zeitung, Jan.,

1915.—Werden und vergehen des eichen-

schalwaldes im grossherzogtum Hessen,

by Walther, p. 1-11; Die aufgabe der

forstverwaltung wahrend des krieges, by

Ph. Sieber, p. 12; Zu Dr. Wimmenauers

artikel "Uber den streit um die forst-

lichen reinertrage," by E. Kreutzer,

p. 13-17; Der spiegelsextant als baum-

hohenmesser, by Karl F. Wimmenaucr,

p. 17-19.

Bulletin of the New York state forestry

association, July, 1915.—The possibility

of city forestrj', by Henr>' R. Francis,

p. 5-7 ; The tree situation in New York,

by Cabot Ward, p. 8-13; What Newark

is doing for trees, by Carl Bannwart,

p. 14-19; The city parks of Rochester, by

John Dunbar, p. 20-2 ; Municipal forestry

in Buffalo, by Matthew D. Mann, p. 22;

Four years with New Haven's trees, by

George A. Cromie, p. 23-5 ; The effect of

conservative lumbering on game, by
F. G. Gaylord, p. 27-9; Forest planting

in New York, by John B. Burnham,

p. 29-31; The gipsy and brown-tail

moth in New York, by George G.

We make the

ENGRAVINGS
for the

AMERICAN FORESTRY
MAGAZINE

OUR SPECIALTY

is the "better" grade finish of

DESIGNS & ENGRAVINGS
in one or more colors

for Magazines, Catalogues

Advertisements, etc.

HALF TONES

DULLO-TONES

COLOR PROCESS

LINE PLATES
COMBINATION LINE
AND HALF TONES
MULTI-COLORS

Established 1889

CATCHEL & MANNING
SIXTH and CHESTNUT STREETS

ttpposite Old'-' Independence Hall

PHILADELPHIA

W. M. Ritter

Lumber Co.

Columbus, Ohio

Manufacturers of

Old Fashioned

Soft Yellow

POPLAR
Rough or Finished
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Atwood, p. 32-9; Forestry versus game and

recreation in Germany, by H. D. House,

p. 40-4; Blazing the trail, by Herbert S.

Carpenter, p. 45-6.

Canadian forestry journal, June, 1915.—
Problem of the bark beetle, by J. M.

Swaine, p. 89-92.

Centralblatt fiir das gesamte forslwesen,

July-August, 1914.—Die bestandesmas-

senermittlung mit verwendung eines

fernrohrdendrometers, by A. Kubelka

p. 255-68; Phloeosinushcnschi, p. 268-71;

Die spezialisierung pflanzlicher parasiten

auf bestimmte organe und cntvvicklungs-

stadien des wirtes, by Franz Heske

p. 272-8; Die hausschwammpflege an

den telegiaphenstangen, by Karl Havelik

p. 278-95; Die dimensionsermittlung

holzerner stau- und stiitzwande auf rein

graphischem wege, by Leo Hauska, p.

296-306; Die cntholnungdcrforstarbeiter

by Ernst Friedrich, p. 306-15.

Centralblatt fiir das gesamte forstwcsen,

Sept.-Oct., 1914.—Diegesetzniassigen be-

ziehungen der massenfaktoren in nor-

malen buchenbestanden, by Emil

Wimmer, p. 354-63; Zur frage der bode

kartierung, by Reuss, p. 364-9; Die

gewohnheitsrassen pflanzlicher parasiten,

by Franz Heske, p. 369-75.

Naturwissenschaftliche zeitschrift fiir forst-

und landwirt-schaft, Feb.-March, 1915.

—Das system Wagner, by Rebel, p.

49-76; Die standortbedingungen der

omorikafichte, by F- W. Neger, p : 76-85
;

Die frage der jahrlichen periodizitat der

pfianzen im lichte der neuesten forschung,

by Georg Lakon, p. 85-101.

North woods, June, 1915.—Federal and state

cooperation in fire protection, by J. G.

Peters, p. 9-10; Fire prevention in

Minnesota, by Wm. T. Cox, p. 13-17.

Schwcizerlische zeitschrift fur forstwesen,

May-June, 1915.—Auch ein wort zur

"Forderung des plenterwaldes," by W.

Ammon, p. 73-81; Bemerkungenzum
aufsatz "Einiges Ciber forsteinrichtung,"

by Gascard, p. 81-3; Schweizerische

landesausstellung in Bern; bericht des

preisgerichtes iiber die gruppe 7 A-

Forstwirtschaft, by F. Merz, p. 83-111.

Tharander forstliches jahrbuch, 1915.—Bei-

trag zur beurteilung der sachsischen

staatsforstwirtschaft, by Deicke, p. 7-42

Einige neue rechentafeln, by Hugershotif,

p. 43-59.

Yale forest school news, July 1, 1915.—The
field work in the south, p. 31-2; Urania

forest and the outlook for foresters, by
Henry E. Hardtner, p. 32.

Zeitschrift fiir forst- und jagdwesan, April

1915.—Aus der Annaburger heide, by
Stubenrauch, p. 215-34; Einige eigentum-
lichkeiten de adlerfarns, by M. Biisgen,

p. 235-41; Ungiinstiger einfluss einer zu

grossen stammzahl auf den wasserhaus-

halt geringer kiefernboden, by R. Albert,

P 241-8; Die verwendung stadtischer

abwasser und von hausmiiU zur forst-

dungung, by Schwappach, p. 249-56;

Forstliches aus Belgien, by Faber,

p. 256-9.

BOOKS ON FORESTRY
AMERICAN FORESTRY will publish each month, for the benefit of those
who wish books on forestry, a list of titles, authors and prices of such books.
These may be ordered through the American Forestry Association, Washington,
D. C. Prices are by mail or express prepaid.* :: :: :: ::

FOREST VALUATION—By H. H. Chapman $2.00
CHINESE FOREST TREES AND TIMBER SUPPLY—Bv Norman Shaw 1.60

TREES, SHRUBS, VINES AND HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS—By John
Kirkegaard 1.50

TREES AND SHRUBS—By Charles Sprague Sargent—Vol. I and II, 4 Parts to a
Volume—per Part 5.00

FAGOTS OF CEDAR (Poems and ballads)—By I\an Swift 1.00

ri-TE WOODS—Douglas Malloch 1.15

RESAWED FABLES—Douglas Malloch 1.15

THE TRAINING OF A FORESTER—GifiEord Pinchot 112
LUMBER AND ITS USES—R. S. Kellogg 1.15

THE CARE OF TREES IN LAWN, STREET AND PARK—B. E. Fernow 2.17

NORTH AMERICAN TREES—N. L. Britton 7.30

KEY TO THE TREES—Collins and Preston 1.50

THE FARM WOODLOT—E. G. Cheyney and J. P. Wentling 1.70

AMERICAN FOREST TREES—Henry H. Gibson 6.00

IDENTIFICATION OF THE ECOMOMIC WOODS OF THE UNITED STATES—
Samuel J. Record 1.25

PLANE SURVEYING—John C. Tracy 3.00

FOREST MENSURATION-Henry Solon Graves 4 00
THE ECONOMICS OF FORESTRY—B. E. Fernow 1.61

FIRST BOOK OF FORESTRY—Filibert Roth 1.10

PRACTICAL FORESTRY—A. S. Fuller 1 50

PRINCIPLES OF AMERICAN FORESTRY—Samuel B. Green 1.50

SEASIDE PLANTING OF TREES AND SHRUBS—Alfred Gaut 1.75

FAMILIAR TREES—G. S. Boulger L.SO

MANUAL OF THE TREES OF NORTH AMERICA (exclusive of Mexico)—Charles
Sprague Sargent 6.00

AMERICAN WOODS—Romeyn B. Hough 5.00

HANDBOOK OP THE TREES OF THE NORTHERN U. 8. AND CANADA.
EAST OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS—Romeyn B. Hough 6.00

GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH THE TREES—J. Horace McFarland 1.75

PRINCIPAL SPECIES OF WOOD: THEIR CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTIES—
Charles Henry Snow 3.50

NORTH AMERICAN FORESTS AND FORESTRY—E. R. Bruncken 2.00

HANDBOOK OF TIMBER PRESERVATION—Samuel M. Rowe 4.00

TREES OF NEW ENGLAND—L. L. Dame and Henry Brooks 1.50

TREES, SHRUBS AND VINES OF THE NORTHEASTERN UNITED STATES—
H. E. Parkhurst 1.50

TREES—H. Marshall Ward 1.50

OUR NATIONAL PARKS—John Muir 1.91

THE LONGLEAF PINE IX VIRGIN FOREST—G. Frederick Schwarz 75

LOGGING—Ralph C. Bryant 3.50

THE IMPORTANT TIMBER TREES OF THE UNITED STATES—S. B. Elliott. . 2.50

FORESTRY IN NEW ENGLAND—Ralph C. Hawley and Austin F. Hawes 3.50

THE PRINCIPLES OF HANDLING WOODLANDS—Henry Solon Graves 1.50

SHADE TREES IN TOWNS AND CITIES—William SoIotaroS 3.00

THE TREE GUIDE—By Julia Ellen Rogers 1.00

FOREST PHYSIOGRAPHY—By Isaiah Bowman 5.00

MANUAL FOR NORTHERN WOODSMEN—Austin Gary 2.12

FARM FORESTRY—Alfred Akerman 57

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF WORKING PLANS (in forest organization)
A. B. Recknagel 2.10

ELEMENTS OF FORESTRY—F. F. Moon and N. C. Brown 2.20

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF WOOD—Samuel J. Record 1.75

STUDIES OF TREES—J. J. Levison 1.75

TREE PRUNING—A. Des Cars 65

THE PRESERVATION OF STRUCTURAL TIMBER—Howard F. Weiss 3.00

THE PRACTICAL LUMBERMAN—By Bernard Brereton (third edition) 1.50

•
This, of course, is not a complete Ust, but we shall be glad to add to it any books on

forestry or related subjects upon request.—Editor.
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FORESTERS
ATTENTION
AMERICAN FORESTRY will print free

of charge in this column advertisements of

foresters wanting positions, or of persons

having employment to offer foresters

FORESTER with fifteen years experience Estimat-
inR, Surveying. Mapping, and in the care of private
holdings desires position. Perfectly reliable in every
way, and with executive ability. Address Box 5. care
American Forestry.

WANTED—By Graduate Forester, position in

forestry work in South, or Tropics. Slight knowledge
of Spanish and German. Scientific or experimental
work preferred. Address Box 6, care of American
Forestry.

A forest school graduate with experience in U. S.

Forest Service and with lumber company, al»o possess-
ing thorough business training, will consider offer of

good forestry position. Address Box 9. care of Ameri-
can Forestry.

POSITION WANTED—Engineer with twelveANTED—Engineer with twelve

years' experience in Engineering and Forestry. Expert
land surveyor, timber estimator, timberland R. R.
location. Experienced in woods operation and good
manager of men. Permanent position desired with
T-;—!— ," Railroad C-ompany or PrivateTimber Company, —^
Estate. At present employed
American Forestry.

Address Box A, care

POSITION WANTED—Am graduate of Biltmore
Forest School, with good record in survey, estimate and
estate management and want position where I will

have a chance to learn more- Have done practical
work outside of school and am considered good at

timber. Willing to go anywhere and be generally
useful. Hard worker, don't mind long hours. Age,
26. Give me interview or let me send references .

Address Box 11. care American Forestry.

FORESTER wants position with Consulting For-

estry firm, or with lumber company or private estate.

Training from Michigan Agricultural College and Yale
Fore^^t School: four years' experience with U. S. Forest
Service and two winters with lumber companies.
Acquainted thoroughly with Montana. Idaho and
California timber as cruiser. References on request.
Address Box 17, care American Forestry.

ENERGETIC Post Graduate Forester desires posi-
tion as an assistant in park or city forestry work.
Subordinate duties preferred. Best of references.

Address Box 18. care of American Forestry.

MAN with practical experience in lumbering, timber
estimating, mapping and compass work. Have had
one year of college training and would like position
where there is an opportunity to acquire further knowl-

edge of forestry. Address Box 7, care of American
Forestry.

PRACTICAL FORESTER wants situation on

private estate. Has practical experience of sowing,
laying, planting out. pruning, thinning, firebelts,

ditching, rotation planting, mixed planting and
thorough knowledge of fencing and tree felling. Has
had seven year's experience on best managed forestry
area in Scotland. Address "Raith." care American
Forestry.

Graduate of Forestry School, having studied for-

estry and lumbering operations in this country and
Germany, with experience in the U. S. Forest Service,
and also in state and private nursery work, would Hke
position with forest engineering firm or lumber com-

pany. Best of references. Address Box 19, care of

American Forestry.

WANTED—Position as City Forester or Park

Superintendent. Willing to consider position as an
assistant. University training; experience in forestry,

nursery and landscape work. Twenty-seven years
old and married. Best of references. Address Box
20. care of American Forestry, Washington. D. C.

WANTED—Timber estimating by postgraduate
forester with experience in Eastern Canada and Lake
States. References. Address Box 21, care of Ameri-
can Forestry. Washington. D. C.

^,:

0s.

This Magnificent Volume on Horticulture

A Regular $2.50 Book

Trees, Shrubs, Vines
and

Herbaceous Perennials

By Kirkegaard, formerly director Royal
Botanical Gardens, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Its 410 pages are brimful of valuable data.
Has sixty beautiful full page sepia photo-
graphs; chapters on pruning, insect pests,
etc., also an exhaustive planting list.

We have picked up a limited

quantity which we can let our
readers have for

Only $1.50

Recently published it has been purchased
at the regular price of S2.50 for use in the
classrooms of more than a score of State

Universities. We can offer our readers a
few hundred at this drastic reduction of

SI.00 per copy.

AMERICAN FORESTRY. Washington. D. C.

Enclosed please find Sl.50 for which send me book
described above, prepaid.

Name

Address

City State

History of Forestry

By B. E. Fernow
Dean of Forestry

University of Toronto

A book every student of

Forestry should buy and
without which no forest

library is complete.

506 pages, 8vo

Price, $2.50, postpaid

Address

American Forestry Association

Washington, D. C.

Timber Cruising Booklets
BILTMORE TIMBER TABLES

Inc'.udlng solution of problems in forest finance.

SOUTHERN TIMBER TABLES
How to estimate Southern Pine. Southern White Cedar,
and Southern Appalachian Timbers-Spruce pulpwood.
Hemlock bark. Chestnut oak bark. Chestnut tannic
acid wood.

Postpaid, 25 cents each

Howard R. Krinbill, Forest Engineer. Newburn, N.C

Use I^ress dippings
IT

will more than pay you to secure our extensive
service, covering all subjects, such as Polo. Golf.
Tennis, trade and personal, and receive the benefit

of the best and most systematic reading of all papers
and periodicals, here and abroad, at minimum cost.

Why miss taking advantage for obtaining the best

possible service in your line?
Our service is taken by all progressive business

men, publishers, authors, collectors, etc.. and is the
card index for securing what you want and need, as

every article of interest is at your daily command.
Write for terms; or send your order for 100 clippings

at S5. or 1.000 clippings at $35. Special rates quoted
on Large Orders.

The Manhattan Press Clipping Bureau
ARTHUR CASSOT. Pmpriet. r Established ISHS

6 East 4!sl Slrert. NEW YORK
Send for Our Desk Calendar
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SCALER—With actual experience desires position
with any lumber company in the United States or
Canada. Competent surveyor and mapper, accus-
tomed to roughing it. Present employer best reference.

Address "Scaler," care of American Forestry.

EXPERT TREE SURGEON—Experienced in

planting, pruninR, spraying, etc.; college education;
married, 23 years old. Four years with Davey Tree
Expert Company. Desires position with city com-
mission or large estate. Address Box 16, care of

American Forestry.

WANTED—Position by graduate forester. Ex-

perience in Southern Pineries; five years technical

training. Prefers South but willing to go anywhere.
Address Box 22. care of American Forestry.

YOUNG MAN with one and one-half years ex-

perience as rodman and chainman wants position with

surveying party where an opportunity to learn some-
thing of forestry is offered. Address Box 15, care of

American Forestry.

A GRADUATE of one of the leading Forestry
Schools of the country, with some experience in State
and private work, would like to secure a position in

some Eastern or Central State. Address Box 23,

care American Forestry.

FOREST ENGINEER seeks position with an esti-

mating firm or with a lumber company. Best of

references. Address "Forest Engineer," care American
Forestry.

WANTED—Employment with timber or lumber
company in the West by young man of 27, with college
education, commercial training and some teaching and
business experience, who has spent five seasons—
totalling twenty-one months—as Assistant Forest

Ranger in the U. S. Forest Service, in the Pacific

Northwest. Address 12. care American Forestry.

WANTED—A iob as Fire Guard or anything per-
taining to forestry by a young man 19 years old. I am
inexperienced but willing to work and learn. Address
Box 14, care of American Forestry.

FOREST SCHOOL GRADUATE with four years
experience in southern mountains, in lumbering and
forestry work, would like position with Forest Engineer-
ing Firm or Lumber Company. Address Box 24, care
American Forestry.

POSITION WANTED by Graduate Forester and
Expert Nurseryman, now in charge of large nursery.
Best references. Address, "Nursery," care of Ameri-
can Forestry.

WANTED—A position for the summer by a student
of Forestry. Experience in planing mills, steam and
gasoline machinery, power boats, chaining and rodding
for surveyor. Will do anything that reqnires work.
Address Box 8, care of American Forestry.

SURVEYS AND MAPS for roads, drains and large
tracts of lands. Would like work in the South during
the winter months. Will consider offer of steady posi-
tion. Forest work given special attention. W. B.
TiMBRELL, 308 Realty Building, Elmira. N. Y.

PRACTICAL WOODSMAN AND FOREST EN-
GINEER with thorough experience this country and
Europe will take charge of forested estate or game
preserve. An expert in managing and improving
woodlands, and can show results. Highest references
as to character, training, and ability. Address Woods
Superintendent, Care American Forestry Magazine,
Washington. D. C.

WANTED—A live, hustling man to represent us in
Tree Surgery and Forestry work. Must be familiar
with shade trees. A college education not essential
but must be able to meet and talk with men. New
England men preferred, but will consider others.
Address Box 3, Care American Forestry, Washington,

TIMBERLANDS
FOR SALE

CAMP CRAFT
By WARREN H. MILLER

Editor oj FIELD & STREAM

ANEW
up-to-the-minute practical book on

modern camping practice and equipment.
Every sportsman should have a copy of

CAMP CRAFT in his gun cabinet.

The art of camping has changed so greatly

during the last ten years, so much new equipment
especially suitable to different sorts of trail

conditions has been developed by the outfitting

firms, the whole science of camping in comfort on

your hunting or fishing trip has made such ad-

vances of late years that no outdoorsman who
wants to be posted as to the right way to camp
in different parts of our country, and the right
outfits to buy, should be without a volume of

CAMP CRAFT in his kit.

Published by Chas. Scribner's Sons, handsomely
illustrated with thirty-two full pages of descrip-
tive pictures

—
pictures of the kind that tell their

own story
—282 pages of text written in the

author's well-known entertaining style
— it's the

best book for $1.50 ever offered to the outdoor

fraternity! Get your copy 7iow before the present

fishing and hunting season gets under way!

This book is of particular value to

foresters and all persons interested

in the forestry service. Descriptive
Circtdar on Request.

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS
Fifth Avenue at Forty-eighth Street

NEW YORK

30,000 selected WHITE and CHESTNUT OAK
trees. 15,000 selected ASH trees, on 5.000 acres in the

wpp-r
^ Virginia, estimated to cut more than 30,000,000

rh-ET. Balance of timber on this land can be bought
cheap. Price of the selected trees, S2.50 each. This
IS the greatest bargain we have ever heard of.
6-*l- GEORGE J. PHILP. Oil City, Pa.

BARGAIN IN CAROLINA TIMBER
Fifty million feet original growth timber; 35.000,000

feet North CaroUna Pine, Yellow Poplar and Cypress;
15,000,000 feet Red and White Gum, Oak and Ash.
Located on Southern Railway. Write for particulars,

prices and terms.
J. P, MULHERIN, Augusta. Ga.

NEW RAILROAD VIRGIN TIMBER
We can introduce actual buyers to actual owners of

5,000 to 20,000 acre tracts of excellent Hardwoods (no
commissions.) Address TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT,
Oneida & Western R. R. Co.. Second National Bank
Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

FOR QUICK SALE, 23,000 ACRES
of Virgin timber at war prices, includes land and timber,
in fee simple. Titles good. Payments reasonable.

Address Box 21, care of American Foresty.

NEWFOUNDLAND LIMITS

325,760 acres; ninty-nine year lease; has 304,640.000

feet Pine; 470,400,000 feet Birch; 890,880.000 feet

Spruce for lumber; 3.120,600 cords Spruce Pulpwood;
and seven (7) thousand horse water power; price Sl-25

acre; or three-fifth interest for 75 cents an acre, half

cash.

JOHN A. MOODY, London. Canada.

INTERIOR TRIM PLANT FOR SALE

For quick sale, the best factory in the South for

manufacture of furniture or interior trim. Special

advantage in rates, taxes, labor, raw material, both

yellow pine and hardwoods. Plant is new, fireproof

and insurance rate is 66 cents per SIOO.OO. Sale price

is less than half the cost. W^rite for particulars and

photographs.
J. P. MULHERIN. Trustee. Augusta, Ga.
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Chinese

ForestTrees
and

Timber Supply
f By Norman Shaw, B.''A.

tk^;}. [351 Pages

With a map and 33 illustrations

An economic study of the
forest and timber situation
in China. Valuable to every
forestry student, forestry

library and public library.

Published in England and
supplied to readers of

American Forestry Maga-
zine, postage paid for

$2.60

Order from

AMERICAN FORESTRY
ASSOCIATION

Washington, D. C.

HANDBOOK of TREES
Photo-descriptive and will enable you to

identify the trees without a knowl-

edge of botany

AMERICAN WOODS
A publication illustrated by actual

specimens

Mounts of Woods for
Lantern

Mounts of Woods for
Microscope

Views of Typical Trees
Showing Habits of Growth, Leaves, Flowers,

Fruits, Barks, etc., both as lantern

slides and photographs

If you are interested in trees or woods
send for full information and free samples

Address

ROMEYN B. HOUGH CO.
BOX 1, LOWVILLE, N. Y.

See Exhibit San Francisco Exposition
Mezzanine Floor of Palace of Education

BILTMORE TEXT BOOKS
The text books of the Biltmore Forest School,
written by Dr. C. A. Schenck, continue for

sale at Biltmore. For particulars address

BILTMORE FOREST BOOKS
Biltmore, N. C. tf

FREE BOOK
On

Road Construction
Will Be Issued About August 1st

Reserve Your Copy Now

We are just receiving from the

printers a new book on road con-

struction, which we believe will

prove the most useful and valu-

able book of the kind ever issued.

Our object in preparing it is to

show the why and how of using

Red Cross Explosives
for Road Building

It is by no means confined to this method,
but thoroughly covers every detail of road
construction and maintenance, and the
uses of all modern methods and appliances
for this purpose. It is fully illustrated by
halftones and original plan and sectional

drawings. A copy will be sent free to any
supervisor, path master or private party
who has anything to do with building or

maintaining roads.

Write to us at once and you will g t one of the

first copies issued. Ask for booklet No. 350.

Good Roads Department

DU PONT POWDER COMPANY
Wilmington, Del.

NATI'tNAI. CAl'ITAI. PRESS. WAb U I NGTON
,

D. C.
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YELLOW PINE
The "Wood of a Thousand Uses"

KNOWS NO SUPERIOR
AMONG WOODS

No wood has the general utilit}^ of this greatest of all constructional

material

SOFT SHORT LEAF
Makes beautiful finish, flooring, ceiling, siding, etc., or for general construction

when only moderate strength is needed but beauty and workability are desirable.

TOUGH LONG LEAF
Makes excellent timbers and dimension where great strength and durability are

needed, also heart flooring and highly grained finish, as well as the other various

products. (WE GUARANTEE OUR LONG LEAF.)

If you want to know more about it

A CARD ADDRESSED TO US WILL BRING RESULTS

OUR OWN MILLS CUT 275,000,000 FEET ANNUALLY

Missouri Lumber and Land
Exchange Company

nil LONG BUILDING KANSAS CITY, MO.

In writing to advertisers kindly mention American Forestry
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iDouble-DiscI

Ask your dealer to play the latest Columbia double-disc records for

you. There is a new Columbia record list of all the latest music, in-

cluding the newest, popular dance hits, issued the 20th of every month.
There are hundreds at 65 cents—the standard Columbia price. The big
Cohunbia record catalog contains more than 4,000 records in every class of

music, vocal and instrumental.

The Columbia Grafonola at $85, as illustrated, is a striking example of

Columbia supremacy. This instrument embodies the newest distinctive

Columbia feature—the individual record ejector. With ordinary record racks,

$1S. If you have believed the difference in talking machines was mainly one

of appearance
—hear this Gratonola. A beautiful, simple, convenient instru-

ment with superb tone qualities. Other Grafonolas from $17.50 to $500.

Columbia Graphophone Company
Box H 663 Woolworth BIdg., New York

Crt-nt'irs of the Talldiig- Machine Industry.
. and Prospectivt

confidetitial letter and a free copy of our book "
Music Money."

Tf)R()NTO' 365-367 Sorauren Ave. Prices in Canada plus duty. . ..... _ . _ _
'

Talking Machine Art. Owners of tlie Fundamental Patents. Dealers and Prospective dealers, write for a
Pioneer? and Leaden in the

Columbia Grafonola, with

individual record
ejector, $85.
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The cAmerican Forestr}^ cAssociation
Washington, D. C.
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Declaration of Principles and Polic)/"

of "^ cylmerican Forestr)^ cAssociation

IT IS A VOLUNTARY organization for the inculcation and spread of a forest policy on

a scale adequate for our econoinic needs, and any person is elii^ible for membership.

IT IS INDEPENDENT, has no official connection with any Federal or State depart-
imnt <ir imlicy. and is devoted to a public service conducive to national prosperity.

IT ASSERTS THAT forestn,' means the propagation and care of forests for the produc-
tion of timber as a crop; protection of watersheds; utilization of non-agricultural

soil; use of forests for public recreation.

IT DECLARES THAT FORESTRY is of immense importance to the people; that the

census of 191.3 shows our forests annually supply over one and a quarter billion

dollars' worth of products; employ 735,000 people; pay $367,000,000 in wages; cover

550,000,000 acres unsuited for agriculture; regulate the distribution of water; pre-

vent erosion of lands; and are essential to the beauty of the countr\^ and the health

of the nation.

IT RECOGNIZES THAT forestry- is an industry limited by economic conditions; that

[iri\atc owners slinuld be aided and encouraged by investigations, demonstrations,

and educational work, since they cannot be expected to practice forestry at a

financial loss; that Federal and State governments should undertake scientific

f(jrestr\' upon national and State forest reserves for the benefit of the public.

IT WILL DEVOTE its intluencc

[nililir lh'iU':ht and kn-nvlcd^''

and educational facilities to the development of

al'Hig these practical iinc^.

It Will Support These Policies

l\>d<TaI Adiiiiiiivtration and Man-
agement of national forests; adetiuate
appropriations for their care and man-
aeement; Federal cooperation with the
States, especially in forest fire protec-
tion.

State Activity by acquirement of forest

lands; organization for fire protection;
encouragement of forest planting by
communal and private owners; non-
political depart mentally independent
forest organization, with liberal appro-
priations for these purposes.

Forest Fire Protection by Federal.
State and fire protective agencies, and
its encouragement and extension, in-

dividually and by cooperation; without
adequate fire protection all other
measures for forest crop production
will fail.

Forest Planting by Federal and Stat-

governments and long-lived corpora-
tions and acquirement of waste lands
for tliis purpose; and also planting by
private owners, where profitable, and
encouragement of natural regeneration.

Forest Taxation Reforms removing un-
just burdens from owners of growing
timber.

Closer I'tilization in logging and man-
ufacturing without loss to owners; aid
to lumbermen in achieving this.

Cutting of Mature Timber where and
as the domestic market demands it. ex-

cept on areas maintained for park or
scenic purposes, and compensation of
forest owners for loss suffered through
protection of watersheds, or on behalf
of any public interest.

Equal Protection to the lumber in-

dustry and to public interests in legis-
lation atTecting private timberland
operations, recognizing that lumbering
is as legitimate and necessar>' as the
forests themselves.

Classification by experts of lands best
suited for farming and those best suited
for forestr>-; and liberal national and
State appropriations for this work.
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THE DAY OF NO TIMBER
Is farther away now than tlie ultra-conservationists

ten years ago said it was wlien tliey spread an alarm

of exhausted supply.

1.HE theory of exhaustion has been dismissed. Wood is still

abundant. It is still and always will be the warm, friendly
material that makes four walls a cosy cottage or a magnificent
mansion. Our rei^artl for it is inherent. Our children will con-

tinue to use it because its adaptability, beauty of finish and sounfl

absorbini^ cjualities give it a honie-makine;' charm that no other

material possesses.

And the uses of wood are multiplying phenomenally. We are just now
coming to know its real values and save them. Practical l)y-i)r()(lucl utilities

that represent more than (id ])er cent of the iisal)le value of trees are now
known, in addition to lunil)er which utilizes only one-third. Others will he

found. With added use there is added worth.

J->UMBER need not go higher in cost to consumer to make profitable
for all time the ownership of timber. Forest ])rotection. new u.ses,

clo.se utilization, efficient nianauenient and economical distrilnition will

constantly add to the value of stumi)ai>'e and eclipse the "overhead." Stump-
age the raw material—will take the gain.

1 IMBER investments rest upon fundamental requirements of the human
race. liiiihlly selected they are sound, stable and sale for conservative men.

Tluiii/-Jirc jicdfs (ij colli nntoiis nircstifidliiiii Inis

(liven IIS kiuiirlcihii' t/nil has nil iw fur i/nii. A.sl: n.s- fn

till i/iiii inure iiIkiiiI Iniiher as ii pliiee far i/aiir fiiiiils.

JAMES D. LACEY & CO.
TIMBER LAND FACTORS

SINCE 1880

CHICAGO PORTLAND SEATTLE
1750 McCormick Building 1310 Northwestern Bank Bldg. 1009 White Building
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The Longleaf Pine

hlciitificdtidii and C haractcvistics

Tl
1 1'", longleaf pine is one of the two most \aluable

timber pines in the eastern United States. The

(ither is the white pine. The longleaf is fonnd

from the foothills of the Appalachian Mountains to the

Coast from southeastern X'irginia to central Florida, and

thence westward in the Gulf States to eastern Texas. In

this region it grows in

a belt about l"i-3 miles

wide.

It has many names,

fully twenty-eight, and

chief among them are

y e 1 1 o w pine an d

Georgia pine, but it is

best and most generally

known as Longleaf

Pine.

It is a tall tree,

reaching a height of

one hundred to one

hundred and twenty

feet, and a diameter

of two to three feet.

Trees of this size have

reache d their full

growth and are one

hundred and seventy-

five or more years old.

The stem of the

longleaf pine is

straight. It tapers but

slightly. It is free

from limbs for more

than one-half way to

its
tiiji.

When it has

reached its full growth
it thniws out large

limbs, branched and

crooked. These have

dense tufts of long,

dark green leaves at

the ends.

The leaves are from

nine to fifteen inches

LOXGI^EAF PINE (PINUS PALUSTRIS) MALE AND FEMALE FLOWERS
A. Branch with mature cones and female flowers at top, jnst below which are

yonng cones of one or two seasons' growtli.

B. Cluster of male or pollen bearing flowers.

C. Detached female flower.

D. Detached young seed-bearing cone scales.

E-F. Detached male flowers.

G. Detached pollen sacks (anthers).

H-I. Detached very young female flowers showing two ovules at the base which

later develop into seeds.

Icng. They grow in clusters of three and are enclosed at

their base in a long sheath. They are so flexible that they

hang down from the limbs gracefully and plumelike. The

leaves are shed by the tree at the end of the second year.

Natives of the "pine barrens" where this tree grows
sometimes weave the leaves into coarse fabrics for mats.

The cones appear on

the tree when it is

twenty or twenty-five

years old. They are

from si.x to nine inches

long, slightly curved.

They have thick, blunt

scales with a sharp

l)oint or beak at the

end. The seeds ripen

in late summer but the

cones open only in dry

weather. If the weath-

er is unfa\orable they

nia\- not open until the

middle of autumn.

The seeds when they

fall on favorable

ground frequently

sprout before winter

sets in. The seeds are

de\-oured by squirrels

and other seed-eating

animals which like

them \-ery much.

The young trees

grow slowly. They
seldom are over seven

inches high wdien seven

years old, and being

small and not strong

are easily destroyed by
forest fires or by cattle

or other animals. Or,

if the grass and weeds

about them are high

and strong the young

longleaf pine trees

895
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BARK Ul- LONGLEAF PINE

The bark is thin and orange-brown, separating on the surface

into large papery scales which lie flat against the trunk.

have a hard and often unsuccessful struggle to live.

While it mav l:>e onlv se\en inches high at seven years

of age, its tap root may l.ie all of se\en feet long, and

when the tree is full grown this tap root is often si.xteen

feet long. After reaching seven years of age, the tree

grows rapidly until it is sixty or seventy years old, when

the growth becomes slow again.

The bark of the tree is thin and orange brown, sepa-

rating on the surface into large, papery scales which lie

flat against the trunk.

The wooil is heaxv. exceedingly hard and strong. It

is usualh' tine-grained and duralde. orange color, some-

times of a \ery deep shade. It is largely used for build-

ing, both framing, fli.ioring and interirir tini'-hing: als(j

bridging, rail-

w ay ties,

fencing ; and

for masts and

sp a r s. A 1-

t h o u g h it

makes a hot

fire, it Ijurns

slowly and warehouses and storage houses built of it are

said to be of slow burning construction. It is rich in

resinous materials and thousands of acres uf trees are

tapi)ed annually for the "gum" ( oleo-resin I from which

resin and turpentine are derived. 'I'he older methiuls of

obtaining the "gum" resulted in killing a great many of

the trees in a \'erv few vears ; recent improved modern

methods are nut so harmful. The wiiod, hiiwever, is

not injured by this tapping.

Unless protection a.gainst tire and means of rei)roduc-

tion are looked to, it is expected that there will be ])rac-

ticallv no longleaf pine trees left in a few years. They
are being cut for lumber in large quantities every year,

and wilhiiut protection they are likely gradually to be-

come extinct.
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Courtesy Majiiia: Arts Frcss.

MAP SHOWING COMMERCIAL RANGE OF EONCEEAF PINE

is not generally comnion in the longleaf territory. Its

wood is higlil_v valuable, but not so strong or resin-

ous as the longleaf, yet sometimes the two woods so

closely resemble each other that they cannot be dis-

tinguished even b}' an expert, so that they are sometimes

marketed together. Loblolly is more important as .i

second growth tree than in the original forest and seldom

occurs pure over large areas of virgin forest. Its wood

is coarse grained, and weak as compared with the others.

Most of the loblolly comes from the South Atlanti:

States, North Carolina being the leading producer. It

is generally marketed as North Carolina Pine. The

Cuban pine is, as its name indicates, a straggler from

the \\'est Indies. It occurs only along a narrow strip

near the coast from South Carolina to Louisiana. Its

lumber is valuable and more or less resembles longleaf,

and is marketed along with it.

The longleaf itself occurs from the neighborhood of

Norfolk, \'irginia. south along the coastal plain, seldom

more than Soil miles from the coast to Cape Canaveral

and Tampa, and west along the Gulf Coast to Trinity

River in eastern Texas.

NEEDLES 9 TO 15 INCHES IN LENGTH

Although the wood of longleaf may be at times diffi-

cult to distinguish from that of some of the other south-

ern pines, the tree itself is absolutely characteristic, and

once seen is always
known. There are

other pines with long

leaves or needles, but

this tree is ///(• long-

leaf pine, and its

needles are from 9

to l.j inches in length.

The tree itself is tall

and dignified in ap-

pearance. At matur-

ity the crown is wide-

spreading and flat-

topped, and does not

descend \-erv far

down the trunk. It is composed of a few large irregular

branches. While it lacks the symmetry of the white

]iine crown, it is by no means scraggly or fantastic.

There is nothing "japanesy'' about the longleaf.

The tree attains large size, but it cannot rival white

j.ine or hemlnck, the two largest conifers of the Eastern

states, in this respect. Trees 36 inches in diameter breast

high and 120 feet tall are exceptional. A tree in Marion

County, Mississippi, is 43 inches in diameter, but like

most trees of the largest diameter is not of great height,

probably not more than 80 feet.

Longleaf suffers from a super-abundance of common

names. No less than twenty-seven are listed. Most of
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IN A SOUTHERN PINK FOREST

There is a wide belt stretching irom northern Xiirth

Carohna along the coast to eastern Texas where the low-

lying sandy soil is poor and sterile. It is a recently up-

raised sea bottom. Shallow streams wander tlirough it

edged by swampy bottoms. The up-

land is a flat or occasionally slightly

rolling plain. At the coming of the

white man. this great plain was cov-

ered with a pure and almost unbroker

longleaf forest. A few scrubby oaks

grew scattered here and there through

it, and now and then a pine of other

species, but that was all.

These hot, sterile, tree-covered flat^

were avoided by settlers of all but

the poorest sort, and soon became

known as the "pine barrens." whither

fled the runaway negro slave and the

renegade white, to eke out such exist-

ence as they might, and to take refuge

in the swamps if pursued too closely.

Vet these barrens are not without at-

tractiveness. They are a distinct

novelty, even to the tree-accustomed

eye of the seasoned forester from

other sections. Their flatness, open-
ness and general lack of underbrush

allow one to see long distances throughi

tiie trees. \'istas of a mile or more

straight through the timber are not

impossible. Orginally. it is said, there

was some undergrowth beneath these

forests, but today, after repeated tires.

the\' are generally carpeted only with

thin grass and a few pine needles. One
can travel through tlieni with as much
ease as over a prairie.

It is delightful to ride horseback

through them, or, if one wishes, in a

buggy, for it is possible to drive al-

most anywhere. And then there is

the sunlight. One begins to under

stand the meaning of that phrase, "the

Sunny South," after ;i brilli.uit (lav

spent in the company of the virgin

longleaf forest. The mistv shadow-

less light I if early morning is followci

by the brilliant morning and noonda\

sun, which comes straight down

through the tree tops, casting light

and fleeting shadows. Then comes the

golden li.glit and the long flat sliadow-;

of late afternoon—the evening of the

South. They show the great pines

with their regular brown trunks in all

l)ossible combinations of li.ght and

sh;ide. Xor must we forget the fra-

grance
—that rich piney smel

iither iiine forests.

so much richer than from

HE.\LTH AMONG THE PINES

Despite their intense summer heat, if one will but

observe a few rules of sanitation re-

quired by the proximity of the tropics,

the pine barrens are a health resort.

Witness the fame of Southern Pines,

North Carolina ; Sumter, South Caro-

lina, and many places in the interior

of Florida, to say nothing of the

"Ozone Belt" in Louisiana and Mis-

sissippi. After an experience in the

sunlit barrens, one can cheerfullv

drink the old toast to the oldest of

the longleaf iiine states:

)f the jleaf

s,i^^'i.

Coiiitf

wiiere the

THE SENTINEL
.^ loiif I.ili lon,i,'le.if pine left by the owners

nf the land tu re-seed tlie cnt-over area sur-
roiniilini; it.

"Here's to the land

pine

The summer land,

doth shine

Where the weak grow strong and the

strong grow great.

Here's to the ( )ld Xorth State !"

The English speaking settlers came
into contact with longleaf at the set-

tlement of Jamesttjwn. and as earlv

as KiHi tar. pitch and turiientine. the

triumvirate of products of the pine
tree which are known as naval stores,

are mentioned as possible products of

the new Colonv, although no ship-

ments seem to have been made at that

time.

E-VRLV SIIII'.MENTS TO ENGLAND

It was not until about liiCiO, when
the first settlers pushed south from

\"irginia and settled along the north

shore of Albemarle Sountl in what is

iK.iw Xorth Carolina, that the colo-

nists came in contact with the vast

forests of the pine barrens. Their first

exploitation took place shortly after-

wards, and by 1704 shipments of pine

tar from the Carolinas to England
am(.iunted to over 400 barrels per

annum. Shortly after that the ex-

haustion of the supply of naval stores

obtained from the pitch pine forests

in Xew England gave the industry

an added impetus.

It seems to have been about 17")0

that the prodtiction of turpentine and

resin as well as tar and jiitch was

undertaken. From the nfiddle of the

eighteenth century till the early part

of the last c|iiarler uf the nineteenth.
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TYPICAL LONGLEAF PINE STAND
The trees reach a height of one hunrlred to one Inindred and twenty feet and a diameter of from two to three feet. The larger ones in this picture

have reached tlieir full growth and are doubtless one hundred and seventy-five years or more old. The stem of the longleaf is straight and
free from branches for more than half way to the top.

North Carolina led the world as a producer nf na\al

stores. The close connection between the Xorth Caro-

lineans and this industry was the probable cause of their

receiving the well-known appellation of "'Tarlieels." Up
to ]820 most of the turpentine and resin was used in this

country
—

only tar and pitch being extensively exported.

tlie demand, and other virgin pineries were sought. In

]S50 the industry entered Georgia which in 1880 became

the leading state in production, and in a few years later

Savannah became the leading naval stores center of the

world, which position it still holds. Between 1900 and

1910, Georgia lost first place to Florida. Alabama, Mis-

r.ut a few years later the increased use of turpentine as sissippi and Louisiana are now important producers, bu:

an illuminant and in the arts caused a greater demand. the virgin jiineries of western Louisiana and eastern

Soon the North Carolina forests could no longer supply 'i'e.xas have not yet been extensively invaded. Bruns-
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Courtesy The Soutlicrn Pine Association.

LOXGLEAF PINE BOARDS
Immense quantities of Longleaf pine are made into flooring, and manu-

facturers of window and door frames and of sash and doors draw
supplies of raw material liberally from this source. It finds place as

finish for kitchens, halls, libraries and sleeping apartments and is

made into stairs, railing, molding, spindles, balusters and newel posts
and also for the manufacture of furniture, cabinets and wardrobes.

wick, Jacksom-ille, Pensacola, Mobile, Gulfport and Xt;\v

Orleans, all figure as trade and export centers.

According to the l"3th and l^ith Censtises, the value of

the naval stores produced in the different Slates in round

numbers was as follows :

11)10 llll.K)

Fl.irida $1-2,00(),0(JO $(!,500,000

Georgia s.oiio.OiiO 8,000,000

Alabama .',.">o(i.(mi(i 3,000,0(10

Mississippi l,.")0O,00ti 1 ,."iOO,(iOO

Louisiana 1 ,-.? .'10,01 10 1,000,OOo

North Carolina ::)0,000 1,000,00(1

South Carolina 9:>(i,000 750,000
Te.xas 2(10.000

The value of the naval >tores production for a serie^^-

of years as taken from the Census reports is as fi.illows-

1S4I1 $ 2,855,057
185!) (;,468,3(;0

ISCI) ,3,585,369

is; II 5.585,3(i9

18,S!I .S,077,37!)

18!)9 20,344,888

1909 25,295,017

In 1!)09 the total jiroduction was 289,888,954 gallons

of turpentine, \ alued at $12,(;54,288, and 3,2(13,857 barrels

of resin valued at $12,576,731. About 50 per cent of

the crop was exported. The amount of naval stores pro-

duced from other .American trees is insignificant.

WOOD TAK AS A r.V-rRODl'CT

^\'ood tar is produced from pine wood. The original

process was very primitive. Dry wood, often roots,

slumps and logging waste was piled in a pit which had

an underground opening. The pile was covered and

fired in the same manner as a charcoal pit, and as com-

liustion ])roceeded the tar flowed into the underground

opening and was collected in barrels. Pitch is obtained

by boiling down or burning wood tar. W^ith the passing

i.if wooden ships and sailing vessels, the demand for tar

Conrtcsy of the Mannal Aits Press.

LON'GLEAF P1.\E BOARDS
Board on left is quarter sawed, sawing having been done at right angles

to the annual rings. Board on right is bastard or tangential cut,
sawing having been done parallel with or tangential to annual rings.

and pitch has fallen off. Today most of the pine tar is

used by destrncti\e distillation in iron kilns.

The collection of the crude resin, which is the raw

product from which resin and turpentine are made, was

originally carried on by digging holes in the ground at

the base of the trees and then gashing the trullk^ so that

the resin would flow from the wound into the hole. This

crude and wasteful method gave way to the svstem

known as "boxing," in which a liollow or "box" is cut

in the tree at its Ijase and into which the resin flows from

the cut face above. This svstem, too, is wasteful, both
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Coltrtcsy of the Southern Pine Assoeiiitiun.

LONGLEAF PINE TREES TAPPED FOR TIIICIK "GUM"

Thousands of acres of these trees are tapped in this manner each year for their "gum," (Oleo-resin) from which resin and turpentine are derived.

The old methods of tapping resulted ni killing a great many trees in a few years but the modern and improved methods are not so liarmtul.

Formerly the "gum" was collected in holes or boxes out of the base of the trees. Now cup systems are used, the one invented by Prot. Herty
a few vears ago being considered among the best. Turpentine stills are scattered all over the yellow pme belt. 1 he "gum gathered trom the

trees is jilaced in these stills and heated. The lighter portion comes to the top and passes olf as va])or, which when condensed becomes the

turpentine of commerce. The heavier yiortion is drawn off from tlic bottom. It becomes resin.

of resin :inil timber, and many cup devices were tried,

so as to (1(1 awiiy with the bo-x, but it was until about til-

teen years ago that Professor Charles Herty perfected
the cup and gutter system which bears his name. Other

cup systems have come in since, and today the old waste-

ful "boxing" system is rapidly being abandoned.

Crude resin is c'lllected in barrels, hauled to the tur-

pentine stills and distilled. The turpentine being the

lighter product comes off tirst and is collected in barrels

The heavier resin remains in the still and is drawn otif

at its base. In the early days tur])eniine was the most

valuable product, but now resin is more in demand.

Today the title of "naval stores" is rather a misnomer,
since their use is now so largely in the arts and industries

rather than in shipping. Turpentine and resin enter

into the manufacture of paints, varnishes, papers, soaj),

lubricants, rubber goods and in the pharmaceutical in-

dustries. Turpentine sells for about 42 3^ cents per gal-

lon wholesale, while resin of the best grade is worth

about $7.50 per barrel, and pine tar 8JX cents per gallon.

THE TI'RPENTINER AND HIS METHODS

The turpentiner is almost a nomad. It takes only five

^•ears to exhaust an "orchard," which means that he

nnist move almost that often. So he moves his still, his

liouse, his store and all his other possessions and starts

anew. He generally has his own crew of negroes who

follow him from place to place, and depend upon him

Inr employment, supplies, counsel and protection. Some

of the turpentine men have in their employ negroes

whose fathers and grandfathers were the slaves of their

fathers and grandfathers. Without the negro, it would

be ditticult to carry on the naval stores industry. Life

in the turpentine camps is often even rougher and more

primitive than in the old time logging camp, yet some of

the turpentine operators carry on their establishment in

the spirit of the Old South.

LONGLEAF PINE LUMBERING

Longleaf lumber was first used locally in the region

of its occurrence. In the sections of the South where
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Coiirtesv Soiithcni Pine Association.

BOX SHOCKS MADE FROM TIIK TRnnriNGS 01" I.OXGLKAl-" PINl-

luilding material.

and easily split.

it occurs, it was long alnKjst the only

Its long clear trunks, straight grained

rendered it a favorite with the man who hewed out

timber and "boards" with a br(.)ad ax. As a fence wood,

it ri\'aled the popularity of chestnut in other sections.

K'ails and posts made from it were not only easily split,

hut were very lasting. For posts, the "fat" \nr\c was

used. The butts of fire scarred or turix-ntined trees ac-

cumulate an excess of resin which renders them \ery

durable. Such pieces are called fat. and are sought after

for ])ositiiins in contact with the sdil. These fat pieces

are also known as lightwood. and will burn at the touch

of a match. They are collected and sold as kindling ma-

terial in Si>uthern cities.

Even before the Revolution longleaf was exported.

Tlie first shipments were made to Cuba, the \\'est Indies.

Mexico and Central America, where it outlasted the

native timbers. It early figured as a shipbuilding timber,

and exports for this purpose were made to Kngland in

pre-Revolutionarv days. Because of its weight, it could

not compete with white pine in supplying the largest

sized masts, but masts for smaller vessels, as well as yard

arms, booms and bowsprits for larger ones were made

from it.

Writing in ]810, Michaux says that longleaf from

North Carolina and Georgia commanded '2'i to :iii ]ier cen;

higher ]>rices in luigland than any other pine from the

United States. After the Revolution exports continued

to increase, and b\- the outbreak of the Ci\ il War. it hail

secured such a firm foothold for general construction

purposes in the English market

as to drive out the pine imported

from Scandinavia and northern

Russia. The early exports for

lumljer were mostly in the foni

of "squares" rough hewn by

hand, and hauled long distances

liv ox teams or floated down the

-tream< to the seaports.

A WOoli IX DKMAXD TTIK WORLD

OVER

Todav there is hardly a coun-

tr\ in the world to which long-

leaf pine does not go. It is esti-

mated that a billion and a half

feet of southern pine is exported

.mnually and that longleaf com-

prises the bulk of this enormous

amount. This places it as the

leading export wood of America.

Its nearest competitor is Douglas

lir. ^lost of the longleaf is

^hipped from the ports along the

--outh Atlantic and Gulf Coasts,

luu'ope and South -\merica take

the bulk of the supph". It is

estimated that S per cent of the

total cut of the Southern p)ines

is exported. .\t the outbreak of

the European War. the yellow pine lumber trade was

paralvzed to a greater extent than that of any other wood.

LOXGLEAI- I-i)R VATS. TAXKS AXD SILOS

Tliis wood is second »>ii tlic li>t of woods used for these articles, tlie

staves being generally made from ttie lieartwood of the tree.
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Photo bv P. L. Butlrkk.
A TIMBER PRESERVING PLANT IN LOUISIANA

Although the Iieartwood of longleaf pine, if free from timber-destroying fungi, is very durable, yet more and more of it is being treated with
preservatives to increase its durability. Tliis plant treats railroad ties, paving blocks, structural timbers and other products.

No very great imjirovement is looked for till the close come general till the supply of white pine waned, but to-

of the hostilities, when it is not too much to expect that day it has come to its own, and it is shipped by water and

rail clear north into Canada and is used amid the stumps
of the old pineries of Michigan and Wisconsin. It travels

west to the foot of the Rocky Mountains, and disputes

the markets there successfull}' with its western competi-
tors. The annual cut is estimated at 12,500,000,000 feet,

its nearest rival is Douglas fir, which is estimated at

billions of feet of longleaf will be used to repair the

ravages of war in the various war zones.

Longleaf was favorably known in Eurojie and tht

West Indies before it secureil much of a foothold in the

northern market of our own country. The white pine

regions of Pennsylvania and Michigan were much nearer,

and the people were more accustomed to that wood than 5,200,000,00(1 feet. Its old rival, white jiine. has fallen

to its southern competitor, so that, although it was in- off to about 2,500,000,000 feet. So far as statistics go,
troduced into the northern markets in the seventies, it 1907 seems to have been the banner year, when a cut of

was not looked ujjun with favor. In 1892, wlien the cut 13,215,185,000 feet was reported.
of white pine was over 9,000,000,000 feet, that of longleaf Like the white pine industry, the longleaf industry has

was estimated as 7.0()0,000,000 feet. Its use did not be- moved ever onward, seeking new and virgin supplies.

Ll>.\r,l.r.Al-" ri.XI'. I-ilR CAR CO.XSTRIC III i\

This wood is extensively used for both i>assenger and freight cars, being especially desirable for frame work, sills, siding and flo
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Starting original!}' in Xi)rth Carulina, it has moved south

along the Atlantic to 1-^lorida and then west along the

Gulf to Louisiana and Texas. This movement was at

first slow, and Xorth Carolina retained for many years
its leadership, which then passed to Georgia ( it was as

Georgia pine it captured the markets of the North),
and from there to Alabama and finally to Louisiana and

Mississippi. Texas is the last frontier of the longleaf,

and ma\- have its turn at leadership before the tale is

told.

TL'RPEXTIXKRS \V.\STED VALUABLE TIMBER

At first the turpentiners led the van, searching out vir-

gin timber, "boxing" it and leaving it to fire and wind-

fall when it would yield no more resin. The lumberman

harvested such trees from these depleted orchards a?

lie could use, but many of them were destroyed before

they were needed for lumber. With the greatly increased

demand for lumber, the lumberman pushed ahead, and

now has passed the turpentiner and is working largely

in unbled timber.

The early mills were small water power affairs, located

close to the timljer. But the Census of 1S2() mentioned

a steam sawmill in ISrunswick County, Xorth Carolina,

operated by a 20 horse power engine, and using 34 saws.

Its crew was given as 10 men, and its cut as 400,00(1

superficial feet per annum. Later larger mills were

located at the towns on the larger ri\ers and timber was

rafted down to them from the pineries far up stream.

At first ox teams were used to haul the logs to the rivers,

liut as it became necessary to go further back from the

river banks, and operations assumed a larger and larger

scale, tram roads were built into the timber, and logs

were hauled on them to the rivers. Now, however,

nearly all logs are railroaded directly to the mills, which

are generally located on trunk line railroads. The mills

too have increased greatly in size, and the longleaf

legion boasts some of the largest and most completeb

equipped sawmills in the world. These great mills run

day and night, year in and year out. The smoke from

their stacks covers the landscape and at night the glow
from their refuse burners lights up the sky like minia-

ture volcanoes. The roar of these great mills as they

turn out hundreds of thousands of feet of lumber a day,

destined for all the world, can be heard for miles. These

gigantic operations take a strong hold on the imagination,

and line takes off his hat to the genius of the American

lumbermen who have created them. Perhaps when these

great mills are dead, and the armies which operate them

are scattered to the ends of the earth, the pineries will

lia\e become a new forest or a prosperous farm land,

'-)ne wonders.

It is interesting to glance for a moment at the men wdio

ha\'e brought these changes about. The original develop-

Catirtcsy Tlic Souther)! Pine Associatiou.

EON'GLEAF PINE "EDGINGS" USED FOR THE MANliEACTURE OK KRAFT I'APICR

The making of paper pulp from Longleaf pine is an industry wliicli is just heginnins to grow up in the Sonlli, Mill w.iste is tliiefly used for this
purjiose. In the interests of conservation this industry should lie increased. 'I'he F'orest Service tests [irove th.it the qu-ilil\ of "Krafi" pajiers
manufactured from longleaf pine surpassed in strength and toughness any other jiroduced in this coiinli\ or abroad.
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LONGLEAF PINE USED LARGELY FOR WOOD BLOCK PAVEMENT
While several coniferous woods are used for wood block pavements, fully eighty-five per cent of the total amount of raw m;iterial used for this

purpose is yellow pine, principally longleaf. More and more cities a"e adopting wood block pavement or extending that already in use and
it is expected the consumption of longleaf pine for this puriiose will steadily increase.

ment of the na\al stores industry was undertaken by

the settlers of North CaroHna, and the descendants of

the original Tarheel turpentine men are found in every

turpentine-producing state. The lumberman, on the tnher

hand, particularly along the Gulf, are often Northern

men. Many of them are from the white pine regions of

the Lake States. The longer visioned of the white

pine men, foreseeing the exhaustion of

that wood, cast about for other timber

supplies. Some went west; others lo-

cated in the Southern pine region. Many
of the latter bought up Government

land in Louisiana and Mississippi at

$1.25 per acre, the timber on which is

by now worth from $^.00 to $4.00 per

thousand feet.

To enumerate all the uses tn wliicli

longleaf can be put is almost to catalo.u

the uses of wood itself. Heavy con-

struction, shipbuilding, housebuilding,

interior finish, machinery, railroad ties.

freight cars, paving blocks, box boards,

shingles, wood pulp ; and we ha\c

named but a partial list.

WEIGHT FOR WEIGHT STRONGER THAN
STEEL

which can be obtained in large dimensions and amounts,

for the strength of wood is roughly proportional to its

dry weight and longleaf is almost as heavy as oak, being

tliC heaviest of the important conifers. Weight for

weight, it is stronger than steel. Individual pieces of long-

leaf, as of any wood, vary in weight, hence in strength.

The weight is roughly proportional to the density, which

Longleaf may not be the strongest of

woods, but it is one of the strongest

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE PACKAGES
These are made of one-eighth inch rotary cut of longleaf pine veneer, the longleaf being an

important wood in this industry and grouped with the other southern yellow pine stands
third in the list of woods used for this purpose.
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is determined by the size of the annual rings and ihi-

proportion of dense or "summer" wood which they con-

tain. Lumbermen and timber engineers are discussing

tlie adoption of revised grading rules which shall take

these facts into account and will result in furnishing to

consumers longleaf timbers of a uniform strength as

well as freedom from defects. Longleaf pine is also one

of the most durable of important structural woods, huth

in air and in contact with water or in the soil. It i^

possible to obtain clear sticks in dimensions up to 14X1-^

inches by Tn feet, and there are records of some even

larger. Derrick booms, masts, flag poles, trestle beams,

and timbers for buildings of the slowburning or "mill

frame" construction type demand these tinil)ers. A
rather unexpected use came to the attention of the writer

lecently when he saw an order for longleaf timbers tn

build the framework for targets for big gun practice in

the Xa\y.
We are hearing a great deal these days ali<:iut the

danger of using wood for construction purposes, since

forsooth it will burn. The fact has been advertised as if

it were a recent discovery, at the same time those most

interested in circulating this interesting Ijit of informa-

tion have failed to infnmi ns that steel will melt :ini\

cement will crumble. If a longleaf timber and a stee!

beam constructed to support the same load are placed

side by side and subjected to a lire of the same intensity

the steel lieam will become red hot and bend under its

load before the longleaf beam will have burned thriiusjli

and broken. A tire hot enough entirely to consume long-
leaf timbers of any size will reduce an unprotected steel

beam to a mass of twisted iron. Indeed it is very diffi-

cult to burn a longleaf timber entirely away, and it will

scarcely consume itself without added fuel. For this

reason, engineers and architects still specify longleaf

timbers for certain kinds of construction, and are more
concerned in securing Icjngleaf which meets their specifi-

cations, and is free from dry rot, than in securing a non-

organic substitute. Where both are supplied with auto-

matic sprinklers, buildings of the "slow-burning" or
'

millframe" construction type are insured at the same

r;ite as semi-fireproof buildings of steel construction.

Aliist millframe construction is built of longleaf timbers.

Wooden rafters for gymnasiums, halls, churches and

other public buildings, where the overhead construction

is in \-ievv from the interior are much more attractive

to the eye than steel beams. Longleaf is well adapted
to such uses, because of its strength, attractive appear-
ance, cheapness and the ease with which it can be obtained

in suitable dimensions.

Longleaf is used for house building in enormous quan-
tities. It is particularly suitable where the same boards

apjiear on both inside and outside of the structure, the

reason being that it is strong and durable, holds paint well

and at the same time is attractive in the natural wood, for

its slow growth and large proportion of dense summer
wood gi\'e it a pleasing yellow and lirown banded ap-

pearance. Sliortleaf Southern yellow pine is perhaps

LoxLLiCM- I'l.M-; i'si:d for pili.nt.

The longleaf is extensively used for thi.s purpose because it is particularly desirable for any heavy timber work, and because of its durability
Weight lor weight it is stronger than steel. It is also in demand tor derrick booms, masts, flai>.p.des, trestle beams and timbers for buildines
of the slow burning or 'mill frame" construction type. Its most recent new use is for the frame work of targets for big gun practice iii the
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more perfecth- suited to line interi<_)r liiiish. As it ages,

the color of the wood clianges from a light yellow and

hrown to a rich golden brown which takes a hue polish

and becomes extraordinarilv beautiful.

chiefly longleaf, than of any other wood. .Although we
have no statistics at hand to prove it, it is almost safe to

assert that more freight cars are built of it than of all

other .American woods combined.

In the last few years the popularity of wood pa\ing
blocks in our cities has increased. They are soundless,

There is an old Episcopal cliurch at Raleigh, \orth sanitary and very durable if treated with preservatives

Carolina, built in Revolutionary times. It is of stone. ;md maile of the right kind of wood. They are also easy

lis rafters, pews, and other furnishings are of prime both on the feet of horses and the tires of motor vehicles.

longleaf, finished in the natural wood, now darkened and A'ellow \nne. because of its hardness and density, meets

TX A CHURCH OK Ki:\<il.l'nn.\.\KV D.WS

LONGI,E.\F PINE TIMBERS
riie most important of tlie yellow ]iine group for heavy structural and bridge timbers is tlie longleaf. Owing to its strength and last properties

it was long considered supreme among American woods as a structural timber and only with tlie exploitation of the forests of the Pacific
Coast in the last decade has it had to share this place with Douglas fir.

deepened in color by age. (Jne has a r.ew conception of

the value of this wood for decorative purposes after a

visit to this cathedral-like building. It is a pity that

more manufacturers do not specialize in the curlv grained

pme which has as pleasing grain and color as curlv majile.

and could be sold much cheaper.
As a general flooring wood, longleaf has no superior,

whether it be thick planking for mills and factories,

where strength and durability are the consideraton, or

in the home of the average citizen, wdiere it combines in-

e.xpensiveness with beauty and utility. The so-called

edge-grain, (|uartersawn, or rift flooring is the most dur-

able, and takes the best polish.

^\ e can pause to discuss only lightly a few of the

other uses, one of the most important being car stock.

More American railroad cars are built of yellow pine.

tliese requirements, and it is far and aw^ay the leading
wood for this purpose.

In 1907 the railroads of the country i)urchased 34,-

215,000 yellow pine ties. The life of an untreated long-

leaf tie averages between 5 and 7 years, which compares

favorably with that obtained from wdiite oak or locust

and other hardwoods. Many of these ties are hewn.

Dead trees are often jireferred, only the seasoned and

(hirable heartwood being used. Many are treated with

chemical preservatives.

-An industry is beginning to grow u]) in the South in

the manufacture of paper pulp from longleaf, chieflv

from sawmill waste. It is in the interests of conserva-

tion that this industry be increased, since the waste from

the manufacture of Southern pines is far in excess of

what it should be. Tests by the Government Forest
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Service proved that the (luality nf "Kraft" papers made
from loiigleaf ]iiiie surpassed in strenstii and toughness

any others |:)r(i(hiced in this ciiuntr\' i ir aliriia(L

CUADKS AND PRIe'ES

We ha\'e no way of knowing the price of Lmgleaf in

the early days, but it must have been very low. Even

now it is 1(pw compared with some other woods of anv-

tliing like its high quality. The average selling prices

at a large mill in Louisiana for the vear T.)]:! are as

folli.iws :

Timbers above 4" sq $31.r3 iJer M feer

Timbers 3 •

j to 4" sq

'

17.!)!) per M feet

"A" Edge grain flooring 3(1. oii per M feet

"B" Edge grain flooring 3(i.2!) per M feet

"C" Edge grain flooring 2^).U) per M feet

"A" Grade boards 30. (IS per M feet

"B" Grade boards 24.04 per M feet

"C" Grade boards 23.43 per AI feet

No. 1 Cominon 17.83 per AT feet

No. 2 Common 12.9S per M feet

No. 3 Common Kt.TT) per AI feet

Box Shocks l.">.i)S per A I feet

Moulding 24.54 per A I feet

Lath Xo. 1 1.78 per AI

Lath Xo. 2 1.15 per AI

Shingles 2.41 per AI

The mill run at tlie time was about $10.50 per At as

compared with $10.00 f(jr white pine.

FUTUTli; OF TUF. LOXGI.EAF

The original area of the longleaf range was slighth'

in excess of lOit.OOO square miles, over most of which

the tree grew in pure stands. Assuming an a\erage stand

of 5,ii(i() feet to the acre, the original stand would have

been 320,000, 0()0,00(» feet. The original stand of white

pine is estimated to liave been 450,000, OOii.OOO feet. 44ie

longleaf estimate certainly seems conservative, since tlv

annual cut for the last ten }ears has been in excess of

10,0(10,(100,(10(1 feet i)er anmnu and in 1IM:I the remaining

stand was estimated at 2:'.2,300,0()0,000 feet, or aboui

one-twelfth of all the standing timber in the L'nited

States. The estimated stands of western yellow pin.e

and Douglas fir alone exceed that of longleaf. The kmg
leaf pine stand Iiy States is as follows:

North Carolina 2,900,000,000

South Carolina 4.(i00,000,000*

Georgia 1 S,500,000,00(1*

Florida 5.s,200.000,000*

Alabama 35,(;o(l,Ooo,ooo*

Alississippi 47,(;oo,Ooo,0(io

Louisiana 52,5((O,0(io,0(io

Texas 22,400,000.000

*Includes some Cuban pine.

That seems a huge sujiply, but experience has iiroven

that no wood is inexhaustible, even though the supply

may last Icmger th.an is at first predicted. The axerage

rate of cut for the i)ast few years has been abmU 12.-

000,000,000 feet per annum, and it is thought to ha\'e

reached its maximum. .\t this rate the supply of \ irgin

longleaf will be gone in 20 years. It will probably last

slightly longer, since the niaxinnim cut cannot be main-

tained clear to the piiint of exhaustion. Companies ex-

haust their holdings and are unable to secure more stump-

age; with the restrictions of output comes an advance in

jirice, resulting in a substitution of other woods, and a

lessened demand, more conservtitve cutting and milling

methods are intrcjduced ; all of which help to stretch out

the su{)ply. It is therefore safe to assume that \irgin

longleaf will last at least 25 years, Iiut will be gone in 35.

LITTLI'; llOl'E I'OR SICCOXD CKOWTH

But what of the second growth; has the longleaf, like

the white jiine. a future as a second growth tree? The

answer, unfortunately seems to be "Xo." TechnicalL-

it is possible to reproduce longleaf, and if the pine bar-

rens could be constituted a forest reserve, and handled

s)mi)ly from the viewpoint of forest management, the

tree might be perpetuated commercially, but as it stands

this seems scarcely possible. For longleaf does not

"come back" after lumbering. It seeds very infrequently
and grows slowdy. A'oung gniw-th scarcely ever comes in

under the shade of the older trees, and in the openings
it is kept out by fires. \A'hen the area has been logged,
the burning of the slash, which invariablv follows, kills i

all the smaller trees which have been left, and the annual

grass fires, together with the absence of seed trees keep
uiore from coming in. So longleaf has become com-

mercially, almost botanically, extinct over whole sec-

tions and they are now barrens indeed. Xorth Carolina,

formerly the pine tree state of the South, hardly knows '

it now as a commercial tree. There are no counterparts
to the second growth stands of white pine which occur

in portions of Xcw England, in the longleaf range. X^or

dries the species lend itself to artificial reforestation. It

sends down into the soil a strong, deeply penetrating tap
root, almost before it has developed any top at all. which

prevents its satisfactory cultivation in the nursery.

.\ii article nil .shortleaf pine will (.llnw this slmrtlv. Coiiimer-

cially the longleaf and shortleaf are lioth known and sold as

yelliw pine, hut there is such a ditiference in their cliaracteristics

that separate articles dcscrihiivj; them are warranted.—Editor.

AN IMPORTANT CONFERENCE

OX
S1'*I'T1{.M1'.EK 22 at 9 in the morning. Secre-

tary of Agriculture Houston will meet rej)resen-
tatives ni the American h'orestry Association, of

several State forestry associations and of Chambers of

Commerce from the larger cities on the Atlantic Coast
to discuss the i>roiiosal to ask Congress to make an ap-

propriation of $10,000,000 to continue the purchase of

Federal forest reser\ es in the White Mountains and
Southern App.il.ichians. There is hope that such an ap-

propriation may be provided, in which event it will be

possible to continue such purchases as have already been
so wiselv made.



Forests in the War Zone

DISPATCHES

and special reports from various "F'aul Descombes. discussing the progressive depopu-

points in Europe differ as to the damage done lation of France, gives some statistics to show that the

to forests within the war zone and to the effect thinning of the woods and forests is largely responsible,

which the cutting, destruction by artillery fire, forest There are thirty-one French departments that are

fires, and bv the logging and marketing of timber from more or less mountainous. These now have S.1)94,940

the forests in enemy's territory

which has been captured, will

iiave on forest conditions in the

future.

Some of these reports are

here given for what they are

worth and because they are in-

teresting.

A special newspaper dispatch

from Bar-le-Duc, France, says :

"The splendid forests of the

Argonne, as well as those of the

Alsatian slope of the \'osges

Mountains and of the Woevre,

are being gradually razed by

shell and shrapnel fire. Of the

majestic pines that covered these

heights there remain only hacked

and l)lackened stumps and a

wild tangle of fallen trunks.

"Germans and French have

cooperatetl in this devastation..

but the greater destruction is

credited to the intense, concen-

trated fire of the 3-inchers and

6-inchers that alone could dis-

lodge underground German

fortresses. There is said to be

abun(l;nit evidence that all the

ground had been carefully plot-

ted and the ranges taken by the

Germans before the battles. On

many occasions French detach-

ments following obscure paths

unknown to any but the wood-

men of the region, fell a prey to

the fire of German gunners, for

whom there seemed to be no secrets in the thickets of inhabitants. If the old rate of increase had been main-

the Argonne. Against the advantages of preparation, tained, their population now would be 11,89G,366. Alon-

the French had but one resource—a complete upheaval sieur Descombes points out that the mountainous regions
of the entire ground by concentrated artillery fire. If of Switzerland, which should not be any less favorable to

the French succeed in driving the Germans finally into repopulation than the mountainous regions of France,
the open, the priceless forests of the entire region of show an increase of more than -50 per cent in popula-
the Argonne from Rar-le-Duc north will exist no more." tion during the last si.xty years, and he attributes it to

the fact that forest protection in Switzerland is far more
An(,)tlier dispatch, this time from Paris, quotes a well- rigorous than in France."

known Frenchman as saying that forest preservation is A cablegram from Amsterdam says : "Tremendous

necessary to maintain population. It says: forest and moor fires are raging in various parts of
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Photu by Vndi-ywoud & Underwood, New York.

FRENCH FOREST DESTROYED BY CERMAX SHELLS
This forest land in the northwestern part of France sheltered several Britisli regiments until the Ger-

mans discovered them, and, concentrating a terrific artillery tire on the woods, drove the British out
and destroyed the trees, as the photograph so well illustrates.
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the forests was not so great by

far as some forest experts
feared. Naturally in those parts

of forests in which fights have

taken place, and that were for a

longer time covered with show-

ers of cannon balls, a great num-

ber of trees have been broken

and m u c h more have bee n

wounded. F.ven the mills in

later time will ha\e some trouble

in cutting this wond, as every

now and then rifle balls and

(lieces of iron from exploding
shells ha\'e jienetrated into the

wood. I'lUt Cdmpared with the

whole of the luist Prussian for-

ests, the direct losses of trees

are small. A very interesting

feature in those parts that were

occupied bv the Russians during
the last winter arc the numerous

subterranean rooms, that in one

place alone, as I calculate, may
have given shelter for more than

10,(100 men. F(.)r miles long the

S(_iil of the forest is holed in this

way. All rooms hax'e been cov-

ered by wooden props and earth.

Many thousand cubic feet of

Wddd from smaller trees are

used for that. At other places,

:i>, fiir instance, the wnnderful street along a small

clianncl, the old nak. willow and elm trees have been cut

li\- the Russians to get free shooting. But on the whole

these ile\astations of wood offend more the feeling and

tiie lo\e (if nature than that thev are ini[)ortant in the

sense uf forest economy.

"Ry far more important are the devastations of edi-

fices. It is highly interesting tn see that these devasta-

tions stop immediately at the old Russian frontier. If

the Russians say that the destructions are caused only

by some undisciplined [leople, such as Cossacks and

Tscherkessians, this fact [iroves the contrary, for an

undisciplined truup makes no difi'erence between its own
and foreign country. 'I'he destructions are caused by
the direct urder of Russian army commanders who have

(.rdcred the destruction of all luiljlic and private property
of the ctjuntry. ( )ne may calculate that in this way more

A corres])i:indent of the Xcw < hdcans I.itinhcr Trade than -.'iloimi houses ha\e been burnt at places where

Journal, who is a petty otiicer in the ('.ennan Army com- never a gun has ln-en fired nor a fight has taken place.

iT.anded hv \'on llindenburg, contends th.it ihc forest l-'ri)m 10 to '.'o milliun cubic feet of timber, mostlv of

destruction in the war zone is not so great ;is some ( lerman pine, will l)e wanted for the recimstrnctii ui of

reports indicate. He sa\s : these house>.

"Latelv I ha\-e often had the uppi irtunit) tu \iNit the "In the tinil)er market, so far as foreign timber is con-

battlefields (if the glorious \ictories of -Marshal Hind- cerned, the -ituatidu is praclicalK unaltered since mv last

enburg near Tannenljerg and nmnd the Masurian seas, report. .\sh is w.inted at all tinie^, but the price is falt-

It was evident that the eti'ect of the war in general on ing a bit."

Photo by 1 ntcniational News Sci:'icc.

A i-Ri:xcn oi',si:r\ ATiox post

Here the trunks .Tnd Iiranclies uf trees in one of the r'rettch forests have Iieen cleverly used in an
effort to shield and to hide an advanced post.

Silesia, according to the Rerlin Tageblatt. Around the

district of Wittchcnau some villages lia\e been e\'acu-

ated, and war prisi.niers are engaged in thrtiwing up

trenches to assist the fire brigades in fighting the lire^."

A newspaper article widely printed in the L'nited

States says: "It is reported that the French and German

Governments are utilizing war prisoners for ref(.)resta-

tion work. It is said that vast forests have been entirely

destroyed Itv the fighting. The ground in many places

is absolutelv sterile, the announcement says, Itecause of

fumes and gases from b(imbs and explosives of various

kinds. It is understood that the h'rench (Government i^

paying fifty cents per day to the German jirisoners for

the work. The regular foresters are all at the front."



The Bird Department
r.v A. A. AIJ.KX, Ph.D.

.Issistaiit I'fofcxsor of Ontithologw Cornell Ihiivcrsity.

OUR VANISHING SHORE BIRDS

of it. ISut the number of true sportsmen is relatively

small, and the numljer of lumters who realize that to kill

W 11 F^X our forefathers first turned their atten- the sandpit. The professional hunter tires into their

tion to the hunting uf birds either for food densely massed ranks as they swing by to see how many
for sport, it is recorded that the\- found the he can kill at a single shot,

woods from .Maine to Florida teeming with wild turkeys; This flocking habit has helped the near extinction of

the air filled with clouds of wild pigeons, the lakes and other species as well, although the true sportsman, how-

marshes covered with waterfowl, and the shores ani- ever great the temptation luay be, never takes advantage
mated with countless thousands of snipe and plover.

Today the turkey, in its wild state, is unknown except in

a few remote and inaccessible

l>laces; the last passenger pigeon
died a year ago in the Cincinnati

zoo ; the geese and the ducks are

so reduced in numbers that one

species, the Labrador duck, has

not been seen in fortv-tive years,

and another, the wood duck, has

been practically exterminated
over a large part of its range.
The same is true of the shore

birds. Tile Eskimo curlew is

.ilmost extinct : the long-billed

and Hudsonian curlews, the

avocet, the stilt, and the godwits
are found only in siuall num-

bers, and even amongst the

smaller species single birds now

grace the shores where once

great flocks assembled.

The cause is not difficult to

discover. The cutting of the forests and the increase a dozen birds at a shot pro\ides insufficient sport for the

in the numbers of hunters were sufficient to destroy the great reduction in the supply of game is still smaller,

turkey ; the gregarious habit of the passenger pigeon, \\'ith these birds the sport of hunting is reduced to a

S.\.\I) I'lCKPS" IX rLICIIT

These liirds, tlie least and semi-palmated sand pipers fly in sucli flocks as shown in the photograph. Tliis

flocking hal)it has caused the near extinction of many species. Frequently a large number of a flock
are killed at a single shot by an unscrupulous gunner.

making possible the slaughter of countless thousands on

the breeding grounds, annihilated this species : the auto-

matic gun, the market hunter, the greed of the sports-

men, and the shooting of mated birds in the spring of

the year wiped out the waterfowl. At this point the vast

army of gunners, having no other game to hunt, ecjuipped

minimum, the lust of killing raised to a maxiiuum, and

economy ranks lower than did forest conservation with

the earlv settlers. Far better that the temptation of

shooting iiUo these flocks l:)e removed froiu the unscrupu-

lous and that these birds be protected for all time.

Among the "shore birds," however, there are two

with automobiles so that no place is inaccessible, turned species, the Wilson's snipe and the woodcock, which do

loose on the shorebirds, and little wonder is it that the not have this flocking habit and wdiich, except for their

snipe and plover decreased and are now rapidly disap- small size, fulfill all the requirements of first-class game

pearing. First the larger species gave way before the birds. Thev lie close and unseen by the hunter until, with

onslaught and now the smaller, until even the little "sand a startling call or whir of the wings, they bolt into the

peeps" that trot along the beaches and chase the receding air on an erratic course which requires all the hunter's

waves are not safe from destruction. The small boy skill to intercejit. Even when traveling in scattered

with his newly acquired rifle, and the amateur with his flocks, they get up singly so that only one bird can be

shotgun pick them off as they stand in a row asleep on killed at a shot, thereby yielding the greatest amount of

911
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sport for the number killed. It would seem, therefore,

that these birds ought t(j be able to hold their own but,

unfortunately for their preservation, they do not lly far

when frightened, thus allowing the hunter several trials

if he is not successful the first time. Furthermore, when

they have finally reached their winter home in southern

United States, they seldom leave the thicket or wet

A LKSSEK YELF^OW LEGS

Single liirds now grace the shores wliere mice great flocks assenililed.

meadow wdiich the\' have selected until it is time to

return once more to the north. Here, therefurc, the

gunner is able, bv hunting oxer the gruund day after day,

unless the number killed is limited by law, to annihilate

all the birds wintering in il;e \icinity. In fact, there is

a case on record of a hunter in Louisiana who boasts of

having killed 69,087 snipe in 2U years, an average of

3.500 each season, as many as 3(i(i having been killed in

a single day. The State game laws are further to blame

because they have permitted the shooting to C(.>ntinue

far into the spring, after many of the birds are mated

and readv to leave for the breeding grounds. \\'ith such

laws and such slaughter it is little wonder tliat the num-

bers of snipe and woodcock have rapidly decreased.

It is true that these birds are preeminent as game,

serving man perhaps better in this capacity than in an\

other, and furnishing the largest return of legitimate

sport for the smallest loss of game life, but limits nnist

be fixed by law to govern the greed of what have been

aptlv called "game hogs,"' so that the number killed each

vear shall be distributed among the largest possible num-

ber of s])ortsmen ;
and the open season must be so ad-

justed that there will be no further decrease in their

numbers.

It is fortunate that the United States Government real-

ized in time that some action had to be taken, and now if

public sentiment is sufhciently aroused, it will still be

possible to preserve the remnant of these charming and

valuable creatures and even to restock the depleted

covers. The passage of the Weeks-McLean bill for

tlie protection of migratory game and insectivorous birds

puts the jurisdiction over these birds with the National

Government and the regulations drawn up by our far-

seeing United States Department of Agriculture now
have the force of law. This Federal law removes all

the smaller shore birds from the game list
;
likewise the

fast-disappearing curlews, avocets, stilts, godwits, killdeer

and upland plovers; it prohibits all spring and night

shooting and equalizes the open seasons in all parts of the

countrv. The law will be difficult to enforce. Already
it has met the determined and organized resistance of

market hunters, game dealers, hotelkeepers, and anti-

conservationists generall}-. If it is to be effective m pre-

ser\-ing for this and future generations one of the most

delightful assets of our shores and marshes, it must

have the recognitiun and active support i>f all true con-

servationists.

BIRD LIFE IX SEFTEMCFR

SEPTEMBER

marks the beginning of well-defined

migration among birds. Shore birds of which we
have been writing, the long-distance travelers,

during this mnnth arrive in greatest numbers, and it is

now that the hunting season opens in most of the north-

ern St;ites. It is true that as early as July a few birds

l.'egin their southward journey and during August there

is a general uneasiness felt among many species. But it

is not until September th.at the general exodus begins.

I\Iost species migrate by night so that we do not see them

])assing, but if one goes out under the heavens almost

any cloudy evening this month, he is sure to hear them

calling to one another as they fly over. Cloudy nights

are more satisfactory because when the sky is clear the

birds fly higher, often several thousand feet above the

grouml and far out of hearing distance.

In addition to the shore birds there will be many
( ther insect-eating s|)ecies like the warblers, vireos and

llycatchers, migrating, but few will be recognizable for

their nocturnal calls are usually quite different from

those we h;i\e come tn kno\\' duriu"; the daw

During September one may look for manv species that

li;i\e not been about all summer, l)irds returning from

farther n(irth to their winter quarters. The first birds

to lea\e in the fall are those that have farthest to go
and most of these September migrants winter outside

of the United States, either in Central or South America

and some of the shore birds are not content until they

have reached Patagonia.

One who has learned the birds only in their spring
attire will be greatly disapjiointed with himself when he

follows, for the first time, the flocks of f.all nn'grants.
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for few of the plumages will be the same. The once

brightly colored warblers and tanagers have now com-

pleted their molts, changing every feather, and the males

now resemble the obscurely colored females. There are

more birds in the fields and along the borders of wood-

lands than there were during the spring when every tree

seemed to burst with color and song, for the young
almost outnumber the adults. But they are quiet now,

only a few species are singing, and in their dull garb lhe_\'

pass ininnticed.

Another feature of bird life that is observable in

September is the gathering of many species about fruit-

bearing plants, bushes, vines and trees. One can observe

which of the native shrubs are most attractive and there-

fore most desirable to plant about one's grounds. We
will consider this phase of bird life in a later issue, but

now is the time to observe. The drinking fountain and

bathing pool mentioned in the last issue of this magazine

will continue to be a popular resort for the birds through-

out September.

At the Panama-Pacific Exposition
AMI'-.RICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION DAY
/ \ at the Panama-Pacific Exposition at San Fran-

* ^ Cisco—Wednesday, October 20—will find gathered

for the nieetnig in the Lumbermen's lluiUling on the

Exposition grounds not only members of the American

Forestry Association, but members also of the Western

Forestry and Conservation Association, the Pacific Log-

ging Congress, the Society of American Foresters, the

Societv of Canadian Foresters, the Biltmore Forest

School Alunnii, and a number of forestry and conserva-

tion organizations from California and adjoining States.

A general invitation to all who are interested in the

work of the American Forestry Association to attend

the meeting is extended by the Board of Directors.

The president. Dr. Henry S. Drinker, will preside and

will speak upon the present forestry situation in the

United States, and a member of the Western Forestry and

Conservation Association will talk about the forestry

conditions on the Pacific Coast.

A paper prepared by W. R. Brown, of Berlin, N. H.,

on the organizations of timberland owners in the East

and in Canada for forest fire protection will be read by

E. A. Sterling. Chief Forester Henry S. Graves will

make an address on what the Government has found out

about the lumber industry as a result of the recent in-

quiries relative to lumber costs and the domestic and

foreign lumber markets. Executive Secretary P. S. Rids-

dale will speak on the development of the Association's

magazine, .Amhrican Forestry.

During the meetings of October 10. 20 and 21, in

which the American Forestry Association participates

with the Pacific Logging Congress and the Western For-

estry and Conservation Association, there will be, among
others, addresses on such important topics as : The year's

lessons in pri\ ate. State and Federal forest fire protection

work ; fire weather forecasts by the weather bureau and

their use ;
forest fires caused by railroads, an actual

record and what it proves ; modern inventions adaptable

to forest fire protection ; the psychology of making public

sentiment in favor of forestry ;
the business end of co-

operative forest fire work
; compulsory forest protection

laws; can manufacturers, timber owners and forest fire

protective agencies unite to advantage ? Does the lum-

ber industry need radical reorganization to protect pro-

ducer and consumer? Is timber a speculation, a crop, or

the necessary storage of raw material? The architect's

responsibility for closer utilization of forest products ;

taxation and forestry: are we talking theory and neg-

lecting facts?

One of the features which those who attend these

meetings will particularly wish to see are the several

forestry and lumbering exhibits, chief of which is the

L'nited States Forest Service exhibit. This alone is

worth several hours' examination. There are also ex-

liibits from the Philippines and several foreign countries,

while many of the commercial woods have special ex-

hibits. In addition to seeing these, many who attend the

meetings will spend October 22 and 23 in the redwood

logging camps at Eureka, California.

WISCONSIN'S NEW COMMISSION

PROF.
FRANK B. MOODY of the Cornell Forest

School and formerly assistant State forester of

Wisconsin has accepted the appointment as a mem-
ber of the State Conservation Commission of Wisconsin.

This commission is the consolidation of the State Board

of Forestry, State Park Commission, State Fishery Com-

mission and Game Warden's Department. The other

members of the Commission are James Nevin, who has

been fish commissioner for thirty years, and W. E.

Barber, a business man.



Aviator to Detect Forest Fires

QUITE
the latest development in the protection of

the forests from tires is the appointment of an

aviator to detect any forest fires near llig Trout

Lake in Wisconsin. He is L. A. \'ilas, a relative of the

late United States Senator William F. \'ilas, of Wis-

consin. Using- his hvdroaeroplane and arising from Big

Trout Lake, Mr. \ilas in a few minutes can reach an

altitude of LI'UU feet and from that height can survey

some SdO.OOO acres of forested land. If he detects

smoke indicating a fire in the fcjrest he can report in a

few minutes more to the State Forestry headquarters for

the district and in a very short space of time state forest

rangers can be ])laced along the line of the lire.

The use of a flying machine is particularly valuable

for this kind of work where the country is flat or where

there are no high elevations upon which lookout stations

niay be placed. In flat or rolling lands lookout towers

enable the observer to guard a territory of rather small

area, whereas .\.\-iator \'ilas at the height of l.ooii feet

can detect a fire thirty or forty miles away from the lake.

While appointed b\ the State Forester. .Mr. \'ilas

accepts no remuneration, \'olunteering his services. In

writing to American I'ori^strv about the work. Air.

Vilas says :

"I greatly a]ipreciate the interest you show in the part

the flvin" briat is takiii" in detecting forest fires. The

machine I am using is a standard Curtis four-passenger

flying boat with a Curtis eight-cylinder \' type 100

horsepower motor. This machine has an average speed

(.f about si-xtv-two miles an hour in the air and forty

miles an hour in the water, with a climbing capacity of

LOIKI feet in three minutes. At an altitude of 1,000 feet

a lire thirtv or fortv miles away is distinctly visible.

"I usually am flying every evening around six o'clock

and I alwavs reach an altitude which enables me to see

about fortv miles in e\'ery direction and if I do see indi-

cations of fire I can report to the Forestry headquarters

at Trout Lake within three minutes."

E. M. Grit¥ith, who has recently resigned as State

Forester of Wisconsin, said:

"It is generous of Mr. \ilas to oft'er these services to

the state without charge. The other day I made an

ascent with him and we detected a fire. By communi-

cating with the rangers when we came down, we found

that it was a settler doing some clearing. The hydro-

aero|;ilane will reach the place of a fire in only a few

minutes, where otherwise hours would be consumed."

Mr. X'ilas recently discovered a fire thirt\- nfiles oft'

and on investigation it was found that he hail made an

accurate estimate of the distance.

Mr. Griifth said that at an altitude of about 1,000

feet it is possil)le to clearly \ iew all of the state forest

nvi)K<i.Jii':K(.>i'i..\.\i. I .MCI I luK roKKST mki-; i'koi ix tio.n work
rills m.'iclinir wliicli lias an average speed f)t r,\i miles an liour in the air ami 40 miles on llie v\ater. with a climbing capacitv of l.OOl)

teet in three minutes is used by L. A. \'ilas wlio lias volunteered his service to protect the forests near Trout Lake. \\'isconsin,
from hre. At a lieight of l,liOO feet lie can survey yuO.ddt) acres of forested land and iii a few minutes can report any indication
of a forest tire to the State I-orestry Department headquarters for the tlistrict.
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A\ lATOR L. A. VII.AS

Witli his Iiyclroplane Mr. Vilas is aiding in protecting the forests near
Trout Lake, Wisconsin, from fire. His work in behalf of the State

Forestry Department being the first time that a flying machine has
been used for forest fire protection.

reserve lands in N'ilas county. lie declares that the

ascent which he made with Air. \'ilas was l.iitiO feet and

the l.'^OO lakes in the county at that high altitude was

one of the finest panoramic views that he has ever seen.

The hydroaeroplane is known as "L. A. \'.. II." This is

the second machine that Mr. \'ilas has owned. Air.

\'ilas is familiarh' known in aviation circles as "Jack"
\ ilas, and about a year ago came into prominence l)y

reason of his flight in a machine across Lake Michigan.

TEXAS STATE FORESTER

Tl'.X.VS.

which recently passed a State forestry

law, has selected J. H. Foster, professor of for-

estry in the New 1 lampshire State College and

forester of the State's .Vgricultural Kxperiment Station,

as State forester.

Air. Foster is a native of Alassachusetts, and is tliirt\-

five years old. He was graduated from Norwich Uni-

versity in 190:^ and from the Yale Forest School in 1907.

After leaving Yale he entered the United States Forest

Ser\ice as a forest assistant, and in 191(i was promoted
to assistant chief of State cooperation. His principal

assignments were studies of forest conditions in Ala-

bama, Alississippi, and Louisiana, the examination of

forest conditions on the watersheds of the .\llegheny and

Alonongahela Rivers, and the taxation of forest lands

in New Hampshire. Air. Foster left the service Septem-
ber I, 19 IL to become professor of forestry in the New
I lampshire State College and forester of the State's

-Agricultural Experiment Station.

The position of State Forester of Texas, which he will

assume about September 1."), is one of the best positions of

ihis kind e\cr offered, combining, as it will, all the for-

estry wurk undertaken by the State—administrative,

Uachiiig, and investigative. The work will be centered at

the Agricultural and Alechanical College, at College Sta-

tu ni. There will be a forestry department on equal footing
with iither princijial departments of the college, which

will administer the forestry law, including the fire pro-
tective system, management of State forests, and cooper-
;ition with pri\ate owners; and the State Forester will

supervise the teaching work in forestry under the direc-

tion of the School of Agriculture, and the forest investi-

i^ative work under the direction of the -Agricultural Ex-

]ieriment Station. He will ha\e an exceedingly free

hand, and will lie removed from politics as far as possi-

ble. It is expected that the relatively small appropriation
of $10,000 will be considerably increased by the next

legislature as the result of a constantly increasing interest

in forestry work throughout the State. Air. Foster will

bring to the position a broad experience, and the State

i ccrtainlv to be congratulated on the selection.

JAPAN'S FOREST LANDS

TII.\T

the b'lnpire of Japan has a forest preserve
more than ten times the area of the New York-

State Forest Preserve was stated by R. Nakai,
a director of the Japanese Forest Service, when he visited

the Conservation Commission at Albany recently to

iijquire into New York State forestry methods. Air.

Nakai is in the United States on behalf of the Japanese

Government, and is making a special study of reforesta-

tion and fire protection. He visited the New York State

nurseries and tree plantations, and made a tour of a large

])art of the -Adirondacks to observe the detailed workings
of the State's system of fire prevention. Air. Nakai ex-

pressed much interest in the struggle in the New York

State constitutional convention to permit the commer
cial utilization of the forest preserve. In Japan, he said,

which has a forest area of sixty-seven per cent of the

total area of the country, the forests were sharply classi-

fied into "utilization forests" and "protection forests."

The object of the "protection forests," he explained, is

to preserve the safety of the land and further the wel-

fare of the people. The protected area is over 18 milliDn

acres, against l,S'il,(;i4 in New A'ork State. The forest

land not owned by the state is subject to the control of

the Government, according to the provisions of the

Japanese forest law.



The Ornamental Evergreens
Bv WARRliN H. MlLLKR

MANY
years ago. Prof. Josiali Ifiiopes, menibL-r

of the Academy of Sciences, Philadelphia,

wrote a whole bonk on the evergreens. It is

cut of print nuw, 1jut should be revived for the benefit

of the tree lovers of this country, for it is a fascinating

volume, and it covers the evergreen families and species

of the known world. It is written from the viewi)oint

of the arboretum owner, the gentleman with a large

estate, part of which has been devoted to a more or less

complete collection of the evergreens of the world that

are hardy in temperate climates. There were many such

in 1868 when the book was written, and are yet for that

matter, for there will always be wealthy men who love

to collect ])eautiful trees and watch them grow and

develop.

But, fur tile must of us. these things are not to be;

we lack the land, for the duties of life require a habita-

tion so near great cities that land is sold by the lot rather

than the acre. But even for us there is no reason why
even a small plot should preclude planting our surround-

ings with our more common ornamental evergreens, and

if the matter is not overdone, quite a variety may he as-

sembled wilhiiut the place taking mi the appearance of

a museum.

On the writer's comparatively small home grounds in

the forest of Interlaken tiiere are sixteen different

species of e\ergreens, many uf tiiem represented by half

a dozen indi\iduals—and the writer's own criticism of

his place is simply that there are not enough of them

as it is ! Let us get ac(juainted with some of the more

familiar ornamental evergreens used in house planting.

Beginning with the Colorado Blue Spruce, easily the

most ornamental of the spruces, the variety most often

encountered is that known to nurserymen as Koster's

Blue spruce. It is developed from the Parry spruce,

the Picea Parryana of science, growing wild only in the

canyons of southern Nevada, Utah and Colorado where

it is known as the blue or silver spruce. As a rule it is

a dull blue-green in its natural state, of little ornamental

\alue, but occasional "sports" show a vivid light silver

blue and shoots from these are grafted on seedling roots

of the ordinary wild blue spruce, whereupon the result-

ing tree has the vivid light blue of the original shoot all

over it and is known as Koster's Blue Spruce, being
named after the nurseryman who first experimented with

it. All the nurserymen keep it and a small specimen
v! feet high will cost you about $1.50, the plain blue spruce

of the same size costing $1. It grows some 9 inches ad-

ditional height and 18 inches spread each year, so give it

at least 5 feet of distance to its nearest neighbor when

planting. It seems to thrive equally well in heavy clay

soil and sandy loam, iiro\ided only that the soil is well

drained and not soggy and swampy.
Another standard ornamental evergreen is the Retin-

ospora Plumosa, that silver-] )lue, fuzzy tree with dense,

fronded foliage, usually trimmed close as a rounded

cone or oblong ball. It is a good tree to fill in a corner

in either house or hedge, and is always noticeable in any

shrubbery in which it may be placed. A specimen three

feet in diameter by o feet (i inches high will cost $1.25

ICVERGREEN PLANTING SUITED FOR CORNER OF A PRIVET HEDGIC

Left to riyht— Hemlock; retmo'^l'nra pluniosa, one species of tlie popular Japanese cedar or cypress; Norway spruce; Japanese retillospora, which
term applies to all forms of Japanese cedar or cypress; Koster's blue spruce, and American art»or'vitae.
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and will '^vnw anywhere Init in a swamp. A third siher-

blue evergreen is the Irish juniper, looking something

like a common red cedar in form but its foliage is feath-

er}' light blue-green, thinner than cedar and growing up

almost perpendicularly from the trunk. It makes a tall,

narrow, graceful tree, and a specimen 4 feet high and

a foot wide will cost $1.50. Whenever you want a strik-

ing vertical nute in the shrubbery that is your plant.

Good for a jutting out corner location where- it will stand

out boldly to be admired of all the world.

An exceedingly ornamental but costly shrub is the

Biota Orientalis. It looks like a big golden-yeUow egg

set on end, and its leaf fronds all stick out edgewise like

the Iea\es of a book. It is very dense and bushy, and a

specimen 3 feet high would be worth four or li\e dollars,

so the only way to rejoice in Biotas is to get them little

tree is symmetrical and distinctive in shape and makes

an ornamental feature at some 'vantage point in front of

o group of firs and hemlock. The pitch pine has coarse

sap-green needles, three in a sheath, and thick bushy

foliage, always a pleasing note of color in any shrubbery.

Few nurserymen keep it, the substitute usually offered

being the European Scotch pine. Both it and the white

require at least ~> feet of room from their trunks to the

nearest neighbor, and specimens 4 feet high and spreading
'.' feet in diameter cost $1 to $l..j() each.

Among the spruces the best filler at the price is the

Norway spruce, a large, handsome, dark green tree, 4

to 3 foot specimens costing 75 cents each. A good tree

to [jut in an empty corner, to round out and soften the

general contour of your house or hedge line. It ought
to be planted not less than 8 feet from each face of the

ri.A.\ri.\(. I-iiK .\ b.M.Al^L ^LIIL'UUAX IIU.Mli

Left to riglit
— Hemlock, retinospora plumosa. Irish juniper, I\oster's blue spruce. Irish juniper, hemlock, thread branched retinospora pluniosa and

Norway spruce

and let time do the rest. A little one IG inches high and

8 inches in diameter costs 75 cents, but, at that, gives you
a striking yellow note in your mass of evergreens.

The basis of all evergreen planting should, however,

be solid green masses of color in our own native trees

such as the hemli}ck (almost as beautiful as exotic R.

pluiiiosa), the balsam fir, and our white cedar, the

American arborvitae. These are all comparatively cheap,

running frum 75 cents to $2 in 24-inch to 4-foot speci-

mens. The American arborvitae, beng long and tall,

costs less in proportion to height, a 6-foot tree costing

$1.25; while the hemlock which is feathery and bushy,
is expensive in large sizes but it well repays the cost

as it is undoubtedly the most beautiful of our eastern

evergreens. With these will be wanted pines and spruces
to give variety in shape and foliage, the white and pitch

pines being the best American species, while the white

and Norway spruces fill the bill for standard types of

the shrubbery spruce. The wdiite pine has live needles

to the sheath, giving a feathery dark green foliage. The

building in corners, and one should be careful about

planting it in front of a window when a fine view is had,

for the Norway spruce grows so rapidly that in a few

years it would blot out your outlook. The white

spruce, native of Canada, is smaller and if possible more

SNinmetrical in shape. With its light green silvery

foliage it is a most ornamental tree ; o-foot specimens cost

$1. The balsam fir, belonging to the genus Abies, the

pine family, has the same general type of growth, but

flat needles, dark green above and silver white under-

neath. Its trunk is light gray, and the characteristic

odor of balsam which continually exhales from the tree

makes it a favorite planter.

In general your large inexpensive American ever-

greens should form the background of your masses of

greens, with the smaller exotics in the foreground. In

laying out each of the accompanying planting diagrams

I had the pleasure of helping a neighbor whose house

had just been finished in selecting and planting a suitable

shrubbery for this place. The first is of a typical sub-
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urban home, located on a new development or erstwhile green foliage. In front of it a 2-foot Roster's blue

farm pasturage, a fine, handsome, stucco house on a raw spruce and a pyramidal Japanese retinospora. the three

and treeless lot. Four Norway maples had already been trees forming a triangle in the corner of the hedge. The

perpetrated upon the front lawn by the development foreground of this group consisted of a small is-inch

company, thereby ruining any possibility of a dee]), rest- lliota (Jrientalis and a ;i-foot Thread-lSranched retinos-

ful greensward. I advised the removal of the twu central pora with an American pitch i>ine terminating the rear

ones to the rear flanks of the house. These were :>-inch peak of the group. In the west corner, where the hedge
corner was twenty feet on a side, the interior triangle

]>egan with a retinospora plumosa set in the corner, on

each front of it an American hem-

r:^

nursery specimens, easily trans]>lanted because of the

large, compact ball of roots which the root-jiruning and

transjilanting at the nursery gives

them, so there was no difticulty

about moving them ar(iund in the

proper season, which should be

after the sap is down in October.

The front liay windows of the

living room faced the street and

Lmder them I advised a border of

the short and slow-growing ever-

greens. Retinospora Plumosa.

.Vmerican Hemlock, Xordmann's

Fir ( a short, squatty \ariety witli

thick dark green horizontal

branches ) one or two Biotas, a

slender Irish juni]>er at one pro-

jecting corner (but not at the

other, lest a banal symmetry over-

take us) and in the deep re-en- ^^

trant angle behind the iiorch. a "i-

foot Norway spruce.

.\t the end of the walk leading

up to the porch entrance we put

in a small blue Koster"s spruce on

each side of the steps, this bein;^

the nearest approach to anything

formal attempted. Along the

south wall of the house went

flowering shrubs, two deutzias. ;i

wigelia and a forsythia (of which

more anon). This was all—just a

little suburban plot, which is the

easiest thing in the w'orld to clut-

ter u]) with shrul)s, we dejiended

for the rest of our effect upon
a small but untroubled lawn and

a side border of privet hedge. I

allowed him. however, one red

Japanese maple, set about ojipo-

site the corner of the house, across

the path on the south side on the

narrow strip of lawn between it ;md the hedge.

The second diagram shows a rather large place, loii

],v l"iO feet, the house in Dutch colonial on ;i low knoll,

with a rolling lawn sloping down to the sidew.alk. .\

|)rivet hedge bordered this plot on both sides, with a

small corner extending for some in feet along the front foundation of the group, with a wigelia and two spireas

lot line on each side. These corners were lilleil with ( \"an Ilouteii ) in the foreground. Worked into this

evergreen shrubbery of the following selections: in the liank of llowering shrubs are ditfercnt colored azalias

angle of the east corner a retinospora i)lunios;i. tightly and similar small bushes, and. terminating the bed where

clii)])ed. forming a large globular cone of feathery blue- ii reaches the drivewav is ;i group of the spreading hy-

a
J,-^

/.'

l.ayr.tni sviiiable for a suhurli.in cottage on a snial

]ol. Frontage, ol) feet.

lock and a Japanese retinospora,

and in front of these four

trees a small arborvitae. a 2-foot

Roster's blue spruce, a Biota of

about the same size, and a Nor-

way spruce terminating the rear

peak of the group. This would

become a rather large tree in

time and was therefore planted

some 1 feet from the hedge, and.

as in this case the planted area

continued back along the hedge in

a long sweep planted with roses

and flowering shrubs, it was fol-

lowed at once with a dense bed

of rosa rugosa, whose persistent,

glossy, dark green foliage made a

fitting transitional selection to the

deciduous shrubs. The rosa rogo-

sa is that very spin}- rose bush,

with the large deep red flowers

like the wild rose and the great

red rose-apples, persistent and

ornamental all through the winter.

Pruned down close it comes up
denser and thicker each season

and a bed of them is always a

striking ornament winter or sum-

mer, either as a border for a path

or for a hedge.

The deciduous shru])s began
with a rose niagn.jlia. a tine

flower l)ouquet in the early

sjiring: then two forsythias

(golden bells), conspicuous in

the early spring Ijefore the leaves

are out; then, along the narrow-

est sweep of the shrubbery came

the roses, lots of them, all kinds,

the pride and glory of the gracious ladv who presides

o\er all the growing things about this jilace. Behind these

the bed curves out again to the driveway terminating the

lawn, and we have more sjjace for planting. Here were

tlie larger flowering shrubs, three deutzias forming the
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drangeas, the paniculata grandiflora variety, with their

timmense mass of hloonis flowering in August and

throughout the fall.

liehind these flowering shrubs are dahlias in a soliil

wall, ^'ou may think that they would be blanked from

sight by the shrubs, but their dark green foliage, on the

contrary, forms a veritable bank or screen beiiind the

shrubs, while the wonderful blooms, from August to

December, which line the top of that wall of dahlias are

r. marvel to the eve. no less ! Thev also serve as an ef-

GOLDEX RIOTA
TIlis is exceedingly attractive. It looks Kke a big golden yellow egg
set on end and its leaf fronds all stick out edgewise like the leaves
of a book.

fective screen to the fruit and vegetable garden back

of them, which, with its tiny greenhouse and pergola

showing above the top of the dahlia hedge is suggesti\(.'

of solid comfort and good cheer to add to the more

aesthetic joys of the flowers.

It will be noted that many old favorites seem to have

been omitted from this planting. Xo shrubbery is com-

plete without the old-fashioned lilacs and sweet syringias.

to say nothing of the rhododendrons so often most mis-

takenly planted in the sun. Thev are, however, not in

the general slirubberv. for we have a better place for

tlieni. Lilacs should be in a clump by themselves, a land-

mark, an emphasis for some such important details as

a turn in the drive—and they were here so used. Sweet

syringia has such a habit of growing so large as to al-

most require a bed to itself, and its striking beauty
should be set off apart for the world to see. In this

planting there are three of them, forming the principal

shrubs, almost the only shrubs, in the circular bed which

forms the round turn of the drive. Seen down the curve

of the driveway the masses of cream-white blooms of

those syringias are in themselves an invitation to drive

in, if only for the pleasure of looking at them, and their

fragrant perfume is a snare for many an unbeliever,

who, passing by, is "overtaken unawares"—and con\-erted

into a rabid gardenist forthwith.

.As for the rhododendrons, an ideal place for them was

found along the northwest wall of the studio, where a

Heldstone chimney rose under the shade of the big forest

oaks and maples left standing when the lot was cleared.

Also six English ivy plants set close to the chimney base,

covered it in two years' time about twelve feet up from

the ground, and around the base were massed half a

dozen big rhododendrons whose glossy dark green lea\es

and purjile, white and maroon blossoms are a veritable

bank of color in the springtime.

In the northwest angle of the studio, where, because of

the forest trees the sun never shines except for a brief

KOSIKK'S BLUK SPRUCU
This is one of the most ornamental evergreens planted. A specimen this

size will cost about $'2.j, while the small ones are worth $1..'J0.

hour at hi,gh noon, we found a home for two hemlocks

and a balsam fir, the latter in the angle as being the more

pyramidal tree. Both of these species do well in the

sun also, but where you have shade or partial sunlight

they wdll get on quite as well, so that they are the best

selection for such places, leaving the sunloving spruces

and exotics for the east and south fronts of your build-

ing. The firs and hemlocks grow large, so beware of

planting them under windows or in small beds and bor-

ders. Their beautiful feather\-, fronded foliage and
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aromatic odor should never be missing from an Ameri-

can evergreen planting.

The location of this ])roi)erty in the balmy climate of

the New Jersey coast gave the owner an opportunity to

plant some rare and beautiful evergreens, not hardy
north of Philadelphia unless the climate is tempered by

some such large body of water as the Atlantic or its

bays. As the Colonial Dutch porch of the house was

made of red concrete, 4".^ feet by 10 feet wide, laid flat at

lawn le\'el at the top of the knoll, it would ruin the ef-

fect to plant shrubbery or even vines anywhere near it.

Only the most formal shrubs were allowed about the

porch
—two round-head box trees in red terra cotta vases

between the columns of the porch and two pyramidal
bo-x trees in tubs at the head of the entrance walk. But

at the southwest corner where the knoll fell off to the

ii!g the early spring lovely. All through the summer the

tree color persists, with but a slight tinge of green, and

It is not until late Xovember that the leaves fall, when we

still have a note of color in the glossy red twigs. It is a

small bush, never getting to any great height, if judi-

ciouslv pruned, and in this particular planting will prob-

ably reach 4 feet by 5 feet diameter at maturity.

A third plant is the thread-leaved retinospora, a quaint

assemblage of feathery green ostrich plumes ascending

a straight central trunk in regular whorls—a beauty,

to make anyone stop and examine. In front of the group
is a small intensely yellow and evenly shaped Biota,

while, forming a thickener or background for the whole,

is a bushy hemlock, a sister of the deodar in dark green.

Odd evergreens, however, quickly lead one astray into

the domain of the arboretum or tree collection, a thing to

A PL.AXTIXG FOR A LARGE COUXTRY HOME
Left to riglit

—Retinospora plutnosa, arborvitae and Xorway spruce with arborvitae on each side of the porch steps. Beyond it left to right again:
thread-branched retinospora, Irish juniper, biota orientalis, retinospora plumosa, arborvitae and Koster's blue spruce.

drive, was an opportunity for a few, a z'cry few, striking

evergreens. Easily the most conspicuous point on the

knoll, with the distances of the driveway and rear garden
behind it, whatever was put there would have to measure

up t(3 the honiir of being placed as it were in the limelight.

So here we planted a deodar, the East Indian cedar, a

silver-green fountain of feathery fronds—one of the

most unitine and beautiful evergreens in the world. So

far it has gotten through three winters, with a board

screen liehind it to protect it from the northwest wind

and a liberal pile of leaves banked around it. It will

probaljly li\e. in all its grace and beauty, for some tifteen

years, and max reach the two-century grandeur of the

one planted by Buffon in the Jardin des Plants. < )nce in

a dog's age, however, we have one of those unheard-of

winters, than which the memory of the oldest inhabitant

knoweth not a worse—and then the deodar will lie win-

ter-killed.

In this group also is that beauty of the maple family,

the Japanese blood-leaved maple, whose deep scarlet

leaves vie with the golden bells of the forsythia in mak-

be a\'oided. particularly on a small place. Your grounds
are distinctly not a nuiseuni, nor can \du afiord to sacri-

fice the unity and restfulness of masses of evergreens for

a bewildering variety of odd and curious trees, each clam-

(ring for more than its share of the general effect. If

you ha\e a large place, howc\cr. a few of them can be

indulged in. In northern localities the native white

spruce is always ;ui attractive tree with its regular conal

growth and bright green foliage and it is hardy clear up
to the Arctic Circle. Another odd tree is the queer north-

ern cedar, a native (jf the Land of Little Sticks, with its

dense spread of lower branches and funny little stalk of

a trunk carrying a few rags of cedar foliage
—a charac-

teristic object of any sub-Arctic landscape. It appears to

thri\e all the better in moderate climates but still retains

its cautious manner of growth, first spreading cut a foun-

dation of foliage and then sending up a wind-proof and

frost-proof whip i.if a trunk.

In balmy climates you can also try the Umbrella Pine,

a Japanese variety growing in a pyramid like a s[iruce,
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with the needles heavy and glossy dark green, arranged
in umbrella-like clusters—one of the most ornamental

evergreens in the world. Still further south, where the

climate approximates England's, one can grow the

South American araucaria outside. They are

plentiful in England, reaching 2 feet trunk di-

ameter and some 45 feet in height. With us

they are sold as a hothouse plant, very orna-

mental, the branches in regular whorls of dark

green needles sticking straight out from the

branch, recurved, graceful and fernlike in ap-

pearance. I should say that it would prove

hardy outdoors from Maryland south.

Another beauty, not hardy in severe climates.

is the silver pine, P. Excelsa. a graceful and

elegant tree with drooping silvery foliage, the

needles like white pine but longer. A 4-foot

specimen will cost $2, but the owner will get

at least $10 worth of pleasure out of it.

None of these specimens should be "lost"

in the mass of evergreens but rather empha-
sized by being planted at some conspicuous

place about the grounds.
A word as to the flowering shrubs. There

are eleven varieties of deutzias, nine spireas,

four sweet syringias, and four wigelias, so you
will do well to consult a good nurseryman's

catalogue so as to pick out the ones you pre-
fer. ]f you just order so many of each bv

name the florist will bring around the simple
standard varieties, but there are manv beauti-

ful hybrids and special sorts which will well

bear investigation before using up vour avail-

able shrub space.

In general your evergreens will come to

you with tlie ball of roots and earth done up in

burlaps, while the shrubs will have had the

roots cleared of earth and packed in moss. The
former can be planted with the burlaps on, as

it will soon rot away in the soil. Personally,
if the earth is still compact and moist, I take

off the burlaps as I always plant higher than

the nursery advises, knowing well the tendency of

gardens to rise, year by year, as more soil and manure
are added. The roots of the flowering shrubs want

dipping in thick mud before planting, and then the

earth is to be well packed about the roots. A shovel-

ful of well rotted manure is spread a few inches below
the surface after the roots have been well packed in

soil and finally a mulch of soft loose soil and manure is

piled about the young tree at the surface. The best time

for planting is .\ugust to mid-November; second choice,

-March to May first.

Finally, for the bulk of your evergreens, let me advise

our American species, hemlock, cedar, spruce, balsam

Planting diagram for a suburban place with evergreens and flowering shrub;
one hundred feet.

l*rontage

and pine ; and fur shrubs the good old-fashioned stand-

bys
—

pink and white deutzias, pink wigelias, cream-white

sweet syringias (or mock orange); spirea Van Houteii

(the dear old bridal wreath with its rows and festoons

of white dandelion-like flowers) and, lastly lilacs, laven-

der and white, without which May is not really the montlr

of Alay at all. And roses; lots of them. No special soil

required, but sunlight, at least from 10 to 4. No home
vet ever had more roses than it knew what to do with !



American Trees in German Forests
By T. S. Illick

UP(.)X

examining the maps showing the distribu-

tion and the structure of the forests of Germany
in the years i;!()0 and r.HiO, one will be aston-

ished by the wonderful change that has taken place

within a period that represents but a few generations
of trees. L'nquestional)ly man has pla\ed the leading

part in effecting this change. .A considerable portion of

the history of Germany during these six centuries is

written in blond. Fre(|uent warfare Ijetween on er twd

hundred independent states upon an area that now com-

prises the German Empire, and later the increase oi

population, the opening of agricultural lands, the devel-

opment of industrial enterprises, and the destructive

work of lumbermen present a picture of change anil

progress which enables n-> in jiart to CDinprehend the

important role that man played in changing the original

forest distribution.

The present structure of the (erman fnrests differs

far from what nature originally placed there. .Man ha,-'

improved ujion nature's methods by rearranging the

indigenous species and by introducing exotic species.

The major part of these structural changes came after

the advent of forestry. The jjlains along the valley of

the Rhine were (iriginally covered mainlv with hardwnod

species. The records of early militarv expeditions, as

well as the >tructural material found in houses built cen-

turies ago but still in existence, bear e\i(lence of this

liardwood fnrest. Todav manv parts r)f this same area

are covered by a coniferous forest, in which Scotch pine
is the chief ]jartici])ant. In the sixteenth century
the SaxDU 'T-'rzgebirge" were co\ered mainh' with hi'

and beech, but since the time nf 1 lenrv von Cotta, the

king of spruce and "father of conservative forestry,
"

we find that these same areas are now almost completelv
covered with spruce. The demand fur tan bark intni-

duced the coppice system nf handling oak. The substitu-

tion of chenn'cal tann.age for \egetable tannage has re-

duced the (leman<l, and hence the oak ci ippice forests are

rapidly disappearing, hi many places lieech and oak on

account of their Inng rotations are being replaced by
other species. .\ great many of the (".ennan forests are

in. a transition stage, which is gradual and cumulative in

f;.\(jr of the conifers. The jiresent p.irticipation in the

forest structure of the coniferous and bro.id-leax'ed

species expressed in per cent is lo..") and :!'.'. "i, res])ec-

tively. The hardwoods before the ad\'ent of fore-^trv had

a higher percentage than tlie\ ha\e todaw
( )f less magnitude than this rearrangement of the

indigenous species, l)ut of as vital significance, li.'is bee'i

the introilucti(jn of exotic sjiecies esijeciall}- from .\nier-

ica and l;i]);m. The main causes that actuated the intro-

duction of foreign species were the fear of a fuel famine.

<;.'2

commercial enterprise, aesthetic inclinations, silvicul-

tural experimentation, and the limited number of native

species of commercial importance. The hrst American

tree introducetl into Germany was the eastern Arbor-

vitae in lofili. This was followed by the black locust in

ICiOl, the bald cypress in 1(140, the tuli]) tree or yellow

pojilar in ir,(i;',, the red cedar in UUiJ:, the balsam fir in

KiltT, the white spruce and black spruce in 1700, and the

vhite pine in 17oo. The importation has continued, and

nl..\CK I.OCIST TREKS

Si-x sjiecimens of black lucust IS inches in diameter. Trees to tlie right
are Hin"oiiean larch, 'thev are located near the old castle at Ilerren-

chiemsee, Bavaria, C.ermany.

at the [)resent time practically everv species native to

-\merica can be found somewhere in Germany. Some
of the s])ecies that were introduced earlv have developed

such excellent records that they are now regarded as

naturalized members of the German forests. A few

s])ecies are eligi])le tor citizenship at the present time.

\,hile many other species, particularly those from western

Xorth .\meric;i, ha\'e been iiuroduced so recently that

judgment with reference to their (lualihcation for citi-

zenship nni>t lie deferred until more cinnplete ilala arc

al hand.
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The seed of black locust was first sent to Euroijc in

Kidl. This tree was among the first plants carried to

Euroi)e, and has since been projiagated so extensively

that it is now regarded as naturalized in every part of

the eni])ire except the northeast. The fear of a fuel

YKLLOW PUPtAR TKKR
Twenty inches in diameter and located in the old castle yard at

Ilerrenchiemsee, Bavaria, Germany. The trees to the left are black
locust.

famine, about 1T90, prompted the Hes-

sian .soldiers to make extensive importa-
tions of this species. They regarded it

as the savior of the nation. The impor-
tation decreased, however, as the fear of

the fuel famine subsided and as the

\alue of the native beech became more

fully known, largely through the efforts

of George L. Hartig. At present one

usually finds this tree in small open plan-

taticms upon poor sites, on the banks of

railroad cuts where it acts as an excellent

soil binder, and along avenues where it

usually has lieen decapitated with tlie

pruning shears until but a vestige of

life apparently seems to remain. lUack

locust has passed its high-water mark in

(".ermany. but has by no means fallen

into disreinite. It is still planted as a

lawn, park and street tree, and in the

forests upon very poor and sterile sites.

It seems to be freer from insect pests and fungal diseases

in Germany than in .\merica.

The red oak was introduced into Europe as early as

1740. It has at [iresent the widest distribution in Ger-

many of any American hardwood tree of commercial

importance. Jn the state of Baden alone in 1909 about

-l.'iC acres were stocked with this species, ranging in age

from one to eighty-two years. The younger plantations,

which cover Ijy far the larger area, show that this

species grows ver\- rapidly, suffers very much from the

ravages of rabbits, and prefers fresh deep humose loam

soil. In a young plantation of this species near Darm-

stadt 9(( per cent of the specimens were peeled by rab-

bits, while other species mixed with it, including the

luiropean oaks, remained untouched. A stand forty-two

years old had an average height of 57 feet, an average

diameter of -5 inches, and contained -tti 2/3 cords of wood

per acre, thus showing an average annual growth of

more than one cord per acre. Thinnings taken from this

stand at the age of forty years brought $G.12 per cord.

( iiic ijf the oldest and most interesting stands of red

oak in the state of liaden, covering about l.j acres, is

growing near the town of Rothenfels. It is a rather

open stand averaging about 105 trees per acre and is

now (191.")) eighty-eight years old. The trees have an

average height of 88 feet and an average diameter of

1 ; inches.

The rapid growth of the red oak is one of its most

commendable attributes. German records show that it

has grown 8 inches in one year, is feet in ten years. 3(1

feet in twenty years, 54 feet in fifty years, and that after

the fiftieth vear the rate of height growth decreases. It

is alst) regarded as more attractive ornamentally than the

native European oaks on account of its smooth bark,

straight branches, broad symmetrical crown, and the

beautiful .autumnal coloration of its leaves. Most of the

NATl'R.^L SKEI) REGHXERATIOX OF WHITE PIXE, TRIPPSTADT, GERMAXY
Early or open and incomplete stage ot regeneration.

German foresters who have plantations or stands of it

commend it very highly. They think that it will play

an even more im[)ortant role in the future than it has in
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the past. Their opinions are based upon the results of

experimental plantations extending over almost a cen-

tury, and in particular upon those established during the

past thirty years.

The Cottonwood was intmduced into Europe in 1T72.

It is now jjlanted extensively in the inundation district of

the Rhine, especially in the vicinity of the city of Karls-

ruhe. It is one of the most rapid-growing species in

Germany. According to Hartig. it may attain a height
of 47 to 53 feet in twelve vears, and 72 feet in forty

sugar maple, white ash, black birch, and yellow birch,

^lanv other species have been introduced which will

never be used for other than ornamental purposes.

White pine, the former nucleus of the American lum-

ber industry, was introduced into England in 1705, and

shortly afterward into Germany. It was the first exotic

coniferous species naturalized into Germany and Austria-

Hungary. Xo native European conifer surpasses it in

height and volume growth. In ten years it may attain

a height of 10 to 15 feet, in twentv vears 2G to 30 feet.

years. Near Karlsruhe, in thirty-one years one specimen in fort\- vears 53 to 00 feet, in eighty years 92 to 95 feet,

attained a height of in2 feet, a diameter of 22 inches and in one hundred years 105 to 110 feet. The largest

and contained more than one-half a cord of wood. white pine trees in Germany have reached a height of

130 to 135 feet andOther single spe-

cimens in forty to

fifty years have

yielded over a cord

of wood. The
German foresters

usually set out one-

year-old plants
raiseii from cut-

tings. Lately, how-

ever, thev ha\e

started to raise

some of the plants

from seeds. This

tree on account of

its rapid growth.
its suitability for

pulpwood, and its

natural wide distri-

bution in the east-

earn and middle

United States.

should play an im-

portant role in the

future forests of

eastern Xort';

America.

The tulip tree, also known as the yellow pojilar, was

introduced into Europe in 1003. .Most of the older

specimens are found in parks, gardens, and about castles.

It is not hardy in the extreme northern part of Germany
nor the high mountainous region in the southern part.

According to recent German experiments it can be estab-

lished best if set out in spring just after it has started

to put forth its new shoiils. This necessitates a careful

handling of the i)lants. In the municipal forest of

Heidelberg is a young plantation covering 1 '/i acres and

containing about 3,500 specimens. Heidelberg is located

in one of the mildest regions of Germany, and. as should

be expected, the plantation is in a very thrifty condition.

Among the other American hardwoods which have

been introduced rather extensively may be mentioned

the black walnut, wild black cherry, and the shellbark

hickory. In addition to these sjiecies one often meets

experimental plantations or isolated groups of butternut.

WHlTli PIXE Ai\D UuUcLAs HR
Ebersberger Park Forest, Germany

Three specimens are white pine. The fence protects tlie plantation from deer and rabbits.

Tlie plantation is 12 years old and the largest Douglas tir is 2S feet in height,
lir surpasses white pine in height growth.

a diameter of 5

feet.

As early as 179-1

a Hessian hunting

master, the for-

ester of his day,

b r o u g h t some

white pine seeds

w i t h him from
Am e 1 i c a . wit h

which he planted

about 15 acres of

land near Tripp-

stadt. in Rhenish

Bavaria. This

Stan d h a s now

passed the century

mark and contains

specimens "-35 to 35

inches in diameter

breast high. All

the seeds which

these trees pro-

duced until 1893

were collected for

commercial pur-

poses. Since 1S93 no seeds have been collected because

the seed-collecting business became less lucrative and

the forester in charge wished to experiment with natural

seed regeneration of white pine. For the past twenty-

two years nature's agents have disseminated the seeds

of these pines with the result that the oldest regeneration

is now closed or complete while the younger regenera-

tion is still open or incomplete, as shown in accompany-

ing illustrations. The natural regeneratii)!! was, how-

ever, assisted by a superficial working of the soil, and by

planting open or fail spots. Extended incomplete re-

generation cannot be tolerated where soil prices are high.

Some of the older specimens of this stand have been cut

and marketed. The prices obtained per lOoii board feet

in the log in the forest varies with the diameter. The

sul)joined schedule will give the prices of white pine and

a few other coniferous species :

Douglas
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pine have little value, at least less than any of the other

coniferous species, and certainly less than most hard-

woods. It seems advisable to recommend the establish-

ment of mixed stands in which white pine should be the

major species destined to produce quality, while the other

species should be regarded as minor and temporary, and

destined to produce material which can be removed in

early thinnings and sold at a fair price, thus offsetting

the initial constructive expense of the plantation.

Douglas fir was introduced into Europe in 1827. This

Diameter in inches outside bark butt

end of log.

34-lneh 20-inch 14-inch lo-inch 6-iueh

White pine per AI.. $49.00 $37.00 $30.00 $21.50 $12.50

Scotch pine
' "

. . 2G.00 23.00 22.00 18.00 11.00

Larch
' "

.. 3ti..30 27.00 26.00 21.50 14.00

Spruce
•• •

25.00 23.00 20.00 IG.OO

Fir
•• •

27.00 22.00 19.00 14.00

An excellent stand of while pine is also found in the

municipal forest of Frankfort located near Isenburg. In

1855 white pine seedlings two years old were planted was over a hundred years later than the white pine. In

with alternating rows of oak. The oak was entirely this relatively short period it has shown itself to be the

suppressed by the rapid-growing white pine. The fail- most valuable exotic species. It is daily growing in

rows of oak were filled in with Norway s])ruce, but it fa\or with the German foresters. In Prussia alone over

also proved a fail-

ure ov.-ing to the

strong handicap of

the white pine. The

result is a pure

stand of white [jine

with rather wide

spacing. In l!tll

this stand had 295

trees per acre av-

eraging 80 feet in

height and I'.'.j

inches in diameter.

The average an-

nual growth up to

1911 was 2 cords

per acre.

In the munici-

pal forest belong-

ing to the city of

Heidelberg, white

pine covers an area

of over 140 acres,

aggregating about

150,000 specimens,

which vary in age

from two to sixty-

five years. Among these 140 acres are some experi

ELliul'UA.X L.\RCH AND WHITE PIXE

Plantation 20 years old located in the Ebersberger Park Forest, Bavaria, Germany,
forest contains 19,209 acres and is the largest solid forest area in Germany.

mental plots. One was started in 1888 in which 2.750

two-year-( lid white pine seedlings were planted per acre

at an expense of $10.50. In 1908 at the age of twenty-

3 5 acres were

planted with it

prior to 1911, not

to niei^ion the

large acreage thai!

has been planted

in Bavaria, Hesse,

and Saxony. It is

found in pure and

mixed stands.

Some of the plan-

tations show.alter-

nating rows "of it

a n d some other

species, such a;?

white pine, Nor-

way spruce, and

European larch. In

almost every case

the Douglas fir far

surpasses the other

species in height

growth. Data from

(lerman nurseries

and plantations
show that it may
reach a height of

4 inches in one year, 8 inches in two years, 4(3 feet in

fifteen years, 56 feet in eighteen years, and 83 feet in

fifty-three years. It is relatively free from enemies, but

the deer feeds upon it rather freely, and in some places

This

two years, they had an average height of 26.5 feet, and a the foresters report that it suffers from snow break and

volume of 53 cords per acre. This shows an a\erage an-

nual increment of 2.4 cords per acre. The average annual

increment between 1903-1908 was 3.8 cords per acre.

The white pine can be found in pure and in mixed

stands in Germanv. The lessons to be learned therefrom

frost. In youth the plantations are usually surrounded

by a fence in order to keep out the larger destructive

animals. The terminal shoots of small plants are often

covered with tar to prevent the deer from eating or

injuring the terminal bud. Frost may do considerable

should be of great value to the American forester who damage to seedlings and transplants but seldom damages
is at present jilanting this species on a gigantic scale.

The advantages are in favor of mixed stands which show-

clearer boles, and yield a better quality of wood. De-

structive organisms, of which the white pine has many,
are also disseminated more readily in pure stands than
in mixed stands. It can also be seen from the schedule
of prices given above that the earlv thinnings of white

larger specimens. It recovers very readilj' from damage on

account of its numerous adventitious buds, and in this re-

spect surpasses most other coniferous species. Planta-

tions are usually established by using two to four year old

transplants, and spacing the plants 5X5 or GX6 feet.

In the municipal forest of Heidelberg is an experi-

mental plot of Douglas fir with the following data accord-
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ing to Oberforster Krutina : The experimental plot was In addition to the white pine, numerous other Ameri-

established in 1887 bv jjlanting three-year-old Douglas can species of pine have been introduced into Germany,
fir and two-year-old Xorwav s|iruce at a distance of four and can be seen in gardens, groves, and plantations. The

si)ecies that is receiving the greatest con-

sideration at the present time is the Jack

pine, due to its ability to grow on very

drv and sterile soil. It began to be in-

troduced I in a large scale after 1S'.)(I. in

which year Professor Alayr brought it to

light. In the vicinity of Eberstadt in

the state of Hesse are large parallel plan-

tations of Jack pine and Scotch pine.

The former grows more rapidly and

straighter, and seems less sensitive to

snow break, .More than a half million

trees of this species have alreaily been

planted in the state of Kavaria. .V single

rirni distributed more than si.x million

plants throughout Germany in l!lO(i.

just as jack pine is on the rise, so pitch

pine is (in the wane. Most of the stands

I if the latter species were established

with the belief that it yielded the pitch

(if commerce. Aljout twenty-five years

ago the mistake became fully known and

since then it has lieen receiving little

consideration. It is said to suffer con-

siderably froiu Cdld, late and early frosts,

snow, and wind. .Many of the existing

stands are being remo\'ed rapidh- to

W il
. lis*" y •
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small stands. It was discovered in Califdrnia in 1X5(1

and three years later it was introduced into (".ernian\'.

In the park forest at W'einheim, Germany, belonging to

the Count \on lierkheim, is an excellent stand of this

tree in nn'xture with tir. This stand is now ( l!)l.")) fifty

years old. In liill the Sequoia had an a\erage height of

.").) feet and an average diameter of 14 inches. A careful

count sh( wed Hi Se(|Uoias and ;i.Mi firs to the acre. The
firs are of the same age, but have only an average
diameter of T inches. The Sequoia prefers deep, fresh

soil, mild climate and high atmospheric nmisture. This

park forest of Count von ISerkheim covers apjjroximately
in acres and contains about Khi different species, most

i)f which are exotics, .\niong the exotics are 'M) species
I if American conifers and !• Americ;in board-leaved

species.

Germany has been impcirting .\merican forest trees

for three hundred and fifty years, with the result that

we find there today the oldest and best experimental plan-

tations of these species in the world. It is difficult to

tra\el far in Germany without seeing some American

trees. They are not only found in the forest, but arv

common in private and public parks and gardens, on

castle grounds, and along streets. Almost every Ameri-

can tree can he fmnul somewhere in German)'. It may.

however, be well to remember that while the introduction

into Germany of American trees has been going on for

a long time and on a large scale, yet their present aggre-

gate acreage is but a very small percentage of the total

area of the (^icrman forest.

NATIONAL FORESTS TAKE IN $2,500,000

Til
1{ .\ational Forests turned into the United

States Treasury during the fiscal vear ended

June .)ii. lIM.'i, nearly $-i, 51)0,Odd, an increase of

more than $4( »,()(>() over the receipts of the previous year,

according to a statement just issued by the Forest Ser-

\ice. The timber sales, which amounted to $1 ,U)4.t)()0,

yielded on account of the depressed condition of the

lumber industry about $;'.),000 less than those of the

previous fiscal }-ear. but the gain was made i^ossible b\

larger revenues from other sources. The grazing re-

ceipts, which totaled $1 ,l-v'5,oii(l, increased $12T.()()0 over

last year, and the water-power receipts, which amounted
to not (|uite .S'.in.ouo, showed an increase of nearlv

S-|-i,0(Hi,

The demoralization of the turpentine industr\' on

account of the war's curtailment of the naval stores mar-

ket caused the receipts from the sale of turpentining

privileges on the National Forests to drop to about $9,000,

as against nearly $] 5,000 last year. The sale of special

use permits, under which all sorts of enterprises, from

apiaries to whaling stations, are operated on the forests,

yielded nearly S7s,oou, an increase of $i),00() over last

year. There was a decrease iif nearly $37,000 in the

revenue derived by the settlement of trespass cases in

which (rovernnient limber had been cut without

intent to defraud, the revenue from this source being

only a little more than $:l,0oo. More than $7,0()0, how-

ever, was collected from other timber trespass cases.

Grazing trespass cases yielded nearly $(!,000, an increase

of about $1,001); occupancy trespass cases, which oc-

curred in only one of the seven forest districts, turned
in something less than $250; about $(iO was derived fmm
turpentine trespass cases, and $ti(IO from tire trespass
cases, the latter being more than $7,000 less than the

amount collected in the ])re\ious fiscal year for dam;ige
to Government property through hres carelesslv or wil-

fully started in or near National Forests.

CHUGACH FOREST REDUCED

Tllh'.

area ni the Chu.gach National Forest, Alaska,

which is to be crossed by the railroad that the

Goxernment is Ijuilding from Seward to Fair-

banks, is reduced nearly one-half by a proclamation

signed by President Wilson, returning approximateK-

5,802,000 acres to the jjublic domain. This action follows

classification of the land by the Forest Service, showing
that tlie areas involved are not of high enough timber

Aalue to warrant Government protection, and means the

largest elimination of National h^irest land e\er made

by a single Presidential proclamation.
The liiiundaries of the forest, as redrawn Ijy the I 'resi-

dent's proclamation, now contain aijproximately 5,.sl,S,0o0

acres, sujiporting about S billion feet <_)f merchantable

timber. On the area thrown out of the forest there is in

the aggregate a large amount of timljer, but it is so

sparse and scattered as to be of little or no commercial

value. The land remaining within the forest, however,

contains the largest and most accessible supplv of timber

for the develoijment of the great mineral fields to the

north of Pering River, and is the region in which the

Alaskan Engmeering Commission has been authorized

to cut iSo million feet of timber for use in constructing the

Government's new railroad. On account of the time re-

tiuired for cutting and seasoning construction timbers, the

Commission has had to purchase some lumlter from

\\'ashington and ()regon, but as cutting has already com-

menced on the Chugach, it is expected that the Alaskan

limber will soon be serving the needs of the railroad

builders.

The lands eliminated by the proclamation are in three

large tracts; one along the entire southerl_y slope of the

Chugach Mountains, the second lying northeast of

Seward, between Resurrection Bay and Kings P.av. and

the third, northwest of the Kenai .Mountains in the

legion around Tustamena and Skilak Lakes. In addi-

tion, the towns of Hope, Sunrise, Ken.ii. ;ind Ninilchek

are eliminated.



The Problem of Forest Conservation
Bv W. B. Greelev, Director de the American Forestry Association

TJIE
important question about forest con-

servation now is : Will it break down in

the face of concrete business necessities."

Much has been done to put the public forests

upon sound footing. Marked progress has been

made in the development of State forest activities

and in bringing about efifective cooperation of

many different agencies for preventing forest

fires. But the critical problem of the SO per cent

of private timber in the United States has

scarcely been touched. We can neither "])reacli,

print, pray, nor ballot" the owner of timberland

into the practice of forestry when it does not pav.

Forest conservation must come to grips with

this problem sooner or later. Its first task is to

assemble the facts and look them squarely in the

face—how far the status of wood has changed
from a necessity to a competitor for a place in

the market, what it costs not only to grow wood
but to hold and protect merchantable timber

which cannot be marketed for many years, and

what readjustments of our economic conceptions

may be necessary to permit the thrifty use and

perpetuation of the timber resources of the cnun-

try. The business difficulties and needs of the

forest-using industries must be understood.

Means must be found wherel)y the handling of

their resources can Ije adapted tn the larger,

permanent interests of the conntry: liut thev

must be sought thniugh mutual recognitior,. bv

the public and the forest-using industries, of the

economic well-being of each other and, if need

be, by mutual sacrifices. The first thing to be

done is to get the situation clearlv understood

by everyone.

To this task forest conservation should addrc

w. B. greelev, wasiii.ngton, d. c.

Director of the ,\nicrican Forestry Association.

It-

self and prove its rijrht to lie written
sporadic outlmrst of enthusiasm, lint a sustained effort

down, not as a to make the most of national resources.

Tree Planting Along the Lincoln Highway
Bv (iRAi.i-: I\(ii'i:r .\'e\itt

OXE
of the most extensive enterprises in roadside section of the highwav is under the direction of the

planting ever undertaken is that of the Lincoln conservation chairman of its own women's clubs. The

Highway which extends from ocean to ocean, a organization from New York to California is complete
distance of 3,400 miles. The work is being done under and in manv of the states, the trees, shrubs and flowers to

the direction of the General Federation of Women's be planted ha\e been selected. In New York State, the

Clubs. The planting is to be individual and e;ich state plan for the "Sunrise Entrance" of the Highway in-
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eludes the planting of white oak, reminiscent of Lincoln's

career. With it will be combined Norway maples, hem-

locks and white birches.

Masses of American laurel ha\e been selected by the

New Jersey women as decorative for the highway as it

enters cities and towns or passes historic spots and fruit

trees will be extensively jjlanted throughout the state.

The natural forests along the way, with laurels, hardv

vines and perennials, have been adopted for Pennsvlva-

nia in an attempt to preserve and accentuate the native

\egetation. presenting to the traveler a beautiful wild

garden. Again in Ohio the wild garden etTect will be

used. \ ariety will be the aim of Indiana, the occidental

plane tree, or sycamore indigenous to that state, elms,

hardwood maples, golden glow and roses all figure widely
in the plan. A "Lincoln motif" in plants and trees illus-

trative of certain of Lincoln's characteristics has been

arranged in Illinois. Among the trees included in the

arrangement are white oaks, to typify the national appeal
of Lincoln's character, as it has the widest range of all

trees, the red cedar, an evergreen, symbolizing the per-

manence of his fame, and flowering dogwood a reminder

of the rail splitting days of the former President, since

the latter shrub was prized by the pioneers for the making
of wedges. In Iowa, Illinois and Indiana, it is noted that

the prairie rose will mark the approach to cities, towns

and spots of historic interest. The Kentuckv coffee tree

recalls the state of Lincoln's birth, while the wild grape,
the silver bell tree, and the June-berry signif\- other

sides of his character in the poetic conception outlined by
the women's clubs.

West of the Mississippi River the highwav will be

bordered much of the distance by cottonwood trees. In

Wyoming, the native cottonwood, cjuaking aspen, box

elder and the old standbys in which are numbered pines

and cedars find a place. Segra lilies, the state flower of

Utah, the pines of the hills, and cottonwoods have been

chosen for those sections of the road where vegetation
will flourish in Utah. Unusual difficulties are presented
to the women in the state of Nevada. The road stretches

S.JO miles, often through desert where for 40 or .^O miles

there is no water and no possible way of irrigating. The
tree planting committee of the state has expressed the

expectation of securing assistance from the forestry
service and from the State University. Cedars, pines,

junipers are the state's nati\e trees and can be em-

ployed along the rivers and in the mountain districts.

A long lane bordered with California poppies, of golden
hue, blue lupines, and the many vari-colored flowers of

the California hillsides combined with pepper trees in

abundance and other native trees promises an ending to

the Lincoln Highway unexcelled in its attractiveness.

The planting on the Lincoln Highway itself, will be

but a small part of the finished plan, for all the school

yards along the route are to be beautified, and many in-

quiries have come to the planting committee in charge
from the Southern States, which it is expected will result

in road planting throughout the South with a possibility
of new roads being built. In Georgia, the state Society
of the Daughters of the Confederacy have already an-

nounced plans for a "Jeft'erson Davis Highway" which
will also reach from ocean to ocean beginning at the

I'otomac and extending to the Rio Grande.

PROTECTING REDWOODS

F(
)REST owners of California are taking an active

interest in effective and economical protection of

the forests against fire, as is shown by the fact

that three local forest protective associations have been

organized in Mendocino County.
These three associations will protect over one-half

million acres of redwood forests by cooperation among
the owners.

These, with the Redwood Fire and Protective Asso-

ciation, which was organized four years ago, will place

practically all of the redwood forests of that county
under systematic protection. These local associations

will cooperate with the California Forest Protective

Association, which is actively engaged in organizing such

associations throughout the timbered counties of the

State, and it is expected that practically all the privately
owned timberland will be under such cooperative pro-
tection against forest fires before the dry season of 1915.

In Santa Cruz County the forest and home protective
association was organized early in the season and has

been able to almost entirely prevent forest fires in that

county. This is an especially good record because the

most extensive and destructive forest fires in the State

during 191.3 were in Santa Cruz County. This associa-

tion is also cooperating with the California Forest Pro-

tective Association.

Wherever the privately owned timberlands are adja-
cent to the National Forests, many of the owners coop-
erate with the Federal Forest Service for protection

against fire and this cooperative work is being rapidlv
extended as the benefits are realized by both the Federal

foresters and the owners.

Without doubt this cooperative system can be carried

on more effectively and economically through local forest

protective associations, especially as they will be able to

secure the participation of small owners.

While this cooperation between the Federal Forest

Service and local forest protective associations, com-

posed of private owners, will do much to preserve the

forests of merchantable timber, there are vast areas of

cover growth which are not protected.
This can be accomplished only by a law providing

for cooperation on the part of the State with the Federal

Forest Service and private owners of timberland. which
would eft'ectively protect from fire all the merchantable

timber and all the cover growth on the watersheds.

A law providing for such cooperation on the part of

the State was introduced in the Legislature of 1913 by
the State Conservation Commission. It was known as

Assembly Bill 643, was approved by Gifford Pinchot,
Federal Forester Henry S. Graves and other authorities

on forest protection, and passed both the Senate and

Assembly. It was opposed by the State Forester, how-

ever, and was not signed by Gov. Johnson.



Indiana's Forestry Home
Bv ]!uRK X. Pkicxticic

in.£;s at the reservation, will form a part oi the exhibit,

to notice many factors of growth which are of vital in-

terest to the woodlot invner.

.\11 this material clearly and vixidly shown, together

with actnal ])hotographs of plantations and under plant-

Tlll{

Indiana State Hoard of Forestrv is planning

a large forestry exhibit for the new building at

the State Fair at Indianapolis, September li to 1 1 .

The board has now at its disposal a building well

suited for its ])Urpose. It is of the bungalow type, ".'4 by
3(i feet. It will be occupied b\-

an extensive exhibit of the for-

ests of the State and their prod-

ucts. The results of the work

of the State Board at the Indi-

ana forest reservation are tt) be

graphically shown. .-\ complete

dendrological collection of the

timber trees of Indiana is to oc-

cupy another section; statistics

and charts outlining the status

of the wood-Working industri.s

of the State are to be given a

third section, wdiile a fourth

large section is to Ije occupie 1

bv the lumbering, utilization anii

timber preservation interests of

tlie State. It is desired that no

phase of tlie situation be omit-

ted, to the end that tliis new

home of the State Hoard during

the fair may be a jjlace of such

interest to all lumljermen and those in any way interested

in forestrv that they will make it their headquarters

while on the grounds.
For several years the Hoard has been carrying on a

series of e-\i)eriments at the State Fcjrest Reser\ation.

near Henrvville. Ind.. to determine important factors

that enter into the maintenance of Indiana woodlots.

It is said that in Germany negative information is con-

sidered of as much value as that oi a positi\e nature.

The proof that certain species of trees are until for

soil and climatic conditions existing in Indiana should PHILIPPINE LUMBER FOR CHINA

be as valuable to woodlot owners as the proof that cer- The Director of the I'hilippine I'.ureau of Forestrv.

tain others are particularly adapted to that climate. The who has recently returned from a trip to China in the

Board finds that some valuable s])ecies of trees make a interests of I'hilippine lumber, reports that there is a

rapid and financially successful growth in the State's market in China for all the lumber produced in the

woodlots, while many other less valuable species, which islands if the projjcr connections can be made between the

unfortunately are often permitted to take up space in the producer and consumer. The Chinese dealers want a

woodlot, cannot be made to show a profit. guarantee of a constant sui)ply. They are not willing

The reservation, wdiich covers an area of some v!,tiiii) to acce]it one consignment, but demand that thev be as-

acres, is located on some of the poorest soil in Indiana. sureil of continuous sup])ly. e\en though it be small. An

Experiments which have been carried on there are of .\merican formerly in the service of the Philippine Gov-

especial value, because this is the ])articular class of ernment. now in business in Shanghai, reports that there

soil least suited for agriculture. The State Board has is a demand there for Philii)pine lumber, but there is not

A ST.\TIC FORKSTRV BUILDING
Krecleci liy tlie Indiana State Board of Forestry for exiiibition purposes at the State Fair, Indianapolis,

Indiana. State Forester E. A. Gladden at the eiurance.

The Board announces a special feature of interest to

the friends of closer wood utilization throughout the cen-

tral hardwood region. This is the apjiearance of Air.

K. A. Sterling as one of the list of speakers. He is :\

well-known autliorit\- on utilization subjects and a li\e

factor in the combat between wood and its substitutes.

He will represent the new Trade Extension department
of the National Lumber Manufacturers' AsstX'iation of

Chicago.

kept accurate growth records of the demonstration plots

and reforestation work at the reservation. 'Idle large

varietv in the species under experimentation has brought
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a constant supply, anil the ])urchaser is ne\-er sure of

getting enough of the same class to complete his particular

job.



Ornamental and Shade Trees
A Dcpartiiu'iit fur the .Idv'uc ami I iistnictioii of Mcnihrrs of the .Imciicnn l-orcstry Association

l'jiiTi:i) ]\\ J. J. Li'AisoN, 1!. A., M. F.

Arboriculturist Brooklyn I'ark Department. Author of "Studies of Trees." and Lecturer on Ornamental and

Shade Trees. Yale University Forest School

TIMKI.V SUC.CHSTIONS FoK Till-: I'KUNJCK nl" I.IKNAMENTAL AND SHADK TRICES

SF.]"'T1''.MI'>I'',K

is iIk' month when pruning of orna-

nicntal and shade trees can he done to the greatest

ad\antage. The dead branches can he chstin-

guislied Ironi the h\e ones very readily at this season,

the general contour of the tree can be judged with greater

ease and climbing mto the branches can be done more

safely than on a cold winter day. The following hints

will lielp the pruncr in preventing injur\' to himself or

others and in accomplishing his work in accordance with

correct pruning principles.

HINTS ON CLI.Mr.INC

Set out the danger signs before commencing heavy

pruning work.

Examine the condition of your ladder and tie its ui)per

end to the tree before starting out.

Be sure of the strength of your branch before tying

an extension ladder to it.

Do not slant the extension ladder too much.

Always watch the ujjper end of your ladder. Alway;
have another man hold your ladder when you go up to

tie it or when you come down after untying it.

Never remain in a tree or on a ladder while a limb is

being pulled off or lowered.

Examine all rope before using it on heavy work.

In removing a heavv branch use two ropes, one to

guide, the other to lower the branch.

Use caution where high power wires are running

through or alongside of trees, as the insulation may be

worn oft and make work very dangerous, especially in

wet weather.

Always consult your foreman before taking up any
work where risk is involved.

Before starting out on a tree, judge its general condi-

tion. The trunk of the tree that shows age. disease or

wood-destroying insects generally has its branches in an

equally unhealthy condition. Greater precautions should,

therefore, be taken with a tree in this condition than with

a young vigorous tree.

The different kinds of wood differ naturally in their

strength and jjliabilitv. The soft and brash woods need

greater precaution than the strong and pliable ones. All

the poplars, the ailanthus. the silver maple, the chestnut,

the catalpa and willow are either too soft or too brittle

to depend on without special care. The elm. hickory and

oak have strong flexible woods and are. therefore, safer

than any other. The red oak is weaker than the other

oaks. The sycamore and beech have a tough cross-

grained wood and are. therefore, fairly strong. The lin-

den has a soft wood, while the ash and the .gum, though

strong and flexible, are apt to sjilit.

BAOLV pkl.\i;d tree
In order to make room for the overhead wires this tree was cut as
shown in the pliotograph and its unsightly and unnatural appearance
is at once an evidence that the work was improperly done.

Look out for the limb that shows fungous growths.

Every fungus sends out a great many fibers into the main

body of the limb, which draw out its sap. The interior

of the branch then loses all strength and becomes like a

powder. Outside appearances sometimes do not show

the interior condition, but one can be sure that every time

he sees a fungus popping out there is trouble behind it,

and the limb is not altogether safe.

When the limb is full of holes or knots, it generally

indicates that borers have been working all kinds of gal-

leries through it, making it unsafe. The silver maple
and the svcaniore maple in this locality are especially

full of borers which in many cases work on the underside

931
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MT. VERNON, AND ITS SHADE TREES

of the branch so ihat the man in the tree looking down whorl, they should not all l:>e cut away at the same time

cannot see its dangerous condition. lest the tree be girdled. This arrangement of liranches

A dead limb witli bark falling ofi' indicates that it died occurs most frequently in the coniferous trees,

at least three months before, and is, therefore, less safe

than one with its bark tightly adhering to it.

Branches are more apt to snap on a frosty day when

they are covered with an icy coating than on a summer

day.

A rainy or drizzly day causes the branches of a tree

tc be slippery, and greater precautions are then necessary.

HINTS ON rRUxXIXG

Mt. \'ernon, X. Y., and its authorities deserve con-

gratulation upon the organization of a permanent Shade

Tree Commission and a municipal office and field force

to care for its shade trees and work up a plan for present
and future j)lanting.

Alt. Vernon, a city of under 40,000, is one of the

smaller communities supporting such a department, but

Always use a pole saw and pole shears on the tips of shows the characteristic progressiveness of that city, and

long branches, and use the pole hook in removing dead is indicative of the growing interest throughout the coun-

branches of the ailanthus and other brittle trees where it tr\- in having the shade trees properly cared for. A
would be too dangerous to

reach them otherwise.

Do not "Head Back" or

cut off the top of a tree ex-

cept where the tree is old

and failing, and then under

special instructions.

Be as sparing and as ju-

dicious in your pruning as

possiljle, and do not raise

the Ijranches so high as to

make the tree look like a

telegraph pole.

Commence pruning the

tree from the top and finish

at the bottom.

Make e\ery cut as close

and parallel to the trunk

as possible.

Your saw must be well

set and sharp in order to

make the cut perfectly

smooth.

Leave no stubs, dead and

dying wood, or fungus-covered branches behiufl you.

Do not fail to cover every wound with coal tar. not

allowing it to needlessly run down the trunk.

Do not remo\e sexeral large branches on one tree at

a time. The^- nui^t l>e removed gradually, the work ex-

tending over several seasons.

Prevent tearing the bark oft' the trunk in removing

large limbs by first making an "undercut."

Make the cuts on a slant. Some trees, like the elm,

sycamore, linden and willow will stand the process of

IU,>W NOT TO PRTNE TREES
In the accompanying article is much excellent advice on how to prune

trees and if this is carefully followed such results as are seen in this

photograph may be avoided.

wealth of trees graces the

streets of Mt. \"ernon,

most of which were planted

thirty-five to forty-five

years ago. The maples

comprise the majority
while the elms, lindens,

poplars and horse chestnuts

are very abundant, the rest

being well distributed

among some twenty-five

species. The tree condi-

tions are those usually

fiiund in all cities where

systematic care has been

unknown. Some of the

oldest trees are show-ing

^igns of decay : and faulty

spacing of many of the

trees is the natural result

of haphazard individual

planting. The insect dam-

age this year has been re-

markably slight, especially

when compared with the hea\y inroads made by the tus-

sock moth and other insects in some of the eastern cities.

The Shade Tree Commission has made an early start and

Ijy so doing will avoid that almost treeless period from

which so many cities ha\e suffered due to lack of jjroper

foresight.

Many European cities are famous for their far-sighted

policies and the size of improvement projects which they

undertake; harbors, waterways, transportation facili-

ties, ])arkways and boulevards are all planned in accurate

heading back more than others, and the [jnplar is a tree oetail long in advance of actual development

that must be cut back every few years to keep its crown

from becoming too tall and unsafe.

When you shorten a branch leave a few twigs at the

end in order to draw the sap to the freshly cut wound

and thus enable the growing layer under the bark to

heal it over.

In trimming small branches or shoots, the cut must be

made just above a bud.

When several branches come out from the trunk in a

always planned with the idea of benefiting the greatest

number of people. The reason may be found in the ever-

present attitude of sacrificing the individual for the good
of the community. In this country it is usually the in-

dividual or corporation that prospers at the expense of

the municipality. Playgrounds, parks and well shaded

streets are of prime importance in adding to the comfort

of any community, thus making the city more attractixe

to strangers and more appreciated by the residents.
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Tne American city is, however,

gradually realizing the vital need of

caring for its citizens and of making

life more enjoyable for them. It has

recenllv awakened to the need of more

trees and parks as factors in the city

beautiful and city healthful, and has

already dune much along these lines.

h"\er\ i)rogressive city nowadays has a

tree department or is considering the

organization of one. Mt. Vernon is

therefore very timely in its recent

choice of a trained forester to head its

tree work. Mr. A. (jakley Smith, a

graduate of the Yale Forest School,

who fills this office, has specialized in

the care of ornamental and shade trees

at the Yale School and has enhanced

his experience under such men as Vi-

tale, jMunson-W'hitaker and others.

TRKES OF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL

Washington, D. C, now has 584.18

miles of shade trees, with an average

of 352 trees to the mile, according to

the annual report of Trueman Lanham,

superintendent of trees and parkings,

presented to the District Commission-

ers. The total number of trees is 103,-

135. During the last year 3,388 trees

were planted and 3,59G removed, mak-

ing an increase of 792 trees.

No other city in the world can com-

pare with Washington in the mileage of

oak planted trees, according to the re-

I)ort. There are 52,783 miles of them

I M I'ROI'liRLV i'KUNKD

Shade tree on a city's sidewalk as an

examiile of iiow not to cut liranches.

Stul)S are shown projecting from tlie

trunk and limbs while the cutting
s'lonhl he close to the trunk or the

limb.

BAVONNK, N. J., TRICE WORK

Bayonne, N. J., has some beautiful

shade trees worth preserving and

should have many more planted. The

following editorial in the Bayonne Re-

view indicates the sentiments of the

city's residents :

"The shade trees of Bayonne have

])cen remarked by many visitors as its

crowning beauty. They have been sur-

prised at the verdant streets and the

heavy foliage in a city that they had

i)een led to believe was a collection of

(jil tanks and tall chimneys.

"That this beautiful feature of the

city has been left untended and uncared

for by any pulilic authority has also

been a source of surprise to many.
"The appointment of a city forester

is not a useless job. It can be made a

most important one and for Bayonne,

can fill the place occupied by the shade

tree commissions in other cities."

OUKSTIONS AND ANSWERS

O. Some one told me that the pop-

1,-ir tree is not a desirable tree to plant.

1 'lease give me a reason, if that be true.

A. F. L., Indianapolis, Ind.

A. For general planting the Caro-

lina and all other poplars are not de-

sirable. They are short-lived trees and

their wood is so soft and brittle that

they very readily break in windstorms.

They grow too fast and generally be-

come top-heavy and dangerous. Their

here on the streets, or 28.15 miles of streets have a double (i„er rootlets penetrate the neighboring sewer and water-

row of the oak trees. During the past year more s\ca-
pipes and their larger roots upset the sidewalk. Their

mores were planted than any other variety. Trimming leaves drop earlier than the leaves of other species and

of trees was handicapped considerably during the twelve xht catkins of the female tree are quite a nuisance to

months by scarcity of funds. More than 55,U00 trees
pedestrians in the spring. The only reason for planting

were sprayed, a vigorous crusade having been waged the poplar is where the local soil and atmospheric condi-

against the tussock moth and other insects.

BUFFALO PROGRESSING

City Forester Filer of Buffalo writes: "Plenteous

rains and absence of hot weather makes the 1915 summer

and spring the best we have had in Bulifalo for 10 years

for trees. Last vear at this time the trees looked pretty

tions are so poor that nothing else will grow as well or,

in case of the Lombardy poplar, its use is justified for

aesthetic effects. A screen of poplars is also very de-

sirable at times.

Q. I would like to get literature which would be of

use to me on a small place, about two acres, in Dutchess

burned and tough, but today they are green and fresh
Com^ty_ ,.,0^ practically bare, except for a few ash

and l)eautiful.
"

That Buffalo will in the future be "a

city of trees," Forester Filer has a corps of men now at

work treating the young trees all over the city, restaking

and readjusting wherever needed. The tree-trimming

will continue until cold weather. Twelve spraying crews

have completed war on the tussock moth and started

out to destroy the cocoons. Because of the consistent

crusades against the tussock moth in Piuffalo the specie

is becomins; less and less each vear.

This is the last slope of the hills south of Fishkill where

I have thought I might develop a very small nursery

{robablv of deciduous trees. But having no practical

knowledge, only general interest. I do not know what

books would be of the most service.

A. R. V. H., Lake George, N. Y.

A. For literature, see "Studies of Trees" by J. J.

Levison, and "The Care of Trees" by Dr. B. E. Fernow,
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both included in American Forestry's "List of Books A. The most useful and cheapest guard is made of

on Forestry." For specific instructions, kinds of plants. wire netting, J/4 inch mesh and Xo. U! or Xo. K gauge,

planting, etc., write to any of the tree nurseries whicl; It should be six feet high and should have a piece of

advertise in Amkric.w Fiirestrv. liose on its upper end to prevent chafing.

O. What are the best trees to plant in front of ni}

house in the city of New York?

.\. de C. A'cji.' York Ciiy.

A. The Oriental sycamore (Plataiiiis oriciitalis) is

r.ndouljtedly the hardiest and generally best adajited to

the unfavorable concHtions of the average city street. It

grows fairlv rapidlv, is ordinarily free from insects and

disease and forms a symmetrical ci>m])act crown. The

Xorwav maple {Acer plataiioidcs } is the next best tree

to plant and the Red oak, Furojiean small leaf linden

and Gingko are still others that may be chosen. The

species is, of course, an important consideration, but no

tree will do well on the city street unless one jirovides

from two to four cubic yards of good loam an<l jilants

the tree with great care.

O. \\'e have at our summer home at Mackinac Island.

two beautiful maple trees, one hard maple and the other

a soft majjle. The soft maple, perhaps -""lO or (iO years

old, seems to be dying out. The lea\'es are turning yel-

low and some of the top branches are dead. We find

many small holes drilled through the bark, and into thi

bodv of the tree, as clean as though a gimlet had been

used. We have renioved some of the bark, and find a

coating of seeminglv dead wood of a brownish color

about an eighth of an inch thick. Cleaning this ott. we

find good, live wood underneath. We have removed the

bark in several places and find the same condition exists

in each case. Will >ou kindly advise what way we should

proceed in the way of treatment to save this tree?

J. R. 11.. Detroit. Micbitjan.

A. From \our description, it seems that the li\ ing

tissue of the soft niaiile. situated immediately underneath

the outer bark, has already Ijeen injured liy an insect

which has emergeil some time ago. If this "coating of

dead wood" binds ilie whole circumference of the tree,

then it is doubtful whether anything can be done to sa\e

the tree. If parts of the tissue underneath the bark are

still good and fre.-!i. then you might resort to "heading

ir.." which means cutting in the whole tO]) of the tree

heavilv. .\ soft maple will stand the treatment. This

should be done in September.

Q. What shall 1 do to combat the elm leaf beetle?

j. H. M., ]Vorcester. Mass.

A. Sprav with arsenate of lead during the latter part

of May and gather the pupal at the base of the tree dur-

ing the first ten days in .\ugust.

Q. What i.- the best guard for street trees?

A. M. P., Reading. Pa.

Q. Can you tell me what causes maple leaves to turn

rtddish brown in midsummer, and if harmful to the

trees i
c ^ M. L., Poughkecpsie. X. Y.

A. Alaple leaves generally turn reddish brown in mid-

summer when the supply of water is cut oil from the

roots. Cultivation and watering will generally revive

the trees.

O. Can you tell me what to do for a large hickory tree

which has good nuts, but few of which mature?

T. 1!. S.. Hackeusaek. A". J.

\. The first thing suggesting itself in answer to your

query about your hickory tree is that the frugality of

mature nuts is due to an inherent quality of barrenness

in the tree itself, something that is very hard to over-

come but has in rare instances been corrected by topwork-
It is necessary that this shall be done by a specialist in

tb.is line of work, and it is quite an expensive process.

Would suggest that you write to Dr. Deming, Secretary

of the Xorthern Xul (Growers Association, Georgetown,
Connecticut, for fuller information. It is possible that

the condition might be helped by seeing that the groimd
about the tree is fertile and in good condition and that it

has ])lenty of moisture, as the hickory demands more

moisture than nianv other species.

0. How shall 1 kill a grub in a majile tree?

-Mks. M. M. L., Coluiuhns. Ohio.

A. Inject carl)on bisulphide into the Imrrow and clog

the orifice immediately after injection with a bit of soap.

The soap will prevent the deadly gas generated by the

carbon Ijisulphide from coming out. The following da}-

remove the soap and ])aint the wound with coal tar.

WORK foR the month OE SEPTE.Mni:R

1. I'rune the shade and ornamental trees in the Fall

before the leaxes drop.

'i. Collect and destroy the eggs of the tussock moth

and cocoons and egg-masses of other insects.

:5. Remove borers in fruit trees and look out for

borers in other trees.

4. .Mark with v'liite paint all deatl and hopelesslv
diseased trees which are to be cut down in winter. At

this time one can see them better than in the winter time.

'<. X'isit the nurseries this month and select the ])lants

required for planting in the Si)ring of 1!M(1. .\t this

time one can have a wider choice of material at abso-

lutely staple prices. The plants mav be left standing
in the nursery for deliverv in the spring.



Children's Department
Devoted to iiupaiiiih/ iiifoniiatioii about trees, Zi'oods and forests to boys and yirls so that tliev iiiav grow to knoiv

how necessary trees are to the health. Tt'r(;///( ami future of tlieir country.

Bv Bristow Adams

HOW A TREE GROWS

THROUGHOUT
its lite a tree grows only at the

tips of the twigs ami at the tips of the rootlets.

\\'lien any part except the \ery end of stem, or

branch, or rout is once formed, it keeps its same place

and grows neither up nor down. Thus a nail driven into

a tree trunk will always be the same height from the

grounrl. no matter how old the tree may become. While

the tree may push up higher or down deeper, its branches

cnce formed remain in exactly the same position which

thev had when they first sprouted. Many persons suppose
that the whole tree pushes up in height. Xot many years

ago there was a story current that a man had set his

barn upon willow posts, and that the posts grew- up in

the air so that at the end of a few \'ears he boarded in

the lower part of the barn and had another story. This

process continued inilefinitely until he had a regular sky-

scraper, and then converted it into a silo. While this

story may have started as a joke, it was repeated in many
newspapers and periodicals as an interesting fact. That

it is not true is proved by the fact that "blazes" or axe-

marks cut in the bark of trees by our earlier surveyors
have remained in exactly the same position for hundreds

of years, perhaps being grow'n over by the bark as the

tree increased in girth.

THE P.XRTS 01" .\ TREE

A tree is composed of three parts, the head or the

crown, the trunk or bole, and the roots. Each one of

these three parts is further divided into other parts ; in

the crown are branches which in turn form into branch-

lets, and these into finer sprays or twigs which bear the

leaves and fruit. Just as the branches are di\isions of

the bole or trunk, so the roots are divided into rootlets

which are covered with root hairs.

Each of these parts is necessary and helps to carry on

the tree's life. The roots have two purposes: First, they
absorb the water which contains the tree food that comes

out of the soil; and, seciind, they hold the tree in place

by anchoring it firmly to the ground. Some trees, such

as the maple, have wide-spreading roots that keep near

the surface ; others like the hickory develop a deep tap-

root which goes almost straight down.

TI
1 1{ trunk or stem also has two duties to ])er-

form. It holds the branches up, and rises to a

sufficient height so that it can bear these branches

and leaves where they can get the sunlight. In the for-

ests, the topmost branches of the tree extend farthest,

reaching up and u]j to the sunlight. For this reason, the

trees which grow in dense woods, closely surrounded by
their neighbors, are usually straight, and tall, and free

from side branches. The forest-grown tree is the one

that is most useful to the lumberman because from it

he can get long, straight Ijoards and poles, without knots

and cross grains, which are made by branches that grow
out from the stem.

A tree which grows in tlie open can find its light on all

sides, and it thus reaches out with limlis that extend

along the trunk from the ground to the very top, getting

the greatest amount of sunlight from all sides as well as

from the to]). These round, short, low-headed trees are

of the kind which grow in open meadows ; under them

the cattle find grateful shade in summer.

The second duty of the trunk is to form, with the

branches, the channels through which the food material^:

go from roots to leaves, and back again, through each

growing part. In cross section, the trees shows on the

outside a layer of bark which protects it from injuries.

The bark is not alive and cannot stretch with the growth
of the tree, so that it gradually cracks and breaks up into

plates or ridges, but it is being constantly built up by

new layers from the inside. The very thin layer next to

the bark, known as the cambium, is the living, vital part

of the trunk. It builds on its outside this layer of bark

and. on its inside, a layer of wood around the trunk.

Just inside this cambium layer is what is known as the

sapwood, which is generally lighter in color than the

middle part of the tree, or heartwood, and is made up of

a number of rings of growth, one of which the tree puts

on every year. Within this sapwood the sap moves up
and down and this part of the tree is, like the cambium,

a living portion of the growth. Inside the circle of the

sapwood are other rings of heartwood to the very center.

This heartwood portion no longer has life, but serves its

jnirpose as a column of strength and sujjport.

The leaves grow on the outermost portions of the tree,

since they must be where they can receive the sunlight.

It is for this reason that the trunk lifts the branches on

high, and the branches hold the twigs far out. and the

twigs divide into the finer sprays so as to spread the

leaves and hold them well into the sunlight.

935
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The cambium layer is a coat of growth over all parts

of the tree, with its roots and branches. This cambium

layer, with the aid of leaves and rootlets, manufactures

a substance which goes to make up the wood of the tree,

and about half of this wood substance comes from the

air and the other half from the water and soil. The

water and the soil dissolved within it are taken in through

the roots, and the air is taken in through the leaves. The

material from the roots is carried up through the larger

roots, through the outer layers of the trunk, clear to the

leaves, where the water is given oft" into the air. But

the food parts are kept and mixed with the parts of the

air which the tree uses: the two combined become the

stuft' of which the tree is made.

lowed in after years with narrow growth because the tree

was poorlv nourished on that side which was exposed to

ihe hre. Such an accident is likely to make the tree

grow twisted or crooked so that the trunk instead of being

round will be oval in shape. Other trees, exposed to harsh

winds, will not grow as rapidly on the exposed side as on

the other, and these, too. may grow in distorted or lop-

sided forms. When one learns to look for such records

the trees will tell their own stories.

THE
leaf is a factory. The green pulp in the leaf

is part of the machinery, which is set in motion

bv the power of the sun. The finished product

is largely starch. This starchy matter is stored in the

sapwood to be used for the growth of next year's leaves,

but since starch cannot be directly used by the plant m
that form, it must be changed to sugar. Thus the leaves,

also, are obliged to do double work and have to digest

the food which they have manufactured for the tree's

use. They change the starch to sugar and to other suli-

stances which form parts of the tree's diet.

The tree works very fast and finishes most of its task

of growing bv midsummer. The autumn leaf is one

which has completed its work, and the green starch ma-

chinery has been withdrawn and is safely stored in the

woody part of the tree. The leaf may then be gold or

red, for it has in it only materials which the tree can no

longer use. It is a mistake to think that the frost causes

the brilliant colors of the foliage. These colors are

caused by the natural old age of the leaves and the de-

parture of the green material. f<ir when the leaf takes on

its brilliant color it is ready to depart from the tree.

Its dutv is done, and a thin layer grows between the

stem and the twig to which it has been attached, and

when this growth is finished the leaf drops of its own

weight, aided, perhaps, by the autumn winds.

E\'ERY
.step in the growth of the tree is recorded

in the twigs and in the trunk. Those who have

le.irned to know the meaning of leaf scars can

tell how old a branch is. and can tell the struggles through

which that branch has passed. The layers of growth are

also recorded within the trunk, and one can tell just how

old a trunk or branch may be by counting these annual

layers or rings. Most of the material in these rings is

deposited in the spring or period of greatest growth

activity. The spring part of the annual ring is therefore

more porous and generally lighter in color than the sum-

mer portion. Some rings are wide and others are narrow,

and the width of the rings and their formation show

whether the tree has had good years or bad years. A very

dry season will leave its mark on the tree in the shape of

a narrow annual ring, because the tree could not make

much growth without enough moisture. K\en injurie-^

are recorded, and a bad fire scar in one year may be tol-

R
A SUCCESSFUL TREE PLANTER

ICll.VRD JAMES DONOX'AX, a lawyer of

Xew V<irk Citv. has just completed the plant-

ing i>f 4Mo,(ii)o pine trees at Pine Park, Franklin

County. Xew York. Seventy thousand of these pine

trees were planted this spring and the entire planting has

been completed in three years. The work, which is known

as under planting, is located about Pine Lake, Lily Pad

Lake, Rainbow Lake and Clear Pond, in the townships

of Franklin and Brighton in the Adirondack ]Moun-

tains between Loon Lake and Lake Placid.

Mr. Donovan says: "The trees are thriving and the

loss has not been more than ^ per cent of the entire

planting. These trees were all purchased from the State

Conservation Commission at prices ranging from SLoD

j.er thousand to S-t.OO per thousand, depending upon the

age of the tree. The cost of planting is only from $:i.tK)

to $.3.(Hi per acre and from lino to LOGO trees are planted.

A good man will plant LOOO seedling trees in a day."

He finds from experiences of tree planting that guides

and all natives living in the vicinity have become intensely

interested in the protection and care of newly planted

forest from fires. There have been no fires in the vicinity

since tree planting began and the burning of oil on the

locomotives by the Xew York Central and Delaware &

Hudson Railroads and the patrol which follows each

train from station to station during the dry season, and

the k.iok-out signal stations established by the State on

Loon Lake Mountain and St. Regis Mountain appear to

give complete protection to the forests.

Mr. Donovan further says: "Tree planting is a splen-

did investment because it rapidly enhances the value of

the land, makes it more salable and in a few years will

develiiji a fine timber and lumber forest and adds to the

scenerv in that charming mountain and lake region and

gives protection to the birds and wild game and improves

the water sheds. It makes better shooting and fishing.

Every owner of land and every native Adirondacker

ought to become an enthusiastic tree planter. The in-

terest that it stimulates and the outdoor life that it culti-

\ates is a fine asset to people both for health as well as

for financial gain. The Adirondacks, with its 1,800 lakes

and numerous pure streams and lofty mountains, ought to

become nature's greatest playground and health resort on

the earth, and it will be if people plant trees and maintain

the existing forest by protection from fires. Its health-

ful climate is unsurpassed. The Adirondack region is

trulv -Kmerica's Killarney.''



Wood Preserving Department
L!v J'^ A. Sterling

The Modern Application of Wood Prcscyviny Methods— Various Treatments and the Use of 'Treated Jl'oods

SINCE
the September issue of the American For-

estry gives special attention to yellow pine, it

may be stated that this wood has been more ex-

tensively treated against decay than any other. In IDl-i

10,600,000 yellow pine railroad ties were treated out of a

total of 44,000,000, the only wood used to a great extent

being oak. For construction timbers of all kinds, particu-

larly bridges, trestles, and marine work treated yellow

pine leads the list with Douglas fir second.

New uses for treated yellow pine are being developed,
with the result that the user gets better service and the

producer is able to market the lower grades and utilize

all parts of the tree more closely. It remains to extend

a more general knowledge of the possibilities of wood

preservation to the smaller consumers. Railroads and

other large corporations are at least partially awake to

the possibilities, but the home builder, the farmer and the

head of small companies has not been educated, nor in-

formed, as to what treated timber will do for him, nor

where nor how it can be obtained. In fact it is difficult

to make retail distribution of treated lumber at the pres-

ent time because the user doesn't know what he wants,

and the retail yard man doesn't carry it in stock, and the

big treating plants and lumber manufacturing companies
have not developed this class of trade. It is in keeping
with the possibilities of yellow pine for treatment that

the Southern Pine Association and some of the manu-
facturers are vigorously taking up the matter.

CL(_)SELY

related to the preservative treatment

of wood against decay by creosote or zinc chlo-

ride is the fireproofing of wood. Large timbers

stand up well under a severe fire, and the character of

contents rather than the building material determines

the fire hazard. While sprinkler systems are considered

the best protection in any type of building, the fact re-

mains that fire retardants are desirable under certain con-

ditions. Realizing this condition, the National Fire Pro-

tective Association has recently published an excellent

report on "The Use of Wood in Building Construction."

which contains results of experiments with various fire

retardant materials, including shingle stains, paint, and

various mineral salts. It is impossible to summarize this

report other than it shows that there is very little dift'er-

ence in the inflammability of various kinds of untreated

wood, and that ammonium salts and sodium borate gave
more satisfactory results than other chemicals, and that

paint is a fire retardent. Those interested in the subject
can obtain further information or copies of the report by

writing to tb.e National Fire Protective Association, Bos-

ton, Mass.

CREOSOTED

wood block pavements are rapidly

becoming recognized as the most satisfactory of

all street paving material. They are noiseless,

durable, sanitary, and if properly treated and laid are

distinctly economical. The failures in the past which

have in some cases prejudiced cities against wood blocks

have been corrected, so that there is no excuse

now for the existence of any wood block pavement
which doesn't meet all of the modern requirements of

service. The improvements in the methods of treatment

and laying are largely the result of organized activity by
various associations representing either the lumber inter-

ests or wood preserving plants.

The latest and strongest organization to take up the

matter is the Southern Pine Association of New Orleans.

Their publications on Creosoted Wood Block Pavements

show irrefutably through the statements of civil engi-

neers, paving experts, street commissioners and citizens'

leagues, backed further by the opinions of government

experts, that creosoted wood block is the one ideal pave-
ment. All interested in the subject should obtain the

bulletins of this organization. Another factor leading
towards greater efficiency in the handling of this whole

subject is the cooperation recently arranged between the

Southern Pine Association and organized manufacturers

of creosoted wood block.

MUNICIPAL
progress in creosoted wood block

paving work is indicated by a few exainples of

recent activity in various cities. Memphis, Tenn.,

is to pave Main Street and part of Front Street for a

total distance of 3,642 feet; Cincinnati has just finished

putting down 11,000 square yards of creosoted pine block

pavement. The blocks in the first case replace cobble-

stone and asphalt, and in the second, granite blocks.

The city of Philadelphia in July awarded contracts for

wood block paving on three streets, two of them carry-

ing some of the heaviest traffic in the city. In New
England at a recent outing of the Cambridge, Mass.,

Board of Trade a vote of the 300 members present
showed 2T0 in favor of wood blocks. On the Pacific

coast, where the use of wood blocks is not as thoroughly
estalilished as in the east, experimental sections are being
laid in many of the cities. In Seattle a contract has been

let for wood block pavement on Twelfth Avenue, and

through the activity of the West Coast Lumber Manu-
facturers' Association and the local creosoting interests

the efficiency of this form of pavement is being demon-

strated. In Florida there is a growing realization that

the local material, on which much of the prosperity of

the state depends, is the best availalile for street and
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road pa\ement. It follows, therefore, that creosoted

longleaf pine lilocks are being advocated and used,

thereb}' stimulating local industries, and at the same time

gi\ing the best possible service.

EXd'.kV

progressi\e farmer has or needs a silo.

This has been so evident and the developments
SI I rapid that the prospective buyer is confused by

the claims of sild manufacturers representing many ma-

terials. While lirick. tile, cement and even galvanized
iron have been used, unbiased opinions hold that the

wooden silo is bv far the best. To overcome an\ possible

objections to wooden silos on account of decay or shrink-

age the Acme Tie Co.. of Reed City, Mich., has during

the past year put on the market what is kudwn .is the

"Acme Creosoted Sta\'e Silos." The sta\'es are given an

empty cell rueping treatment of six pounds of coal tar

creosote ])er cul)ic foot. They come out of the cylinders

thoroughly impregnated, yet with no surface oil to con-

taminate the silage or make the erection work oljjection-

able. The completed creosoted silo is rendered entirely

immune from decay, checking and shrinking, and the ne-

cessity of repeated painting is renio\ed since the creosote

is permanent.
The question of whether the creosote will taint the

silage is covered by statements and experiments by \ari-

ous agricultural colleges and individuals. Prof. F. M.

White, of the University of Wisconsin, states that "Staves

of anv material should either be painted or creosoted.

... If used on staves the staves should be soaked in

the creosote rather than ])ainted, although painting is of

some value. There will be some odor of the creosote in

the silage. Inn the cattle will soon become accustomed to

the smell .-ind no harmful effects follow." .V practical

farmer in lnwa states that "I ha\e four silos, one is

creosoted. have fed from them two years, and will posi-

tively sav that the ensilage in the creosoted silo is as

sweet and nice around the walls as in the others, no

effect of the creosote whatever; ha\e ne\er tightened the

hoops on the creosoted silo and it has Ijeen in use two

\ears. I will recommend them highly." .Vnother farmer

wild ha> useii a creosoted silo for five years rej)orts

that, "The silage is not tainted by the creosote, at least

not to any extent. The stock relish it, it seems to me."

An imijortant point in Cdnnection with what is bound

til l)e substantial de\elopments in the use of creosoted

silo sta\es is that a superficial treatment by painting or

dipping does not gi\'e the same satisfactory results as

]iressure treatment bv an emptv cell process. In the

former case there is much more likelihood of free surface

oil and contamination.

Woodlot Values Worth Investigating

THE
marketing of farm timber presents some of

the same difhculties. but in an aggravated form,

that the farmer meets in selling other crops. sa>s

a Forest Service contriliutidn to the ^'ear I'luok nf the

Department of .\gricidture, jirst issued. The farmer

finds it hard tci get enough for his timber, \bist farmers

now sell their saw timljer on the stump ti i a null man,

such sales ordinarily being made for a hmip sum. The

mill man. e.xperienced in estimating, goes tbrdugh the

woods and sizes up the i|uantity and x.ilue df the timbe''

he w.aiUs. The owner, lieing a farmer and not a lum-

lierman. selilum knows an\ thing about estimating timlier

.and has onh' the vaguest idea of what it ought to liring.

The consei|uence of this condition is that the farmer

often receives onlv a small fraction of the actual market

\alue df his stimipage.

.\stdnishing examples of what a farmer may thus

throw awa\- are often encountered by foresters, continues

the article. P'or instance, a Massachusetts farmer sold -i

million feet of timlier to a portable sawmill m.in for

.Sl.'.'oo. and lliouglu he had obtained a good price. I li>

rieighbor. howe\er. who knew >onietlung about timber,

got ST.000 for the same (|uaiuity of white pine from the

very same portable null man. The fu'st farmer, on

account of his ignorance, practicalh' presente<l the mill

man with S."i,S(l(l; the second owner was wise enough to

learn before he attempted to sell his timber how much

he had and what it ought to bring him in luoney.

The jiroductive cap.acity of the "'o(l million acres of

farm lands tlironghout the couiUry which either have or

^hould ha\'e timber growing on them is enormous, says

the article. This area is larger than all the national

forests put together, and with an annual growth of "ioo

board feet per acre of saw timber—a moderate allowance

under the practice of fore>tr\-— it would produce an-

nually fore\er .about lo liUlion feet, or the equivalent of

tlie entire lumber cut of the countrw in addition to not

less than I'.'o nullion cords of lirewood.

These figures, continues the article, probably never

will be realized, for the reason that the present area of

farm woodlands is much greater than it will be exentu

all), l-'or example, w Hand comprises .'!! [ler cent of

the entire farm area of ihe South, and undoubteilly much
of this land will be piU to other uses than timber grow-

ing. .\e\ertheless. the farmers of the United States

riow own ,it least ".'"lO billion feet of saw timber and 1 !/•"

billion cords of cordwood. and this timber should pro-
duce a substantial part of their incomes. Farmers ought
to make the most of their timber, and the public should

be interested in this (|uestion for the reason that the N.ast

aggregate of farm timber shoidd be available to snp|ile-

nient the other sources of the genei-.d supply.



The Lumber Industry Inquiry
TUMBERMEX have great hope that the inquiry by the

I the Federal Trade Commission into existing con-
* ^ (litions of the lunilier industrx' niav resuU in

some form of rehef which will overcome the ])revailing

business depression in the lumber trade and aid it to

return t( i a prolitable basis. To this end the lumljcrnicn

of the middle west, south, north and the I'acitic slope

iipenl\- placed before the members of the Commission at

Chicago and elsewhere all the facts they had and sug-

gested various methods for relief, the chief of which

were the curtailment and regulation of production with

ilie sancliim (if the Cio\ernment and the increase in con-

sumption encouraged 1)\ laws favorable to such an

increase.

How important the hearings are to the lumberman is

evident when so influential a jnurnal as the St. Louis

Lumberman says :

"In our (ipini(jn. the Chicago proceeding was

epoch-making for the lumber industry. It was

something out of the ordinary in externals and
'features.' One realized that it was the first of a

series of sessions to be held in the West; that the

lumbermen v\'ere honored by the precedence given
them over other W'estern interests for the presenta-
tion of their case

;
that the chosen and elect of the

lumber manufacturing business were brought to-

gether before the Commission from all over the

country, and that, generally speaking, this newly
created federal body was "starting something.' . . .

The two days spent by the Commission in hearing
the lumbermen marked the beginning of new and
better history fur the lumber interests, because of

the very ])Iain meaning of the creation and the cloth-

ing with legal powers of such a body as the Com-
mission."

As to the much-discussed question of the legal power
of the Commission, the same paper says :

"Manifestly, that body must stand in relation to

business in the future as the Interstate Commerce
Commission has stood in relation to the railroads of

the country. P.oth the legislation and the machinerv
connected with this new federal agency necessarily
ha\e a purpose in the abridgment of the barbarities
of anti-trust statutes and a turning toward a more
enlightened policy of law-administration touching
corporations and associations."

The A iTc York Lumber Trade Journal harbors some
doubt as to whether the Commission has the power to

accord the relief requested l)\- the lumljermen but sees

benefit in the hearings notwithstanding. It savs:

"Some are skeptical as to the Federal Trade Com-
mission being able to realize to anv degree the hope
which its sponsors had in their minds when the law

creating it was enacted. This, time alone can tell.

Nevertheless, the sjiecial data, as well as the testi-

mony gi\ en by distinguished lumbermen at the hear-

ing, men who have devote<l a lifetime to the industrv

and who know its every ill and need, was replete
with facts which it is well for the Government to

know and consider, and ]iarticularly so by reason of

the previous governmental antagonism to the in-

dustry. This hearing and testimony rendered should

result in some good irrespective of whether the

Federal Trade Commission is alile to accord any
material relief."

With a distinct legal trend of mind is the editorial

expression of the Lumber Trade Journal, of New
Orleans, relative to the powers of the Commission. It

emphasizes the fact that these powers are vague and

in.definite.

"Xo one is in position to say that the Commission
has i)ower to grant aiifirmative relief, so that the

agreements sought can be put into effect," it says.
"An able brief was presented which argues that the

Commission has such power. The act, however, is

indefinite. If the Commission has the power to say
that certain acts are legal, is it not jjlaced on a parity
in power with the United States Supreme Court?
Action is begun by the Government in the courts to

test the validity of the order of the Commission,
the case reaches the Supreme Court, which decides

that the Commission has made a mistake, that it has

no power to decide that the acts it authorized were
not violations of the anti-trust laws, while in fact

they were. Isn't the Supreme Court the highest au-

thority ? There is no appeal from its decisions. Then
what authority has the Federal Trade Commis-
sion? It is stated that the Commission naturally
will not make any orders without consulting the De-

partment of Justice, so that its orders will really
have the sanction of the Government, and that no

legal action will follow. There are others who main-
tain the Commission can only investigate, draw con-

clusions, suggest remedies for the action by Congress
into laws. If Congress will act on such recommen-
dations, granting the relief requested, the money
that is spent by the Commission will have been well

spent, but if the Commission cannot do anything
that will benefit the business of the country, all will

be wasted."

Some hope of relief is voiced liy the Mississif^f^i J'allev

Lumberman in saying:

"If the Federal Trade Commission takes the only

logical action which can follow from this exposi-
tion of the situation in the lumber manufacturing
industry, the hearing will result in the greatest good
that has come to the lumbermen of the country
in the history of lumbering. The situation will soon
become intolerable unless some step is taken to

relieve it, and we believe that recommendations to

Congress on the part of the Commission will be
heeded and the needed relief granted. In connec-
tion with the study of the industry recently under-
taken by the Departments of Commerce and of

Agriculture, the need of the lumber trade for legis-
lation of a constructive character will be plainly
set forth."
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of the conservation feature of the existing situation

this same pubhcation says :

"Emphasis was laid on the fact that existing con-
ditions are the foe of conservation, since manu-
facturers are absolutely unable to manufacture a

considerable portion of the tree at a profit, and it

must be left in the woods to rot. It was pointed out
that the southern pine manufacturers are able to

utilize only '70 per cent of the timber on anv given
tract, with the result that the remaining 30 per cent
is absolutely wasted."

Even more optimistic in tone is the comment of the

wide-awake Soiitlicni I.itmbcrman. for it savs:

"That the lumber industry is standing on the

threshold of a new era of governmental aid and co-

operation seems a safe prediction as a result of the

hearing afforded the lumbermen by the Federal
Trade Commission in Chicago. This belief has a

firm foundation in the friendly spirit of cooperation
exhibited by the Commisson in its conduct of the

hearing, and its manifest desire to be of real help to

the industry.
"It is a source of extreme gratification and relief

to note such an attitude on the part of a govern-
mental commission. It is a relief to feel that in

the future the industry may proceed without the

constant fear of being heckled and investigated by
inquisitorial bodies as has been so unfortunately
the case in recent years. That the lumbermen were
confident of being met in the friendly manner in

which they were received was apparent from the

frank and open nature of their statements and their

determination, as expressed by one of them, to 'lay
their cards on the table, face up.'

"

How helpful the Forest Service may be t<i the lumber-

men, and how much they need its help the Hardzcood

Record, of Chicago, tells in stating that the lumbermen

at the Chicago hearing lacked, in manv instances, positive

information, this being particularly noticeable when they

were called upon to reply to some leading questions.

"At first thought," says the Hardz^'ood Ri-cord.

"the compilation of this information appears to be

too gigantic and complicated a task to seem practical.

but it is within the lumbermen's power to have the

task performed without any eft'ort or expenditure
on their part if they will but embrace an opportunity
that is now offered which can be broadened if they
will but make it known that they wish it to be. \\'e

refer to the present investigation of lumber and
lumber markets as being carried on by the Federal

Forest Service. This investigation as originally

planned was to have covered the entire lumber in-

dustry in all of its departments from the stump to

the finished article made from wood and to embrace
all woods. Due, however, to the fact that no one is

particularly or directly interested in seeing that each

wood is given its fair share of attention, and inas-

much as it seems to be expedient to cut down the

scope of the investigation on account of insufficient

appropriation, the Forest Ser\ice officials in charge
of_the work eliminated the investigation of many of

the important woods and are now dealing only with

a limited territorv and in a ratlier limited wav. The

point is that if the lumbermen would make it kn(;iwn

to the Forest Service that they urgently desire that

the investigation be made comprehensive of all in-

dustries affiliated with the lumber industry, and all

industries directly dependent upon the lumber indus-

trv, the Service would be able to secure without

undue trouble sufficient funds from other sources to

make this study one of real importance while it is

being done, rather than of merely casual importance
in a general way and of no direct importance as far

as its being representative of the entire industry is

concerned."

Original ideas are to be expected in the Luuibcr World

Review, of Chicago, and here is what appears aiient the

hearing :

"It would onlv be a begging of the question for

either the Federal Trade Commission or the lumber-

men to now bring up in real earnest the plea that

neither party to the arrangement had understood the

purpose or the cause which brought this event to

pass.
"It has come directly to us—first by careful atten-

tion to all the proceedings and by another source of

information of a perfectly legitimate character—of

which all well-regulated newspapers avail them-
selves—that the Commission's purpose was to dis-

cuss the conditions which surround only the foreign
lumlier trade of the United States.

"Whether or not the lumber manufacturer under-
stood just what the Commission wanted, it is very
sure now that when the Commission sorts out the

information that it secured, classifies and weighs it

all. it will find itself in possession of facts that it

could have little dreamed might e.xist concerning

any great industry in this 'land of the free and home
of the brave.'

"

^^'arning the lumbermen not to depend too nuich on

the ability of the Federal Trade Commission tri alleviate

the present situation, the .luicrican Liiuibeniiaii, of

Chicago, says :

"Its powers, of course, are not so fully defined as

they will be later. F)Ut they do not—nor will they
later—include the right to negative or render inef-

fective any statute now in existence relating to com-
binations 'in restraint of trade ;" neither can the

Commission run counter to decisions of the federal

courts construing those statutes. Consequently to

see how the Commission can render first-aid to the

lumber industry at this time is rather difficult, par-

ticularly as most manufacturers are of the opinion
that curtailment of production is the only remedy in

sight. Certainly the laws of the United States as

they stand today ha\e not yet been construed as per-

mitting any sort of agreement or understanding
amring producers that will result in curtailment, nor
would it seem to be in the power of the Trade Com-
mission to .sanction such agreement or under-

standing."

When the Commission will make a rejwrt it is im-

possible to say. .^ mass of evidence has been collected

and it will take some time to digest it, 1.)ut the lumber-

men are hoping that the report will be ready for presen-
tation to Congress early in the coming session.



Editorial
THE NEW YORK CONSTITUTION

AS WE go to press, the conservation clauses of the

/ \ new Constitution of the State of New York have
* ^reached what promises to be their final form.

Efforts to materially change the old clause prohibiting
constructive uses of the State forest lands have failed,

and the State is undoubtedly committed for the next

twenty years to the policy of preserving her immense
area of 1,600,000 acres "forever as wild lands." Minor

changes were adopted, one legalizing the occupancy of

State lands by a few squatters who have continuously

occupied the lands since before the State obtained title:

one permitting the construction of a single highway of

si.xty miles to connect the Old Forge with the Fulton

Chain of Lakes ; and one which permits the Conservation

Commission to remove at State expense, but not to sell,

dead and down timber. Xot only is the cutting and sale

of all classes of timber prohibited, but, with the above

exception, no roads or trails can be built which involve

the destruction of green trees—and this means that no

highways can be built. The leasing of lands for camp
sites and other occupancy is prohibited.

This means that New York is to maintain, protect,

replant and pay town taxes upon an area of land more
than half the size of the State of Connecticut for the

purpose of preserving a wildnerness whose sole use is

as a possible recreation ground for the people of the

State. But will the people, whose property it is and who
maintain it, derive the full benefit from this enormous

project? State parks should exist for the benefit, not

of the largest taxpayers, but of those to whom other

avenues of recreation are cut off. Theoretically, the

State lands are open to all. Practically, they are largely

inaccessible and useless, save to a few hardy spirits,

young men who can rough it on foot or by canoe ; or as

an adjunct to large private holdings and maintained at

State expense for the incidental benefit of those who
have residences and equipment in the vicinity. To be of

service to the public, to restore health to invalids, to

provide easy access for families with young children,

in short, to serve as the lungs of the State where those

who need it may find health; is this the real purpose of

those who fought for these amendments ? Let other

States beware of the example set by New York, and

provide, as does Pennsylvania on her million acres of

State forests, that roads and trails shall be constructed to

all parts of her domain, that campers be encouraged by
a system of permits and that the State lands become

actually and not merely in name, a real park which

the people can use to the fullest extent.

Except in its remotest parts, this country has out-

grown the wildnerness stage of its development. Yet

sentiment strikes deep and we preserve vast areas where

the trees shall be allowed to rot and fall so that the

chickadee may not lack a hole in which to build his

nest. Why is it that we cannot learn the lesson of the

greatest good to the greatest number? A comparatively
small acreage, k'cU located, and made accessible to the

public, will, if preserved in its natural condition, be of

far greater value to immensely larger numbers than the

entire Adirondack wilderness "kept forever as wild

lands." Wealthy land owners can then fence in their

estates if they desire and big-game hunters and other

worshippers of solitude may still find what they seek,

well within the reach of their purse. It would be in-

structive for the framers of New York's Constitution to

visit the Pennsylvania State Tuberculosis Sanitarium,

located on the Caledonia State Forest near Chambers-

burg, made accessible by a well-constructed road and

supported entirely by State funds for the benefit of its

unfortunate invalids.

From the first, this reactionary policy of reducing the

State lands of New York to their lowest minimum of

usefulness to the public has been strengthened and made

possible by the fear of vandalism and the impression

that lumbering is a synonym of forest destruction, breeds

forest fires and corrupts State officials. We admit that

unrestricted lumbering conducted for the sole purpose
of removing the entire merchantable stand, does just this,

and that where there is anything to be obtained by it.

efforts would be made in the future as in the past to

obtain privileges dishonestly. In the light of the unfor-

tunate forestry experiment at Axton, where a policy of

clear cutting to remove old defective hardwoods was

pursued in order to plant conifers, the New York public

became deeply distrustful of "scentific" forestry, for to

them a slash was a slash, and clear cutting with replant-

ing too closely resembled clear cutting with no planting

at all, especially when no disposal of the slash was made.

It is not a matter of surprise that after nearly twenty

years this incident should be cited as one of the strongest

arguments against permitting the cutting of timber on the

State reserves. Foresters who urged the adaption of the

timber cutting clause were simply regarded as allies of

the lumber interests seeking to benefit themselves as well

as the lumbermen at the expense of the State.

What is the truth of the matter? Every acre of State

land should be put to its most beneficial use, for the good
of the greatest number of persons. It is not a crime to

sell State or National timber, provided its sale does not

interfere with the use of the forest for recreation. This

is true no matter if circumstances dictate the clear cutting

of portions of the forest. That 90 per cent of most

large tracts may be lumbered without such interference
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by a judicious preservation of lake shores, trails and

road belts has been proved time and again, and the only

persons who would be materially benefited by the sac-

rifice to the "wilderness" of the entire area are those

to whom the mere idea of having prevented the "spolia-

tion" of State lands is a moral satisfaction. It does not

diminish the game nor decrease the streamflow, since

the "brush" cover is as favorable to both as the high
forest. Under regulated lumbering, slash is disposed of,

fires are kept out and reproduction is secured. No other

kind of lumbering is contemplated under State or Na-

tional management. Nor are lumbering and clear cutting

necessarily synonymous. To note the difference between

logging on private lands without regulation, and cutting

under proper public supervision, one has only to inspect

the thousands of acres cut over on the national forests

in the yellow pine belt of the West, where it takes close

observation to discover that there has been any cutting,

even after the removal of two-thirds of the merchantable

stand.

We insist that an incorruptible and efficient State

forest administration is a possibility in New York under

tl.e new Constitution, just as it is an accomplished and

indisputable fact in the National Forest Service. Such

an administration can be trusted with the proper manage-
ment of State timber, including the cutting and marketing
of mature trees for the utilization and improvement of

the forest. We hope that America will eventually show

herself as intelligent as continental countries and able to

solve the comparatively simple problem of proper utiliza-

tion of State forest and waste forest land for the best

good of all. But this result will never be obtained, in

New York or elsewhere, while any one selfish interest

demands the sacrifice of public rights and equity to the

fulfillment of a sentimental dream. The American For-

estry Association stands squarely on the platform of

State and National forests developed to the greatest

degree of usefulness to the State and its people, partly

by strict forest preservation, partly by utilization of

mature timber. It equally opposes those who would

disrupt and destroy such forests and those who would

condemn them to remain perpetually as wild lands for

the preservation of a remembrance of a prehistoric

epoch.

FOREST SERVICE METHODS APPROVED

IT

IS gratifying to see that lumber trade papers believe

timberland owners may learn something to their ad-

vantage by studying the methods by which the Forest

Service so capably administers the national forests. The
Southern Lnuibcrman, in an editorial on August 7, sug-

gests that the adoption of Forest Service methods would

put money in the pockets of private owners of timber-

lands. The editorial says :

"Though the conduct of the national forests by the

Government can in no sense be compared with private

enterprise as a business venture, the revenues derived

from the forests by the Government and turned into the

Treasury by the Department of Agriculture through its

subsidiarv branch, the Forest Service, are lj\- no means

without interest. Though the Government pays no taxes

and borrows money at half or less than half of the rate

of interest which private enterprise has to pay, some of

the sources of revenue from the forests as shown in the

report of the service might prove valuable suggestions
to other holders of large tracts of timber awaiting devel-

opment. It will be noted that grazing and special privi-

leges form a good portion of the sources of revenue from
forests. What the Government finds a market for in

this way, other timber holders might also find worth

exploiting either of their own initiative or by rental, as

is the case with the Government. There are certain of

these and perhaps other sources of revenue which could

be realized as a valuable means of lessening carrying

charges on large tracts of timber held either in reserve

liy manufacturers or for speculation bv investors."

SEND THE MAGAZINE TO YOUR FRIENDS

EACH
member of the American Forestry Associa-

ti(in is urged to send to the Secretary the name
I if one or more friends who might be interested

in the Americ.xn Forestry magazine. Upon receipt of

tlie name and address, a copy of the enlarged and im-

proved magazine will be mailed, without charge, for

examination. It is the ambition of the Association's

officers to make the magazine so valuable that the desire

f(.ir it will produce a large and steady increase in mem-

bership. It must be seen and read before its value is ap-

preciated, and the members can best assist in having it

seen by sending names and addresses of friends, to whom
free copies will be mailed. The stronger our membershi]).
the more effective our work for forest conservation.



Trees As Sign Posts

Varieties of trees, instead of unsightly
signs, are to give warning of approach to

railroad crossinfs, bridges and dangerous
turns on the Lincoln Highway, according to

an announcement by Elmer C. Jansen,
chairman of the American Institute of
Architect's general committee on the high-
way. Mr. Jansen, who recently finished a

trip over the Illinois section of the high-
way, said the tree feature was part of com-
prehensive plans for the restoration and
preservation of nature's beauties along the

transcontinental road.

Cutting Walnut Trees

A newspaper dispatch from Leaven-
worth, Kans., says: "There will be no wal-
nut trees left in this part of Kansas and
across the river, in Missouri, if the Euro-

pean war keeps up much longer. At pres-
ent three bands of men are cutting walnut
trees down and sawing the lumber into

12-foot lengths, shipping tliem to the East

by fast freight.

The walnut lumber is wanted for gun-
stocks for rifles for the European armies.
All trees more than 6 inches in diameter
are purchased, and a good price is paid for
the lumber. Those selling the trees have
not been informed what country the wood
is destined for.

H. S. Sackett in Charge

Early in August the United States Forest
Service opened an office in the Federal

Building in Chicago, Mr. H. S. Sackett

being placed in charge. Mr. Sackett is

engaged in making inquiries for the Forest
Service into the cost of manufacturing
lumber and procuring reliable data on lum-
ber cost, a work which the lumbermen are

doing what they can to assist and en-

courage.

Wood Pulp for Explosives

.\ recent newspaper cablegram from
London says that the Germans will soon be
usmg wood pulp as a substitute for cotton
in making explosives, following a discov-

ery made by a German chemist. The wood
IS ground, cooked and changed into a
I'quid. Then it is cleaned, pressed into
sheets and by the addition of certain chem-
icals becomes a desirable substitute for
cotton as a basis for various explosives.

Forester WiU Raise Fruit

"E. M. Griffith, former State Foreste"
of Wisconsin, will go South, purchase a
tract of fertile land in the sunny clime, and
raise fruit where the wicked cease from
troubling and the weary are at rest. If
Mr. Griffith does as well in the fruit busi-
ness as he has done with forestry, he willM a valuable acquisition to the State that
receives him as a citizen." savs the Hard-
'i'ood Record, of Chicago.

Favorable Fire Season

Reports recently received by the West-
ern Forestry & Conservation Association,
from all protective agencies in the \orth-
west, show practically no loss of timber
through forest fires up to the middle of

August.

Favorable weather conditions and care-
ful preparations for the season are the
chief factors which have so far made for
a clean record on the part of patrol or-

ganizations. Following the plan of previ-
ous seasons each protective agency began,
well in advance of dry weather, to get its

territory in the best possible shape for

successfully combating any fires which
might become started. Additional lookout
points were equipped, telephone lines e.x-

tended and repaired, new trails con-

structed, and every effort made to secure
the best possible cooperation between the
various patrol organizations. These ef-

forts are now bearing fruit in the prompt
detection and suppression of all fires which
become started.

Although the beginning of August saw
conditions much more favorable than
those of a year ago, there is still time for

the woods to become dry and only the

greatest care and vigilance will prevent
fires from starting during the next few
weeks.

Gift to a College

The State College of Forestry at Syra-
cuse has just received a very valuable gift
of over 120 mounted game and water birds,

and 21 mammals from Congressman Peter
G. Garry and his brother, Robert L. Garry,
both of Providence, R. I. This collection

was secured for the college through the

interest and help of Dr. William T. Horna-
day, director of the Zoological Garden in

Bronx Park. Dr. Charles C. Adams, For-
est Zoologist of the College, had presented
to Dr. Hornaday earlier the urgent need of
the College for mounted birds and mam-
mals. Soon after this Mr. Robert L. Garry
wrote Dr. Hornaday about the disposal of
the Garry game collection, as it will be
called by the College, and Dr. Hornaday
recommended that the collection be turned
over to the State College of Forestry at

Svracuse.

Idaho's Good Record

Idaho experienced a few small forest

fires in July and early August, none of

which have caused loss of timber. Onlv
the normal force of patrolmen is on duty,
but every precaution is being taken to see

that fires are promptly discovered. The
Forest Ser\-ice has this season constructed
several emergency warehouses where fire-

fighting tools, available for immediate ship-
ment to points needed, are stored. This is

in addition to the tool supply which each
National Forest maintains.

To Save Shade Trees

John J. Mclnerney, counsel for the New
Vork Motor Federation, will try to secure
the passing of a measure at the next Leg-
islature protecting the shade trees along
State highways. Many of the fine old trees

alonge the State roads are dying for need
of a little skillful care, Mr. Mclnerney
says, and this care should be given by the
State as it is in other parts of the country.

Studying Forest Animals

Alvin G. Whitney went to the New York
State College of Forestry during the sum-
mer as an advanced student to take up
ecological studies of forest animals with
Dr. C. C. Adams, Forest Zoologist. Mr.

Whitney is a graduate of Dartmouth Col-

lege and has taken advanced work in for-

estry at Yale University and went to the
New York State College of Forestry after

some time in the employment of the United
States National Museum and the Biolog-
ical Survey of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture. During the coming
year he will investigate several problems
in the relation of birds and mammals to

woodlands.

Slight Fires in Oregon.

Oregon experienced no forest fires

worthy of mention during July. A few
fires escaped as a result of slash burning
but were speedily extinguished without
loss of green timber. About 300 wardens
are on duty outside of the National For-
ests and this number will probably be

slightly increased if rains are not forth-

coming within the next few days. The
need for strict enforcement of the forest

lav/s has been especially emphasized this

season, and a campaign to eliminate the
smoke nuisance has been vigorouslv car-
ried on.

Lookout Stations

An inspection of the forests in the Pine

Mountain and Cumberland sections of Vir-

ginia and Kentucky was recently made by
State Forester R. C. Jones, of Virginia, and
State Forester J. E. Barton, of Kentucky,
to select sites for building lookout stations

through the mountains as a protective
measure to reduce the number of forest

fires throughout eastern Kentucky and
southwestern Virginia. The Eastern Ken-

tucky and Southwestern Virginia Forest
Protective Association recently organized
in Jenkins, Ky., has also made plans to

build "lookout" stations through the moun-
tains of Elkhorn, Boone's Fork, Beaver
Creek, Long Fork and Shelby. The Con-
solidation Coal Co., one of the largest tim-

berland owners in this section, has sub-

scribed 100,000 acres to the association,
while other interests have subscribed con-
siderable areas. The Leslie-Perry County
Forest Association met at Hyden, Ky.,

.August 3 and discussed plans looking to
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the care and preservation of the forests of

the two counties now included in the asso-

ciation.

Russia's Forests

Russia now occupies first place among
the nations of the world in the extent of

its timber resources, the value and quality

of two-thirds of which are practically un-

known. The total area of the empire is

about one-seventh of the land surface of

the globe, and 39 per cent of it is under

forests. Those in European Russia cover

an area of 474,000,000 acres ;
in Finland,

50,500,000 acres ;
in Poland, 6,700,000 acres

;

and in the Caucasus, 18,600,000 acres ; a

total of 540,800,000 acres, exclusive of Si-

beria. In the Ural Provinces, forests

cover 70 per cent of the area, in the north-

ern Provinces 68 per cent, and in the four

lake Provinces 57 per cent. It is estimated

that in western Siberia alone there are

465,000,000 acres of virgin forests, and

eastern Siberia, while not so richly en-

dowed, has sufficient timber to supply the

world's demand for years to come.

The Government owns 285,598,941 acres

of forest land in European Russia, 12,826,-

387 acres in the Caucasus, 360,519,435 acres

in Asiatic Russia, and 288,742,000 acres in

the Amur region, a total of 947,686,763

acres. Twenty-three per cent of the forest

land belonged to landed proprietors and

9 per cent to the peasantry in 1910.

The principal timber lands of eastern

Siberia are in the valleys of the Amur
River system, which cover an area of

about 2,000,000 square miles. Of this area,

only about 400,000 miles is considered

available for timbering, but according to

local calculations, allowing 45 merchantable

trees to the acre, this would give some

11,530,000,000 trees. As the time required

for these trees to mature is placed at 100

years, 115,200,000 trees could be cut per

annum without diminishing the forests,

with proper reforestation methods.

The Russian Forestry Department places

the total timber land in Siberia at 810,000,-

000 acres, of which two-thirds can be suc-

cessfully placed on the market.

Forest Fire Insurance

What is believed to be the first forest

fire insurance policy ever issued in the

United States, and so far as can be learned,

the only one of its kind in existence, pro-

tects the forest plantation of Arthur H.

Hacker in Pike County, Pa., says The

Hardwood Record. Mr. Hacker's wood-

land was principally chestnut, but the blight

forced him to cut the timber. In the spring

of 1914 the cut-over area was planted with

white pine seedlings and transplants, a total

of 35,000 being used for the purpose. The

chestnut timber was of rather small size

but the proceeds paid nearly all the cost

of restocking the area.

In order to protect himself against loss

by fire the owner commissioned his broker

to insure the tract. After considerable

difficulty this was finally done and on May
9, 1914, an Eastern insurance company is-

sued a policy. The form used is the stan-

dard fire insurance policy of the States of

New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Con-

necticut and Rliode Island, but the follow-

ing clause is inserted: "On young pine trees

to cover pro rata on each tree
;
situate on

side of Raymond's Kill Creek on which

residence is located, on premises known as

'Woodside,' about one mile westerly from

Shanno's, Dingman's Township, Pike Coun-

ty, Pennsylvania." The amount is $750

and the premium rate is 10 per cent, a pro-

hibitive figure for ordinary plantations.

This company has no intention of entering

the forest fire insurance business and does

not care to assume such risks as a gen-

eral proposition.

Forest fire insurance is fairly common
abroad and eventually will become so in

this country. Accordingly the policy just

described has especial interest as being the

very first attempt, so far as known, in the

United States.

taxes. Mr. Madden expects to be in the

field until November.

Forest Management Plan

Six graduate students in the Department
of Forestry. Cornell University, have re-

cently completed a detailed working plan

for a 3500-acre tract in the Catskill Moun-
tains. This tract lies at the headwaters of

the well-known Esopus River, the main

feeder of New York City's mammoth
Ashokan Reservoir, and hence is of great

value as a protection to this and other

streams arising in the vicinity. The tract

is divided into steep upper slopes and more

gentle lower slopes, about half of the 3500

acres being in each of the two slope types.

The work was done in connection with

the training given to its students by the

Cornell Forest School as a part of the

course in the management of large forest

tracts.

The Cornell forestry authorities state

that logging operations should be con-

ducted under an orderly and well-planned

system which will insure the improvement
of the forest by use. and at the same time

will not impair its value as a protection to

stream-flow. Timber cutting under such a

plan, the Cornell foresters say, will yield

a revenue and safeguard the public in-

terest.

Estimating Maine's Forests

O. W. Madden, of the James W. Sewall

office. Old Town, Maine, is engaged in mak-

ing a thorough timber estimate of about

100,000 acres in the northern part of Maine

for the state. This work is being carried

out under the directions of the Board of

States Assessors for purposes of valua-

tion, and it is expected that the data gained

thereby will greatly assist in equalizing

Fires Cause Small Loss

Washington reports some thirty-five for-

est fires during July, all promptly extin-

guished, and with small loss of timber.

The Washington Forest Fire Association

has eighty-seven men on duty, and the

state, through its own and the Federal

Weeks Law appropriation, nearly as many
more.

Montana Escapes Fires

Montana reports a most favorable for-

est fire season as compared with last year.

The Northern Montana Forestry Associa-

tion has had no fires in its territory and

as all precautions have been taken to di=-

co\ er and extinguish fires quickly the sea

.=on may pass with little or no damage.

Courses in City Forestry

The raising and care of forest trees for

streets, home grounds and parks while not

the principal work of the forester is never-

theless closely connected with the proper

development of forestry. With a growing

interest in city planting and the beautifica-

t;on of home grounds and country prop-

erties, there is an increasing demand for

men trained thoroughly for the carrying

out of city street and park work and other

phases of aboriculture. This demand the

New York State College of Forestry is fill-

ing by offering professional courses in

Arboriculture or City Forestry which will

train men thoroughly and effectively for

every phase of work connected with the

planting, care and protection of shade

trees, whether upon private grounds, in

streets or parks. A number of men are

already taking up this course.

New York City Trees

As a result of the special fund given to

the Department of Parks of the City of

New York, by John D. Rockerfeller, Jr.,

Prof. Laurie D. Cox, Landscape Engi-,

neer of the State College of Forestry at;

Syracuse, is working during the present:

summer with the Hon. Cabot Ward, Com-,

missioner of Parks of New Y'ork City. Pro-,

fessor Cox is making a study of the forest

trees of New Y'ork City, the various meth-,

ods used in the planting and protection

of trees and of the organization of tree

planting work. Professor Cox is a grad-

uate in Landscape Architecture of Har-

vard University and went to the State

College of Forestry at Syracuse last yeai

after four years as Landscape Engineei

for the City of Los Angeles. The result;

of the studies carried on by Professor Con

during the summer will be presented ir

a formal report to the Nevv Y'ork City De

partment of Parks.
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The Canadian Department
By Ellwood Wilson

Secretarv. Canadian Society Forest Engineers

The two most important questions m
Canada from the standpoint of conserva-

tion are still those of settler's fires and

fake settlers. Fire protection has made

enormous strides in the past three years,

but its further progress is almost barred

by these two difficulties.

In order to make the subject intelligible

a few words of explanation are necessary.

All of the lands in the Provinces were in

the hands of the Provincial Governments

and these are practically only disposed of

in one way and that is to settlers, one

hundred acres to each settler, who is re-

quired by law to clear a certain propor-

tion of his lot each year, erect certain

buildings and to make cash payments at

the rate of thirty cents per acre. At the

end of three years, if all conditions are

fulfilled, he receives a patent or the free-

hold of his lot.

All timberlands which are still unset-

tled and remain in the hands of the Gov-

ernment are "licensed" or leased to lum-

bermen at a ground rent of so much a

year and a certain price per thousand feet

board measure on all timber cut. A
diameter limit is imposed below which no

timber can be cut. The original reason

for this diameter limit was so that the

lumberman could not cut oH all the tim-

ber, which would spoil the land for settle-

ment, as there would be no timber for

houses and fences. If settlers were con-

fined to certain districts apart from the

licensed lands, there would be no fire risk,

but lots are sold every year from lands

already under license and the clearing

operations are a great menace. There are

good laws to regulate such clearing but

they have never, until six years ago, been

enforced, and few of the people even know
of their existence. Then, too, judges are

very reluctant to impose fines and the

Government in trying to punish the set-

tlers is hampered by members of Parlia-

ment, who do not like to see their con-

stituents fined.

The only thing possible is an educa-

tional campaign which should really be

carried on by the Government by means
of circulars, lectures with lantern slides,

circulars and talks in the schools. These

means are all employed in improving the

condition of the farmers and should be

used in educating them in the proper care

of the forests.

The question of fake settlers, while not

so grave, is still dangerous. This abuse

has been largely overcome but needs to

be exterminated. Men take up farms pre-

tending to be bona fide settlers, cut ofif

the timber and then leave the lots. This
\z often engineered by sawmill men, who
provide the money and buy the cut. The

debris from this heavy cutting is a grave

fire menace.

The Deputy Minister of Lands and For-

ests of Ontario, Mr. Aubrey White,

C.M.G., died suddenly at Muskoka on

July 14. Mr. White was one of the early

active members of the Canadian Forestry

Association and tried to work out the

best plans for forest conservation. He

was President of the Association in 1904-5

and presided at the Quebec meeting. He
was for two years Honorary President

and after that a Director. Mr. White held

very strong views as to what was the best

way to promote forestry progress and was

probably prevented by his chiefs and po-

litical needs from carrying out his views,

but it is to be hoped that the handling

of Ontario's timberlands will now be

brought up to date. Personally Mr. White

was a charming man and he will be much

missed by his friends.

The publicity campaign being carried on

by Mr. Robson Black. Secretary of the

Canadian Forestry Association, shows what

can be done along these lines and is really

the most important part of the work of

the Association. Education is at the bot-

tom of all progress and those who have

endeavored to help along the cause of con-

servation are compelled more and more to

realize this. The material furnished to

the papers and magazines and the num-

ber of these using it show the value of

this work.

Mr. Clyde Leavitt, Forester to the Do-

minion Railway Commission, the Conser-

vation Commission and President of the

Canadian Society of Forest Engineers,

spent three days recently inspecting the

work of the Laurentide Co., Ltd., at

Grand' Mere, going over the plantations,

nursery and experimental cuttings, look-

ing over roads and fire lines. Plans for

the work of the Canadian Society of For-

est Engineers were also discussed with the

Secretary, Mr. Ellwood Wilson. Mr.

Leavitt also attended a meeting of the

St. Maurice Forest Protective Association

which discussed the advisability of pro-

ceeding against some flagrant violators of

the Forest Fire Laws. It was decided to

take action against three of these, making
test cases and the Association's lawyer

was instructed to proceed. A report of all

the fires to date this season was made by
the manager and discussed. The tot?'

number was twenty-five, divided as fol-

lows : Settlers, 13
; employes of com-

panies who are Association members, 7;

unknown, 4, and hunter, 1. Three fires

v.-ere started by men who wanted work.

The most serious situation disclosed by
this report was the lack of active coopera-

tion by employes of companies who be-

long to the Association. This is due tr

lack of interest on the part of heads of

Woodlands Departments, which attitud'.'

is seen by their subordinates and reflected

in their conduct. Among the fires set by
settlers several were set in one section

where fake settlers are operating. They
sell their timber to a sawmill owner, who
is powerful politically.

The July number of the Canadian For-

estry Journal is an excellent and most

readable one.

Mr. Henri Roy, of the Quebec Forest

Service, has been elected an active mem-
ber of the Canadian Society of Forest En-

gineers, and Mr. E. S. Holloway, Engineer

of the Canada and Gulf Terminal Railway,

an associate member.

Mr. S. L. de Carteret, Forester for the

Brown Corporation, has made some very

interesting growth studies on trees grow-

ing in latitude 48 degrees north. His re-

sults show that the average volume per

cent of mean annual growth is for white

spruce, 69; for black spruce, 0.64; for

balsam fir, 1.36, and for jack pine, 0.99.

The periodic annual growth of last inch

is on the average for white spruce 1.50 per

cent, for black spruce 1.48 per cent, for

balsam fir 308 per cent, and for jack

pine 1.59 per cent.

The Dominion Forest Service has under

consideration the commencement of ex-

perimental forest work and the probable
establishment of one or more experimental
stations all under the charge of one head.

This will be a long step in advance and
will supply a great deal of information

which is badly needed in practical work

Growth of trees and stands can be stud-

ied, the best mixtures to plant, the reh

tive values of natural and artificial

regeneration, the effects of light on differ-

ent species, the costs of various logging

methods and their etTects on stands can

all be studied to advantage.

Mr. F. J. Campbell, the progressive

manager of the Canada Paper Company of

Windsor Mills, Que., has just had an ex-

pert looking over the timberlands of that

company, to advise him as to best meth-

ods of handling these lands so as to put
them in the best possible condition for

future production. This company will

probably institute a good method of slash

disposal and start a nursery for their

planting needs. They have excellent

limits which will well repay careful treat-

ment, as they are all within twenty miles

of their mill, easy stream to drive, and
the process used in making pulp allows

them to utilize all sizes and species of

wood.
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The Department of Lands and Forests

of Quebec, in cooperation with the Lauren-

tide Company, Ltd., have set aside a tract

of about four square miles of practically

virgin timber to be used as an experi-

mental tract. The Chief Forester, Mr.

Piche, and the Company's Forester will

decide on methods of cutting and brush

disposal and these will be carried out

under careful super\-ision, and the costs

of different methods and their effects on

the stands and on regeneration will be

carefully studied. Much valuable informa-

tion should be obtained.

Current

An order-in-Council will soon be passed

by the Quebec Government making it

obligatory on all timber operators to

clean up their lands to a depth of 100

feet from the edge of the right-of-way of

any railroad passing through their land

The Laurentide Co., Ltd., will finish its

season's planting operations b}' planting

90,000 Norway Spruce, three-year-old seed-

lings. Plantations previously made have

made exceptionally good growth this

season.

British Columbia Notes.

Another result of the efforts made by
the Provincial Government on behalf of

the lumber industry is announced by the

Minister of Lands, the Admiralty having

agreed to turn over to the British Co-

lumbia Government, for one voyage from

this Coast to the United Kingdom, the

steamer "Grahamland" now at the Falkland

Islands. The "Grahamland" has an in-

teresting history, having been, until the

destruction of Admiral von Spee's squad-

ron, the German collier "Josephena,"
when she surrendered to one of the

British warships. The ship was offered

through the Agent-General, to the British

Columbia Government for the transport

of a lumber cargo to the United Kingdom,
not necessarily for amiralty purposes, and
this being so, all timber shippers were

notified and asked to make offers for the

vessel, the amount of the charter being

£6,600, The bid of the Cameron Lumber

Company, of Victoria, was accepted, and
the "Grahamland" is expected to arrive

for August loading. Her capacity is

given as 550 standards equal to 1,100.000

feet, and the securing of such a vessel

at a time when tonnage is scarce by a

British Columbia firm even at such a high

figure is a matter for congratulation.

The last weekly telegraphic reports re-

ceived by the Minister of Lands concern-

ing the forest fire hazard were very en-

couraging, every district reporting several

days of rain accompanied by cool weather.

A few fires occurred in slash, but were

extinguished without trouble and expense,
the fire stopping in every instance as soon

a? green timber was reached.
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Forestry as a Whole
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timber cruiser. 214 p. pi. X. Y.,

Duffield & Co., 1915.
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India—Assam—Forest department. Progress
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India—Coorg
—Forest department. Progress

report of forest administration in Coorg
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Nigeria, Southern—Forest department. An-

nual report on forest administration for
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Philippine Islands—Forestry, Bvu-eau of.
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Forest Aesthetics

Elwood, P. H. Director for planting trees,

shrubs and flowers about the home. 4p.
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Forest Education

.4 rbor day

North Carolina—Geological and economic

survey. Suggestions regarding arbor

day program. 3 p. Chapel Hill, N. C,
1915. (Press bulletin 148.)

Forest Description

Tkachenko, M. Lyesa, lyesnoe khozyaistvo
i drevoobrabatuivayushchaya promui-
shlennost Syevero-Amerikanskikh Soe-

dinennuikh Shtatov. . . . (Forests,

forestry and wood-using industries of

the United States of North America.)
273 p. pi. maps. Petrograd, 1914.

Forest Botany

Trees: classification and description

Sudworth, George B. The cypress and

juniper trees of the Rocky Mt. region.

36 p. pi., maps. Wash., D. C, 1915

(U. S.—Dept. of agriculture. Bulletin

207.)

Silvical Studies and Species

Ashe, W. W. Loblolly or North Carolina

pine. 176 p. pi. , map. Raleigh, N. C,
1915. (North Carolina—Geological and
economic survey. Bulletin no. 24.)

Mason, D. T. Utilization and management
of lodgepole pine in the Rocky Moun-
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1915. (U. S.—Dept. of agriculture.

Bulletin 234.)

Mattoon, Wilbur R. Life history of shortiea:
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Planting

Hawes, Austin F. Forest planting in Ver-
mont as an investment. 34 p. pi.

Burlington, Vt., 1915. (Vermont—Agri-
cultural experiment station. Bulletin
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Massachusetts—State forester. The older
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Insects
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23 p. il. Wash., D. C, 1915. (U. S.—
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Burgess, A. F. The Calosoma beetle,

Calosoma sycophanta in New England.
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Mosher, F. H. Food plants of the gipsy
moth in America. 39 p. pi. Wash.,
D. C, 1915. (U. S.—Dept. of agricul-
ture. Bulletin 250.)

Diseases

Hedgcock, George G. A disease of pines
caused by Cromartium pyriforme. 20 p.

pi. Wash., D. C, 1915.' (U. S.—Dept.
of agriculture. Bulletin 247.)

Forest Administration

United States—Dept. of agriculture—Forest

service. July field program, 1915. 27 p.

Wash., D. C, 1915.

United States—Dept. of agriculture
—Forest

service. The use book; a manual for

users of the national forests, 1915. 160 p.

Wash., D. C, 1915.

Forest Engineering

United States—Dept. of agriculture
—Forest

ser\-ice. Telephone construction and
maintenance on the national forests.

83 p. il. Wash., D. C, 1915.

Forest Utilization

Wood-nsing industries

Creosoted wood paving block bureau. Creo-

soted wood block pavements. 4 p. il.

Chicago, 111., 1915.

Eckles, C. H. The silo and its uses. 19 p.

il. Columbia, Mo., 1915. (Missouri—
Agricultural experiment station. Bulle-

tin no. 133.)

Southern pine association. What the cities

say about creosoted wood block pave-
ments. 24 p. il. New Orleans, La.,

1915.

United States—Dept. of commerce—Bureau

of foreign and domestic commerce.

Paper and stationer}' trade of the

world. 458 p. Wash., D. C, 1915.

(Special consular report no. 73.)
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Forest by-products

Schorger, A. W., & Belts, H. S. The naval

stores industrj'. 58 p. il., pi. Wash.,
D. C, 1915. (U. S.—Dept. of agricul-

ture. Bulletin 229.)

Auxiliary Subjects

Botany

X'ermont botanical club. Flora of Vermont
;

list of ferns and seed plants growing
without cultivation. 120 p. Burling-

ton, Vt., 1915. (Vermont—Agricultural

e.xperiment station. Bulletin no. 187.)

Geology

Cobb, Collier. Pocket dictionary of common
rocks and rock minerals. 59 p. Chapel

Hill, N. C, University of X. C, 1915.

National parks

Department of the interior. The Crater

Lake national park, season of 1915;

general information. 17 p. maps.
Wash., D. C, 1915.

United States—Dept. of the interior. The

Sequoia and General Grant national

parks, season of 1915; general informa-

tion. 40 p. maps. Wash., D. C,
1915.

Voyages and travels

Lee, Willis T. & others. Guidebook of the

western United States, part B : The Over-

land route, with a side trip to Yellow-

stone park. 24-t p. pi., maps. Wash.,
D. C, 1915. (U. S.—Geological survey.

Bulletin 612.)

Washington—Bureau of statistics and immi-

gration. The beauties of the state of

Washington; a book for tourists. 112 p.

il., pi. map. Olympia, 1912.

Periodical Articles

Miscellaneous periodicals

Boy's life, Aug. 1915.—How to be a forest

ranger
—now, by Henry Solon Graves,

p. 7.

Country gentleman, July 10, 1915.—Fire-

proofing the wood lot; clean up your
woods and prevent loss, by Samuel J.

Record, p. 1 138-9.

Garden magazine, Aug. 1915.—Midseason

flowering trees and shrubs, by E. H.

Wilson, p. 5-9; Why not plant evergreens

now, by Leonard Barron, p. 9-10.

In the open, July 1915.—Cottonwood:

Populus deltoides, by George H. Wirt,

p. 28-9; The Pennsylvania forestry

association, p. 47-52.

National wool grower, July, 19 k5.—Handling

sheep on timber and brush ranges of

Idaho, by Bryant S. Martineau, p. 7-11.

Popular science monthly, Aug., 1915.—Some
economic factors influencing the forestry

situation, by A. F. Hawes, p. 181-6.

Reclamation record, Aug., 1915.—Life of

wood pipe, by D. C. Henny, p. 354-8;

Tree planting: Hondo project, p. 365-6.

Scientific American, July 31, 1915.—Burrow-

ing animals; borers that wend their way
even through rock, by Percy Collins,

p. 99, 103.

United States—Dept. of agriculture. De-

partmental circular, July 10, 1915.—

Recreation in forests, p. 8-9; Farm lands

in forests, p. 13-16; Exchange of forest

lands, p. 14.

United States—Dept. of agriculture. Weekly-
news letter, Aug. 11, 1915.—Willows in

demand, p. 3-4.

Trade journals and consular reports

.American lumberman, July 17, 1915.—Wood
preservation, by H. E. Horrocks, p. 43.

American lumberman, July 31, 1915.—How
lumber is supplied for Chicago buildings,

p. 30-1.

American lumberman, Aug. 7, 1915.—Con-

serv-ation that failed to conserve, by
Robert FuUerton, p. 1,'37; Teak a useful

oriental wood, p. 21; Conditions in

northern lumber trade, by O. T. Swan,

p. 30; Kiln drying upper grades of

Pacific Coast woods, by Howard Jayne,

p. 31; Wood block paving grows in

popularity, p. 49; How strength of

woods are tested at the Forest products

laboratory', p. 51.

Canada lumberman, July 15, 1915.—Com-
mercial importance of Jack pine, by
A. H. D. Ross, p. 34-5.

Canada lumberman, Aug. 1, 1915.—Com-
mercial importance of tamarack, by
A. H. D. Ross, p. 36-7; Progress in

fireproofing wood, p. 39.

Hardwood record, July 25, 1915.—White
birch for paving blocks, p. 24.

Hardwood record, Aug. 10, 1915.—Mill scale

study of maple logs, p. 26 a; Do tree

roots seek water? p. 26 a; Poison oak

and its kindred, p. 26 c-d.

Holzwelt, March 26, 1915.—Holz zur bereit-

ung von nahrungs- und futtermitteln,

p. 1-2.

Journal of electricity, power and gas, July 24,

1915.—The control of water powers, by
Leonard Lvmdgren, p. 59-62.

Lumber trade journal, July 15, 1915.—Wood
block versus asphalt in the south, p.

11-12.

Lumber trade journal, Aug. 1, 1915.—The

perpetuation of Louisiana's forests;

methods adopted by the Conservation

commission of Louisiana on the Urania

forest preser\'e, p. 19-22.

Lumber world review, July 25, 1915—What
is the matter with the lumber industry,

by Boiling Arthur Johnson, p. 21-6.

Lumber world review, Aug. 10, 1915.—Na-

tional fire protection association on the

uses of wood, p. 21-4.

Packages, July, 1915.—Wood used in baskets,

p. 66.

Paper, July 1, 1915.—Some uses of electricity'

in paper-making, by J. P. Mallett,

p. 15-18.

Paper, July 14, 1915.—The chemistry of

paper-making fibers, by John S. Bates,

p. 11-13; Microscopical characteristics

of rosin, p. 13-14.

Paper trade journal, Aug. 5, 1915.—The
forests of Siberia, p. 22.

Philippine trade review, April, 1915.—The
Bureau of forestry and the lumber

industry', by W. F. Sherfesee, p. 5;

Economical use of wood, by E. W. Bright

p. 14.

Grade One

Creosote Oil

Cuts wood preserving
bills in half—

For preserving telephone
poles, telegraph poles, cross

arms, railroad ties, fence

posts, mine timbers, under-

ground sills, sleepers, bridge
timbers, planking, ice

houses, wood tanks, shing-
les, poultry houses, silos,

boat timbers or any exposed
woodwork.

Especially adapted for brush
and open tank treatment of

structural timbers of all

kinds.

Booklet on request.

Barrett Manufacturing Co.
New York Chicago
BoRton St. Louis
Cincinnati Pittsburgh
Detroit Birmingham
Kansas City Minneapolis
Salt Lake City Seattle

Pioneer western lumberman, July 15, 1915.—
How long will wood pipe last? p. 27-8.

Pioneer western lumberman, Aug. 1, 1915.—
Wood block paving in the northwest, by
Lewis Schwager, p. 6-7: Association

grading rules; the need of a revision, by
JuHus Seidel, p. 13-15.

Pulp and paper magazine, July 1, 1915.—
Structure of wood and some other fibers

as related to pulp and paper, by H. N.

Lee, p. 361-7; Wood room procedure and
its treatment of pulpwood in connection

with newsprint manufacture, by H. S.

Taylor, p. 370-3.

Pulp and paper magazine, July 15, I9I5.—
A description of the courses in paper
manufacture at the Uuiversity of Mich-

igan, by John D. Rue, p. 389-90.

St. Louis lumberman, July 15, 1915.—Strong
for wood block paving, p. 8.

St. Louis lumberman, Aug. 1, 1915.—Federal

trade commission hears needs of the

industry as presented by lumbermen,

p. 50-69.

Southern lumber journal, July 15, 1915.—
Creosoted paving blocks and their rela-

tion to the lumber business, by Joseph
G. G. Morgan, p. 42-3.

Southern lumberman, July 17, 1915.—Com-

position paving block; Florida lumber-

men perfect brick made of sawdust and

asphalt product, p. 36.

Southern lumberman, July 31, 1915.—The-

future of cutover lands under protection,

by W. W. Ashe, p. 31.
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Timber trade journal, July 24, 1915.—Jap-
anese oak, by Alexander L. Howard,

p. 116-17.

Timberman, July, 19 IS.—Plans for protecting

timber of the Pacific Coast from forest

fires, p. 29; Vertical grain shingles, by
C. D. Howell, p. 38; Average cost of

logging, by Austin Gary, p. 40.

United States daily consular report, Julj' 17,

1915.—British Columbia timber prod-

ucts, by R. E. Mansfield, p. 275; United

States may relieve Greek lumber famine,

by A. B. Cooke, p. 276-7.

United States daily consular report, July 19,

1915.—Lumber trade and afforestation

in China, by Thomas Sammons, p. 311.

United States daily consular report, July 21,

1915.—Production of wood pulp in

Argentina, p. 339.

United States daily consular report, July 26,

1915.—Lack of tonnage hits wood-pulp

industry of Sweden, by Ernest L. Harris

p. 436-7.

United States daily consular report, Aug. 5,

1915.—Crates and lumber for Canary

Islands, by George K. Stiles, p. 624-5

Forest reserves of Canada, by Henry

Starrett, p. 632.

United States daily consular report, Aug. 10,

1915.—Timber rights in Nigeria and

Gold Coast, by W. J. Yerby, p. 708-9.

Veneers, Aug., 1915.—Circassian walnut,

p. 17-18.

West Coast lumberman, July 15, 1915.—
Important timber testing laboratory at

the University of Washington, p. 28;

Canadian special lumber trade commis-

sioner reports on U. K. markets, by
H. R. MacMillan, p. 41.

Wooden and willow ware trade review, July

22, 1915.—Minnesota furnishes various

woods, p. 73-4.

Forest Journals

Canadian forestry journal, July, 1915.—The

work of the forest products laboratories,

by John S. Bates, p. 115-17, 135; Methods

of tree doctoring, by B. R. Morton,

p. 118-20; Forest protection in Quebec,

by W. C. J. Hall, p. 123-5; Settlers slash

and forest loss, p. 126-7; Forest fire

situation, p. 128-9; Ontario forests and

water powers, p. 130-1.

Forest and farm, July, 1915.—Tree planting

by farmers, by C. R. Tillotson, p. 132-5;

The woodlot—a neglected resource, by

Gifford Pinchot, p. 135-7.

Forest leaves, Aug., 1915.—Narrative of the

Foxburg meeting of the Pennsylvania

forestry association, by F. L. Bitler,

p. 50-5 ;
19 15 spring forest fires in Monroe

county. Pa., p. 55-6; A demonstration

tree plantation at Lehigli university,

by Natt M. Emery, p. 56-8; Pennsylvania

State forest planting, spring 1915, p.

58-60; The immediate need of extending

state forests in Pennsylvania, by E. A

Ziegler, p. 61-3.

Forstwissenschaftliches centralblatt, Feb.,

1915.—Die eichelmastnutzung einst und

jetzt, by Heinrich Herrmann, p. 51-60;

Beitrag zur vereinfachten waldwertrech-

Vertical Farming
Proved

By Effects of Orchard Blasting with

Red Cross

Farm
Powder

These cuts are made
from photos show-

i n g comparative

growth of pear trees

from Spring of 1913

to August, 1914,

B e 1 1 em o n t Or-

chards, Inc., Nor-

folk, Va.

iM/'t/..^;.

A LL progressive farmers and orchardists know that

trees planted in blasted ground grow much faster

than those planted in the old way and bear fruit earlier.

This proves the truth of the principles of Vertical

Farming, which aims to cultivate downward as well as

to till the top soil.

Three years ago tree planting in blasted holes was

experimental
—now millions of trees are set out by the

Vertical Farming method every Spring and Fall.

In like manner, blasting the subsoil to increase

general crop yields, now regarded as experimental,
will in a few years be common.
To learn how and why Vertical Farming may double

the yields of your farm, get the Free Reading Course

in Vertical Farming by Dr. G. E. Bailey, one of the

best works on soils and soil culture ever published.
Sent free with every request for our Farmer's Handbook
No. 350 F. Write now.

DU PONT POWDER COMPANY
Established 1802

Wilmington, Delaware
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iiung und forststatik, by N. Gennimatds,

p. 60-83 ; Stickstoffdungungsv'ersuche mit

2 und 4 jahrigen (ichten und deren

wachstumsergebnisse nach der verpflanz-

ung ins freie, by Xaver Siefert, and

Maximilian Helbig, p. 83-92.

Indian forest records, May, 1915.—A new

species of forest grass, Spodiopogon lacci,

by R. S. Hole, p. 1-6.

Indian forester, May, 191S.—Germination of

teak seeds, by L. P. Mascarenhas, p.

147-50; Preliminary note on the prepara-

tion and treatment of Xylia dolabri-

formis paving blocks, by R. S. Pearson,

p. 150-3.

Indian forester, June, 1915.—The present

conditions of applied forestry in Canada,

by H. R. Macmillan, p. 171-7; Notes

on grazing, based on observations made

during a period of practical training in

the forests of the Central Provinces,

by M. M. Ah Beg, p. 177-90; Athletics

at the Burma forest school, Pyinmana,

p. 190-94; Prize-day at the forest college,

Dehra Dun; rangers' class, p. 194-201;

Formosan camphor industry, p. 206-8.

Philippine agriculturist and forester, May,
1915.—Bamboo planting at the College

of agriculture, by Anieeto Villamil, p.

43-4.

Proceedings of the Society of American

foresters, July, 1915.—Working plans;

past history, present situation, and future

development, by Barrington Moore,

p. 217-58; Development of silvicultural

working plans on national forests in

the southwest, by Joseph C. Kircher,

p. 259-62; Windfall damage in selection

cuttings in Oregon, by Kan Smith and

R. H. Weitknecht, p. 263-5; Some use so

meteorological studies in silvicultural

and management problems, by W. H.

Kenety, p. 266-70; Forest ranger educa-

tion, by Dorr Skeels and others, p. 271-

83; The reforestation of brush fields in

northern California, by Richard H.

Boerker, p. 284-93; A silvicultural

system for western yellow pine in the

Black Hills, by P. T. Smith, p. 294-300;

The use of frustum form factors in

constructing volume tables for western

yellow pines in the southwest, by
Clarence F. Korstian, p. 301-14; Further

notes on frustum form factor volume

tables, by Bruce Donald, p. 315-21.

Quarterly Journal of forestry, July, 1915.—
Charcoal-burning, by H. J. Elwes, p.

185-93; The Tintem crown forests, by
Wm. SchUch,p. 194-204; The relationship

of the Board of agriculture and fisheries

to forestry, by R. L. Robinson, p. 204-13;

The state and forestry in Ireland, by
A. C. Forbes, p. 214-25; On the harmful

effects of the growth of certain grasses

and weeds around the roots of young
forest trees, by S. F. Armstrong, and

Edward Roger Pratt, p. 225-30; Invita-

tion to plant Cupressus macrocarpa,

p. 231-3; Sowing horse-chestnuts in

woods, p. 233-4; Gymnosporangium
claveriaeforme, the juniper rust, p. 235-6

;

The timber of Cedrus deodara grown in

England, p. 254-5.

^
COMPANIONS

both human and

delightful rambles
otherwise for those

through Woods and
Fields should be chosen carefully. Here
are a few suggestions. Write us for infor-

mation regarding our other Nature Books.

OUR TREES
HOW TO KNOW THEM

Photographs from Nature By ARTHUR I. EMERSON

9v

w

«>f

With a t^iiidc to their recognitioD at any season of the year
and notes on their characteristics, distribution, and culture

By CLARENCE M. WEED, D.Sc.

Tt-iiihtT of Xfjlurf-Study in the Ma^stit husetls State N

One hundred and forty illustrations. Size of book, 7}4"
Postage extra

ALL nature-lovers
will hail this book

with delight. Its pur-

pose Is to afford an op-

portunity for a more in-

telligent acquaintance
with American trees,

native and naturalized.

The pictures upon the

plates have in all cases

been photographed di-

rect from nature, and
have been brought to-

gether in such a way
that the non-botanical

reader can recognize at

a glance either the whole

THE FLOWER
FINDER

By

George Lincofn Walton, M.D.

590 Illus. Limp Leather.

$2.00 net. Postage

extra.

Cleveland Plain
Dealer:—"What's that

flower over there in the

field ? You'll find out

in 'The Flower Finder.'

Gives many color charts

and sketches; grouped
so that you can easily

find what you are

looking for; is bound

in leather that per-

mits it to be slipped

in the pocket."

OUR TPLLS
jHiAv lo Kno%\ ri)( I

SEEING
NATURE FIRST

By Clarence M. Weed
About loo IlUistratioos. 8vo,
Decorated Cloth, $2.00 net.

Postage extra.

Mr. Weed is an ardent

nature lover, and in this

delightful book describes

the beauty and mystery of

nature in a way that will

appeal to every one who
desires to add to his or

her knowledge of Nature.

THE STUDY OF
NATURE

By Samuel C. Schmucker

With four full-page color plates
and fifty-four line drawings by
Kalherine E. Schmucker.

12mo. 31S pages. Clolh. SI.25 net

ormal School at Lowell

X 10". Cloth, $3.00 net.

tree or the leaves,
flowers, fruits, or winter
I wigs, and thus be able

tn identify with ease

.ind certainty any un-
known tree to which his

attention may be called.

In the discussion of the

text especial attention

li.is been given to the

distinguishing character
I if the various species,
;is well as to the more

interesting phases of the

> t-arly cycle of each, and

thespecial values of each

forornamenta' planting.

UNDER
THE OPEN SKY
By Samuel C Schmucker

With colored frontispiece,

83 full-page illustrations and
marginal decorations by
Kalherine L", Schmucker.

Small quarto. 308 pages.
Clolh, gilt top, $1.50 net.

In a slip case.

"The author, like

that great observer of

nature, John Burroughs,

goes out into the open
and sees things that

the casual person passes

by quite unnoticed, and
then brings them to-

gether in this book to

show us how much
we have overlooked in

our strolls in fields,

woods, and elsewhere.—
Brooklyn Daily Eagle.

By

THE TRAINING OF A FORESTER
;iFFORD PINCHOT. Sillu.. 12mo. Cloth $1.00 net. Postage extra.

Hartford Times:—"Mr. Pinchot is a man who loves forestry for its own
sake. It was a hobby with him from early days, and long before he began
to be a figure in politics he was a woodsman. . . . A singularly clear and at-

tractive account of what forestry is . . . and what a forester must know."

PUBLISHERS

J.B.LIPPINCOTT COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, since 1792

East Washington Square

LONDON since 1872

16 John Street. Adelphi

MONTREAL since 1897
201 Unitr Building

i -^i^ -^W- -*i^ -^^ ^^ -^I^ -^f^-^f^ -^i^ ^P^ -^i^ -^^ "^^ " :^^^^^^i<#
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Yellow Fine LONGLEAF)

"tl)P Oaiooii of gprUiff"

ADAPTED
to every requirement of Strength, Durability, and

. Beauty, from the heaviest structural timber to the daintiest

interior finish— it meets every demand. It is the Building Material

Par Excellence, and yet serves the purposes of paving, crating, and

manufacturing equally as well.

^ Ask for / \IffO for thirty years the standard for quality of timber,

excellence of manufacture, and uniformitv of grade.

MANUFACTURED
KAUL

BY LUMBER
CO.

FOR THOSE WHO CARE

OUtr^l/^OHAM AiA

ENGRWINGS
AMERICAN FORESTRJfc,

MAGAZIt<JE

OUR SPECIALTY
BETTER" GRADE! FINISH OP

DESIGNS &-EfsJGRAVINGS

#:
IN ONE OR MORE COLORS

FO« MAGAZINES CATALOGUES.

ADVERTISEMENTS. Etc

Half Tones ' Line Pl*tes

.DjULLO -Tones
COMBINATION LiNE
AND Halftones

j
Color ProSTss MuLTL-CoLons_

^ —Established

IIGatchel & Manning
K.:^?-\ SIXTH AND CHESTNUT STRtCTS .CME

[ OlO« fNl

PHILADELPHIA
^fc

TIMBER ESTIMATES, FOREST
SURVEYS and MAPS

D. E. LAUDERBURN
Forest Engineer

6030 Metropolitan Building, New York City

Expert

Service

Is Demanded

by Modern

Business

Methods

E. A. Sterling
FOREST ENGINEER

Commercial Trust Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Forest Engineering
is expert sei^ce in the application of scientific

and economic engineering knowledge and ex-

perience to forests and their products. It is

essential to modem timberland ownership

and operation, and equally important to the

distributor and consumer of wood.

The Field Covers

Technical Advice and

Practical Service

in acquiring, estimating and mapping timlDer
;
in

making valuations ;
in management; in selling

cither the stumpage or manufactured product ;

in selecting grades or kinds to meet your ser-

vdce requirements; and in preservative treat-

ment to prevent decay.

JAMES W. SEWALL
Timber Estimates

Topographic and Boundary Surveys, Plant-

ing, Logging Maps, Portable Mill Operations

Technical Training

CENTRE STREET

Thoroughness Experience

OLD TOWN. MAINE

Timber Estimates

FireProtectionPlans

Haps.LoggingReports

EmpibeStateForesters

156 FiFTHAvE.NtwYoHnCrrv
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FORESTERS
ATTENTION
AMERICAN FORESTRY will print free

of charge in this column advertisements of

foresters wanting positions, or of persons

having employment to offer foresters

PRACTICAL WOODSMAN AND FOREST EN-

GINEER with thorough experience this country and

Europe will take charge of forested estate or game

preserve. An expert in managing and improvmg
woodlands, and can show results. Highest references

as to character, training, and ability. Address W oods

Superintendent, Care American Forestry Magazine,

Washington, D. C.

WANTED—A live, hustling man to represent us in

Tree Surgery and Forestry work. Must be familiar

with shade trees. A college education not essential

but must be able to meet and talk with rnen. New
England men preferred, but will consider others.

Address Box 3, Care American Forestry, Washington.

D. C.

A forest school graduate with experience in U. S.

Forest Service and with lumber company, also possess-

ing thorough business training, will consider offer of

good forestry position. Address Box 9. care of Ameri-

can Forestry.

POSITION WANTED—Engineer with twelve

years' experience in Engineering and Forestry. Expert

land surveyor, timber estimator, timherland K. K.

location. Experienced in woods operation and good

manager of men. Permanent position desired with

Timber Company, Railroad Company or Private

Estate. At present employed. Address Box 4, care

American Forestry.

POSITION WANTED—Am graduate of Biltmore

Forest School, with good record in survey, estimate and

estate management and want position where i will

have a chance to learn more. Have done practical

work outside of school and am considered good at

timber. Willing to go anywhere and be generally

useful. Hard worker, don't mind long hours. Age,

•>6 Give me interview or let me send references.

Address Box 11, care American Forestry.

FORESTER wants position with Consulting For-

estry firm, or with lumber company or private estate.

Training from Michigan Agricultural College and Yale

Forest School; four years' experience with U. S. Forest

Service and two winters with lumber coinpanies.

Acquainted thoroughly with Montana, Idaho and

California timber as cruiser. References on request.

.Address Box 17, care American Forestry.

ENERGETIC Post Graduate Forester desires posi-

tion as an assistant in park or city forestry work.

Subordinate duties preferred. Best of references.

Address Box 18, care of American Forestry.

MAN with practical experience in lumbering, timber

estimating, mapping and compass work. Have had

one year of college training and would like position

where there is an opportunity to acquire further knowl-

edge of forestry. Address Box 7, care of American
Forestry.

PRACTICAL FORESTER wants situation on

private estate. Has practical experience of sowing,

laying, planting out. pruning, thinning, firebelts.

ditching, rotation planting, mixed planting and

thorough knowledge of fencing and tree felling. Has
had seven year's experience on best managed forestry

area in Scotland. Address "Raith," care American
Forestry.

Graduate of Forestry School, having studied for-

estry and lumbering operations in this country and

Germany, with experience in the U. S. Forest Servi^ce,
and also in state and private nursery work, would like

position with forest engineering firm or lumber com-

pany. Best of references. Address Box 19, care of

American Forestry.

WANTED—Position as City Forester or Park

Superintendent. Willing to consider position as an
assistant. University training; experience in forestry,

nursery and landscape work. Twenty-seven years
old and married. Best of references. Address Box
20, care of American Forestry, Washington, D. C.

WANTED—Timber estimating by postgraduate
forester with experience in Eastern Canada and Lake
States. References. Address Box 21, care of Ameri-
can Forestry, Washington, D. C.

SCALER—With actual experience desires position
with any lumber company in the United States or
Canada. Competent surveyor and mapper, accus-
tomed to roughing it. Present employer best reference.

.\ddress "Scaler." care of American Forestry.

EXPERT TREE SURGEON—Experienced in

planting, pruning, spraying, etc.; college education;
married, 23 years old. Four years with Davey Tree
Expert Company. Desires position with city com-
mission or large estate. Address Box 16, care of

.American Forestry.

WANTED—Position by graduate forester. Ex-
perience in Southern Pineries; five years technical

training. Prefers South but willing to go anywhere.
Address Box 22. care of American Forestry.

YOUNG MAN with one and one-halt years ex-

perience as rodm.an and chainman wants position with

surveying party where an opportunity to learn some-
thing of forestry is offered. Address Box 15, care of

American Forestry.

A GRADUATE of one of the leading Forestry
Schools of the country, with some experience in State
and private work, would like to secure a position in

some Eastern or Central State. Address Box 23.

care American Forestry.

TIMBERLANDS
FOR SALE

30,000 selected WHITE and CHESTNUT OAK
trees, 15.000 selected ASH trees, on 5,000 acres in the

State of Virginia, estimated to cut more than 30,000,000
FEET. Balance of timber on this land can be bought
cheap. Price of the selected trees. $2.50 each. This
is the greatest bargain we have ever heard of.

6-11. GEORGE J. PHILP. Oil City. Pa.

BARGAIN IN CAROLINA TIMBER

Fifty million feet original growth timber; 35.000.000
feet North Carolina Pine. Yellow Poplar and Cypress;
15.000.000 feet Red and White Gum, Oak and Ash.
Located on Southern Railway. Write for particulars,

prices and terms.
J. P. MULHERIN. Augusta, Ga.

NEW RAILROAD VIRGIN TIMBER
We can introduce actual buyers to actual owners of

5 000 to 20.000 acre tracts of excellent Hardwoods (no

commissions.) Address TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT,
Oneida & Western R. R. Co., Second National Bank
Building, Cincinnati. Ohio.

FOR QUICK SALE, 25,000 ACRES

of Virgin timber at war prices, includes land and timber,
in fee simple. Titles good. Payments reasonaMe.

Address Box 21, care of American Foresty.

INTERIOR TRIM PLANT FOR SALE

For quick sale, the best factory in the South for

manufacture of furniture or interior trim. Special

advantage in rates, taxes, labor, raw material, both

yellow pine and hardwoods. Plant is new, fireproof

and insurance rate is 66 cents per SIOO.OO. Sale price
is less than half the cost. Write for particulars and

photographs.
J. P. MULHERIN, Trustee, Augusta, Ga.

Wanted—Trained Forester
With TROPICAL Experience

for work for American interests in Dutch
East Indies. State experience and salary ex-

pected and when services would be available.

Address Box 50, Care of American Forestry

ENGINEER
with many years' experience in railway
construction and management and in Ir-

rigation, Drainage and Agricultural work
in Egypt desires to join undertaking in

either above branches. Will accept share

in profits. If business satisfactory will

be prepared to put up capital. Best

references given and required. Address
Box 75, American Forestry.

REILLV
IMPROVED
CREOSOTE

OIL
Is a high-grade, pure coal tar

distillate creosote oil. A non-

volatile, heavy, stable and perma-
nent preservative, free from every
adulterant, for preservation of

Bridge Timbers
Cross .\rms
Railroad Ties

Telephone Poles
Fence Posts

Mine Timber
Piles

Silos

Shingles
Poultry Houses

The Reilly Improved
Creosote Oil

added to the inferior commercial

grades acts as a stabilizer and in-

creases their efficiency and per-
manence in exact proportion to

the quantitv of REILLY IM-
PROVED CREOSOTE OIL that

is used.

Our booklet is interesting and au-

thentic. Sent on request.

Republic Creosoting Company
Indianapolis, Indiaii.i

Planis:

Mobile Ind'anapolis Minneapolis

i
^
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m
fHECTQIJALITY
LOWELyj PRl^Ety

QUICI^^LR^CC
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THE
JACOBS BIRD-HOUSE

COMPANY
The first American enterprise

for the manufacture of Bird-
Houses and Bird Feeding De-
vices. Over thirty-two years'
experience by the President-
Manager.
Eleven beautiful designs for

the Purple Martin, $6.50 up.

The best single room nest-
boxes for Bluebirds, Wrens. Tree
Swallows. Chickadees. Flickers,
Tufted Tits. etc.. $1.00 each.
S*^.00 and $10.00 per dozen.

Sheltered Feeding Devices for
Winter Birds. $1.00 to $12.00.

Sheltered Suet Baskets, two for $1.00.

Genuine Government Sparrow Trap. $4.00 each.
Cement Bird-Baths and Drinking Fountains, four
designs.

All direct from our factory to the user. Best
products at lowest possible prices. All prices f. o. b.,

Waynesburg. Pa. Send 10 cents for oxir latest Bird-
House Booklet.

JACOBS BIRD-HOUSE COMPANY
404 South ^(^asbington Street

WAYNESBURG, PA.

Our Indorsement

'THE BEST MADE'

HIGH GRADE PRINTING PAPERS

Dill & Collins Co., PaTpermakers
Philadelphia

Correspondence Solicited

Have You Ever Owned
a Truly AccurateWatch?

Do you know the comfort of

owning a watch that tells the true

time all the time?

It's a genuine pleasure to carry
such a watch—one that you are

not always setting or adding or

subtracting a minute or so to or

from the time it tells.

"The Watch of Railroad Accuracy"

When you buy a Hamilton you buy Accuracy that will endure.
Hamilton Watches are made in many models at $17.00, S25.00,
$28.00, $40.00, S50.00, S80.00 and so on up to the Hamilton
masterpiece at $150.00 in 18k. hea\'>- gold case. Movements
alone, to fit your present watch case, at $12.25 ($13.00 in Canada)
and up.

Write jor the Hamilton Watch Book
"The Timekeeper"

It pictures and describes the various Hamilton Models for men
and women and tells facts worth knowing about watches.

HAMILTON WATCH COMPANY, Dept. 39, Lancaster, Penn.

Conductor h M Kelley
of ih«* Ciiioifio Milwuu-
kee Sl Si Paul Railway.
One of ihe ihnusunds of
conduciors of fas' trams
who lime their runs by
the Haroilion Waich,

THE FORESTRY QUARTERLY
EDITED BY DR. B. E. FERXOW

The Technical Journal of Forestry

Price, S2.00 a year
Order from

American Forestry Association

0he X^side X^^^
is a beautiful permanent, up-to-date hotel occupying a magnificent site within the grounds
of the Panama-Pacific International E.xposition, amidst the most wonderful setting of
scenerv' and architectural beauty the world has ever known, and has been selected as
the official headquaners of the AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION, and is

directly across the avenue from the Lumbermen's Building where the American Forestry meeting will be held. :: :: '' ::

f

Appointments throughout the hotel are first class. Following are our general rates: Albert Bettens, Manager
European plan, without bath per day, S2. one person European plan, with bath per day, $3 to SS. one person
European plan, without bath per day. S3, two persons European plan, with bath per day, $4 to S7[ two persons

Our motor busses meet all trains and steamers We shall be glad to give you any general information in regard to the Exposition or side trips upon request
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BIG PINES
For September Planting

TREES
6 to 20 feet high. Trees that save you five to ten years or

more. Guaranteed to grow satisfactorily or replaced. They have
been skillfully grown in the nursery, frequently rootpruned and trans-

planted. This results in a compact system of small feeding roots contained

in a big ball of earth. We have invented canvases and platfomis for

securely holding this ball of earth. They will ship a thousand miles.

How Can I Use Them?
Evergreens from the nursery are usually

considered little bright spots to look down
upon and wait for. These big Pines
serve a purpose corresponding to the side

walls of a house. Are you annoyed by
the dust and noise of the street ? Are you
disturbed by the constant passing? Are

you wishing you had a larger country
place where the public did not intrude ?

To get such a place would cost more money
and perhaps necessitate traveling further

out of town.

These Pines will make a dense screen imme-
diately. You can have them planted in a few
days and enjoy them immediately. Send for
Hicks Evergreens for August-September Planting.
It suggests several beautiful ways of arranging
Pines with Laurel, Birch and Oak.

There are thousands of other large evergreens
growing in squares 6 to 15 feet apart—Austrian,
Scotch, Pitch and Jack Pine, Hemlock, White and
Nordmann's Fir, Blue and Douglas Spruce. Let

us send you five free samples of White Spruce 3 to
5 feet high, hardy, dense, bluegreen. Excellent
for the seashore or mountains.

Living Oif The Country
Are there beautiful big Pines or Cedars

5 to 30 feet high ? Do you wish the fun of

selecting and grouping them in your
home landscape ? We will send apparatus,
foreman and a few expert men to work
with local men and teams. July is the
time to start. Do you want big Elms or

Sugar Maples? Now is the time to pick
them out. The same crew can move
them in September or October.

Do you wish some shrubs and flowers to plant
right away? We have them in boxes and pots, per-
mitting planting where the places are closed in April.

Isaac Hicks & Son
Westbury, Nassau County, N. Y.

Seeds and Bulbs

have been the choice of careful

purchasers since 1802

IN
the purchase of seeds,

especially tree seeds, the relia-

bility of the seller is your only

guarantee as to fertility and

quality.

This Company has given satis-

faction to its customers since

the days of Washington and

Jefferson.

Our "list" is the most extensive
—write for a copy.

J. M. Thorburn & Co.
53 Barclay Street through

to 54 Park Place

NEW YORK

HILL'S
Seedlings and Transplants

Also Tree Seeds

FOR REFORESTING

BEST
for over a half century. All leading

hardy sorts, grown in immense quantities.
Prices lowest. Quality highest. Forest

Planter's Guide, also price lists are free.

Write today and mention this magazine.

THE D. HILL NURSERY CO.
Evergreen Specialists

Largest Growers in America

BOX 501 DUNDEE, ILL.

Evergreen
" We Raise
Our Own
Trees"

Seedlings. Transplants
From our specialized collection

of young conifers you will find

what you want for every place
and piu'pose. Our stock is

hardy and field grown and
admirably adapted for forest

planting and lining out.

Your order will have personal attention
and the price will be right.

Si'nd for catalog and save jnoney

The North-Ea.stern Forestry Co.
Tree Seeds, Nursery Stock

Box A, Cheshire. Connecticut

Plant POMEROY
Hardy EnglishWainvitTrees

For Shade and Ntits

E. C. POMEROY
"English Walnut Farms" New Milford, Conn.

Seeds for Forestry

Purposes

WE offer a most complete list of both
Deciduous and Evergreen Tree and

shrub seeds for forestry purposes.

Seeds That Are of Best

Germinating Quality

Our catalogue contains a full list of the

varieties we offer, which include the best

and most rare species. Send for a copy, it

will interest you.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
Wholesale Nurserymen and Tree Seedmen

DRESHER. PENNA., U. S. A.

ORCHIDS
We are specialists in Orchids, we col

lect, import, grow, sell and export this class

of plants exclusively.

Our illustrated and descriptive catalogue

of Orchids may be had on application. Also

special lists of freshly imported unestab-

lished Orchids.

LAGER & HURRELL
SUMMIT, N. J.

Orchid Growers and Importers

No more uncomfortable nights on hard, damp.
I arnji beds— hLi\'C real ^Ifps on a

"PERPECTION" Pneumatic

Mattress With Sleeping Bag
Rolh to a small, light bundle, when deflated.

Easily inflated. Never damp, hard or lumpy.
Always evenly smooth and soft, comtorming to

i.iv your body. Lasts indefinitely.

Write for catalog today

PNEUMATIC MFG. COMPANY
. .'552 17th St., Brooklyn. N. V.
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is tHree-foiirths of

F^ORESXRY
Your opportunities are as unlimited as our

forests if you study at

WYMAN'S SCHOOL OF THE WOODS
Incorporated Muniaing, Michigan
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SPECIAL OFFER

Chinese

ForestTrees
and

Timber Supply
By XoRiL\x Shaw. B. A.

351 Pages

With a map and 33 illustrations

An economic study of the
forest and timber si tuation
in China. Valuable to everj-
forestn- student, forestn.-

library and public library.

Published in England and
supplied to readers of
American Forestry Maga-
zine, postage paid for

$2.60

Order from

AMERICAN FORESTRY
ASSOCIATION

Washington, D. C.

Handbook ofTrees

By RoMEYN B. Hough

$6.00

A book which will enable j^ou to

identify trees without a

knowledge of botany

American Woods
By RoMEYx B. Hough

$5.00
A Volume

Order from

American
Forestry Association

Washington, D. C.

BILT^IORE TEXT BOOKS
The text books of the Biltmore Forest School,
written by Dr. C. A. Schenck, continue for

sale at Biltmore. For particulars address

BILTMORE FOREST BOOKS
Biltmore, X. C. tf

BOOKS ON FORESTRY
AMERICAN FORESTRY will pubUsh each month, for the benefit of those

who wish books on forestry, a list of titles, authors and prices of such books.

These may be ordered through the American Forestry Association, Washington,
D. C. Prices are by mail or express prepaid.* :: ::

" "

FOREST VALUATION—Bv H. H. Chapman
CHINESE FOREST TREES AND TIMBER SUPPLY—By Norman Shaw

TREES, SHRUBS, VINES AND HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS—By John

Kirkegaard
TREES AND SHRUBS—By Charles Sprague Sargent—Vol. I and H, 4 Parts to a

Volume—per Part

FAGOTS OF CEDAR (Poems and ballads)—Bv Ivan Swift

THE WOODS—Douglas MaUoch
RESAWED FABLES—Douglas Malloch
THE TR.\IXIXG OF A FORESTER—Gifford Pinchot

LUMBER AND ITS USES—R. S. Kellogg
THE CARE OF TREES IN LAWN, STREET AND PARK—B. E. Feraow
NORTH AMERICAN TREES—N. L. Britton

KEY TO THE TREESU-CoUins and Preston

THE FARM WOODLOT—E. G. Chevnev and J. P. Wentling
AMERICAN FOREST TREES—Henr%- H. Gibson
IDENTIFICATION OF THE ECONOillC WOODS OF THE UNITED STATES—

Samuel J. Record
PLANE SUR\'EYING—John C. Tracv
FOREST MEXSUR.\TIOX—Henr%- &3lon Graves
THE ECOXOMICS OF FORESTRY—B. E. Femow
FIRST BOOK OF FORESTRY—FiUbert Roth
PRACTICAL FORESTRY—A. S. Fuller

PRIXCIPLES OF AMERICAX FORESTRY—Samuel B. Green
SEASIDE PLAXTIXG OF TREES AXD SHRUBS—AUred Gaut
FAMILIAR TREES—G. S. Boulger
MAXUAL OF THE TREES OF XORTH AMERICA (exclusive of Mexico)—Charles

Sprague Sargent
AMERICAX WOODS—Romevn B. Hough
HAXDBOOK OF THE TREES OF THE XORTHERN U. S. AXD CANADA,

EAST OF THE ROCKl' MOUXTAIXS—Rome%-n B. Hough
GETTIXG ACQUAIXTED WITH THE TREES—J. Horace McFarland
PRIXCIPAL SPECIES OF WOOD: THEIR CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTIES—

Charles Henr%- Snow
XORTH AMERICAX FORESTS AXD FORESTRY—E. R. Bruncken
HAXDBOOK OF TIMBER PRESERVATIOX—Samuel M. Rowe
TREES OF XEW EXGLAXD—L. L. Dame and Henr%- Brooks
TREES. SHRUBS AXD VIXES OF THE XORTHEASTERX UXITED STATES—

H. E. Parkhurst

TREES—H. Marshall Ward
OUR XATIOXAL PARKS—John Muir
THE LOXGLEAF PIXE IX VIRGIX FOREST—G. Frederick Schwarz
LOGGIXG—Ralph C. Br\-ant

THE IMPORTAXT TniBER TREES OF THE UXITED STATES—S. B. EUiott

FORESTRY IN NEW ENGLAXD—Ralph C. Hawlev and Austin F. Hawes
THE PRIXCIPLES OF HAXDLIXG WOODLAXDS—Henn.- Solon Graves
SHADE TREES IX TOWXS AXD CITIES—WiU- - -

'

-a'roff

THE TREE GUIDE—Bv JuHa Ellen Rogers
F(3REST PHY-SIOGR.\PHY—Bv Isaiah Bowman
MAXUAL FOR XORTHERN WOODSMEX—Austin Car\-

FARM FORESTRY—Alfred .\kerraan ."

THE THEORY AXD PRACTICE OF WORKIXG PLANS (in forest organization)—A. B. Recknagel
ELEMEXTS OF FORESTRY—F. F. Moon and X. C. Brown
MECHAXICAL PROPERTIES OF WOOD—Samuel J. Record
STUDIES OF TREES—J. J. Levison
TREE PRUXIXG—A. Des Cars
THE PRESERVATIOX OF STRUCTURAL TIMBER—Howard F. Weiss
THE PRACTICAL LUMBERMAX—Bv Bernard Brereton (third editioni . .

S2.00
1.60

1.50

5.00
1.00

1.15

1.15

1.12

1.15

2.17

7.30

1.50

1.70

6.00

1.25

3.00
4.00
1.61

1.10

1.50

1.50

1.75

1.50

6.00

5.00

6.00
1.75

3.50

2.00

4.00

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.91

.75

3.50

2.50

3.50
1.50

3.00
1.00

5.00
2.12

.57

2.10

2.20

1.75

1.75

.65

3.00
1.50

*
This, of course, is not a complete list, but we shall be glad to add to it any books on

forestn.- or related subjects upon request.
—Editor.
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In the National Forest Region

Colorado

School of Forestry
A DEPARTMENT OF
COLORADO COLLEGE

THE
course in theoretical and applied

forestry leading to the degree of Forest

Engineer covers a period of two years

and is open to students who have completed

two years of college work, including a suf-

ficient amount of Botany, Geology and Sur-

veying.

Graduate students may enter as candi-

dates for the degree of Master of Forestry.

Fall and Spring Terras in the

Manitou Forest, the College Reserve,

6,000 acres of pine and spruce tim-

berland on the borders of the Pike

National Forest. Winter Term at

Colorado Springs.

For particulars address

Colorado School of Forestry
Colorado Springs, Colo.

Georgia State

Forest School
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA

COMPLETE
four-year undergrad-

uate course in theoretical and

applied forestry leading to the degree:

Bachelor of Science in Forestry

•^ Wide range of specilization offered—

Logging Engineering
Commercial Administration
Forest Management
City Forestry
Dendropathology
State Forestry
Research

*ii Provisiun for four months' field

work—two following each of Freshman
and Sophomore years

—on McHatton
Forest, a large forest estate in the

Blue Ridge Mountains. Numerous
excursions in Dendrology and Logging.
Provision for practical work in special-
ization during Junior-Senior vacation.

For annoimcemenl address

FOREST SCHOOL

Georgia State College of

Agriculture
ATHENS, GEORGIA

TheNewYork
State College
of Forestry

at

Syracuse University

Syracuse, N. Y.

Undergraduate courses leading

to degree of Bachelor of Science;

Post-graduate course to Master

of Forestrj'. One year Ranger

Course on the College Forest of

1,800 acres at Wanakena in the

Adirondacks. August Forest

Camp on Raquette Lake open

to any man interested in For-

estry. The State Forest Experi-

ment Station of 90 acres and

excellent Library offer unusual

opportunities for research work.

For particulars address

HUGH P. BAKER, D. Oec, Dean

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY

The

Pennsylvania State

College

APROFESSSIONAL

course in For-

estry, covering four years of

college work, leading to the

degree of Bachelor of Science in

Forestry. . .

Thorough and practical traimng
for government, state, municipal and

private forestry.
Four months are spent in camp

in the woods in forest work.

Graduates who wish to specialize

along particular lines are admitted

to the "graduate forest schools" as

candidates for the degree of Master

of Forestry on the successful com-

pletion of one year's work.

Yale University

Forest School
NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S. A.

YALE
University Forest School is a graduate de-

partment of Yale University. It is the oldest

existing forest school in the United States and

exceeds any other in the number of its alumni. A

general two-year course leading to the degree of

Master of Forestry is offered to graduates of uni-

versities, colleges and scientific institutions of high

standing and. under exceptional conditions, to men

who have had three years of collegiate training,

including certain prescribed subjects. Men who are

not candidates for the degree may enter the School as

special students, for work in any of the subjects offered

in the regular course, by submitting evidence that will

warrant their taking the work to their own advantage

and that of the School. Those who have completed

a general course in forestry are admitted for research

and advanced work in Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest

Management. Forest Technology, and Lumbering.

The regular two-year course begins the first week in

July at the School camp near Milford. Pennsylvania.

For further information address

JAMES W. TOUMEY, Director

NEW HAVEN. CONN.

For further information address

Department of Forestry

PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE

State College, Pa.

I

HARVARD
UNIVERSITY
DDinnuiiuiimiiuiuliOTJUimQimimiiiDnmnimitMironiiitnnmMiooiraiijibitii^

u't

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY

OFFERS
specialized gradu-

ate training leading to the

degree of Master of Forestry in

the following fields:— Silvicul-

ture and Management, Wood

Technology, Forest Entomol-

ogy, Dendrology, and (in co-

operation with the Graduate

School of Business Adminis-

tration) the Lumber Business

For further particulars

address

RICHARD T. FISHER
Chairman

Cambridge :: Massachusetts
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82,100,000

Feet of

National

Forest Timber

For Sale

Anwuiit and A'/i/ds.—82,100,000

feet B. M., more or less, of

green and dead lodgcpole pine,

Engelmann spruce and Alpine

fir tie timber.

Locaiioti.—Within the Wasatch

National Forest, Utah, in

Townships 1 and 2 North,

Ranges 11, 12 and 13 East,

Salt Lake Meridian, on the

watersheds of the East and

West Forks of Blacks Fork.

Shmipage Prices.—Lowest rates

considered, 10 cents each for

ties and 3^ cent per linear foot

for mine timbers.

Deposit.—Wkh bid $4,000, t...

apply on purchase price if bid

is accepted, or refunded if

rejected. Ten per cent ma\-

be retained as forfeit if the

contract and bond are not

executed within the required

time.

Final Date for Bids.—Scaled bids

will be received by the District

Forester, Ogden, Utah, up tn

and including November 1
,

1915.

The right to reject any and all

bids is reserved.

Before bids are submitted full

information concerning the char-

acter of the timber, conditions of

sale, deposits, and the submission

of bids should be obtained from

the District Forester, Ogden,

Utah.

HERB/lc^
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This Magnificent Volume' on Horticulture

A Regular $2.50 Book

Trees, Shrubs, Vines
and

Herbaceous Perennials

By Kirkegaard, formerly director Royal
Botanical Gardens, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Its 410 pages are brimful of valuable data.

Has sixty beautiful full page sepia photo-
graphs; chapters on pruning, insect pests,

etc., also an exhaustive planting list.

We have picked up a limited

quantity which we can let our
readers have for

Only $1.50

Recently published it has been purchased
at the roguLar price of S2.50 for use in the

classrooms of more than a score of State

Universities. We can offer our readers a
few hundred at this drastic reduction of

SI.00 per copy.

.\MERICAN FORESTRY. Washington. D. C.

Enclosed plea.se find $1.50 for which send me book
described above, prepaid.

Name,

Address

City State.

J

History of Forestry

By B. E. Fernow
Dean of Forestry

University of Toronto

A book every student of

Forestry should buy and
without which no forest

library is complete.

506 pages, 8vo

Price, $2.50, postpaid

A ddress

American Forestry Association

Washington, D. C.

Timber Cruising Booklets
BILTMORE TIMBER TABLES

Including solution of problems in forest finance.

SOUTHERN TIMBER TABLES
How to estimate Southern Pine, Southern White Cedar,
and Southern Appalachian Timber—Spruce pulpwood.
Hemlock bark. Chestnut oak bark. Chestnut tannic

acid wood.
Postpaid, 25 cents each

Howard R. Krinbill, Forest Enginetr, Newburn, N. C.

Use F^ress Clippings
IT

will more than pay you to secure our extensivr

service, covering all subjects, such as Polo, Golf,

Tennis, trade and personal, and receive the benefit

of the best and most systematic reading of all papers
and periodicals, here and abroad, at minimum cost.

Why miss taking advantage for obtaining the best

possible service in your line?

Our service is taken by all progressive business

men, publishers, authors, collectors, etc.. and is the

card index for securing what you want and need, as

every article of interest is at your daily cornmand
W'rite for terms; or send your order for 100 clippings

at S5. or 1.000 clippings at $35. Special rates quoted
on Larse Orders.

Tlie Manhattan Press Clipping Bureau
Arthur CaSSOT. Pmprietor Estnhlished 1888

6 East 41st Street, NEW YORK
Send for Our Desk Calendar
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YELLOW PINE
The Wood of a Thousand Uses"

KNO^A/^S NO SUPERIOR
AMONG WOODS

No wood has the general utilit)^ of this greatest of all constructional

material

SOFT SHORT LEAF
Makes beautiful finish, flooring, ceiling, siding, etc., or for general construction

when only moderate strength is needed but beauty and workability are desirable.

TOUGH LONG LEAF
Makes excellent timbers and dimension where great strength and durability are

needed, also heart flooring and highly grained finish, as well as the other various

products. (WE GUARANTEE OUR LONG LEAF.)

If you want to know more about it

A CARD ADDRESSED TO US WILL BRING RESULTS

OUR OWN MILLS CUT 275,000,000 FEET ANNUALLY

Missouri Lumber and Land
Exchange Company

nil LONG BUILDING KANSAS CITY, MO.

U^

In writing to advert isirs kindly niintion AMERICAN' KoRESTRV
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The o4merican Forestrjr c^lssociation
Washington, D. C.

OFFICERS FOR 1915

President

DR. HENRY STURGIS DRIN'KER. President. Lehigh University, South Bethlehem. Pa.

JOSHUA L. B.AILY. Pennsylvania

THEODORE L. BRISTOL. Connecticut
Ex-President Connecticut Forestrj* Association

ANDREW CARNEGIE. New York

MRS. EMMONS CROCKER, Massachusetts

DR. CHARLES \V. ELIOT. Massachusetts
President Emeritus Harvard L'niversity

DR. B. E. FERNOW, Canada
Dean of Forestry-, University of Toronto

HON. WALTER L. FISHER, Chicago, 111.

Ex-Secretary of the Interior

Vice-Presidents
HENRY S. GRAVES, District of Columbia

Chief of the Forest Service

EVERITT G, GRIGGS, Washington
HON. D.^VID HOUSTON

Secretary of Agriculture
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JOHN E, JENKS, Editor, Army and Navy Register, Washington, D. C.
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Forester, Western For. and Consen.'ation .\sso.

HON. ROBERT P. B.A.SS. New Hampshire
Ex-Governor of New Hampshire

WM. B. GREELEY, District of Columbia
Assistant V. S. Forester

W. R. BROWN, New Hampshire
Pres., New Hamp. Forestry Commission

HERM.EN H. CHAPM.EN, Connecticut
Professor of Forestry, Yale Forest School
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Secretary Southern Pine Association

ERNEST A. STERLING. Pennsylvania.
Forest and Timber Engineer

JOHN L. WE.WER. District of Columbia
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J. B. WHITE. Missouri
Ex-President, National Conserv-ation Congress

Declaration of Principles and Policy^

of '^cAmerican Forestr)^ dissociation

IT IS A VOLUNTARY organization for the inculcation and spread of a forc-st policy on

a M ale adc(]ualc for our economic needs, and any person is eligible for membership.

IT IS INDEPENDENT, has no official connection with any Federal or State depart-

ment or policN". and is devoted to a public service conducive to national prosperity.

IT ASSERTS THAT forestry- means the propagation and care of forests for the produc-
tion of timber as a crop; protection u( -watersheds; utilization of non-agricultural

soil; use of forests for public recreation.

IT DECLARES THAT FORESTRY is of immense importance to the people; that the

census of 19 13 shows our forests annually supply over one and a quarter billion

dollars' worth of products; employ 735,000 people; pay $367,000,000 in wages; co\'tr

550,000,000 acres unsuited for agriculture; regulate the distribution of water; pre-

vent erosion of lands; and are essential to the beauty of the country and the health

of the nation.

IT RECOGNIZES THAT forestry- is an industry limited by economic conditions; that

private owners should be aided and encouraged by investigations, demonstrations,

and educational work, since they cannot be expected to practice forestry at a

financial loss; that Federal and State governments should undertake scientific

forestry upon national and State forest reserves for the benefit of the public.

IT WILL DEVOTE its intluence and educational facilities to the development uf

public thought and knowledge along these practical lines.

It Will Support These Policies

Federal Administration and Man-
affenient of national forests; adequate
.ippropriations for their care and man-
aiiement; Federal cooperation with the
States, especially in forest fire protec-
tion.

State Activity by acquirement of forest

lands; organization for fire protection;
encouragement of forest planting b\'

communal and private owners; non-
[lolitical departmentally independent
forest organization, with liberal appro-
priations for these purposes.

Forest Fire Proteetlon by Federal.
State and fire protective agencies, and
its encouragement and extension, in-

dividuall>' and by cooperation: without
adequate fire protection all other
measures for forest crop production
wiU fail.

Forest Planting by Federal and State
governments and long-lived corpora-
tions and acquirement of waste lands
fur this purpose; and also planting by
private owners, where profitable, and
encouragement of natural regeneration.

Forest Taxation Reforms removing un-
.lust burdens from owners of growint;
timber.

Closer I'tilization in logging and man-
ufacturing without loss to owners; aiil

to lumbermen in achieving this.

Cutting of Mature Timber where and
as the domestic market demands it, ex-

<-ept on areas maintained for park or
scenic purposes, and compensation of
forest owners for loss suffered through
protection of watersheds, or on behalf
of any public interest.

F(|Ual Proteetlon to the lumber in-

dustry and to public interests in legis-
Kition affecting private timberland
operations, recognizing that lumbering
is as legitimate and necessary as the
forests themselves.

Classifleatlon by experts of lands be?c
suited for farming and those best suited
for forest^^; and liberal national and
State appropriations for this work.
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THE DAY OF NO TIMBER
Is farther away now than the iiltra-conser\'ationists

ten years ago said it was when they spread an alarm

of exhausted suj)ply.

XHE theory of exhaustion has been dismissed. Wood is still

abundant. It is still and always will be the warm, friendly-

material that makes four walls a cosy cottage or a magnificent
mansion. Our regard for it is inherent. Our children will con-

tinue to use it because its adaptability, beauty of finish and sound

absorbing qualities give it a home-making charm that no other

material possesses.

And the uses of wood are multiplying phenomenally. We are just now
coming to know its real values and save them, rraciical by-producl utilities

that rejn-esent more than (10 per cent of tlie usal)le value of trees are now
known, in addition to lumber which utilizes only one-third. Otlicrs wdl be

found. With added use there is added worth.

IrfUMBER need not go higher in cost to consumer to make profitable
for all time the ownership of timber. Forest jirotection. new uses,

close ulilizatiou. etticienl niaTiagcnient and economical distribution will

constantly add to the value of stuni])ai;'e and eclipse the 'overhead." Stump-
age
—the raw material—will take the gain.

Timber investments rest upon fundamental requirements of the human
race. Rightly selected they are sound, stable and safe for conservative men.

Thirtij-firc years of cnniinuous invcsticjation has

glirii us knowledge that has value for you. Ask us to

tell you luore about timber as a place for your funds.

JAMES D. LACEY & CO.
TIMBER LAND FACTORS

SINCE 1880

CHICAGO PORTLAND SEATTLE
1750 Mc Cormick Building 1310 Northwestern Bank Bldg. 1009 White Building
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The American Chestnut Tree
r>v Sa.mui:l I'l. L)i;r\vn,i:K

Idciitificaluni and Characlciistics

OL'R
native chestnut tree is une of our best known this reason forest-grown chestnut trees nearly always

and best loved trees because of its beauty and liave long, straight, clear trunks, branching out into

utility. It grows from southeastern Maine west rather small, rounded tops. In the open the trunk is

to southern Michigan and soutii to northern Virginia, shnrt, dividing into three or four heavy horizontal

southern Indiana and along the Appalachian Mountains liranciies to form a broad, beautifully rounded head,

to northern Georgia, Alabama and Mississippi. The The chestnut has many features that distinguish it

bright foliage, attracti\ely-shaped leaves, toothsome nuts from its neighbors at every season of the year. Its

and stately form give distinction and character to this grayish Ijrown liark somewhat resembles that of the red

highly valuable commercial tree of our forests. oak because of the broad, flat, irregvilar, ridges, but is

The finest chestnut trees in the world are found in readilv known In' the darker gray color,, deeper fissures,

the southern Appala-

chian Mountains, espe-

cially in western Xorth

Carolina and eastern

Tennessee. .A tree with

a diameter of 17 feet

has been recorded

from Francis Cove,

North Carolina. Com-

monly, the mature trees

are 3 to 5 feet in di-

ameter and <iO to '.1(1

feet in height, but

there are numerous

specimens 7 feet or

more in diameter, 1(10

to 120 feet high. In

Pennsylvania, Xew
York and the Xew

England States chest-

nut trees have mostlv

grown from stump
sprouts, and are there-

fore comparatively
small.

When growing in tlie

forest, a chestnut tree

will bear only a mod-

erate amount of shade,

and the crowding of

adjoining trees causes

the early death of the

lower branches. For

From "The Silz'a of Nortli Amciica" Iry Sarifeitt; Hoiiijhtoi: Mifflin Co., Publishers,

LKAF AXD FRUIT OF CHESTNUT
1. Fruiting branch. 2. Spines (enlarged). 3 and 4. Xuts. 5. Vertical section of a

lint. G. Kernel of nut or seed. 7. End of young twig with new leaves and un-

developed flowers. S. \\'inter branch. U. Bud and leaf scar.

and the smaller and

more flaky scales of

bark on the ridges.

X'ery young trees have

smooth bark. Later the

ridges develop, sepa-

rated I)y shallow fis-

sures, and in old age
these fissures become

quite deep.

The buds are one of

the best means of iden-

tifying this tree in win-

ter. They are dark

Ijrown, about one-quar-

ter inch long, egg-

shaped but usually

sharply pointed. The

buds stand singly on

strong-growing
branches. Every fifth

bud stands directly
abo\e the one from

which counting begins,

and if a string is drawn

from bud to bud it will

form a spiral, passing

twice around the

branch from the first

bud to the fifth one.

After most of the

trees have well devel-

oped foliage, but be-

957
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fiire the oaks have put forth their leaxes, the chestnut

huds (jpen ami the tiny leaves unr(_)ll. Though inconspicu-

ous, there is grace and beauty in the artistic symnietry
and delicate coloring of the baby leaves—rose, yellow
and exquisite shades of green. (Jn short branches that

bear the fruit, the leaves form a leafy star, giving variety

to the a]:)pearance of the foliage.

In form the leaves are slight!}- like those of the beech.

They are six to eight inches long and about two inches

^ Mi

'xwm
wmmh

BARK OF THE CHESTNUT TR1;E

The grayisli-brown liark somewhat resembles that of the red
oalv because of tlie broad, fiat. Irregular ridges, but is

rea<lily Icnown by tlie darker g^ay color, dee]ier fissures
aud the smaller and more flaky scales of bark on the
ridges. Very yoinig trees have smooth bark.

wide, wedge-shaped at the base and tapering to a sharp

point. The margins are coarsely toothed and the veins

|)roniinent and regular. The "'ant cows" (plant lice)

love to feed along the veins on the lower surfaces of the

chestnut leaves. In the Fall the leaves assume soft shades

of yellow and red, but soon lose their brilliancv.

Early in July the chestnut tree becomes one of the most

striking features of the landscape. Long after other

trees have bloomed, it suddenly lilazes into a wealth of

odorous, cream-colored blossoms. These are the clus-

tered catkins of the ])ollen-producing flowers. The flow-

ers that produce the nuts are separate from the others

and much less noticeable, because they consist of small

s])ikes with a few green, scaly blossoms. These two
kinds of blooms do not usually appear at the same time

on one tree. The wind carries the pollen from tree to

tree and thus ettects cross-pollenation.

Two or three, or sometimes only one, of the nut-

producing flowers are fertilized and grow into prickly

burs. At first the young burs are very small, but by the

middle of August thev are full-sized. The sharp spines

which make the bur a sort of vegetable porcupine are

Nature's protection against injury to the sweet nuts until

they are fully ripe. The Indians called the chestnut tree

"O-heh-yah-tah"
—"the prickly bur." The first heavy

frost of Autumn causes the bur to separate into four

parts, disclosing two to four shining nuts resting in a

bed of soft brown veh'et.

Chestnut trees do not grow well if the soil around their

roots is disturbed, as is shown, in regions wdiere blight

is not prevalent, by the dead tops of many trees in

closely grazed pastures and on the road sides. They are

easily injured by fire and have many insect enemies.

\'arious species of borers injure the bark, the wood is

very apt to be perforated by small worm holes, the

foliage is frequently injured or destroyed by leaf rollers

and leaf-eati:ig insects, and the nuts are often infested

with the chestnut weevil.

The most serious enemy of the chestnut tree and one

that apparently means its

ultimate extinction in this

country is the chestnut

bark disease or "chest-

nut blight." All species

of chestnut and the chin-

quapin are susceptible

in varying degrees to the

bark disease. The chest-

nut bark disease was

brought to this country
from China or Japan. and

the Chinese and Japa-
nese chestnuts are highlv

resistant. The chini:|ua-

]iin is slightly resistant,

but the American and

European species of

chestnut ha\e thus far

shown no power to with-

stand the disease.

- V 1 1 h o u g h ci impa ra-

tively little has been

heard aljout the chest-

nut lilight in the past

two or three years, there

it no evidence that it is

progressing more slowlv

iir th.Tt it is less virulent

than formerly. The bark

disease is generallv prev-
alent from Maryland to

Connecticut, as far west

as the mountains, and

scattered infections oc-

cur as far west as east-

chestnut trei; lv.w
The leaves are six to eight inches long
and about two inches wide, wedge-
sliaped at the base and tapering to a

point. The margins are coarsely
toothed and the veins are prominent
and regular.
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ern Ohio and eastern West X'irginia, and in southern

\'irginia and North CaroHna.

The chestnut tree is noted for rapidity of growth and

and for its ability to sprout freely. The rate of growth
varies with the conditions under which it grows. .\n

average growth in diameter is about one inch in three

years. Under normal conditions the chestnut tree lives

to a great age. It grows on a great variety of soils, but

does best on porous soils of moderate depth and fer-

tility. It is well suited with rocky hillsides and gravelly

^i^ .-^f^m

CHESTNUT TREE IN WINTER
Trees may be identified in winter when they have lost their leaves by the

general contour of the branches and by the bark. The student will
do well to study them so thoroughly that it becomes easy to identify
them at any time of the year.

or even sandy soils, but it is seldom found on limestone

soils.

The chestnut produces great numbers of vigorous

sprouts from the stumps of young and middle-aged trees.

These sprouts grow more rapidly than seedlings during
the first thirty years of their life, and in the past, because

of this valuable characteristic, the chestnut has been one

of the most profitable trees in the farmer's woodlot. It

is easily grown from seed but natural seedling growth
is usually not abundant because the nuts are so highly

prized for food by squirrels, mice and other animals, as

well as human beings. In view of the relentless destruc-

Plujto by Edith R. Moshcr, U. S. Forest Scr-.n,'.

CHESTNUT TREE IN BLOOM
Long after other trees have bloomed, the chestnut, early in July, sud-

denly Itlazes into a wealth of odorous, cream-coiorerl blossoms and
becomes one of the most striking features of the landscape. These
blossoms are the clustered catkins of the pollen producing flowers.

tion of the chestnut bv the bark disease and its many
other enemies, the planting of this species is not advisable.

The wood of the chestnut is of a brownish color, light

in weight, coarse grained, fairly soft, of medium strength,

easily worked, and the grain has a pleasing pattern. It

is durable in contact with the soil, on account of the high

t;innic content, which ranges from five or si.x per cent

in yoimg trees to ten to fourteen per cent in very old

trees. The wood has a great variety of uses.

The nuts of our native chestnut are superior to the

European and Japanese species, and to a less extent, to

the Chinese. Chestnuts are an important article of food

in Italy anrl some other foreign countries. They are

CuiDtcsy of Manila! Aits Fil^ss.

AREA OF CHESTNUT GROWTH
This map shows the general range of the chestnut, which is confined to

the States east of the Mississippi.
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made into flour from which bread is made. Thev are

also served for food in a variety of other forms and pos-
sess a high nutritive vahie.

There are a number of varieties of cultivated chestnuts

mostly derived from the European chestnut. Until the

advent of the blight, chestnut orchards for the produc-
tion of nut crops offered a source of revenue from waste

land. Chestnut orchard trees must be grafted, as varie-

ties do not come true from seed.

The chinquapin is the chestnut's nearest relative, na-

tive to this country, that assumes tree form. It is usually

a shrul) and the leaves and burs cause it to resemble a

chestnut in miniature. The nuts are small and shaped
like an acorn, but are very sweet and delicately flavored.

It is possible that a variety of chestnut immune to the

bark disease may be bred by crossing the Japanese or

China species with the chinquapin, creating a variety

superior to any which now exists.

Commercial Uses of Chestnut
By p. L. Buttrick

MOST
people if asked to name the leading hard-

\'PDod tree of the United States would prob-

ably say. "oak.'' But that is really no answer

for ciak is not the name of a single kind of tree, but of

many. There are about si.xty species of oak in the

United States, manv of which are of economic impor-
tance and help to make u]i the total cut of that wood

Courtesy Maiiiiat A'ts Press.

ENLARGED CROSS-SECTIOX OF CHESTNUT WOOD
Line of demarcation between two annual rings of growth distinctly

shown. That portion witli small pores and constituting lower one-
fourth of picture is summer wood of one annual ring, while the

upper three-fourths of picture with large pores is the spring wood
of the ne.xt succeeding annual ring.

which in 1010 was three billion feet. The next highest

name is maple wdiich has a total cut of one billion feet,

but maple, like oak, is a generic name and covers many
different trees. Yellow poplar, better known as the tulip

tree to most people, has a cut of about seven hundred mil-

lion. Red gum and chestnut follow with about six hun-

dred million each. If we include the vast amount of

chestnut wdiich is cut for shingles, telephone and tele-

graph pules, railroad ties, piles, fence [losts, mine props

and cordwood for the manufacture of tannic acid and

paper pulp, none of which are included in the si.x hundred

million feet of lumber, it is probably safe to say that

chestnut has the largest cut of any single species of hard-

wood in America, for no such enormous amount of ma-

terial not sawed into lumljcr is cut from any of the other

hardwoods mentioned. Aside from the amount of its

cut, it is certainly fair to consider chestnut as one of the

leading hardwoods of America.

It also has other distinctions, one being a universal

name, something (if which few trees can boast. A chest-

nut tree is always a chestnut tree no matter where it

grows. Contrast this with such a tree as tlie longleaf

pine, surely a distinctive enough tree for a distinctive

name, yet it has twenty-seven recognized ones. Even our

old standby, the white pine, is occasionally found masquer-

ading as the Weymouth pine. Chestnut has even given

its name ti) other trees. We have a chestnut oak and a

horse chestnut. The first was named because of the re-

semljlance of its leaves to its namesake, the second be-

cause its fruits resemble to a degree those of the true

chestnut.

It is must numerous and important in the Southern

Appalachian Mountains, where in the State of North

Carolina it furms 21 per cent of the total stand, and is the

iiK.ist numerous tree in the forest, occasionally forming
almost pure stands, although generally growing in mix-

ture with other hardwoods such as oaks and tulip pop-
lars. Conditions are much the same in eastern Tennes-

see and southwestern \'irginia. In these States most of

the stand is composed of virgin timber, but outside of the

Appalachians, most of the chestnut is second growth and

is apt to be composed of sprouts from old stumps, often

se\eral generations having grown up and been cut from

the original seedling stump. Here as elsewhere chest-

nut is apt to h,-i\e, for its companions, various of the

oaks.

Xo reliable estimate has ever been made of the total

stand of chestnut in the United States. It is doubtful

if it exceeds 30,000,000.000 feet and is probably nearer

20,000,000,000. The bulk of the supply, as might be ex-

pected, is in the Southern Appalachians. North Carolina

alone has a stand of 3,.S75.000.(iOO feet. Kentuckv is esti-

mated to have between :i and I billion feet. It it doubt-
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ful if any of the other States in the Southern Appa-
lachian have stands exceeding 4,000,000,000 feet, and no

State outside that region with the possible exception of

Pennsylvania would come anywhere near that amount.

It is difficult to say how the amount of chestnut com-

pares with that of other hardwoods. It is certainly less

abundant than all the oaks grouped together, but may

surpass any of them alone. There is without doubt much

more of it than of yellow poplar, or any of the higher

priced hardwoods such as cherry and walnut. Beyond
that it would be unwise to venture, since the other im-

portant hardwoods do not generally occur in the same

region as chestnut and we have therefore no standard

of comparison.

CHARACTER AXD USKS OF THE WOOD

The heartwood of chestnut is light brown in color,

while its sapwood is yellowish or whitish. Chestnut be-

longs in the same plant family as the oaks, yet its wood

Courtesy Pcnua. t hcstiiiit Blight Commission.

CHESTNUT FOR RAILROAD CROSS-TIES

Chestnut stands fifth in the list of woods used for railroad ties. These
ties are usually gotten out of woodlots by farmers and small dealers
and sold to the nearest railroad.

can be easily distinguished from them by the apparent

absence of medullary rays, which are those markings that

give such a pleasing appearance to quartered oak. These

rays are of course present in chestnut but are very in-

conspicuous. Chestnut is neither a very strong nor a

very hard wood, not nearly so strong or hard as oak,

but it is very even grained and durable. It will outlast

almost all the oaks and most other hardwoods, its dur-

ability being due to the high percentage of tannin which

it contains. It is light in weight and easily worked and

does not warp readily. A cubic foot of absolutely dry
chestnut wood weighs 28.07 pounds. The same amount
of white oak weighs 46.35 pounds, of red oak 40.76

pounds, of white pine 24.02 pounds, of longleaf pine

43.60 pounds, of yellow poplar 26.36 pounds, of bass-

wood 28.20 pounds, red spruce 28.57 pounds. This places

chestnut in the class of light weight woods, and since

railroad freight rates on lumber are based on weight
rather than board measure, this gives it an advantage in

marketing over many of its heavier competitors. A table

of shipping weights gives dry chestnut as weighing 2800

pounds per 1,000 board feet. Tulip poplar and the tulepo
are given the same

; basswood and butternut, the latter

an unimportant wood, are given as 2,500. All other

hardwoods are higher.

This lightness, freedom from warping, durability and

reasonable strength, and the high percentage of valu-

able chemical substances which it contains, together with

its great abundance have given chestnut a greater variety
of uses than almost anv other American hardwood. It

CHESTNUT BOARDS
Both of these are tangential or Ijastard cut and show the attractive grain

often found in the wood.

touches almost every phase of our existence. It serves as

a shade and ornamental tree on our parks and estates.

Its wood is used in the building and decoration of our

houses and the manufacture of our furniture. We sit

down in chairs made of chestnut and transact our busi-

ness at desks, ostensibly of oak, but generally of chest-

nut veneered with oak, we receive messages from the

distance over wires strung on chestnut poles. We sit in

a railroad train and read newspapers into whose compo-
sition chestnut pulp has gone, while our train travels

over rails supported on chestnut ties and over trestles

built of chestnut piles, along a track whose right-of-way
is fenced by wire supported on chestnut posts. On the
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be usee! and many Revolutionary
and early nineteenth century

houses were built of hewn oak

and chestnut frames, oak floors,

and chestnut sidings and shin-

gles. Later the opening up of

the virgin pineries of northern

Xew York, Pennsylvania and

the Lake States flooded the

country with white pine and

\i ical woods ceased to be so

largcK- used for biilding. par-

ticularly in the cities, but coun-

tr\' houses and barns are even

vet frei|uently framed of local

hardwood timbers, and one does

not have to go back many years

til find l)arns built of heavy
hand-hewn chestnut beams put

together with wooden pins.

Luilding of such construction

will outlast the modern framed

buildings built of lighter mate-

rials and jiut together with nails.

In the Appalachian Mountains,

even as far ncirth as Pennsylvania, to this day log cabins

are built of chestnut logs, sometimes in the round, some-

times hewn square.

The earliest use of chestnut still remains one of its

important ones, for chestnut has been a fencing wood
of dressings of various kinds. At last when the tree can since Colonial times. Few woods split lengthwise easier

serve us no longer in any other way it forms the basic and straighter than chestnut, or are lighter or more
wood onto wdiich oak and other woods are \eneered to dural>le. Fence rails made of it will last a life time,

make our cofiins. The earlv settlers Iniilt their fences of chestnut rails.

Courtesy Pcnna. Clicstiiitt Blight C oinmission.

A CHESTM'T SlIIXGLK .MILL

While seventh on the list of woods used for shingles, chestnut is the leading hardwood u

inirpose, its nearest competitor being oak.

1 for tliat

Shingles made from it are very durable and weather to
an attractive shade. These shingles sell locally for from $2..'jO to $;i.7.3 a thousand.

same train travel goods shipped in boxes ami barrels

made of chestnut boards and staves. Fven the leather

for our shoes is tanned in an extract made from chest-

nut wood. In the Fall we munch hot roasted chestnuts

and many housewives feel that the}' are a necessary part

ITS E.\KLN' HISTORV

The early settlers encountereil

chestnut pretty well up and down
the eastern coast of the L'nited

States, and when food was

.scarce, if we are to believe our

.school histories, they were glad

to make use of its succulent nuts

as a serious [jart of their diet,

even as did the hidians. Sur-

rounded as they were by an un-

surjjassed wealth of timber, far

in excess of their immediate

neerls, the earliest colonists were

able to pick and choose, taking

only the best and finest for their

homes, using the rest for fenc-

ing and fuel, or burning it to

rid the fields of its presence. In

early Xew England white pine

was the chief building material.

Later wdien the local pine was

exhausted it was necessary to

fall back upon nati\e hardwoods.

( )ak and chesttuit then began to

Cijiirtcsy Pi'lnnl. lllcsllnit Bliillit Cotninissinn.

CHKSTNUT FOR TELKPHONH AND TELEGRAPH POLES
Next to cedar, chestnut is the leading wood for poles in the total amount used atuuially. When the

advent of the tele|ihone and telegraph created a demand for poles it did not take long before the

value of the chestnut was realized and east of the Mississijipi it outranks all other woods for this

purpose.
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piling thciii ill ihe familiar snake or zigzag fashion. This

form of fence, often called the V'irginia rail fence, re-

quires no posts. All that is needed to bnild one is an ax,

plenty of rail timber, and the ability to work. The early

settlers had all three. Later in the north a form of

fence came into use in which the rails were mortised

into the posts set in the ground. The advent of barljed

antl woven wire has banished both forms of rail fence

in all sa\e the most remote districts. lUit it has not inter-

fered with the supremacy of chestnut as a fencing wood,

for wire must be stretched upon j)Osts. There are woods

which make better fence posts than chestnut—red cedar,

black locust and osage orange, for instance—but none of

them are so widely distributed or universally abundant

as chestnut, and thousands of chestnut posts are set an-

nually. Some are sawed, some used in the round, some

split out roughly, and some carefully turned to an even

taper or an ornamental form. Posts of larger size are

Irecjuently used for the foundation of shore cottages and

other buildings which are built without cellars. Thev are

not as lasting as cedar, but are easier to obtain in large

dimensions, and sufficiently durable.

The advent of the telegraph and telephone created a

demand for large poles. .\t first, apparently, many woods

were used indiscriminately, but for a long time the value

of chestnut for this use as well as for trolley and elec-

tric light poles has been fully realized. Taking the coun-

try as a whole, cedar is the chief pole wood, but east of

the Mississippi, where chestnut is available in large

quantities, it outranks all other woods used for the [)ur'

pose, and even taking the United States as a whole, :>'()

per cent of the poles used are chestnut. The reason for

its popularity are: its convenient form, tall, straight

and slender ; its durability ; its lightness and its abun-

dance. A .'lO-foot chestnut pole, 25 inches in circum-

ference at the toj), if seasoned, would weigh about 1,00(1

[jounds. .\ white oak pole of the same tliniensions would

weigh about 1,700 pounds and would be but little if any
more lasting, but would cost much more. Along the sea

coast there is considerable demand for piles for docks,

trestles, cribwork and the like. Chestnut trees of the

proper dimensions, but not straight enough for poles, can

often be used in this way.
When white oak and locust began to become too val-

uable t(j be used indiscriminately as a tie wood, the rail-

roads of the east adopted chestnut as one of their lead-

fhalo by F. L. Hidliick

CHESTNUT FENCE POSTS
Chestnut, because of its abundance and lasting qualities when in con-

tact with the soil, is one of our leading fencing woods. The advent
of barbed wire has decreased the use of rails, but the demand for
posts continues. Posts are used in the round, split out, sawed or
turned to fancy patterns.

IIEWINC, OUT Cni;STXUT R.\IUR(1.\D TIi;S

t."hestnut is one of the leading tie woods of the United States. It is

very durable, but because of its softness it wears out under heavy
tral^c before it rots. Chestnut sprouts from the North make better ties

than the slower growing seedlings of the South.

ing woods for this purpose. It was almost as duralile

as the other woods and much more abundant, but as

traffic began to increase and heavier rails and train equip-

ment began to be used it became evident that chestnut,

because of its softness, would not stand up to heavy
traffic conditions on main lines, and as the use of ties

treated with chemical preservatives increased it was

found impossible satisfactorily to treat chestnut. For

these reasons it has now been largely relegated to use on

light traffic branch lines and trolley roads. Nevertheless,

it still remains the leading tie-producing wood of New
England and the Eastern States. The second growth
chestnut of the North is apt to be harder and heavier than
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that from the slower growing \irgin trees of the South
and consequently makes better ties.

The early settlers soon learned that chestnut did not

make \-ery desirable firewood, and their descendants have

not forgotten the fact. Dry chestnut burns easily and

quickly, but it snaps and crackles, throwing out sparks

profusely. This makes it undesirable for the fire|)lace.

Yet it is one of the best of hardwoods for kindling, since

it splits easily and ignites quickly. Old chestnut rails,

posts, etc., frequently find an end to their usefulness as

kmdling wood. Sometimes chestnut is used in rural dis-

'-t^z*

Photo by P. L. BiiltrUk.

CHESTNUT CORDWOOD USKD AS A SOURCI'; OF TANNIC ACID
Cliestmit does not make good firewood, liut it is rich in tannic acid anrl

in tile Soulli tlie farmers cnt and haul it to tlic railroads for sliiir-
ment to the plants where tlie acid is extracted.

tricts, where the gas range is not, as "summer wood."
The fact that it ignites and burns quickly renders it de-

sirable when a light, quick fire is wanted.

CIIKSTNUT WOOD AS A SOURCE OF TANNIC ACID

Chestnut cordwood, however, has other uses than its

rather precarious one of domestic fuel. It is occasionally
used in brick ovens, and for annealing brass, but by far

the largest use is as a source of tannic acid, for chestnut

wood is rich in that substance. Its tannin content aver-

ages more than 8 per cent, occasionally running as high
as 12 per cent. Hemlock and chestnut oak barks, for-

merly the chief source of the substance, run somewhat

higher, but their wood does not contain enough tannin

to pay for its extraction. Over two-thirds of all the

tannic acid produced in the United States is now ex-

tracted from chestnut wood and bark.

It is used in the manufacture of leather and the dyeing
of silk. In the first case, the acid combines with the

albumens of the raw hides to form leather, and in th''

second, the various coloring matters which all vegetable
tannins contain act as a dye on the silk fabrics, .\lthough

the tannins from the various woods ami liarks are all

alike chemically, they differ in their action U])iiii the hides

because of the \arious other organic substances and col-

oring matters which they always contain. The tannin

derived from chestnut oak bark is said to give the best

results, both in body and color, for sole leathers. Hem-
lock does not impart such a good color and is used for

the less expensive leathers. Chestnut is largely used in

mi.xture with oak tannin for the preparation of leathers

of medium grade.

The industry of extracting tannic acid from chestnut

wood is largely confined to the South. Chestnut grown
north of southern Pennsylvania does not contain a high

enough percentage of tannin to make its extraction profit-

able. The industr\- centers in southwestern Virginia,
western North Carolina and eastern Tennessee, where
some twenty plants, with a combined product of perhaps
],(i()D barrels of extract per day, are at wf)rk. The proc-
ess is very simple. The cordwood is ground up into small

chips, placed in tanks and leached out by hot water. The

product is then evaporated to ilryness or the required

degree of concentration. .Vllhough cordwood is gener-

Phrt,' by Nuith Carolina Geological and Economic Surrey.

INTERIOR OF A TANNIC ACID EXTRACTING PLANT
Clii[)S of the chestnut wood are placed in the tanks, the tops of which

are shown here. Hot water is then added which leaches out the
acid. The foam is caused by the boiling of the solution. Tannic
acid is used in the manufacture of leather.

ally used, sawmill waste is sometimes employed. Wood
from dead timber is more in demand than from live, and

some of the plants in North Carolina run almost entirely

on wood cut from tlie numerous dead trees standing

along the eastern slope of the Blue Ridge. About 100,000

long cords of chestnut wood per annum are used in this

industry in North Carolina alone, while Tennessee uses

aliout half that amount, and the total production is re-

ported to be about 250,000 standard cords per annum.
.\ few paper pulp plants in the South use chestnut in

the manufacture of their product. The plant which

uses probably the largest amount of this wood for the

purpose has or had a contract to supplv the Government
with the paper for its ]ii)stal cards. The tannic acid is

first extracted from the wood in the manner described

above and chips are then reduced to pulp bv the soda

process. The chief objection to chestnut seems to be its
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color. The pulp must be bleached to a greater extent shuw is of chestnut elsewhere. This is particularly true

than that made from lighter colored woods, which fact of bureaus.

increases the cost of production, but in view of the great There are two reasons for the popularity of chestnut

abundance of the wood and its cheapness it is not prob- in the furniture industry. First, it is abundant, light,

able that this objection will greatly weigh against its use. holds its shape well, does not warp, is not affected by
All the tises to which chestnut is put that we have so moisture, and can be obtained in wide widths. This

far mentioned may be called rough uses. It does not makes it desirable for use by itself. Second, its open,

necessarily require a sawmill to manufacture railroad porous structure, combined with freedom from knots,

ties, telephone poles, fence posts and cordwood. They pitch or blemishes, and the frequent presence of numer-

are largely gotten out of the

woods and sold by farmers and

small dealers. There is hardly

a New England or Middle States

farmer who does not cut ties,

poles, and posts from his wood-

lot in the winter when regular

farm work is slack. In parts

of the South, farmers regularly

depend for a part ()f their in-

come from the revenue derived

from selling chestnut cordwood

to the tannic acid and pulp plants

of the section. There is no

other tree which contributes so

many rough products to ou;

modern life, nor in such

amounts. Vet the amount of it

sawed into lumber entitles it to

fifth, practically to fourth, place

among all hardwoods or groups
of hardwoods cut in this

country.

CHESTNUT LUMBER

Chestnut lumber is used for

house construction, both inter-

ior and e.xterior. For interior

work it is used both for trim, casing, etc., in plastered

houses and for ceiling and siding in buildings where

plaster is not used. It takes paint well and finishes at-

tractively in the natural wond, but is too soft for Hooring

or for other places where there is excessi\'e wear. Its

local uses for dimension materials has already been

touched upon. Yet in s]iite of its many uses for build-

ing and construction it is much more in demand for house

furnishing than house building. It is, in fact, one of our

leading furniture woods, quite probably surpassing anv

one of the oaks in volume used, yet, with the exception
of panels in wooden bedsteads, kitchen furniture and the

less ex])ensive chairs, bureaus and tables, we see little

furniture finished in chestnut. Its great use comes as a

core stock for veneers, for most of our furniture, even

the better grades, is veneered. Tables, desks, bureaus.

cabinets and the like are often made of chestnut and

covered with thin veneers of oak, maple, cherry, walnut

or expensive tropical woods such as mahogany or rose-

wood. The essential wood of pianos is frequently chest-

nut, onto which other woods are veneered. Sometimes

furniture made of more desirable woods where it will

Cointcsy Pcutnt. t lu-stimt Btujlit L i'lnDnssion.

CHESTNUT USED AS INTERIOR TRIM
Chestnut is used for house construction, both in the interior and exterior. It is desirable for trim,

casing, etc., in plastered houses, and for ceiling and siding in houses where plaster is not used.
It takes paint well and finishes attractively in the natural wood, but is too soft for flooring or for

other places where there is excessive wear.

ous small holes, called pin holes, or shot holes, caused

by a boring insect, known as the chestnut timber worm,
enable the glue which binds the core to veneer to take a

good grip, in addition to the other qualities mentioned

before, makes it the leading wood for veneer cores. A
special grade of chestnut called '"sound wormy" is used

for this purpose and is in much demand. Chestnut also

has a special advantage when used with oak in that its

similar color and superficial resemblance in plain section

enable it to be finished on sides and ends of tables, desks,

etc., whose tops are veneered with oak.

Coffins are hardly to be classed as furniture, yet they

are made of much the same woods, and the process of

manufacture is quite similar to that of many more cheer-

ful articles. The coffin manufacturers probably use more

chestnut than any other wood. It is used solid in coffins

and coffin boxes of the less expensive .grades, and as a

backing for veneered coffins of higher price.

A glance over previous sheets reveals the fact that we

have failed to mention chestnut as a shingle wood. Most

of our shingles are of soft wood
;
western red cedar,

northern white cedar, cypress, yellow pine, hemlock and
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white pine are the leaders. Chestnut is seventh on the

list, but it is the leading hardwood, its nearest com-

petitor being oak. In 1!(()!» iU,'; ii{;,00() chestnut shingles

were nianufacture<l, which was three times that of all

the oaks combined. No other hardwood was important

enough for mention. The above figure presuma1)ly does

not inclu<le the large number of hand-made chestnut

shingles made in the Southern Appalachians. Chestnut

shingles are very durable and weather to an attractive

shade. Their chief disadvantage seems to be that the

tannin in the wootl leaches out ;inil in lime rusts the

nails with which thev are laved. It is also h.'ird to get

(-otiitcsy Fciina. (.Iwstimt HHi/lit (-oiniiiissioti.

MORTISICD CHESTNUT FEN'CF. POSTS
A great de.ll of tlie blight-lcilled cliestnilt of Pennsylvaiia and adjoining

States is being used for this purpose.

nnich chestinU shingle stock free from the worm Imle^

pre\iously mentioned, ami these cause ihcm to le:ik. It

seems as though it ought to be possible tij work up a mar-

ket for chestnut shingles to be used as side shingles on

cottages and suburb.an residences. Their attractive ,gr;iv

color when weathered is as pleasing as white cedar, and

the supply is unlimited. The use of gaKanized n.iil-

should overcome one difficulty, ;ind leakage thrf)ugli the

worm holes would not be im|)ortaut if shingles were

laid on sides instead of roofs. Chestnut shingles sell

liic.ally
for from $"?."i() to $.'l.^-") per tlmusand.

i.i;.\Di;s .\^M) prices

Chestnut lumber is divided into two groups according
to whether or not it contains worm holes, since they are

liable to be f(jund in wood of almost ;iny quality. While

these worm Imles lower the grade, the wood itself is

otherwise unaffected, so that the wormy material is itself

ilivided into the same grades as the non-wormy. A list

of the grades and the wholesale prices per thousand feet

board measure for lumber produced at representative

southern mills for the first half of 1913 (when lumber

prices were more normal than at this writing) is as

f(.)llows :

Firsts and seconds 1/4 $43.40
No. 1 common 4/4 29.40

No. 2 common and sound wormy 4/4. . . . 13.20

No. 3 common 4/4 '. 10.00

The prices prevailing at the mills in the early part of

19 1:1 for the various grades iiUo which sound wormy is

sometimes diviiled were as follows:

Firsts and seconds 4/4 $17.00

(Juarter sawed 4/4 1(1.50

No. 1 common and Ijetter 4/4 14.00

No. 2 common 4/4 10.50

No. '> common 1/4 8.50

.\t times sound wormy has a\eraged as high as $18.00

per thousand. The a\erage mill run price at southern

mills at the [)eriod of the above quotations was $16.50.

Chotnut from the southern mills generally commands

higher prices than that produced by portable mills from

tlie woodlots of the North, chiefly because of its superior

maiuifacture and grading.

The ten leading States in production are West Vir-

ginia. I'ennsylvania, Coimecticut, Teiuiessee, Virginia.

North Carolina, Kentucky, IVIaryland, Massachusetts,

New ^'ork. With the exception of Connecticut and

1 'enns\ I\ ania. the leaders are all in the Southern .\]>pa-

lachians, where over ')'i
[ler cent of the total was pro-

iluced.

Despite its present suiiremacy, chestnut was long un-

recognized as an important jjroducer of lumber. The

old Inmljermen of the .Appalachians took only the poplar

and the cream of the oak and b;isswoo<l, but now opera-

tors are going back over the old cuttings and taking the

chestnut along with the rest of the other trees.

CIII'.STNl'T AS A NUT TREE

Chestnuts whether roasted or in turkey dressing re-

i|uire no introduction. 4'here are no statistics to show

how many bushels of chestmUs are marketed every fall,

biU one has only to visit the jtroduce houses in our large

cities at the proper season—or, better still, the country
stores and express offices in the small towns in the Appa-
lachian Mountain.s— to realize that it is large indeed, for

the ])idk of the nuts on the market come from these

mountains. W'ith the first frost, the women and children

seek the woods to collect the freshly fallen nuts, taking

them to the country stores, where they are s»ld or ex-

changed for other commodities. The storekeepers ship

them to market as speedily as possible, for there is always
a rush to get the earliest nuts in, since they command
the highest prices. .\s high as $3.00 per bushel is some-

tnnes paid for the first arrivals. Later the price may
dirop to almost nothing when the market will absorb no

more, but as winter approaches it rises again. Realizing

tlie value of the nuts, some of the mountaineer farmers

have selected suitable tracts of chestnut growlh on
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favcireil situations, and thinned

out the trees so as to develo])

specimens with large crowns,

which results in increased nut

production. These places are

locally called chestnut orchards.

There have been in various parts

of the country, notably I'ennsyl-

vania, from time to time regular

chestnut orchards established for

growing clieslnuts, but must <if

them have made use of horticul-

tural varieties of the various

European or other e.xotic chest-

nuts, since their nuts are larger

than those of our native tree. In

some cases, however, this e.xotic

stock has been grafted onto our

native trees. The coming of the

chestnut blight put a sunmiary
end to the productivity of most

of these orchards. Experiments
in spraying and hybridizing ditTerent species of chestnuts form niav, if successful

valuable for nut production to produce a l)liglU-resistant established.

Conitcsy Pcinia. Ckcslitiit Blight Coniiiiissiuii.

CUTTING SI^ACK STAVES FRO.M CUKSTiXUT STAVK BOI^TS

Cliestiiut is one of the live leading woous used in the slack stave industry.

allow these orchards to be re-

Chestnut in the Future
ASIDE from its value for all sorts of uses, chestnut

/ \ was long regarded as a valuable woodlot tree, be-
* '•cause of many of its other qualities. A tree t(.'

succeed in the average farm woodlot must lie quick

growing, and chestnut is easily that ; there are few hard-

woods in its range which grow faster. In the South

chestnut sprouts frequently attain fence-post size in 10

or 15 years, and tie size in 2') years. In the North

farmers used to be aljle to depend on obtaining ties

from chestnut trees 3.5 or -lO years old. Another fact

which gave the tree such a value in the woodlot was

the prolificness with which it sprouted. If you cut

down a chestnut tree, you get many chestnut trees in its

place, for, unless the tree is very old, a large number of

sprouts spring up from the stump and grow like weeds,

in a few years forming a group of thrifty young trees.

In New England and the Middle States farmers took

advantage of this sprouting capacity, which is possessed

to a lesser degree by the other hardwoods of the region,

and cleared off their woodlots every oO or 40 years,

trusting to the sprouts to grow up and form a new stand.

It was a rough application of the well-known forestry

system known as the simple coppice system.

The combination of desirability for many uses, par-

ticularly those not requiring extensive manufacture, to-

gether with its rapid growth, have made chestnut the

leading woodlot tree of the Northeast. When foresters

began to study woodlot conditions, they discovered much
about the chestnut which the farmers already knew, and

they advocated not only favoring the tree in the woodlot,

but its extension, and many chestnut plantations were

made as a result of their advice.

Hut its |i<ipul,-iritv was short lived, for today, notwith-

standing all its good points, it is no longer upon the for-

ester's list of desirable trees, and, far from encouraging

it, he is advocating its removal from the woodlot as

speedily as possible. Enemies now attack this tree on

every side, and it is very poor forestry to favor a tree

against which nature has so definitely set her hand. The

chestnut has been practically exterminated over whole

sections where formerly it was common, and in many
others it is now being destroyed by the wholesale. Its

enemies bid fair to destroy it as a commercial tree, per-

haps to push it to the borders of extinction.

One of these enemies has risen wi^h almost drastic

suddenness. Less than fifteen years ago the chestnut

blight was unknown to the scientist or the woodsman.

Seven years after the discovery, in 1904, near New York

City, of this undesirable alien from northern China it

was conservatively estimated to have done $2.'),000,000

worth of damage. At present it is found from Maine to

North Carolina, and it is thought that it will all but ex-

terminate the chestnut in the Northern States, where

alread\- it has destroyed its comiuercial value in many
places, and may invade the South with like disastrous

results. At a recent meeting of the lumbermen of south-

ern New England it was the concensus of opinion that

ten years or less will see the end of chestnut as a com-
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Photo by P. L. Buttiick.

UTILIZATION OF CHESTNUT

greatest develijpment and abun-

dance, this strange dying off is

going on in a few sections. At
this time it is particularly active

along the lower slope of the

eastern side of the ISlue Ridge,
where whole mountain-sides are

covered with gaunt while trunks

of trees killed within the last

few years.

Thirty years or less at the

present rate of cutting will ex-

haust the supply of virgin chest-

nut timber in the Southern

Appalachians, and outside of

that region there is little to fall

back upon save the second

growth from such scattered

woodlots as have escaped de-

struction. If the blight and the

other agents of destruction con-

tinue their devastation, it looks

as though within our lifetime the chestnut will have to

be added to that melancholy list of American plants and

animals, like the buffalo and the black walnut tree, of

which we sa\' "tormerlv common, now rare."

CIIIEI
turn

quot

This Southern .Appalachian farmhouse is built entirely of chestnut. Everything except the boards
over the windows and at the gables is hand hewn—side boards, rafters, shingles and floor boardi:.
The rad fences in the background are built of chestnut posts and rails. Even the poles supporting
the haycock are chestnut All the material was cut from the forest growing close by.

mercial species in that section, for no wav has been found

to definitely check its ravages, although the National Gov-
ernment and some of the States have spent large sums in

the attempt.

So the forester is recommending the removal of all

chestnut of commercial value in the region of lilight in-

festation in order that it may be marketed before it is

destroyed, for dead chestnut deteriorates rapidly in value.

At the same time the removal of much of the chestnut

may help to check the rapid spread of the disease.

The other enemies of the chestnut have confined their

attacks largely to the southern portion of its range. Thev
have been at work much longer than the blight anil have

in the aggregate caused a much greater damage, but their

ravages spread less rapidly, and have not been as fullv

discussed or studied. In fact, there is much that wc do

not know about them. There seems to Ije a combination

of insects, fungous diseases and fire, or perhaps some-

thing more deep seated, such as a widespread but obscure

soil or climatic change, of which the others are but mani-

festations or subordinate causes, destroying the chestnut

in the South. The trees generally die in mitlsummer and.

unlike blight-killed trees, seldom sprout from the stump
after the trunk is killed. Certain insects, notablv the

two-lined chestnut borer (AgrUus hilincatus) . are almost

always found under the bark of the dead or dying trees,

liut whether as cause or effect has sometimes been a

matter of disjuite.

Formerly chestnut grew pretty well o\er the entire

South, east of the ^lississippi River and north of Florida.

FiUt about seventy-five years ago it began mysteriously to

die out throughout the lowland portions of the region and

todav it is a disappearing straggler of no commercial im-

portance evervwhere except in the mountains, its former

alnmdance being attested bv old stum])s, rotting log>. in both Kuroije and the United States. This tree is the

weathered fence rails, and the tales of the old inhabitants. Araucaria iiiibricata. a picture of which may be seen in

Even in its .Appalachian stronghold, where it reaches its American Fhkestrv fur .August, page ^5ii.

ALASKA'S FIRE LOSSES

IIIEF FORESTER H. S. GRA\'ES, on his re-

irn to Seattle from Alaska recently, was

quoted by a newspaper as saying that enor-

mous damage has been done in Alaskan forests by fire.

Mr. Graves said: "The great interior ri\er systems were

originally wooded. I would estimate that in the last fif-

teen years there ha\e been burned not less than a mil-

lion acres a year.

"This summer, which was unusually dry, the total loss

is one or two times the average. Yet the government
is not taking a single step to protect these forests.

"In August I passed through more than 100 miles of

forest burning or recentlv burned, along the \'aldez-

Fairbanks trail. Many culverts, bridges, corduroy and

telephone poles had been destroyed.

"The actual damage to the Valdez trail itself is as

much as it W(juld have cost to have prevented fires."

WOOD PULP IN ARGENTINA

AS THE result of experiments carried out by a

/ \ Swedish paper expert, it has been ascertained
^ ^ that .Argentina produces a tree in abundance

which provides e.xcellent raw material, better even in

f|uality than that usually employed in making paper pulp
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The Principles of Landscape Forestry
The Art of Managing Pleasure Woods, in Which Profit

Is of Less Importance Than Sport or Beauty
By Wilhklm M11.LER

Dii'ision of Landscape Extension. Dcparliucnt of Horticulture, Universit\' of Illinois.

L'IvIX(.i the ele\en years when I frequently vis- The great mass of mankind has a similar attitude about

ited great estates I had the good fortune to meet street and shade trees, and that is one reason why the

many persons who owned exceptionally beautiful

woodlands. When my adxice was asked about the man-

agement of these woods I at first referred the owners to

the regular foresters. But soon I began to receive com-

plaints that the professional men could not get the point

of view of their clients. Une trouble was that the com-

tree-mending enthusiasm swept the country a few years

ago. As an editor 1 encouraged that movement, and even

now I cannot believe, as some do, that it has done more

harm than good. On the contrary, tree surgery has saved

thousands of grand, historic trees that otherwise would

have perished of neglect. Moreover, it has educated the

mercial forester wanted to cut down at once all the trees general public to take better care of trees. The coni-

that the owners valued most. When profit is the aim it nionest charge made against the tree surgeons is that their

is quite right to harvest mature trees, but when a man prices are too high. Granting that this may be true, and

is keeping woods for pleasure he

does not like to see all his big-

gest trees cut down. A man of

twenty or thirty may be wil-

ling, because he expects to

see another generation of trees

grow to their full beauty,

but a man of fifty or sixty

expects to enjoy his woods

only ten or fifteen years.

Therefore, nuich has to be

planned for that brief period,

especially when the next gen-

eration may not keep the

place. Your Wall Street man
is not a sentimentalist in busi-

ness, but he is a sentimentalist

about his country home and

he has a j)
e c u 1 i a r sense

of comradeship with mature

trees. 1 le recognizes that they

have a long record of solid

achievement, like his own. He
himself would not like to be

rudely set aside by the world

just when his judgment is best,

and he does not like to have hi^

trees swept away just w'hen their

beauty is mellowest. The

thought of selling such trees for

profit is as repulsive to him as

betraying one's friends for

money. The average captain of

finance would rather spend p.^„„ ^^. ^ ^ Eidrcdgc.

monev to prolong their lives.
• '

". BEFORE REVEALING A VISTA INSIDE THE WOODS
Q, unael tne circumstances, Across this stream is an uninteresting mess of young trees, mostly of short-lived species, like the soft

can VOU blame him ^ maple. The removal of three small trees near the center of this photograph will give a tine terminal
feature or vista-point.
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a serious matter with people of moderate means, it is not

an unmixed evil, for the more a person pays to save a

tree, the more he is likely to love all trees and to help to

save them. Another complaint that commonly reached

nie was that the tree doctors' system of charging by the

Photo by 7. Huracc McFailand.

A POOR VIKVV OF WOODS I-KOM OUTSIDE
The ordinary woodlot lias a sharp browsing line made hy cattle. The

commercial forest is still more artiticial, especially when composed of a

single kind of foreign tree, set in rows and trimmed np. Neither
type has charm because one can see straight through the woods and
nothing is left to the imagination.

dav or hour .gives them a selfish interest in making as

much work as possible. Consequently, they are said to

put a lot of expense into old wrecks that have little

beauty or other value. City foresters declare that the

average street would be improved by cutting out about

half the trees, but a man dislikes sacrificing a tree into

which he has put a lot of money. Landscape gardeners

assert that they often have trouble about cutting or im-

pro\ing \ iews because of trees that have been much

patched by menders. I believe that the tree surgeons can

be often employed to advantage in their specialty, but I

have }et to meet one who understands the principles of

"landscape forestry," as people are now beginning to call

the art of managing woodlands for pleasure rather than

profit. For the best advice, owners should turn to those

landscape gardeners wdio have special knowledge of this

subject.

DRAINAGE OF WET WOODS

One of the first principles in the design of pleasure

woods is to make them healthful and comfortable. There

are generally swampy spots wdiere moscjuitoes breed, and

.-^ome of these may be the malaria-breeding kind. A good

landscape gardener understands enough about engineer-

ii!g to solve such problems, without the needless destruc-

tion of beauty which engineers commonly inflict. It is

easy to drain woods too thoroughly, so that the water-

loxing flowers will not thrive. The landscape gardener
is always on the watch for a chance to make a water-lily

pool by digging out part of a swamp, fn such case the

mosquito problem is solved by means of goldfish. .\n-

other point the engineer is likely to miss is a chance for

a bog garden, where the finest hardy orchids, pitcher

plants, and fringed gentians can be grown in beautiful

s])hagnum moss. These bog gardens are not as wet as

Phutv A. G. Uldicdij
A niCTTKR \'IKW Ol- WOODS FROM TlllC OUTSIDE

A lior.Ur ..I slirulibcrv makes a piece of woods look deep, ricli and mystcrmns. Thi- fringe at llie left is composed mostly of Western crab-

apples, Pyrus laensis, like the one in bloom at the right.
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A VIF.W FROM THE INSIDE OF A WOOD TO THE OUTSIDE
The shrubbery border at the edge of a forest should be opened whenever there is a good view

of farmhouse, water, hill or other attraction. This is the home of an Illinois farmer,
Mr. J. H. Sconce, of Sidell, as seen from the woodlot which he has restored with native
shrubs and wild flowers.

and ,>^lioukl not be considered a prece-

dent for violating the sanctity of deep
woods by allowing noisy motorists to

speed through. It would be a shame to

spoil Starved Rock Park, for instance,

in this way. Architects are apt to ex-

tend one of the axes of the house far out

into the landscape, and their straight

drives through woods are often painfully

artificial, to say nothing of missing some

of the finest natural features. Some of

the famous lanes made by Mr. Paul Cra-

vath and others near the country club

at Cilen Cove, X. Y., come under the

head of landscape forestry and have

caused a revival of riding under delight-

ful conditions. Some sort of wood road

is nearly always necessary for practical

purposes, such as the removal of dead

trees and other inflammable material.

Mr. Bayard Thayer, of Lancaster, Mass.,

prepared for the coming of the gypsy
moth by making a road system so elabor-

ate that every tree can be reached by

spraying.

TRAILS

the name may suggest, for thev have good, dry walks.

I have seen some famous examples in England that con-

tained many choice species of lily, primrose, azalea, and

rliododendron that bloom only in bog gardens. There is

a good American example near

Haverford, Pa., on the estate

of the late Clement A. Griscom,

where the tall, yellow-flowered

pitcher plant of the South makes

a wonderful impression.

DRIVES

A second principle in land-

scape forestry is accessibility.

The lives of society people are

so full that some estate-owners

rarely visit their own woods

more than once or twice a

year
—

especially if there are no

drives. Some ladies cannot

walk far, and even the most en-

thusiastic trampers often feel in

the mood for a woodland dri\e.

I believe that Mr. Julius Rosen-

wald has done well to have his

main firive follow the ravine

from the entrance to the house,

at Ravinia, 111., for in this way
he is sure to see the main wood-

land beauties of his summer

home every day. His case is

somewhat exceptional, however.

The making of trails seems to appeal to all classes,

rich and poor, old and young—probably because it

awakens the spirit of discovery. I have known very

wealthv men who never cared to do any gardening with

AX OUTLOOK THAT HAS BEEN MAIXTAIXED FOR A QUARTER OF A CENTURY
This cutting was made by W. C. Egan. of Highland Park, III., to give a glimpse of Lake Michigan.

The passing boat is more apparent to the eye than to the camera and is more picturesque when
framed by foliage than when seen in the open.
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their own hands to don khaki and pick up the hatchet

with the greatest enthusiasm when they once got the idea

of hlazing trails. A man who has created an immense
new business may be afraid to lay out a system of trails

in his own woods, without expert advice, until he under-

stands how the finest vistas are quickly created by intel-

ligent use of the axe, rather than Ijy the slow and pot-

tering work of raising flowers from seeds. We can grasp
the main features of the great art of vista-making by

briefly considering, first the general appearance of the

The most beautiful woodlands in the world, according
to many experts, are those which have the very real

quality commonly known by such impractical-sounding
names as seclusion, mystery, or charm. This effect can

generally be secured simply by restoring to the woodland

its natural fringe of shrubs and small trees, such as haw-

thorns, dogwoods, and viburnums. I once took a photog-

rapher from New York to Massachusetts to ])icture the

superb edging of Mr. Thayer's woods. Under Prof.

Sargent's direction Mr. Thayer had cut heavily into his

^^.. -\l ^ii ^.i.jsea

Photo by Mrs. Lew U'allace. Gale Farm, Galesbin g, HI.

A NATURAL GLADE IN TYPICAL MIDDLE WESTERN' WOODLAND
.Tiist tlie place for a campfire, players' green, or wild garden. Like a sentinel, at this natural gateway, stands a hawtliorn. with horizontal brandies

that connect this type of woodland with the great prairie outside.

woods in the landscape, second the views from the in-

terior to the outside world, and third the vistas that are

wholly inside the woods.

VIEWS OF WOODS FROM OUTSIDE

Seen from house or groumis, the average farm woodlot

is a singularly unromantic proposition compared with

wild forest. This is chiefly due to the browsing line made

by cattle, since they eat the foliage as high as they can

reach. I am not denying that the familiar deer parks of

England look very good to the unaccustomed eyes of an

American, for this type of beauty has been ripening for

a centurv or more, ami the wide-s[)aced trees are all

handsome specimens. But the ortlinary jXmerican wood-

lot is crowded with undeveloped trees, and, worst of all.

one can see right through them at a glance. There is

nothing left to the imagination except, perhaps, the

amount uf nionev the farmer got for the hogs that have

destroyed every growing thing beneath the trees.

forest so as to bring his most valuable trees into view

from the house. These are white pines, which were

formerly lost in the woods, but now have developed

splendidly on the side exposed to the sun. These stately

evergreens are now connected with the meadow by a

self-grown border of hawthorns and other shrubs which

are attractive the year round, while in the spring they

make a show of blossom such as the ordinary cow-

spoiled woodlot never gives.

Such a shrubbery border should not be a complete

circle, for the woods look much more in\iting when one

can see a driveway entering them, and it is often best

tc/ cut deep enough into the woods to make at least one

fine view from the living room. Mr. Thayer has cut

many acres of big trees in order to get a series of fine

woodland views from his terrace. ( )ne cut goes clear

through the main forest in order to show a lake. .\n-

other goes into the wood far enough to reveal a mag-
nificent mass of mountain laurel. Countrv clubs are now
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Photo by Fitermann.

A GLADE CARVED OUT OF A MIDDLE WESTERN WOOD BY A LANDSCAPE GARDENER
This is one of a series of outdoor living rooms in the woods, each of wliich is entered through a pair of stratified hawthorns like the one \n

the picture on page 972. Designed for Mr. Hibberd, of Winnetka, 111-, liy O. C. Simonds. This glade is bordered with native phlox and
madonna lilies. Col. F. O. Lowden has one bordered with wild flowers. A wilder and more permanent effect can be had with native
shrubs.

beginning to do things like these, as the old straight

gashes commonly made on links cannot long please the

cultured members of society.

VIEWS FROM INSIDE OF WOODS TO THE OUTSIDE

Owners of pleasure woods generally wish a drive or

walk around their forests near the edge. This instinct

is justified, for most people tire of any one type of

scenery unless they are refreshed by occasional glimpses
of a different sort of beauty. Therefore, the owner and
his advisor should go clear around the woods, keeping
near the margin, to locate the best and worst outlooks.

Often it is necessary to screen some unsightly object,

for it is unpleasant when roaming the woods to come

suddenly upon the village dump, a neighbor's barnyard,
the shacks of laborers, or a line of poles and wires. It is

very pleasant, however, after having no glimpse of the

outside world for a quarter of an hour to come unex-

pectedly upon a masterful cutting that reveals a beautiful

house in the distance, especially if it is your own home.

Mr. Harvey J. Sconce, of Sidell, III, who is one of

America's genuine countrv gentlemen, has a good view

of his house from his woodlot. I shall never forget the

thrill with which I first glimpsed the dome of our

National Capitol down a man-made vista through the

woods. There must be hundreds of people around

Washington who might make a dramatic framework for

this great architectural picture. One of the earliest vistas

in the Middle West was cut through woods at Gambler,

Ohio, to show a church spire, while another looks down
to a small river. Sometimes a broad slash is necessary
for a mountain view, like the best outlook to the Orange
Mountains from the Essex County park system in New

Jersey. Most people, however, having no chance for a

view of noble buildings or some great natural spectacle,

are apt to overlook the little vistas. The landscape for-

ester can often discover many of these fine bits by the

\ery simple expedient of bending the knees up and

down. One is able to see farther through rather dense

woods from such a position than when standing upright.

It is not always necessary to own costly ocean or lake

frontage in order to get such glimpses. For example.
Col. H. L. Higginson, at South Manchester, Mass., has a

tine view of the sea through woods, and Mr. W. C. Egan,
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whose three-acre place at Highland Park, 111., has been

an inspiration to many thousands of home-builders, has

n;aintained for twenty-five years a cutting through his

woods which affords the tiny picture of Lake Michigan
shown on page 971.

A dozen little vistas through woods to such simple
features as meadow, rocks, tree, brook, or waterfall will

lift a commonplace woodlot into the class of art works.

VISTAS INSIDE THK WOODS

1 SMiipathize with those ])eople who like absolute

wildness and heartily believe in leaving a portion of the

woods entirely alone, if such a thing is possible. Ordi-

narly. hriwever, when wiiods are simplv neglected, insects

and diseases kill or disfigure most of the trees, while the

survivors grow too high for their leaves, flowers, and

fruits to be seen with ease. Moreover, one can hardly

see even the trunks of the biggest trees because the little

ones are in the way. To enjoy a century-old oak one

nuist be able to see it far ofi^ enough to get an idea of

its height, spread, and character.

Consequently, it is generally wise to cut vistas to the

largest trees and to make these vistas parts of the system
of drives and trails. Any beginner can understand this

princijjle, but if he cuts at one operation all the small

trees surrounding a big one, he is likely to kill the best

tree by too much sunlight. It is often prudent to thin

about one- fourth of the surniunding trees. l!v this

methixl the central tree becomes gradually accustomed

to enduring more light. Anyone who thus pays honor

to a favorite tree, as suggested in this article, is not

likely to go back to the old sentimentalism which forbids

all use of the a.xe. On the contrary, he is likely to

become ardently enthusiastic about landscape forestry.

Me tramps the woods to discover the largest rocks, and

those of the strongest stratification, finest color, richest

moss, or rocks with trees growing through them. He
seizes upon every glade as a chance for a campfire,

players' green, or wild garden. And he tries to bring all

the best features into a system of trails. Some prefer

to carry a can of red paint, instead of a hatchet, and

give a dab with the brush to every tree that is to feel

the axe during the winter or whenever convenient.

WILD FLOWERS

C)ne of the main objects of landscape forestry is the

production of great masses of wild flowers that will

nuiltiijly without care and betray no work of man. It

is pleasant to see thousands of hepaticas, blue, white, and

pink, or of bloodroot flowers glancing in the April sun-

light, wild blue phlox by the acre, and American blue-

bells carpeting the forest floor so thickly that one cannot

step oft' the trail without crushing the flowers. ( See page

!)75). The woods were once as floriferous as the picture

below and the modern watchword is restoration. A

landscape gardener of Chicago has sent me an itemized

list of $(;,000,000 worth of work that he has done since

Photo by Jens Jensen, Laiulseetj'e Aiehitcet.

RESTORATION OI- THE WILD FLOWERS IS OXE AIM OH LANDSCAPE FORESTRY
This natur.ll "sun-opciiing" in a Wisconsin forest is full of tlit- large blue flag Iris versicolor, suggesting the abundance of wild flowers before

man's interference. Mr. and Mrs. t\ 1.. 1 liitcliinson have an iris glade in their woods at Lake Geneva, Wis.
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Photo by G. A. Hldrcdge.

A FAVORITE THEME OF RESTORERS—AMERICAN BLUEBELLS

Perhaps llie finest blue flower of the woods in spring is Mertensia pnlmonarioides (M. Virginica). The sky-blue trumpets have a perfect foil in

the pink buds. Large colonies have been restored by Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus H. McCormick, at Lake Forest, 111.

inO], in which restoration is the leading idea, and much

of this has been done in woodland. One of the finest

restorations I have seen is at the summer home of Julius

Rosenwald, Ravinia, III. Here, water has been supplied

to a typical ravine of the Lake Forest region, and ca-

noeing is now enjoyed for a distance of LOGO feet on a

winding stream whose wooded banks are brilliant with

wild flowers in such profusion as one never sees in

woods that are open to the public.

METHODS OF WILD GARDENING

A masterfully simple method of producing great colo-

nies of wild flowers is to thin out the trees enough to

encourage wild flowers but not enough to encourage

grass. You remove most of the crooked, diseased and

spindling trees and sacrifice many perfect saplings of

the short-lived species in favor of the long-lived kinds.

Such work should generally be distributed over four

years. It makes a marked improvement in general aji-

pearance at once.

This method can be supplemented bv broadcasting
seeds of desirable species that can be cheaply collected

in the neighborhood. Occasionally one hnds great quan-
tities of berries, such as wild grapes, viburnums, dog-

wood, shadbush, bittersweet, and [lartridgeberry. Some-

times it pays to buy seed in bulk from seedmen. I have

never seen any large results from haphazard sowings;
it is better to keep good records of the kind and quantity

sowed, the location, date, and circumstances. There is a

good deal of waste in this method and it is not the

quickest way, for perennials rarely bloom the first year

from seed. Hawthorns and the like do not germinate
until the second year and are slow-growing.

For immediate effect it is necessary to use plants rather

than seeds. Since these cost more, they are set only at

tlie points of greatest interest. For example, vines and

shrubs are planted at the entrance to the woods, and

perennials are put beside the trails, from which they will

gradually spread to the heart of the wood. Beside the

spring or brook one plants forget-me-not, marsh mari-

gold, sweet pepper bush, winterberry. or hobble bush.

\\'here winter color is wanted, bittersweet, Washington
and cockspur thorn, mountain ash, partridgeberry and

wintergreen are often suitable.
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Those who wish to carry the subject of landscape

forestry further will enjo}' collecting a small library of

inspiring and helpful books. "The Wild Garden," by
William Robinson, is a classical work which every coun-

try gentleman should possess. A delightful way to learn

the wild flowers, etc., is to have some of the popular,

illustrated books like Dane's "How to Know the Wild

Flowers," a similar work of pocket size by F. Schuyler

Mathews, Keeler's book on shrubs, and "The Tree Book,"

by Julia E. Rogers. In propagating plants of all kinds

Bailey's "Nursery Book" is valuable. There are many
dealers who sell bird houses and other a])paratus iov

Some of these catalogues are attractively illustrated and

anyone who owns a bit of woods should send for all of

them.

Pliato by A. G. Eldredge.

AFTER REVEALING A VISTA INSIDE THE WOODS
This magnificent specimen of tlie hnrr or mossy-cu]) Qucrcus maciocar^a

will be brought into the lives of the children in the excellent kinder-
garten at Brook-field, III., if three small trees are sacrificed. The oak
is about three feet in diameter and more than a hundred years old.

attracting the birds. Write to the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture for AIcAtee's ""Plants That Attract

Birds" and ask the National Association of Audubon

Societies, 1!)T4 Broadway, New York, for its literature,

especially about Baron von Berlepsch's methods of at-

tracting woodpeckers, since these are the greatest de-

stroyers of insects that harm forest trees. r>ailev's

Standard Cyclopedia of Horticulture describes every

species of tree, shrub, vine, and wild flower that is

ottered for sale in America, and practically everything

worth having can be had from nurserymen or collectors.

As it is not customary to print the names of tradesmen

in articles, I have deposited with the editor of American

Forestry the names and addresses of four or five nur-

serymen and collectors who advertise every wild plant

that the average person can think of aii<l many more.

THE LARGEST TREES

THE
American Genetic Association of Washing-

ton, D. C., has announced the award of two

prizes of $100 each for the location of the largest

nut bearing and non-nut-bearing trees in the country.

The largest nut-bearing tree is a valley oak on the

ranch of B. F. Gruver, San Benito County, Cal., in the

foothills of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. This lordly

tree measures 37 feet 6 inches in circumference. It is

near the city of Stockton, and the natives, who declare

that it produces a ton of acorns every year, take pride

in it.

It is expected that the "'discovery" of this tree will

be at once a surprise and a disappointment to the friends

of the famous Hooker oak of Chico, Cal., named for

the English botanist, Sir Joseph Hooker, who, in 1872,

declared that, so far as encyclopaedic knowledge went, it

was the largest oak in the world. Several persons sent

in photographs of the Hooker oak, which, however is

only 51 feet 8 inches in circumference, although it rises

to a height of 105 feet.

The largest tree in the non-nut-bearing class of hard-

woods disclosed by the contest is a sycamore near Wor-

thington, Ind. This tree is 150 feet high, after having
had its height considerably reduced by lightning and

wind. It has a spread of 100 feet and its trunk 1 foot

above ground is 45 feet 3 inches in circumference, while

its east branch measures 27 feet 8 inches around and its

west branch 5:! feet 2 inches.

The second largest nut-bearing tree disclosed by the

contest is a chestnut 3 miles from Cresmont, N. C. on

the main range of the Big Smoky Mountains which di-

vide North Carolina and Tennessee. This tree is 75

feet high and has a circumference of 33 feet 4 inches.

It is announced that the contest confirms the fact that

the sycamore is the largest hardwood tree in North

America. Yellow poplar ranks next to sycamore in point
of size among the non-nut-bearing hardwoods. One of

the photographs submitted in the contest was of a yellow

jioplar near Reems Creek, X. C, which is estimated to

be 108 feet in height and 34 feet G inches in circum-

ference.

TO A MOUNTAIN ABOUT TO BE LUMBERED

By Patlina Braxdreth

\ monument of ageless time

Snow-piled against the evening skies.

Thy slopes in timbered splendor rise.

Each tree encased with frosted rime.

And k> I upon thy glistening crown

Benign, the rising moon looks down.

O mountain, could thy forests be

Left to the moon's sweet charitv !
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The Departure of the Birds

E\'ER

since the last of July the birds have been

leaving, but the dimunition in their numbers has

been so gradual and the entrance of others from

the north has been so inconspicuous that probably few

people have realized that a migration has been in prog-

ress. It is not until October that most of us recognize

that the birds are departing. For the fall migration is

very different from that of the spring.

In the spring the coming of the birds is so conspicu-

ous a part of the change from winter to summer that

it has been heralded since biblical times and even earlier.

But in the fall there are no bright colors, no joyous songs

to announce the passing. In silence the birds slip past

us and few are the chronicles that record the travels of

[he modestly attired wayfarers which, after the nestling

season, begin the long flight to the south, some of them

travel over 8,000 miles from Alaska to Patagonia, many
of them but a few weeks out of the nest and making the

journey for the first time, and all with no compass to

guide them.

THE DEPARTURE OF THE BIRDS

It is not surprising that birds in migration have fas-

cinated mankind, not surprising that governments em-

ploy scientists to study and investigate them and little

wonder that thousands of people, scientists and laymen,

spend much time following the birds in an effort to learn

their secret. The facts which have been discovered

have relieved us of much of our ignorance but the great

mystery of how migration originated still remains and

we can, at best, offer but theories to account for it.

Let us first consider some of the more interesting

phases of migration that modern investigation has thrown

light upon. It is now a matter of common knowledge
that all birds do not migrate. Many species in the north

are able to accommodate themselves to the rigors of

winter and never pass out of the neighborhood in which

they are raised. The chickadees, nuthatches and wood-

peckers that come to one's feeding station in winter, in

northern United States, remain in the spring to nest in

the vicinity, while in the south, the familiar mockingbirds
and cardinals are ever present. The farther south one

goes, the larger is the percentage of non-migrant birds

until one reaches the tropics where no real migration
occurs. Even here, however, the coming and going of

our iiDrthern species are conspicuous features of the bird

life, and there is probably no place in the world where

migrating birds are never seen. In places of the same

latitude, however, migration is more pronounced in some

than in others, reaching its maximum in eastern United

States and western Europe, and being much less pro-

nounced in the southern than in the northern hemisphere.

Between the birds that do not migrate at all and the

Arctic tern which migrates 10,000 miles twice a year

between its Antarctic wintering ground and the Arctic

shores where it nests, there are all gradations of migrants.

A PAIR OF BOBOLINKS
These birds nest in the northern part of the United States and

winter in Brazil. Each year after traveling ten thousand miles
they return to the same meadow.

Some birds like the meadow lark, robin, bluebird and

chipping sparrow which nest throughout most of United

States and Canada, merely withdraw into the southern

part of their breeding range during the winter while their

places are taken by such birds as the tree sparrow, snow

bunting, pine grosbeak and siskin that nest in northern

Canada and migrate in winter as far south as northern

United States. Other species that nest in northern

United States and Canada, such as most of the flycatch-

ers, warblers and vireos, pass out of the United States

977
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entirely and spend the winter in Central Aineriea or

northern South America. A few species like the bobo-

link, night hawk and golden plover, pass over the moun-

tains of northern South America to winter on the pampas
of Brazil and Argentine, while a few others amongst
the shore birds, the knot and yellowlegs, for example,
wander to southern Patagonia.

( hie of the strangest features of the migrations of

some of these birds that winter in South America is

THK CHICKADEE
One of the liirds that does not migrate and which is enaliled to accommn

(late itself to the rigors of the northern winter. The nuthatches and
vvoodijeckers also share the northern winter with it.

that they pursue different routes in the spring from those

in the fall. The golden plover, for example, which nests

along the Arctic coasts of North .'\merica in the fall, fly

southeast to Labrador and thence due south to vSouih

America, a few stopping along the Atlantic coast. I'.ut

the majority fly directly over the sea, a distance of about

;.'.M)0 miles, to the north coast of South .\merica an.l

thence to Argentine. At this time of the year they are

never seen in the Mississippi valley. In the spring, how-

ever, they strike United States along the C.ulf coast, and

all migrate up the Mississippi valley, at this season ne\er

being seen along the .Atlantic coast.

I'.ut this double route is the exception. The vast ma-

jority of binls just move southward after the breeding

season, following the routes where food is most abun-

dant, shunning areas where food is scarce, until they

fnially reach their winter quarters. In the siiring they

ino\e northward along the same highway.

The fall migration is markeil by much more dallying

than the spring and bv much more w.andering, some

birds dela\ing their actual migration by trips to the north,

east or we-^t. There is no liurrv so long as tood is

abundant, and some birds like the snipe, woodcock and

many species of ducks remain until pressed for food by
the killing frosts or the formation of ice over their feed-

ing pools. Most species, however, start southward while

food is still abundant.

The fact that so many species leave long before food

becomes scarce makes the reason for their going the more

strange and brings us to the question of why thev

migrate and how they know when it is time. The regu-

larity with wdiich birds arri\e in the spring has been

observed since ancient times, but it has not been until

the modern investigations that we have understood the

delicate physiological adjustment wdiich records time for

the bird almost as accurately as a timepiece. The physio-

k.igical cycle is as precise in a healthy bird as is the revo-

lution of the wheel of an engine. The bird's year begins

with the slightest increase in the size of the reproductive

organs, for they are not, as in some of the higher ani-

THE .ME.\DOW L.\RK

These birds, wiiich nest throughout most of the United States and
Canada, merely withdraw into the southern part of their breeding
range during the winter while their places are taken by such birds as
the tree sparrow, snow bunting, pine grosbeak and siskin that nest in
northern Canada and migrate in winter as far south as northern
I'nited States.

mals, of constant size throughout the year. The increase

is a sign that the breeding season is approaching and

with migrating species there comes the concomitant in^

stinct to migrate and the bird begins its journev to the

breeding ground. If there were no such thing as weather,

if food were always equally abundant, the bird would

arrive at its nesting ground on exactly the same dav each

year. Indeed, this is saiil to be the case with some of

the sea birds, notably the puffins, which are little aft'ected

b\- the weather. They spend the greater part of the year
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at sea, but each year on exactly the same clay they appear
on their breeding islands.

The first birds to migrate, like the robins and black-

birds, are the least punctual because in the early spring

the weather is least settled. The later migrants become

more and more punctual as the weather becomes more

uniform until with those birds coming after the first of

May we can prophesy the day of their arrival at any

place with considerable accuracy.

Now if birds had no enemies and always hatched their

first eggs successfully, it is probable that the fall migra-

tion would be equally regular, because after the breed-

ing season the reproductive organs begin to decrease in

size just as they grew in the spring. But many birds

have to make several attempts before they raise a brood

successfully, and while they are still feeding their young
in the nest, others of their species are ready to leave.

Some species, however, wait for a second or even a third

brood, Ijut the majority are ready after the first brood ti p

enter once more upon a care-free existence. Some

species, like the swallows and blackbirds, assemble in

large, conspicuous flocks before migrating, but others

just slip away unnoticed, usually the old birds first, fol-

lowed later by young of the year. It is the periodic

changes in the reproductive organs, then, that tells bircU

when to migrate and the concomitant instinct impels them

to go.

But this does not explain how and why birds came to

migrate in the first place. It may explain how the in-

stinct is maintained, but not how it has been developed.

For this, of course, we have to resort to hypotheses.

Without going into detail, it may be interesting to re-

view the one which receives greatest credence today. It

is founded upon two beliefs which we now look upon
almost as facts: first, the origin of bird life upon this

continent, and secondly, the coming of a glacial period

or ice age when most of the birds were again driven out.

In North .America, it is undoubtedly true, that we have

received our birds from two sources : from South Amer-

ica and from Asia by way of Alaska. We know this

because some of our species are almost identical with

those of Europe and Asia, while others are very similar

lo South American forms found nowhere else in the

world. If we can imagine the South American birds, in

ages past, gradually spreading northward because of an

overcrowded condition or because of the natural instinct,

inherent in most organisms, to cover as much territory

as possible, we would find them eventually coming into a

land which, while similar to that of their progenitors

during a part of the year, was entirely different during

winter and unsuited to their needs. They were, there-

fore, able to occupy it only during the summer months

and each winter had to retire southward. This would

have been sufiicient to eventually form a migrating in-

stinct of considerable power and regularity, but it does

not explain all the variations in route and distance trav-

elled which we see today.

During the numerous geological ages that have ensued

since birds first came into North America, the continent

and the climate have seen great changes. North America

lias changed from a mild, semi-tropical land to one cov-

ered with snow and ice and back again to a land of de-

cided seasons. If we think of birds as having become

established during the semi-tropical times, even without

any decided migrations, we can still think of them devel-

oping this instinct to migrate under the stress of the

slowly approaching ice age, the birds being driven south-

ward to seek quarters in an already overcrowded tropics,

and striving northward with each returning spring and

THE TREE SPARROW

This bird nests in northern Canada and in winter migrates to the

northern part of the United States. Just what the sense is which
directs migratory birds to return to the same place year after year
the scientists do not know.

recession of the glaciers only to be forced back again

the following winter.

One might follow this thought into great detail and

show how the various routes followed by birds between

North and South America may have been evolved, but

we cannot take space for it here. There remains one

other problem which seems even more mysterious than

the origin of migration, and that is how birds find their

way.
Each year the bobolink after traveling 10,000 miles

comes back to the same meadow, and the oriole comes

l)ack to the same tree. The robin and the phoebe come

back to the former nests and construct others close by
or even on top of the old structures. What is it that

guides them on their long journey and brings them back

so precisely? It is instinct, we now say, a sense which.
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not having ourselves, we are unable to vmderstand. That

sense which directs the carrier pigeon back to the home

loft, five days' journey distant, is probably the same that

guides all birds on their migrations, and we call it a

sense of direction. There have been numerous observa-

tions to support this theory and some modern experi-

ments upon terns carried in the hold of a ship 1,000

miles out of the range of the species, which, when re-

leased, flew back directly to their nests, have conclu-

sively shown that birds do have this sense. But just

what the sense is and what controls it we have yet to

learn.

BIRD LIFE IX OCTOBER

October is a month of changes. The killing frosts

have nipped the leaves and ever}' gust of wind sends

fluttering showers to the ground. The gray skies, the

purple hills and the golden trees are preparing us for

winter. Bird life, too, is changing. Although some of

our summer birds, even among the warblers and fly-

catchers, still cling to their posts, before the month has

run its course all but a few of the hardy seed-eating

sparrows and blackbirds will be gone. The last of the

transient visitors that nest in northern Canada and win-

ter in Central or South America will pass through and

the hardy winter residents will arrive. The waterfowl

which have been straggling along since the middle of

August or September are now receiving added impetus
from the northern forests, and toward the last of the

month great flocks will fill the air and cover favored

ponds.
Thickets and the borders of woodlands now teem with

various species of sparrows, and overgrown fields, where

they are busy consuming great quantities of weed seed,

resound with their calls. A few vigorous individuals

among the song sparrows and white-throats have more

than regained the vitality lost through the moulting sea-

son and now sing with almost spring-time fervor. The

majority, however, if they sing at all, do so in subdued

tones that are difficult to recognize.

Certain shrubs and vines now bear fruit that attracts

many birds. The wild grape and the Virginia creeper

are thronging with late thrushes and the bayberry draws

flocks of myrtle warblers. If one has been feeding the

winter birds in previous years, they will now begin to

come back to the feeding station in search of the food

which they grew accustomed to find.

October also begins the real hunting season when the

sportsman dons his khakis and tramps the woods for

grouse and woodcock or wades the marshes for ducks

and snipe. It is legitimate sport and these are birds pre-

eminent as game birds that serve man best in this

capacity.

Forestry at the Exposition
AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION DAY at

/ \ the Panama-Pacific Exposition is Wednesday, Oc-
* ^tober 20. The meeting will be held in the Lum-

bermen's Building on the Exposition grounds, the presi-

dent. Dr. Henry S. Drinker, president of Lehigh

University, presiding. Foresters from all over the United

States, Pacific Coast members of the Association and

others who are attending the Exposition at the time will

be present, and with them will be numbers of the leading

lumbermen and loggers of the West.

President Drinker will speak on the forestry situation

in the United States and F. C. Knapp, vice-president of

the Western Forestry and Conservation Congress, will

talk on the relation of the western foresters with those

of the east. P. S. Ridsdale, editor of American For-

estry, will tell what the magazine is doing in furthering

forestry throughout the entire country and Director E.

A. Sterling will read a paper on the work of forest pro-

tective associations in the East, prepared by W. R.

Brown, president of the New Hampshire Timberland

Owners' Association. Chief Forester Henry S. Graves,

will speak about the Government and the lumber in-

dustrv. II. D. Langille, of Portland, Ore., will discuss

the relations of timber owners and fire protective organi-

zations; E. A. Selfridge, Jr., president of the California

Protective Association, will talk about taxation and for-

estry and there will be other discussions and addresses

on subjects related to forestry.

The first day of the week, the eighteenth, will be de-

voted to a meeting of the Society of American Foresters,

also at the Lumbermen's Building. There will be ad-

dresses by Chief Forester Graves on the forester's ideals ;

by Coert DuBois on the forester's opportunities; by D.

T. Mason on what the Society has done and is doing for

foresters; by Dr. B. E. Fernow on the forester's profes-

sional ethics; by G. il. Cornwall on the forester's duties

toward lumbering; by F. E. Olmstead on the lumber-

men's duties toward forestry; by Judson F. Clark on the

place of logging engineering in forestry; by A. F. Fischer

on the forests of the Philippines and by H. M. Curran

on the forests of the Argentine Republic.

Tuesday, the nineteenth, will be devoted to meetings

of the \\'estern Forestry and Conservation Association

to be taken up largely by addresses and discussions on

the various problems of forest fire protective work, and

on Thursday, the twenty-first, the Pacific Logging Con-

gress will meet in annual session. The remaining two

days of the week will be spent by those who wish to go

on an excusion to the redwood logging camps of the Pa-

cific Lumber Company and the Hammond Lumber Com-

pany at Scotia, Eureka and Samoa in northern California.



National Conservation and Water Powers
By Herman H. Chapman

Professor of Forestry at Yale University. Chairman of Committee on Policy and Legislation. American For-

estry Association.

IN

the July number of American Forestry (page 818)

appeared a review of a recent publication on the Con-

servation of Water by Storage. In this review empha-
sis is placed upon the question of national regulation of

water powers in such a way that a casual reader might
conclude that the entire theory of government retention of

ownership of national resources is wrong, and results in

waste rather than in promoting conservation. The quota-

tion, among others, which is of greatest significance reads :

"The Conservation movement, originating in a wise de-

mand for the economical use of our natural i^not national )

resources, has too much deteriorated into a demand that

those resources be retained by the National Government

and not permitted to be developed by private capital except

under restrictive burdens."

The average American of the old school has been

brought up to believe, first, that public lands and their

resources exist solely for the purpose of acquisition by

private parties for their personal benefit ; second, that

public jobs are sinecures to be striven for and obtained

by those who have suiifiicient political influence to secure

them. Opposed to this doctrine of laisses faire is the

theory that the nation should retain and manage the rem-

nant of its once enormous timber resources together with

publicly owned grazing lands and water powers, and that

the trained civil service employes of the government are

capable of administering these resources to the mutual

benefit of the public and of the capitalists who develop

them.

There is no question of the sincerity of those who

champion the doctrine of private acquisition and uncon-

trolled exploitation of public resources in the interests of

prosperity and progress. The writer at one time be-

lieved that he had as much right to a timber claim in

northern Minnesota as anyone else, although the only

possible use to which he could have put it was to have

sold it to some lumber company.

INTAKE reservoir FOR PLANT NO. 2, NEVADA-CALIFORNIA POWER COMPANY
This plant, on Bishop Creek, Inyo National Forest, California, is one of a series of tive developments on Bishop Creek, four of which are under

Forest Service permits. The power is employed in mining, irrigation pumping, and general use in soiuhern California. A permit for the con-
struction of an additional plant has been applied for. The present aggregate installed capacity is 30,000 horsepower.
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DIVERSION DAM I-OR PLANT NO. 2 OF THE PACIFIC LICIIT AND POWER CORPORATION
Tliis is on Big Creek, Sierra National Forest, Californa. Practically all the land used by this company is within the Sierra National Forest. Fur-

ther develoitments contemplated by this company on the same forest will utilize power sites botli on Big Creek and on the San Joaquin River.

Let US admit the force of these art^uments. Business

must lie profitable to exist, and the welfare of many
regions depends largely on the prosperity of certain large

enterprises.

ISut. is it impossible to do business with Uncle Sam,

and cannot the general welfare be better protected in this

way? Water power representatives answer enii)hatically

No! Regulations are burdensome; they reduce profits;

and uncertainty of tenure through re\'ocal>le leases, makes

it impossible to secure capital for such investments ex-

cept at greatly increased rates. It is asserted that those

who insist that the nation should retain its property in

waterpowers do not grasp the intricate financial and

engineering problems involved in waterjiower develop-

ment, and are enemies of true conservation, for while

they hamper and prevent cajjital from developing these

powers, millions of horsepower are running to waste,

never to be recovered or used !

The specific claim made by opponents c^f national own-

ership is, that the retention of public lands controlling

waterpower and the system of leasing under permit has

retarded and hami)ered the development and conserva-

tion of these western waterpowers. To prove this, statis-

tics can be cited to show that the ratio of developed to

lotal available power in western states is very low when

compared to states east of the Mississippi. This is true,

but doi-^ it prove the point? JJ'atcr poi^'cr is a coiii-

iiuxlitv. icliick iiiiist he nuirkctcd ami used. To utilize

]iowcr we iiiu^l h.-ive factories, lighting systems, large

towns, a reasonably dense population, and many natural

resources to use as raw materials in manufacturing.
Profits depend, first upon the market for power, second

upon the cost of installation and service, third, upon the

price of power. National ownership exerts no influence

upon demand for power, and its effect upon costs is con-

fined to a small, almost insignificant charge based on the

amount of power developed, and to the "intimidating"
effect on borrowed capital or bonds, which might increase

the rate of interest or prevent the financing of the enter-

prise. It is self-evident that investors would prefer to

own these powers outright, and that insistence on the

principle of leasing has probably caused delay and dis-

satisfaction in many instances. In spite of this, the

waterpower industry in uiaiiy portions of the z^'est is at

present overdeveloped. In California alone, for the year
T.U f, the maximum demand for power was less than (iO

per cent of the installation. (Hearings before Committee

on Public Lands, \}. S. Senate, G;3rd Congress, 2nd Ses-

sion. Page .j.jG.) The power development under lease

on national forests is increasing, at present, relatively

much faster than elsewhere. During 191 1 there was an

increase of 'Mi per cent in the total capacitv of all ])ros-

pects for which permits hat! been granted, and the actual

outi)Ut of electric energy increased in this one vear 150

per cent, or from 111,000 to 2()(),000 horsepower. If, as

indicated, there is a surplus of waterpower in excess of

m.irket requirements, in the west, lamentations at the

waste of unused powers seem strangely out of pl.ice ,inil
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create a false impression. Waterpowers cannot be used

under any coi-iditions until they are needed. There is at

present, on national forests, a total of 1,OUT,621 horse-

power for which permits are outstanding, and the water-

powers already in operation produce 266,797 horsepower.
Instead of immediately increasing the amount of power

development, there is reason to believe that the effect of

private ownership might be just the reverse, and that a

powerful motive for desiring absolute ownership is the

ojjportunity which it insures of holding possession of

valuable powers, and keeping off competitors, until the

time comes when it will be profitable to use these powers.

market. Aleanwhile, unprofitable ivaterpotvcrs remain

the property of the nation until such time as they are

needed. It is so obvious that the leasing system instead

of preventing, tends to secure the maximum develop-

ment, that it would have been well for the champions of

private ownershi]) had they made overdevelopment the

basis of their objections rather than retardation, and it

is notable that much of the opposition to the passage of

improved and amended legislation so long sought by con-

servationists, is based on this feature of insistence on

development as a condition of holding leases.

It is not claimed that the present system is perfect.

CAZADl.Ku PLANT OF PORTLAND RAILWAY LIGHT AND POWER CO., CLACKAMA.S RIVKR, OREGON.
This public-service corporation is planning to develop additional power through new construction under a Forest Service permit, on the Oregon

National Forest. The plant here shown is not under perinit, since it does not involve use of National Forest land.

The principle naturally striven for, that of a reasonable Leases revocable at the option of the Secretary should

profit, urges consolidation of power interests and elimina- be made irrevocable (but subject to cancellation on fail-

tion of competition as a means of assuring this profit.

The present system of leasing effectuallv prevents
artificial restriction of power development. A govern-
ment permit is granted only on condition that construc-

tion work be begun within a specified time. The appli-

ure to observe the terms thereof) and renewable pre-

vious to the expiration of the period of 50 years for

which they run. Other modifications are possible with-

out sacrificing the principle of national ownership. The
Ferris bill ( H. R. IGfST;?, 63rd Congress 3rd session).

cant secures a priority right, and is then given time to embodies the principles for which the advocates of )U7-

prepare surveys and specifications, and to further inves- tional conservation contend, and to which those who

tigate markets and cost of installation. If he decides are not opposed on principle to all government control

that the venture will prove profitable, the lease is granted are substantially agreed. But of late there has been a

and actual development work must begin. If not, the growing movement to repudiate this bill, and it is the

permit is cancelled, and another applicant is given oppor- ])robable intention of waterpower interests to attempt to

tunity to consider the prospect. The inevitable elTect of

such a system, provided the terms are equitable, is to

secure development at the earliest moment when eco-

nomic conditions appear to justify the venture, and to

absolutely prevent the holding of power in an unde-

secure from this coming Congress a radically different

measure, which will give them absolute control of na-

tional waterpowers, free from all interference. The pro-

ceedings of the waterpower convention called in (Jregon

for September should throw some light on this subject.

veloped condition as a means of influencing the power Efforts mav be made to confuse the issue of national
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retention of publicly owned power sites witli that of

national interference in the regulation of private water-

powers,
—the purpose being to arouse indignation against

unjust and tyrannical interference with state and private

rights, under cover of which Congress shall be persuaded
to part with what the nation now and always has owned,
and has the right to hold.

proclamation created the National Forests totalling IGO,-

000,000 acres in the United States, exclusive of Alaska.

Were the pioneers of this movement, Dr. B. E. Fer-

now, F. H. Newell, Edward A. Bowers, Gifford Pinchot,

Henry S. Graves, and others fighting for a chimerical

dream when they vigorously opposed this principle of

private acciuisition and demanded that of the remaining
But the danger of the attack on the conservation of public lands those which were suitable only for forest

publicly owned waterpowers lies in the effort to drag jiroduction should not be allowed to pass out of the

down in a common ruin the tremendous achievements in hands of the national government? What motives actu-

other lines of national conservation secured in the last ated Presidents Harrison, Cleveland, McKinley, Roose-

quarter century. On what authority is the statement velt and Taft, all of whom exercised widely the power
gi\en them to make these reser-

\'ations ?

The idea which has moulded

this entire national policy is that

these public forests can be best

protected and maintained in a

productive condition under con-

tinued national ownership. It

was held that under a policy of

retaining these forest lands, the

t;n\ernment could secure refor-

estation, protect watersheds,

prevent fires, and require con-

servative methods of lumbering,

thus preventing the waste and

destruction of this national as-

set, to the permanent benefit of

the public, while under private

ownership these results would

not be attained.

But merely to reserve and lock

uj) these resources has never

been the aim of conservation.

".\ wise demand for their eco-

nomic use" correctly states the

case. The real issue lies as to

methods by which this use can

best be perfected. The lumber-

ing and manufacture of standing

timber, the development of

water])ower, and the use of other

resources demand the investment

of large anidunts of capital and the establishment of a

systematic business. C)nly three possible methods pre-

sent themselves for accomplishing these ends, namely,

the assumption of such investment and business activity

liv the government : the retention of ownership only by
the government and tl'ie investment of private capital in

the business, under lease or contract
;
or the sale and dis-

ters on the struggle for retention of national ownership jiosal of the pro[)ertv itself to the capitalists who desire

of public lands and resources. to develop it. The first is State Socialism and has never

Conservation as a jjublic issue originated about '^'t l>een advocated by conservationists. The third is indi-

years ago, when the founders of the .\merican Forestry vidualism and would utterly destroy this national policy.

.Association declared their intention of securing congrcs- The second expresses the aims and goal of national con-

sional action authorizing the permanent retention by the ser\ation. I'.ut is it possible for the government to enter

national government of the title to forested non-agricul- into business relations with private capital and to regu-

tural lands. This idea finally found expression in the k'tc the use of its lan<ls l)y the terms of leases or con-

law of 18!)!, under which successive presidents have by tracts in such a way as not only to preserve the property

PLANT NO. 1 OF THK PACIFIC LIGHT AND POWF,R CORPORATION

This plant, on Big Creek, Sierra National Forest, California, is one of two power houses constructed
by this company on Big Creek, with an aggregate installed capacity of 94,000 horsepower. The
power developed is used in the operation of electric railways in and about Los Angeles. This
company's permit covers an ultimate development of t'.JO.OOO horsepower on the Sierra National
Forest.

made that the conser\ation mo\ement originated "in a

wise demand for the economic use of natural (but) not

national resources," and that the demand that these natu-

ral resources be rctai}icd bv the national aovcrnincnt con-

stitutes a deterioration of the conservation movement.

Once and for all, let it be understood that the conserva-

tion movement in this country began with and still cen-
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itself in the best possible condition, and insure the great-

est benefit to the public, but at the same time induce capi-

tal to venture on large and prolonged investments which

are entirely dependent on the guarantees given in such

contracts, and on the interpretation placed upon their

enforcement by public officials. Under the old order of

political appointees, incompetent and often unscrupulous,
the answer would be an emphatic negative. The new
wine of public responsibility and efficiency would crack

the old bottles and the efifort would come to naught.
The solution of this problem was the creation of a new

national service, for the direct purpose of coping with

these new responsibilities and

proving to the country that as a

nation we were not incapable of

rising to our opportunities. The
best example of this is the For-

est Service, in the Department
of Agriculture, which was grad-

ually built up partly l)y rigi 1

competitive examinations in

technical forestry, which re-

quired for passage the equiva-
lent of five years of college

training, and partly by appoint-
ment of local men as forest ran-

gers on the basis of merit and

examinations. A widespread

system of forest schools sprang

up, located in Washington, Cali-

fornia, Idaho, Montana, Colo-

rado and in eastern states, the

graduates of which sought em-

ployment in this branch of the

government service. The Yale

Forest School alone has gradu-
ated over three hundred men, a

large majority of whom are or

have been employed in this na-

tional work. The writer desires to add that of this entire

number, with most of whom he is personally acquainted,
he has yet to hear of a single instance of dishonesty or

favoritism in their administration of the national pos-
sessions.

Many of these men have now had ten to fifteen years
of continuous experience with the problems of public

business, complex and diversified, which have presented
themselves for solution during the development of the

system of co-operative use of timber and other resources.

In the ten years since 1905 the service has effected a

complete change in the attitude toward the national for-

est administration of that portion of the public in the

western states who have had occasion to use these re-

sources, and who would be the first to criticize an unjust
and unefficient system. They have established a reputa-
tion for honesty, impartiality and efficiency which goes
far towards the final solution of even the most compli-
cated questions of procedure. The result is that while

the champions of private ownership have waged continu-

ous warfare upon public reservations and have tried in

every possible way to break down the system and to

demonstrate its failure, the spirit of efficiency and emu-

lation developed in the Forest Service has triumphantly
solved the big problems of public administration in the

face of and even aided by this opposition.

This is best illustrated by the timber sales policy of

the Service. Lumbermen were at first bitterly hostile to

the withdrawal of the timberlands, for timber was the

raw material of their business, and its ownership in large

quantities was the guarantee upon which rested the

security for its continuance. The idea of being forced

to purchase stumpage from the government, and to com-

HAUSER LAKE PLANT OF THE MONTANA POWER COMPANY
This plant, on the upper Missouri River near Helena, Mont., is one of six developments operated by this

company on the Madison and Missouri rivers, of which one is operating under a Forest Service

permit and two under permits from the Interior Department. The power developed at the plants
of the Montana Power Company and associated companies supplies the general market throughout
central and western Montana and is used principally in mining operations. It will be used to

operate the trains of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R. R. as soon as installation of the neces-

sary equipment along the line of the railway is completed.

ply with new. costly and untried regulations, which com-

pelled them to burn slash, leave part of the stand, and

protect this residue from damage during logging, was

ofifensive and aroused much indignation. But the opera-

tors have found that they could do all these things. The

j)eriod of experimentation is past. Mistakes, due to

inexperience, have been remedied. Today contracts are

in force for billions of feet of timber, in which the

operators are entirely dependent on the government for

stumpage. The annual revenue from timber sales totals

over $1,300,000, and the lumbermen of the west are

practically united in support of the principle of national

retention of the residue of publicly owned timber lands.

The principle of co-operative use of national timber has

stood the acicj test of actual application.

In the use of the grazing lands included within national

forests, an even more satisfactory development of busi-

ness customs and regulations has occurred. Based on

the principle of allotting the government range to those

most entitled to it, and to the homesteader and resident

in preference to the owner of large migratory flocks, the
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Forest Service has built up both the condition of the

range and the number of stock grazed, and at the same

time has completely won over both sheep and cattle men
to a whole-hearted support of the principle of national

retention of these grazing rights. Throughout the length
and breadth of the west there remains hardly a vestige
of opposition to the grazing policy save on the part of a

few who are not getting what they think they might
secure under a return to the old policy of the right of

the strongest, backed liy the rifle, which formerly char-

acterized the struggle for the public range.
These are facts which cannot be denied. So powerful

has public opinion become in support of these national

policies that big interests working through state and na-

tional politics to restore the good old days of free land

grabs have again and again been driven to cover. The

disruption of the national forests, desired as the surest

method of exterminating the all too successful propaganda
for retention of national resources has been widely advo-

cated. Recently efforts have been made to show that

the western states were staggering under unjust burdens

of taxation as a result of the "retention" by the govern-
ment of percentages of their area varying from 40 to 93

per cent of the total. (American Foricstry, page 820.)

The author of these figures neglects to state what portion
of these lands are purposely retained, and what percent-

age are now open for occupancy, thus permitting the

public to believe that all such lands are forciblv held by
tlie U. S. It must be made clear that not one acre of

national forest lands more valuable for agriculture than

lor timber will be retained under present policies anv

longer than it takes to have it examined and thrown out,

barring only the ranger stations and lands for similar

public uses, and that the examination and elimination of

all agricultural lands is being rapidly completed. Na-

tional forests contain the onl\ large bodies of land, exclu-

sive of national jiarks, which the government intends to

keep forever.* Indian reservations will probably in time

be broken up, and allotted intlividually, pursuant to the

declared policy of the Indian (Jffice. The area of national

forests amounts, not to 92 per cent, but to an average of

not over 15 per cent of the total area of western States,

the largest percentage being 33 per cent—practically

all of which is worthless except for the timber it

contains or for its capacity for timber production,

grazing, or watershed protection. Mineral lands may
be taken up and title ol)tained under the mining laws.*

To those who would plead the necessity for local

t.'i.xation as a reason for the breaking down of this

national ownership of timljer lands, the answer is clear.

The only method of taxation which is considered per-

fectly just in the long run is a tax on income. Timber

should in the future pay such a tax in lieu of annual

taxes. But a tax of 20 per cent on net income is con-

sidered a fairly reasonable sum. The iiational govern-

ment under existing laws pays to the counties within

which national forests are located a tax of 3.") /^er ecnt

of the f/ross iiiro)iie. whether or not there is any net

income whatever from the management of said forests.

No private owner could atiford such a tax, and annual

ta.xes placed on such timber which would yield equal reve-

riue would be confiscatory. Furthermore, this income

will be perpetual, since the forests will be retained as

productive areas, while under private management in.

many instances their productivity would be greatly

impaired.

Had the principle of national retention of public re-

sources in the west been wrong and the results detri-

mental, the entire system would long ago have been

demolished by its enemies. It has stood and grown on

its own merits until it is so firmly intrenchetl in public

favor that the opponents of the national forest policy

have been forced to fall back on state sovereignty as

their last argument. And here they have no grounds to

stand on, for the zvesteni states as sueh hax'e received as

much, if not more, land from the nation than those lo-

cated elsezchcre, and the U. S. Supreme Court as early

as 183!) in Illinois, announced the absolute right of the

national government to retain title and to lease such lands

and resources as it chose, within the confines of a sover-

eign state.

The light on the waterpower question is merely another

phase of the struggle of the new and successful princii)le

of national retention and leases as a means of developing

pulilic resources against the older and questionable plan

of relinquishment of these properties to private owner-

ship. There is but one answer to this question ;
the

nation must retain the ownership of the waterpowers on

public lands, and lease them on terms which will secure

the greatest degree of utilization and benefit both to the

investor and to the consumer.

*An exception must lie maile tn these stalenients in the case of

not yet hccn determined.

MARYLAND'S WOOD USING INDUSTRIES

THE
State of Maryland probably has a total of .jIK)

industries which rely to a large extent upDU wood

for the manufacture of their products. Thirty-

five per cent of these are centered in the city of lialti-

ir.ore, the rest distributed over the State, but particularly

numerous in the middle western part, and certain sec-

tions of the Eastern Shore.

The study of those in Western .Maryland is completed,

and in Baltimore it is well under way. The investigation

has disclosed some interesting facts, and upon the basis

of the data secured it is the intention of the State For-

ester to establish a State Wood Waste Exchange. It is

of course not difficult to find manufacturers who have

waste to sell ; it is not as simple a matter to locate ad-

vantageous markets for them. However, it is believed

that this part of the work will meet with reasonable suc-

cess, and the manufacturers themselves are evidencing

much interest in the present investigation. There exists

among most of them a decided willingness to add to the

efficiency of their [ilants through a better and a closer

utilization of raw materials, and if hearty cooperation

makes for the success of such work, that in Maryland
should be jiroductive of results.

extensive areas of coal lands, the fnlure policy for which has
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HOW TREES TRAVEL

OK
COURSE a great tree does not move itself

from where it has long stood. That is the best

thing aljiiut it; it stands steadfast, its leafy

crown reared aloft, in sun and rain. It may be beaten

by the winds, or weighted down with snows, but still it

holds its own. an examjile of courage and sturdincss.

Indeed, it has been said that a full-grown tree is prac-

tically the only thing that man cannot put up where and

when he wants it.

Ikit the trees, as groups, must travel, or they could

not live and spread out to occupy new places.

It is a well-known fact, and one that all foresters

learn at the very first, that trees cannot thrive in dense

shade. Foresters have a word for this quality of trees

in respect to the demand for a place in the sun. They
call it "tolerance," and say a tree will "tolerate," or stand,

shade, or will not, in which case it is "intolerant." Some
foresters claim that the reason smaller trees cannot grow
under the limbs of others is not wholly because the light

is kept off, but also because the larger and more numer-

ous roots of the bigger tree rob the little one of all its

moisture. Xo matter what the cause, the result is the

same, and certain trees are not able to get a start unless

the\- have a good open space to grow in. Others, the

"tolerant" ones, can stand a lot of crowding and over-

shadowing; then, if light and freedom come they begin

to grow thriftilv even after they have been cramped and

dwarfed for many years. The hickories, the sugar maple,

and hemlock are examples of trees of this type. Yet

even they do better if they can get their full share of

light and moisture.

Thus it can be seen that if the trees dropped their

seeds immediately to the ground beneath, the little seed-

lings, even if they were able to get a start, would have

to struggle against the shade and the dryness caused by

the parent tree, even though the greatest effort of the

]iarent tree is spent in making possible the lives of new-

trees. So it seems as if some of the trees had thought

out wavs to scatter their seeds to a distance and had in-

vented all sorts of devices, such as aeroplanes, para-

chutes, and even shotguns, like the witch-hazel's.

Through the constant but very slow changes that have

come about as a result of the success in life of those

forms which have met the needs of the life struggle and

have won out in this struggle
—

by means of the process

known as evolution—the various devices have been made

more and more perfect, until they seem to be the result

of special plan and effort.

^
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PRACTICALLY

all of the i)ine seeds ha\e wings.

Those which do not have these filmy planes

which hear them some distance from the tree on

which they are borne, are valued as food by s(|uirrels.

and even by people, so their distribution is taken care of.

The white pine cone opens at just the right time, and

the little seeds from the bases of the cone scales g"

whirling away in spirals through the air. If you ha\e

even seen a single pine tree standing alone, with a whole

brood of little trees, generally to one side, vi>u may lie

very sure that these tree-children have come from the

one parent, and that they are on the side awav from the

prevailing fall winds. Sonic jiine trees release nian\- of

their seeds after the snow falls, and these seeds gn

scampering away with the winds, gliding and sliding

over the crusted snow. Then when the warm spring sim

comes, each black spot of seed, absorbing the heat, melts

itself down into a hole and reaches the ground before

the surrounding snow is all gone, and tlnis gets the

benefit of the moisture fmm the melting, f. )r the spring-

time is near to start life.

One pine, the lodgepole pine of the Rocky Mountains,
has been known to hold its seeds clutched fast in the

tight little cones for a quarter of a century. Some cones

have even been grown over by the limlis nn which the,

grew and could ne\er release their seed unless the

branch or tree were destroyed. These seeds keep their

life during all the years. Heat will open tiie cones, anrl

a forest fire in this region is almost sure to be f(.)llowed

by a forest of lodgepole. because the fire not only oj)ens

the cones, but also destroys the litter on the ground so

the seeds which are released can sprout at once on the

soil left exposed. It is said that all the lodgejiole ])inc

forests represent areas that have been Inirned over, and

they have been able to take possession because the other

trees couldn't stand the fires, while the lodge])ole was

adapted to profit by them.

THE
maple keys helj) the seed to lloat a\\;iv from

the ])arent tree. The aeroplane of the elm seed

not only bears it on the wind hut helps it float on

the w;iter. When the heavy spring rains come, the elm

seeds which a])pear before the leaves in spring, and must
.soon sjjrout or die. are floated in (juantities liv the rain

into pools or down streams, to find lodgement where
some soil gives them a chance to grow.

An(jther device is used by the sycamore, or button-ball.

Its seeds are ripened in the fall ; yet the old tree does

not let go of them, but holds them through all the

winds of winter, where they hang on in spite of gales.

even when the cord-like stems of the button-balls are

whipped to shreds. But when the spring winds and

I'ains come, the button-b;ill softens, and divides into

downy segments; each seed, with its ])araclnne. is whirled

away in the gales of March.

The jiaddles of the ash tree serve their purjiose. the

little birds formed
l.>y

the gray birch scales—all these

are part of the same plan. Hemlock seeds are borne far

out on llu' tips of tlie sni;dlest twigs and eacli seed is

provided with a scale that keeps it from falling directly

to the ground. The linden seed has a plane or para-

chute, other seeds have hooks that catch to moving
olijects. and thus they travel. Some have special boats

for floating, like the Chinese water nuts.

The cocoanut has traveled all the tropic seas, for its

husk has an outer layer that is smooth and shinv and

will not let water in, while just inside is a porous and

fibrous mass, full of air spaces so that the heavier kernel

is readily floated. Because of the so-called "nfilk" in

tlie cocoanut the kernel keeps its life for a long time,

until cast up on a beach by the tide, and half imbedded
in sand from the 1)eat of the waves, it sprouts in groves
that fringe the southern (jceans and even helps to estab-

lish soil on newly formed coral islands.

The common red cedar or juniper bears a seed covered

]i\ a pulp which is relished by birds. The birds digest

tliis pulp, not the seed, which, passing through the bird's

body, is carried from place to place. The fence-row

lines of cedar trees have all been started in this way and

mark where birds have stopped to rest on the fence rails

or wires. Foresters have found that the only successful

v\a\' to get red cedar seeds to sprout is to practicallv boil

tliein first and remove the pulp, or in other words, to

imitate the conditions within the liirds' hot little bodies.

C HESTXL'TS. hickory nuts, walnuts, ami other

edible seeds relished by squirrels and mice are

liuried by these animals. Xaturally they forgot
Some of these storage jjlaces, or do not need to use all

that they have hoarded. Here again another wise pro-
\ision cif nature comes in. The shells ])rotect the germ
until ;ifter the winter has frozen and cracked the outer

protective coxering. adnfitting the moisture when the

spring thaws come and cause the germ to swell and grow.
Most remarkable, in nianv wavs. is the witch-hazel,

which grows in dense thickets and must sjiread its

growth outside these thicket boundaries. It has a regular

artillery. The nuts seem to need a sharp frost to open
the closely joined parts. Frosty nights will do the trick,

and a dry. sunny day completes the process. Warmth
causes the edges of the seed cups to curve inward with

such force that the seeds will be shot for a considerable

dist;ince. usually from ten to twenty feet, though an

actual measurement of forty-fi\e feet is recorded. The

sjiecial provision in the case of the witch-hazel seed is

that the seed is verv smooth, and polished, and the wav
the seeds are discharged is like that l)v which orange or

watermelon seeds are shot by the [jressure of thumb and

forefinger.

These examples of the way trees travel by means of

their seeds are only a few of many. Can vou think of

others?

DIRECTORS MEET IN NEW ENGLAND

DI
k I'.CTf )RS of the -\merican I'orestrv Associa-

tion met at lloston on August 31 and at the

Profile House. X. H.. on September I. in order

111 present at the I'oreslry Conference at the latter place
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the \ic\vs of the Association on the extension of the ap-

projiriation for carrying (.)n the program of acquiring

forest reserves under the ])rovisions of the Weeks Law,

and to decide where to liold the next annual meeting.

Boston, backed by the -Massachusetts Forestry Asso-

ciation, made an earnest apj)eal for the meeting and it

was decided to huld it there early in januar)', the date

to he announced later. There has long been a demand

from the many members of the Association in Xew

England for a meeting there and as all throughuut that

section there is a desire to continue the purchase of

Federal forest reserves, and as the Association is so

actix'e in keeping before the public the necessity of com-

pleting the original ])rograni of acquiring .j,000,000 acres

in the Southern .Appalachians and 000,000 acres in the

White Mountains, the meeting in January will be par-

ticularly ap])ropriate occasion for discussing the situation

as it will be at that time.

It is planned to hold a two-day session, with a public

banquet on the evening of the first day and tn have

programs of addresses and discussions at the nmrning
and afternoon sessions each day.

During the stay in Boston the directors were the guests

of the Massachusetts Forestry Association on a visit to

the Arnold Arboretum, through which the party was

conducted by Prof. John Jack whose lucid descriptions

of what has been accomplished there and what work is

planned for the future were much enjoyed. The party

was escorted about the city by Secretary Harris A.

Reynolds of the Massachusetts Forestry Association.

At the Profile House, President Henry S. Drinker, in

behalf of the .American Forestry Association, presented
its plans in relation to advocating an additional apjiropria-

tion of $10,000,000 to be expended during the next five

years in acquiring Federal forest reserves, and invited

the organizations represented at the meeting to cooperate.

This invitation was accepted with enthusiasm. Senator

Weeks, father of the \Veeks Law, told, in an interesting

reminiscence, of the long-continued efl:'orts and final suc-

cess in securing the passage of the law. and of the efti-

cient manner in which the law has been administered,

during the past five years. He also gave some valuable

advice regarding etTorts to secure a continuation of its

operation.

The Forestry Conference consisted of se\-eral sessions

during which there were addresses and discussii^ns on

various phases of forestry, including addresses by ^\'. 1\.

Brown, president of the State Forestry Commission, on

forest i)rogress in New Hampshire: by Prof. LI. II. Chap-

man, of Yale Forest School, on the woodlot from the

foresters' point of view ; by Dr. Kenyon L. Butterfield,

president of the Massachusetts Agricultural College, on

the place of forestry in a rural policy ;
and the dis-

cussion on this topic was taken up by Commissioners of

Agriculture from various New England States; by John
C. Orcutt, secretary of the Agricultural Committee of

the Boston Chamber of Commerce, on the cooperative

marketing of woodlot products ; by Herbert \\'elsh, of

Philadeli:)hia, on cooperation at Sunapee ; Ijy Hon. E. E.

Woodbury on progress at Lost River; liy Prof. J. W.

Toumey, director of the Yale Forest School, on the wood-

lot at home and abroad
; by William L. Hall, assistant

United States Forester, on the national forest in the east,

and by Miss Eloise Gerry, of the L^. S. Forest Laboratory
at Madison, on some suggestions in wood technology.

An excursion by automobile through the national forest

on Lafayette .Mountain and a traiup on foot over the

skyline of the Appalachian .Mountain Club and an ex-

cursion to Lost River marked the outings of the party.

A FORESTER'S CHIEF TASK
I!v .Al.FRKD G.ASKILL

Director of the American Forestry Association

THE
chief task of a forester is to localize and to

s])ecialize his efiforts—always looking toward the

future. -Miove all he must educate his public in

economics and through that, not apart from it, lead to

the practice of sihicullure. The store of \irgin timber is

ALFRICD G.^SKILL

State Forester of New .lersey and Director of the American
Forestry Association.

the donunant factor in the huulier market. .\s that is re-

duced lumber prices will approach the cost of production.

The sections which use most wood and have the least

reser\-e oft'er the best opportunities for practical forestry.

It is important to realize that timber is accidentally,

nut essentially, a product of the wilderness. The most

profitable forests are always close to populous centers

for the same reason that low grade lumber is more sal-

able in New York than high grade is in San Francisco

or New Orleans.
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True forest conservation will give serious thought to

the degraded woodland areas in the eastern States. They
can be made to yield a double harvest—one of wood,
another of human uplift.

STATES GET $850,000 FROM NATIONAL FORESTS

T

I

lllli portion of the National Forest receipts for the

fiscal year lOl.j to go to the benefit of the various

States in which the forests lie, according to the

computation of the Forest Service just approved by
the Secretary of the Treasury, amounts all told to more
than $8.-)( 1,000. The gross receipts for the year ending

June 30 were $2,481, -J (ill. 35, of which under the law S5

TWO NOTABLE OAKS

Bv j. R. Simmons

N FRONT of the \Vay.side Inn, on the State Road,

in Sudbury, Alass., about 50 miles west from Boston, per cent is paid over to the States for county school and

stand these two might)- white oaks, measuring 18

feet 2V2 inches and IT feet 7 inches in circumference,

respectively, and spreading their powerful branches over

a space of ab(_iut 225 feet.

TIIHSIC ii.\K? -AW W'.\SHI,\', I
I

Under tlieir br.lnches the fatlier of his cmiiilry passed on his way to Cambridge lo lake command of the
Ciintinental Army.

Here they stood in June, 171"j, when Washington

passed on his way tr) Caniliridge to take command of

the Patriot army ; and again, nearly a century later, their

silent grandeur attracted the eye and a|)pealed to the heart

of Longfellow, who made them fanicius in his "Tales

of a Wayside Inn."

"Through the ancient oaks d'erhead.

Mysterious voices moaned and fled."'

The\' stand as witnesses of a li>ng series of historical

events reaching back over a period of years previous to

the coming of the first European settlers. The oldest

citizens in their vicinity claim for them an age of up-

wards of 1,011(1 vears. Certainly in a])pe;irance they

would seem to bear out the tradition.

The tree on the left nf the picture has nut succeeded

in ]ircserving its history by means of r.idial rings. Its

trunk is hollnw, and, by entering through an upening on

the side furthest fmm (he road, three ])ers<)ns might

stand upright within. The other oak is ci ini|i,iratively

sound, and when death cimies a cross section will un-

doubtedly record a very long and intere--ting life.

The measurements given were made in llie earh' sjiring

of Hil-V

load purposes and an additional 10 per cent is made
available for expenditure by the Secretary of Agriculture

in building roads and trails for the benefit of local com-

munities.

Montana gets the largest share,

having contributed the largest

amount of receipts for the sale

of timber, grazing, and other

uses of the forests, or more than

$318,000. Of this amount,

-Montana is to receive $79,089.78

for county school and road pur-

poses, while the Forest Service

will expend $31,835.91 for im-

provements of special benefit to

local communities and not in-

cluded in the regular administra-

ti\e and protective improve-
ments. Idaho comes second with

;i 25 per cent allowance of $75,-

(i51.15 and a 10 per cent fund of

S"0.2(i0.1(l. California is third,

receiving a 25 per cent allowance

of $07,011.3: and a 10 per cent

fund of $27,0 14.74. The other

National Forest States follow in

the order of the size of their respective shares.

Arizona, $59,8(i;.S!i, under the 25 per cent provision

and $2:!,923.1(.i under the In per cent; Colorado, $5!l,-

2l8.(i0 and $23,087.44; Oregon, $49,075.83 and $19,-

870.33; Utah, $48,075.90 and $19,470.38; Wyoming,

$43,080.80 and $17,234.75; Washington, $37,445.50 and

$14,978.23; New Mexico, $31,780.4(i and $12,714.58; Ne-

vada, $l(i,244.53 and $0,197. Si ; South Dakota, $12,988.11

and $5,195.25; Alaska, $11,105.75 and $4,400.3(1; Ar-

kansas, $8,738.93 and $3,495.57 ; Florida, $2,33(i.77 and

$931.71; Alinnesota, $1,971.0(1 and $788.64; Nebraska,

$1,401.15 and $500.40; Kansas, $1,357.33 and $542.93;

Oklahoma, 7 59.77 and $303.91; Michigan, $198.37 and

$79.35; N.irth Dakota, $sl.s:! and $32.73; Porto Rico,

$9.25 and $3.7(1.

The States of Arizona and New Mexico receive ad-

ditional shares for their school funds on account of

school lands included within the National Forests, yield-

ing them $28,90(i.lO and $9,311.87 respectively.
( )n the National Forest Purchase Areas in the East, a

total of .$3,977.(iO was collected in Georgia, New 1 lamp-

shire. North Carolina, Tennessee, \ irginia, and West

\'irginia, these States thereby sharing $994.4n under the

25 per cent provision and .$397. 7(i under the in per cent.
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The total amount to he expended under this system of

sharing the Forest receipts with the States to make up for

the loss of local taxes due to puhlic ownership of the land

is about $16,000 greater than for the previous fiscal year,

as the receipts for the fiscal year 1!)15 exceeded those of

the previous fiscal year by about $4 l.OOO. The provision

of law under wdiich a jxn-tion of the receijits is turned

over to the States dates from l'Mn\, and the total pay-

ments reach, with this year's allotment, nearly $4:,500,i)(h;).

The 10 per cent provision for government-l)uilt public

roads has been in force only since 11)1"^, and has now-

made available for this purpose an aggregate of $;)"-i(),()00.

To the visitor from the north and eastern States the

Initternut tree and the sugar majjle have a familiar look,

and there are other varieties that make southerners feel

at home as thev stand beneath their branches. In all.

CALIFORNIA'S TREE COLLECTION

ONE
of the largest collections of rare trees, repre-

senting countries in all parts of the globe, is that

maintained by the State of California in the large

and beautiful park surrounding the capilol building in

Sacramento. Here one will find not only scores of va-

rieties of coast trees but visitors from afar like the white

mulberry from .\sia. the variegated euonymus from

Japan, the Rose of Sharon from Syria and the siher

wattle from Australia.

Chili has a representative in the monkey |)uzzle tree,

other wise the Araiicivia iinbricata. that peculiar mem-

ber of the pine family wdiich takes its name from the fact

that its crowded and twisted branches are said to puzzle

the monkey wdiich would seek to climb it. I'rom I'.razil

was brought the lemon verbena, while from distant

Persia there came the walnut.

Europe has a number of trees in the State's collection,

including the Aleppo pine, the sweet bay and the haw-

thorn. The graceful Irish yew lines one of the walks

leading to the capitol. with century plants alternating.

THK MONKEY PUZZLE TREE
This is a peculiar member of the pine family from Chili, aptly named

because it is said tlie crooked and twisted branches make it a puzzle
for monkeys to climb.

Capitol I'ark contains some 500 kinds of trees and

shrubs, and many students of arboriculture visit it to see

the various species in leaf and blossom.

IRISH YEW
These graceful trees line one of the walks leading to the capitol of

California at Sacramento.

40,000 GET FREE TIMBER

Ob~
THE G88.9-v'-i,O0(:i board feet of timber cut on

the National Forests during the fiscal year

ended June 30, l!)l."j, according to statistics just

compiled by the United States Forest Service, 123,168,000

feet were taken under free-use permits given to settlers

and others living in or near National Forests. There

were 40,000 free-use permittees, and the value of the

limber they cut was $206,464.13.

Alontana leads the National Forest States in the

amount of timber cut under sales, with more than 101,-

000, (10(1 feet, but takes second place in the free-use cut,

with 18,000.000 feet. Idaho leads the free-use list, with

a cut of nearlv 25,000,(100 feet, and is a close second in

the amount of timber cut under sales contracts, with

over 10(1,(100.000 feet. Oregon. Colorado, Washington,

Arizona, California, Wyoming, Utah. New Mexico, and

South Dakota, in the order named, contributed from 60,-

000,000 to 24,000.000 feet under both free use and sales.

The middle western and eastern National Forest States

furnished relatively insignificant quantities.



Ornamental and Shade Trees
^ Dcpartnirnt for the .Idiicc and Instruction of Monhcrs of the American Forestry .Issoeiation

EniTED r.v J. J. Levisox. B. A., M. F.

Arboric ultnrist Brooklyn Park Department. Jnthor of '\Stiidies of Trees," and Lecturer on Ornamental and

Shade Trees, Vale L'ni'eersity Forest School

How to Plant a Shade Tree

and

How to Care for It the First Few Years

T11I'',RE

has been considerable goud literature pub-

lished in recent years on the planting of shade

trees. It is timely to quote some of this from

the following tree sources which will cover the most im-

portant points of the ()uestion.

The office of the Commissioner of Forestr\- of the

Y
A<i)F

Di<:3g/''3m- Of Tree

P=Tree. P/t 6'x5x2^z c/ppp

= Prun/n^ \for 7ra/7Sp/<3rz//ng'

Stale of Rhode Island publishes the following on "ilow

to 1 'lant Shade Trees" :

"Many trees are destined before planting to an earl}-

death through lack of precautions in their digging and

tiansit. Removing a tree from its original site and plant-

9'>2

ing it in a new place is a surgical operati(jn requiring a

knowledge of plant physiology. To grub out trees and

plant them in small dry holes invites wholesale failure.

Of a lot of vigorous trees suitably planted, nearly every
one should live and thrive.

"In digging trees care is required to preserve a large

nmnlier of the tender root-tips and fine rootlets which

su]iply the water and mineral food. A small tree—an

inch or two in diameter—growing near the place of

transplanting, may be lifted with a ball of earth in which

the root system is imbedded, wrajiped in burlap, and

carried to the pit prepared fur it. To secure shade

without loss of time, trees six or more inches in diameter

are sometimes transplanted with full ball of earth—an

expensive c.iperation requiring special appliances. Trees

sent out by nurseries are usually lifted without balls of

earth and skilfully packed for long-distance shipment.

L'pon. arri\al from the nursery, unpack the trees and set

them in small trenches in a shady place, covering the roots

w ith moist earth. Trees drv and hot when received are

not likely to li\e. but some species will stand more mal-

treatment than I ithers. Wild seedlings from the field and

woods may be used, lint nurserv stock is preferred. When

ready to begin work, remove the trees from the trenches,

cover the roots with moist straw or burlap and carry them

to the tree-pits and plant. At no time must the roots

Ijc much e.\|)osed to the sun anfl wind.

"The cnst of planting varies with the size of tree, soil

and site. The r>eac(jn Street planting in Boston recently

done successfully under the direction of a landscape

architect, cost $.'J0 a tree. This work involved the jilant-

ing of l"iO European lindens, 'IVi inches in diameter, a

system of sub-irrigation bv means of Akron pipes laid

with open joints among the roots, the digging of tree-

[lits 1"^ feet long, 4J,4 feet wide and 3 feet deep, the re-

moval (if tlie excavated material, the filling of each pit

with 1 cubic yards of rich loam, relaving the sidewalk,

tree guards, and maintenance for two \ears. In countrv

and suburban districts and in fa\orabIe cit\' locations,

the cost would be much less than the above named figure.

"Street trees are usually spaced 30 to 50 feet, according

to spiecies; 40 feet is a good distance; large trees like oak,

elm, sycamore, and black w.ilnnt re(|nirc wide spacing
—
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50 to 10 feel. W liL-re trees and sliruljs of varying foliage

and tolerance of shade are mixed in groups for landscape

effects, the spacing is closer—often 5 to 20 feet.

"The hole should be dug wider and deeper than seems

necessary
—

perhaps 2 or 3 feet deep with an area of

about 30 square feet for "i-inch trees, in order that the

growing roots may ha\e a sufficient amount of louse rich

soil. If the soil from the pit is not good, it should be re-

placed with rich loam or forest humus free from sticks

and stones. The tree should be planted to the same

depth at which it stood in its original site, or perhaps an

inch or two deeper if set in light porous soil; the root

collar indicates the right depth. Fill in the center of the

hole with earth to the height at which the tree is to

stand ;
then place the tree on this slight elevation and

spread out the roots in a natural manner. While an as-

sistant is covering the roots with the tirst thin la\'er of

soil, the tree may be moved up an<l dnwn within the

space of an inch, in order to firm it in place and tu 1)ring

the soil into close contact with the roots; then as the

hole is gradually filled, the soil is pressed down carefully

but firmly to prevent drying out, the last shovel full being

thrown loosely over the surface. A heavy man with large

feet makes a good planter. Water is useless excepting in

dry loose ground.
"Before planting, any limken and bruised rocits should

be removed with a sharp knife, the face of the cut being

made on the under side of the root. The loss of roots

must be balanced by pruning of the t<>p in which crooked

branches are removed and spindling twigs shortened. A
straight and vigorous leader uncut gives the tree a long

conical crown ;
if cut, a short compact crown. The bean-

pole style of planting without any top is not advisable

excepting in special cases where the root structure has

sustained much injury; since rapidity of growth depends
on leaf surface, topping is a serious set-back, but good

sprouters like willows and poplars will survive such

mutilation, and these short-lived trees are recommended

for planting where rapidity of growth and shade is the

chief consideration.

"A thin mtilch of leaves, or litter mixed with fertilizer

will keep the ground cool and free from weeds which

would transpire the moisture needed by the young tree.

A stake driven into the ground and fastened to the tree

by a twine inclosed in a piece of rubber tubing prevents

wind-throw. The market affords various kinds of tree-

guards against injury by animals. Young beeches,

maples, horse-chestnuts and others subject to sun-scald

are protected by neighboring shade or by lattice south of

the trees. Planting may be done at any time, but from

April 1 to ^Nlay 10 is the most favorable season in Rhode

Tsland.

"The choice of species is a large topic outside the scope
of this essay, btit it may be said that adaptability is es-

sential. Sidewalks require clean, hardy, symmetrical,

long-lived species of moderate size like Red Maple, Nor-

way Maple, Hackberry, and Ironwood. Wide avenues

admit the more majestic trees, like the Oaks, Basswood,

Tulip, Chestnut, Rock Maple and Liquidambar. Uni-

formity of spacing and species is effective in a street.

On lawns, variety of species lends accent to diversity of

topography, and charm through the countless tints of

bud, leaf, and flower in springtime, and the fine array
of brilliant foliage in autumn. For dense shade, use

I'.eech and .Maple; for thin shade. Ash."

SPKCIFICATIONS FOR SIIADlv TREK PLANTING

The Brooklyn Park Department, in permitting citi-

zens to plant a shade tree, sets up the following speci-

fications :

"1. The tree to be at least 2^2 inches in diameter, one

foot from ground.
2. To be straight, to have a compact fibrous root sys-

tem and a well-balanced head.

3. The trunk of the tree to be free from branches to

a height of at least 7 feet from the ground and the first

branch to be not over 9 feet from the ground.
4. The tree to be free from disease and injurious

insect pests.

5. The tree hole to be not less than 3 feet square and

3 feet deep.

G. One to three cubic yards of good mould to be placed
in each tree hole, according to the conditions governing
the location.

7. The tree to be planted at the same depth that it

stood before transplanting.

8. Wherever possible, trees should be planted not less

than 2') feet apart. Thirty feet is preferable.

i). The tree to be watered and surface soil raked or

cultivated at least once a week in dry weather, and other-

wise to be properly cared for by the owner of the

premises, at his own expense and to the satisfaction of

the Department of Parks.

10. The work of planting to be done under the direc-

tion and to the satisfaction of the Department of Parks,
or its proper representatives, and subject to the rules,

regulations and ordinances of the Department of Parks.

11. A tree guard of approved pattern, or wire guard of

small mesh, to be placed around the tree by the owner of

the premises.

^2. The most desirable trees for general street planting
are the Norway Alaple (Acer platanoides) and Oriental

Sycamore (Platanits orientalis). For suburban sections

there are other equally suitable trees, and for informa-

tion on these consult this Department. The Poplars,
Silver Alaple (Acer sacharinnm, Linn.) and Sycamore
Maple (Acer Pseudo-f^lataiiiis) are not desirable for

street planting."

TIU': CARK OF SHADE TREES

Mr. Carl llannwart, of the Newark Shade Tree Com-
mission, admirably presents the main points in the "Care

of Trees" in the following way ;

"Every boy and girl has his or her good points. So has

a horse. So has a tree. The good points of a horse

and those of a boy are much the same. The horse must
have vim, be bright, be well-proportioned, clean-limbed.

The boy must have vim, must be bright, must have a

good set of muscles. The good horse has a pleasing
color and a glossy coat and must hold his head high.
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So with the boy: he must be well-groomed, must stand s. ( <; ) Is the head free from all deadwood, has it been

erect; and moreover, must see things when he looks at pruned by an expert, and how do you know he is an

them. The good horse must walk, gallop, trot, or stand expert? Find out how a tree should be pruned. Are all

as the master directs. So the boy must learn to walk, the cuts painted? (b) Does the tree stand perpendicular

run. caper or be still as the case requires.

"And the tree has as many good points, although the}

are different. Examine your tree for points every month

and see what percentage it will have out of a possible

one hundred. Here are some of the signs which show

whether the tree has a college diploma, is cultivated, is

familiar with the higher branches. Each question, if

answered unequivocally, 'Yes.' gives your tree SV3 per

cent toward the one hundred. These questions are put

in the order of their importance: and are numbered to

correspond with the pictured 'Points.'

1. Is the opening around your tree of standard size?'*'

ROIINT
PoINtW'"^^

21 NQ2

and is its present place intended to be its permanent
home ?

0. Have the scars from horse bites or other injuries

been cleaned out and painted to prevent harboring in-

sects and to stop decay? If there are large cavities these

should be filled with cement.

10. Does the tree remain green and in full leaf to the

middle of October?

11. Have you put as much nourishment into the soil as

the tree needs for the year? Give it a treat ; dig in wood

ashes, ground bone or well-rotted manure.

]"?. .\re any wires interfering with your tree either bv

swaying or by electric current? Are there any

gas leaks?

"Here are the twelve points of a good street

tree. The total percentage if below par reflects

cm the man, not on the tree. The tree always

does its best. Man forgets that he has taken it

out of the God-made forest where it could and

did care for itself, and has placed it in a man-

made citv where it is dependent on man's care

for thrifty growth."

[^04

(What is the

actual size? )

2. Is the ground
in this opening

well-loosened to

admit air and

water ?

3. If the tree

is surrounded by

grass, is the sod

open around the

trunk?

4. Does the tree get a good

proportion of the rain which

falls on the sidewalk, or does

it run over the curb into the

gutter ?

.5. Is the tree protected

with a tree-guard? Guard

must be six feet high and

not too tight. Tree must be protected from

chafing by guard.

G. Is the tree free from borers? Borers can

be detected by sawdust coming out of holes in

the trunk. Watch for the borers from A]iri!

to November.

7. Are the trunk and the branches cleared of

all cocoons, egg-masses, larvae, caterpillars,

beetles, scale?

'^fm^

'" \

Point .,

NO 5 Point

NQ6

POIMT
N9Sl

1
-5 Point

WHY THIC POPLAR, SILVER

MAPLE, AND AILAXTHUS

SHOULD NOT BE USED FOR

GENERAL PLANTING.

There is a very popular

but erroneous idea current

that the poplar is the best tree

for planting. The reason for

this wide-spread idea can be

found in the quality of

quick growth
which the poplar

possesses, and

which the average

citizen evidently

considers of su-

permost impor-
tance in choosing
his tree. The

Point
N29

POINT^
N210

Standard size is : 4 feet square for a tree of 6 inches

(or less) diameter; for every 1 inch increase of such

(6-inch) diameter, an increase of 1 square foot in area

of opening.
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fact, however, is that even this fast growtli itself soon

becomes a most serious objection against the poplar, be-

cause the tree grows so rapidly that it soon becomes top-

heavy, and the wood being soft and brash, breaks of its

own weight. The main roots of the poplar grow very

large and upset the pavement of the sidewalk, while the

finer rootlets in their search for water extend themselves

to the nearest water or sewer pipes, penetrating tlie ce-

mented joints of these, and in course of time develop

sufficiently to clog up the passages.

The conventional outline of its form and its system of

branchintr as well as the stiffness of its foliage does not

LO-MliAkll"! I'ol'LAU

This tree has a special landscape value which no other tree possesses
and under special conditions it can be used to better advantage than
other trees.

even recommend the poplar as a beautiful tree. Its leaves

begin to drop earlier than those of most of our other

shade trees and the flowers of the male trees during

their period of falling cause much discomfort to pedes-

trians. It is a tree that requires constant trimming, pos-

sesses a very short life and is frequently destroyed by

scale insects and borers. The city government in Albany,
N. Y., in 1871, not only forbade the planting of the

poplar, but also compelled its removal from the streets

at the time this ordinance was passed.

In Washington, D. C, in Brooklyn. X. Y., and in most

other cities where the care of the citv trees is charged

to some s[)ecial authority, the poplar is not tolerated.

The species which is most commonly planted and to

which these remarks apply more directly is known as the

Carolina poplar. But there are three other kinds fre-

quently used—the Silver, Lombardy and Balsam poplars,

and most of the defects enumerated above are equally

applicable to all.

A CAKOLIXA POPLAR
Many believe that because of its quick growth the poplar is desirable for

street planting. It is not, however, as its roots, which grow large, are

likely to do much damage to the pavements, while the finer roots,
in their search for water, e-xtend themselves to the nearest water or
sewer pipes, penetrating the cemented joints of these and sometimes
clogging up the pipes.

There are occasions, however, under special conditions,

where the poplar may be used to better advantage than

any other tree. The Lombardy poplar, for instance,

has a special landscape value that no other tree can pro-

duce. The Silver poplar is very desirable for seaside

planting and the Carolina poplar is so well adapted to
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factory districts and poor atniosi)lieric and soil conditions

that it is often better to have that tree than none at all.

The Silver maple is very pretty in its mode of branch

ing and grows rajiidly, liut in most respects is as unde-

sirable as the poplar and mure subject to dead wood and

injurious insects.

The ailanthus like the pojilar has the advantage of

being able to grow where few other trees will grow.

^Moreover it is well formed and straight. The seriou.-

objection, however, is the brittle character nf its wood

which causes frequent accidents, especially in wind

storm. It is short-lived and has a tendency to become

hollow when it reaches a diameter of al)out - feet or

over.

For special use under special growing cimditions all

these trees mav prove of great value but for general

planting in large numbers on city streets their disadvan-

tages should be considered with the utmost regard.

ADVICE FOR OCTOBER

1. I'rune all dead branches before the leaves fall.

2. Mark for removal, all trees hopelessly infested with

insect pests that are liable to become serious enemies in

a localitv. Such pests as the hickory bark beetle in the

hickories, and t\ie bronze birch borer in the birches are

examples.
3. Collect and Imrn the egg masses of the Tussock

moth and destro\- the eggs and cocoons of other insect

infestations.

4. Sprav for scale insects: but before doing this, de-

termine the character of the insect and receive specific

instructions from your local State entomologist or from

the United States Department >>{ Agriculture. D(i not

sprav sugar ma]iles with oils.

5. Treat cavities before freezing weather sets in.

form of the tree shoulil be uniform. The harder and the

oftener the Lombardy poplar is cut, the faster and the

thicker it will grow. You can cut the tree at any time

from now on until the buds begin to open in the spring.

September or Uctober, however, are the best months for

doing this work.

O. Have vou, or do vou know oi a successful trans-

planting of large oaks? What are the chances of suc-

cess in moving oaks 2 inches in diameter as compared

with elms, maples and like fibrous rooted species? I

have a problem with a virgin live oak (Ouercus (Ujri-

folia ) and shall appreciate any information you may give

me. X. C. T., Oakland. Cal.

A. Oaks from '3 inches to 4 can be readily transplanted

with little difficulty and with fair chances of success,

'frees of larger diameter, up to 14 inches, have been trans-

planted with more or less degree of success
;
but in each

case the work has been done with special lifting appa-

ratus and h\ men who more or less specialize in this sort

of work. 1 would suggest your writing to Messrs. Isaac

Hicks and Sons, Westbury, L. I., who are about the

largest tree movers in this section of the country and

who will undoubtedly send you their catalogue ami other

information along these lines.

O. When will it l)e advisable to plant the following

trees, in a situation in the southern part of Cayuga
Countv. X. \'.: English Thorn, American holly, haw-

thorn, Swiss .Mountain pine. Rhododendron. Fringe tree.

Korean pine, Giant Arbor X'itae. Linden, and one each of

the following: White pine, pitch pine, table mountain

pine, Austrian pine, Scotch ]iine. nut pine, fox-tail pine,

lace-back pine and needle pine.

M. C. C, ['('/;/(-< Center, X. V.

OUESTIONS AXD ANSWERS
A. Plant in the sjiring of IDUi. About the beginning

O. Should Fombardy poplar trees be trimmed around of April, You can plant in Septemljer. but spring is

the lower part of the tree or should the growth which

starts from the ground, that is the branches, be allowed

tc> grow, for, seeminglv. by doing so they withhold from

the upper part of the tree the strength needed.

C. F. (J., Center Harbor. X. II.

preferable on general principles.

Q. I am sending vou specimen from a Dogwood that I

haxe in my yard. This Iilight seems to be affecting the

whole tree. Can vou ailvise a remedv?

A. Lomliardv poplars are only beaiitifnl :ind natural

when the branches are allowed to grow tliickl\ from the

very bottom to the very top. The little branches should

ncirr be trimmed around the lower part so as to bare the

stem. When a Lomliardy f)opIar Ijegins to thin out or

grow old, the best thing to do is to cut off a great por-

tion of the top, varying with the size of the tree, and cut-

ting back all the little branchlets along the whole surface

of the tree. I do not mean to cut any of these off" en-

tirelv, but just to remove a part of them, half or more,

according to the condition of the tree. After cutting the

.\. The jircmaturc turning of the dogwood leaf and its

(h-\- condition shows that the tree is suffering irn\u too

much exposure or too little water. Dogwood naturallv

grows best in deep woods where the moisture from their

leaves does not evaporate as readil\- as in exposed places,

and where their roots can find plenty of moisture. There

is no evidence of disease. Would suggest cutting back

the tree lightly this fall—not cutting out any Ijranches

entirely but just cutting back from the ends. Dogwoods
respond to this treatment well. Also cover the tree with

a nuilch of leaf mold late in the fall.



The Philippine Forestry Exhibit
Hv Aktiu'k T. Fischer.

Till''.

I 'hilippine Forestry I\xhil)it at the I'anama-

Pacific Exposition in San Francisco is the

largest exhibit of its kind there, occupying lo.oOn

square feet of space and displaying some 450 different

species of wood in jianels and samples.

The main features are 10-foot panels of varying

widths, covering 2&) feet of wall space and representing

13 1 species of

woods; and manu-

factures of (lifter-

ent woods, such as

furnitures, floors

and interior tinish

for which there is

an export market

and which can be

furnished in com-

mercial quantities.

All the materials

inside of the allot-

ted space used in

the installation of

the exhibits and

booth construction

are of Philippine

woods or forest

products and have

created much fa-

vorable comment.

About one-third

of the area of the

Philippine Islands,

that is, 40,000

square miles, is

covered with vir-

gin forest, with a

stand conservatively estimated at "-iOd billion board feet,

of which 1 Iv; billion belong to the Dipterocarp family

THE MINOR FOREST PRODUCTS SECTION
In this section there are on exhibit in many forms gum copal, resins, gutta percha and

rattan, all products of the Philippine forests which are well worth careful inspection.

s[|uare miles the l'hilipi)ines have four or five times as

many siiecies as the entire United States.

.A. woodman from temperate regions is usually very

much bewildered and often discouraged when he first

realizes the very great number of forms with which he

has to deal in the Philippine forest. He cannot work

long in the forests before he discovers that the bulk of

the stand is made

up of compara-
tivelv few species.

\\'ith the great

number of forms

occurring in the

Philippines it is

\ery natural that

the problems of

sihicul t ure and

management are

correspondingly in-

creased over the

problems in the

temperate regions,

and it is just this

fact that makes a

forester's work in

the tropics so

much more inter-

esting. In li)ll,

the investigative

work of the Bu-

reau of Forestry

was centered at

the Forest School

at Los Banos, La-

gnna, on the lower

slopes of Mt. Ma-

quiling, about ^•),000 acres of which are forested and

included in the Go\ernment reserve. This makes not

of which the lauans are in the majority. Ninety-nine per only a splendid laboratory for the students of the For-

cent of all this timber belongs to the (iovernment and is

under the administrative control of the Bureau of

Forestry.

The entire administrative and investigative work of

the Bureau of Forestry is shown. It is very interesting

to note the pnigress along investigative lines made dur-

ing the .\merican occupation; in 1900 onlv about 400

species were known and the botanical and wood collec-

tions made by the Ikireau employes number about

26,000 up to 1915, out of which the number now identi-

fied is 4,200 woody plants and 2,200 tree species, of which

about 1,000 are timber trees. On an area of 120,000

est School but also a splendid area for research and in-

vestigation. Extensive studies of growth and reproduc-

tion were started, measurement of the rate of growth
of hundreds of trees in the forest and of many more in

the nurseries and plantations were taken. To date -IIT

species have been handled in the nurseries and S.S species

set out in permanent plantations. .A. number of these

species offer promise as successful plantation crops.

As a result of the scientific work done by the Bureau

and those who have cooperated with it the following

things have been accomplished.
1. Mapping showing the location of the principal forest

areas of the Islands.

097
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2. Reci.ignition of the fact that the principal forest

wealtli of the Islands is in the woods that occur in (|uan-

tity and not in a few rare cabinet woods.

•'). Detailed study and classification of the inipurtanl

timber trees.

l-l K.MTLKli A.XU KIOSK AT PHILIPPIMC KXHIBIT
The floor is of Philippine hardwood and the entire exhibit is made of the forest products

the islands, with ttie exception of the sliell frieze work, whicli is made of capiz shell.

4. Classification of the commercial

woods.

•"). Determination of the durabilit\' of

a number of woods by systematic tests

extending over a period of years.

li. Determination of the strength of

the generally used woods by mechani-

cal tests.

T. Discovery of a successful crop for

firewood and reforestation purposes.

5. Scientific study of the Dipterocarp
forests.

( )ne of the exhibits along the adminis-

trative lines is the system of communal

forests which the I'.ureau of Forestrs

has put into eti'ect. Each municipality

having (Government forest land in its

vicinity can upon application ha\'e an

area set aside for a communal forest, the

size of the tract depending on the num-

ber I if inhabitants ;ind the stand of tinil.icr.

The I'hiliiipine Forestry E.xhibit does not confine it^

dis]ila_\- to woods alone but many products are shown
which are classified as minor furest products in the

Philippine Islands ; they cover a wide range of ])roducts

not cultivated but growing wild, the jirincipal ones

lieing .\ipa. Rattan, Gum Copal, or Manila (".uni. Man-

grove barks for tanning, Gutta Percha, Dye-woods,
Wood and \'egetable r)ils, Bamboo for paper pulp, etc.

areas varying in extent up to 20,000 acres are not un-

common. Its leaves have great use locally for thatch-

ing but the sap is of importance to the commercial world,
it having the distinction of being the cheapest raw ma-
terial known in the world for the production of sugar,

alcohol and vinegar.

Rattan is a product of manv species

of climbing palms found in the tropical

regions of the old world. The large

range of sizes makes the product adapt-

able for many uses. The Islands pro-

duce about lo or more species and there

is no finer rattan in the world than in

the J'bilippine Islamls. Its uses in fur-

niture, baskets, car seats, etc., are too

well known for further comment. One

ciiinplete section is gix'en to the display

of this product showing the various

kinds, and its \aried uses are shown by
artisans at work. This is the largest ex-

biliit of its kind on the giounds.
<'.iim Copal, or Manila Gum, is shown

111 cninmcrcial packages as exported to

Singa[)ore and Ivurope and classified as

to grades and kinds. It is the most com-

plete as well as the largest exhibit of

\arnish gums and resins in the entire

exposition. I )ther gums and resins are

THK TEX-I-'OOT PANHLS OX THI-, WAL1.S
There are 260 lineal feet of these panels, each 10 feet long, and they represent the varions

commercial timbers cut from the magnificent forests of the Philippines.

also shown, including the famous Manila Ivlemi, a source

of certain drugs and perfumes which is only produced
in the Philippine Islands and e.xported to Europe. I,um-

bang ( )il, which is on display, is practically identical with

the Tung Oil of China and could be developed to a big

scale in the Philippines. The United States imported
more than $2,00(1,0(1(1 worth of this oil from China last

year.

Gutta Perch.i .-md Rubber, while not as large a dis])lav

Xipa is ;i palm on the tidal fiats along the seacoast; as the Gum Copal, are nevertheless com])rehensi\e enough
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to give the \isitiiig public and the American nianufacuirer

in particular a good idea of the grades and qualities of

these products as produced in the Islands. Mangrove
bark, from which the tanning extract, known in the com-

mercial world as cutch, is produced, can also be seen
;

800 square miles of mangrove swamps are available for

tan bark extraction and make an attractive source of

supply for tanning extracts.

A small, rather inconspicuous exhibit of Boho Bamboo
is shown, the source of one of the finest and best paper

pulps in the world. Thousands of acres of this bamboo
are available for use. This bamboo, after being cut,

sprouts and is ready for cutting every three years. The
fiber and quality of this material can be seen and ex-

amined in the wall covering known as "Sauale" which

is woven with splints of Boho Bamboo.

Many more products can be seen which will interest

the American business men.

These facts about the Philippines may be of interest :

Number of islands, over 3,000.

Total area, 120,000 square miles, about the size of the

State of New Mexico.

Population, between ,s,UOO,00() and lO,U0O,O()0 people.

Area now cultivated estimated at (i,000,0()0 acres.

Area suitable for cultivation estimated at 30 to 35

million acres.

Virgin Forest area estimated at 2."> to 30 million acres.

Second growth area estimated at !•") to 20 million

acres.

ICXHIIilT T.AKKS GR.\KD PRIZE

Just as this number goes to press a report frcjm San

Francisco to American Forestry says: "The Philip-

pine Bureau of Forestry exhibit at the Panama-Pacific

exposition has captured the grand prize for the best for-

estry exhibit in the entire exposition. This is the highest

honor withm the power of the exposition officials to

award. Moreover, the exposition officials consider the

exhibit of such unusual excellence that in addition they
have awarded to the iJureau of Forestry two other grand

prizes, three medals of honor, four gold medals, six sil-

ver medals, seven bronze medals, and one honorable

mention. It is expected that the cxhiliit will get still a

few more awards."

Wood Preserving Department
r>\' li. A. Sterling

Tlic Modern .1 ['[•lication of Wood Prcscrviinj Methods— I'arioiis Treatments and the Use of Treated Woods

CHESTNUT,

which is the wood featured in this

month's issue of Americ.vn Forestry, does not

figure to any extent in wood preserving ])ractice.

It is a timber which is naturally durable, and has long

been used for fence posts and other purposes where re-

sistence to decay is an essential quality. Strangelv

enough, chestnut is one of the most difficult woods to

treat by any known preservative method, so it is for-

tunate that it possesses the inherent power to resist decay.

Although the wood is of open nature and the pores in

the spring wood are distinct to the naked eye, it is al-

most impossilile to force preservative liquids of anv kind

for any distance into the wood. This is for the reason

that there are cross walls in the pores which are not easil\

broken down, and which effectivelv prevent the move-

ment of introduced li(iuids even under high pressure.

While a few chestnut cross-ties are treated at some of

the Eastern ]jlants, this species constitutes only a small

percentage of even the miscellaneous timbers which arc

given preservative treatment.

THESE
general statements in regard to the pre-

servative treatment of chestnut apply mainly to

the large plants which use a pressure ])rocess.

In the very extensive use of chestnut for telegraph and

telephone poles there has been some use made of creo-

sote and carbolineuni oils for l)rush treatment at the

ground line. In a few cases an open tank treatment of

the base of the pole for about feet has also been given.

Although chestnut is naturally durable, the thin sapwood

decays quite rapidly in contact with the ground. It is

with the aim (if checking or j)re\-enting this superficial

decay that the brush treatment uf chestnut poles at the

ground line has been practiced. If properly done with a

high boiling creosote or coal tar derivative, which will

not show too great loss by evaporation, the brush treat-

ing of chestnut poles at the ground line is fully justified.

By preventing the decay in the sapwood the development
of fungus growth, which would ultimately extend into

the heartwood, is eliminated.

^N INTERESTING order was received recently by
a Chicago firm for shipment to South Africa. It

consisted of a cargo of creosoted oak ties for

use in building a new railroad. For many years it has

been necessary to use metal ties in parts of South

Africa on accdunt of the ravages of the white ants. It

now seems to be conclusively demonstrated that creosote

treatment is an elTective protection against these insects.

Even with this fact established an order for creosoted

ties would hardly be expected in America, and the ex-

planation is that the war has closed the Baltic ports and

Europe is now unable to supply creosoted timbers in the

African market. Within the past year several cargoes

of creosoted Douglas fir ties have been shipped from

Pacific Coast points for use in India, and since the aver-

age life of a well-creosoted tie properly protected from

mechanical wear is about 30 years, it is a natural expec-
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tation that a further export market for creosoteil Ameri-

can timljers will be found.

Tl
1 1{ Santa I'\' Railroad is conducting extensive

experiments tn determine the best methods of

eliminatini; the loosening of spikes in cross ties,

and the mechanical wear under the rail or tie plate. Since

methods have been perfected which prevent the decay
of ties, the next problem is to keep them from wearing
out. This is usually done by using large tie plates, and in

the more advanced practice holding the tie plate to the

tie with lag screws, and using a screw spike as a rail

fastener, which is independent of the tie plate. Even
with this ec|uipment, ties which are soft in character, as

loblolly pine, wear out long before they decay, or fail

to gi\e the necessary holding power to the spikes. To
overcome this, if possible, the Santa Fe, through the

activities of George E. Rex, Alanager of Treating Plants,

is experimenting with what is known a^ hardwood

"dowels."

These dowels are extensively used in luiriijjc. Ijut are

entirely new in the maintenance of wav departments of

American railroads. They are simply a large wooden,

plug, bored through the center for the rail spike, and

with a wood thread cut on the outside. In the case of old

ties from in the sjjike is loosened the old spike hole is

bored out tn the proper size, and the hardwood dowel

insertefl. The rail or plate is then laid i.m top nf the

dowels and fastened down, preferably with screw spikes.

The result is that a softwood tie becomes essentiallv a

hanlwiiod in resi)ecl to wearing qualities. In fact, the

result is even better than with hardwood ties, such as

oak. because the vertical ends of the grain on the hard-

Avood dijwels carr\' the load, and ,is is well ]<n()\vn

llirough the i)rinciple applied in putting creosoted pav-

ing blocks on end, the grain nf wood in this |)osition is

^"ery resistant to wear on breakage. .\s carried nut by the

Santa Ee. this can lie applied both to old creosoted ties

\vhich are taken out and dowels inserted in the old s])ike

hnles. and td newly treated ties which are jirepared with

dowels at the time of treatment. This is an e.xtremely

important matter, not only from the standpoint of

economy in cross tie maintenance, but also in the cori-

scrvation i.if timber resources, because it permits the use

under hea\y traffic of softwood ties, which otherwise

could not be used except under very light traffic. By
th.is practice the forest resources of the south can be more

generallv utilized.

IX

THE promotion of creosoted wood block for city

pavements and factory flooring, the question of cost

is an important consideration. Although it is gen-

erally recognized that wood block is superior to any other

form of pavement other materials are frequently used

because of their lower first cost. In the effort to correct

this condition a new idea in wood block treating practice

has been developed independently by two well-known

engineers, G. li. Shi|)ley of I'ittsburgh, and J. 1'.. Card

(if Chicago. The essential feature of the new plan is

that the blocks are treated in vertical instead of horizontal

cxlinders. The vertical cylinders are open at the top, and

are filled direct with blocks which are carried by con-

\eyor from the wood bk.ick machines, lly simply dump-

ing in the l)locks without the use of cages, as in the case

of horizontal cylinders, a greater volume of wooil per

cubic unit of cylinder displacement can be treated, with,

the further gre;it advantage that mechanical handling

ligures entireh' throughout the whole process. After

treatment the blocks are either dropped direct by gravity

to cars through a door in the I)ottom of the cylinder or

]uished out through the top by a pistdU which operates

fn)m the bottom of the cylinder. These vertical plants

are ver\' cheap compared with the usual liiiriznntal type,

.•'.nd can be easily erected in connection with saw mill

plants or wherever facilities for block treatment are

necessarw It is estimated that the saving in the cost of

treatment will run from "^0 to 25 per cent, which largely

remrned the handicap nf higher cost, which the wood

block pciiple lia\e lieen trying to overcome.

The Fool and Our Forest Dollars
I'.v Iv '1'. .\(.i.i:x

Good-by to the fool with the empty gun ;

Eorgcitten his bid for fame.

Though he kills his friend, it only coinits one,

-\nd that, nowadays. i> tame.

The fiKjl who ]ila\"full\- rucks the boat

Is I in the front page no more,

lie may rank high with the fools afloat

I'lUt his glory is gone ashore.

There's the foul with wnmen. the f i ml with wine,

.\nd the fool who games with >trangers,

.\nd the jny-ridc foul (he does well in his line

]'),\' combining these ancient dauiiers).

I'lUt they're all still down in the primer class,

Merc no\-ices taking a flyer,

Ciim]iared with the prize-taking criminal ass,

The fiHil in the woods with fnx".

.\ few hearts break for the deeds they've done

In their pitiful amateur way,
I'lUt lire sla_\s dozens where thev sla_\- one

.\nd scourges a state in ;i day.

E(.ir the ruined home and the smokeless stack

And the worker iniemplo\ed
Know ,1 hundreil years shall never bring back

The thing^ ihat his match destroved.
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A NEW FACTOR IN FOREST FINANCE

Bv W. T. Christine.

Nl'",\'l'".l\

hcfiirc in the history oi' the hinil)cr iii-

(histry of America has the question of finance

conmianded so great a share of the attention of

operators.

Cinuhtions have called for continuing increases in plant

and tinil.ier investments. The unit of value of timber,

the price per thousand feet, is steadily advancing. Log-

ging equipment and logging railroads cost more todav

than formerly. The outcome has created an imperative
demand for mi ire working capital.

When this need first became manifest it was met by

the issuance of bonds secured by a mortgage on the

timber and mill propertv of the operator.

In many cases the results of the l)ontl issues have not

been satisfactory, due to restrictions in o])erations arising

from the conditions imposed by the Imnd house. This

fault may be attributed to the fact that the banker did

not understand the necessities of the limiber business,

nor its opportunities for profit.

Forest finance is a much deeper and broader cjuestion

than the people of Aiuerica ha\e realized. Forestr\- is

practical under present conditions when it is prolita1)le;

and then only.

Present tlay forest finance is extremelv practical in

character. Money is loaned to owners of timber and null

properties who are worthy of financial aid. Some of

these k)ans are straight mortgages ; others are evidenced

by bond issues, which likewise are mortgages.
One of the largest transactions of this character placed

upon the market this year was the bond issue created and

sold ]jy the recently organized James D. Lacey Timber

Company, of Chicago. This was a loan of $3,000,000

secured by the propertv of the Brown Corporation, of

Portland, Maitie. The Brown Corporation constitutes

one of the component comjjanies of the Berlin Mills Com-

pany and the Burgess Sulphite Fibre Company, of Berlin.

.\'ew Hampshire. These companies represent an organi-
zation founded in ISTj'i and purchased by William \^'.

I'lrow^n in ls(is, since which date they have been in con-

tinuous and profitable operation. The three com|)anies

today represent an investment of about $30,000,000,

with annual sales averaging $13,500,000.

They use their timber economically. If true conserva-

tion is the wise and close use of timber, then these com-

panies stand well in the fore rank of the conservationists,

with a record of 110 jjer cent of tree utilization, against

ll;e ordinary sawmill record of 3.") per cent to 40 per cent.

This bond issue was put on the market and sold at a

time when the banking houses of America were disin-

clined to consider new securities of any kind. The accom-

plishment was ilue to the standing of the company offer-

ing the bonds and to the further fact that the interests of

Imth maker and buyer were fully protected. It is the

;diility of the James D. Lacey Timber Company to jirotect

liiilh the liond maker and the buyer that places it in the

\an of lumljer financiers.

James D. Lacey Timber Company is a development of

James D. Lacey & Co., a firm which for thirty-five years

lias been an active force in the ])urchase, sale, cruising,

xi'.luing and (le\elopnieiil of the timber of North America.

The members of this firm also have been active in estab-

lishing and operating sawmill and logging enterprises.

They understand the needs of the operator, can approxi-

mate the credit to which he is entitled and appreciate

the latitude that should be given him to make his business

profitable. The new organization will ha\e at its com-

mand all the wealth of data assembled by James U.

Lacev iS; Co. It would be virtually impossible to dupli-

cate this information as the firm's records cover every

tnnber producing locality in the United States, eastern

arid western Canada, Mexico, and portions of South

America.

^^llen work of ibis important character is undertaken

II- I'll I.K>

James D. Lacey,
President

(M' J,\.\ll-:s

W
i 'icc-Pyesicient

d Beal,

and Ti'COsnt'er.

.\NI) e'(iMl'.\.\V

Victor Thrane
t^'ice-President
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by men of experience and proxen liusiness acumen a Mr. Kaestner received his early education in the pub-

distinctly progressive step is taken. The personal knowl- lie schools of Philadelphia, graduating from the Central

edge and influence of the members of the new company, High School, Course of Commerce, in 1910. His For-

their understanding of the timber and lumber industries,

the very high regard in which "Lacey" rejiorts and

recommendations are held, renders it possible for the

company to perform a genuine ser\ice for their clients.

The officers of the company are: T^resident, James D.

Lacey ; vice-president and treasurer, Wood Deal ; vice-

president, \'ictor Thrane ; secretary, J. W. McCurdv.
The directors include the officers named and Frank D.

Stout and Lamont Rowlands, of Chicago, and Charles

S. Keith, of Kansas City, Mo. < )ther stockholders of

equal prominence are available for service on the board.

The knowledge, experience and abilitv of the officers and

directors of the company, fortified and supported by the

reliable and detailed information in their possession, has

made possiljle the success already ol)tained. The advent

of this comi)an\' should ser\e to place lunilier anil tim1)er

finance on a much more secure basis.

The facts briefly recited here will make a strong apjieal

to every forester and to all interested in the subject, for

practical forestry means profitable forestr\- and entails

satisfactory methods of finance.

BEAVER DAMS LAST 150 YEARS

HI
iW' long will a l)ea\er dam last? .\t least a

hundred and fifty years is the conclusion of the

New York Conservation Coniiuission, as the re

suit of an examination of trees growing upon a verv old

dam in the \icinitv of h'.ighth Lake in the Fulton Chain.

Scrub white cedars on this dam were cut down, in order

to count their annual growth rings, by W. C. Talmage,
of Camp W'aubun, v'^eventh I., ike, whn-,e slud\- (if l)eaver>

during the last thirty years has taken him over many oi

the wild portions of the LTnited States and Canada. A
section of one, just recei\ed by the Conimissii in, is nine

inches in diameter and shows l"^"i annual rings. ( )thers

as large as sixteen inches have rotted in the center until

thev are mere shells, whose ;ige can only be guessed at.

I )n the su])position th,-U the trees could not lia\e taken

II II it upon the ilam u)itil it had liL'Ciime co\ered with

humus from dead leaves, or silt washed on by the stream,

it is belie\ed bv the Conimissii m that tlu- dam dates back

certainly until i;(;."i, before iIk- pnwer uf the Iroquois

Confederacy was broken, and when iIk- Adirondacks

were still their bea\er hunting country nf apparently

inexhaustible supply. Then e\err stream held evidence

of their skill, and the pelts that they supjilieil even passed

for currency at Fort Orange and New "S'ork.

In their old haunts along the Fulton Chain they are

coming into their own again, until they have becnnie one

of the jirime attractions of the reginn.

WEST VIRGINIA'S STATE FORESTER

B^
kl-'.Ch.XT acti.iii of the legi^laluie .if West

\ irgini.a the ]iiisiliiin of State I'orester was

created, under the Department of the h'orest,

Cianie .and Fish Warden, and H. ]. Kaestner, A'i27 Lan-

caster .\ve., West 1 'hilailelpbia. was .ippninted.

11. J. K.\IiSTNER

The young Pliiladelpliian, a graduate of tlie Pennsylvania State College
Forestry Department, who has been appointed State Forester of West
Virginia.

cstry work was ]iursued at the rennsylvania State Col-

lege, from which institutinii he received his degree in

l!tl4.

Air. Kaestner, butli as a student and since graduating,

has traveled extensively through the forested regions of

the LTnited States. He has seen active service on the

Cascade Xatimial h'urest in (Jregnii, while extensive triiis

tlirongh Xew Fngland, the Lake States and the Southern

States were made by him in ]iursuance of his studies

while at college.

Headquarters of the Forestry Department ai'e main-

tained at I'lelington, W. \'a. This department lias been

ci inducted tnnler the direction nf J. .\. \'ic|uesney. State

I'orest, (ianie and b*i>h W.arden and it is now assuming
the iiii])ortant pusition in the grnwth of that State which

it so justly deserves. West X'irginia, ranking eleventh

in lumber ]iroduction, realizes the inipnrtance of its

natural resnurces and the field open to Mv. Kaestner is

a larsfe one.



Editorial
NATIONAL FORESTS IN THE EAST

Wrrjrl
the exhaustion of the remainder of the

present appropriation under the Weeks Law,
the work of acquiring forest lands by the

National Government in the East will be halted until

such time as Congress provides means for its continu-

ance. Up to the present time, some 1,250.000 acres have

been acquired in the Appalachians and White Mountains.

Since the fundamental purpose of these reservations is

to protect the headwaters of navigable streams, prevent

erosion and regulate flow for navigation and power, it

is obvious that these objects will never be satisfactorily

obtained until a substantial per cent of the mountainous

non-agricultural lands within which these streams have

their source are brought under proper management.
The nation has put its shoulder to the wheel at the

request and with the sanction of the states concerned.

and has selected by thorough examination the areas,

seventeen in number, within which it has concentrated

its purchases. But in most of these forests the amount

of land actually acquired is merely a nucleus for the final

goal
—a few thousand acres scattered throughout a much

larger area, practically all of which must be eventually

held in Government ownership if fires are to be con-

trolled and forest cover restored.

Perfect title is demanded before these lands will be

accepted by the Government. Many times this condition

cannot be fulfilled and friendly condemnation is the only

possible solution. The process of appraisal, survey to

establish boundaries, examination of title and acceptance
of final purchase price by the Purchasing Board and the

owner involves delays which greatly hamper the work
of acquisition. This work requires expert services and

during its progress a force of capable land examiner*,

surveyors and others has been secured and trained.

Active measures of administration and fire protection

have been inaugurated on the chosen areas, in some

instances with the sanction of the owners, while pur-

chases were pending and before the Government owned

a foot of land. The personality of the local supervisors

is already making itself felt among the mountaineers and

backwoods farmers in an educational cam[)aign against

forest fires.

To sum up the situation, everyone, settler, lumberman,

town dweller, in the regions affected knows that the work

of the Government has only just begun and that to be

effective it must be pushed to completion. Those who

Iiave suffered inconvenience at the normal delay in pur-

chasing lands have become skeptical of the possibility of

doing business with the Government at all. Fire protec-

tion on areas not yet owned is being tolerated for the

time, but this condition cannot last. There must be a

show-down.

If Congress repudiates this great undertaking now, by

neglecting to make the necessary appropriations for its

continuance, the eft'ect will be much the same as if appro-

priations for the Panama Canal had been discontinued

when the enterprise was half completed. The scaffolding

has been erected and the foundations laid. We must

proceed with the superstructure.

The nation which is forced to economize by suspend-

ing operations on important public works midway of

completion is exhibiting financial folly unworthy of a

great and prosperous people. Let us proceed without

such interruptions along the lines so thoroughly and

carefully thought out, to a rehabilitation of our Eastern

mountain forests and our Atlantic Coast waterways.

GETTING CLOSER TO FOREST PROBLEMS

FOR
the first time since its inception the American

Forestry Association will, on October 20, hold a

meeting on the Pacific Coast, and the day will

be known at the Panama-Pacific Exposition as Ameri-

can Forestry Association Day. This meeting is designed
to bring the officials in closer touch with the western

conservationists, foresters and lumbermen and to make
them better acquainted with the work which the Asso-

ciation is doing all over the country. The members on

the Pacific Coast are awaiting the event with keen antici-

pation and hundreds are expected to attend.

It is the desire of the officials of the association to

keep in close touch with the forest problems in every

section of the United States. The annual meeting in

New York City last January gave a clear insight into

the conditions in New York State. The meeting at

Boston in January next will be appropriate because it

is expected that the question of providing a further

appropriation for the operation of the Weeks Law will

then be pending. The meeting in San Francisco will

be at a time when the fire season in the great Pacific

slope forests is practically over and when the reports

on the progress of fire protective work will be available.

As fire protection is the greatest forest problem on the

I'acific Coast it will be possible at the coming meetings
in San Francisco for the officials and members of the

100,1
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association to listen to the reports and participate in the

discussions regarding the work of the various fire pro-
tective organizations during the season as well as the

efforts in the same direction so well made by the United

State Forest Service and the State organizations.

During the next year it is the purpose of the Associa-

tion to get in closer touch with the lumbermen's prob-

lems, the greatest of which, as affecting conservation

of the forests, is the present need of leaving in the woods

to rot, or to burn, some 30 per cent of the annual cut

of timber. This 30 per cent, if it was possible to sell it

at the price of the lowest grade lumber, would be worth

some two hundred million dollars annually. If some

market can be found for this great quantity of wood now

wasted, if some means of utilization can be developed

which would convert it into a merchantable product,

then there would be accomplished a saving of practically

one third of the annual cut of timber, a saving which

would add one third to the present life of our forests.

There are other problems commercial, national, state,

municipal and individual which also may be solved in

time, and the best means of studying these is to discuss

them with people who are trying to solve them, to co-

operate with them, and to give them the aid of the big

national association, and that is what the officials of

the American Forestry Association expect to do.

The Weeks Law Conference

Ox
THURSDAY, September 23, the American

Forestry Association and several co-operating

organizations held a conference with Secretary

of Agriculture Houston at his office in Washington to

present to him reasons why a further appropriation
should be secured to carry on the work started five years

ago under the provisions of the Weeks Law, and sug-

gested that he urge the importance of such an appropria-
tion upon the President and Congress and recommend
it in his annual report to Congress.

Secretary Houston discussed the operation of the law

and the proposals to continue the appropriation for the

work with members of the delegation from various sec-

tions and assured them of his interest in the matter and
his very careful consideration of their suggestions.
The presentation to the Secretary of the arguments in

favor of the proposition was made by Dr. Henry Sturgis

Drinker, president of Lehigh LTniversity and president

of the American Forestry Association, and was as

follows :

September 23, 191.3.

To THE Hon. David F. Houston,
Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C.

Sir: The movement for an Appalachian National For-
est Reserve originated in the South in 1899 on account
of the damage done to the mountain slopes by unwise
timber cutting and tillage and by forest fires. Congress
was memorialized in the matter in 1900 and many bills

have been introduced. (For a summary of the bills and

reports between 1900 and 1907 see Senate Report 459,
60th Congress, 1st Session.) The White .Mountain

project was taken up in 1901 and the two movements
combined in 1903. Twice bills passed the Senate only to

fail of consideration in the House. In 1907 an appro-

priation of $25,000 was made for an investigation and

report by the Secretary of Agriculture. The Secretary's

report, submitted in December, 1907 (Senate Document
91, 1st Session, fiOth Congress), recommended the pur-
chase of large areas of lands in the Southern Appala-
chians and in the White Mountains. Finally in 1911

(see circular on the purchase of land under tiie Weeks
Law), the necessary legislation was secured and an

appropriation of eleven million dollars was made for

the purchase of land, of which only approximately
only $8,000,000 actually became available.

This legislation was secured only after the most earnest

efforts of the American Forestry Association and of

other organizations represented at this conference. Many
hearings were held by congressional committees which
were attended by large numbers of representative citizens

from the North and the South. The published reports
of the hearings and reports of congressional committees
show how broadly and thoroughly the question was con-

sidered. Many phases of the problem were discussed in

publications of the Forest Service and Geological Sur-

vey. Action was taken by Congress only after all the

bearings of the proposed legislation had been fully con-

sidered, and with the full knowledge that if the plan
succeeded further appropriations would have to be made
to carry the work to completion.

It is now reported by the United States Forester that

of the $8,000,000 that actually became available under
the Weeks Law, all except some $500,000 has been spent.
There have been acquired or approved for purchase
1,285.000 acres at an average price of $5.25 per acre.

Including cost of appraisals, surveys and title investiga-
tion work, the cost has been $5.83 per acre. Purchases
have been limited at first, as we believe wisely, to the

Southern Appalachian and the White Mountain regions.

Considering only these regions, the program first pro-

posed by the Secretary of Agriculture in 1907 (Senate
Do.ument 91, 1st Session, Gist Congress, and laid down
by the National Forest Reservation Commission in its

last annual report (Senate Document 661, 3rd Session,
61st Congress), is now far from complete in these

regions. In some areas (already designated for pur-
chase) no acquisitions have so far been made, and some
localities ought to be included in purchase areas that are

not now included. The Weeks Law is not limited to

particular states or regions. It is, as it should be, a

broadly national bill. Lands ought to be acquired to

some extent outside the Appalachian region, as, for

instance, in Arkansas and other western states to round
out and complete the present National Forests for the

purpose of protecting the watersheds of navigable
streams.

An excellent beginning has been made on a great con-

struction program that the Federal Government must

carry to completion if the interests of the nation are not

to suffer. The organizations represented here have long
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been fully cunvinced of the wisdom and necessity of this

program. Some of them labored for years for its inau-

guration. They have watched with deep interest and

gratification the results secured under the Weeks Law,
and their representatives are here now to assure the Sec-

retary of Agriculture of their continued interest and to

urge that the program be carried forward without inter-

ruption and on a scale commensurate with its impor-
tance. A further object of the conference is to con-
sider ways and means of working effectively towards
that end.

As the officer of the Government most largely respon-
sible under the law for carrying forward this program,
we desire to suggest to the Secretary of Agriculture that

if it meets with his approval he urge upon the President
and Congress the importance of this program and a con-
tinuation of the appropriation of funds necessary to

carry it on. Our hope is that the Secretary may discuss

the matter in his annual report and recommend a con-
tinuation of appropriations, as recommended by the

National Forest Reservation Commission in its annual

report, at the rate of $2,000,000 a year for an additional

period of five years and also that he will include in his

estimates to Congress for the fiscal year 1917 an item of

$3,000,000 as a first installment of this appropriation.
The program of purchases should go on without inter-

ruption for the following principal reasons :

1. Congress has begun the policy. It did so only after

long consideration and discussion and after obtaining
convincing proof of its necessity. Under the authority
obtained, and the appropriations, a good start has been
made. An effective procedure has been worked out. A
force of experts has been trained. The machine which
has been created for the work and which under the law
is somewhat complicated is in motion.

2. It would be a great loss to have the program inter-

rupted. The force which it took two or three years at

the start to get together and train would be lost so that

when the work is taken up again a new force would have
to be gotten together and trained. Touch would be lost

with the land owners, and with it that intimate informa-
tion as to titles, surveys and values which is now making
the work go forward effectively.

3. The wisdom of the Secretary of Agriculture has
been shown in limiting at the start purchases to certain

specific areas of great importance But the purchases
are not complete in any of these areas and undoubtedly
cannot be made so with the appropriation alreadv made.
If the purchases should stop now the Government would
be put to too high a cost for protecting and administering
its lands on account of intervening private lands. Fur-
thermore, the work would not have gone far enough to

accomplish the purpose which the legislation was in-

tended to accomplish.
4. This program is of too great importance to be car-

ried on intermittently. It is of the utmost national im-

portance that the mountain watersheds be protected so

that the streams may be capable of the highest develop-
ment; so that the soils shall not be washed from the

mountain sides nor the property of persons or com-
munities ruined or damaged by floods which could in

part be restrained ; so that the river valley soils may not
be destroyed as a result of the floods and debris from
the mountains.

5. Finally, the continuation of this program is urged
as a matter of economy. It is believed that it will cost

less to carry it on than not to do so. Carried on it will

mean an expenditure of $2,000,000 per year, with some
three or four hundred thousand acres of mountain timber
lands passing each year into the hands of the Govern-
ment to be developed for timber production and to be
utilized in many useful ways by the public. In this case
at any time in the future the property will be worth more
than the cost. If the program is not carried on the result

will be the certain deterioration of these lands by fire and

by unwise timber-cutting and tillage, the loss of at least

a portion of the soils and likewise a loss in the naviga-
bility, power possibilities, and purity of the streams,

increasing damage by floods to cities, communities, and

persons along the rivers, and also to river valley soils.

And after all this loss has been sustained (and it will

certainly amount to more than the cost of these lands),
the necessity will still e.xist for the Federal Government
to handle the situation, and the cost of doing so then will

be greater than it is now.

Members of the delegation at a meeting after the con-

ference appointed as a committee to direct the activities

of the co-operating organizations toward securing the

desired appropriation the following: Dr. Henry Sturgis

S. Drinker, president of the American Forestry Associa-

tion; Percival Sheldon Ridsdale, secretary of the Amer-
ican Forestry Association, and Philip W. Ayres, forester

of the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire
Forests, and gave the committee power to appoint others

to assist in the work.

The organizations represented and the delegates attend-

ing were :

The American Forestry Association, Washington, D. C.,

Dr. Henry S. Drinker, president, and president of

Lehigh University, South Bethlehem, Pennsylvania,
and P. S. Ridsdale, executive secretary, of Washington.

Massachusetts Forestry Association, Boston, Mass., Har-
ris A. Reynolds, secretary, and Allen Chamberlain, of

Boston.

Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests,

Boston, Mass., Philip W. Ayres, forester.

North Carolina Forestry Association, Chapel Hill, N. C,
Hugh MacRae, Wilmington. N. C.

Appalachian Mountain Club, Boston, Mass., Hon.

Harvey N. Shepard, of Boston.

Appalachian Park Association, Ashcville, N. C, George
S. Powell, secretary.

Knoxville Board of Commerce, Knoxville, Tenn., W. Isl.

Goodman, Knoxville.

New Hampshire State Board of Trade, Concord, N. H.,
Geo. B. Leighton, Dublin, of the State Forestry Com-
mission.

\\^estern New England Chamber of Commerce. Spring-
field, Mass., Frank M. West, of Springfield, Mass.

Pennsylvania Forestry Association, Philadelphia, Pa.,

Herbert Welsh, Philadelphia.
Connecticut Valley Waterways, Association, Springfield,

Mass., Ashton E. Hemphill, Holyoke, Mass.
Southern Commercial Congress, Washington, D. C, Dr.

Clarence L Owens, managing director, Washington,
D. C.

New Haven Chamber of Commerce, by Charles E. Jolin,

New Haven, Conn.
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Bouquets for the New Magazine
The change in style and size of Ameri-

can Forestry has been welcomed by words
of hearty commendation by members of

the American Forestry Association. They
h^ve expressed their admiration of the

colored cover, the better illustrations and
the whole very marked improvement in

words which leave us no doubt as to the

wisdom of making the change.
Some of the comments follow :

"Let me heartily congratulate you on
the continued and steady advance of our
magazine in beauty and interest."

Dr. H. S. Drinker,
President of Lehigh University,

South Bethlehem, Pa.

"I have just received and looked over
the August issue of American Forestry,
and I am really surprised at and very
favorably impressed by the change. I

think it will attract much attention and
increase the prestige of the magazine and
of the Association. I am gratified to see
the large amount of advertising and hope
it will be sustained."

Chester W. Lyman,
International Paper Company,

Xeiv York City.

"I congratulate you upon the new form
of the magazine. The interesting part is

to look back about three years and trace
the evolution and improvement. Vou have
unquestionably done wonders in creating an
attractive magazine, and I am convinced
that if more people saw it and more readers
knew about it they would take it for its

own sake alone, regardless of any senti-

ment, propaganda or charitable feeling to-

wards the Association."
E. A. Sterling,

Manager, Trade Extension Dept., Na-
tional Lumber Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, Chicago, III.

"Congratulations on the good taste of
the new clothes worn by American For-
estry. 'Clothes bespeak the man,' and the

quality, character, as well as the appear-
ance of the magazine have never before

spoken so well as now. I now feel that

constructive American forestry is ably rep-
resented and well dressed."

Charles Lathrop Pack,
Lakezi'ood, N. J.

"I wish to compliment you on the August
number of American- Forestry—the maga-
zine is surely greatly improved."

Prop. R. B. Miller.
Dept. of Forestry, University of New

Bruns-L-iek, Fredericton, N. B.

"I congratulate you on the favorable im-

pression which the magazine in its new
form has made. I continue to think that

the preservation of forests is one of the

chief features of wise national conserva-
tion." Dr. Charles VV. Eliot,

Cambridge, Mass.

"Congratulations on the new form and
increased size of your valuable publication.

May it be a means of carrying on more
and more effectively the good work you
are doing." George H. Rhodes,

Secretary, California Forest Protective

Assn., San Francisco, California.

"While 1 have this opportunity, allow
me to congratulate you on the attractive

appearance of the August number. it

seems to me that this new size should allow
of even better illustrating than ever before,
and should contribute to the popularity of
the magazine." J. Gordon Dorrance,

Baltimore, Md.

"It is with pleasure that I compliment
you upon the new size of the magazine,
which permits of greater picture space di-

rectly by the readmg matter, thus nolding
the reader's attention more closely. The
article on Vellow Poplar is splendid."

H. J. Kaestner,
State Forester, BelingtO'ii, W. Va.

"I liked the appearance qf the last issue
of American Forestry very much. The
new shape strikes me much more favorably
than I had anticipated." S. T. Dana,

Washington, D. C.

"I think the August number of Ameri-
can Forestry is a remarkable improve-
ment, even upon tlie greatly improved
issues that have gone before. The colored
cover makes a striking impression and I

predict for the Association a rapid increase
in membership as a result."

M. B. Bureage,
Germantozvn,Pa.

".Allow me to congratulate vou on the

large size and attractive appearance of
your August edition. As we are all more
or less picture lovers, that feature brought
more intimately to one's notice I think will

be a continued advantage."
W. R. Brown,

Berlin, N. H.

"Allow me to present my sincere compli-
ments upon the August issue of American
Forestry,—upon its very artistic appear-
ance and its very solid, fine substance—a
combination rarely met."

Margaret L. Streeter,

Washington, D. C.

"American Forestry, the magazine of
the American Forestry Association, comes
out in a brand new dress. The design of
the front cover is attractive, being a photo-
graph in colors of the tulip or yellow pop-
lar tree, whose characteristics and commer-
cial uses receive special attention in this

number." Lumber World Review,
Chicago, Illinois.

"American Forestry has made its ap-
pearance in a new, enlarged form, begin-
ning with the issue for August. The cover
is in colors and is ornamented with a pho-
toqraph of a magnificent tulip tree, other-
wise known as the yellow poplar, with
beautiful reproductions of the flowers as

panels, the latter being evidentlv engraved
from an artist's sketch. The magazine ha.-i

been increased in dimensions, the page now
measuring 9x13 inches, as compared with
the former size of 6.)4xlO inches. Ameri-
can Forestry is the organ of the .American
Forestrv Association and is a most credit-

able publication." "Paper."
New York City.

"My congratulations on the enlarged
magazine. I dare to believe that it will

fill the place long hoped for it in this new
form." Philip W. Ayres,
Forester, Society for the Protection of

.V. H. Forests, Boston, Mass.

"The appearance of the August issue of

American 1-orestry certainly entitles you
to the congratulation of your friends and
of its friends. When it reached me I

opened it in surprise. It was almost stun-

ning. Keep on this way, everlastingly, and
especially along that educational trail at

which you hint, for nothing more helpful
or hopeful for forestry can be thought of."

Dr. J. T. Kothrock,
West Chester, Pa.

"Please permit me to remark that the

magazine is muc.i more attractive and that
in my humble opinion its new form should
do a great deal toward increasing its popu-
larity, more especially among people who
are not directly or intimately concerned
with the science of forestry."

T. H. Simpson,
Washington, D. C.

"The American Forestry for .\ugust, in

my opinion, is the most beautiful magazine
that has yet graced a newsstand, while the

leading article about Yellow Poplar, is ex-

ceptionally complete, interesting and val-

uable, ranging as it does from botanical
characteristics to the details of timber
utilization. A magazine of this character,
if it can be given general distribution, will

unquestionably be of great value to the

lumber industry, and of much interest to

the general public."
R. S. Kellogg,

Secretary, National Lumber Manufac-
turers' Assn., Chicago, Illinois.

"Your August issue of American For-
E.STRY just received. We think that you
have made a w-ise move in enlarging the

size of your publication and want to con-

gratulate you on its general appearance."
C. D. Anderson,

Chicago, III.

"I like the August issue in every way
and think it is bound to fill a much larger
field of usefulness. The new form gives
it better opportunities for display and
makes the pictures an extremely attractive

feature. It ought to result in much more
interest in. and success for, the organiza-
tion. . . . All in all, I think it is a

corker and you are to be congratulated."
Bristow Adams,

Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

"The appearance of the August number
of American Forestry is certainly very at-

ti active and shows a marked improvement."
Austin F. Hawes.

State Forester, Burlington, I't.

"1 congratulate you on the fine appear-
ance of the .August number. It surely is a

beauty, and I think that vou are doing
marvelous work in spreading real interest

in trees, and we are all the more pleased
with this because we recognize that this

work is an important part of nature study."
Edward F. Bigelow.

Editor. The Guide to Nature. Sound
Beach, Connecticut.

"The new magazine is much more at-

tractive, and I believe is a great improve-
ment over the old one in every wav. It

ought to impress people and to aid in se-

curing new members. I congratulate you
on it." Prof. H. H. Chapman,

Yale Forest School, New Haven, Con-
necticut.

'
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A Valuable Study

During the months of July and August
the New York State College of Forestry
at Syracuse University studied the forest

growth and local wood market conditions

in Broome County, New York. This work
was done in the towns of Maine, Union

and Vestal hy Harold M. Day, a graduate
student in the College of Forestry. Mr.

Day estimated the amount of cordwood
in each woodlot and mapped all areas

down to 10 acres in extent on carefully

prepared maps. At the same time Mr.

Day made a comprehensive study of the

portable milling industry in this section.

This data will be written up in form of a

report and with this information at hand
in bulletin form the marketing of forest

products will be a much simpler matter

than it is today.

A 750,000 Acre Elimination

The President, on recommendation of

Secretary Lane, recently eliminated about

750,000 acres of land from the Cleveland

National Forest, California. The unwith-

drawn lands will be subject to settlement

only under the homestead laws beginning
9 a .m., November 2, until and including
November 29, 1915, after which they will

be subject to be taken up under the laws

applicable thereto. The lands, which are

rolling in character and covered mainly
with chaparral, lie along the boundaries

of the National Forest in Riverside and
San Diego Counties in southern California,

within the Los Angeles land district, and
about 333,000 acres thereof are public lands

and subject to entry.

The Longleaf Pine Picture

Acknowledgment is made to The South-

ern Lumberman, of Nashville. Tenn., for

the privilege of using the photograph of

the longleaf yellow pine stand from which
the handsome colored picture on the

cover of the September American Fores-

try was made. This photograph was se-

lected for coloring from a large number,

being considered one of the finest photo-

graphs of a yellow pine stand in existence.

Wins a Diploma

The New York State College of Forestry
at Syracuse prepared last year a small

exhibit showing forest conditions and
forest work in the State of New York for

the Panama-Pacific Exposition at San
Francisco. The college has just received

word that it has been awarded a diploma
for the educational value of its exhibits.

The diploma will come to the college

through the Bureau of Education at

Washington as its exhibits were judged
as a part of the general educational ex-

hibits at the Exposition.

Canadian Department
By Ellwood Wilson

Secretary, Canadian Society of Forest Engineers

Probably the most important move along

forestry lines in Canada during the past
month has been the decision of the Gov-
ernment of the Province of New Bruns-

wick to appoint a Provincial Forester and
to commence a forest survey and estimate

of the resources of that Province. This

Province has hitherto been behind the times

in this most important particular and the

change in policy will be warmly welcomed

iiy all friends of conservation. There are

about eight million acres of forest lands

held by the Government and lumbering is

one of the most important industries of the

Province. Although immense quantities of

timber have been destroyed by fire, there is

still enough, if properly cared for, to give
the lumber industry a firm foundation for

^11 time.

There is practically no accurate knowl-

edge of areas burnt, of barren land or of

merchantable timber, and the last Legis-
lature voted the sum of $50,000 to be spent
this year in getting at the facts. Lately

the Premier, the Hon. Mr. Clarke, and the

Provincial Treasurer, Dr. Landry, have

made a trip to Quebec and Ontario, collect-

ing^ information which would be valuable in

inaugurating the new policy and in looking
around for the right man for Forester.

Classification of its lands will enable the

Government to open up lands for settle-

ment intelligently and will prevent many
of the disastrous mistakes made in this

matter by other Provinces. Later some
scheme of reforestation will be considered.

The only work now being done along that

line in New Brunswick is that of the Pejep-

scot Paper Co. at Salmon River.

The Chief Forester of Quebec has pre-

pared a very comprehensive scheme for the

exploration of lands and their classifica-

tion, and forms for reports have been elab-

orated with much detail.

Several of the Canadian railways have

eciuipped tank cars for fighting forest fires

along their rights-of-way. The Canadian

Pacific has two such cars at Brownsville,

Me., the Grand Trunk has one in the Al-

gonquin National Park and the National

Transcontinental one between Edmundston,
N. B., and Quebec. This latter road is con-

sidering equipping two more of these cars

for use between Quebec City and the On-
tario boundary, and it is hoped will be de-

cided on. These have a capacity of about

ten thousand gallons and will throw a

stream of water five hundred feet from the

track.

was to the Quebec Government plantation
at Lachute, on the sand dunes, and its nur-

sery and experimental station at Berthier-

ville. About fifty years ago the careless

handling of sandy lands by farmers allowed
the sands to begin to drift and in a few

years such a large area was covered and
rendered unfit for cultivation. Spasmodic
efforts were made by the farmers to pre-
vent the spread of the sands by planting
trees and sowing different kinds of grass,

but as there was no co-operation and no

comprehensive scheme the effort was abor-

tive. A few years ago the Quebec Govern-
mfnt recognized the danger and bought up
about 350 acres of these lands at one
dollar per acre, giving the vendors the right
to buy back the lands at the end of fifteen

years at $10 per acre, but with no right
to cut the tiiuber. The neighborhood is

exceptionally favorable for tree growth of

all kinds, as, although the soil is pure sand,

the water table is high and there seems to

be abundant moisture. Four years ago the

plantations were commenced, several sorts

of trees being used, white and Norway
spruce, larch, white and Scotch pine, and

green ash. About 1,500 trees per acre were

planted, the work being done by the stu-

dents from the Government Forest School.

Sixty per cent of these trees have survived

and some show surprising growth ; one

spruce showed a leader thirty-one inches

long. After this first planting it was de-

cided to establish beach grass before plant-

ing trees, and this was done by plowing
furrows and laying in them heads of this

grass. The grass is taking a good hold and

trees will be planted between the rows and
will in time kill out the grass. These lands

will soon be covered with a very valuable

crop of timber and will encourage the

planting of other areas of a similar char-

acter which exist in the Province.

At the Experiment Station at Berthier-

ville a mixed stand of white pine and maple
was examined. This stand has been care-

fully thinned and the reproduction of white

pine is really remarkable, the young trees

spiin^ng up almost like a carpet. The seed

and transplant beds of all the different

sorts of trees which can be grown in this

region are doing very well and the demand
f.ir trees is rapidly growing.

During the past month, Messrs. Clyde
I.eavitt, G. C. Piche, Robson Black, Henry
Scrgius, and Ellwood Wilson made two

very interesting trips. The first of these

The other trip was made into the woods
to look over some experiments in brush

disposal made by the Laurentide Company
some two years ago. Tops of trees left

after logging were lopped and left in as

close contact as possible with the ground,

and it was found that such brush was

moister and had more progress toward

decay than where the tops had not been

lopped. This advantage was, however.
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o\ erbalanced by the fact that the brush

covered more ground and so hindered re-

production. It is doubtful if top-loppiny

pays either from the standpoint of fire pro-
tection or that of reproduction, and it

seems as if pihng and burning was the

only solution of the problem.

On the 24th of August, Mr. F. Laliberte,

manager of the firm of Laliberte & Mar-

quis, died in Quebec after an operation for

appendicitis. Mr. Laliberte was a graduate
of the Laval Forest School and worked
from 1912 to 1913 with the Quebec Forest

Service, which he left to organize the

above firm, which carried on the business

of forest engineering and also handled

timber, recently shipping poplar to Soutn
Africa. He was only 28 years of age and

shtnved much promise.

Mr. Henri Roy, graduate of the Laval
Forest School and for some years in charge
of the Quebec Government Nursery at

Berthierville and now Forest Agent, has

been elected an active member of the Cana-
dian Society of Forest Engineers. Mr. E.

S. HoUoway, Acting Chief Engineer of the

Canada and Gulf Terminal Railway and
Member of the Canadian Society of Civil

Engineers, has been elected an associate

member.

Mr. R. L. Campbell has resigned the

editorship of the Pulp and Paper Magadnc
of Canada to become the Secretary of the

Canadian Pulp and Paper Association.

A farmer at Lac Ignace, Quebec, was
arrested for setting fire to his clearing

without a permit and fined ten dollars and

costs, amounting to $100.00 in all. This is

tlie second conviction for such an offense

before a magistrate and shows that the

justices of the peace have awakened to the

necessity of enforcing the forest fire laws.

Eiglit or ten other arrests have been

made, and it will not be long before the

farmers realize the necessity of care.

Agents of the Government and of the For-

esl Protective Associations are traveling

through the country trying to educate the

people and enlighten them as to their re-

sponsibilities, and arrests are only made
of flagrant cases.

According to the annual report of the

Dominion Forestry Director, the herd of

fifty reindeer purchased by the Government
from Dr. Grenfell has now been reduced

to four animals, all females, and it is pro-

posed to try and cross these with the na-

tive caribou. The great difficulty has been

with the bulldog flies in the summer. These

attack the deer and irritate them to such

an extent that they break out of their

corral and scatter into the bush. The
herds of wood bison, on the other hand,

seem to be increasing and now number

probably five hundred head. They are well

protected and should increase rapidly.

In the Forest Reserves in Saskatcliewan

the Government has required brush piling
and burning on all timber sales, and while

tlicre was a little opposition at first, this

was soon overcome and now it is a regular

procedure. Mr. Gutches, lately in charge
of this work, gives the following figures
of costs: With wages at 25 cents per hour
the average cost per acre was $1.00, average
cost per cord five cents, average cost per
thousand feet board measure ten cents.

On another operation, where 16,178 ties

were made but the lopping was not done
till after all the ties had been removed,
the cost for lopping and burning was one
cent per tie or 31 cents per thousand feet.

This cost would have been much less had
the lopping and burning been done at the

time of cutting. Brush burning should cer-

tainly be made a routine part of every log-

ging operation.

lional tonnage can be secured activity in

the pulp industry should be still more pro-
nounced.

The first number of the first forestry

journal published in Spain has just ap-

peared, under, tlie title of Espana Forcstal.

It is edited by Sr. Don R. Cordoniu and

published monthly at fifteen pesatas the

ytar. Sr. Cordoniu is a member of the

Spanish Forestry Association, The Royal
Spanish Society of the Friends of the

Tree, and has been for many years in

cliarge of the control of torrents and re-

forestation of the mountains and planting
to control sand dunes. He is also a noted

Efperantist.

British Columbia Notes

Maps showing the range of each com-
mercial timber species in the Province
have been completed. Xecessary informa-
tion for these maps was obtained from
reconnaissance parties, cruisers and other

members of the field force. While minor
corrections will undoubtedly have to be

made from time to time as a result of fu-

ture and more detailed observations, it is

tliought that the general range of the vari-

ou^ species has been fixed with a fair de-

giee of accuracv.

The Hon. W. R. Ross, Minister of Lands,
in a recent interview expressed great sat-

isfaction at the result of three months'
work in connection with the markets cam-
paign, in the course of which seven cargoes,

representing over twenty million feet of

lumber, have been sold to the British Gov-
ernment. This will have been the means
of circulating a sum in the neighborhood
of a quarter of a million dollars, the bulk
ol which is made up of wages, supplies
and transportation and has caused much
activity in the lumber industry.

The pulp mills at Powell River have re-

cently increased their output to the maxi-
mum capacity, and two hundred extra men
have been taken on in consequence. Witli

the prospect of an early resumption of

work at Ocean Falls, the pulp output will

b-; further increased, and as soon as addi-

A chart has been prepared in the Vic-
toria office for use at headquarters, show-
ing the daily maximum and minimum tem-

peratures reported by each weather record-

ing station, by means of horizontal curves,
and the rainfall by perpendicular propor-
tional lines. The Dominion Meteorological
Service furnishes daily reports for this

purpose in addition to giving special fore-

casts whenever the fire hazard becomes
serious. Such a chart is of the utmost
value in enabling close touch to be kept
with the fire situation throughout the Prov-
ince and is a useful addition to the weekly
telegraphic advices sent in by the District

foresters.

Rangers M. V. Allen and F. B. Edwards,
of the Canadian Mounted Rifles, are at

Shorncliffe.

The end of the first w^eek in August
found the fire situation very hopeful. There
had been no losses to speak of in green
timber and the fire-fighting expenditure

compared favorably with last year. The
rainfall throughout the season has been
ahcve the normal and some rain may be
looked for during August, which is the

critical month of the year. In some dis-

tricts the absence of hazards enabled much
improvement work to be undertaken by
the forest wardens. Storms and slash fires

caused serious damage to the 65-mile tele-

phone line connecting the logging camps
OP the islands between the mainland and
^'ancouver Island and necessitated heavy
repairs. The submarine cables on tMs line

have given entirely satisfactory service and
•he line fulfils a most useful purpose. Nu-
merous outbreaks of fire during the second
week in August gave considerable trouble

in the Vancouver district, which takes in

nuich of the coast, and much damage was
caused to property. The fires were due to

lighting in many cases and many were
ascribed to campers. One life was lost and
much property destroyed.

V. K. Wood, clerk, who left Victoria

with the 48th Batt., is at Shorncliffe.

Forest Assistant O. J. Sangar. of the

Ldlooet Division, has volunteered for ac-

tive service and hopes to leave for England
witli his battalion.

Forest Assistant E. G. MacDougall has

left for England with one of the Eastern
Canadian regiments, preferring to go in

the ranks rather than wait for a commis-
sion.

H. R. MacMillan. Special Trade Com-
missioner, after visiting tlie United King-
dom. France and Italy, is on his way to

South .'\frica.
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Interesting accounts of trench fighting

in Belgium came from Ranger Turnbull, of

tlic Princess Patricia's Light Infantry. No
word has been received from Ranger

Brewer, Forest Assistant Pickup, Draughts-

man Stone, Scaler Milroy and other of

tlie B. C. Forest Service now at the front.

James Eddie, clerk, has been wounded

and is in the hospital, with the prospect of

remaining there for several weeks, suffer-

ing from a compound fracture.

Assistant Forester H. K. Robinson, who
holds a commission in the 5th Regiment,

Royal Canadian Artillery, is leaving for

tbe front in charge of a detachment pro-

vided by that regiment for active service.

Forest Assistant F. McVickar, of the

Royal Canadian Dragoons, who has been in

tiie trenches for several months, is now in

England recovering from sickness.

Current

Literature
MONTHLY LIST FOR SEPTEMBER,

1915.

(Books and periodical articles indexed in the

Library of the United States Forest

Service.)

FORESTRY AS A WHOLE

Bibliographies

Arnold Arboretum. Catalogue of the library

of the Arnold Arboretum of Harvard

University, v. 1. 782 p. Cambridge,

Mass., 1914. (Publication no. 6.)

Proceedings and reports of associations, state

forest officers, etc.

Canada—Dept. of the interior—Forestry

branch. Report of the director of

forestry for the year 1914. 133 p. il.

Ottawa, 1915.

India—Bengal
—Forest dept. Annual pro-

gress report on forest administration,

1913-14. 56 p. Calcutta, 1914.

Nebraska—State forestation commission.

Biennial report, 1st, 1913-14. 8 p.

Lincohi, Nebr., 1914.

Royal Scottish arboricultural society. Trans-

actions, v. 29, pt. 2. 124 p. pL Edin-

burgh, 1915.

Biographies of Foresters

Iowa park and forestry association. Major

John F. Lacey: memorial volume.

454 p. pi. Ames, la., 1915.

Forest Aesthetics

Street and park trees

Newark, N. J.
—Shade tree commission.

Eleventh annual report, 1914. 61 p. il.

Newark, 1915.

Forest Education

North Dakota state school of forestry.

Ninth annual catalog, 1914-15, with

announcements for 1915-16. 48 p. pi.

Bottineau, N. D., 1915.

Silvics

Ecology

Morozov, G. F. Lyes kak rastitel'noe

soobshchestvo (The forest as a plant

community). 44 p. il. S.-Peterburgh,

1913.

Sukachev, V. N. Vedenie v uchenie o

rastitel'iuikh soobshchestvak (Introduc-

tion to the study of plant associations).

127 p. il. Petrograd, 1915.

Silviculture

Planting

Haughs, David. Instructions for propagat-

ing forest, shade and ornamental trees.

11 p. Honolulu, 1915. (Hawaii—Board

of commissioners of agriculture and

forestry
—Division of forestry. Circular

no. 2.)

Pruning

Atwood, W. M. and others. Pruning. 72 p.

il. Corvallis, Ore., 1915. (Oregon-

Agricultural experiment station. Bul-

letin 130.)

Forest Protection

Insects

Collins, C. W. Dispersion of gipsy-moth
larvae by the wind. 23 p. pi., maps.

Wash., D. C, 1915. (U. S.—Dept. of

agriculture. Bulletin 273.)

Miller, John M. Cone beetles; injury to

sugar pine and western yellow pine. 12

p. pi. Wash., D. C, 1915. (U. S.—

Dept. of agriculture. Bulletin 243.)

Diseases

Giddings, N. J., and Berg, A. Apple rust or

cedar rust in West Virginia. 16 p. il.

Morgantown, W. Va., 1915. (W. Va.—

Agricultural experiment station. Cir-

cular IS.)

Stewart, V. B. Some important leaf diseases

of nursery stock. 60 p. il. Ithaca,

N. Y., 1915. (Cornell university
—

Agricultural experiment station. Bul-

letin 358.)

Studhalter, R. A., and Ruggles, A. G. In-

sects as carriers of the chestnut blight

fungus. 33 p. pi. Harrisburg, Pa.,

1915. (Pennsylvania
—

Dept. of forestry.

Bulletin 12.)

Forest Legislation

Kalbfus, Joseph, ed. Digest of the game,
fish and forestry of Pennsylvania, 1915.

342 p. Harrisburg, Pa., 1915.

Forest Utilization

Wood-using industries

Lewis, R. G., and Boyce, W.'G. H. Forest

products of Canada, 1914: poles and

cross-ties. 15 p. il. Ottawa, 1915.

(Canada—Dept. of the interior—Fores-

try branch. Bulletin 55.)

Grade One

Creosote Oil

Cuts wood preserving
bills in half—

For preserving telephone
poles, telegraph poles, cross

arms, railroad ties, fence

posts, mine timbers, under-

ground sills, sleepers, bridge
timbers, planking, ice

houses, wood tanks, shing-

les, poultry houses, silos,

boat timbers or any exposed
woodwork.

Especially adapted for brush
and open tank treatment of

structural timbers of aU
kinds.

Booklet on request.

Barrett Manufacturing Co.
New York
Boston
Cincinnati
Detroit
Kansas City
Salt Lake City Seattle

Lewis, R. G., and Boyce, W. G. H. Forest

products of Canada, 1914: pulpwood. 18

p. pi., map. Ottawa, 1915. (Canada—
Dept. of the interior—Forestry branch.

Bulletin 54.)

New Jersey
—Forest park reser\'ation com-

mission. Wood using industries of New
Jersey, by Albert H. Pierson. 63 p.

Trenton, N. J., 1914.

Wood Preservation

Humphrey, C. J., and Fleming, Ruth M.
The toxicity to fungi of various oils and

salts, particularly those used in wood

preservation. 38 p. pi. Wash., D. C,
1915. (U. S.—Dept. of agriculture.

Bulletin 227.)

Auxiliary Subjects

Agriculture

Pearson, R. A. Agricultural organizations

in European countries. 186 p. pi.

Albany, N. Y., 1914. (New York—
Dept. of agriculture. Bulletin 66.)

Irrigation

Robertson, Ralph D., and Nelson, J. W.

Irrigation and soil conditions in the

Sierra Nevada foothills, CaL 56 p. il.

Berkeley, Cal., 1915. (California—Agri-
cultural experiment station. Bulletin

253.)

Grazing

Darlington, H. T. A study of grazing con-

ditions in the Wenaha national forest.

18 p. pi., map. Pulhnan, Wash., 1915.

(Washington—Agricultural experiment
station. Bulletin 122.)
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Description and travel

Campbell, M. R. Guidebook of the western

United States, part A: The northern

Pacific route. 212 p. il., pi., maps.

Wash., D. C, 1915. (U. S.—Geological
survey. Bulletin 611.)

Diller, J. S., and others. Guidebook of the

western United States, part D: The
Shasta route, and coast line. 142 p.

il., pi., maps. Wash., D. C., 1915. (U.

S.—Geological survey. Bulletin 614.)

United States—Dept. of commerce—Bureau

of foreign and domestic commerce.

British India, with notes on Ceylon,

Afghanistan, and Tibet, by H. D. Baker.

638 p. il., pi., map. Wash., D. C,
1915. (Special consular report no. 72.)

National parks and monumetits

Canada—Dept. of the interior—Dominion

parks branch. Report of the commis-

sioner of Dominion parks for the year

ending March 31, 1914. 127 p. il.

Ottawa, 1915.

United States—Dept. of the interior. Report
on SuUys Hill park, Casa Grande ruin,

Muir woods. Petrified forest, and other

national monuments, including list of

bird reserves, 1914. 50 p. maps, plans.

Wash., D. C, 1915.

Manufactures

Disston, Henry, and sons. The saw in

history. 63 p. il. Phila., 1915.

Periodical Articles

Miscellaneous periodicals

Botanical gazette, July, 1915.—The origin

and relationships of the Araucarians, by
L. L. Burlingame, p. 1-26; The effect of

illuminating gas on root systems, by E.

M. Harvey and R. C. Rose, p. 27-44;

Notes on North American willows, by
C. R. Ball, p. 45-54; Sanio's laws for the

variation in size of coniferous tracheids,

by I. W. Bailey and H. B. Shepard, p.

66-71; Charles Edwin Bessey, by J. M.

Coulter, p. 72, 73.

California's magazine, July, 1915.—The
national parks of California, by M.

Daniels, p. 97-106; Lumbering in Cali-

fornia, by G. X. Wendling, p. 107-10

California state forestry work, by G. M.

Homans, p. 111-13; The national forests

of California, by C. DuBois, p. 115-22.

Countrj' gentleman, Sept. 4, 1915.—White

pine on waste lands, by O. B. Carson, p.

1383, 1384.

Fire prevention news, Aug., 1915.—Employ-
ment of wood in building construction,

by J. P. Whiskeman, p. 1-4.

In the open, Aug., 1915.—Sugar maple, by
G. H. Wirt, p. 50-3.

Joiunal of heredity, Sept., 1915.—Photo-

graphs of large trees
; sycamore in Indiana

is biggest recorded in prize contest of

association, p. 407-23; Value of the

contest; photographs received by Ameri-

can genetic association throw light on

many interesting problems, by W. H.

Lamb, p. 424-8.

National monthly, Aug., 1915.—Sinecures in

the Forest service, by F. B. Lord, p.

77, 78; 88, 89.

Make Your Old

Trees Bear
Why let the old trees go to rack
and ruin. Make them produce.
Make them pay renewed inter-

'^^ est on your past investment.
J"ih'"~ Regenerate those old orchards

and make the old trees bear.

Red Cross

Dynamite
will help you. By blasting and breaking up the subsoil

around the trees, a new water reservoir is created, new

plant food is made available and the old trees will be made
to produce as well as before.

To learn how progressive orchardists and farmers are using dynamite
for cultivating fruit trees, regenerating barren soil, ditching, draining,

stumping, removing rocks and boulders and scores of other things,

write for our weU-written and illustrated booklet F-350.

Du Pont Powder Company
Established 1802 Wilmington, Del.

Reclamation record, Sept., 1915.—Tree plant-

ing in the Rio Grande project, p. 418;

Marketing of farm timber, p. 418.

Review of reviews, Sept., 1915.—Public

grazing lands; the range homestead, by
D. B. Heard, p. 333-7.

U. S.—Dept. of agriculture. Weekly news

letter, Aug. 25, 1915.—Foresters confer;

discuss white pine blister rust, p. 4, 5.

U. S.—Weather bureau. Monthly weather

review. Sept., 1915.—A calendar of the

leafing, flowering, and seeding of the

common trees of the eastern United

States, by G. N. Lamb, p. 1-19; Pheno-

logical dates and meteorological data

recorded by Thos. Mikesell between

1873 and 1912 at Wauseon, Ohio, by
J. W. Smith, p. 21-93.

Trade journals and consular reports

American lumberman, Aug. 14, 1915.—Rot
in stored lumber, by C. J. Humphrey, p.

32, 33; Scientific kiln drj-ing of lumber

explained, by E. F. Tindolph, p. 33;

How they log in East India, p. 43;

Methods of marking and piling ties, p. 52.
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American lumberman, Aug. 21, 1915.—
Favors rates based on weight loading, by
A. F. Peterson, p. 27; Use of forests in-

creasing, by H. A. Smith, p. 42.

American lumberman, Aug. 28, 1915.—Wood
the one economical material for con-

tainers, by F. C. Gifford, p. 1, 43;

Osage orange is given high rank as

lumber, p. 29; Recommends regulation of

selling price by law, by G. X. Wendling,

p. 32.

American lumberman, Sept. 4, 1915.—
Wooden pipes meet test of time, p. 28

;

Discusses California timberland tax

situation, p. 30, 31; Improvement in

Forest service humidity regulated dry

kiln, by H. D. Tiemann, p. 31; Effect of

war on export trade in forest products, p.

41; Market for creosoted wood blocks

expanding, by C. E. Patten, p. 48;

Government care of forests is effective;

forest fires are lessening annually, p. 49.

Canada lumberman, Sept. 1, 1915.—Wood
pulp a base for explosives, p. 26; The
commercial importance of oak, by A. H.

D. Ross, p. 28-30; The market for pit

props in England, by H. R. MacMillan,

p. 31.

Engineering news, June 10, 1915.—Topo-

graphic surveys for logging operations,

by E. A. Marshall-, p. 1112-15.

Journal of industrial and engineering chemis-

try, Aug., 1915.—Preliminary experi-

ments on the effect of temperature con-

trol on the yield of products in the

destructive distillation of hardwoods,

by R. C. Palmer, p. 663-9.

Hardwood record, Aug. 10, 1915.—Tanning
and dyeing materials, p. 26d.

Hardwood record, Aug. 25, 1915.—Two
important trees of tropical America, p.

29.

Hardwood record, Sept. 10, 1915.—Indiana's

wood using industries, by J. C. Nellis, p.

15-18.

Lumber trade journal, Aug. 15, 1915.—Wood
exports 1914-1915, p. 36-42; How to

apply density rules to yellow pine timber,

by 6. T. Swan, p. 37-41.

Lumber world review, Aug. 25, 1915.—Trade-

marking lumber and its relation to the

association, by A. W. Cooper, p. 20-2;

What is the matter with the lumber

industry, by C. H. Parker, p. 24-7.

Lumber world review, Sept. 10, 1915.—What
is the matter with the lumber industry,

by B. A. Johnson, p. 23, 24; Wood preser-

vation and the lumber industry, by E.

A. Steriing, p. 27, 28.

Mississippi valley lumberman, Aug. 27, 1915.
—Wood freight containers, p. 39.

New York lumber trade journal, Aug. 15,

1915.—National wholesale lumber

dealers' association in the matter of

classification of lumber and forest

products, p. 20, 21.

Packages, Aug., 1915.—English box market,

by H. R. MacMillan, p. 27.

Paper, Sept. 1, 1915.—Evolution of the pulp
and paper industry, by T. J. Keenan, p.

15, 16.

ADVISORY BOARD
Representing Organizations Affiliated with the

American Forestry Association

National Wholesale Lumber Dealers* Aaaociation

ROBT. C. LIPPINCOTT. Philadelphia, Pa.

R. L. SISSON, Potsdam, N. Y.

JOHN M. WOODS, Boston, Mass.

Northern Pine Manufacturers* Association

C. A. SMITH. Minneapolis, Minn.
WILLIAM IRVINE, Chippewa Falls, Wis.
F. E. WEYERHAEUSER. St. Paul, Minn.

North Carolina Forestry Association

E. B. WRIGHT. Boardman. N. C.

ALSTON GRIMES. Grimesland. N. C.

J. C. SMOOT. North Wilkesboro. N. C.

National Association of Bos Manufacturers

B. W. PORTER. Greenfield. Mass.
S. B. ANDERSON. Memphis. Tenn.
ROBT. A. JOHNSON, Minneapolis. Minn.

Carriage Builders* National Association

H. C. McLEAR. Wilmington, Del.

D. T. WILSON. New York
C. A. LANCASTER, South Bend. Ind.

Boston Paper Trade Association

N. M. JONES. Lincoln, Maine

JOHN E. A. HUSSEY. Boston. Mass.

ARTHUR L. HOBSON. Boston. Mass.

Philadelphia Wholesale Lumber Dealers* Ass*n

ROBT. C. LIPPINCOTT. Philadelphia. Pa.

J. RANDALL WILLIAMS. JR.. Philadelphia. Pa.

FRED'K S. UNDERHILL, Philadelphia. Pa.

New Hampshire Timberland Owners' Association

W. H. BUNDY. Bonon. Mass.

EVERETT E. AMEY. Portland. Me.
F. H. BILLARD, Berlin. New Hampshire

Massachusetts Forestry Association

NATHANIEL T. KIDDER, Milton, Mass.

FREDERIC J. CAULKINS, Boston, Mass.

HARRIS A. REYNOLDS. Cambridge. Mass.

Lumbermen*s Eichange

J. RANDALL WILLIAMS. JR., Philadelphia. Pa.

FREDERICK S. UNDERHILL. Philadelphia. Pa.

ROBERT C. LIPPINCOTT. Philadelphia. Pa.

Camp Fire Club of America

WARREN H. MILLER. New York
O. H. VAN NORDEN. New York
FREDERICK K. VREELAND. New York

Empire State Forest Products Association

FERRIS J. MEIGS. New York City
RUFUS L. SISSON. Potsdam. N. Y.

W. L. SYKES. Buffalo. N. Y.

California Forest Protective Association

MILES STANDISH. San Francisco. Cal.

GEO. X. WENDLING. San Francisco. Cal.

GEO. H. RHODES. San Francisco. Cal.

Minnesota Forestry Association

W. T. COX. St. Paul. Minn.

PROF. D. LANGE. St. Paul, Minn.
MRS. CARRIE BACKUS. St. Paul. Minn.

American Wood Preservers' Association

J. H. WATERMAN. Galesburg. III.

H. S. LOUD. New York City
F. J. ANGIER. Baltimore, Md.

Southern Pine Association

J. B. WHITE. Kansas City. Mo.

J. E. RHODES. New Orleans. La.

E. A. STERLING. Philadelphia. Pa.

nininHiiiiinniiiiiiii

Reducing the Cost of

Upkeep— '"^

THE INSTALLATION of

L. C. Smith & Bros. Jk

Typewriters
is invariably followed by the discovery that
the bills for ribbons are much less than before.
A large corporation recently found that its

ribbon expense was cut in two. This is not
an accident. It is the result of the mechanical
construction that makes the L. C. Smith &
Bros, cheapest to maintain.

Ball Bearing; Long Wearing

nate pounding impact. The ribbon is actu-
ated by the carriage, not the typebar. The
ribbon mechanism is automatic, so that the
ribbon reverses at the instant the end is

reached and without added strain.

Low ribbon cost, low cost of maintenance
and the highest efficiency

—these are guaran-
teed to L. C. Smith & Bros, users.The ball bearings give light touch and elimi-

DEMONSTRATION FOR THE ASKING

L. C. SMITH & BROS. TYPEWRITER CO., Home Office and Factory, SYRACUSE, N.Y.
Branches in All Principal Cities

_
14th and H Streets, N. W., Washington. D.C.
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Paper, Sept. 8, 1915.—Wrinkles in sulphite

pulp work, by L. Wimmer, p. 17, 18, 32.

Paper mill and wood pulp news, July 31,

1915.—Forests of Russia, p. 18.

Paper mill and wood pulp news, Aug. 7,

19 15.—The forest products laboratory an

aid to the paper industry, by S. D. Wells,

p. 1, 11.

Pioneer western lumberman, Sept. 1, 1915.—
San Francisco meeting of the Federal

trade commission, p. 6-15.

Power, Aug. 3, 1915.—State and national

control of water powers, by L. Lundgren,

p. 157, 8.

Pulp and paper magazine of Canada, Aug.

15, 1915.—The French paper-making
school of Grenoble, by L. Barbillion, p.

431, 2.

St. Louis lumberman, Aug. 15, 1915.—Great

importance of lumber classification in-

quiry, by A. F. Marsh, p. 10, 11; Strad-

dling the wood-lot fence, p. 47; The

yellow pine trade in 1912, 1913 and 1914,

p. 52.

St. Louis lumberman, Sept. 1, 1915.—Mahog-

any industry of British Honduras, by
W. D. Hornaday, p. 12; What isthe matter

with the lumber business, by G. X.

Wendling, p. 53, 4; Creosoted wood

blocks for floors, p. 59, 60.

Savannah naval stores review, Sept. 4, 1915.

—Production of pitch, tar and turps in

Russia, by H. D. Baker, p. 13, 18.

Timber trades journal, July 31, 1915.—
Artificial moulded decorations from

sawdust, p. XVI.

Timber trades journal, Aug. 28, 1915.—
floating on the Spey, p. 332.

Timberman, Aug., 1915.—Federal trade com-

mission hearings on depression in lumber

industry, p. 27-34; Fire wind forecasts,

by C. S. Chapman, p. 37; Wood block

pavement, by L. Schwager, p. 38, 9;

Kiln drying lumber, by H. Jayne, p.

40, 1.

U. S. daily consular report, Aug. 16, 1915.—
Lumber industry on Vancouver Island,

by R. M. Newcomb, p. 829.

U. S. daily consular report, Aug. 18, 1915.—
Newfoundland again exporting timber,

p. 861; Phihppine woods in Chinese

market, p. 862.

U. S. daily consular report, Aug. 19, 1915.—
Sawmilling and wood-working machinery

in Russia, by H. D. Baker, p. 870-2;

Large timber order in British Columbia,

by R. M. Newcomb, p. 876.

U. S. daily consular report, Aug. 27, 1915.—
Japan gives attention to reforestation,

by H. C. Huggins, p. 17.

U. S. daily consular report, Sept. 1, 1915.—
Manufacture of wood pulp and paper in

New Zealand, by A. A. Winslow, p.

1090.

U. S. daily consular report, Sept. 2, 1915.—
Oregon pine for Japanese ship building,

p. 1110.

U. S. daily consular report, Sept. 8, 1915.—
Phihppine hardwoods in China, by G. E.

Anderson, p. 1188; Canada faces a

shortage of maple sugar, by F. S. S.

Johnson, p. 1209.
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COMPANIONS
both human and otherwise for those

delightful rambles through Woods and
Fields should be chosen carefulh". Here
are a few suggestions. Write us for infor-

mation regarding our other Nature Books.

OUR TREES
HOW TO KNOW THEM

Photographs from Nature By ARTHUR I. EMERSON

«^

Vp

vp
^^

9p
vp

9p

Ail

vp

With a guide to their recognition at any season of the year
and notes on their characteristics, distribution, and culture

By CLARENCE M. WEED, D.Sc
Teacher of Nalure-Slu.

On« hundred and forty i

ALL nature-lovers
will hail this book

with delight. Its pur-

pose is to afford an op-

portunity for a more in-

telligent acquaintance
with American trees,

native and naturalized.

The pictures upon the

plates have in all cases

been photographed di-

rect from nature, and
have been brought to-

gether in such a way
that the non-botanical

reader can recognize at

a glance either the whole

THE FLOWER
FINDER

By

George Lincoln Walton, M.D.

590 Ulua. Limp Leather.

$2.00 net. Poilage

extra.

Cleveland Plain
Dealer :—" Whit's that

flower over there in the

iield ? You'll find out

in 'The Flower Finder.'

Gives many color charts

and sketches; grouped
so that you can easily

find what you are

looking for; is bound
in leather that per-
mits it to be slipped

in the pocket."

the Masiadiusells .SM(f

illustrations. Size of book, 73
Postage extra

Xormal School at Lowell

," X 10". Cloth, $3.00 net.

^^^^^-^^
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Veneers, Sept., 1915.—Preparation and use

of wood stains, by A. A. Kelly, p. 11, 12;

Judging gum logs for figure, by J. C.

Taylor, p. IS.

West Coast lumberman, Sept. 1, 1915.—
Exchange of federal and state lands, by

C. V. Savidge, p. 34.

Wood preserving, July-Sept., 1915.—The

Port Reading creosoting plant, p. 37-40;

A fungus bed test of wood preservatives,

by C. M. Chapman, p. 41, 2; Non-

pressure treatment of timber, p. 47, 8;

Prolonging the life of poles, by W. F.

Goltra, p. 49, 50; The California red-

wood forests, by D. Allerton, p. 52;

Systematic disposal of waste products,

by G. D. Stark, p. 37, 8.

Forest journals

Canadian forestry journal, Aug., 1915.—
Putting useless land to work in Quebec,

p. 147-50; Are European methods right

for Canada's forests, by R. O. Sweezy, p.

154, 5; Restoring South Africa's forests,

p. 156-9.

Forstwissenschaftliches centralblatt. May,
1915.—Die ertragsregelung im hoch-

wald auf waldbaulicher grundlage, by

Rebel, p. 221-31; Lohrindenverwertung
und beschaffung von gerbmitteln wah-

rend des krieges, by Esslinger, p. 206-21.

Indian forester, July, 1915.—On some forest

matters, by E. M. Hodgson, p. 215-18;

Trees that weep, by D. Hooper, p.

242-4.

North woods, Aug., 1915.—Aerial forest

patrol, by W. T. Cox, p. 3-5; Economic

value of birds, by F. L. Washburn, p.

25-7.

Schweizerische zeitschrift fur forstwesen,

July-Aug., 1915.—Aus der forstkassen-

rechnung eines plenterbetriebes, by W.

Ammon, p. 123-35; Wann ist entfernung

von naturverjimgung und ersatz durch

pflanzung gerechtfertigt, by J. Fischer,

p. 135-9; Ein fertiler hexenbesen auf

larche, by P. Jaccard, p. 139-45.

Timber Estimates

FireProtectionPlansI

Maps.LoggingReports

EmpireStateForestehs

15B FifthAve.NewYorkCity

JAMES W. SEWALL
Timber Estimates

Topographic and Boundary Surveys, Plant-

ing, Logging Maps, Portable Mill Operations

Technical Training

CENTRE STREET

Thoroughness Experience

OLD TOWN, MAINE

FARMERS
SHOOTING

CLUBS

Provide just the fun
the farmer needs. Be sociable.

Invite the neighbors to a trapshoot
in the meadow. Find out who is the
best shot. Meet once a week in

winter—once a month in summer,
and soon all will be good shots.

HAND TRAP
throws clay targets 40 to 75 yards
just like flying ducks or quail.

Great practice for hunters. Fun
for ever>body. Let the women try.

They ought to know how.

The Hand Trap costs only I4.00
at your dealers, or sent prepaid
by us. Write for free Hand Trap
Booklet No.S 532, also "The Sport
Alluring" (men) and "Diana of the

Traps" (women).

DU PONT POWDER CO.
Established 1802 Wilmington, DeL

^-^
"^^^/t^Kv^-

ENGRiiBpfcS'
J

FOR THE

.—, AMERICAN FORESTRY,.
MAGAZlRg

OUR SPECIALTY
\ IS THE BETTER" GRADE* FINISH of

bESIGNS & E-NGRAV I NGS

m/I IN ONE OH MORE COLORS
FOR MAGAZINES CATALOGUES,

Half Tones '

DuLLO -Tones

ADVERTISEMENTS^Tc
"•'SaS-. 'ilJ^.^1'

Line PCates
COMBINATION LlNE
AND Halftones

t-- -,
Color PRocfe'ss M ulti ,- Colors

*

— Established 1869-

llgXTCHEL & Manning
Mafj^^k.

^"- SIXTH AND CHESTNUT ST^PETS

,f-^;«*»- PHILADELPHIA"*

Expert

Service

Is Demanded

by Modern

Business

Methods

TIMBER ESTIMATES, FOREST £ ^ Sterling
SURVEYS and MAPS — '-

D. E. LAUDERBURN
Forest Engineer

6030 MetropoHtan Building, New York City

FOREST ENGINEER

Commercial Trust Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Forest Engineering
is expert service in the application of scientific

and economic engineering knowledge and ex-

perience to forests and their products. It is

essential to modem timberland ownership

and operation, and eqttally important to the

distributor and consumer of wood.

The Field Covers

Technical Advice and

Practical Service

in acquiring, estimating and mapping timber
;
in

making valuations; in management; in selling

either the stumpage or manufactured product;

in selecting grades or kinds to meet your ser-

vice requirements; and in preservative treat-

ment to prevent decay.
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FORESTERS
ATTENTION
AMERICAN FORESTRY will print free

of charge in this column advertisements of

foresters wanting positions, or of persons

having employment to offer foresters

WANTED—Employment in Forestry Service or

with private lumbering firm. Preferably with the

Engineer force. Degree of A.B.. Hamilton. N. Y.
Several years' experience in field and office. Address
Box 10. care American Forestry. Washington, D. C.

PRIVATE ESTATE MANAGER—Position wanted
by a man of extensive practical experience in, and

thorough scientific knowledge of, ALL departments of

private estate management, including forestry. Has

just completed the reforestation of an estate for which

nearly half a million trees have been used. A perma-
nent position desired upon an estate where the best

possible results and economical management will

be appreciated. Address Box 25, care American
Forestry.

FORESTER—Graduate Yale Forest School, wishes

position in New England or Middle Atlantic States.

Good executive ability and commercial training.

Four years' experience in United States Forest Service;

first class record in timber cruising, surveying, nursery
and general administrative work. Address Box 26,

care American Forestry, Washington, D. C.

PRACTICAL WOODSMAN AND FOREST EN-
GINEER with thorQU£;h experience this country and

Europe will take charge of forested estate or game
preserve. An expert m managing and improving
woodlands, and can show results. Highest references

as to character, training, and ability. Address Woods
Superintendent, Care American Forestry Magazine,
Washington. D. C.

WANTED—A live, hustling man to represent us in

Tree Surgery and Forestry work. Must be familiar

with shade trees. A college education not essential

but must be able to meet and talk with men. New
England men preferred .

but will consider others.

Address Box 3, Care American Forestry. Washington,
D.C.

A forest school graduate with experience in U. S.

Forest Service and with lumber company, also possess-

ing thorough business training, will consider offer of

good forestry position. Address Box 9. care of Ameri-
can Forestry.

POSITION WANTED—Engineer with twelve

years' experience in Engineering and Forestry. Expert
land surveyor, timber estimator, timberland R. R-

iocation. Experienced in woods operation and good
manager of men. Permanent position desired with

Timber Company. Railroad Company or Private

Estate. At present employed. Address Box 4, care

American Forestry.

POSITION WANTED—Am graduate of Biltmore

Forest School, with good record in survey, estimate and
estate management and want position where I will

have a chance to learn more. Have done practical
work outside of school and am considered good at

timber. Willing to go anywhere and be generally
useful. Hard worker, don't mind long hours. Age,
26. Give me interview or let me send references.

Address Box 11. care American Forestry.

FORESTER wants position with Consulting For-

estry firm, or with lumber company or private estate.

Training from Michigan Agricultural College and Yale
Forest School; four years" experience with U. S. Forest
Service and two winters with lumber companies.
Acquainted thoroughly with Montana. Idaho and
California timber as cruiser. References on request.
Address Box 17. care American Forestry.

ENERGETIC Post Graduate Forester desires posi-
tion as an assistant in park or city forestry work.
Subordinate duties preferred. Best of references.

Address Box 18. care of American Forestry.

MAN with practical experience in lumbering, timber
estimating, mapping and compass work. Have had
one year of college training and would like position
where there is an opportunity to acquire further knowl-
edge of forestry. Address Box 7, care of American
Forestry.

PRACTICAL FORESTER wants situation on
private estate. Has practical experience of sowing,
laying, planting out, pruning, thinning, firebelts,

ditching, rotation planting, mixed planting and
thorough knowledge of fencing and tree felling. Has
had seven year's experience on best managed forestry
area tn Scotland. Address "Raith." care American
Forestry.

Graduate of Forestry School, having studied for-

estry and lumbering operations in this country and
Germany, with experience in the U. S. Forest Servj^ce.
and also in state and private nursery work, would like

position with forest engineering firm or lumber com-
pany. Best of references. Address Box 19, care of
.\merican Forestry.

WANTED—Position as City Forester or Park
Superintendent. Willing to consider position as an
a'lsistant. University training; experience in forestry,

nursery and landscape work. Twenty-seven years
old and married. Best of references. Address Box
20. care of American Forestry, Washington. D. C.

WANTED—Timber estimating by postgraduate
forester with experience in Eastern Canada and Lake
States. References. Address Box 21. care of Ameri-
can Forestry. Washington. D. C.

SCALER—W'ith actual experience desires position
with any lumber company in the United States or
Canada. Competent surveyor and mapper, accus-
tomed to roughing it. Present employer best reference.

Address "Scaler." care of American Forestry.

WANTED—Position by graduate forester. Ex-
perience in Southern Pineries ; five years technical

training. Prefers South but willing to go anywhere.
Address Box 22. care of American Forestry.

FOR SALE
30,000 selected WHITE and CHESTNUT OAK

trees. 15.000 selected ASH trees, on 5.000 acres in the
State of Virginia, estimated to cut more than 30.000.000
FEET. Balance of timber on this land can be bought
cheap. Price of the selected trees, S2.50 each. This
is the greatest bargain we have ever heard of.

6-U. GEORGE J. PHILP. Oil City. Pa.

fg^^V
»»SrSl

£u/otau3c
Let us present you with thi-,

guide to good literature if you
want to acquire the right kind
of books. W'ith your growing
book collection don't fail

to secure a Globe-Wernicke
Bookcase, which can grow
section by section as your
library increases,

A^k for C'l'alr.^

THE GLOBE-WERNICKE COMPANY
CINCINNATI. OHIO

Bird-Lore
A Bi-Monthly
Magazine

Edited by Frank M. Chapman
600 pages, 12 colored plates

200 photographs
Price one dollar

IT
will tell you how to study

birds, how to form and conduct
bird clubs, how to make nesting-

boxes, feeding stands and bird-

baths. You may consult its Ad-

visory Council, take part in its bird

censuses, and, in short, become one
of the great fraternity which finds in

birds "the most eloquent expression
of nature's beauty, joy and free-

dom."

We shall be glad to mail you
a specimen copy on request.

D. Appleton & Company
29 West 3 2d Street

New York Citv

REILLY
IMPROVED
CREOSOTE

OIL
Is a high-grade, pure coal tar

distillate creosote oil. A non-
volatile, heavy, stable and perma-
nent preservative, free from every
adulterant, for preservation of

Bridge Timbers
Cross Arms
Railroad Ties

Telephone Poles
Fence Posts

Mine Timber
Piles

Silos

Shingles
Poultry Houses

The Reilly Improved
Creosote Oil

added to the inferior commercial
grades acts as a stabilizer and in-

creases their efficiency and per-
manence in e.xact proportion to

the quantity of REILLY IM-
PROVED CREOSOTE OIL that
is used.

Our booklet is interesting and au-
thentic. Sent on request.

Republic Creosoting Company
Indianapolis, Indiana

Plants:

Mobile Indianapolis Minneapolis
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TIMBER CRUISING
BOOKLETS

BUTMORE TIMBER TABLES
Including solution of problems in forest

finance.

SOUTHERN TIMBER TABLES
How to estimate Southern Pine, Southern
White Cedar, and Southern Appala-
chian Timber—Spruce pulp wood.
Hemlock bark. Chestnut oak bark.
Chestnut tannic acid wood.

Postpaid, 25 cents each

HOWARD R. KRINBILL
Forest Engineer Newburn, N. C.

BILTMORE TEXT BOOKS
The text books of the Biltmore Forest School,
written by Dr. C. A. Schenck, continue for

sale at Biltmore. For particulars address

BILTMORE FOREST BOOKS
Biltmore, N. C. tf

:'H!IIIIIQ!llllll!l!HllllQ!lini!!l£l!!!lllu1ll!ninilll!llllll!llilffl^^^

'THE BEST MADE"

HIGH GRADE PRINTING PAPERS

Dill & Collins Co., Papermakera
Philadelphl\

Correspondence Solicited

on
The Watch of Railroad Accuracy"

ttatch

IT
is policy to buy a good watch. The

owner of a Hamilton is practically
insured against needing a new watch,

or against having a watch that is always in

need of repairs.

When you buy a Hamilton, you buy the

accurate, durable watch that will tell you
true time year after year.

PRICES OF HAMILTONS: The lowest-priced
Hamilton is a movement alone for S12.2.5 ($13.00
in Canada). The highest-priced Hamilton is our

Masterpiece at Sl.'iO.OO in 18 k. heavy gold case.

Other Hamiltons at S15.00, $2.';. 00. $28.00. S40.00.
S.15.00. $80.00, $110.00, etc. AH have Hamilton
Accuracy. Beauty, and Durability.

Write for the Hamilton Watch Book
"The Timekeeper"

It's an interesting book on watches. It pictures and
intimately describes the various Hamilton models for

men and women.

HAMILTON WATCH COMPANY
Dept. 39 Lancaster, Pennsylvania

T/ie Fastest Trains in America
Ruri on Hamilton Watch Time

THE FORESTRY QUARTERLY
EDITED BY DR. B. E. FERXOW

The Technical Journal of Fore sir y

Price, $2.00 a year
Order from

American Forestry Association

Baltimore, Mu., June 17, 1915.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS
office of city forester

Thos. Meehan & Sons,
Dresher, Pa,

Gentlemen; In the Spring of 1908 our Park Board purchased of you some 600 European Lindens of 3 to 3J-2 inch calliper. In 1911 they bought from you
another lot of 326 trees of same variety and size. These trees were planted on Charles Street (extended) between Twenty-ninth Street and University Park-
way, and during the past four or five years I have had the opportunity of watching their development. The loss in this planting has been practically negligible.
and the growth of the trees has been altogether satisfactory. I consider this tree an admirable one for street and park planting, and that its good points plact-
it in a class above the average of our shade trees. I am so pleased with the species that I have used it in the planting of several of our fine streets during the

past few years. I have every reason to continue my faith in the trees and hope to use some more of them as our funds here will permit.

Very truly yours, R. Brooke M.\x\vell, City Forester.
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100,000,000

Feet of

National

Forest Timber

For Sale

Amount and /v'mrfs.—106,000,000
feet B. M., more or less, of

sugar pine, yellow pine, Doug-
las fir, white fir and Incense

cedar timber, approximately 60

per cent pine.

Location.—Within the Plimias
National Forest, California, in

Townships 24 N., Rs. 8 and 9

E., and Townships 25 N., Rs.

8 and 9 E., M. D. M., within
the watersheds of Snake Lake,
Smith Lake, Wahponsic Creek
and Spanish Creek, within the

Meadow Valley Unit.

Stuinpage Prices.—Lowest rates

considered, $3.25 per M for

sugar pine, $2.60 per M for

yellow pine, 80 cents per M
for Douglas fir and 50 cents

per M for white fir and incense

cedar, live timber, and $1.00

per M for yellow pine and

sugar pine, dead timber. Rates
to be adjusted every five years.

Deposit.—With bid $2,000, to

apply on purchase price if bid

is accepted, or refunded if

rejected. Ten per cent may
be retained as forfeit if the

contract and bond are not
executed within the required
time.

Final Date jar Bids.—Sealed bids

will be received by the Dis-

trict Forester, San Francisco,

Cal., up to and including
November 4, 1915.

The right to reject any and all

liids is reserved.

Before bids are submitted full

information concerning the char-

acter of the timber, conditions of

sale, deposits, and the submission
f>f bids should be obtained from
the District Forester, San Fran-

cisco, Cal., or the Forest Super-
visor, Ouincv, Cal.

Seeds and Bulbs

have been the choice of careful

purchasers since 1802

IN
the purchase of seeds,

especially tree seeds, the relia-

bility of the seller is your only

guarantee as to fertility and

quality.

This Company has given satis-

faction to its customers since

the days of Washington and

Jefferson.

Our "list" is the most extensive
—write for a copy.

J. M. Thorburn & Co.
5.5 Barclay Street through

to 54 Park Place

NEW YORK

HILL'S
Seedlings and Transplants

Also Tree Seeds

FOR REFORESTING
"D EST fur over a half century. All leading
»—' hardy sorts, grown in immense quantities.
Prices lowest. Quality highest. Forest
Planter's Guide, also price lists are free.

Writt today and mention this magazine.

THE D. HILL NURSERY CO.
Evergreen Specialists

Largest Growers in America
BOX 501 DUNDEE, ILL.

E 'We Raise
Our Own
Trees"vergreen

Seedlings,Transplants

From our specialized collection
of young conifers you will find

what you want for every place
and purpose. Our stock is

hardy and field grown and
admirably adapted for forest

planting and lining out.

Your order will have pergonal attention
and the price will be right.

Sfnd for catalog and savt money

riie North-Eastern Forestry Co.
Tree Seeds, Nuroery Stock

liox A, Cheshire, Connecticut

Plant POMEROY
HardyEnglishWalnutTrees

For Shade and Nuts

E. C. POMEROY
"English Walnut Farms" Nev/ Milford, Conn.

ORCHIDS
We are specialists in Orchids, we

collect, import, grow, sell and export

this class of plants exclusively.

Our illustrated and descriptive cata-

logue of Orchids may be had on appli-

cation. Also special lists of freshly

imported unestablished Orchids.

LAGER & HURRELL
SUMMIT, N. J.

Orchid Growers and Importers

Seeds for Forestry

Purposes
We offer a most complete list of both
Deciduous and Evergreen Tree and
shrub seeds for ffjrestry purposes.

Seeds That Are of Best

Germinating Quality
Our catalogue contains a full list of the

varieties we ofTer, which include the

best and most rare species.
Send for

a copy, it will interest you.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
IVhobsalt- Nurst-rymen and Tree Sctdmen

DRESHER. PENNA., U. S. A.

Whenever you spend a night in the open insure

good healthful sleeping with the

"PERFECTiON" Pneumatic

Mattress With Sleeping Bag
Rolls to a small, light bundle when deflated.

Easily inflated. Never damp, hard or lumpy.

, Always evenly smooth and soft, conforming to

your body. Lasts indefinitely.

Write for catalog today.

PNEITM.4TIC MFG. COMPANY
7t}i ?^I.. FrooUIyn. N. Y
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The

is three-foxu^hs ot

Your opportunities are as unlimited as our

forests if you study at

WVMAN'S SCHOOL OF THE WOODS
Incorporated Munising, Michigan
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/;; tJic National Forest Region

Colorado

School of Forestry
A DEPARTMENT OF
COLORADO COLLEGE

THE
course in theoretical and

applied forestry leading to the

degree of Forest Engineer covers

a period of two years and is open to

students who have completed two years

of college work, including a sufficient

amount of Botany, Geology and

Surveying.
Graduate students may enter as

candidates for the degree of Master of

Forestry.

Fall and Spring Terms in the
Manitou Forest, the College
Reserve, 6,000 acres of pine and
spruce timberland on the borders
of the Pike National Forest.

Winter Term at Colorado

Springs.

For particulars address

Colorado School of Forestry
Colorado Springs, Colo.

Georgia State

Forest School
UNIVERSITY
OF GEORGIA

COMPLETE four-year undergrad-
uate course in theoretical and

applied forestry leading to the degree:

Bachelor of Science in Forestry

T Wide range of specilization offered—
Logging Engineering
Commercial Administration
Forest Management
City Forestry
Dendropathology
State Forestry
Research

H Provision for four months' field

work—two following each of Freshman
and Sophomore years

—on McHatton
Forest, a large forest estate in the
Blue Ridge Mountains. Numerous
excursions in Dendrology and Logging.
Provision for practical work in special-
ization during Junior-Senior vacation.

For announcement address

FOREST SCHOOL

Georgia State College of

Agriculture
ATHENS, GEORGLA

The
New York State

College of

Forestry
at

Syracuse University

Syracuse, N. Y.

Undergraduate courses leading

to degree of Bachelor of Science;

Post-graduate course to Master

of Forestry. One year Ranger
Course on the College Forest of

1,800 acres at Wanakena in the

Adirondacks. August Forest

Camp on Raquette Lake open
to any man interested in For-

estry. The State Forest E.xperi-

ment Station of 90 acres and

excellent Library offer unusual

opportunities for research work.

For particulars address

HUGH P. BAKER, D.Oec, Dean

Yale University
Forest School

NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S. A.

YALE
University Forest School is a

graduate department of Yale
University. It is the oldest exist-

ing forest school in the United States
and exceeds any other in the number of

its alumni. A general two-year course

leading to the degree of Master of

Forestry js offered to graduates of uni-

versities, colleges and scientific institu-

tions of high standing and, under ex-

ceptional conditions, to men who have
had three years of collegiate training,
including certain prescribed subjects.
Men who are not candidates for the

degree may enter the School as special
students, for work in any of the subjects
offered in the regular course, by sub-

mitting evidence that will warrant their

taking the work to their own advantage
and that of the School. Those who
have completed a general course in

forestry are admitted for research and
advanced work in Dendrology, Silvicul-

ture, Forest Management. Forest

Technology, and Lumbering. The
regular two-year course begins the first

week in July at the School camp near
Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further information
address

JAMES W. TOUMEY, Director

NEW HAVEN CONNECTICUT

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY

The

Pennsylvania State

College

APROFESSIONAL course in

Forestry, covering four

years of college work,

leading to the degree of Bachelor
of Science in Forestry.

Thorough and practical train-

ing for Government, State, Mu-
nicipal and private forestry.
Four months are spent in camp

in the woods in forest work.
Graduates who wish to special-

ize along particular lines are

admitted to the "graduate forest

schools" as candidates for the

degree of Master of Forestry on
the successful completion of

one year's work.

For further information address

Department of Forestry

Pennsylvania State College
State College, Pa.

HARVARD
UNIVERSITY

I nnicicmEuca^rOHUQiiiiiit] icimaiuEUuumEnOAiDiDUlJlJuiiuiiuuQaiiiikiuiiOEiimniitii

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY

OFFERS
specialized gradu-

ate training leading to the

degree of Master of Forestry in

the following fields:— Silvicul-

ture and Management, Wood

Technology, Forest Entomol-

ogy, Dendrology, and (in co-

operation with the Graduate

School of Business Adminis-

tration) the Lumber Business

For further particulars

address

RICHARD T. FISHER
Chairman

Cambridge :: Massachusetts
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YELLOW PINE

I

I

I

''The Wood of a TJiousand Uses"

KNOWS NO SUPERIOR
AMONG WOODS

No wood has the general utihty of this greatest of all constructional

material

SOFT SHORT LEAF
[Makes beautiful finish, flooring, ceiling, siding, etc., or for general construction

when only moderate strength is needed but beauty and workability are desirable.

TOUGH LONG LEAF
Makes excellent timbers and dimension where great strength and durability are

needed, also heart flooring and highly grained finish, as well as the other various

products. (WE GUARANTEE OUR LONG LEAF.)

If you want to know more about it

A CARD ADDRESSED TO US WILL BRING RESULTS

OUR OWN MILLS CUT 275.000.000 FEET ANNUALLY

Missouri Lumber and Land

Exchange Company
nil LONG BUILDING KANSAS CITY, MO.

NATIONAL CAPITAL PRESS. WASHINGTON, D. C.
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THEIR INTERESTS IN COMMON
THE AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION in its principles includes
the recognition "that private owners should be aided and encouraged
by investigations, demonstrations and educational work, since they
cannot be expected to practice Forestry at a financial loss," and pledges
its support to the policy of "closer utilization in logging and manufac-
turing without loss to the owners; aid to lumbermen in achieving this."

THE SOUTHERN PINE ASSOCIATION in its principles and poUcies
includes investigations, demonstrations and educational activities tend-

ing to extend the knowledge of the intelligent use of forest products;
with laboratory researches that shall develop uses for waste forest

products and promote non-wasteful and scientific methods in lumber
manufacture.

BOTH have in view the economical, rational and judicious use of

man's most dependable and tractable structural material—Wood.

THE SOUTHERN PINE ASSOCIATION
New Orleans



THE
joy that music brings; the deHfrht and stimulation

of hours spent in the reahns of the master composers
and the supreme interpreters of the world's music.

Whether it is the magnificent vocal art of a famed

diva, like Fremstad, singing Isolde's Love Song; or

the superb instrumentalism of Ysaye, unfolding the magic of his art in

Brahms' Hungarian Dance; or whether it is further afield in the

lightsome measures of the dance; or whatever it may be—"All the music

of all the world" is brought to your liome on Columbia Records which

play not only on Columbia Grafonolas, but on any standard make of

disc talking machine.

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY
Box .1(<f,^ Woolworth Building, NEW YORK

This Model
Columbia Grafonola

.1200
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The cAmerican Forestrjr cAssociation
Washington, D. C.

OFFICERS FOR 1915

President
DR. HENRY STURGIS DRINKER. President. Lehigh University. South Bethlehem. Pa.

JOSHU.A. L. B.MLY. Pennsylvania

THEODORE L. BRISTOL. Connecticut
Ex-President Connecticut Forestry Association

ANDREW CARNEGIE, New York

MRS. EMMONS CROCKER, Massachusetts

DR. CH.-\RLES W. ELIOT. Massachusetts
President Emeritus Harvard University

DR. B. E. FERNOW, Canada
Dean of Forestry, University of Toronto

HON. WALTER L. FISHER. ChicuBO, 111.

Ex-Secretary of the Interior

Vice-Presidents
HENRY S. GRAVES, District of Columbia

Chief of the Forest Service

EVERITT G. GRIGGS. Washington
HON. DAVID HOUSTON'

Secretary of Agriculture

HON. FRANKLIN K. LANE
Secretary of the Interior

HON. .-^SBURY F. LEVER. South Carolina
L'nited States Representative

HON. THOMAS NELSON PAGE
Ambassador to Italy

HON. GEO. PARDEE, California
Ex-Governor of California

GIFFORD PINCHOT. Pennsylvania

FILIBERT ROTH. Michisan
Dean of Forestry, University of Michigan

DR. J. T. ROTH ROCK. Pennsylvania

HON. WM. H. TAFT. Connecticut
Ex-President United States

JOSEPH N. TEAL. Oregon
Chairman Oregon Conservation Commission

HON. JOHN WEEKS, Massachusetts
United States Senator

DR. ROBERT S. WOODW-VRD, Washington. D. C.
President, Carnegie Institution.

Treasurer

JOH.N E. JENKS, Editor. Army and Navy Register. Washington, D. C.

Executive Secretary
p. S. RIDSDALE, 1410 II Street. N. W.. Washington. D. C.

E. T. ALLEN, Oregon
Forester, Western For. and Conservation .\sso.

HON. ROBERT P. B.\SS. New Hampshire
Ex-Governor of New Hampshire

WM. B. GREELEY, District of Columbia
.-Assistant U. S. Forester

«'. R. BROWN. New Hampshire
Pres., New Hamp. Forestry Commission

HERMAN II. CHAPMAN. Connecticut
Professor of Forestry, Yale Forest School

Directors
DR. HENRY S. DRINKER. Pennsylvania

President. Lehigh University

.\LFRED CASKILL
State Forester, New Jersey

JOHN E. JENKS. District of Columbia
Editor, Army and Navy Register

CHESTER W. LVM.A.N, New York
International Paper Company

CHARLES LATHROP PACK, New Jersey
Pres. F'ifth National Conservation Congress

CHARLES F. QUINCY, New York

J. E. RHODES. Illinois

Secretary Southern Pine .\ssociation

ERNEST A. STERLING. Pennsylvania
Forest and Timber Engineer

JOHN L. WE.WER. District of Columbia
Real Estate Broker

J. B. WHITE, Missouri
Ex-President, National Conservation Congress

Declaration of Principles and Polic)^

of "^ C/4merican Forestr)^ cylssociation

IT IS A VOLUNTARY organization for the inculcation and spread of a forest policy on

a scale adequate for our econoniic needs, and an>' person is eligible for membership.

IT IS INDEPENDENT, has no official connection with any Federal or State depart-
nient or policy, and is devoted to a ]>ul)lic service conducive to national prosperit)'.

IT ASSERTS THAT fftrestry means the jimpagation and eare of forests for the prod ur-

lion of timber as a crop; j)rotection of watersheds; utilization of non-agricultural

soil; use of forests for pul)lic recreation.

IT DECLARES THAT FORESTRY is of immense importance to the people; that the

census of I1JI3 shows our forests ammally supply over one and a quarter billion

dollars' worth of i)roducts; employ 735,000 pec^ple; pay $367,000,000 in wattes; cow r

550,000,000 acres unsuited for agriculture; regulate the distributiou of water; jirr-

vent erosion of lands; and are essential to the beauty of the countr>' and the health

of the natli_>n.

IT RECOGNIZES THAT forestry is an Indu-^lr)- limited Ity economir <-onditions; that

I)ri\.ae owners siiould be ai(K'd and eneonraged by investigations, demonstration^,
and educational work, since llie>' ( annot be f.xpecled to practice forestry at a

financial loss; that Federal and State goNernnient-. should undertake scientifu

forestr>' upon national and Slate forest reser\es lor the benefit of the public.

IT WILL DEVOTE ils inlluenre and educational facilities tu the develoi)ment of

public thought and knowledge along these jira< tii a! lines.

It Will Support These Policies

iM'flcral Adiniiiistralioii and Man-
aKcmcnt of national forests; adequate
,il'i'i"priations for tlieir care and man-
aKtrnit-nt; Federal cooperation with the
States, especially in forest fire protec-
tion.

State Activity by acquirement of forest

kinds; organization for fire protection;
encoinauonient of forest planting 1)\

communal and private owners; non-
political departmentaliy independent
forest orcanization. with liberal appro-
priations for these purposes-

Forest Fire Protection by Federal.
State and fire [irotective agencies, ami
its encouragement and extension, in-

dividually and by cooperation; without
adequate fire protection all other
measures for forest crop production
will fail.

Forest Planting by Federal and State
f^overnnients and long-lived corporji-
tions and acquirement of waste land-^

for tills purpose; and also planting b>-

private owners, where profitable, and
encouragement of natural regeneration.

Forest Taxation Reforms removing un-
just burdens from owners of growing
timber.

Closer lUilization in logging and man-
utarturing without loss to owners; aid
to liimfjermcn in achieving this.

Cutting of Mature Timber where ami
as the domestic market demands it. ex-

cept on areas maintained for park or
scenic purposes, and compensation of
forest owners for loss suffered through
[)rotection of watersheds, or on behalf
of any public interest.

Kqual Protection to tiie lumber in-

dustry and to public interests in legi--

lation affecting private tiniberlancl

operations, recognizing that luniherinL;
is as legitimate and necessary as tiir

forests themselves.

Classification by experts of lands best
suited for farming and those best suited
for forestry; and liberal national anil
State appropriations fnr this work.
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THE DAY OF NO TIMBER
Is farther away now than the ultra-conservationists

ten years ago said it was when the>^ spread an alarm

of exhausted supply.

XHE theory of exhaustion has been dismissed. Wood is still

abundant. It is still and always will be the warm, friendly
material that makes four walls a cosy cottage or a magnificent
mansion. Our regard for it is inherent. Our children will con-

tinue to use it because its adaptability, beauty of finish and sound

absorbing qualities give it a home-making charm that no other

material possesses.

And the uses of wood are multiplying phenomenally. We are just now
coming to know its real values and save them. Practical by-product utilities

that represent more than 60 per cent of the usable value of trees are now
known, in addition to lumber which utilizes only one-third. Others will be

found. With added use there is added worth.

J^UMBER need not go higher in cost to consumer to make profitable

for all time the ownership of timber. Forest protection, new uses,

close utilization, efficient nmnagenient and economical distribution will

constantly add to the value of stumpage and eclipse the "overhead." Stump-
age
—the raw material—will take the gain.

1 IMBER investments rest upon fundamental requirements of the human
race. Rightlv selected thev are sound, stable and safe for conservative men.

Tliirty-five years of continuous investigation has

given vs knowledge that has value for you. Ask us to

tell you more about timber as a place fur your funds.

JAMES D. LACEY & CO,
TIMBER LAND FACTORS

SINCE 1880

CHICAGO PORTLAND
1750 Mc Cormick Building 1310 Northwestern Bank Bldg.

SEATTLE
1009 White Building
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The Sugar Maple
I doitificatioii and Characteristics

Bv S. B. UiiTwiLKR

UK

IF

TREES had human characteristics, the sugar maple found in the New England States, New York north-

would be the banker of the forest community be- ern and western Pennsylvania and westward throughout
cause of its store of wealth. It is a conservative, the region of the Great Lakes to Minnesota. In the

dignified, well-dressed tree, conscientious, hard-working southern Appalachians it grows well where climatic

and dependable. It loves the quiet life of the country. conditions are similar tn those further north.

and has the air of be-

longing to "one of our

best families," but it

inspires affection as

well as admiration.

The maple family

has about seventy mem-
bers in the world, hut

sugar maple is by far

the most valuable. It

is widely distributed

through eastern Xorth

America, from New-

foundland to Manito-

ba, and south to Flor-

ida and Texas. While

sugar maple is the most

familiar name, it is

also well known as

rock maple, hard maple
and sugar tree. The

black maple is an im-

portant variety found

throughout the greater

portion of its range.

This form is not easily

distinguished from the

true sugar maple. In

the south there are two

other varieties known
as white-bark maple
and Florida maple. In

the Rocky Mountain

region, a near relative,

Sugar maples grow-

ing in the open have a

short trunk and a com-

pact, well-shaped oval

or oblong head. In the

forest, its maximum
size is about 5 feet in

diameter and 120 feet

in height. The usual

forest maple is 2 to 3

feet in diameter, 70 to

'.»0 feet high, clear of

limbs to within 20 or

10 feet of the top,

where it forms a small,

rounded crown. The
bark is usually ash

gray, but may be a

dark brown. On young
trees the bark is

smooth b u t in older

trees it has deep fur-

rows and is divided in-

to broad plates or large,

shaggy flakes. The
bark has a peculiar

hard, flinty appearance.
The leaves and buds

stand opposite each
other on the twigs. The
leaves are shaped
somewhat like the hu-

man hand, the edges

J being divided into five

the large-tooth maple. From The Silva of North America,- by Sargent; Houghton Mifflin Co.. Publishers. pointS Or lobcS. The
is found.

The finest and most

abundant growth o f

the sugar maple is

THE LEAVES, SEEDS AND FLOWERS OF THE SUGAR MAPLE
1. A branch with male flowers, natural size. 2. A branch with female flowers,

natural size. 3. A male flower, enlarged. 4. Vertical section of a male flower,
enlarged. .5. A female flower, enlarged. B. Vertical section of a female flower,
enlarged. 7. A fruiting branch, natural size. S. Vertical section of a fruit,
natural size. 9. Vertical section of a seed, enlarged, showing undeveloped
embryo. 10. An embryo, greatly magnified. 11. A winter branchlet, natural size.

deep notches between

the points are broadly
rounded and serve as

an easy means of tell-

1019
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i;AI;K (II- TIIIC SL'CAR MAPLIC

The balk is usually ashen giay, but may be a dark brown. On yuung
trees it is smoolli, but on older ones it has deep furrows and is

divided into broad plates or large, shaggy flakes.

ing the sugar maple from the red and silver maples, in

which the leaf notches are sharply cut and angular. The
leaves are 3 to o inches long and of a slightly greater

breadth ; they are thi;i in texture, colored deep green on

the upper surface and paler green underneath. The

entire leaf margin is coarsely toothed.

The tree is as beautiful in winter as in summer. The
branches trace a pleasing pattern against the sky. The

twigs are slender, smooth and of a beautiful light brown

color. The buds are sharp-pointed, conical, and about

one-quarter inch long. The scales are small, dark brown

or purplish in color, and overlap on the bud to form an

attractive design. Unlike red and silver maples, which

bloom early in the spring before the leaves come nut. the

sugar maple flowers appear with the leaves in April or

May. The flowers that produce the pollen are in sepa-

rate clusters from those which produce the fruit. Some-

tmies a tree bears only one kind of flower, but usually

both appear on the same tree. They are small, greenish-

yellow and are Ijorne in clusters on thread-like stems about

23/ inches long.

The fruit of the sugar maple is winged, two being

joined together to form the familiar maple key. Usually

only one fruit of the key is perfect and will grow; if

this is carefully opened, the baby tree may be ])lainly

seen. The clusters of keys are usually founil at the tips

of the twigs and often remain on the tree over winter.

In this respect, sugar maple differs from the red and

.silver maples, whose fruits usually appear on the sides

(if the branches, ripen early in the summer and fall

quickly. The wings on the fruit serve as an aeroplane
to carry the seeds to a considerable distance from the

parent tree. The heavy end falls first, and, if the keys

split apart, the shape of the wing causes the fruit to

revolve rapidly and work its way through the grass and

dtfbris to the moist gniund where it can germinate.
The wood of the sugar maple is hard, heavy, -hne-

grained and strong. It has a satiny surface which takes

a high polish. The sap wood is white or cream color

and the heart is various shades of light brown. The sugar

maple is one of our most valuable broad-leaved timber

trees. The wood is easily split and is one of our best

fuel woods, it is also one of the principal woods dis-

tilled for producing wood alcohol and acetic acid.

The wood is not naturally durable in contact vvilh

soil, but when it is creosoted, it makes excellent railroad

ties and fence posts. When burned, its ashes yield large

([uantities of potash which are leached for soap making
and other uses. The ashes are also valued highlv for

fertilizing purposes, especially for lawns and orchards.

Curly maple is caused by a twisted grain which gives
a beautiful pattern to the wood. Bird's-eye maple is due

to the growth of great numbers of buds in the thick bark,

or, in some cases, it may be caused by the holes drilled

by woodpeckers in quest of the sweet sap. At any rate,

tlie wood has unusual markings, and, like curly maple, it

is much in demand for furniture and cabinet making,

logs bringing about $90 per thousand feet, board measure.

Acer, the scientific name of the maple family, means
hard or sharj). It was applied because the wood of some
kinds of maples is extremely hard and was greatly es-

teemed by the ancients for making pikes and lances. The
Romans prized maple wood very highly, and tables inlaid

with curious portions of it in some instances brought
their weight in gold. \'irgil celebrates the maple as the

throne on which E\ander seated Aeneas.

LEAF OF TMK SUGAR MAPLE

Shaped somewhat like a human hand, the leaf is readily identified. The

edges are divided into five points or lobes. The leaves are three to five

inches long, thin in texture and colored deep green on the upper sur-

face and pale green beneath.
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FORliST FORM OF SUGAR MAPLli
The maximum size of the forest trees is about five feet in diameter and one hundred and twenty feet high. Tlie usual forest maiile is from two

to three feet in diameter and seventy to ninety feet high, being clear of limlis to within twenty or thirty feet of the top, where it forms
a small rounded crown.

"(Jii sods of turf he sat the soldiers round ;

A maple throne, raised high above the ground.
Received the Trojan chief

; and, o'er the bed,

A lion's shaggy hide for ornament they spread."

The sugar maple flourishes o'n moderately deep, well-

drained, fertile loam soils. It will grow on stiff clay

soils if not too wet, and on stony hillsides if not too dry;
it shows strong preference for limestone soils. It thrives

in cool, moist situations
;

in fact, sugar maple requires
a cool climate and an abundant rainfall for its best devel-

opment. It has a shallow root system. Under the best

conditions it grows only moderately fast. In the forest

it grows slowly, but at a fairly even rate ; an inch in diam-

eter in 12 to 16 years is probably average growth under

forest conditions. In the Lake region, beech and yellow
birch are commonly found associated with the sugar

maple. Among other trees that often grow with it are

red spruce, paper Ijirch. red maple, white pine and

hemlock.

The exceptionally dense foliage of the sugar maple en-

ables it to endure heavy shading by other trees. Some
seed is borne every year, but every three to five years

large quantities of seed are produced. For this reason

young growth is abundant, antl the ability of the seed-

lings to grow vigorously in considerable shade insures

plenty of young maples ready to take advantage of any

o])ening in the forest. Sometimes trees develop from

the sprouts that come up from majile stumps on cut-over

lands.

If it is desired to grow sugar maple trees, the seed

should be planted in the fall in well-prepared seed beds.

The seeds may also be sown in spots cleared of grass

and shrubbery where the trees are desired to stand per-

manently.

Sugar maple is an excellent shade tree for planting

along country roads and village streets. In large towns,

it is affected by smoke, dust, illuminating gas and other

troubles. It is sometimes defoliated by the forest tent

caterpillar, and the maple borer occasionally makes great

holes in its trunk. Under favorable conditions the tree

may live to reach an age of three or four hundred years.

The sugar maple casts a very dense shade, and the

mosaic formed by the artistic arrangement of leaves on the

l.'ranches is a joy to the observant student of nature. Its

broad ilome forms a pleasing picture in summer or winter,

but the lover of the woods finds one of his greatest pleas-

ures in its brilliant autumn foliage. At first the change
of color is gradual ;

later the tints become more and more
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SUGAR MAPMvS AS STREET TREES
This variety of maple is popular as a shade tree. It thrives best in villages or along country

roads, as in large towns it is affected by smoke, dust and gas. It is subject to attack by
the forest tent caterpillar and the maple borer occasionally makes great holes in its trunk.

gorgeous. The glowing shades

of vellow, orange, scarlet and

green turn the forest landscape

into a wondrous sea of color.

The "sugar tree" is an ap-

propriate name, for in a cool

climate this tree stores great

(|uantities of sugar in its sap.

The collier the season the larger

the amount of sugar it yields,

in March, when the sap is

ascending, the trees are tapped

and the sap is collected and

evaporated into maple syrup and

sugar. Unless excessive, tapping

does not injure the tree and can

1)e continued indefinitely. Sugar

"liushes" or orchards arc profit-

alile when well cared for. Three

iir four gallons of sap are usu-

ally required to make one pound
I if sugar. Two or three pounds

of sugar per tree is an aver-

age yield. Large, solitary trees

often vield much more than this.

Commercial Uses of Sugar Maple
Bv Hu AlAxwiu.r.

C(
).M1'AR.VT1VELV little maple lumber is used

in rough form. It is essentially a factory wood,

anil as such it has a place in nearly every in-

dustry of this countr\- which employs wood as raw mate-

rial. The reported sawmill production of mai>le lumber

for the United States in 19]-^ was 1 ,0-.in,8t; 1.000 feet, and

the factory use for one year is reported at '.).',', :i:iT,274

feet, which is 90 ])er cent of the cut of the mills.

Maple appears in fifty of the fifty li\e iiuluslries into

which the uses of wood in the United States are gen-

erally divided. Xo other winid has a record so nearly

approaching universal use. < )ak, red gum. basswoorl

and Ijirch apjiroach maple, but fall a little short. It

appears in a few industries where they are not found. As

might be expected, Michigan, which produces more majjlc

lumber than any other state, is likewise the largest user

of this wood in its factories.

MANUEACTURINC,

Maple is pre-eminently a manufacturer's wood. Little

rough lumber reaches the final user, but it passes through

machines or is shajied by triuls until it has been fitted for

the most exacting service re(|uireil of wood. Nearly

every industry that has a (ilace for any sort of wood,

draws supplies from maple, ll filK pnsitions where the

highest order of material i-- required, and it meets de-

mand if low-class anil clieap stock suffices. It is an a>.so-

ciate of aristocrats and a cnnipanion of plebians. Forty-

nine wood-using industries re])ort it as raw material for

further manufacture in \arious parts of the United

States. The largest consumes more than 300,000,000

feet a year; the smallest less than So,000. The ten indus-

tries which lead in the use of maple are : planing mill

products, furniture, boxes and crates, Ijoat and shoe

findings, agricultural implements, musical instruments,

handles, woodenware, vehicles, fixtures. These use a

total of about s:;;l.(l(l(),0(M» feet yearly, while the use of

maple by thirty-nine other industries aggregates 89,-

124, -jST feet a }ear, and forty states report it. This is

in addition tu what is consumed for cooperage, wood dis-

tillation and fuel, and in the aggregate these aiuounts are

very large.

I'I,\XIXC. M1EI< I'kiiDL'CTS

The l.-irgest demand for maple comes from the in-

dustry which turns i lU planing mill products. These

co\er a consiilcralile range of articles, among which arc

flooring, ceiling, wainscoting, stairwork, molding, doors,

and many other ai'ticles of interior house finish. The

largest single item is fiooring, so far as the use of maple

is cnncerned. Xn wnml surpasses it for that purpose,
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in i)oinl of long service and the ease with which it can

be kept in repair. Though its natural color is very light,

it readily receives stains and almost every shade de-

sired can be developed, but most users prefer the natural

color, which may be given an oil finish.

The excessive hardness of maple adds greatly to its

value as flooring. Tests conducted vuider exactly simi-

lar conditions have shown that a maple floor may outlast

one of marble, under very heavy wear. After the wood

has been well seasoned, it shrinks and swells but little

under atmospheric changes and this increases its value

as floor material. A maple floor remains smooth and

its joints are tight and sanitary. The absence of alter-

nate hard and soft streaks causes uniform wear, and as

long as such a floor remains, it is attractive. Alaple

flooring has a market which not only reaches e\'ery part

of the United States, but extends to many foreign coun-

stock so nearly the same in appearance that the closest

scrutiny is required to discover the slightest difference.

\'eneers of high class are used only as surface finish

where they are exposed to view. They are glued upon

cores or backing of other and cheaper woods. A beauti-

ful wainscot panel in which bird's-eye stock only is vis-

ible, may really ha\e ihe thinnest covering of maple, while

the hidden parts consist of pine, chestnut or some other

w ood which possesses the requisite glue-holding qualities.

The manufacture )f maple doors has become a large

business, and they consume some of the choicest output

of sawmills and \eneer factories. The workman here

finds his opportunity to displa)- his best skill. Maple
doors are often real works of art, though they may con-

tain no figured wood. The very plainness of maple is

sometimes accentuated as its principal recommendation.

I)loyed in making wainscot panels. The best doors are

buill up of many parts

which are held together by

glue and dowels. The lat-

ter are small wooden pins,

varying in size according to

the use intended. They
take the place of nails and

screws, and are so skill-

fully inserted that they are

wholly invisible in the fin-

ished door. Several dozen

may be concealed within

the joinings of a single

door. Dowels are often

maple, but other woods are

used.

tries. It is bought by the builders of small cottages and Doors are usually veneered; at least, those of highest

is specified by architects for hotels, apartments and large grade are. The process does not dift'er from that em-

business blocks.

Stair builders find this

wood one of the best to be

had, and the demand for it

is extensi\e. It serves not

only as stair treads wdiere

the wearing is most severe,

but it is frequently worked

into every part of stair

work, and is specially suit-

ed for rails, and balusters.

Maple shows to excel-

lent advantage in wains-

coting where panels are

employed. The bird's-ey;

and curh' stocks are seen

at their best in work of

that kind. It is not unusual

to employ rotary-cut ven-

eer in building such panels.

This veneer dift'ers from

that which is sliced or

s a w e d b v lieing peeled

round ami round the log

as a broa<l, thin ribbon.

By this method the bird's-

eye eft'ect is brought out In

the best possible manner,

and many sheets of veneer
\\\

almost exactly the same in

figure are obtained. Such

are bundled and a pur-

chaser may buy enough of

certain figure to finish an

entire room, or even sev-

eral rooms. The sheets of

veneer are little thicker

than writing paper, and a

single figured log may pro-
duce two or three thousand

square feet of bird's-eye

SUGAR MAPI.E TREES I\ WIXTJ'.U
The formation of the branches may best be studied in winter, and tlie

student should be able to identify it as readily titen as in the summer.

FURNITURE

The second largest de-

mand for maple lumber

comes from furniture fac-

tories. The making of

chairs is often classed as

an industry distinct from

other kinds of furniture,

because the two commodi-

ties are frequently the

product of separate factor-

ies and of difl:'erent meth-

ods : but no useful purpose
is surved in the present in-

stance by separating them.

No wood is more popu-
lar than maple where light-

colored furniture is wanted.

Not only is the wood's

natural color very light,

but when enameling is de-

sired, maple ranks among
the highest woods procur-
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able. Its surface takes the smoothest, finest pohsh. and
enamel adheres to it perfectly. This is true also when

goldleat finish is designed, in work of ver\- high grade.
Most maple furniture, however, is finished in the wood's

natural color. Curly, wavy, smoked, cloudy and bird's-

eye effects are brought out to fine advantage. Maple dark-

ens and the tones grow richer with age, though the actual

outlines of the figures may lose something of their

distinctness.

Those who consider chair making separate from furni-

ture manufacture, accord maple a high place. The ma-

jority of chairs made in separate factories or mills are

of common patterns and medium prices. Thev are pri-

marily for use, while the high-priced chairs that come

from furniture factories are often designed primarily
for ornament.

One of the first requisites of a common chair is that

it shall be strong, fjnly handles and vehicles call for

stronger woods than chairs, and the difference is only

slight. Maple ranks among the very strongest of Amer-
ican woods, and for that reason it occupies a command-

ing position among chair stock materials. This stock

is usually worked out by small, portable mills, ecjuipped

with special machinery. They move from site to site,

frequently cleaning u]) the slashings left Ijv hardwood

Cniiitcsy the Manual .-Ut^ I'l^^i-

MAGNIFIED CROSS-SECTION OF SUGAR MAPI.i:

Showing one complete annual ring, included between the two dark lines,
and jiarts of two other annual rings. The small opeinnys are pores or
vessels. Faint lines running at right angles to annual rings are ])ith

rays.

sawmills; because chair mills utilize logs and bolts.

is shipped to central factories to be finished and assem-

Ijled, and to l)e turned out as completed chairs.

BOXES AND CRATES

The making of shipping boxes and crates constitutes

the third largest demand by manufacturers upon the

maple supply. The wood possesses two qualities which

are not considered favorably by box makers—hardness

and weiijhl
—liut in spite of these, it is consumed in enor-

L iju! U^y liic Mtnniai .h Is }'i tSs.

ARICA OF SL'i^.AR M.^PLIC GROWTH

nidUs i|uantities by bo.x factories. Hardness is a disad-

\antage from the nailers' viewpoint, while the purchaser

of commodities shipjied in boxes has reason to object

to excessive weight on which freight must be paid at the

same rate as on the merchandise within. l'>ut these draw-

1 tacks are more than compensated for by the good points

I if maple box lumber. It is so strong and stiff that the

lumber mav be cut thin, thereby making a given quantity

Lu farther. It is a clean wood, which is a point insisted

nil by many purchasers of boxes that carry articles of

food. The wood contains no stains or odors to contami-

nate the contents. Though it is heavy, yet by cutting

It thin, a smaller amount of material is needed for a box

of gi\en size than might 1)e required if a lighter, weaker

wood were chosen, consequently, the cost may be less.

The bulk of maple box lumber comes from the culls

and low grades of maple sawmills ; and the largest use

i^ found in regions near where the maple out]nit of lum-

ber is largest. More than one-half of all the maple box

lumber used in the United States is reported by box

makers in Michigan and Illinois, ami the latter State

draws the principal supply of that wood from Michigan.

It is probable that fully one-half of all the maple bo.x

lumber cohsuukmI in the United States grows in Michi-

gan. The industry affords a market for much low-grade
crooked and short lengths, which the sawmill is oljligetl niaiile lumlier which might not otherwise find buyers. It

to leave in the woods. In the ni.irthern hardwoods, and

wherever maple grows, the cliair mill finds it a valuable

])ick-up after the sawmill has cut the large, smooth

logs, and moved on. The dimension stock, for roumls,

spindles ,-111(1 braces, which the chair mill roughs out.

liolds true of this wood, as of all others, that high grades

sell readily, while the low grades are often hard to dis-

])Ose of. yV reason commonly assigned for that condi-

tion is that the low grades cannot pav freight charges
necessarv to reach distant markets.
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BOOT AND SIIOU FINDINGS

Maple leads all other woods of the United States in

the industry which produces boot and shoe findings.

Lasts are the most important article of this industry, so

far as such are supplied by wood
;
but some maple is con-

sumed in the production of shoe pegs and shanks, though

paper birch is ahead of maple in all except lasts. In the

manufacture of these, maple has no rival worthy of men-
tion. It is so much superior to them all that it stands

alone. A very hard, close-grained wood is demanded, and
the most exacting processes of seasoning are necessary
to fit it for the place it must fill.

Last blocks, which are the rough billets, arc partly

shaped without the use of the lathe. Choice, straight-

grained trunks are first cross-cut into bolts which are

usually long enough for three lasts. The bolts are si)lit

into billets of proper size, and these are carefully air-

seasoned from one to three years. Because of the slow-

ness of the drying, few checks or cracks open in the

wood. If such do open, the rigid inspection rejects them,

for the smallest crack degrades or spoils a last. .Vfter

air-seasoning has been sufficient, the billets are subjected
to kiln heat for a considerable time. They are then cut

into lengths proper for one last each, and are passed

through a lathe which produces the rough form only.

The actual turning of the last is a careful and delicate

operation. An automatic lathe does it. The keen knives,

each revolving at very high speed, dig into and chip

away the wood, scooping out depressions here, and leaving

elevations there, until a last, which must be the e.xact

shape of the inside of a shoe, is produced. The knives

are guided by cams which slowly feel out the precise

form of a pattern affixed to the lathe as a guide. Everv

change in style of shoes calls for new lasts and the okl,

though they mav still be perfectly serviceable from a

mechanical standpoint, go to the scrap pile, victims of

changing fashions in footwear. For that reason, shoe

last factories must always keep ample supplies of rough
last blocks on hand ; but they must not manufacture

much ahead of the orders im file.

.•\GRICL'LTUR.\1. I M I'LKMKNTS

The manufacturers of agricultural implements require

the enormous quantity of 321,000,000 feet of various

v.oods annually. Some other species are in more demand
than maple, but it is near the head of the list and furnishes

!•") per cent of the total. In almost every case it is se-

lected on account of its strength, hardness and stiffness.

It is pre-eminently a frame material when machines are

of considerable size; but it has a place also as pitmans,

guides, levers, braces nnd axles. Its largest use is found

in threshers, reapers, fertilizer spreaders, grain drills,

wind-stackers, land lollers. fanning mills and similar

machines. When maple is employed as slides in appara-
tus with rapid oscillating motions, the wood wears to the

smoothness of polished steel and friction is reduced to a

minimum.

Maple is much used for hoppers, chutes, drawers and

bo.xes which are essential parts of certain classes of

agricultural implements ; but when so used it possesses

no advantage over yellow jioplar and cottonwood, since

great strength is not demanded.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Few persons who have not looked into statistics of

the uses of woods in the country's industries would place

maple as the leading one in the manufacture of musical

instruments in the United States, yet such it is. A large

number of woods, both foreign and domestic, have places
in that industry. It calls for materials of the highest

class. The annual demand exceeds 200,000,000 feet, and

18 per cent of it is maple.
It may be used for practically every part of a piano

that can be made of wood, except the sounding board,

which is always spruce ;
but maple's most important place

in piano making is in the actions. It is so peculiarly fitted

for the requirements of that mechanism that it monopo-

Courtcsy the Manual Arts Press.

SUGAR MAPLI-; BOARDS
Tangential or liastard cut, the

most common method of

sawing.

Radial or quartersawed section,
showing pith rays, which appear
in cut as light fieclvs or streaks.

lizes it in manv factories. Again it is maple's hardness,

stififness and strength that lead to the preference shown

it
;
but its fitness for piano actions is due likewise to

what is known as "standing qualities." That term means,

when applied to a wood, that it will hold its form in

climatic changes, neither warping, shrinking nor swell-

ing. Maple is not surpassed in that quality, at least

not among commercial American woods.

Some of the choicest figured maple finds its use as

piano cases, and as the boxes or cases of phonographs
and the bodies of costly harps ;

while the very finest of

all, though in small quantities, is found in the sides of

violins. The artist who exercises his skill in the making
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SI I ,AR MAl'I.i: MIC II r
llic\cl(.- an.l sulky \\l,ei_l rims maiie tjl sugar riiapk-, XiiieLy

of this instrument considers the stick of curly or smoky
maple, which reaches his hands as raw material, the fittest

medium fur the display of his genius and for the inter-

pretation I if his ideas.

wonnENW.XRt;

The term woodenware is \'ery broad, and its boundaries

are vaguely defined. It includes most everything made
of wood which does not specifically belong somewhere
else. It is commonly understood to include vvrjoden sup-

plies and aijparatus used by beekeepers, poultry raisers

and dairymen, and also nearly all sorts of wuodeii novel-

ties. ^Tore than ;:iS,0(iO,tM)(i feel of maple reaches its final

use yearly as woodenware in the United States. It is

impracticable to name e\'en by classes, the articles which
owe their existence to this remarkalile wood ; but one of

the smallest, and at the same time the most ephemeral,
is doubtless the most important.

This is the picnic platter. It is a thin, wooden plate
with which nearly e\ery one is familiar. Its uses are

many, but all are temporary. It is ex])ecled to serve

only once, .and ffir that once the grocer may sell butter

in it, the butcher m.iv wrap sausage in it, the baker's

pie is carried in it tn ihe customer, the picniiTer mav
serve his forcst-cooki.(l ilinner on it b\- some iiKiunt.'iin

stream. It is then thrown .aside, and a new one lal<es its

place ne.xt d;iy.

There .are no statistics showing the num1)er nf smh

pl.ites in.iniif;u'tnred, but they are nnmliered |i\- mil-

lions, and ni.iple furnishes a large part of the materi.il.

>i:ii I'ok wiiiua. Ri.MS

per cent of tlie woud used for this purpose is of this species.

iSeech and liirch supply nearly all the rest. .\Ia|ile logs

of the finest quality pass through machines anil come

out ready for the user. The first step in the process is

to peel the lug in long, broad ribbons of veneer, by the

s.ame method as the \eneer is cut that goes to the furni-

ture maker. The veneer is steamed, cut in discs and

pressed in shape; and the work is done.

Maple contributes largely to kitchen and pantry ware,

like vegetable cutters, stompers, pastry boards, rolling

pins and car\ed trays and dishes. It is a choice wood
for such wares because of its sanitary qualities. It is

easily kept clean. The surface remains smooth because

it is so h.ard that it will not readlv dent or bruise.

Miscia.r..\NKous

The princijial places filled 1)\ maple in \ehicle making
are as axles for heavy wagons, runners and frames for

sleds and sleighs and frames for bodies of buggies, car-

riages ;ind antnmnbiles. .\s an a.xle wood it is stronger

than oak and compares favorabh- with hickor\- ; but if

subjecteil to jiressure beyond its aljilit\- to sustain, or

if ciught by a sudden jolt or jar, it is liable to snap
much more suddenl\ than oak or hickorw It is more

brittle than they, and if it breaks, it breaks sudileiily and

vvithout warning in the way of preliminary bending.

Forty-nine woods are reported in the \ehicle industry,

and only four in larger amounts than ma|ile. Tliey are

hickory, oak, yellow poplar and ash.

The em])loyment of m.iple in m.aking lixture> for
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stores and of

f i c e s follows

the same gen-

eral lines as in

furniture and

interior house

finish ; tiiat is,

either as

frames or as

surface finish,

usually as \'en-

eer. Figured
stock is in de-

m a n d . The

class of fix-

tures in which

most majjlc is

employed i n -

eludes count -

ters for hanks,

stores and

libraries ; cab-

inets for stores and ticket offices and standing desks,

stationary seats and partitions for offices and banks.

Rostrums for schools, halls and lodge rooms are often

built largely of this wood.

Laundry appliances constitute an important demand.

The drying rack for clothes is an important article, and

the frame in which curtains are stretched is another.

SOMt OTHliR USIiS Ol' SUGAR MAPLE
Products cut from lieecli and maple for paint brushes and cheap shaving brushes,

from the Fred B. Pierce Company, Keene, Cheshire County, New Hampshire.

IS paper hncli.

Manufactur-

ers of refrig-

erators a n ,1

kitchen cabi-

nets in which

ice or other

cooling appli-

ances are em-

ployed, c o n -

s u m e more

than 6,000,000

feet of maple

yearly for
frames, inside

lining, doors,

shehes and ex-

terior finish.

Nearly a n

equal amount

goes annually

into the con-

struction of cars where it serves in numerous capacities.

Stock with fine figure, generally veneer, appears as exte-

rior finish for coaches, but most of the majjle that goes
to car shops is utilized as frames and other hidden parts.

It would scarcely be supposed that 5,000,000 feet of

maple are consumed yearly by makers of trunks, yet

statistics show that such is the case. Some of it a])pears

Photo

Maple's strength is responsible for the employment of as slats placed on the outside of the trunk to strengthen

the wood in laundry machinery, and mangles, by which

clothes are smoothed, are made of it because of its hard-

ness and its smooth finish. Most clothespins are of beech,

yet large numbers are maple.

Textile mills where three-piece spools are in use depend
to a considerable extent on maple for these articles. The

ends are often maple, but the central barrel is more often

basswood or yellow poplar. The small, one-|)iece spool

it ; some forms trays and compartments within ; and

rotary-cut veneer is made into three-ply sheets and bent

in the necessary shape to form the body or box of the

trunk, which is then covered with canvas, leather or

metal. Maple is only one of several woods so used, and

in quantity is exceeded by basswood, yellow pine, white

|;me, hemlock and elm, while eighteen woods are reported
in smaller amounts h\ trunk makers.

READV TO BK TURNED INTO BOBBINS
In the manufacture of bobbins for use in textile mills woods which turn readily are desired. Sugar maple contributes about equally with beech

and birch the raw material required for this purpose.
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Factories which produce sporting and athletic goods
consume nearly -5,000.000 feet of maple annually in arti-

cles of many classes. Bowling alleys and the accompany-

ing apparatus account for most of it. The bowling pin-

made of maple are considered superior to those of any
other American wood. Its hardness and elasticity cause

it to be preferred to any other. The pins withstand ex-

cessive battering. The same qualities lead to its use as

croquet balls and mallets.

Two woods only, hickory and ash. are in more demand

than maple by handle makers. The chief call for hickory

comes from the manufacturers of slender handles where

excessive toughness and resiliency are wanted; ash leads

other woods for farm tool handles, as rakes, hoes and

pitchforks; and maple supplies many of the remaining

handles, among the numerous kinds being handles for

brooms, brushes, mops, small hand tools and what are

called grips, or the small turned pieces of wood serving

as hand holds on pails, tubs, boxes and packages. Many

Photu by Maple Flooring Manujactittcys' Assn.

SUGAR MAPLE FOR FLOORING
It is particularly serviceable for this purpose, the wood heing tough,

heavy, strong and hard, taking a high polish and wearing evenly.

pail handles are enameled to give them the appearance
of black ebony, and maple is one of the best woods for

that treatment.

This wood has been found well suited for variou;

parts of professional and scientific instruments, and

nearly four and a half million feet are so used yearly

With the exception of southern red cedar, maple lead>

all other species in that industry, though thirty-four art-

reported.

Nearly four million feet of maple go yearly to toy

factories in this country. The separate articles are very

numerous, Ijut most (if the maple is worked into wagons
and sleds for children, and into toy tools for the play-

ground.
Excelsior mills cfunert Ti,(100,000 feet of maple yearly

into the finely-cut ribljons of wood, and the finished article

is of great value as jiacking material for merchandise.

It takes the place of ^traw for that jnirpose, and is bet-

ter because it has a firmer body and is more elastic. Ex-

celsior is employed in considerable quantities in uphol-

stery. l)Ut is not equal to cotttm, hair and Spanish moss.
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WIXI, PILUD JIlLlIIGA.X ilAPLi; LUIIBEK

Much of the mill man's success depends on the way his lumber is stacked
in the yard. It should season flat and straight. It will then pass

through the machines with the mininmm of waste.

The makers of pumps and wooden pipe for conducting

water or other Hquids require 1,700,000 feet of maple

annually.

Elevator makers report l,Go'2.000 feet. It is worked

into guides and floors.

Nearly one and a half million feet go into saddles and

harness, chiefly as liames and as trees or frames ior

saddles.

The pins or dowels which ser\c to fasten together the

different parts of doors, furniture, interior finish and

fixtures call for 1,354.000 feet of maple a year.

Toothpicks account for 1,200,000 feet, but paper birch

greatly exceeds maple as toothpick material. The log is

first reduced to veneer of proper thickness and is then

sliced into picks.

The consumption of more than a million feet of maple

a year is reported by manufacturers of electrical machin-

ery and apparatus.

Whip handles, canes and umbrella handles call for

more than a million feet.

A like quantity finds its w?y to boat yards as mate-

rial for construction of vessels of all sizes. Most of it

is used as trim.

The making of mine machinery and other appliance-

and equipment draws liberally upon maple.

Approximately 870,000 feet a year go to factories

which make shade and map rollers, and most of it is

converted into the small plugs to which are fastened the

sjirings that by uncoiling raise the shades. Most of the

rollers are white pine.

Considerably more than three-quarters of a million feet

of maple a year is manufactured into faucets and bungs

for barrels and kegs.

Nearly an equal quantity is consumed in making the

numerous articles and apparatus classed as playground

c(|uipment. Other uses are for printing material, brooms

and carpet sweepers, weighing apparatus, plumbers'

woodwork, sewing machines, picture frames, silos and

tanks, artificial limbs (crutches), gates and fencing, pat-

terns and foundry flasks, caskets and coffins, advertising

signs, clocks, cigar boxes.

In the State of New York 130 separate uses of maple

are reported by factories, Kil in Illinois, 1(18 in Michi-

gan and 336 in Pennsylvania.

SLACK COOPERAGE

Cooperage or stave ware is divided in two classes,

called slack and tight. The latter term is applied to

barrels intended to hold liquids, while stave containers

HANDLES OF SUGAR MAPLE
Mop and broom handles are made usually from three varieties of wood.

and one of these is sugar maple.
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for fruit, flour, cement, lime and

almost innumerable other dry or

partly dry commodities are

known as slack cooperage.

.Maple is not used in tight coop-

erage, but in the other kind it

ranks fifth in quantity amung
.\mericati woods. Those de-

manded in larger amounts are

red .gum. pine, beech and elm.

The output of maple staves per

year, according to latest obtain-

able figures, exceeds 133.0(10,000.

The average value of maple
>taves per thousand is $5.4:2.

Staves of all sizes and (|ualities

are included in the average.

Heading and hoops constitute

part of the stave industrv.

.Maple supplies 13,(133,000 sets

of heading a year, at an aver-

age value of $41.50 per thou-

sand sets. Two-thirds of all

LOADIN'G LOGS ON GO.NDOLAS
The "flying maclnne" is getting in its best work here. Though h.irij

ni.iplc ranks among the heaviest woods, the logs are hanilled ;is if thev
were as light as broom handles.

DRVIN-Q M.\PLE LU.MBEK BY E.\D-ST.\CKING
The virtue of this method of stacking lumber lies in the belter air circulation which it aflfords. The

popular notion that the water drains lengthwise out of boards so stacked is erroneous. Little, if any.
passes out by drainage.

maple heading comes from ^lichigan, and Pennsylvania
fdllows. The yearly contribution by maple to the coun-

try's hoop supply amounts to 731,000 valued at $3.76

l)er thousand. Most of the maple hoops are made in

Maine. Elm is the leading hoop wood and the output
i)f this species exceeds maple's fortv fold.

VENEKRS .\ND L)ISTILL.^TIO^•

Maple ranks third as a producer of veneer, with a

\ early output of 35.444,000 feet, log scale. The species
above it are red gum. with 129,930,000 feet, and yellow

pine, with 48,143,000 feet. Cottonwood and yellow pop-
1,1 r. respectively, are next below. The average cost at

the mill of maple veneer is $15.45 per thousand feet, log
scale. The leading states in maple veneer production are

Michigan, 15. .350,000 feet a year; New York, 7,658,000;

Indiana, 3,051,000; \'ermont, 2,682,000; 'Wisconsin,

.',3;ii;,000. and Pennsylvania. 1.093,000. Practically all of

the majile veneer made in the United States is con-

sumed by the industries described in preceding para-

.grajihs.

Mai)le is, without question, the leading wood in hard-

wood distillation in this country; but precise figures to

show this cannot be quoted, because beech, birch and

r.iaple are listed without distinction. The three consti-

tute 94 per cent of all hardwoods going to distillation

plants. The wood is distilled by being passed through
kilns or retorts, where sufficient heat is present to break

down the structure of the wood. The chief commercial

products are charcoal, wood alcohol and gray acetate.

Michigan leads with a yearly consumption of 457,362

cords of wood, which costs on an average of $3.03 a

cord, l^ennsylvania follows with 368,126 cords at an

;ivera,ge cost of $3.68, and New York ranks third with

l.lli.Oll cords, costing $3.62. The value of the total

product is pl;iced at $7,641,690 a vear.



Photo by the Field Museum, Chicago. AN OIvD-FASHIONED SUGAR CAMP
This rural scene lies near Pickens, Randolph County, W. Va., at an altitude of 2,700 feet. The stand of maple is pure. Buckets in place of

the old-time sugar troughs are used to catch the sap which drips from the trees.

Maple Sugar Making

Tl
1 \i great importance of maple lumber and the

other products manufactured from the wood
should not throw too far into the background

the industry which produces maple sugar and syrup.

The northern states yield most, but such sugar is made
in commercial quantities as far south as Georgia. In

1860 New York was the leading maple sugar state.

Ten years later Vermont attained first place and held it

for thirty years, and then lost it to Ohio. The general

government and various state governments have con-

cerned themselves in detecting and discouraging the

adulteration of maple syrup and sugar. The temptation
to doctor the product with impurities seems exceptionally

strong. It is so easily done, and the fraud is so difficult

for the ordinary consumer to detect that it has been

found necessary that the strong arm of the law inter-

pose its authority to protect the public.

All maples yield sugar, but the common hard maple
and the variety known as black maple are usually con-

sidered best. The manufacture of maple sugar in this

country has gone on since prehistoric times. The In-

dians understood the process very well, but their methods

were crude. They caught the sap in bark buckets or in

gourd shells
;
boiled it in bark troughs by dropping in

hot stones, and thev stored the sugar for future use in

bark boxes. Sugar carried in such retainers was an

article of commerce on the frontiers a hundred years ago.

Chicago was a maple sugar center Ijefore it had any
business with grain and meat or with lumber. Early
traders at Chicago reported as a common article the

"barks of sugar" brought in by Indians to be traded for

whiskey. Further to the northwest, where hard maple
was scarce, the Indians made sugar from boxelder.

The sugar-making carried on by early white settlers

was nearly as crude and unsanitary as that of the In-

dians, and in some rural communities there is still room
for improvement ;

but where the industry is on a large

scale, up-to-date methods prevail. The business pays.

In Vermont the claim is made that a sugar grove brings

larger returns than the same ground would bring if

devoted to agriculture. In the past, most of the sugar
has come from trees planted in nature's way, and at

haphazard ; but the tendency now is to plant trees, or at

least to thin and properly space those which nature

plants, so that they will not be unduly crowded, nor yet

so far apart that they do not wholly occupy the ground.
The flow of the sap from which sugar is made takes

place during the first warm days of spring. An erro-

neous idea prevails that the sap is rising from the ground
to the tree's crown, and that the flow is due to that fact.
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No foundation exists for

that belief. There is more

sap in the tree in winter

than in summer. It accu-

mulates during the summer

and remains inactive, so

far as movement is con-

cerned, during the winter ;

but the sugar is being man-

ufactured in the wood's

pores and cells. When
the warmth of spring ap-

pears, the air in the wood

expands and causes a pres-

sure which may amount to

20 pounds per square inc'^

—more than the pressure

created by a perfect vacu-

um. If an opening is then

made through the bark and

into the wood, the internal

pressure, due to expanding

air. forces the sap out. The

cool of night lowers the

temperature of the air in

the wood cells, the pres-

sure ceases, and the sap

flow declines or stops : but

the heat of the succeeding

day restores the pressure

and the flow again begins.

That continues as long as

the weather is alternatelv

hot and cold. The earliest

flow occurs in the spring

while the tree's roots are

still frozen, and it is not possible for sap to rise from that

source. An artificial flow may be induced in midwinter

by building a fire against the maple's trunk to warm the

A MODERX SrC.AR CAMP
The sap is collected in galvanized iron pails and is carried in pipes of the
same material to the boiling house. This is an improvement over the
old-fashioned sled-and-barrel method of sap transportation, provided it

is all downhill.

air within, thereby creating

pressure by the expansion
of the air sufficient to

force the sap out. That

process was formerly re-

sorted to by settlers on the

frontiers when sickness or

some other cause de-

manded sugar in winter

and none was available ex-

cept that made from the

maple trees with which the

snowv forests abounded.

The New York State

College of Forestn.- at

Syracuse is maintaining in

the State Forest Station

at Syracuse an experimen-

tal nursen,- where over one

million trees are produced

annually. The College in-

vites inspection of this

forest nursery and of the

experimental work being

carried on in the Station.

It will be glad to give in-

formation at any time re-

garding the kinds of trees

that are best suited to dif-

ferent soils, methods of

planting, care of trees

after planting, etc. It is

surprisingly easy to start

a thousand evergreens and

until one has planted these they will not appreciate the

pleasure of watching the development of a plantation

of little trees.

Annual Meeting: in Boston

THE
annual meeting of the American Forestry

Association will be held in Boston. Mass., on

Mondav and Tuesday. January 17 and IS. Head-

quarters will be at the Copley-Plaza Hotel and the busi-

ness and general meetings will be held there with sessions

each day in the morning and afternoon. A program
suited to public and technical phases of forestry will be

announced later and special attention will be given to the

effort to extend the appropriation for continuing the

purchase of Federal Forest Reserves under the pro-

visions of the Weeks Law.

On Monday evening. January 17. there will be a

Forestry Dinner at the Copley-Plaza under the joint

auspices of the Massachusetts Forestry .Association and

the several other forestry and forest protective associa-

tions in Xew England and the American Forestrj- Asso-

ciation, the purpose being to get together all the Xew

England organizations interested in forestry. The speak-

ers will comprise some of the leading men of the countrj-

and it is expected that several hundred people will be

present.

Reservations for the dinner may be made now. Tickets

are 53.00 each. Those desiring tables for a special num-

ber should arrange for same at once. Reservations

should be requested from Harris A. Reynolds, secretan.'

of the Massachusetts Forestry Association, 4 Joy Street,

Boston, or P. S. Ridsdale. secretary of the .\merican

Forestry .Association, \\'ashington, D. C.



The Reforestation Movement in China
i.'.\ \\ . F. SniiRi-icsiiii

Director of forcstr\, Philippine Islands

CI
UNA has long been held up as the horrible

example of forest neglect. Her treeless hillsides

lia\e pro\-ed the text for many a lecture, and her

floods have served to illustrate many a warning. The
casual traveler, by river boat or railroad, in describing

his impressions, has seldom failed to refer to the treeless-

ness of the areas through which his route lay ; and the

technical forester and the conservation propagandist have

joined the tourist in deprecating the negligence in the

past which has deprived the present-day Chinese of one

of the most essential elements of industrial civilization.

In most cases such accounts have not been e.xaggerations,

for although there are said still to be found large areas

of forest in more or less good condition, particularly in

Manchuria, it is undoubtedly true that throughout most

portions of the country the treeless mountains rise naked

from the treeless plains.

That such a situation as this has had and continues to

have a disastrous effect upon the industrial productive-

ness of the country, as well as upon the comfort and

well-being of its inhaljitants cannot be doubted. Mr.

Giftord Pinchot writes that—

NOTABLES AT TREE PLAxXTIXG OX PURPLE MOUNTAIN, NEAR NANKING, CHINA
A gathering to attend the ceremonial tree planting to mark the inauguration of the Forest School in the University of Nanking, March 15, 191.o.

The pr'
- - .,-..— .. ^. ^. .... , ^ ,,, TY .,,-.. ^

liams o

Nanking, ._, ^, - - - - ., .

.
-

.

of the University of Nanking. In the midst of the crowd are Mr. Ngan Han, in charge of the Forest Office at Peking, and Mr. P. C. King,
Forester of the Province of Anhwei.

ng to attend the ceremonial tree planting to mark tne inauguration oi tne forest scnooi in tne Lniversiiy or .^anKlng, iviarcn lo, lyi.-j.

principal figures shown are (1) His Excellencv, Chang Chien, Minister of Agriculture and Commerce, (2) United States Consul Wil-
of Nanking, (3) The Daodai, or Lieutenant Governor of the Province of Kiangsu, (4) Mr. Wang, the Mayor and Chief Magistrate of

ing, (5) Mr. Chiu Chi Heng, the President of the Nanking Branch of the Cliinese Colonization Association, (6) President A. J. Bowen
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PURPI,!; ArOUNTAIX XICAK NANKING, CHINA
General view of the lower slopes of I'liri'le Mountain sliowing the hotise erecled for tools, seeds, etc., and to serve as living quarters for the

superintendent in charge of the work. The tree plantations are shown [ly light dots in ttie middle distance towards the left. The river
visible in the distance is the Yang-tze-Kiang.

"( >f ihc two basic materials iif our ci\'ilizatinii, wijoil

and iron, the forest supplies mie. The (luniinant phice
of the forest in mir national ecnnonn- is well illustrated

by the fact that iid article \vhal-(ie\ er. whether nf use or

ornament, whether it be for fuml. shelter, cluthing, con-

venience, protection, or ilecuratiiin, can be produced and
delivered to the user, as incluslr)- is nnw organized, with-

out the hel]) of the forest in su|iplving wnml. .\n

examination of the history of any article, including the

production of the raw material, and its manufacture,

transportation and distribution, will at once make this

point clear."

These remarks, while made with |)articular reference

to America, ap]ily with e(|ual force to Cdiin.i. Most por-

tions of the new republic lie well north in the temperate

zone, where fuel for warmth i> a \ ital necessit\- during a

large ])art of the year. Ivxisting industries require large

quantities of fuel and of lumber and ncj (.me will hesitate

freely to admit that with a cheap and abundant snp])l\-

of these so essential commodities, the standard of li\'ing

among all classe>. their comfort, bealth and proilucti\'e-

ness would all show a prompt and striking rise, liut

under existing coiiilitions most of the needed forest prod-

ucts must lie importeil .md the resulting drain on the

financial resources of the country is among the least

harmful effects of a most unfortunate siuiation. The

chief harm comes from the handii-,ip to iiidustri.d devel-

opment, from the depressed standard of li\ing, .nid fn.im

the low ])ro(lucli\eness per capita. Ivven if means for

cheap and rapid transportation were available, importa-
tion of lumber from abrc.iad could never form a satisfac-

tory sulistitute for a domestic timber supply. The great
mass of the population is poor and can ill-alTord the

added cost of transportation
—even granting that it were

low—and the profits of the many dealers through whom
tb.e imjxirted wood must pass.

Since trees have vanished, brush and wild shrub

growth of all kinds have eagerly been consumed, until

the \ery roots of the plants are dug from the .ground to

ser\-e as a scanty supply of fuel for cooking and for

warmth. The dead grass and the stubble from the fields

are raked clean to eke out the desperately needed but

lamentably inadei|uate su|ii)ly. -\nd then comes fire dur-

ing the late autunm to add its share to an alreadv almost

hopeless situation.

XaturalK under such conditions floods are bv no

ireans rare, for the essential part played by forests in

the protection of stream flow by conserving a large por-

tion of the rainfall and giving it out later during the dry

Season is too well known and recognized 1,1 need exposi-

tion here.

In this connection, also, the fixation of wind-driven

sands and loose earth is too imixirtani to be overlooked.

To bring about such a result there is in most places no

agency so eft'ective and so profitable as the establishment

fif forest growth.
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The magnitude of the task in Cliina, the appaihrn^^

amount of work which slmulil he (h:)nc, need nut prevent

a hegiiniing heing made, if only on a small scale, for

while flood prevention and to a lesser extent the fixation

of wind-blown earth re(|uire for liest success that opera-

tions should be undertaken and carried through on a

large scale, the most pressing need of all—that of raising

a cheap and abundant sujiply of fuel and timber—can l)e

taken up on any scale, large or small, according to the

available means.

Througli the energy, jjerseverance and skill of Prof.

Joseph liailie, cordially and actively supported by influ-

ential Chinese and by the L'niversity of Nanking, an

admirable beginning has already been made on the slopes

of ]'ur]>le Mountain, just outside the walls of Nanking,

and a School of Forestry has been opened at Nanking.
There is every rea.son to expect that a high degree of

success will continue to attend these elTorts and that they

will, as they should, serve as an object lesson and as an

encouragement for the inaugurati(.in and wide extension

of similar projects.

At the invitation of the University of Nanking, and

through the courtesy of the Governor-General of the

Philippine^, the writer has recently been gi\'cn an (ip])or-

tunity to visit the newl\' established Poorest School in the

L'niversity of Nanking and to study the reforestation

work on Purple Mountain. Also, through the courtesy

of Governor llan of Anhwei Province, facilities were

afforded a party, of which the writer had the good for-

tune to be a member, to make careful studies of many
of the hills and mountains in the provinces to determine

the feasibility of forest planting, and if conditions should

prove favorable, to recommend the general lines on which

such work could be undertaken with best chances for full

success.

To the writer at least the most astonishing fact revealed

1)\' these investigations is the great extent of excellent

land lying waste on hill and mountain. In many places

the population is overcrowded and desperately poor, yet

in the immediate vicinity, rising perhaps from the very

outskirts of the overcrowded towns and villages, are

fertile but uiuised hills, excellently suited for forest

growth. In fact, a considerable portion of these huge
waste areas is covered with soil too good for forest

growth—not that forest would not grow excellently in

such situations, but that as the soil and configuration are

suited for fruit growing or even for the intensive culti-

vation of agricultural crops, it should lie ]iut to these

PH0T0C,R.\PI1 'IWKICX IX C(l.M.\lK.MOR.\TION Ol" THE ESTAHLISIIMEXT OF TIIIC X.VXKIXC, BR.aiXCII OV THE CHINESE
COLONIZATIOX ASSOCIATION

Firsi Row (Seated) Reading from Left to Right—1. Su Si-tai, Presidettt of Nanking Cliamber of Commerce. 2. Wu Chia-hsiu, President of Nitrate
Mines. 3. Dr. Macklin, L'niversity of Nanking. 4. Hsn Ch'ien. Commissioner of Industry of Kiangsu. -'i. Han Kno-chun, Civil Governor
of Kiangsu. G. Ch'ui Lai-cliih, formerly Vice-President of Kiangsu Provincial Assemlily, President of Nanking Branch Colonization Asso-
ciation. 7. Wei Chia-hua, President of Charitable Associations of Kiangsu, Auditor of Accounts of Colonization Association. S. Chin Ting,
Associated Director of Hsia Kuan Chamber of Commerce.

Second Row (Standing)— 1. Chang Kuan-ch*i, Acting President of Agricultural Association of Kiangsu. 2. Chang Han-ru, Vice-President of
Chamber or Commerce of Nanking. 3. T'ao Pao-tsing, formerly Representative to National .'Assembly. 4. Ku Ch'i. Investigator at Civil
Governor's Office. 5. Lou Yuin-ch'ing, Secretary to Commissioner of Industry. G. Joseph Bailie, Llniversity of Nanking. 7. Chung Ilung-
shen, formerly Judge in Chekian Province. S. Liu Wei-li, Secretary in Civil Governor's Office, formerly District Magistrate of Kiangning.
9. Mr. Magee, Foreign Treasurer of Colonization Association. 10. P'u Ch'i, Second Secretary in Civil Governor's Office.

Third Row (Standing)— 1. Chen Tu-hsiu, Secretary in Civil Governor's Office. 2. T'ang Ch'ing-shen, Proctor of Law School. 3. Chung Fu-
ching, President of Law School of Kiangsu. 4. Kan Hung, Vice-President of Chamber of Commerce. 5. Wang Hsi-hsiang, Treasurer of

office^ for Road Building, Treasurer of Colonization Association. 6. Chang Tseu-pi, '"l-ief Auditor for Office of Road Building, Secretary
Of Colonization .Association. 7. Huang Kuei. Director of Agricultural Station of Colonization Association. S. Hsia Ren-hsiu, Secretary of
Internal Affairs, Office of Civil Governor.
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PLAXTIXG THE FIRST TREE OX PURPLE MOUNTAIN
The figures in the foreground, from left to right, are His Excellency, Chang Chien. Minister

of Agriculture and Commerce; United States Consul Williams, of Nanking (stooping),
serving as the Representative of the United States Minister in Peking: and with spade
poised in mid-air, Mr. Sheldonridge, of Shanghai, Editor of the National Review. Mr.
Bailie is seen standing in the center of the photograph.

more profitable uses. As is to be ex-

pected, however, by far the larger por-
tions of these hills and iiKiuntains are

suited to forestry alone—their poor, shal-

low soil, their slope, or their rock-strewn

surface rendering them unfit for more

intensive use. Some of these idle lands

are held under private ownership, but

title to the greater portion is held by th^

government. Every consideration urges
that these waste lands be put to the

various uses to which thev are so well

adapted
—that they should be made to

produce the forest or agricultural crops

for which there is such pressing need.

Land suitalile for agriculture shotild be

put under intensive cultivation. Of that

which remains as much as possiblj

should be devoted to fruit growing—and the remainder.

the largest portion of all, to the production of fuel, timber

and other products of the forest. Fruit trees found grow-

ing wild on hillsides prove that success will attend such

operations if they are conducted with reasonable skill

and care. Found growing naturally were species of wild

pear, persimmon, peach and cherry and young buslies of

the soft jujube. And if additional assurance of success

should still be desired, it is to be found in the fruit orch-

ard occasionally encountered—established and cared for

by private owners of land on the lower slopes of the hills,

and yielding most satisfactory returns.

Also throughout practically all of the areas we visited

we found that in spite of the scarcity of seeds, in spite of

natural forests are left undisturbed to

show what could be expected if nothing

more were done than to protect the natu-

ral growth from fire and cutting. But

the presence of any forest growth what-

e\'er under such circumstances is a very

strong proof that little or no risk is

involved in undertaking artificial refor-

estation. Among the tree growth found

naturally in Anhwei Province are pine,

oak. chestnut, elm, maple, hackberry.

willow, ailanthus. cypress, of which the

Chinese name is Peh-AIu Shu; Cunning-
hamia lanceolata or Sha-shu ; Liquid-

ambar or Feng ; pistache. or Lien Shu ,

the ^^ ing Xut ; Dalbergia hupeana or

Tian Shu and many others.

That forest planting, on a large scale

or small, on these idle lands found so

abundantly throughout China, would be

highly profitable cannot be doubted. The

soil and climate are excellently suited

to the purjiose. Labor is aljundant, very

A FEATURE OF THE REFORESTATION WORK
Transporting humus from a nearby lake-bottom to enrich the soil in the ntirseries and in

the plantations on Purple Mountain.

cheap and can be made highly efficient by proper in-

struction. As there is a greedv demand for forest

products in the immediate neighborhood, market con-

ditions and transportation present no difficulties. Nor

is it necessary to postpone the returns until the trees

have reached sufficient size tri produce saw logs. A very

much shorter rotation may be adopted, due to the heavy
demand for fuel and for small round timber of all kinds

and dimensions. All necessarv conditions, so far as we

were able to anticipate, are present, nor is there any diffi-

culty which cannot be overcome by the exercise of ordi-

nary skill and foresight. In comparison with most

situations in which reforestation has been successfully

carried out in the United States, the conditions in China

the eager activity of fuel-gatherers, the rudiments of are extremely favorable.

forest growth are still present; and when gi\en a chance It is unlikely that the Chinese government, either now

that they develop into forests of fair density and form. or at any time within the near future, will feel in a posi-

It is seldfun or never that even small areas of such tion itself to carrv on extensive work in reforestation
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CHINESE PUPILS FROM THE FORESTRY SCHOOL AT NANKING, CHINA
Pupils, with their teacher, ready for a practical lesson in transplanting seedlings of forest trees. The stone figure in the background is a large

monolith (marking the grave of a general) borne on the back of an epcrmous stone turtle.

Even if fuiuis were available, the personnel is

such work to be undertaken and carried out

scale. It is to the private owner or

planter, therefore, that we must look

for the reforestation so badly needed

throughout the country. Thus the first

steps should be to encourage the own-

ers of private land now lying waste to

plant with profitable trees of fruit or

forest species ;
to get the idle public land

into private ownership or under

private use; and by seed distribu-

tions, by the establishing of tree nurs-

eries to supply the young stock, or by
actual demonstrations made or instruc-

tion given on the ground, to assist the

private individual to secure the great-

est returns from his time and labor.

EspecialK- at first, experiments should

play but small part. It is most impor-
tant that the initial efforts should suc-

ceed and one of the surest ways to

accomplish such a purpose is to use a

tree species found growing naturally

in the vicinity and under the actual

conditions which the young, new forest

will have to meet. Later on, when the

practicability of the work has been

abtmdantly demonstrated, exotic species

can be included with probable profit

and without much risk.

It is along these lines that Prof.

Bailie has conducted his notable work
on Purple Mountain. Undertaken orig-

inally as a means for giving needed

lacking for

on a large

PROF. JOSEPH BAILIE

succor to sufferers from famine, it has now definitely jus-
tified its own existence, and it has proved the soundness

of his plans and the skill and common
sense which underlay his energy and
enthusiasm. It has put to profitable use

large areas which had hitherto lain

idle. It has given temporary employ-
ment to thousands, and many families

now gain a comfortable and permanent
livelihood on land which would other-

wise have remained indefinitely unpro-
ductive. It has resulted in the estab-

lishment of a comprehensive course in

forestry in the University of Nanking;
and probably most important of all, it

is serving and will serve as an inspira-

tion and encouragement for the inaugu-
ratior, of other, and possilily larger,

projects elsewdiere throughout the new

republic.

As stated above, the reforestation

work on Purple Mountain had its be-

:.;innings in a recent famine which ren-

dered countless Chinese homeless and

destitute. Thousands flocked to the

i-ity of Nanking and naturally looked

I'l the University and to the mission-

iries for assistance and relief. At first,

money and food were supplied by di-

rect distribution, but Prof. Bailie con-

ceived the better idea of employing the

destitute in some useful work which,

while meeting their immediate necessi-

ties, would also provide at least some

of them with a permanent and suitable
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iKj.Mi-; iji' A cuiNiiSic cuLoMsr
This family has

the picture,
of this class

been estalilisl^

The house is

of Chinese.

ed in ilie stand of pine. .i few trees of which are to be seen in

built of stones, reeds and grass and is typical of the residences

went nut of existence. The fertile lands

King both in the north and in the we.st

were then laid waste, to say nothing of

the already barren regions where culti-

vation and improvement were never

thought of. With natural resources thus

undeveloped, our people have Lieen led

friim idleness to poverty, which is mainly

ros]i(iiisible for China's weakness—a con-

dition truly deplorable!
"It is for this reason that we ha\-c

started the Colonization Association with

a view to relieve the poor through the

cultivation of the waste plains and val-

leys. Under the guidance of Joseph
Bailie, an English professor specializing

in agriculture, the colonists shall be

taught farming along modern lines. The

details of our scheme are contained in

our regulations. All the executive offi-

cers of our Association are elected from

among the Chinese Committee. Four

thousand iiioiv (700 English acres) of

land have been secured on Purple Moun-

tain, outside of Nanking, for the pur-

livelihdiid. They were, therefore, given

the task of building roads to and around

Purple Mountain and of putting the

waste land on its slopes and foothills

into a productive condition. The intro-

duction of agricultural crops on the

rich land at the base of the mountain

was the first object, but it was soon found

that as such areas were naturally lim-

ited, reforestation must be depended

upon for the utilization of the great

body of land on the upper slopes. It wa^

also realized that in order to make the

plans permanent and adequate. Chinese

sympathy and cooperation must be (ib-

tained. The formation of the "Coloniz-

ation Association of the Republic ol

China" was the first natural outgrowlb.

Readers of American Foui^STin- will

doubtless find much of interest in the

following petition sent to Governor Gen-

eral Cheng of Kiangsu Province by His

Excellency, Chang Chien (at that time Minister of Agri-

culture and Commerce and still chairman of the Coloniza-

tion .Association), and others:

"]'our B.vccllciwy :

"We (Chang Chien, .\la Liang, Chin Chiheng, Ku Chi.

and Chang Tzu-lin). representing the Hoard of Trustees

of the Colonization As.sociation of the Republic of China,

respectfully present this petition, re(|uesting your exami-

natinn and permission for registration.

"The Chinese nation was Iniill up nn farming. As

early as the medieval times, the "well" system of land ili-

vision had been organized on a soimd basis conforming to

the principles of modern socialism. I 'n fortunately, with

the wars and the feudal states and the tyrannical rule of

the Chin Dynasty, this system degenerated and finally

CHINESIC FORliSTRV STUDENTS
I'lie type of bright enthusiastic young men who are being trained to be the future foresters

of China. They are making rapid progress in their studies.

pose of experimentation, which, if successful, will lead

to further extension.

"We therefore enclose our Regulations for your exam
ination, with the request that proper registration be per-
mitted to us, that order be given to the local officials to

issue proclamations, and that the r>oards of .\gricidture
and Finance be notified to that effect, so that all pnu ince-

mav know what we aim to accomplish.
"This is nur I 'etition."

The ('.()\ernor General replied as follows:

"To Chang Chien and other Trustees of the C"oloni/:i-

tion Association of the Republic of China:

"Your petition has had my attention, ll i> irne that

the Chinese nation was built up on farming. The "Well"

System, so well org;inized during the Medieviil .\ges,

found some tr.iees in the two Hans when they luade

efforts to encourage jigriculture. It w;ls not nnlil :ifter
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the Tsin and the Wei Dynasties that this ancient prin-

ciple was entirely forgotten. Since then, things went
from bad to worse; and today the economic tide of oin"

people has almost reached its lowest ebb.

"To have such large tracts of land lying waste and
barren in a country known to the world to be the richest

in natural resources, is certainly deplorable I You gentle-
men have done well by organizing the Colonization Asso-
ciation. You are laying the foundations for national

development and paving the way for Chinese colonization.

I can not peruse your petition without appreciating your
good ideas and well-laid plans.

"It is also rratifvinL;- to note that Air. liailio, nut nf

TliMPLE USED AS A SCHOOL
A former Buddist temple (in the interior) now devoted to school ]uir-

poses by the Chinese Colonization Association. Tlie large arch in the

foregroimd is llie formal gate with which all temples are customarily
provided.

his love to humanity, has offered his valuable services

for the relief of the poor. He will greatly profit our
farmers by teaching them modern methods of agricul-
ture.

"I hereby permit your Association to be registered :

I order the local officials to issue proper proclamations ;

and, further, I send despatches to the Boards of Agricul-
ture and Finance so that your purpose may be known to

all the provinces.
"This is my reply."

The Forest School made its first beginnings in the

Spring of 1915 with the enrollment of seventeen students,

all of whom hold scholarships : three from the famine

relief fund, five from the Governor of Anhwei, five

from the Governor of Shantung and six who had for-

merly attended the German Forest School in Tsingtau.

which was discontinued at the outbreak of hostilities

with Japan. For each student the University receives

i;!0 Chinese dollars per year, for which it provides tui-

tion, lodging and meals. Their clothing and incidental

expenses are supplied by the students themselves. The

scholarship also provides a yearly cash allowance to

each student of $.'iO for the purchase cf books and other

needed incidentals. This allowance is increased by $10
a year during each year of the course. Thus $700 dol-

lars local currency will meet the student's needs during
his four years' residence at the school.

The average age of the students is probably about 32.

They are a strong, sturdy, intelligent set of students who
woulil do credit to any institution. It has not yet been

])ossil)le to start technical instruction in forestry, as the

^lucleiits are not sufficiently familiar with luiglish to re-

ceive instruction in that language and there is a dearth of

te.Ntbouks and reference bot>ks on forestry published in

L'hinese. Accordingly, for at least 18 months, that is,

until the fall of IDKi, most of their time and energy are

being devoted to an intensive study of Fnglish which will

inable them to take adxantage of forest literature pub-
lished abroad.

The most encoiu'aging feature of the entire work is

I he eagerness with which the provinces, and even the

central goxernnient, are planning to inaugurate similar

ROAD-MAKING ON PURPLK MOUNTAIN
Here coolies tak-e the place of draft animals. Note men who are super-

vising the work carrying umbrellas.

projects elsewhere. Governor Han of Anhwei Province

has easily shown himself the most progressive in this

respect. In a speech which he recently made occurred

tlie following statement:

"China has long been an agricultural nation. Nanking
and its neighborhood were left barren and deserted

by the recent wars. Such wrongs fill men's hearts with
shame. It is very fortunate Mr. Bailie has taken every
possible means to encourage agriculture and forestry.
But the Purple Mountain is but a limited area, and un-
less this work be extended to other villages and magis-
tracies, the plan lacks perfection. I have personally
visited Mr. Bailie's Experiment Station, and my heart
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was filled with veneration for his works. I hope that

the people of Kiangsu will follow his example. 1. l)ein£;

confined to my official duties, hope that, in the future,
when released from mj- post, I may learn the method of

agriculture and forestry under Mr. Bailie."

In the service of Anhwei Province under Governor
Kan is Forester P. C. King, a recent Chinese graduate
of Cornell, whose efforts are now heing directed towards

the wide extension of forestry in his province. While

the leaders of the reforestation movement in China will

undoubtedly meet with many difficulties and discottrage-

ments which are inseparable from pioneer work of all

kinds, there is everv reason to believe that the work has

made a sound and permanent beginning and that future

decades will show' a very difterent and much happier
state of afifairs from that which the present generation

has inherited from its ancestors.

Note.—Much of the credit for founding the Xanking
Forest School belongs to Major Geo. P. Ahern, former

director of Forestry in the Philippine Islands. In 1910

Major' Ahern visited China and was impressed by the

\ast areas of country entirelv bare of anv tree growth.

.\ little later he wrote to Hon. Amos P. Wilder,

American Consul General at Shanghai, as follows:

"While in China last fall I was impressed with the need

of a Forest Service of that country. It is one of the cry-

ing needs of China today. If Chinese students, trained

in American methods, later on found a Chinese Forest

Service it will mean that the development of their for-

ests will be along modern lines. It will mean another

link in the chain of friendship that now binds America

and China."

By conferences and correspondence Major Ahern then

:-rranged for the entrance and maintenance of Chinese

students in the Philippine School of Forestry and a num-

ber of Chinese have since been under training there.

Last Fall Major Ahern suggested to the authorities of

the Nanking University a plan for establishing a school

of forestry at Nanking, the plan was approved and he

was asked to participate, but illness prevented his accept-

ance. The school was opened last March luuler promis-

ing auspices.
—The Editor.

Land Speculators Block Settlement

DL'RING

the last decade, the Forest Service has

classified as agricultural and opened to public

entry more than lo.SOO individual scattered

tracts of lands in the national forests, comprising more

than 1,700,000 acres, says an article by the Chief For-

ester, published in the Year Book of the Department of

Agriculture, just issued. Within the last two years, in

addition, several large blocks have been eliminated aggre-

gating more than 2,500,000 acres, while nearly 2,000,000

acres more are now under consideration for elimination.

All the remaining agricultural land in the national for-

ests is confined chiefly in isolated tracts scattered here

and there; to restricted areas requiring irrigation, where

water cannot be obtained ; and to certan river bottoms

and benches which are not covered with very heavy and

valuable timber.

A constant pressure is being brought to bear on the

Government by private individuals who want to acquire

possession of these heavily timbered agricultural lands.

single quarter-sections of which often have a value as

high as $20,000 for the timber alone. In spite of the fact

that some of these lands have soil suitable for agricul-

ture, to throw them open as homesteads would not result

in farm development. This has been proven over and

over again where lands of this kind, acquired under the

Homestead Law, are today held not by homesteaders but

by lumber companies, who promptly purchased them

from the settlers as soon as title passed from the Gov-

ernment—a speculative process wdiich effectively pre-

vents men of small means from acquiring land and

establishing homes.

The Government is withholding from agricultural

entry all such heavily timbered land until after the tim-

ber is cut off. As soon as this is done, the land will be

oix-ned tu entry and settlers will be able to acquire it

directly from the Government without cost, instead of

having to pay from $10 to $()0 an acre to land specu-

lators. For example, on the Kaniksu National Forest

in Idaho and Washington, the Government's timber

sales have been made to include much of the remaining

t'mbered agricultural land. Within eight years fully

10, (ion acres will be made available for settlement. Per-

manent homes will be established by the settlers, and

tliere will be available for the use of communities ap-

proximately $225,000 for roads and schools, their legal

share of the proceeds from the timber sales. Private

ownership of heavily timbered agricultural land blocks

farming development, says the article ;
Govermnent own-

ership insures such development under conditions that

give opportunities to the small settler whose only capital

is his strength and courageous perseverance.

One of the most serious agricultural problems of the

northwest today is the development of the logged-ofi

lands in private ownership. In Oregon and Washington
alone more than three million acres of such logged-off

lands are lying idle, although much of this area has fine

agricultural soil and a climate that insures abundant

crops and the development of thriving communities. Yet

in this same region hundreds of settlers are seeking to

find ])laces in the nati(jnal forests, usually remote from

transportation, high in the mountains, where the climate

is harsh and the soil relatively poor, simply because the

good lands at lower levels outside the forests are held

by tlie speculators at prohibitive prices. The true solu-

tion of the problem of agriculture in such sections is to

develo]) the rich logged-off private lands that lie outside

the forests, and not to throw open the non-agricultural

lands within the forests.



TlIIv UUIiliR GROWTHS KNOWN AS CYPKliSS KNliKS'

These growths are sent up bv the roots of the cypress tree and they are generally hollow and vary from a few inches to several feet in height.

It is generally believed that their function is to furnish air to the roots of the tree because they die when the water in which many of the

trees grow is drained otT.

Suggestions for Using ''Cypress Knees
By Howard F. Weiss

Director of Forest Service Laboratory at Madison, Wis.

THOSE
familiar with cypress timber and the con-

ditions under which it grows are also familia."

with the queer growths known as "cypress

knees." Cypress grows best in marshy ground or even

in cjuite deep water in the southern portions of the

Liiiited States. When the trees stand in soft ground
which is covered with water a large part of the year,

the roots send up peculiar growths known as "knees."

They are sharp, cone-shaped and generally hollow. They
\arv from a few inches to several feet in height and

under ordinary conditions extend above the water. It

is generally believed that the function of these knees is

to furnish air to the roots of the tree, because when the

water is drained away they die. They also furnish a

firmer anchorage for the roots in the soft earth.

The illustration at the top of the page shows a typical

scene in one of the cypress stands. This indicates the

large number of these knees which might be collected

at a relatively small cost during lumbering operations if

7 y
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mwiJliliBi , .rag^q

CVl'RIiSS KMilC USED AS A FLOWER JAUDEMICKIC

they could be utilized. At present they are occasionally

used locally for rustic furniture such as lawn tables and

benches, but no extensive use has been made of them.

An accompanying photograph shows how cypress
knees have been utilized for flower jardinieres at the

Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin. Many
other similar uses might be made of them and a number
of such uses are indicated in the other illustration.

The principal difficulty experienced in making such

articles is in properly drying the knees. They generally
check badly, but with a demand for them well estab-

lished, some satisfactory method of treatment an<l sea-

soning might certainly be perfected.

THE FIRST TOWN FOREST

FITCHBURG,

Mass., claims to be the first mun

nicipality in the country to have officially set

aside under a State law an area whicli is not

connected in any way with its parks or water supply

system for the express purpose of growing trees for

profit. The action of the city government was taken in

accordance with the Town Forest Law—known as the

Pulilic nomain Act of liH.'!—by which cities and towns

within the Commonwealth may own, control an<l operate

forests. For this purpose, four tracts aggregating 105

acres in extent have been set apart to be known and used

as ;i Tdwn Forest. These tracts contain 50, 31. 16 and 8

acres, respectiyelv. .About one-fourth of this land is

now covered with wliite pine rangmg in age from 20 to

60 years. The remainder is cut-over land, now partly

covered with sprout growth so common in Massachusetts.

The city forester, Mr. ]*age S. Bunker, will prepare

W(.irking plans for this area and the planting of the cut-

over land to white pine will begin next spring. Mr.

Bunker was connected for many years with the United

States Forest Service and is ably fitted to develop an

efficient forest for the city. He has been in his present

position Ijut a few months.

This action l)y the city guvernment was insjjired

chiefly by the I'ark Commissinn, and the Fitchburg

Branch of the Massachusetts h'orestry Association. A

petition was presented by the chairman ui the I'ark

Commission, Dr. U. S. Woodworth, asking that this land

Ije utilized as a Town Forest. It was supported at the

hearing by the president of the I'.ranch -Association. I Ion.

Frank C). 1 lardy, an ex-mayor. Fitchburg was the first

niuniciiJality in the State to organize a local branch of the

State Association and the sentiment fur cimservation is

very strong.

W bile this is a very feeble beginning tmvard tlie es-

taldishment of an efficient Town Forest, it is tremen-

dciusly significant in view of the fact that it is the l)e-

ginning of nne of the greatest movements for conser\a-

til in ever started in this cijuntry. Town Forests are

111 Html to increase in number and area very rapidly since

the pul)lic is becoming alive to their wonderful possi-

l>ilities and practical advantages. There are nine States

that already have laws permitting towns and cities to

create and manage their own forests.

A great many cities and towns throughout the country
are practicing scientific forestry to a greater or less de-

gree on lands owned by the municipality, but in every
case so f;ir as we knuw, this work has been done in

connection with the puldic parks or for the purpose of

protecting the water sni)i)ly. In other words, the matter

of timber production has always been a secondar\-

consideratidU.

Thrnugli the interest which has been created in Town
Forests in .Massachusetts, b}- the Massachusetts Forestry
Associatii m, it is believed that many such forests will be

started in .Mas.sachusetts. The Association has oft'ered

to plant fifty acres to white pine, in the Town Forest of

the city or town which makes the best showing in the

establishment of such a forest this \ear. This prize,

which consists of 60,000 three-year-old white pine trans-

jjlants, is well worth striving for and is creating a keen

competitiiin.

Ten entries nnist ha\e been made before the i)rize

will be awarded. To enter the contest, at least one hun-

dred acres must be, officially, set aside as a town forest

under the new town forest law and fifty acres of this

area must either be planted to trees or already contain

fi;>rest growth of commercial species. If the contest

succeeds, there will be over 1.000 acres of Town Forest

in the State, and a half or more of it will be covered with

timber-producing trees, ll is a small beginning of a very

big and important nidvement.



Growing Pine at a Profit
l'.\ j. R. Simmons

.Issistant State Forester of ^[assaellnsetts

A'1X1"" seed, planlcd and grown under average con- the planter are based upon a theory nr upon the experi-

ditions, will produce, in fifty years, a tree one foot ence of a state or national government. One of the

or more in diameter. Waste land in the state of greatest hindrances to the work of private forest build-

Massachusetts, if reforested this year with four-year-old ing has been the lack of any record of individual suc-

pine transplants, would yield $376,000,000 worth of lum- cess. It is not, however, necessarv to wait so long. The

her in 1965. Deductng from the cost of planting and fiftv-\ear jjeriod was referred to merely because the

care, the interest on the investment and the taxes for the maximum profit is gained in that time. Forest stands

fifty years, would leave a net profit of $140,000.0(10. This now in existence demonstrate that up to fifty years the

calculation assumes that there are 1,000,000 acres of trees grow faster than the interest on the investment.

waste land, and that the cost of planting would be $12

per acre, that the land is registered under the new forest

taxation law—a law similar to those now in force in

New York, Pennsylvania, Connecticut and X'ermont—
and that lumber will be worth as much fifty years hence

as it is today.

Fifty years is a long time to wait for returns on an

investment; especially so when the expected results of

The turning point comes with the retarded growth of the

|)ine.

Looking back a [teriod of years it is found that there

was as much interest in forest planting in the Eastern

states between 1820 and 1880 as there is today, with the

result that large plantations were made by private indi-

\iduals and some few by corporations. Seedlings were

usuallv dug up from fields surrounding old seed pines

FORTY-ONE-YEAR-OLD WHITIC PINE PLANTATION
This picture was taken after the stand had been properly thinned according to the most approved forestry methods and is a striking

illustration of what might be accomplished witli much of the non- agricultural land in Massachusetts if it were planted with white pine
and protected from fire, insects and disease. The stand is near South Lancaster, Mass., and is owned by Mr. Harold Parker.
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FIKTY-VEAR-OLD WHITE PINE PLANTATION
The author estimates that waste land in Massachusetts planted this year with four-year-old pine seedlings would, in 1965, after deducting cost

uf I'lanting and care, interest un investment and taxes, yield a net profit of $140,000,000.

and planted, either at random or in rows, and spaced

at distances varying from four to fifteen feet. At the

end of that period there were in Massachusetts alone

forest plantations to the extent of 10,000 acres.

Interest then began to decline, owing to the immense

supply of lumber brought in from the region of the

Great Lakes at a low rate of transportation, and also to

the inadequate methods of combating forest tires. These

conditions tended to gradually dampen the enthusiasm of

the forest planter.

Some of the plantations still remain. Despite the fact

that they have received little or no treatment and, with

one or two exceptions, have not been thinned, they have

reached maturitv, and stand as a rcord for the present

generation of what the results of reforestation will be.

During the winter of 191-1 the writer made and inves-

tigation of these old stands in connection with his work

in the State Department of Forestry. Something as to

the history of the plantations was learned from the

owners, and then the\' were measured, either as entire

%'
«.

• -

m ^^m'.^mim
will II-, PINH PLANIAIIU-N Al K 1 , i lUiiO'l 1 i, M ASSACll L Si; 1 1>— i:\ I I, U K IK \ W.W

This plantation is fifty-five years old. Pasture trees were used, being planted about eight to ten feet. Careful measurement showed that there
are m this tract about 43.r»no board feet to the acre. The rej^mlarity of the growth is due to the great care originally exercised in lining
up the rows.
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tracts, or by the selection of sample plots, and the results

in each case were reduced to terms of board measure.

^'Vmong the plantations measured is one fifty-five years

old at Rehoboth, Mass., owned by Mrs. Clara I. Hub-

bard. It was planted by a ^fr. Cliristopher Carpenter,

and pasture trees were used, and spaced about eight tcj

ten feet. So regular was the growth found to be, and

so much care was originally exercised in lining up the

rows, that a slightly different method than that of sampk

plots was employed in measuring. Two rows of trees

through the tract were taken for heights and diameters,

and the contents in each case multiplied by the total num-

ber of rows. A sample plot was selected as a check on

this work and gave about the same average result. Sixty-

six rows, covering about seven acres, were found U>

contain 304.590 board feet, or about 43,500 board feet t^

the acre.

.\t South Lancaster, i\Iass., two plantations were

measured. The first, that of Air. Harold Parker, had

been investigated by the Government nearly ten years

ago and four sample plots laid out and the trees num
bered. A record of this data was loaned by the Depart-

ment of Forestry at Washington, and with the help of

this the amount of tree growth for the decade was deter-

mined. It v\'as found that the stand was making a

current annual gain of about 1,000 board feet to the acre.

The other plantation at South Lancaster is mentioned

because, in this case, a thinning was made in 1908, being

practically the only stand on which work of this kind

was carried out. Fourteen thousand feet of box boards

and 40 cords of wood were removed. The dead branches,

so persistent on white pine, were knocked off from the

trunks of the trees in order to improve the appearance
of the grove. The planting was originally done in two

sections. The sixty-year-old growth measured 43,620

board feet, and the forty-one-year-old 26,000 board feet

to the acre.

A summary of all the measurements made shows that

plantations 30 to 40 years old would yield, if cut, 21,910

board feet ; plantations 40 to 50 years old, 33,726 board

feet, and plantations 50 to 60 years old, 41,186 board feet

to the acre. These results compare very favorably with

native stands of white pine, measurements for which

have been carefully made for several years under State

Forester F. W. Rane, both in the field and at the mill

Assistant Forester H. O. Cook in 1914 compiled a table

of rotations for native pine for assistance to wood-lot

owners in applying the new forest taxation law. The

gross returns are represented by the stumpage value

obtained from a yield table made by measuring sample

plots in well-stocked stands in all parts of the state. On

comparison, the amounts given in this yield table are in

substantial agreement with the average shown by the

plantations. The stumpage rates chosen run from $6 to

$10, which are the rates of the present day, no allowance

being made for the future increase in lumber prices. By

liMEKlOU VIEW OF I'L.WTATIOX

Showing tlie regularity of planting and growth in trees which are now
iifty-five years old. It is estimated that the net profit of this white

pine if cut now would be at the rate of $140.25 an acre.

substituting, therefore, the plantations for the native

stands, the profit or loss on the investment may be de-

termined from the time when the trees are old enough
to yield lumber to the time when they enter the period of

old age. The cost of the land is assumed to be the first

expense, and is placed at $5 per acre. The second is the

cost of planting, which is placed at $12 per acre and

includes both the raising of the seedlings at the nursery

and the final planting of them upon the land selected for

forest. The tax rate is placed at $20 per thousand. The

land pays taxes from the beginning, but the timber, if

classified under the new law, not until it is cut, when it

pays a product tax of 6 per cent. All of these expenses

are carried at 5 per cent compound interest to the end of

the rotation.

At thirty-five years the interest on the land value

would be $22.56, the cost of planting plus interest would

be $66.18. taxes and interest would be $7.85, tax paid if
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trees were cut $8.18, representing an investment of

$23.35 or an investment plus interest of $i:l0.59. Cut at

that age, the lumber yield per acre would be 17.000 board

feet, valued at $13<J, of which $;!li.41 would be net

profit. By the same process, the net profit at the age

of forty years would be $()2.42, at the age of forty-five

years $80.59, at the age of fifty years, $1-10.' The

maximum yield comes at fifty years. The trees would

continue to grow after that time, so that the total yield

in board feet at si.xty-five years would be 4ii,300 board

feet per acre, as against 37,(100 board feet at fifty years;

but compound interest would grow still faster at that

age, and the net protit wnuld he less in sixty-fi\'e years

than in fiftv vears.

In the light of these measurements, can it be said that

forest building and forest improvements are interest--

adapted only to the rich ? At present prices on lumber,

a pine plantation is a (i or 7 per cent investment in

Massachusetts, but an increase in stumpage values of

whatever per cent will make a corresponding increase in

the returns, ^llung men who plant forests today can

begin to look for profits at once if they plant for specu-

lative purposes, as the land commands a higber price in

the real estate market after a gr(_)wth df trees is estab-

lished upon it than before it is planted, and profit from

the sale of lumber begins at the end of thirty years, when

the stumpage value will have caught up with the cost,

raxes and interest.

Love of Shade Trees
Bv Mrs. Emmons Crockicr

I-^x-ClK-iii-rtKin nf C
\'u. I'll-M

MRS. EMMONS lUI )t'KI-;R

Dnscrv.-ition. Gcner-ll reilcratinii Women's ClliI'S £in<l

it-iit (if iIr- Anici ii-;iii l''orfsti> A^-sin-i.-Llion.

A SIDE from the grateful shade on a

/ \ JK.it summer day, few persons ap-
^ *

preciate the \alue of trees on city

streets. Thev do not realize to what an

extent trees cool the atmosphere in hot

weather—a)id. still mure importanr. how

they purif\- the air by absorbing the gases

exhaled in' man and animal and .givi'ig

nut large (|uantities of o.xygen which ani-

ni.d life requires.

Lavish is the praise due the .\merican

l'"(irestr\- A>--ociatiun for the work it has

ilnne in dealing with the great question
I if forestry

—in hel])ing to preserve the

integritv of the national forests .and us-

ing it'- influence to acquire new tracts

ini|iiirlant tn the welfare nf llie peuple :

in encouraging the organizatinn i>f state

forestn' assciciations to look .'ifter the

interests nf iIil- comnii mw ealtlis.

Now it has taken up the mure intimate

(|uesti(in nf city trees because, although
ni scinie states this phase is well in liand

iln-ciugli st.ate organizations that have in

mm founded cit\' and town societies for

llie c.ire .md ])l,Lnting of trees in the

streets, there are others that are in dire

need of its assistance.

It lanncit receive too hearl\ support

in this new undei^taking.

I hope tliat all who are in\ited will

consider it a prixilcge
— an ,icl of p.atriot-

ism -til liecnme members nl the .\nieri-

cin l''(ireslr\' .Kssnciation and thereby aid

in sustaining the great service it is ren-

dering the nation.



The Bird Department
l!v A. A. Ali.K.v, I'H.U.

^'Issistaiit Professor of Ornithology, Cornell Uiik-ersity

CONSERVING THE WATERFOWL

F(
)R over a month now, sportsmen throughout
most of the cnuntry have heen enjoying the hunt-

ing of waterfowl. The frosts in the north and

the faUing temperature have driven them southward in

ever-increasing numbers and, on favorable days, countless

f!r)cks have filled the air on their way to better feeding

grounds in the south. Many have stopped in passing.

lured by calls of their fellows or by decovs sporting al)out

in attractive ponds and marshes, and nianv have ap-

peared on the tables of successful gunners as the most

tempting item on the menu. For the ducks and geese
are far from e.xtinct. In spite of the fact that their

present numbers represent but a small fraction of the

innumerable hordes that formerly swept over the countrv

twice a year, they still visit us in numbers sufficient to Ije

of \alue in the nation's food supply and tn mal<e the

hunting of them a legitimate and successful sport. They
have withstood the persecution of unrestricted shooting
better than any other game and, with the laws that are

now in force and the resting spots that have been granted

them, the}- are likely to hold their own unless some un-

thinking legislature should see ht to change the statutes.

Fifty years ago the ducks received no protection at all.

The supply was thought inexhaustible and the\- were

hunted fmm the time they appeared in the fall until the\'

left again in the spring, and in states where they nested

they were shot by unprincipled gunners even during the

breeding season. As they became more and nmre war\-,

various devices were contrived to make the killing of

them easier. "Big guns" with a range far greater than

that of ordinary guns were fastened in the bows of skills

and in some places cannon, loaded with several pounds
of shot, were trained upon the waters and the ducks

baited within range by scattering grain. Even at night
there -was no respite, for searchlights were thrown upon
their roosting beds and murderous volleys poured upon
them. This was not sport, but it supplied the tremendous

demand fi.r them in the market.

When you consider, in addition to this barbarous

slaughter, the fact that most of the United States breed-

ing grounds in northern Indiana. Illinois, Wisconsin and

Minnesota were rapidly becoming wheat fields and gar-

dens, it is not surprising that the decrease in their num-

bers soon became appalling, and that the various states

began to pass laws restricting the shooting, laws that

have culminated in the passage of the A\'eeks-McLean

Bill, which gives the Federal Government jurisdiction

over all migrator}- birds, including the waterfowl.

TIIF
passage of this bill was one of the greatest

steps which the game conservation movement

has ever taken and already, though it has been

in force but two years, reports from all parts of the

country tell of an unprecedented increase in the numbers

of our migratory birds. Enemies of conservation, never-

theless, have attempted to interfere with its usefulness

bv cutting the appropriation for enforcing it and have

even attacked its constitutionality. During the past

month, in fact, a test case has been brought before the

Supreme Court of the United States to determine this

I)oint once and for all. 1 f for any reasoi-i it should be

found to be unconstitutional, let us earnestly hope that

the difficulty can soon be rectified so that the protection

wd-iich the jiresent law aii'ords will not be removed and

so that we may continue to reap the benefits which we

are already deriving from it.

One of the chief reasons for the great increase in the

numbers of migratory birds following the enforcement

of this law has undoubtedly been the clause prohibiting

all sjiring shooting, so that birds that would ordinarily

be killed in many states on their way to their breeding

grounds now return in the fall with their young, causing,

in some places, nearly 100 per cent increase.

The stopping of all night shooting is another very

desirable feature of the law, for it gives the birds a

chance to feed undisturbed after sunset and before

dawn. If it could have included also a measure pro-

hil)iting the sale of game anywhere in the United States,

the future of the waterfowl would have been assured.

This, however, seems to be a state right and up to this

time only seventeen states have availed themselves of the

privilege of thus conserving our game for the common

good of all. As Dr. Hornaday has observed, "The de-

struction of game birds by sportsmen is trifling in com-

parison with the slaughter by commerce," and this is

obviously true when we consider the facts that a single

market-hunter in the South has been known to kill nearly

-l.oOO ducks in a single winter and that each year over

l.")0.000 waterfowl were formerly sokl in the New York

markets.

In this connection there is a clause in the game laws

of most states limiting the number of ducks that ma\'

be killed in a day by each hunter. The number, however,

is in all cases far too generous for the best interests of

conservation. Those of Xew York, for example, noted

for their saneness. allow each hunter to kill twenty-five

every day of the season, if possible. This limit was

designated in the days of the market-hunter and for
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some reason has never been changed. Now the sale of

game is prohiljited and what family can dispose of 350

poimds of duck meat, the result of a week's shooting?
Alost sportsmen would be content to kill but eight or ten

in a da_v, but so long as the limit is retained at twenty-five

human nature is such that every hunter shoots the limit

whenever possible, either to show his skill or to keep up
with the "other fellow." and certainly it is conducive to

the surreptitious selling of game among a large class of

hunters.

IN

ADDITION to the restrictions of hunting made by
the Federal law, the Government has likewise set

aside, through its provisions, protected migration
routes along the three great rivers of the United States,

the Ohio, ^Missouri, and Mississippi, where no shooting is

allowed, so that some birds as least will find safe passage
tc and from their breeding grounds and serve as a per-

manent breeding stock for supplying other parts of the

C(juntry.

But even more effective than these protected routes for

the preservation of our waterfowl are the bird reserva-

tions, both private and national, which have been estab-

lished. There now exist in the United States and its

territorial possessions nearly sixty Federal bird reserva-

tions, where no shooting whatsoever is allowed, and

many private preserves where shooting is greatlv re-

stricted. Some of the Federal reservations, the two in

North Dakota and the one at the mouth of the ^'ukon

in Alaska, f(.ir ex.iniple, are in the breeding grounds of

the waterfowl, while others, such as Breton Island,

Louisiana, are favorite spots for spending the winter.

These little oases are doing much toward preserving and

increasing our ducks, geese and swans and other migra-

tory game.
The way in which the ducks and geese recognize this

protection and respond to it is very convincing of the

practicability of this form of conservati< in, fur witliin

tlie protected areas the birds become almost as tame as

domestic poultry, while outside of it the same birds are

extremely wary. Kvun in other parts nf the countrv,

where there are no reservations, after the hunting sea-

son is oxer, the ducks respond very quickly to anv pro-
tection shown them and will soon learn tii come and be

fed. Take, for example, the far-famed canvasbacks

which a score of years ago thronged the Chesapeake and

made it famous as a hunting resort but which todav have

almost desertcil the region and have become extremelv

wild. On tlte lakes nf central New York, where thev

are hunted only uiuil the fifteenth of Jamiary, the\- are

becoming much nmre numerous and after the hunting

season, when they are often fed to keep them from >tarv-

ing, tliey lose their fear and tlock along the sbiire> for

the corn tlirnw)! mit fur them. The bluebills, in the -ame

region, birds that ha\e Ijeen shot at fur o\-er three

months, inatiy nf them bearing scars ivmn inefi:"ective

bullets, before they lea\-e in the spring will almost feed

from one's hand.

THE
future of the waterfowl is much more pleas-

ant to contemplate than that of any other game.
If the Federal law can remain and be properly

enforced and receive the approving sentiment of all the

people; if all the markets can be closed to the sale of

game, and if the "bag limits" can be appreciably reduced,

there is no question but that future generations will

enjoy just as good hunting, if not better, than we of

today. For even though the breeding grounds of the

waterfowl in the United States are being more and more

restricted by improved agriculture, there will always
remain the vast areas along Hudson Bay and from there

westward to the Great Slave Lake, into which agriculture

will never penetrate, but which, with its lakes and

marshes, is admirably suited to the needs of the water-

fowl. This vast extent of territory will send each fall

its great tlocks of ducks and geese to the L'nited States

and the protected migration routes, the reservations, and

the limited open seasons will cm down the numbers killed.

In this way the breeding stock will remain unimpaired
and the great army of hunters, each year receiving rein-

forcements, will still be able to find legitimate, health-

giving sport about our lakes and marshes, and our gt)v-

ernment will be conserving one of its great national

assets.

THE AUDUBON SOCIETIES

IT

WOULD not be right to discuss the conservation of

our wild life without mentioning the Audubon Move-

ment, which has done more than anything else to

bring about our present statutes and the establishment of

bird and game reservations. The name .\udubon So-

ciety was first used by l-)r. George Bird Grinnel, editor

of forest and Stream, in ISSiI and under this title began
an organization for the protection of birds. The National

Association of Audubon Societies was organized in I'JOo

with ^Ir. William Dutcher as president and Mr, T.

Gilbert Pearson as secretary and linancial agent, and the

activities of the association under their direction have

so increased that, as Mr. Ernest Ingersoll has written—

"The National Association of Audubon Societies is

today a strong, far-reaching institution. Its platform is

wide. While engaging actively in preserving wild life,

it recognizes fully the claims of the sportsman, and has

no fight with the man who legally kills game-birds and

game-animals. In summer it guards, by means of paid
wardens, \irtually every important colony of sea-birds

on our Atlantic and Gulf coasts, as well as on many
lakes of the interior. It owns or leases many islands

where ducks and sea-birds breed, and these places are

wonderful bird-sanctuaries. It originated the system of

Federal bird reservations, and cooperates financially with

the Government in protecting them. It publishes and
distributes annually o\er (1,0(10,OdO pages of bird-

])rotective literature, and the home office, where twenty
clerks are engaged, has become a general clearing house
for all kinds of information in reference to the stud}' and
conservation of wild birds and animals. The association

is ])articularly active in legislative work, and has been

responsible for the enactmeiu of many laws for the

establishment of state game commissions: for sliortening
seasons for shooting wildfowl and upland game-bir<!s:
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for prohibiting the sale of game; for destroying the

traffic in birds' feathers; and in the cajjture of native

birds for sale as cage-birds. It makes expenditures every

year for the protection of big game, for feeding game-
birds and song-birds in winter, and in prosecuting vio-

lators of the law."

BIRD LIFE IN NOVEMBER

N'
)\li.Mi;HR is the month of sparrows. The

white-throated, white-crowned, fox ami tree

sparrows and the red polls and snow buntings
have come down from the north and joined our resident

species. Fields, hedge rows, lake shores and the borders

of woods, overgrown with weeds, furnish abundant food,

and the thick winter plumages of the birds are ample pro-

tection against the cold.

The frosts have killed most of the insects or driven

them into hibernation, so that only a few of the insect-

eating birds remain. These are the hardy woodpeckers.
chickadees and kinglets that seek out the larvae where

they are hiding for the winter or live upon the eggs

fastened tu the bark and branches, and they will stay

with us all winter.

Some of the blackbirds and grackles that have been

feeding upon insects all summer have changed their fare

witli the coming of winter to a diet of seeds, and many
of them are still with us. .\ few of the fruit-eating

robins and bluebirds may still be around, and the fish-

eating kingfisher and an occasional heron may likewise

be seen. Practically all of the shore birds have left the

northern states but the winter ducks like the old squaws,

canvasbacks, golden-eyes, and mergansers, are just be-

ginning to arrive in numbers.

Now is the time to begin putting out food for the

birds. Fasten pieces of suet to the branches and trunks

of trees and scatter chicken feed beneath the shrubbery
in an effort to retain as many about the grounds as

possible. In the December issue various forms of feed-

ing devices and methods of attracting and taming the

winter birds will be discussed, but November is the

time to begin attracting the birds if you would have a

large number around all winter.

Kill-dee
(Plover)

Bv H. L. Johnson

Wandering lost-one, ever at home

From Hudson's shore to Gila's strand.

Whither I will, there shall I roam.

Shot like a bolt from the Master's hand,

I love the mountains, I love the sea.

Hark to my crv. kill-dee ! kill-dee !

Lost in the storm, weary and spent,

I pause for a breath in the city's glare.

Or drop for a while in the woodsman's tent,

Living like him, great toil, humble fare.

God's great outdoors for him and me.

Hark to mv crv, kill-dee ! kill-dee !

Strong and brave, clean and true,

Sharp-angled wing, tendons like steel.

Fighting the storm or piercing the blue.

Aline the Supreme-gift, to live and to feel.

I love the marsh, abide with me.

Hark to mv crv. kill-dee ! kill-dee !

Eternal wanderer, never at rest.

Wanderlust ever, faithful to nature.

Optimist alw'ays, somewhere to nest,

Braving the present, no fear of the future,

I love all men. mate, I love thee.

Hark to mv crv, kill-dee ! kill-dee !

Gift of the Infinite, proof of God's love.

Lover of men and trusting them fully.

Lose not your faith in the power above.

Take then my message, trusting it wholly.

I bring you friendship, slay not me,

Hark to mv crv, kill-dee I kill-dee !



Logging Rasak and Lagan
J.lv '['. \\. ]1i;l.ms

TlvW IXC, Singapore, one of the coastwise steamers ot

I
the KoningHjke Paketwiart, which calls at Singa-

* ^
pure e\ery two weeks, proceeds up the Straits of

Malacca, anil stops at Penang. where she takes on the

mail hrouglit hy European steamers, for the west coast

of Sumatra. The steamers of the Paketvaart, l)eing of

light draught, enter the harlior of Penang hy the South

Chamiel, just as the German cruiser Eutdcn did, when

she destroyed a Russian and a French warship early in

the war. All steamers of hea\y draught enter the harbor

ijy the North Chamiel and leave the same way. Lea\ing

Penang, the steamer goes west ti> Sabang, an important

coaling station on the Island, Palo Way, which is situated

off the extreme northern end of the Island of Sumatra.

The harbor of Sabang is \ery much uj) to date ; it has a

good wharf and very modern coal sheds, and traveling

electric cranes for unloading coal from vessels into the

sheds, or vice versa.

From Sabang the steamer goes to Oleh Leh, which is

the ])ort of Kota Radja, the capital of Acheen, which lies

rd;out four miles inland, .\fter leaving ( )leh !,eh and

cdling at Aleulabnh and Tanijiat Toeon, the steamer

strikes out west for the Island of Si Maloe, before reach-

ing which the captain of the steamer is apt to remark

that it rains all the time on Si Maloe, and that this great
rainfall is caused by the dense and heavy growth of tim-

ber with which the island is covered.

It appears that the people on the other side of the earth

also connect forests and rainfall, on which subject so

much has been written in this country.

After leaving (Jleh Leh and \iewing the shores of Su-

matra and outlying small islands, there are to be seen

numerous rocky, ])arren little islands. In the drv season

the extreme northwest coast of Sumatra looks in most

places barren and uninviting, but wdieu after a seven

days' trip from Singapore, the steamer arrives at the

Island of Si Alaloe. everything is green, no bare, barren

land is to I)e seen, every little coral bank or island, no mat-

ter how small, is covered with vegetation. It is one of

tb.e greenest spots on the face of the earth. It is not

su])ject to wet and dry seasons in the sense that some

other tro])ical or semi-tro[)ical parts of the earth's surface

are, but has a hea\y rainfall most of the time. (Jn the

main Island nf Si .Maloe are three gO(.id land-locked l)avs.

KASAK I^OGS

Tliest were cm nil the island nf Si Mali)e, calleil by the Dutcli Inland Si ualncr, whicli is oft the iKjrtherii coast of Sumatra in the Indian Ocean.
A i)ecnliarity of the Kasak trees is that nearU all the matvne ones a.-e rotted in the center, Init tlie wooil ctn from the sound jtortion is

valuable and in demand. .Si Maloe is said to be the greenest spot on earth.
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which are good harl)ors. Al the iKirthcni end is Sibigo, island are Rasak and i.agan. Kasak is a very hard and

in the central part is Telok Ualani. and on the southern \cry heavy timber, and is considered next to Teak in

end is Sinabang. The Paketvaarl steamers call at all firmness and lasting qualities. The trees grow large and

tliree j)laces, and bring su])|)lics and take out timber. The tall; it is common to see them lOO feet up without a

island is part of the State of Acheen. The \chinese limb. Next to the shore all around the island younger

conquered the island and established themselves there, Kasak trees are comparatively sound, but in the interior

most of the old. and a large percentage of the younger
trees are defective ii; the heart. The large trees invariably

are hollow. The reason assigned for this is, that on the

shores the trees have light and air, but in the interior

the air is excluded by the dense growth of the tropical

vegetation, which also prevents the penetration of sun-

light, and c(jnsequently the moisture caused by the heavy
rainfalK causes the trees to become defective.

The Lagan timber is a softer timber, which also grows
to large size, but is not as lasting as Rasak. when exposed

to weather. It also checks very badly when it seasons,

and the checks start from the heart to the outside. A
stick of timber with the heart in, is virtually quartered

at times after it has seasoned; but sawed into boards or

dimensions that do not contain any heart, it makes fine

lumlier for interior work, and some species greatly re-

semble Alahogany. Unlike the Rasak, which starts to

decay from the inside, but outside of the inner defects is

absoluteh- sound and firm, the Lagan starts to rot and

decay from the outside when its time comes, and the rot

penetrates the whole tree. The topography of the island

is very rough and uneven ; the surface is largely irregular

hills and knobs of every conceivable shape, and between

these knobs and hills is swamp. The island is shaken by

earthquakes at the interval of approximately twelve days;

Ul--:v Kc).\ .SICX .A.ND HIS WIFE

Mr. Sen is tlie Cliinese manager of the timber company's store at Sina-

bang. and is a capable and progressive man. His wile is bait Chinese

and half Malay. Her costume is that of the native Javanese ot the

better class.

but large numbers of the original inhabitants are still

found on the island. In a convention between Great Bri-

tain and Holland, concluded in ls:v\ (keat Britain

:icknowledged Holland's sovereignty over .\cheen. and

Holland immediately asserted its .sovereignty; but

tlte Achinese offered strong resistance. After a bloody

and uncompromising war, which lasted from l.-5;--2 until

1909, the Achinese were subdued, or rather exterminated,

and the country is now being repopulated with Malays

and Javanese. The Nederlandsch-lndische Government

is spending large sums of money to build up the country

again, and to develop the natural resources and encourage

trade and commerce.

The Nederlandsch-lndische Government owns and con-

trols the mineral and timber resources of all its territory .

and with the conquest of Acheen the timber of the Island

of Si Maloe came under Government control. The Gov-

ernment gave concessions to two diti'erent companies, one

?t the northern end and one at the southern end. to ex-

ploit the timber of the island, under Government regula-

tions. The two principal commercial timbers of the

K.M-ilXAII ;.\TTIE

Two Javanese women residents of Sinabang in their native costume.

Note the cut and the pattern of their skirts. The buttons, which are

as close together as they can be sewed on Karinah's waist, twelve

in all. while Battie has but five, are British pounds.
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that is, about every twelve days there is a quake of more
or less intensity.

The Rasak and Lagan tinil^ers grow only on the high

ground, and in the swamps grows an impenetralile mass
of useless timber and vines. Rattan is very plentiful and

large quantities are exported. The natives have been

cutting the smaller and sound Rasak trees around the

bays for a long time, have hewed them square, and

shipped them to markets, but the problem of getting big
timber of the interior cut, is dit^cult. One of the com-

panies has started to build a railroad, and has purchased

regular Pacific Coast logging equijiment of the heaviest

type. This handles the logs all right, but the building of

the railroad presents great difficulties and costs an exor-

bitant, almost prohibitive, price. They cannot follow a

valley, because there is none, and they cannot follow a

ridge, because there is none, and all they can do, is to

bridge from one hill to another. Fills are almost out of

tlie question, because the nature of the soil is such, that

the heavy tropical rains wash the dirt away almost as

fast as it is put there. To reduce the large logs to mer-

EUTT ICXD OF R.^SAK TIMBER

Loaded on a car in the yards of the company on the Island of Si Maloe,
Dutch Kast Indies. This company has the concession for cutting this
timber granted by the Nederlandsch-Indische C,overnment wliich
controls the timber and mineral resources of the country.

chantaljle size, that is, to cut all the sound parts of the

logs from around the defective center, the company has

I'Ut in one of the largest type Pacific Coast band mills.

The company has also evolved a plan of seasoning the

timber in fresh water, thereby increasing its lasting qual-

ities, to keep it from springing, when it is sawed Inter into

smaller dimensions.

An extensive system of basins has been built and fresh

water flows through them. When the timber lea\es the

mill, it is loaded by an o\erhead traveling electric crane

of ten-ton capacity on railroad cars and taken to the

Ijasins. Alongside the basins are the railroad tracks, and

the tracks of the traveling electric driven derricks of

ten-ton capacity and a reach of forty-five feet, to hamlle

ihe timber from cars into the basin and vice versa. After

the timber has been in the ba>ins si.x months or longer, it

is taken to the drv sheds, where it is also handled bv elec-

YOU.XG J.WA-M. W 1J.\1.\.\

1 his young lady is a representative of the type of Tavanese in the
Dutch East Indies. The writer of this article says the Javanese
ar^ closely watched by the Nederlandsch-Indische Government
officials in the fear tliat tliey may learn more tlian is desired about
the military defenses of the islands.

trie driven overhead traveling cranes, and stacked up for

drying. On acctiunt of so much rain and damp weather
no timber or lumlier is stacked outside as is done in this

country. It might also be noticed, that nobody on the

island seems to be afraid of lire. Xo forest fires are

possible as everything is always green, and the tree-

tops and limljs from the trees that are cut down, are

kept so wet and soggy liy the constant rains, that they
could not burn.

The houses and buildings are also so damp and moist,

that it wouUl be hard to set them on tire. On account of

so much rain, the ground, although it has the appearance
of rich soil, seems to be sour, and no vegetables grow.
The only grass that grows is a coarse variety, with no

nutritive value. .\ horse or a cnw would starve on it,

and consequently no horses, mules or cows are kept on

the island; l)ut there are "kerbow" (Water BuiTalo) with

tremendous horns, and goats and w'ild hogs are plentiful.

While Si Alaloe is a verv green island, it is not a

flowery island. It is rare to see a flower or a blooming
tree ; although in tropical countries as a rule, plants and

trees bloom in profusion. The wet climate, with lit-

tle sunshine, seems to account for the absence of

flowers. The mechanic^ eniplnyed in the construction
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work, such as carpenters, blacksinilhs and machinists, are

Chinese, but all the opcratino- work is done bv labor im-

ported from Java. Malays do the clerical work, do all-

surveying and make maps, and also make all drawings
for mechanical work. The cmpldves of the company
are all housed and quartered on the concession of the

company and the different houses and buildings of the

company present quite a town of itself, in which the

company must maintain streets, sewers, water, etc., at its

own expense, and is subject to all sanitary rules and ordi-

nances that the Governor of the island may prescribe.

The town of Sinabang proper is controlled by the Gov-

ernment and maintained by it. The town has fine wide

streets lined with shade trees, it has electric light, tele-

phone service, police and tire departments, a customs

house, post and telegraph cable station, and a barracks for

native soldiers. Sinabang is also the seat of Government
of the island and usually the Governor is the only white

man residing in Sinabang proper, all other Government

officials are either half-castes or natives. The religion of

the inhabitants of the island is Mohammedan. Phere is

not a single Christian church or preacher on the island of

Si Maloe.

Traveling on one of the coastwise steamers of the

Paketvaart the stranger will notice that the Malay lan-

guage is the official language on board ship as well as all

over Nederlandsch-Indie. It will also be noticed that the

first and second-class accommodations are located on the

bow and stern of the ship, while the middle section of the

ship is reserved for deck passengers and cargo ;
which ar-

rangement is the reverse from American and European

steamships, where the first-class passenger accommoda-

tions are located amidship. On the boats are also private

kitchens, both for Chinese and natives, where those who
do not consider "clean" the food they receive from the

ship, can cook their own food in their own manner. After

listening, on American and European steamers, the class

that carry cargo as well as passengers, to the rattle and

noise of the steam wenches, when cargo is discharged or

taken on, it is quite a novelty to find some of the coast

steamers of the Paketvaart equipped with electric hoist-

ing apparatus, which works absolutely noiselessly.

As mentioned before, the Government of Nederland-

sch-Indie owns all forests and employs a stafif of Govern-

ment foresters for the management of the forests of the

country. The Government grants concessions to private

companies for the exploitation of certain tracts, but in

191-i the Government cancelled all concessions for cutting
Teak in Java, to take eft'ect January 1, 1916, and on that

date the Government itself intends to assume all the oper-
ations of exploiting the Teak timber in Java on its own
account. In other words, the Government intends to go
into the timber business, as far as Teak is concerned,
and derive all the profits itself. Government ownership
and control of forests seems to take a strong hold in the

Far East. The representative of a timber company in

Siam remarked, when he investigated the merits of

Pacific Coast donkey engines for dragging logs out, that

they worked very well, but they would not suit his busi-

ness. In the first place he could cut only those trees that

were marked out by the foresters, and further, he could

not cut other trees for fuel, and he would not dare to

injure any trees when he removed the logs that he had

cut, and which he would be very apt to do if he dragged
the logs through the woods by means of a donkey engine.

GIANT PINE AT UNUSUAL ALTITUDE

A.W
altitude of 10,000 feet in the temperate zone

it is generally assumed that there is little timber,

at least nothing that is worthy the name. In Cali-

fornia, however, are found many things not supposed
to be so. The photograph, taken by Geologist G. K.

Gilbert, of the United States Geological Survey, shows
an enormous pine tree growing at this elevation, a tree

which in point of size and vigor would be a credit to anv

altitude and latitude. The tree is a specimen of moun-
tain pine

—Piniis monticola—which is nearly 6 feet in

diameter at the base. It was photographed by Mrs.

Gilbert on the south slope of Mount Hoffman, in the

Yosemite National Park.

A.\ullll-.R Ol" CALn-ol;.\I.V'.S sURl'KISliS

A giant pine, growing 10,000 feet above the sea. The gentleman stand-
ing beside the tree is 6 feet 2 inches tall.



Forest Relations between the East and the West
as the East Hopes to See Them

Address of Hexrv Sturgis Drixker, LL.D.,

President of Lehigh University and President of the American Forestry Association, on American Forestry Asso-
ciation Day at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition, October 20, 1915.

IU.MBERMEX

AND FORESTERS OF THE
GREAT \\'EST: We who have come from the

^ East to join you in this conference greatly and

deeply appreciate your welcome because we see in it

that the American Forestr\' Association has been taken

into fellowship by practical men of the \\est who know

well how forestry organizations can lack in practical

utility and therefore not be worth consideration on busy

occasions. The compliment is accentuated when the

president of the American Forestrj- Association is asked

to preside on a day like this devoted to fundamental in-

dustrial conditions. It shows recognition on your part

that forestry, on its practical useful side, means forest

industry, and that we ha\e mutual recognition of this

truth. \\ e of the East do recognize it, and we wish

to work with you to make the whole country recognize

it, and I am glad that you have given us this chance to

learn your views as to what is needed so that we can do

our best in this joint national work.

The American Forestr}- Association is an organization

older and perhaps more influential than you of the Pa-

cific Coast fully realize. It led the early forestry move-

ment in the country as ""The American Forestry Con-

gress," organized in 1883. later reorganized in 1800 as

'The American Forestr\- Association." It has about

0,000 members. Its magazine has a very large circula-

tion compared with that of the ordinary industrial pub-

lication. Far more than in most educational or industrial

organizations, it includes both the people inside the

movement—such as lumbermen, foresters and public offi-

cials—and the outside public which needs education and

guidance. Commonly. I think, organized effort represents

one class seeking to correct or restrict the other, wit!:

the confidence of but one. We, more luckily, embrace

both, but this also gives us the greater and more difficult

lesponsibility of representing the interests of both. It

is not always easy to do this with justice and it is still

harder to satisfy both that we are doing so.

There was a time in America when to the lay mind

forestn.- meant forest preservation only, and I think you

will concede that it meant the same to lumbermen. There

was little meeting on common ground. It was in those

days that the American Forestrv" Association was bom,

and for a time it was governed by such an attitude. We
c?n hardly criticise it for this. There was need of forest

];reser\ation and there were few to enlist except those

whose understanding did not extend beyond the duty of
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state and government to prevent useless destruction.

I'hey knew no way except to denounce and command.
Xor did forest industry join them to show a better way.
They were sincere but ignorant. Let us be fair, how-
ever, and admit that although ignorant they were sin-

cere. And this view is still, of course, to some extent

lield by uninformed emotional people, who know and
think little of forest industrj-, and view the question onlv

from an aesthetic standpoint, the desire to preserve trees

for their beauty or poetic association.

However, as the study of forest conditions progressed,
a change took place. Outside of those pioneers, whose
\ iewpoint and activity left a strong imprint on the public
mind, grew up an element which was perhaps less altru-

istic, less public-spirited in its detachment, but also

less fanatical, if we may use so strong a word, not in a

critical sense, for the out-and-out reformer must be

somewhat of a fanatic to keep up his courage and to be

heard. But the new forestry was more practical. Ii

appealed to justice more than to prejudice, to common
sense more than to responsibility to posterity. It recog-
nized the use of forests more than sentiment and that

their use lies in service rather than in being an end in

themselves.

At the same time lumbermen, in trying to preserve and
foster their industry, came to see the necessity of pro-
tection and conservative methods. Unconsciously at first,

both elements arrived by independent thinking at about

the same conclusion—that practical forestry is forestrv

tc the extent that pays, or at least is financially per-
missible under prevailing .social conditions. Lumber pro-
ducers called it intelligent timber management, the others

interested called it forestrj-. And soon these naturally

sympathetic elements made each other's acquaintance,
and began to work together, with names and differences

forgotten. That was the birth of real American forestry,

the kind that will be as nearly successful as success is

attainable. The \\'estern Forestry and Conservation As-

sociation stands before the countrv as one of the first

and foremost exponents of this sane modern view. Its

alliance of private. State and federal interests in those

things that can be done together for mutual and public

good has set an example to the United States and Can-

ada that is being widely followed. The American For-

estry .Vssociation cannot work along exactly the same

lines, for it mainly represents forest education and moulds

opinion, and you represent a membershi]) owning and
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niaiiai,nn,i; large forest resources, Ijut it follows the same

general principles.

It has not Ijeen an easy struggle to reach this broad

standpoint. An organization which contains all elements,

East and West, contains many viewpoints to reconcile.

We are not immune from factional dissensions when such

controversial matters as states' right, national control,

water-power, and the development of Alaska align our

people into different camps who would wish to commit

the Association unreservedly to their factional views and

are far from satisfied with neutrality. And you must

remember that in many Eastern States there is nowhere

nearlv the accord between lumbermen and foresters that

your organization has brought about on this coast. The

old misunderstanding still clogs progress. The old and

narrow conception of forestry is not dead, and its ex-

ponents have honor and following, and, on the other

hand, there are members who are not disposed to be lib-

eral to their purel}- nature-loving brethren and who can

look on forestry only from a narrow standpoint. The

American Forestry Association has, however, insisted

for several years, and I hope will permanently do so,

that the Association as an institution shall stand with-

out timidity for those sane practical improvements in

forest conditions that producer and consumer can and

must work for to mutual advantage. It recognizes that

forestry is an industry limited by economic conditions,

and that private owners should be aided and encouraged

by investigations, deinonstrations and educational work,

since they cannot be expected to practice forestry at a

financial loss. It urges forest taxation reform, removing

unwise burdens of taxation from owners of growing

timber. It believes in closer utilization, in logging and

manufacturing without loss to owners, and in aid to lum-

bermen to achieve this. It demands ecjual protection to

the lumber industry and to public interests in legislation,

recognizing that lumbering is as legitimate and necessary

as the forests themselves.

To these ends the Association devotes its publications,

its committees, and its other means of influL-nce. lUit it

also realizes that to do so intelligently and effectively it

must be competently advised. This is why its officials

and directors include not only State and federal offfcials

and men from forest schools and laboratories and leaders

in finance and business, such as C. F. Quincy, of New

York, and also such men as Col. E. G. Griggs, of Ta-

coma; Capt. J. B. White, of Kansas City; Joseph N.

Teal, of Portland; Col. W. R. Brown, of New Hamp-
shire; Charles Lathrop Pack, of New Jersey; J. E.

Rhodes, of the Southern Pine Association ;
E. A. Ster-

ling, of the National Lumber Manufacturers, and E. T.

Allen, of your organization. And in its advisory board

are representatives from the Northern Pine Manufac-

turers, the National Box Manufacturers, the National

\\'holesale Lumber Dealers and half a dozen similar

trade organizations.

This leads me, after perhaps too long a preamble, back

to my title—the relations between Eastern and Western

organizations as we hope to see them. By no means is

the .\mcrican Forestry Association to be considered

Eastern. It is not so in spirit. Only accident, which

you should remedy, makes it so in proportionate mem-

bership. But to the extent that you consider it so because

of this membership, let us classify it with Eastern organi-

zations who can extend assistance to the West through
closer relations.

As I see it, forestry and forest industry alike and to-

gether are in the travail pains of a new birth in public

economy. The titles of talks to be made here today, at

a forestry meeting, are more significant than anything I

can say. Everywhere we see the same urgent need being

emphasized
—the need first for analysis of a recognized

weakness, second for giving this analysis wide publicity,

and third for help in applying some new and radical

1 emedy.
If this is true, we must work together. Whether it

be in Congress, in individual States, in the public mind,
or in the minds of lumbermen and foresters, every move
which aft'ects this situation affects forest welfare both

East and West. Successful solution of the problem will

be hard enough to reach at best. It is beyond hope if the

fjublic mind and the legislative mind is confused by
counter-claims and accusations purporting to represent
consumer against producer, forestry against lumbering,

government against industry, State against individual,

and East against West. West and East united will be

potent in influence and in power for good and by thor-

ough nnitual understanding and cooperation we can do
much to forward our common interests.

I have not time to catalogue all specific illustrations,

but a few will show what I mean. Take questions of

national legislation. I believe it the duty of forestry or-

ganizations to teach the fundamentals of forest eco-

nomics, to urge a national forest policy which shall make
the most of all forest resources, public or private, both

as a source of supply to the consumer and as employment
for industry. This involves the disposal of public timber,

national and State, in competition with private timber;
it involves the terms under which the industry may or-

ganize to accomplish economical distribution and disposal
of product, and, it doubtless involves complicated ques-
tions of domestic and over-sea transportation. How can

you and we use our respective influence in these matters

patriotically, wisely, and to the best eft'ect without closer

cooperation than we have today?
Or take State legislation. The influence of State legis-

lation is not confined to the borders of the State enacting
it. Eastern State legislation is liable to affect either your
business in that State, or it may afford a precedent for

legislation in your own State, or in some way have a

reflective influence on interests in your State. This is

equally true of strictly forestry legislation and of indus-

trial legislation 'under whicli forest products are manu-

factured or sold.

Or take the expenditure of public moneys, whether by
States or by the nation. Appropriations for the protec-

tive work of the Forest Service in the West, or for State

protection or the purchase of cut-over lands, are matters-
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of public interest in which no State escapes the example
or influence of others. I need only mention the Weeks
law, familiar to all of you interested in forest protec-

tion. Originating with the purchase of National For-

ests in the Atlantic States, it provides funds for needed

State and Federal cooperation everywhere. This work

is of great importance, and this legislation as valuable to

you in the West as it is to us in the East, calls for sup-

port and extension, and it should have your influence

and support with your representatives in Congress this

winter.

Tax reform is another matter in which uniformity of

elYort to a certain extent, yet with recognition of differ-

ing conditions, demands both active and concerted atten-

tion. It is one in which distance little affects the benefit

or danger of precedent. Neither section should ignore

the other in its activities.

The education of the public in wood and its uses is

another exceedingly broad subject. Just as the West has

much to gain from the permanent establishment of wood

as a desirable material for Eastern consumers, so has the

East to gain from public knowledge that the West can

keep up the supply indefinitely, and that lumber will not

become so scarce or expensive in the near future that the

study of substitutes is imperative. Eastern forestry or-

ganizations can do more to spread these facts where

thev should be spread than you can, but to do so effec-

tively they need your support and your information.

In the great conventions and congresses throughout
the country, and in smaller ones too, where public senti-

ment is influenced, there is great need that the forestry

viewpoint be presented always intelligently and con-

certedly for our common good, and nowhere is there

more conflict of influence due to lack of knowledge by

each section of the problems affecting other sections.

^ly plea is for closer relations between us. Great and

successful as you are in your work out here, and high

as is the standing it has given you from ocean to ocean,

I cannot believe you are quite beyond the need of our

help. It has been and will be freely yours. The maga-
zine of the American Forestry Association is glad to

tell the story of what you have and what you want. Our

councils and our voice welcome your suggestions. And

we need vour help. W'e have proved our sincerity by

sending our representatives to make this long journey

merely to be here and to hear your problems discussed,

and to exchange views with you. We are amply repaid

and shall be still more so if from this meeting shall come

a more intimate and systematic mutual support in the

work we are doing together for the welfare of American

forest industry.

A Trip on the Apache National Forest
By A. P. W.

R.VSTUS

has gone," cried the Suijervisor, as we

were trying to get an early start on a pack trip.

"Picanniny," the other mule, was having the

grain loaded on him preparatory to finishing with a dia-

mond hitch when Rastus lifted the turnstile and out into

the garden I 'Mid much cussing,
—the tramping down

of my pet mint bed (used in making juleps), he was

roped.

Off we started to make 30 miles that dav, "Sandv,"

the Airedale, and "Jock," the collie, barking and cavort-

ing at every step.

With us was a tenderfoot,—an office man. He bumped
along,

—his constant c[uestions being, "How far did you

say it was?" "How many miles have we gone?"
I wonder if you know about the timber on the Apache

National Forest. First juniper and cedar groves start-

ing at an altitude of 7,0U0 feet, fragrant, the sim oozing
out the odors and lilling the air with perfume. A little

THE BURROS ON THE ROAD—LOADED
The Deputy Supervisor's wife and tlie pack train A portal riear Fish Creek on the Apache

which carries "chuck" to the fire guards at National Forest which covers 1,270,400
lookout points. acres.

THE BURROS
Kastus and Pickaninny in the foreground
loaded with the packs for the lire guards.
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ON" THE WAV TO THE SUMMIT

The pack train loaded with supplies crossing the White Mountains,
Apache National Forest.

later, also higher,
—for we were then getting about 8,000

feet above sea level,
—

yellow pine and their babies, the

"black jacks," straight, commanding, and the leaves

rustling in the cool June breeze. Our ponies stopped to

refresh themselves from a cool mountain stream as they

neared the mountain foothills. We then came to a won-

derful open meadow. To our left the snow-clad "Baldy,'

to our right and in front of us interesting knolls. On
one, the ever-vigilant fire guard. We signalled to him

in passing. After crossing the mountain meadow, we

started to climb the real mountain, "Baldy," entering

groves of cork bark fire, blue spruce and aspen nodding

to us from an old burn.

Ascending to an altitude of 11,476 feet, we came, in a

tiny open park, upon Uncle Sam's ever-welcome sign that

he is on guard, the flag, floating from a pole attached to

the lookout cabin. It is bachelor headquarters, but no

woman could have her house cleaner. A tiny stove,

shelves for "chuck" and dishes, aspen poles for a bed-

stead and spruce boughs for a mattress. Here the guard

spends two months from June 1 to August 1.

We left our horses and climbed through snow drifts

6 feet deep to the summit where we found the guard

scanning the country for any possible smoke. A pro-

tractor is on top to give readings of any fire and its loca-

tion into the supervisor's office by phone.

"What was that?"

"Is that smoke?''

A quick survey through the glasses, a squint through

the needle of the protractor, located the fire at 1.30.

Rushing to the telephone, the guard called up other look-

out points to ascertain cross readings. Then he tele-

phoned in to the office. He ascended the summit to keep

the office posted. (The lookout guard reports fires, the

patrolman goes to them.)

We rushed to our horses,—went down in twenty min-

utes what it had taken us over an hour to climb, "Rastus"

ready to kick at anyone and anything for making him

hurry. We reached the fire, a distance of 10 miles.

Found campers had left their noon fire without extin-

guishing it. Saddles, beds, "chuck," everything gone.

The patrolman had been notified, so with combined ef-

forts it was put out after twenty acres had burned. The

OPPOSITE BLUE KIDGE UAXGEK STATION
One of the big bluffs on the Apache National Forest in Arizona.

supervisor on looking up, noticed a sign that had evi-

dently escaped the notice of the campers :

'Extinguish Your Match, Cigarettes

AND Pipe Ashes.

Heep Prevent Forest Fires."

The campers shared our chuck and beds. It was neces-

sary to enter a trespass case against them according to

law. I doubt if they leave a fire again with even warm
coals.

In the meantime, I had almost forgotten our friend,

Uie tenderfoot. He was grumbling, peevish and wanted

to return. The ride was too much for him, he had seen

enough, ridden too much. So, the next day, "Rastus" in

the lead, we started for home, the landscape offering

rare pictures to be taken, but our friend was headed, as

"Rastus,"' for home and a sure-enough bed.

PAT knoll fire lookout TOWER
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WHITTIER'S PINE TREE
Llv Agnes L. Scutt

THE
faniijus pine tree, which stands in the wood-

glade on the Sturtevant farm, near Sunset Hih,

Center Harbor, New Hampshire, bears the name

bestowed by the poet Wliittier, who dedicated it under

its shadows as the "\\'i_K)d Giant," 188G, but which now
is called "Whittier's Pine Tree."

Among the scattered groups of pines. Whittier's tree

stands comjiact like a silent [jatriarch, with a splendor all

its own. Its chief character is its magnificent strength,

enormous trunk and powerful boughs that give it the

appearance of a giant.

The Sturte\ant farm is where Wliittier passed many

happv summers. F.very morning before breakfast the

ri-,,m a Shcli-h hy t. Scoll llhilc.

WHITTIKR'.S PINK TRUF,
'I'liis pine, standing at Center Harbor, N. H., vva? a great favorite of

the famons poet wlin dedicated it as "The \\'ond Ciant," in IS.Stl.

poet would walk through the paths leading to the center

of the woodland, and in the shade of his loved tree, watch

the glorious sunrise. Here he saw to the east the Cardi-

gan Alountains; to the north, the Sandwich range; to the

west, the Ossipie range; and here he saw the beautiful

l)road \iew of Squani Lake with its green wooded

islands.

It was in the iwilight hdurs llial the saintly poet

loved to stand umler the shelter of his favurite tree

and watch the mountains bathed in sunset glory. Here

he surrendered himself t" tlie mnunlain mystery, and

his soul received the calm .and strength from the gldrious

hues (jf the sun-dri)pped -pUnilnr as the twilight deep-

ened armind him.

As surely as he loved tlie iiKUiiUaiiis. he li>ved the

wild flowers, the singing birds ,ni<l llowing brooks. ( )f

the wild Howers the golden rods were his favorite, and

the.se be gathered in hi> w.alks by the ro.adsides and in

fields.

It was in the large, roomy house on the Sturtevant

farm, that the Ouaker [loet entertained the neighbors
and children. -\ delightful companion even to mere

surface accpiaintances. and naturally sympathetic to all

sorts of people. He always greeted evervone. never

waiting to be introduced, with the accustomed greeting :

"How does thee do?"

Those who have been entertained liy the |iiiet at the

farm will never forget his cheerful manner, and large

geniality, and his frank, straight gaze of penetrating eves
—

eyes black as night which shone with that big ele-

mental liumanity. (Jne noted the poet's seriousness and

his love for goodness and truth. Rvervbodv in Xevv

England has felt the kindly words of the sage in all he

wrote, but the friends who ha\e come in close contact

with him amid the scenerv of the Northern mountains

can feel and understand the man best, and throughout
;ill his poems is that serene enthusiasm for the mountains.

PROCEEDINGS OPENING OF THE FORESTRY BUILD
ING AT CORNELL

IT

ll.AS just come ti 1 the knowledge of the Department
of Eorestr\- that certain persons whose names ap-

peared on the mailing list failed to receive copies of

the pain|)hlet containing the I'roceedings at the Opening
of the Forestry Building on May 1.5, 1914. In this pam-

phlet are also given the addresses delivered at the open

meeting of the Society of American Foresters on the

following day.

Anyone who desires a copy of this paniiihlel may
obtain it li\- .addressing Professor Rali)h S. Hosmer. De-

partment of Forestry, Cornell University, Ithaca, X. \'.

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS AVAILABLE

AMF.RIC.AX FCjRESTRY has been informed by the

/ \ Director of the United States Geological Survey
-* *that there is available, for free selected distribu-

tion, a supply of five different jirofessional papers on

forestry. Ami-:ric.\n Forkstry will be pleased to fur-

nish forestry professors, forestry students, or any one

especially interested with the folkiwing illustr.iteil \-ol-

umes, free of any charge :

Professional Paper No. 22: "Forest Conditions in the

,^an Francisco ^Mountains Forest Reserve, Arizona," by

1. P. Eeiberg, T. F. Rixon, and Arthur Dodwell. with

an Introduction by F. G. Plummer. 1904. Vio pj).. ; pis.

Professional Paper Xo. 2;: "Fore.st Conditions in the

I Hack Mesa F'orest Reser\e, Arizona," prepared by F. G.

I'lummer from notes by T. F. Rixon and .\rlhur Dod-

well. 190 1. (..' pp.. ] pis. Professional Paper Xo. jq:

"F'orest Conditions in the .Misaroka Division of the Yel-

lowstone Forest Reserve, Montana, and the Ei\-ingston

.-ind Pig Timber Ouadrangles," by J. P. Eeiberg. I'.tOf

J IS pp.,
:!

|)ls. Professional Paper No. ?o.- "Forest Con-

ditions ill the Eiltle I'.elt Mounl.ains F'orest Reserve,

Montana, and the Eittle Pelt Mountains Quadrangle,"

by 1. If Eeil>erg. I'.MIf ]:< pp.. •? pis. Profe.ssionai

Paper Xo. ^ ^ : "Forest Conditions in the Eincoln F'orest

Reserxe. Xew Mexic '," by F. (".. I'lnninier .and -\1. ('..

t'.owsell. liiOl. 1; pp., P,' pis.



Children's Department
Devoted to nnparthuj iiifoniiatioii about trees, z\.>oods and forests to boys and girls so that they may grotv to knoxi'

how necessary trees arc to the health, wealth and future of their country.

By Rkistow Adams

THE SPROUT GROWTH OF TREES

Wl'".
II.W'E seen how new trees are started

tlirDiigli seed from the old ones, and how
tree growth may be extended from one place

t<i another b\- means of these seeds. Seeds, however, are

not the only source of new growth, because man_v tree^

are able to send out sprouts or shoots, and thus get

started anew. Bv means of this power to sprout from the

roots, some trees are able to renew themselves after the

parent tree is cut down ; and the forester takes advan-

tage of this power or ability, in renewing the woods.

The capacity to sprout is not shared by all woods, and

a.^ a general statement it may be said that the ronc-bcar-

VUL'.M., I'l.Mv M-;iaJl,I.M.^

Tliese are smaller, more delicate and tender than young grass. Even
the slightest forest fire means their complete destruction.

ing trees, such as pines, spruces, firs, and the like can nut

and do not sprout from the stump; so that when they

are cut down they are gone for good, and can be renewed

only through seed. Since seedlings of cone-bearing trees

are so tender, being smaller and more delicate in their

structure than young grass, the importance of keeping

forest fires out of pine woods can be readily seen. Even

the smallest of fires just barely burning in the pine

needles will set back new forest growth for a great num-

Iter of years, possibly ten or more, because most conifers

l)ear seeds in abundance only at intervals of several years,

and even when such seeds are borne, conditions are not

always right for their springing to life. But more will

!" said of forest fires and of their effects in a later

article. vSome of the pines have been known ti> sprout

from the root after the tops have l>een apparently killed

by fires, and though this is not general it has been noted

as occuring over the so-called pine barrens of southern

.\'ew Jersey, where forest fires have been permitted to

run through year after year until now the growth is

scattered, and of little value. Northern arborvitae or

white cedar sometimes reproduces itself, in the swamps
in which it grows, by the process known as layering,

liranches on the ground become overgrown with moss,

and soil forms about them. These covered branches

then send down roots and a new tree may be formed at

the tip of the layered branch, with its own root system.
Then the branch between the jiarent trunk and the

jioint of layering may decay and the new tree take up
its independent life.

Till**,

most notable example of the sprouting of

conifers is undoubtedly that of the California

,j
redwoi.id, one of the largest and tallest trees in

the wnrld. It sprouts readily from the stump, and there

is evidence, even in trees which are full grown and many
times as thick as a man's body, that they started as

sprouts around a parent tree, which either through ac-

cident or decay lost its place in the forest and gave way

A STAXn OF VOl'XG PIXK rREES WHICH ?IAS SPRr'NC, UP
XATfRALEV UXDER .SEED TREES, WHICH HAVE BEEX

EEFT
An example of how the German foresters take care of their timber and
ma'p sure of a new growth to take the place of that which has been
used.
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to a perfect circle of

younger trees around

the spot on which it

stood. It would be

possible for foresters

to renew a redwood

forest through the

sprout growth, and

there are now on the

hills in the neighbor-

hood of Redwood

City, California, fair

sized growths of red-

wood trees which

have come up since

the lumbermen cut off

the timber fifty or

sixty years ago. Usu-

ally, however, for-

esters depend upon

standing trees to fur-

nish seed for the new

growth of cone-bear-

ing trees ; when there

are no trees to fur-

nish such seed they

plant the seed in beds

and raise the seed-

lings to be planted out

where the trees are to

stand in the forest.

In Germany, forest-

are many such tracts,

or copses, given over

to the production of

this kind of wood.

B.VSI
ers

thi

A CIRCLE OF RKDWOOD TREl^S

Iv'icli one of them is many times tliicker than a man's body. They have evidently
come up around the stump of a much larger parent tree.

iSKET mak-

ers depend on

lis sprouting

capacity for the wil-

low reeds from which

hampers and baskets

are made. Each year
the willow trees are

cut back, either at or

near the surface of

the ground, or else at

the top of a short

trunk, and the new

straight sprouts,
when peeled and

bleached, furnish the

material for all sorts

of basket work. Bas-

kets, by the way, fur-

nish one of the oldest

forms o f carriers

known to man, and

,ire still among the

liest of such forms

for lightness, strength

and cheapness.

The willows, some

of the poplars, and

other (|uick-growing, moisture-loving trees will grow
from detached pieces. New sand bars, in rivers along
which willows grow as the Mississippi, soon become

covered with willow trees, which have started from

branches that have floated down stream and have stranded

on the bar, becoming partly bedded in the moist sand ;

or even while they are in the water they begin to sprout
and soon send roots down into the sand and leaves and

liranches up into the air.

Crowers of basket willows take advantage of this

proijerty and new willow plantations are set out each year
from cuttings or short willow sticks set in the ground
and kept moist.

Sometimes this ability of the willows to sprout causes

unexpected results. A farmer, not far from the Luray
Caves in X'irginia, wanted to bring the waters of a

strong, straight sprouts furnish better material for tele- spring up on the mountainside down into his dooryard

graph and telephone poles than the older and more lie ran a line of pijjcs underground from the spring

branchy fir.st growth trees. Basswood or linden is an- to the back porch of his house and there set up a log

Mther tree which sprouts readily. which he had hollowed out to a point about three feet

Where there is a forest of useful broadleaf trees, from the ground, where he bored a hole and inserted n

which can be depended on to grow from sprouts, there hollow wooden spout or plug. The water ran from the

is little need for seed trees, and such forests can be spring and came out througli the spout a good deal like

i.ianaged on what is known as a coppice or sprout growth the spout of a pump only it ran constantly, and there

I'lan. 'J'his plan is carried out in Europe, where there was no need for a pump iiandle. This pump-stock had

is a demand for small faggots for fuel wood and for not been in use very long before green branches reached

the making of charcoal. In England, for e.xample, there ont frcmi the lop of the stuni]). and in ;i comparatively

ers have done much toward raising new forests by leav-

ing the older trees to furnish seeds, and under these

trees, when fires are kept out, the little new ones will

come up as thick as they can stand together.

Almost all of the broadleaf or hardwood trees, in-

cluding most of those which lose their leaves in the fall,

will sprout from the stump or the roots when they are cut

down. Some of them will sprout more readily than

others. Hickory is one that is always likely to sprout,

and sprout-growth or second-growth liickory is con-

sidered better than that from the older trees which de-

velof) from seed, because the sprouts grow very rapidly

on account of the stored-ui) life in the roots of the old

tree
;
and the more rajjid the growth which a hickory tree

makes, the more likely is the wood to be tough, strong

and elastic. Chestnut trees also sprout readily, and the
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few years the clear living water was flowing steadily out

from a living tree. It continued to grow, and in fact,

grew so thriftily that the persons who own the place have

been compelled to put in a new and longer spout be-

cause the tree, increasing its girth, threatened to grow
around and over the original spout.

These various ways which the trees have of renew-

ing their growth show that they are not entirely de-

pendent upon seed. They also show that the trained

forested must know the habits and history of each of

the trees with which he has to deal. Of course, this is

only a part of the forester's knowledge, because he not

only has to know how to make trees grow in the best

way, but he has to know what kinds of trees are the most

useful for various purposes to which wood is put. It

can be seen, therefore, that to be a successful forester

one needs to know pretty nearly everything that can l)e

known about trees and their uses.

Wood Preserving Department
By E. a. Sterling

The Modern .Ippliciition of Wood Prcsm'iiu/ Methods— I'arioits Treatments and the Use of Treated Woods

TEN
years ago maple was practically unknown as

a railroad cross-tie, being included in the list

of woods that decayed too quickly for this pur-

pose. Today it figures quite largely under the

head of "miscellaneous hardwoods," while in some

regions it constitutes a considerable percentage of

the ties treated. Clear hard maple is too valuable

for flooring and other purposes to be used for ties,

so for treatment the tops and smaller trees are utilized.

Maple takes creosote treatment fairly well, being
in much the same class as beech and red oak. It

does not treat as uniformly as some of the other

woods, but absorbs creosote sufficiently well to become

fully protected against decay. Like most other woods
which do not take full penetration, it is best to bore and

adz the ties before treatment.

ANEW
idea which promises to give greater

economy through saving of creosote, and equal

protection has been developed and applied by the

Ciilumbia Creosoting Company of Portland, Oregon. It

consists of painting the ends of ties, poles and other tim-

bers with a cheap preparation which prevents excessive

endwise penetration. It is well known that the tendency
of all woods is to absorb the preservative most freely and

to the greatest depth in the direction of the grain. Doug-
las fir and other refractory woods will often show a pene-
tration of a foot or more with the grain and perhaps

only half an inch or an inch transversely with it. This

endwise penetration is often more and deeper than

needed, and out of all proportion to the ])rotection on the

other faces. A waste of oil is the result, and it is to

prevent this that a coat of paint is first applied to the

ends. The oil will go through the paint for a sufficient

distance to give the needed protection against decay.

Ties for the railroads of India have been treated in this

way, and the ])rocess deserves investigation in coniiec-

tiim with eastern w'oods.

A NOTHER unique treatment has been develojjed by
/ \ this same company. It aims to secure more uni-

* form penetration across the grain by punching a

series of small holes to the depth desired. A machine

has been designed which punches ties at the rate of 75

linear feet a minute, the holes being one inch apart across

the grain and in staggered rows 8 inches apart with the

grain. The depth of the holes is about one inch, and

one-eighth inch in diameter. The strength is not re-

duced since the fibers are pressed apart and not cut ;

vet the oil is given a chance to distribute itself uniformly

from the holes to an extent which would be impossible

without them. The same process can be applied to poles,

making the treatment deeper at the ground line where

most needed.

A NUMBER of well-known wood preserving ex-

perts, including Geo. E. Rex, Dr. Herman von

vSchuenck, O. M. P. Goss, Goefifry Winslow and F.

D. Beal, will meet at the St. Helens Creosoting Company
plant at St. Helens, Ore., the first week of November.

A very important series of tests are to be conducted, as

final demonstration of a more economical and effective

method of creosoting Douglas fir which has been de-

veloped.

The wood paving block campaign continues to be

waged with marked success by the lumber associations,

both independently and in cooperation with the creosot-

ing interests. During the current year contracts have

been awarded for yellow pine creosoted blocks in the

south amounting to over 300,000 yards. In the Chicago

territory fully 1 ,000,000, and in the east upwards of 750,-

000 square yards have been brought out. On the Pacific

Coast the paving interests competing with wood block

have long monopolized the field. A better understanding,

however, is now developing, and the people are learning

that well treated and properly laid Douglas fir blocks will

give the best possible street paving or factory flooring.

THE
railroads continue t(.) use and develop the wood

preserving knowledge and practice. The com-

mittee on wood preservation of the American

Railway Engineering Association is to hold a meeting the

early part of November to discuss the further elaboration

and standardization of treating practice and preservative

sriecifications.



Ornamental and Shade Trees
A Dcpartiiu-iit for tlir . Idi'icc mill liistnictioii of M I'liihrrs of the . liiwiiiaii Forestry Association

1m)iti:ii i!V J. j. Levisun, \'...\.. .M.F.

Arhoricultunst Brooklyn Pork Ih-partnicnt. Author of "Studies of Trees." and Leetnrer on Ornamental and

Shade Trees, Vale Uni7'ersity Forest School

COMMON SENSE LABELS ON PARK TREES

T 111''. ii;norancc uf main- pciiplc regarding the trees

in their uwn hack yard has long been a subject

iif regret to the favored few well \ersed in

arboriculture. While it is well known that this ignorance

niav be o\erconie bv a visit to botanical gardens or pre-

serves, where e.xperts are expected to have information

on such subjects posted at conspicuous places, it has not

always been the custom to make public parks do duty as

a school of instruction.

Popular interest in trees, hnwever, has of late greatl\-

increased and park ofticials have in ccinse(|uence begun

to take notice of various means of meeting this interest.

.\ knowledge of the common tree species of the locality

was recognized to be one of the fund.anicnlals to begin

with. That knowledge had U> be given in the easiest

and simplest way because many citizens find it too nuich

trouble to go to a botanical garden U> Inul out. If they

ciiuld be enlightened unconsciously, as it were, when

the\- go to or from their day's work, they would have no

objection. (Jn the contrary, they would be inclined to

welcome anv acquirement of knowledge that did not

entail loss of time and money at an era when the high

cost of li\-ing makes the i|uest of dollars rank higher than

that of knowledge, of youth and of hapjiiness.

^'ears ago requests began to come to the I'.iooklyn

I'ark Department's office regarding the labeling of trees

in the public parks. We then endeavored to comply with

the evident public demand for instruction of the "he

who nms may read" variety. .\t that time the depart-

ment manufactured some labels b\ stamping lead plates

and attached them to park trees with generous impar-

tialit\ in an attempt to ct.iver all e.xtra species as well as

native ones with useful as well as ornamental informa-

tion. In many parks this system of labeling the e.xtra

species burdened the busy public with too nian\- names

,-ind details, requiring for the a\erage pedestrian the use

of a pocket dictionary and not assisting him one whit in

the knowledge of that (jne particular tree which .adorned

his I iwn back ^ ard.

We therefore had to de\ ise a new Libel which would

not inimediatel\- become lost, strayed or stolen because

of their lead valuation, .and ,i (|uantity of real, practical

knowledge posted in the ]iarks for general dissemination.

'The system which has now been adopted by the depart-

ment differs from that of the botanical gardens, in that

il confmes itself to inn of the most common trees— the

Ion which evervone ought to know.

This label is a simple, enameled label, brief in context,

thoroughly legible and without the special information

usually put on labels informing the Ijeholder of the tree's

family, localit}' and other details.

The n(.imenclature used is the latest and dates on best

authorities. < )nly the common and liotanical names of

the tree appear upon the labels.

O

FLOWERING DOGWOOD

CORNUS FLORIDA
o

h'ollowing our custom of dwelling upon the special

characteristics by which almost every tree may be recog-

nized at all seasons of the year, rather than by less per-

manent features, the trees were labeled in winter time

and identilicatioii based upon these permanent charac-

teristics and not upion leaves.

T.ark authorities always find that the public takes a real

interest in the matter. The people readily respond to

their efforts to give information in this manner and there

is seldom ;i time when a stroll through such labeled parks

will not result in seeing quite a number of people pause,

read the labels and then look closely at the characteristics

of the tree. It is a \-ery good thing, for the simple reason

that knowledge and recognition of trees by their detail

characteristics and the ability to tell them apart stimu-

lates ,a broader interest in nature and exervthing that is

beautiful. .\i\ interest of this sort in the young may

prove the root of higher civic pride and may lead to

greater civic dexelopment.
( )ui- common trees are so constantly about us that

knowledge of a few inevitably broadens out to a more

extensi\e knowledge of many so that soon, instead of

looking upon trees as meaningless objects, they become

individuals, each with a definite character of its own, and

much jileasure is derived without the exi)enditure of

extra time for these obserwations.

Klfii
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T'
* 'I'llUSK who are accustnnied to ilistiii,i,'uisliiiif;

trees by their permanent characters, it is just as

easy to tell trees apart in winter as in summer.
There is the hackberry, for instance, it can be tnld froiu

others by the peculiar warts upon its bark. The various

majiles are recognized by their buds—the Norway maple
with its large, reddish-lirown hud ; the sycamore maple
hax'ing a bud the same size and form as the Norway, 1>ul

green in color; the sugar maple with its extremely pointed
l)ud: the ash-leaf maple having a green stem; the red

maple with a light gray bark like that of the beech,

while the silver maple can be readily told by its curved

tips ; and all the maples can be told from other trees

e.xcept the horsechestnut and ash by having their

branches opposite each other. The horsechestnut and

buckeye can easily be tnld apart and even if you consider

some of the less common trees, you can generally find

some peculiarity which will stand out above all others.

The blue beech has a lluted trunk that gives the impres-
sion of well-developed muscles. The pines can easily be

distinguished by the number of leaves to each individual

cluster—the white pine, five leaves
; the pitch pine, three

leaves, and the Scotch and Austrian, two, but the former

has its needles very short and twisted while the latter are

long and coarse. So it is tlirough the whole list, and the

various details make a most interesting study for the

obser\-ant pedestrian at any and all seasons of the year.
llefore the new enamel labels were adopted the jwrt-

able lead labels disapi)eared almost as rapidly as they
were put on the trees, but the enameled ones are guaran-
teed to stay, as they have no financial \alue to those who
would try to sell them. For very young trees that could

not bear the weight of the label, a wire arch stuck into the

ground at its base is used to bear the label. The larger
trees wear their labels directly on their trunk. Among
the evergreens that we labeled are the pines, larches,

spruces, hemlocks and cypress, while the broadleaf class

includes many varieties of the maple, oak, buckeye, ash,

beech, birch, willow, sycamore, poplar, linden, elm, mag-
noHa, hickory, cherry, mulberry, locust, walnut, butter-

nut, Kentucky coffee tree, sassafras, gum, tulip tree,

Osage orange and dogwood.

Many jiarks all over the country are now lal)eling their

trees and every park department is having its own system
of labeling as well as its own form of label. Some of

these labels are unique and very original. Some are

costly and some very reasonable. Our enamel labels in

r.rooklyn cost fourteen cents apiece. Amkric.\n For-

estry would be glad to hear from its readers and [X'lrk

superintendents on this subject and learn what others

are doing in this important form of education.

.\DVICE FOR NOVKMlilCR

Cl'T
around the base of the trees to lie nioxed

this winter and lill trench with straw or leaf

mold. This will enable the removal of the tree

with a frozen ball.

2. Prune and spray same as last month.

3. Collect all fallen leaves from the lawns and, instead

of burning them, heap them in a pile, mix in some manure

;ind turn the compost o\er three or four limes a year.

This will form an excellent mulch for your trees and

shrubbery beds.

J. In speciall)- exposed places, protect rhododendrons

and other tender evergreen specimen plants with ever-

green boughs. Do not resort to this unnecessarily.

T..\KING TTIK CROOK OUT 01* .\ TKKK

1 ^UlTUR American Foricstrv ; "iJeing engaged in

|~^ forestry work, I was recently asked my opinion
i)f a method of getting the crook out of a young

and growing tree. The tree in (.[ucstion was purchased
for an oriental plane and has been planted in front of a

p'roperty as a shade tree. The tree has a crook in the

stem about si.x feet from the ground in the shape of a

modified S, that is, the crook does not, of course, make
such sharp curves ; however, they can be plainly seen and

the owner was advised by a nurseryman's agent to slit

tlie bark for about six inches lengthwise of the stem and

on the outside of the curves and on both of the curves ;

this jiroceeding, it was stated, would cause the stem to

straighten out in a few seasons. As above mentioned,

I was asked my opinion of this treatment and my advice

was and I had never heard of employing any such

method to straighten a tree. Further, that 1 personally

did not approve of wounding the bark of a tree for any
such {)urpose or, for that matter, for an\ purpose, as to

do so would only be inviting fungus attack and diseases of

other kinds which might eventually kill the tree. How-
ever, I ]>ut it up to the owner of the tree to decide what

he should do and told him that while I had ne\er heard

of using such a method, that did not say that such a

method would not be effective ; I could not make any
statement as to its efficacy as I was not in a position to

say one way or another, but I did advise him, should

he decide to try any such treatment, to be sure and steril-

ize any wound he might make on the tree by giving same

a coat of good paint, coal tar, or some one of the other

recognized agents for this purpose.
'T would be pleased to have your opinion on this sub-

ject, through the Shade and Ornamental Tree depart-

ment of .\MERtc.\N FoRi:sTRV, as I may have a similar

imiposilion put to me at some future time, and should the

owner of the tree above mentioned follow either course

of ad\ice he has had, especially the former, which I do

not aiiprove of, I am situated so that I could watch devel-

opments and perhaps learn something of value along this

line, and I also believe that any information you may be

able to give on this subject through the magazine would

pro\e interesting to a number of other readers.

II. D. LlPPINCOTT."

THE REMEDY

TiI()Al.\S

B. MEEHAN, an expert nurseryman,
was asked by American Forestry to answer Mr.

Lippincott's question and he did so as follows :

"If you slit the bark of a tree, the new growth will

bulge out along the line of the slit, healing the wound
in one season, but this new growth extends out- beyond
the normal growth of the tree. Supposing then you
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have a curve in the trunk of a tree somewhat Hke a

modified S, as stated by Mr. Lippincott,
—you would

make two or more shts in the bark—about one-half inch

apart lengthwise of the trunk.—the numl)er of the slits

depending upon the calliper of the tree, and on the

inside of the curve,—not the outside as stated by Mr.

Lippincott, the idea being to fill up willi new growth
the hollows in the curve of the tree.

"If you were to slit the bark on the outside of the

curve the additional growth would accentuate the curve

in the trunk and it would be worse than it is now.

"While this will produce the desired eiTect in appar-

ently straightening the trunk, I would not advise it.

"It is true that in time you would apparently straighten

the trunk,— it would have to be done year after year for

several years,
—but would likewise get a very gnarled

and knotty appearance which would probably be as ob-

jectionable as the curves now existing. You have no

doubt seen trees grafted two or more feet above the

ground, where the scion has grown faster than the stock—
that is just the appearance this tree would have.

"My advice would be to leave it alone. In time as

the regular year's growth of the tree is made and the

trunk thickens these curves will gradually fill out under

the natural conditions of growth, or at any rate will not

be as conspicuous as they are while the tree is small.

"If the bark of the tree is slit in the manner described

— it is not necessary to sterilize or paint the wound—new

bark will commence to grow immediately and fill the

wound.

"I have seen old apple and jiear trees,—hide-bound oil

stock,—which have had the bark slit from top to bottom,

on all sides of the trees, and there is no c|uestion in m\

mind but what in sucli cases it is beneficial.

TnnM.\s F). Meeii.-\n."

QUESTIONS AND .\NSWI';rS

Q. Would vou kindly send me your special instruc-

tions for "heading off."

L. W., Ne7v York City.

A. "Heading in" is a term used to designate the pro-

cess of cutting oft' large portions of branches, more or less

uniformly, on all parts of the crown. The crown is thus

very much stunted and lessened in size. The shock to

the tree is a severe one and should therefore only be used

in case of dying trees and trees that are going back

rapidly. Some species will not stand this sort of treat-

ment. Species like the sugar maple will not stand severe

cutting at all, while trees like the silver maple, sycamore,

linden and elm will respond very nicely to the treatment.

Species like poplar and willow will be improved by head-

ing them in every few years no matter whether they are

in good growing condition or not. In cutting oft' the largt'

branches from trees on the lawn or in the neighborhood

of valual:)le shrubbery, great care must be taken to lower

the branches to the ground by means of ro|)e in order

not to injure the plants below. The cuts must be made

on a slant, the wounds covered with coal tar and wher-

ever [jossible a large number of suckers must be left on

the rem.-iining branch.

O. We are developing a piece of property at Summit,

X. I., lying on the end of the Second Watchung Moun-

tain. Am about to begin planting shade trees on the

streets already constructed and would like your advice

as to the best tree or trees to choose. I wish a tree that

is hardv, that will grow more rapidly than the average

and make a good showing quickly, and one that will not

require a good deal of attention after once planted.

Oaks, beeches and maples are found very largely in the

natural woods of the locality. I have also given some

thought to the pink flowering horse chestnut. Would

greatly appreciate your advice in the matter. The soil

is red clav on top of trap rock, with a thin top soil over

all.

'

H. B. S., A'Vtc York City.

.\. Plant t" ( )riental sycamore ( I'lataniis orieiitalis), as

the tree par e.xcellence for your purpose. It grows

rapidly, is absolutely hardy, needs little attention and is

quite free from insects and disease. It is well adapted

to the location of Summit, N. J., where you desire to

plant. The pink flowering horse chestnut, while a very

beautiful tree, does not compare with the Oriental syca-

ni. H-e in anv of the above qualities. If you would like to

])urclia>e a verv valuable Ijook on street and shade tree

planting, I can recommend most highly "Studies of

Trees" bv 1. J. Levison, the price of which is $1.'75.

O. 1 ha\e tried to find some illustrated catalogue of

tools needed and used in tree surgery, as I wish to buy a

few to use on my place, but cannot find them, nor do I

see them advertised in the Americ.\n Forestry Maga-

zine. Shall greatly appreciate information with the ad-

dress of some manufacturer from whom I might pro-

cure the necessary tools.

G. J. P.., Flat Rock. N. C.

A. Practically all the tools necessary in tree surgery

can usually be obtained from almost any well-equipped

hardware store. The only precautions regarding the

gouges (beyond good steel) are that the sharpening

])evel be on the outside or convex side of the curved cut-

ling edge, and that the handles be of the type which

drive into a socket. If longer handles are desired, they

may have to be made to order on a turning lathe or by

hand, as I do not know of any one who keeps them

regularly in stock. The chisel is nothing more or less

than a gouge with a straight cutting edge. As a matter

of fact it is rarely necessary to use one as the best saw

for this work is one with the so-called clearing teeth,

that is every second or third tooth is a deep one which

serves to clear out the sawdust. In green wood of course

the teeth have to be strongly set so as to make a corn-

pa rati\-cl\- wide cut, at least twice the thickness of the saw

blade itself.

(J. I'ictures of the Eiu'oiiean Linden, the Sweet tium,

the Dogwood ;uid the .American I'.eech in the last issue of
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American Forestry have attracted my attention and

therefore I desire to ask where I can obtain some of the

seeds or transplants of the varieties and whether or not

you would recommend them for such an arid locality

as Western Nevada.

A. J. P., Carson, Nev.

A. Would suggest your writing to any of the forestry,

seed or nursery companies advertising in this magazine
for seeds or transplants. As to the availability of the

species you mention for such an arid locality as western

Nevada, I would not encourage the consideration of the

Sweet gum or the American beech, though you might be

successful with the European linden, which does well in

North and South Dakota where the rainfall is meager.
If the ground is irrigated this, of course, would have a

decided bearing on your planting, but the safest thing is

to stick to the cotton-wood, the hackberry or box-elder,

and the linden, as they will give you the best results. The

flowering Dogwood, while very beautiful, really needs

protection and considerable moisture and I would have

grave doubts of any success with it in Nevada except in

most unusual surroundings.

DISCUSSION INVITED

The Editor invites and would appreciate discussion,

through these columns, of the following questions, raised

by Mr. R. Brooke Maxwell, City Forester, Baltimore:

"It would be interesting to have members of our

academy and readers of your department of American
Forestry to discuss two tree troubles which I have in

mind. The first is a trouble common with our lindens,

including the European (Tilia microphylla) and its va-

rieties, Dasystyla euchlora and Argentea, and the Ameri-
can linden {Tilia Americana) . The trouble is with the

leaves and for several years I have noticed that about

the 1st to the 15th of August these trees, a large majority
of them, lose their foliage and put on a second crop of

leaves. The trouble occurs not only on the footways, but

also in our parks where the conditions of growth are

ideal. I am inclined to think you are going to call the

trouble a physiological one due to excessive evaporation
and too little water, but this can hardly be the case this

year for we have had a season of unusually heavy rains

and the condition remains unchanged. Would you call

it the linden leaf spot {Gleosporium tiliae) ? The infec-

tion seems to be of too general a nature and too disas-

trous in its results to call it this.

"The second trouble is with the leaves of sugar maple.
This is the same old trouble that tree men have been

calling 'physiological,' caused by too little moisture and

excessive evaporation. The trouble occurs on both foot-

ways and in our parks. If it is due to unbalanced mois-

ture conditions why should a single tree in a large planta-

tion be affected and the others remain untouched? I

have heard it called by some a sugar maple blight.

Accurately speaking, I do not believe there is any such

disease. Might it not be the leaf spot which is common
to the Norway maple {Gleosporium apocryptum)?"

ARBORISTS WILL MEET IN NEWARK IN JANUARY

THE
first annual meeting of the American Academy

of Arborists, formed about a year ago with the

aim of advancing arboriculture and landscape

forestry and maintaining the highest professional stand-

ard among its members, will be held in Newark on Janu-

ary 8 next, in appreciation of the work done by the

Newark Shade Tree Commission for the progress of

arboriculture.

The sessions will open at 10 a. m. with a business

meeting. Addresses will be given as follows at the after-

noon session, which will open at 2 o'clock : "The Min-

istry of Trees," Carl Bannwart, secretary Newark Shade

Tree Commission
;
"The Tree Faker," Hermann Merkel,

chief forester New York Zoological Park and presi-

dent of Academy of Arborists; "Fungus Problems of

Interest to Arborists," R. B. Maxwell, city engineer and

second vice-president of Academy of Arboriculture
;

"Arboriculture as a Profession," J. J. Levison, arbori-

culturist of Brooklyn Park Department and secretary of

Academy of Arboriculture. New and important prob-

lems in arboriculture then will be discussed by the mem-
bers. In the afternoon the session will be open to the

public. About 1905, some foresters began to specialize

in the care of street and ornamental trees. Since that

time many cities and towns have taken the matter up
and are now employing men to look after the trees on

their streets, parks and public grounds. Most of these

men work under the name of city foresters, foresters

and arboriculturists. Some of them are trained foresters

who have made a special study of shade and ornamental

trees grown under city and town conditions. Some are

not foresters at all but are landscape men who also have

made a specialty of shade trees and park development.
Others are self-educated men who are in the work be-

cause they have a natural liking for it. All these men
are valuable assets to the profession.

Through the work of a few pioneers the general public

is becoming interested in the work, and a great demand

has been made for skilled service in caring for private

estates.

Forestry at the Exposition
AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION DAY

/ \ October 20, at the Panama-Pacific Exposition, at-

* *tracted there a large number of foresters, lum-

bermen and other members and was made the occasion

for the presentation to the Association of a handsome

bronze medal by the officials of the Exposition. This was

received by the president. Dr. Henry Sturgis Drinker,

other officers present being vice-presidents Everitt G.

Griggs of Tacoma, Wash. ; Hon. George Pardee, of San

Francisco, and Joseph N. Teal, of Portland, Ore.
;
and
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Directors E. T. Allen of Portland, Ore.; Charles F.

Quincy of New York City; E. A. Sterling of Chicago;

Capt. J. B. White, of Kansas City, and Executive Secre-

tary Percival S. Ridsdale, of Washington, D. C.

President Drinker, upon accepting the medal made an

address describing the work of the Association and its

importance to the west as well as the east.

The day opened with a meeting, in the Lumberman's

Building, in cooperation with the Western Forestry and

Conservation Association, Dr. Drinker presiding. His

address, on the relations between eastern and western

forestry organizations as the east would like to see them,

will be found on page 1054 of this issue.

F. C. Knapp, vice-president of the Western Forestry

and Conservation Association responded, telling of the

relations as the west would like to see them, and Percival

S. Ridsdale, Editor of American Forestry, described

what the magazine is doing to help the forest conser-

vation movement in the United States and Canada and

how it is furthering public education in forestry through-

out the world.

Owing to the west's successful work in forest pro-

tection there was much interest in a paper, written by
W. R. Brown, president of the New Hampshire Timber-

land Owners Association, and read by E. A. Sterling, on

the organization of eastern timberland owners for forest

tire protection and what they have been able to accom-

plish. A paper by Chief Forester Plenry S. Graves, told

about the activities of the Government in relation to

the lumber industry and the value of the investigative

work which it is doing, a work which is proving of great

practical aid to the lumbermen.

There were also, during the day, addresses on various

phases of forest industry by H. D. Langille of J. D. Lacey
and Company; E. A. Self ridge, president of the Cali-

fornia Protective Association, and E. B. Hazen of the

West Coast Lumber IManufacturers' Association, each

followed by discussions.

On Monday, October 18, the Society of American

Foresters held a morning and afternoon session at which

there were several addresses and discussions on the work

of the professional forester and the relations of forestry

and lumbering and between the sessions there were visits

to the forestry exhibits of the Argentine Republic, Japan,

and the Philippine Islands. A banquet in the evening

was the concluding feature of a successful day.

Tuesday, October 19, was devoted by the Western For-

estry and Conservation Association to addresses and dis-

cussions on forest fire protection work, including Secre-

tary E. T. Allen's report on the year's work of the

Association. There were included reports of the Govern-

ment's work in fire protection in the three western Forest

Service districts, and also in British Columbia, together

with papers on fire weather forecasts and their effective-

ness; the relation of modern inventions to forest protec-

tive work with a discussion of the probable future use of

aerial telegraphy or telephony, heliograph, aeroplanes,

observation devices and new forms of extinguishing ap-

paratus. One particularly interesting feature was E. T.

Allen's address on creating public sentiment as an aid to

securing necessary precautions in preventing forest fires.

The Pacific Logging Congress held its sessions on Octo-

ber 21 and the same evening many of those attending the

various meetings left on a special train and spent two

days among the redwood camps in the northern part of

the State.

The Situation in Michigan
Bv H. H. Chapman

THE
report of the Public Domain Commission of

Michigan for the year ending June 30, 1914,

just issued, gives a very complete account of the

work accomplished during the five years since the Com-
mission was organized. The Commission is responsible

for the management of State lands totaling in June,

1914, 592,41G acres; including forest reserves, 335,245

acres, and lands not so classified. A second department
of work is that of supervising and stimulating immigra-

tion, for which purpose an agent is maintained in New
York City. Still a third department, over which the

Commission formerly exercised partial control, has now

(July, 1915) been placed entirely under their jurisdic-

tion, namely, the combined work of fish and game, and

of forest fire protection.

The report is full of interest, showing as it does the

lapidly increasing importance of the work in forestry

on State lands. Thanks to the vigorous agitation con-

ducted for years in the State, both before and after the

creation of the Commission, the policy of withdrawing
worthless lands from sale and devoting them to forest

production is now firmly intrenched. This has been

especially beneficial in dealing with many speculative

town sites platted, sold and abandoned for taxes, which

have now been permanently withdrawn.

At one of the first meetings after its organization, the

Commission set aside lands for forest reserves which, to-

gether with those previously reserved, brought the total

to 235,245 acres. A policy of sale and disposal was pur-

sued for the three years succeeding, during which time

some 347,060 acres passed out of State ownership.

In the fall of 1912, Mr. A. C. Carton was elected as

Commissioner of the State Land Office on a platform to

abolish the office, dispensing with the selling of State

lands, and the turning over of all lands to the Public

Domain Commission. In January, 1913, he placed a

minimum price of $6.00 per acre upon all State lands,

and withdrew them from sale and entry. At the next

meeting of the Public Domain Commission they con-

firmed this action, and directed that no State lands be

offered for sale in the future and that only such lands

as were required for school house sites, cemetery pur-

poses, railroad rights of way, or similar public purposes

be disposed of. The Legislature then passed an act to
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abolish the office and turn all lands in the State over to

the Public Domain Commission, and the Land Office is

now a thing of the past. All State lands are now under

the control of the Public Domain Commission, with the

exception of lands granted by the United States Govern-

ment for specific purposes, such as the primary school,

agricultural college and university lands; and all lands

under the control of the Commission will eventually be

used for forestry purposes.

At the request of the Public Domain Commission, the

Legislature also passed an act allowing the State to

exchange lands with the United States Government, cor-

porations and private individuals, for the purpose of con-

solidating its forest reserves. Later, Congress author-

ized the exchange of United States Government lands

with the States so that it could procure the lands within

the boundaries of its reserves. Under this act 50,000

acres have been examined for exchange with the United

States Government and private individuals, and the ex-

change of about 1,600 acres has been made with private

individuals.

The Commission also has the right to buy lands for

forest reserves.

The purpose of these measures is to consolidate the

present reserves by the elimination of private holdmgs

of non-agricultural lands. There are fifty-two State for-

ests in Michigan at present, the two largest of which each

contain about sixty square miles or 38,000 acres of land.

The majority are at present small in size and composed
of somewhat scattered holdings, which must in the future

be brought together.

This need of consolidation has been emphasized by the

nnprovement work actively undertaken upon five of the

forest reserve areas. Forest planting to restore the forest

is a necessity on most of the Michigan reserves. Re-

peated fires following logging have left no second growth
of value over wide areas. Planting demands fire protec-

tion consisting of fire lines, watch towers and telephones,

with the accompanying force of lookouts and rangers,

without whom no amount of physical preparation would

avail. Planting also requires much labor, supervision,

teams and equipment, including nurseries. This calls for

houses, barns, barracks and waterworks. Such a plant

must serve a large area to be economical and efficient.

Michigan has had such a plant on the Higgins Lake

Forest Reserve, of 13,r)80 acres, for several years, and

has also installed headquarters houses, barns, lookout

towers, fire lines, telephones upon the Houghton Lake,

Fife Lake, Lake Superior and Ogenaw State Forests,

whose areas are, respectively, 38,578, 7,102, 38,007 and

4,199 acres, bringing a total of 101,468 acres under ad-

ministration. Two more forests will be put under man-

agement during 1915, but, although the Commissioners

intend to extend the work of bringing the remaining

forests under management, they will find it increasingly

expensive as the areas administered become smaller and

more scattered.

The work of forest planting and fire line construction

initiated and brought through its experimental stages by

the old Forestry Commission at Higgins Lake has been

greatly expanded and as more funds became available

initiated on other reserves. A standard fire line is in use,

following the section lines, as the country is so flat as to

preclude any advantage of ridge lines. These fire lines

are first cleared 16 feet wide, then grubbed of stumps
and roots for 12 feet, then a 10-foot strip is plowed.

This strip is cultivated twice a year to preserve a dirt sur-

face and destroy grass or other growth. Two hundred

and seven miles of line have been built, at a cost per mile

varying from $47.09 to $81.94, although by utilizing old

logging railroad grades the cost per mile was but $8.63.

The lines serve as vantage points for backfiring, and may
even stop a small fire automatically, but can never be

depended upon to do it without the active work of fire

patrols. From these lookout towers, in which lookouts

are kept during the dry and dangerous seasons, there

radiates 20.5 miles of telephone lines, connecting head-

quarters and the nursery. These lines are used only for

forest protection purposes. On one reserve is a specially

equipped automobile that takes the first crew to the fire

when it is discovered. Later on they are followed by

the teams and equipment necessary to extinguish the

fire if it is too large a one to be handled by the first crew.

The plantations are further protected by fire lines

around each forty acres. These plantations now cover

1,409 acres, and will be extended far more rapidly in the

future. Norway pine constitute 52 per cent of the area,

and white pine 38 per cent. Since the Norway pine is

practically free from dangerous insect and fungus ene-

mies and has a large measure of fire resistance after

attaining merchantable size, the preference shown for

this species is commendable. It also outgrows white pine

on sandy soil. It may be questioned whether this policy

of close planting, up to 2,300 plants per acre, is sound

practice. The advantages of early securing a forest cover

and thus reducing the grass and inflammable herbage

must be offset against the certainty that such close stands

will soon become too crowded, and serious loss from

stagnation result before they reach a size permitting the

removal of profitable thinnings. Over 1,000,000 seed-

lings have been sold and distributed throughout the

State. Dead and down timber to the value of $3,363

has been sold.

The appropriations for the work of the Commission

have gradually increased from $9,700 to $105,000 per

year.

To sum up, Michigan ranks third in area of State

reserves, third in number of acres planted, fourth hi

area of State forests, and fifth in size of State appro-

priations for forestry. Mr. Carton states that the num-

ber of acres set aside for forestry purposes should in

reality be listed as 600,000, as all of the lands belonging

to the State which are under the jurisdiction of the Pub-

lic Domain Conmiission are practically subject to ex-

change, and are in fact lands that will be used directly

for forestry purposes or exchanged for other lands to

be so used. When this process is completed, Michigan

will rank third in acreage of State forests.

Many of these forests will be used for the propagation
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of game. Elk from the Yellowstone Park have already
been placed on the big reserve in Roscommon County.
The completion of the work of land classification, ex-

change and consolidation is the most important work
ahead of the Commission, and must precede any great
extension of the work of developing the individual

forests.

The report contains two sub-reports, one by C. M.

Granger and one by J. G. Peters, both of the U. S. Forest

Service, offering certain suggestions for the future im-

provement of the State work. These reports call atten-

tion to certain weak points in the present organization.

The work of the State Forester, who in other States is

entrusted with large educational and administrative

duties of state-wide application, has in Michigan been

strictly limited to the development of the State Forest

Reserves and their protection. Fire protection in the

State has been thus divided between the State Forester

on State lands, and the State Forest Commissioner, who
is also the Game and Fish Commissioner.

The consolidation of the fire protection service under

the Commission, secured in 1915, is a step in the right

direction, and can be made to work out well provided
the Commission clearly recognizes the two fundamental

principles of organization upon which efficiency in other

States has depended. The first of these is an indepen-
dent set of fire wardens, who are not saddled with the

responsibilities and drawbacks attached to the enforce-

ment of game and fish laws. The temptation to obliterate

the distinction between game and fire wardens in order

to make a better showing and use each State warden

more effectively should not blind the Commission to the

fact that the fire problem requires special treatment to

be solved at all, and that a proper public attitude is the

keynote to the enforcement of the fire laws. The time

is not ripe for such "economies," and the effect will surely
be to reduce efficiency or nullify the efforts of the State

fire wardens.

The second principle is the placing of forest fire pro-

tection in the hands of a trained forester or woodsman,
whose chief interest lies in the field of forestry, and not

of fish and game protection. The most successful form

of organization, and that which is found in nearly every

State which maintains a forest fire department, is a sepa-

rate force of State or local fire wardens not connected

with fish and game administration, and under the direc-

tion of a State forester or fire warden whose time is

either entirely devoted to forest fires or whose other in-

terests and energies are exerted along forestry lines

rather than those of fish and game protection. Fire pro-

tection is essential to forestry, and while it affects fish

and game indirectly, it is not the primary consideration

in this field. The Conservation Commission of New
York, under which these two departments are consoli-

dated, has never made the mistake of destroying the

identity of its fire warden force, but has from the first

maintained separate wardens for these two distinct fields

of operation. Nor has this State entrusted its fire laws

to the administration of the game warden, but has always
maintained a separate administrative head for the fire

protection work, who has for years been a trained for-

ester. This plan is earnestly urged for consideration in

Michigan, under the new consolidation of these depart-

ments.

[Note.
—The States which maintain separate adminis-

trative heads for forest fire protection and separate or-

ganizations of forest fire wardens, not connected with

fish and game administration, are Maine, New Hamp-
shire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecti-

cut, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland,
North Carolina, Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Texas.

Wisconsin, Minnesota, Montana, Idaho, Washington,

Oregon and California.

The remaining States, with three exceptions, are

largely agricultural or have not established State organi-

zations for fire protection.]

Editorial
STATE FORESTRY ASSOCIATIONS

STATE
forestry in this country, after twenty years

of development, is yet in its struggling infancy.

In some few states, commendable progress has

been made in developing state organizations for fire pro-

tection, and in educating the public to a new and sane

attitude towards forest fires. In a still smaller number

of states the question of state forest reservations has

been aggressively agitated, with far-reaching results.

But taken as a whole, the forestry movement in the

individual states is struggling with tremendous obstacles,

due to many causes. A clearly defined state policy for

administration of lands worthless for agriculture and

their restoration to productiveness through forestry con-

fronts the inherited weaknesses of our individualistic

form of government.

Indifference to public or commercial welfare, the

gauging of results solely by immediate private profits,

the horrible inefficiency of the corrupt partizan or spoils

system of public service, which, should it be exposed to

such urgent stress as that of England or France in the

present war, would either crumble or give place to effi-

ciency, all constitute obstacles which threaten not only to

seriously interfere with, but to almost completely pre-

vent, the final establishment of state forestry on a sound

permanent basis.

The success of state forestry means nothing short of

a complete transformation in the general attitude of

entire state communities towards the economic treatment

of forest land. Such constructive work requires long-

continued, patient and intelligent effort on the part of
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men whose knowledge of the aims and purpose of state

forestry rest on the secure basis of technical and pro-

fessional knowledge. State forestry departments must

be so constituted that such men are not only secured for

the work but are kept in the service of the state on a

permanent basis which permits them to give to their

work the cumulative knowledge and efficiency of years

of experience. If the office of state forester is to become

a political plum, technical foresters will be replaced by

politicians or by young and inexperienced foresters who,
for the sake of a job, are willing to take a chance on

being replaced when the administration changes. No
results worth considering will ever be accomplished in

state forestry under such a system. "By their fruits ye
shall know them." The states which today are rapidly

progressing in fire protection, in state forest reserves and

in other forestry lines, are in practically every instance

served by state foresters who have been retained for

several years by non-partizan commissions and who

expect to continue in those positions as their life work,

in the same manner that an efficient employe of a busi-

ness corporation plans on devoting his ever-growing

ability to the work of his employers, without fear of

being deposed for arbitrary reasons wholly unconnected

with his character or services.

But this condition, through which alone states can

secure results, comes into sharp conflict with the spoils

system which in many places and by many methods is

seeking rehabilitation under cover of a reaction from too

much progressivism. One favorite method of demolish-

ing a non-partizan forestry board at present is by a

reorganization of forestry, usually by a combination with

other conservation interests, notably those of fish and

game protection. Such proposed legislation will be found

in most instances to provide for the arbitrary political

appointment of the state forester instead of permitting

him to be selected by the non-partizan board. Another

method is the curtailment of appropriations for non-

partizan forest fire warden forces below the point of

efficiency. In a state which has failed, through improper

organization, to secure efficient forestry administration,

the appropriations devoted to forestry are dissipated in

salaries and expenses which produce no lasting results

and the final outcome must be the failure and abandon-

m.ent of the propaganda itself.

To secure these vital conditions of success, forestry

sentiment must be organized and active. The logical

method of expression is through a state forestry associa-

tion. A few states have such organizations, notably

Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Minnesota, Michigan and,

of late. New York. To be successful and to accomplish

its purpose, a state forestry association must have an

active and well-informed secretary, who can devote a

large part of his time to the work of the association.

Without such a secretary no association can grow beyond
a merely nominal strength. As soon as the association

can afford it, the secretary should receive a salary. He
should be a capable organizer and business man, as well

versed in forestry as possible. Such a secretary will

cause the association to grow rapidly.

An association which has developed into a strong, pro-

gressive and wide-awake organization, can not only
secure needed legislation, but can by the weight of its

influence prevent the passage of spoils legislation and can

maintain the integrity of the state forest service against

the efforts of politicians to dominate and control the per-

sonnel and the appropriations. Without such an associa-

tion public opinion, unorganized and often led astray by
false information, will be practically helpless. State

forestry rests upon the expressed will of the people, and

the state forestry association is the means of expressing
this will effectually.

TAXATION AND CONSERVATION

IF

CONSERVATION of the forests which they own
is practical, then lumbermen will practice conserva-

tion. Just how such conservation may be made prac-

tical is a decidedly interesting problem and the opinion

of lumbermen who have given thought to it is valuable.

One such lumberman is Charles L. Latimer, president

of the Northern National Bank of Ashland, Wisconsin,

who, in a recent letter to American Forestry, said:

"I am very much interested in the literature received

from time to time from your association and, being a

lumberman of some years' standing, have some ideas

about the best way to preserve our forests, and in this

connection would say I believe we should begin with

proper legislation and particularly tax legislation. As
the taxes are now, in practically all of the states standing
timber pays an annual tribute going higher and higher
each year, thus putting timber owners in a very uncom-
fortable condition—forcing a man to cut his holdings in

order to realize something besides taxes for his invest-

ment, in so doing, owing to market conditions, he is com-

pelled to leave a large amount of valuable timber, either

to be blown down or burned up. Under proper tax con-
ditions he would only be compelled to cut as fast as the

market would warrant, and when he did cut, should he

pay a cumulative tax, there would be coming to the tim-

ber owner exactly what belongs to him and no more.
What timber remained would be for future years or

future generations.

"Proceeding a little further with our legislation, in

order to cut our timber clean we should legislate so that

timber from other countries would not come in competi-
tion with our own as it does at this time. My opinion is

that there is as much timber wasted in the United States

today, owing to free admission of lumber into the United

States, as would offset the value of lumber that is im-

ported from Canada and British Columbia. The Ameri-
can people are out just the amount of money we pay the

outsider for his lumber.

"It is hardly a practical proposition to reforest, or to

perpetuate the forests we now have, until we have leg-
islation that will protect the forests. I believe the true

solution would be the cumulative tax, together with a

sufficient duty upon imported lumber that would enable

us to cut our forests clean as we go along."
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Forest Notes
A Conservation Measure

T. R. Helms, a member of the American

Forestry Association, writing from New
Orleans says:

"Do not try to see how many logs you

can cut up, try and get all the lumber you

can get out of them.

"Try to make lumber, instead of simply

cutting up logs.

"You work for the interests of the com-

pany if you save all the lumber you can.

"Lumber is money, do not waste it."

This is quite different from what it was

years ago, when the efficiency of the saw-

yers was judged by the number of feet

of log scale they would saw in a shift,

and consequently they would cut up the

logs the quickest way they could, regard-

less of how much or what kind of lumber

they got.

Prof. Brown Back from 6,000 Mile Trip

Nelson C. Brown, Professor of Forest

Utilization in the State College of For-

estry at Syracuse, has returned from a

6,000 mile trip through the National For-

ests of the Rockies and Cascades. Profes-

sor Brown left Syracuse in June and went

directly to New Mexico where he studied

methods of utilizing and protecting timber

in the Southern Rockies. He then went

up through California, visiting the redwood

lumbering north and east of San Fran-

cisco to the Puget Sound Country. There

he visited some of the largest sawmills in

the world and not only studied methods of

utilization and manufacture, but looked

carefully into the matter of methods used

by the western lumberman in supplying

the eastern markets. After studying con-

ditions in Idaho and Montana he visited

the White Pine section of northeastern

Minnesota, where much of the best White

Pine is coming from today. Professor

Brown brings back to the College a large

amount of illustrative material which will

be used in instructional work and in the

forest museum of the College.

Ten BuSalo Calves

The Government's herd of bufifalo on

the Wichita National Forest, in Oklahoma,

which is also a Federal game preserve, has

been increased by the arrival of ten calves,

according to a report received by the

Forest Service from the supervisor in

charge. The herd, which now comprises

sixty-two specimens of the almost extinct

bison, is in good condition, says the su-

pervisor, and promises to continue increas-

ing at a rapid rate.

through the northwest and along the Pa-

cific coast studying the large logging op-

erations and visiting the National For-

ests. Prof. Chaffee expects to return in

November to take charge of the new op-

tional course in lumbering which has re-

cently been established at Penn State.

Syracuse Registers 274 Men

The State College of Forestry at Syra-

cuse, N. Y., has just closed registration

for the college year with 274 men. These

men have registered for four and five

year professional courses in Forestry and

represent 55 counties in the State and 12

States outside of New York. Some of the

largest county representations come from

Westchester, New York, Erie and Onon-

daga. The following States are represented.

Massachusetts, Vermont. New Hampshire,

Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

Ohio, Kansas, Virginia, Wisconsin, Minne-

sota and District of Columbia. Russia and

Armenia are represented as foreign coun-

tries. Besides the 274 men in the profes-

sional courses in the State College of For-

estry at Syracuse there are IS men taking

the one-year practical course in the State

Ranger School at Wanakena.

What Minnesota Needs

C. C. Andrews, secretary of the Minne-

sota State Forestry Board writes that:

"Forest consumption has been going on

in Minnesota seventy years, and there is

now need of strong measures for refores-

tation. There is in this State a great deal

of land that is chiefly valuable for the

production of timber, some of which is

bare, exposed to sun and wind and grow-

ing poorer every year. It is true that in

places one now sees a fine regrowth of

forest, but on an average, in my opinion,

after twenty years of particular observa-

tion, not more than 5 per cent of it is

well restocked (close growing), with valu-

able kinds of timber trees. It will take

nature unaided more than a century to

renew our forests; the State must assist.

Thoughtful citizens should keep this mat-

ter in mind and help educate a public

sentiment that will cause another legisla-

ture to give reforestation a proper start."

Prof. Chafiee on Extended Trip

Prof. R. R. Chaffee, who is in charge of

the course in lumbering at Penn State

Forest School, is making an extensive trip

Wirt as Chief Fire Warden

George H. Wirt has been appointed

chief forest fire warden of Pennsylvania

in accordance with the recent act of the

Legislature providing for reorganization of

the forest fire warden system. In this re-

organization the State forestry department

will take advantage of its foresters as they

are now located on State Forests and use

them as centers of inspection of as many
local fire wardens as they can conveniently

handle. In this way it will probably be

able to keep in close touch with all of the

fire wardens in at least thirty-five counties

of the State and those counties which are

most wooded. Following that the depart-

ment shall take steps to organize the sys-

tem in other counties by cooperation with

local organizations of sportsmen and other

bodies interested in forest preservation. It

will also attempt to institute a complete

system of fire towers all over the State and

carry on a campaign of education against

forest fires. Unfortunately, the department

will have to be somewhat limited in the last

two propositions during the next two years,

owing to the fact that for this period of

time the Legislature and Governor have

given only $45,000 for the work.

Mr. Wirt graduated from the Biltmore

Forest School in February, 1900. In April

of that year he began service with the

Pennsylvania Department of Forestry as a

Slate Forester. In 1903 he was placed in

charge of the State Forest Academy and

had charge of it, together with the Mont

Alto State Forest, until May, 1910. At that

time he was sent to Harrisburg and placed

in charge of the work of inspecting private

tracts and assisting private individuals in

the handling of their woodlots, together

with other miscellaneous technical and

office work.

Wisconsin's New Forester

Professor F. B. Moody, for the past two

years extension professor in forestry at

Cornell, has taken up his new duties as a

member of the forest, fish, and game com-

mission of the State of Wisconsin. By
this action he becomes not only a member

ui the commission, but the State Forester,

succeeding E. M. Griffith, who recently

resigned.

Professor Moody went to Cornell from

Wisconsin, where he was a member of the

State Forestry staff, and it is stated that

hi-; thorough familiarity with Wisconsin

conditions led to his choice as a member

of the Wisconsin comniission. While he is

being congratulated on the new oppor-

tunity, great regret at his leaving is ex-

pressed by his colleagues at the State

college of agriculture, where he has been

one of the most popular members of the

forestry faculty.

He has been closely in touch with the

lumbermen, and particularly with the farm-

ers, of the State in his woodlot demonstra-

tions, and has been commended for his

sound common sense on forestry problems

and his practical familiarity with them.

Professor Moody's successor in the ex-

tersion work in forestry has not yet been

chosen, and probably will not be selected

until the members of the Forestry School

return from the Adirondacks. The activi-

ties of the entire school have been trans-

ferred to an Adirondack logging operation,

where the Senior Class is now securin.g

practical training in woods work.
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Canadian Department
By Ellwood Wilson

Secretary Canadian Society of Forest Engineers

The campaign against those responsible

for setting forest fires has been waged vig-

orously and successfully this season. The

Lower Ottawa Forest Protective Associa-

tion has eight convictions against settlers

who carelessly allowed their clearing fires

to get away from them, and the St. Mau-

rice Forest Protective Association has had

one very important conviction and ten

more cases under way. These convictions

are having an important eflfect as they show

that the laws are really meant to be en-

forced and bring home to the careless ones

the necessity of taking precautions, in a

way which appeals to them. As soon as

the Governments of the respective Prov-

inces make it necessary to have permits in

order to start fires for clearing, no matter

what the time of year, settlers' fires will be

a thing of the past.

The Canadian Society of Forest Engi-

neers has just been incorporated under

the laws of the Province of Ontario. This

Society has had a healthy and steady

growth and is increasing in importance and

influence. It now numbers forty-eight

active, thirty associate, two honorary and

two student members. Mr. P. S. Ridsdale,

Secretary of the American Forestry As-

sociation, has just been elected an Associ-

ate Member.

An interesting experiment was under-

taken by the Laurentide Company, Ltd.,

this season. On a good deal of their waste

land which is being planted there are old

hardwood stumps and a good deal of young
hardwood brush. This grows much faster

than spruce or pine and on two of the

plantations was seriously retarding the

growth of the plantations. A couple of

small goats were purchased and turned

into these plantations but they promptly
commenced to eat the planted trees as well

as the hardwood. The Company's herd

of reindeer was then tried and although

they have been grazing on the plantations

all summer they have not eaten a single

spruce or pine but have cleaned off the

poplar, birch, and maple well and the conif-

erous plants show as good a growth as

those in the open. A few plants have been

injured where the deer have made roads

but the number is so small as to be en-

tirely negligible. The feed has agreed
with the deer and they are in wonderful

condition. This proposition of natural

hardwood regeneration on burnt over and

cut over lands was beginning to be a

serious one as it is entirely out of the

question to cut this, either before or after

planting, and it retards the growth of the

plants dominated by it to such an extent

that it seemed almost hopeless.

The Canadian Lumberman for Sept. 15th

prints an excellent article on "The Prob-

lem of Slash Disposal" by Mr. Clyde

Leavitt, Forester to the Conservation Com-
mission. The whole question is thoroughly

discussed and definite measures to help

the present situation are proposed, all of

them practical and practicable.

Mr. R. H. MacMillan, Chief Forester of

British Columbia, and acting at present as

special trade commissioner, traveling

abroad in the interests of his Province, has

completed his work in England successfully

and is now en route to South Africa.

Work has commenced on the large new

storage dam being built by the Quebec
Government to control the flow of the

St. Maurice River. This dam is forty-four

miles from the nearest railroad, the Na-

tional Transcontinental, and barges and

steamers are being provided to carry sup-

plies, cement, etc., to the first rapid, a dis-

tance of twenty-eight miles and from that

point to the dam site, sixteen miles, a rail-

road will be built. This dam will be the

largest water conservation scheme in the

world and will hold back twice the amount
of water stored by the enlarged Assouan

dam on the the Nile. It will be about 2,000

feet long and eighty feet high at the high-

est point. There are many large lakes above

this dam, one being over thirty miles in

length, and the level of all of these lakes

will be raised. The timber which will be

destroyed is for the most part scrubby
black spruce, balsam, birch and poplar and

little of it has any commercial value. There
are no settlements of any kind, only one

Hudson Bay Post on Lake Obiduan, the

country being inhabited by Indians.

Tenders are also being asked for a dam
to be constructed at the outlet of Lake
St. Francis, on the St. Francis River, on
the south shore of the St. Lawrence,
which serves a number of important in-

dustries which have been much hampered

by low water in tjie summer time. It may
be of interest to American readers to know
that in the little Indian village of Pierre-

ville, near the mouth of the St. Francis

River, it is said, the grandmother of Sena-

tor Matthew S. Quay, of Pennsylvania, was
born. She was an Indian woman of the

Abenaki tribe and I am told that Senator

Quay's picture hangs over the altar in the

Indian Church.

The report of the Fire Inspection De-

partment of the Dominion Railway Com-
mission shows that during 1914 a total of

1,346 fires were reported in forested sec-

tions within three hundred feet of rail-

road rights-of-way, on lines under the juris-

diction of the Railway Commission. These

do not include Government Railways or

lines under Provincial charter, about 15

per cent of the total mileage. A total area

of 191,770 acres was burned, valued at

$443,443, of which $203,987 was merchant-

able timber. Although the season was one

of the worst in years the railway fires show

a decrease and the situation is steadily im-

proving. Two suits were entered against

railways in the Parry Sound District in

Ontario and the Grand Jury in making its

presentment protested against the non-

enforcement of the forest fire laws and

the neghgence of the officers charge with

this enforcement.

There is at present a great demand for

box shooks for making ammunition boxes.

The specifications are very strict and there

is difficulty in obtaining material.

His Eminence the Cardinal-Archbishop

of Quebec, always a strong supporter of

the work of the Canadian Forestry Asso-

ciation, will soon issue a letter to be read

in all the Churches of the Province, re-

minding all faithful Catholics of their

duty to protect the forests from fire and

to conserve them for posterity. This will

be of great assistance in impressing upon
all the people the necessity of using greater

care with fires and also of observing the

forest fire laws.

Mr. George Chahoon. Jr., a Director of

the Canadian Forestry Association and As-

sociate Member of the Canadian Society

of Forest Engineers, has just been elected

President of the Laurentide Co., Ltd., the

largest and most progressive paper com-

pany in Canada, to succeed the late Sir

William Van Home. Mr. Chahoon. like

Sir William, was born in the United States,

being a native of Au Sable Forks, in the

Adirondacks, where his family has long

had paper interests. He is still a young

man, being only forty-three. He toolc

charge of the Laurentide Company about

twelve years ago and has built it up to

its present high standing. His broad gen-

eral interests and open mindedness early

persuaded him that only happy and con-

tented employes give their best work and

he has done everything to make Grand

Mere, not only livable but also attractive

and has succeeded in building up one of

the prettiest villages in Canada. Realizing

that a cheap and steady supply of raw ma-

terial was of vital necessity to this Com-

pany he became interested in forestry and

has done more along practical lines to util-

ize what this science had to offer than

almost any man in Canada, taking not

only a selfish interest in it but looking at

it from the broadest standpoint and urg-

ing the Provincial Government to a more-

progressive policy. The first large forest

survey in Quebec was that made by his .

Company and it is also the first one to take.-

up commercial planting on a large scale.
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Sr. Don Ricardo Cordoniu, who has

been for many years in charge of the work

of the Spanish Government in reforesting

the sand dunes and control of torrents and

tree planting in the mountains, has had con-

ferred on him, on tlie occasion of his 6Tth

birthday, the Grand Order of Elizabeth

the Catholic and Agronomial Merit. The

insignia of the order was given him by

public subscription. Sr. Condoniu is the

editor of Espana Forestal, one of the

heads of the only forestry school in Spain

and a member of the society of Amigos
del Arbol.

The last number of Bspami Forestal

has just been received and is a very cred-

itable piece of work, the illustrations are

e.xcellent and there is more attention paid

to the aesthetic and artistic side of for-

estry than in any other forestry journal

published.

ling and finishing woods and the different

kinds of paints, stains and varnishes which

are suitable for getting the effects desired.

Secretary Robson Black, of the Canadian

Forestry Association, has just made a trip

to the territory patrolled by the Lower

Ottawa Forest Protective Association and

to the Ontario Government Nurseries and

plantation, at St. Williams, Ont. Fif-

teen acres are covered by the nursery

and about eighteen hundred acres have

been taken over from farmers and planted

up. Mr. E. J. Zavitz, Provincial Forester,

deserves great credit for the efficient way
in which he has handled this work and for

the excellent condition of the nursery and

the good he has done in awakening pub-

lic interest and in turning a barren section

into a fine prospective forest. The pine

plantations have now reached a height of

nine and ten feet and are in excellent con-

dition. Enormous numbers of hardwoods

of all sorts are grown for distribution.

Mr. Black also investigated the "fake

settlers" in the Township of Boyer, Prov-

ince of Quebec, and showed the disastrous

result of their being allowed to take up

land simply for the purpose of cutting off

the timber. This is an abuse which has

been a crying shame but which the Province

ib rapidly controlling, and soon hopes to

make a thing of the past.

At a recent meeting of the British Co-

lumbia Forest Club a very interesting

paper on the Forests of Central British

Columbia was read by Mr. H. R. Christie,

and one on general administrative problems

in forestry work by Mr. W. N. Millar.

The Hon., the Minister of Lands, is in

receipt of advices from the Tete Jaune

Cache district, reporting that during the

month of August there were seven hundred

thousand feet, board measure scaled, being

timber cut by the Canadian Northern Pa^

cific Railway during its construction

through the timber limits in the North

Thompson Valley, and representing the

addition of $2,600 to the provincial revenue

in stumpage and royalties.

While its lumber industry is quiet, it is

believed that much development will take

place in that district as soon as economic

conditions permit.

Fifty-five fires have been reported this

season, some sixty acres in all having

burned over, with damage to rather less

than three hundred thousand feet of stand-

ing timber. Ten of these outbreaks, af-

fecting twenty acres and damaging about

two-thirds of the timber mentioned, were

due to lightning. Hot, dry, windy weather

for the past few months rendered the po-

sition one of great hazard, and it is a

tribute to the efficiency of the fire-wardens

that the losses and fire fighting expendi-

tures have been kept within comparatively

small limits. The splendid spirit of co-

operation existing throughout this large

district has been a valuable asset, several

instances having occurred of settlers walk-

ing or riding many miles in order to report

the outbreak of a fire.

Land-clearing by settlers has been ex-

tensively undertaken this year, and good

crops are reported generally, especially in

view of the fact that many areas are virgin

ground, and have been broken up for the

first time this year.

British Columbia Notes C/UrrCtlt
Under the direction of the Hon.. the

Minister of Lands, an attractive pamphlet

entitled "British Columbia Timber" has

been prepared for distribution among the

buyers in overseas markets. It is intended

to draw the attention of importers overseas

to the forest products of the province, and

especially to the facilities for exporting

British Columbia lumber. Consisting of

nearly forty pages, and containing thirty

illustrations, the pamphlet treats of the

principal exportable woods, their qualities

and uses, together with information con-

cerning their strength, values and suitability

for various uses. Also a pamphlet entitled

"How to Finish British Columbia Wood,"

giving full details and directions for hand-

Literature
MONTHLY LIST FOR OCTOBER, 1915.

(Books and periodicals indexed in the library

of the United States Forest Service.)

FORESTRY AS A WHOLE

Proceedings and reports of associations, forest

officers, etc.

India—Andaman Islands—Forest dept. Prog-

ress report of forest administration for

the year 1913-14. 41 p. Calcutta,

1915.

India—Bombay presidency
—Forest dept.

Administration report of the forest

circles, for the year 1913-1914. 184 p

Bombay, 1915.

New Jersey
—• orest park reservation com-

mission. Tenth annual report for the

year ending October 31, 1914. 79 p.

pi., map. Trenton, N. J., 1915.

Forest Education

Cornell university
—

Dept. of forestry.

Courses in forestry ; a circular of informa-

tion for prospective forestry students.

lip. il. Ithaca, N. Y., 1915.

Montana, University of—Forest school. Sec-

ond annual announcement, 1915-16. 63

p. il. Missoula, Mont., 1915.

Forest Botany

Lawler, James. Twenty Canadian trees.

23 p. il. Ottawa, Canadian forestry

association, 1915.

SUvical Studies of Species

Mattoon, Wilbur R. The southern cypress.

74 p. il., pL Wash., D. C, 1915.

(U. S.—Dept. of agriculture Bulletin

272.)

Silviculture

Planting and nursery practice

New Zealand—Dept. of lands and survey.

Report on state nurseries and plantations

for the year 1914-15. 69 p. il., pi.

Wellington, 1915.

Forest Protection

Diseases

Ross, R. M. The chestnut bark disease in

Vermont. 16 p. pi. St. Albans, Vt.,

1915. (Vermont—Forest service. For-

estry publication no. 16.)

Fire

Kentucky—State forester. Manual of in-

structions for county forest wardens and

district forest wardens, and information

in regard to the prevention and suppres-

sion of forest fires. 31 p. Frankfort,

Ky., 1915.

New Hampshire—Forestry commission. Per-

sonnel of the forest fire service. 53 p.

Manchester, N. H., 1915. (Circular 8.)

United States—Dept. of agriculture
—Forest

service. Fire protection in District 1,

for the use of forest officers. _ 117 p.

Wash., D. C, 1915.

Forest Legislation

New Hampshire—Laws, statutes, etc. For-

est laws. 31 p. Concord, N. H., 1915.

(New Hampshire—Forestry commission.

Circular 7.)

New Jersey
—

Laws, statutes, etc. The law

and regulations concerning camp fires

in New Jersey. 4 p. il. Trenton,

N. J., Dept. of conservation and develop-

ment, 1915.

New Jersey
—Laws, statutes, etc. Laws of

New Jersey relating to forestry, 1915.

44 p.

"

Union Hill, N. J., 1915.

United States—Dept. of agriculture
—Forest

service. State forestry laws; Louisiana,

through regular session, 1914. 7 p.

Wash., D. C, 1915.

United States—Dept. of agriculture
—Forest
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service. State forestry laws; Maryland,

tlirough regular session, 1914. 6 p.

Wash., D. C, 1915.

United States—^Dept. of agriculture
—Forest

service. State forestry laws; Missouri,

through regular session, 1915. 2 p.

Wash., D. C, 1915.

United States—Dept. of agriculture
—Forest

service. State forestry laws; North

Carolina, through regular session, 1915.

5 p. Wash., D.C., 1915.

United States—Dept. of agriculture
—Forest

service. State forestry laws; Texas,

through regular session, 1915. 3 p.

Wash., D. C, 1915.

United States—Dept. of agriculture
—Forest

service. State forestry laws; Virginia,

through regular session, 1914. 6 p.

Wash., D. C, 1915.

United States—Dept. of agriculture
—Forest

service. Forestry laws of Wisconsin,

through regular session, 1915. 16 p.

Wash., D. C, 1915.

United States—Dept. of agriculture
—Forest

service. State forestry laws; Wyoming,

through regular session, 1915. ^ p.

Wash., D. C, 1915.

Forest Utilization

Lumber industry

Bams, W. E. Business and lumber trade

conditions, Nos. 42, 43. St. Louis, Mo.

St. Louis lumberman, 1915.

National lumber manufacturers' association.

The modem lumberman; reports and

addresses presented at the 13th annual

meeting, in San Francisco, Cal., May
12-13,1915. 196p. Chicago, 111., 1915.

Wood Technology

Betts, Harold Scofield and Newlin, J. A.

Strength tests of structural timbers

treated by commercial wood-preserving

processes. 15 p. il. Wash., D. C,
1915. (U. S.—Dept. of agriculture.

BuUetin 286.)

British Columbia—Department of lands—
Forest branch. British Columbia red

cedar shingles. 12 p. il. Victoria, B. C,
1915.

British Columbia—Dept. of lands—Forest

branch. British Columbia timber and

other forest products for export. 40 p.

il. Victoria, B. C, 1915.

British Columbia—Dept. of lands—Forest

branch. How to finish British Columbia

wood. 16 p. il. Victoria, B. C, 1915.

National fire protection association. Report
of the committee on uses of wood in

building construe ion. 55 p. il. Bos-

ton, Mass., 1915.

Wood Preservation

MacDonald, G. B. Preservative treatment

of fence posts. 70 p. Ames, la., 1915.

(Iowa—Agricultural experiment station.

Bulletin 158.)

Auxiliary Subjects

Description and travel

Darton, Nelson Horatio and others. Guide-

book of the United States, pt. C: The

Santa Fe route, with a side trip to the

Grand Canyon of the Colorado. 194 p.

il., pi., maps. Wash., D. C, 1915.

(U. S.—Geological survey. Bulletin 613.)

Botany ,

United States—Dept. of agriculture
—Forest

service. Notes in national forest range

plants, pt. 1: Grasses. 224 p. Wash.,

D. C, 1914.

Irrigation

International irrigation congress. Official

proceedings of the 21st International

irrigation congress, held at Calgary,

Alberta, Canada, Oct. 5-9, 1914. 402 p.

il. Ottawa, 1915.

Engineering

Los Angeles county, California—Board of

engineers, flood control. Provisional re-

port, submitted to the Board of super-

visors, Los Angeles county, June 3, 1914.

24 p. il. Los Angeles, 1914.

Periodical Articles

Miscellaneous periodicals

Agricultural gazette of Tasmania, July, 1915.

—The stave silo, by F. H. Johnstone,

p. 259-62.

Annals of botany, July, 1915.—-"Brown oak"

and its origin, by Percy Groom, p.

393-408.

Capital, Sept., 1915.—Giant trees of Sequoia,

p. 13, 14.

Country gentleman, Sept. 25, 1915.—Stop-

ping runaway waters; Mangum terraces

keep farms on hillsides, even when it

rains, by J. Russell Smith, p. 14S5-6;

That hedge fence; an asset that has

become a liability, by Herbert R. Cox,

p. 1493.

Far Eastern review, Aug., 1915.—Philippine

woods for the China and foreign m rkets,

by W. F. Sherfesee, p. 88-92.

Gardeners' chronicle, Aug. 21, 1915.—Forest

trees in trenched and untrenched grounds

by Vicary Gibbs, p. Ill; "Witche,
broom" on willow, by A. D. Webster

p. 123.

Journal of industrial and engineering chem-

istry, Sept., 1915.—A new native dye-

wood; Robinia pseudacacia, by F. P.

Dunnington, p. 806.

Journal of the Linnean society. Botany,

May 15, 1915.—Structure of the wood of

Himalayan junipers, by W. Rushton,

p. 1-13.

National wool grower, Sept., 1915.—Grazing

sheep on range without water, by J. T.

Jardine, p. 7-10.

Nation's business, Sept. 15, 1915.—What is

wrong with the lumber business, p. 13.

Nineteenth century and after, July, 1915.—
Effect of six months' war on the timber

supplies, by E. P. Stebbing, p. 204-17.

Philippine trade review, Aug., 1915.—Export
timbers of the Philippines, p. 7-12.

Plant world, Aug., 1915.—The dunes of Lake

Michigan, by Theo. J. Stomps, p. 205-16.

Scientific American, Sept. 4, 1915.—The war

and lumber, p. 194.

Grade One

Creosote Oil

Cuts wood preserving
bills in half—

For preserving telephone

poles, telegraph poles, cross

arms, railroad ties, fence

posts, mine timbers, under-

ground sills, sleepers, bridge
timbers, planking, ice

houses, wood tanks, shing-

les, poultry houses, silos,

boat timbers or any exposed
woodwork.

Especially adapted for brush
and open tank treatment of

structural timbers of all

lands.

Booklet on request.

Barrett Manufacturing Co.
New York
Boston
Cincinaati
Detroit
Kansas City
Salt Lake City Seattle

Peer'

Southern planter, Sept., 1915.—Reclamation

of gullied land, by R. C. Jones, p. 493-4.

Technical world magazine, June, 1915.—To
turn New York into a forest, by J. B.

Bell, p. 457-9.

Trade journals and consular reports

American lumberman, Sept. 11, 1915.—Test

wood for battleships; Forest products

laboratory searching for material to

use as backing for armor plate, p. 31;

A visual method of distinguishing long-

leaf pine, by Arthur Koehler, p. 34-5;

Silo preservatives that are safe, p. 50-1.

American lumberman, Sept. 18, 1915.—
Failure of Tacoma bridge striking lesson,

by Paul P. Whitham, p. 29; Wooden
houses can be built to lessen fire risk,

p. 32-3.

American lumberman, Sept. 25, 1915.—How
to make a good shingle roof, p. 40-1

Describes extracting discovery, by Her-

bert Newton Crites, p. 53.

.American lumberman, Oct. 2, 1915.—-Profit

able field for use of wood is presented;

telegraph company can use millions of

feet of creosoted wood ducts, p. 30-1.

Canada lumberman, Sept. 15, 1915.—Use of

Douglas fir ably advocated, by J. R
Chamberlain, p. 27; Lumber and its

interests at Canadian national exhibition,

p. 32-4; Tool handles used in Great

Britain, p. 34; The wooden pole market

in England, by H. R. MacMillan, p. 35.

Commercial importance of maple, by
A. H. D. Ross, p. 36-7.
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Canada lumberman, Oct. 1, 1915.—Douglas
fir markets in Great Britain, by H. R.

MacMillan, p. 25-6.

Engineering magazine, Oct., 1915.—Forests

of the United States, by Leonard

Lundgren, p. 1-17.

Engineering news, Aug. 12, 1915.—Diagrams
for cost of ties; Canadian Pacific railway,

p. 292.

Hardwood record, Oct. 10, 1915.—Changes
in utilization of wood, p. 18-19; Amazon

lumbering possibilities, p. 19; Records of

large hardwood trees, p. 22-3.

Lumber trade journal, Sept. 15, 1915.—
Louisiana timber valuation raised, p. 11,

14, 19-25.

Lumber world review, Sept. 25, 1915.—
Problems in kiln drying lumber, by

Harry D. Tiemann, p. 21-3.

Mississippi Valley lumberman, Sept. 10, 1915.

—The forests of New Zealand, p. 38-9;

Increasing the efficiency of creosoted

wood block pavements, by O. P. M. Goss,

p. 59.

Paper, Sept. 22, 1915.—Woodpulp for ex-

plosives, by Claj-ton Beadle, p. 14.

Paper, Oct. 6, 1915.—Experimental work on

soda cellulose; the diminishing of fuzz in

soda pulp by proper cooking conditions,

by Sidney D. Wells, p. 14-15; The

dyestuff situation in the United States,

by L F. Stone, p. 16-17.

Paper trade journal, Sept. 9, 1915.—Many
uses found for waste timber, p. 44.

Paper trade journal, Sept. 23, 1915.—Russia

the world's timber yard, p. 46.

Paper trade journal, Sept. 30, 1915.—Possi-

bilities of accurate determination of

ground wood in paper, by Max Cline,

p. 50-2.

Ptdp and paper magazine, Sept. 1, 1915.—
The manufacture of high grade sulphite

pulp, by L. Wimmer, p. 156-8; The

manufacture of yams and textiles

from paper pulp, p. 459-63.

St. Louis lumberman, Sept. 15, 1915.—The

wood silo vs. substitutes, by John B.

Woods, p. 52-3; Creosoted pine block

pavements, by F. P. Hamilton, p. 79.

St. Louis lumberman, Oct. 1, 1915.—Silo

exploitation, by J. Crow Taylor, p. 50-1.

Savannah naval stores review, Sept. 11, 1915.

—Saw mills are eating up the pine trees,

p. 13, 18.

Southern lumberman, Sept. 18, 1915.—The

public interest in lumber trade extension,

by E. A. Sterling, p. 29-30.

Southern lumberman, Oct. 2, 1915.—Position

of government in sale of timber explained,

by W. B. Greeley, p. 23.

Timber trades journal, Sept. 18, 1915.—An

export sawmill in British East Africa,

by F. E. Brown, p. 413; Mahogany

industry' of British Honduras, by W. D.

Hornaday, p. 439.

Timberman, Sept., 1915.—National forest

timber sales, p. 25-6; Alaska forests,

by H. S. Graves, p. 26; New Zealand

forests and timber industrj', p. 30-32;

Legitimate field for structural timber, by
Paul P. Whitham, p. 40; Modem skyline

systems, p. 45-6; Uniformity in log

Vertical Farming
Proved

By Effects of Orchard Blasting with

Red Cross

Farm
Powder

These cuts are made
from photos show-

i n g comparative

growth of pear trees

from Spring of 1913

to August, 1914,

B e 1 1 e m o n t Or-

chards, Inc., Nor-

folk, Va.

5>V'l''',/(^.«<>--'>^^^'''

A LL progressive farmers and orchardists know that^
trees planted in blasted ground grow much faster

than those planted in the old way and bear fruit earlier.

This proves the truth of the principles of Vertical

Farming, which aims to cultivate dowmvard as well as

to till the top soil.

Three years ago tree planting in blasted holes was

experimental
—now millions of trees are set out by the

Vertical Farming method every Spring and Fall.

In like manner, blasting the subsoil to increase

general crop yields, now regarded as experimental,

will in a few years be common.
To learn how and why Vertical Farming may double

the yields of your farm, get the Free Reading Course

in Vertical Farming by Dr. G. E. Bailey, one of the

best works on soils and soil culture ever published.

Sent free with every request for our Farmer's Handbook

No. 350 F. Write now.

E. I. Du Pont De Nemours Co.
Established 1802

Wilmington, Delaware
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scaling, by E. I. Karr, p. 47; Problem of

stump removal, by F. W. Wilson, p. 48;

Land grants in Oregon, p. 50; Growth of

Douglas fir, by Thornton T. Munger,

p. 50.

United States daily consular report, Sept. 16,

1915.—Algerian brier roots for pipe

making, p. 1315.

United States daily consular report, Sept. 25,

1915.—The lumber industry in Ecuador,

p. 1458-9.

United States daily consular report, Oct. 5,

1915.—Manufacture of paper and paper

pulp in Indo-China, by Lawrence P.

Briggs, p. 75.

United States daily consular report, Oct. 8,

1915.—British market for wood-block

paving, p. 120-1; Success of American

woods in Greece, by A. B. Cooke, p. 127.

West Coast lumberman, Sept. 15, 1915.—
Destructive distillation yields of by-

products from western conifers, by H. K.

Benson and Marc Darrin, p. 24-5;

Reports a permanent market for fir

ties in United Kingdom markets, by
H. R. MacMillan, p. 29-30.

West Coast liunberman, Oct. 1, 1915.—Fir

waste abounds in acetone; used as solvent

in making war munitions, by Marc

Darrin, p. 20; Report of government
chemist on destructive distillation of fir

waste, by George M. Hunt, p. 26-8.

Wood turning, Sept., 1915.—The mechanical

utilization of wood waste, by R. K.

Helphenstine, p. 5-6; Manufacturing

clothespins, p. 13.

Wood turning, Oct., 1915.—White oak in

demand; list of articles made of oak,

p. 11-13.

Woodworker, Sept., 1915.—New drying plant

of Detroit lumber co., by A. Snedeker,

p. 35-6; Best results in lumber drying,

by L. A. McDonald, p. 36.

Forest journals

Canadian forestry journal, Sept., 1915.—
Guarding the lower Ottawa, p. 183-6;

A model tree nursery, p. 187-9; Problem

of slash disposal, by Clyde Leavitt,

p. 195-7, 204-5.

Forestry quarterly, Sept., 1915.—The regen-

eration of denuded areas in the Bighorn

Mts. by Douglas fir, by Earl S. Peirce,

p. 301-7; The artificial preservation of

mine timbers, by Friedrich Moll, p.

308-16; A windfall problem, by George
Y. Baker, p. 317-24; The progress of

wood identification in the Philippine

Islands, by E. E. Schneider, p. 325-32;

Rules of thumb for volume determina-

tion, by Frederick R. Mason, p. 333-7;

The Abney hand level and the chain on

intensive forest surveys, by Clarence

R. Anderson, p. 338-43; Hardwood

plant'ng in Owens valley, California, by
Louis T. Larsen, p. 344-51; A blighted

chestnut operation in New Jersey, by
E. C. M. Richards, p. 352-60; Seed data

on some secondarj' tree species, by E. A.

Ziegler, p. 361-4.

New Hampshire forestry, 19 IS.—The national

forest in New England, p. 1, 3.
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BOOKS ON FORESTRY
AMERICAN FORESTRY wiU pubUsh each month, for the benefit of those

who wish books on forestry, a list of titles, authors and prices of such books.
These may be ordered through the American Forestry Association, Washington,
D. C. Prices are by mail or express prepaid.* :: :: :: ::

PRACTICAL TREE REPAIR—By Elbert Peets $2 .00

THE LUMBER INDUSTRY—By R. S. Kellogg 1 . 10

LUMBER MANUFACTURING ACCOUNTS—By Arthur F. Jones 2,10
FOREST VALUATION—By H. H. Chapman 2.00
CHINESE FOREST TREES AND TIMBER SUPPLY—By Norman Shaw 1 .60

TREES, SHRUBS, VINES AND HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS—By John
Kirkegaard 1.50

TREES AND SHRUBS—By Charles Sprague Sargent—Vol. I and II, 4 Parts to a
Volume—per Part 5 . 00

FAGOTS OF CEDAR (Poems and ballads)—By Ivan Swift 1 .00
THE WOODS—Douglas Malloch 1 . IS

RESAWED FABLES—Douglas Malloch 1 . IS

THE TRAINING OF A FORESTER—Gifford Pinchot 1 . 12

LUMBER AND ITS USES—R. S. Kellogg 1 . IS

THE CARE OF TREES IN LAWN, STREET AND PARK—B. E. Fernow 2.17
NORTH AMERICAN TREES—N. L. Britton 7 .30

KEY TO THE TREES—Collins and Preston 1 .50

THE FARM WOODLOT—E. G. Cheyney and J. P. Wentling 1 .70

AMERICAN FOREST TREES—Henry H. Gibson 6.00
IDENTIFICATION OF THE ECONOMIC WOODS OF THE UNITED STATES—

Samuel J. Record 1 . 25
PLANE SURVEYING—John C. Tracy 3 .00

FOREST MENSURATION—Henry Solon Graves 4.00
THE ECONOMICS OF FORESTRY—B. E. Fernow 1 .61

FIRST BOOK OF FORESTRY—FQibert Roth 1 . 10

PRACTICAL FORESTRY—A. S. Fuller 1 .50

PRINCIPLES OF AMERICAN FORESTRY—Samuel B. Green 1 .50

SEASIDE PLANTING OF TREES AND SHRUBS—Alfred Gaut 1 .75

FAMILIAR TREES—G. S. Boulger 1 .50

MANUAL OF THE TREES OF NORTH AMERICA (exclusive of Mexico)—Charies
Sprague Sargent 6 . 00

AMERICAN WOODS—Romeyn B. Hough 5 .00

HANDBOOK OF THE TREES OF THE NORTHERN U. S. AND CANADA,
EAST OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS—Romeyn B. Hough 6 .00

GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH THE TREES—J. Horace McFarland 1 .75

PRINCIPAL SPECIES OF WOOD: THEIR CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTIES—
Charles Henry .Snow ,^ . 50

NORTH AMERICAN FORESTS AND FORESTRY—E. R. Bruncken 2.00
HANDBOOK OF TIMBER PRESERVATION—Samuel M. Rowe 4.00
TREES OF NEW ENGLAND—L. L. Dame and Henry Brooks 1 .50

TREES, SHRUBS AND VINES OF THE NORTHEASTERN UNITED STATES—
H. E. Parkhurst 1 .50

TREES—H. Marshall Ward 1 .50

OUR NATIONAL PARKS—John Muir 1.91

THE LONGLEAF PINE IN VIRGIN FOREST—G. Frederick Schwarz 75

LOGGING—Ralph C. Bryant 3.50
THE IMPORTANT TIMBER TREES OF THE UNITED STATES—S. B. EUiott 2.50
FORESTRY IN NEW ENGLAND—Ralph C. Hawley and Austin F. Hawes 3.50
THE PRINCIPLES OF HANDLING WOODLANDS—Henry Solon Graves 1 .50

SHADE TREES IN TOWNS AND CITIES—WiUiam Solotaroff .^00
THE TREE GUIDE—Bv Julia Ellen Rogers 1 .00

FOREST PHYSIOGRAPHY—By Isaiah Bowman 5 .00

MANUAL FOR NORTHERN WOODSMEN—Austin Gary 2 . 12

FARM FORESTRY—Alfred Akerman 57

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF WORKING PLANS (in forest organization)
—A. B. Recknagel 2. 10

ELEMENTS OF FORESTRY—F. F. Moon and N. C. Brown 2 . 20

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF WOOD—Samuel J. Record 1 .75

STUDIES OF TREES—J. J. Levison 1 .75

TREE PRUNING—A. Des Cars 65

THE PRESERVATION OF STRUCTURAL TIMBER—Howard F. Weiss 3 .00

THE PRACTICAL LUMBERMAN—By Bernard Brereton (third edition) 1 .50

•
This, of course, is not a complete list, but we shall be glad to add to it any books on

forestry or related subjects upon request.
—Editor.
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You Can Save ThatTree
By u^ing

HOYT'S
TREE REPAIR
MATERIALS

Thf only correct way
of filling tree cavities
is by the Asphalt
Briquette Method
and the Ue of Anti-
septic Tree Varnish.
Write for free folder^

on tree repair.

C. H. HOYT
410 Citizens Building Cleveland, Ohio

FURS
Get "More Money" for your Foxes
MDSKRAT.SRCISK. RACCOON, BEAVER, COYOTES, BEAR,

LYNX and other Far bearers collected in yoar section

SHIP YOrn FURS DIRECT to "SHUBERT" the largest
house in the World dealing exclasively in NORTH AMERICAN RAW FURS
a reliable—responsible—safe Fur House with an unblemished rep-
utation existin;? for "more than a third of a centurv." a lonjr suc-

cessful record of sending Fur Shippers prompt.SATISFACTORY
AND PROFITABLE returns. Write for "ICflc g>liubett feljipper."

the only reliable, accurate market report and price list published.
yfrilr for it-NOW—it's FREE

A. B. SHUBERT, Inc. l^^lfy^^J,,Vi%2%'^^.l:

THE FORESTRY QUARTERLY
EDITED BY DR. B. E. FERNOW

The Technical Journal of Forestry

Price, $2.00 a year
Order from

American Forestry Association

Expert

Service

ENGRiilNGS
'FOR THE

'._» AMERICAN FORESTRY"
**

MAGAZINE

OUR SPECIALTY ^^^
.

"
IS THE -BETTER"" GRADE:^ FrNJSH of

bESIGNS a-ENGEJAyiNGS
p,. IN ONE OH MORE COLORS

tW' V
''°'* '^^'^Z"^ES CATALOGUES.

ADVERTISEMENTS^ Etc

-hV
"

A^- ;V
FOR MA

Half "Cones •
.

DuLLO -Tones

Color Process

Line Plates
COMBINATION LiNE
AND Halftones
MuLTir Colors'

7^ Demanded

by Modern

Business

Melhods

— E. A. Sterling-ESTA9L1SHED 1689- i

*"
^ ^

ll^TCHEL & Manning' forest engineer

Commercial Trust Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

>;(SIXTH AND CHESTNUT 9TWCETS
'' Opposite Oloe Hupepf ".ijencc H«L1.

PHILADELPHIA" _

Forest Engineering
is expert service in the application of scientific

and economic engineering knowledge and ex-

perience to forests and their products. It is

essential to modem timberland ownership

and operation, and equally important to the

distributor and consumer of wood.

The Field Covers

Technical Advice and

Practical Service

in acquiring, estimating and mapping timber; in

making valuations ;
in management; in selling

either the stumpage or manufactured product ;

in selecting grades or kinds to meet your ser-

vice requirements; and in preservative treat-

ment to prevent decay.

JAMES W. SEWALL
Timber Estimates

Topographic and Boundary Surveys, Plant-

ing, Logging Maps, Portable Mill Operations

Technical Training Thoroughness Experience

CENTRE STREET OLD TOWN. MAINE

Timber Estimates

FireProtectionPlans

Maps.LoggingReports

EmpireStateForesters

15B FifthAve-NewYorrCitv

"THE BEST MADE"

HIGH GRADE PRINTING PAPERS

Dill & Collins Co., Papermakert
Philadelphia

Correspondence Solicited
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Now is the Shooter's Time
The call of the woods, the fields

and the marshes is not to be denied.

Get readyl See that your scatter-

gun is oiled and easy. Get shells

loaded with

SHOTGUN POWDERS
Dupont :: Ballistite :: Schultzo
Du Pont Black Sporting Powder

Each has its good points
—each has its

friends and all are bound to get desired results

if your aim is right.

Write for booklet 532S

E. I. Du Pont De Nemours <& Company
Wilmington, Delaware

Handbook ofTrees

By RoMEYN B. Hough

$6.00

A book which will enable you to

identify trees without a

knowledge of botany

American Woods
By RoMEYN B. Hough

$5.00
A Volume

Order from

American
Forestry Association

Washington, D. C.

Use F^ress dippings
IT

will more than pay you to secure our extensive
service, covering all subjects, such as Polo, Goli,
Tennis, trade and personal, and receive the benefit

of the best and most systematic reading of all papers
and periodicals, here and abroad, at minimum cost.

Why miss taking advantage for obtaining the best
possible sen'ice in your line?
Our service is taken by all progressive business

men, publishers, authors, collectors, etc., and is the
card index for securing what you want and need, as
every article of interest is at your daily command.

Write for terms; or send your order for 100 clippings
at $5. or l.OOO clippings at $35. Special rates quoted
on Large Orders.

The Manhattan Press Clipping Bureau
ARTHUR CaSSOT. Proprietor Established 18^8

6 East 4l8t Street, NEW YORK
Send for Our Desk Calendar

mmmmmmmmmmmmnmmtmmmmmmimummmmmm^m\[ntit»HtntmimmutiiiMittmmmmmmmm

"The Watch of Railroad Accuracy"

THE
phenomenal timekeeping records of the Hamilton Watch on

American railroads have earned for it the name, '"The Watch of

Railroad Accuracy." You can buy a Hamilton movement alone for

$12.25 ($13.CO in Canada) and upward, and your jeweler can fit it to your
present watch case.

Write for the Hamiltun
Watch Book—

" The Timekeeper
"

—
pictures and describes

all Hamilton models for

men and women, and tells

facts worth knowing about
watches.

Hamilton Watch Company
Dept. 39. Laocjifiter. Pennsylvauia

The watch shown here is the new Plamilton, 17-iewel.
12-size. thin model, an extremely Accurate, Durable
.ind Be.iutiful Timekeeper for $28.00.

Conductoi E. W. Dee
of the Rock Island
Railroad. He carries a
Hamilton.

Tm TinTtfl Tlt ^''*^" notifying AMERICAN FOREHTRV of a change in

XilipUl LCtll t
address, please give both the old and the new address, and

we should receive such notification not later than the 25th ofmonth preceding issue

Relative

Values

Send for our booklet

"Home Landscape"

^ A beautiful house on a

bare plot loses caste. It

lacks a natural setting.

y^ Nature requires time to

remedy it.

^ By setting out grown
trees and shrubs you can

SAVE TEN YEARS

and enjoy a well-shaded

harmonious home at once.

ISAAC HICKS & SON
Westbury • • Nassau County • • New York
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National

Forest

Timber
Sales

1UMBERMEX
have bought

National Forest stumpage
in preference to acquiring

privately owned timber for an

operation because of the desira-

bility of working under a Govern-
ment contract- They have not
found the requirements of the

Forest Ser\dce impractical or

burdensome. An important factor

is that National Forest stumpage
is paid for only as it is cut—no

heavy initial investment in tim-
ber is reqtdred.

Among the sales made by the
Forest Sen.'ice from Jul}' 1, 1913,
to June 30, 1915, were:

26,650,000
28,300,000
33,667,000
40,050,000
66,200,000
75.000,000

80,000,000
85,000,000
102,802,000
117,000,000
120.000,000

125,000,000
153,000,000
177,900,000

382,050,000
43,000

feet in Oregon.
feet in California.

feet in Alaska.
feet in Washington,
feet in Idaho,
feet in Arizona,
feet in Montana,
feet in Montana.
feet in Washington.
feet in Xew Me.xico.

feet in Oregon,
feet in Wyoming.
feet in South Dakota,
feet in Idaho,
feet in Oregon,
cords in Washington.

Many smaller sales were made
during the same period. Tracts
are being advertised from time to

time, and numerous opporttmities
for operators are available. You
can obtain definite information

regarding these opportunities by
addres.sing any of the following
offices of the

I Forest Service
! WASHINGTON, D. C.

I

: MISSOULA. MONT.
1 DENVER, COLO.

j
.\LBUOCERQUE, N. M.

• OGDEN. UTAH
1 SAX FRANCISCO, CAL.

j
PORTLAND. ORE.

o.

Seeds and Bulbs

have been the choice of careful

purchasers since 1802

IN
the purchase of seeds,

especially tree seeds, the relia-

biUty of the seller is yotir only

guarantee as to fertility and

quality.

This Company has given satis-

faction to its customers since

the days of Washington and

Jefferson.

Our "list" is the most extensive

—write for a cop^^

J. M. Thorburn & Co.
53 Barclay Street through

to 54 Park Place

NEW YORK

HILL'S
Seedlings and Transplants

Also Tree Seeds

FOR REFORESTING

BEST
for over a half century. All leading

hardy sorts, grown in immense quantities.
Prices lowest. Quality highest. Forest

Planter's Guide, also price lists are free.

Write today and mention this magazine.

THE D. HILL NURSERY CO.
Evergreen Specialists

Largest Growers in America

BOX 501 DUNDEE, ELL.

vergreen 1^-
^

Seedling.s.Transplants

From our specialized collection

of young conifers you will find

what you want for every place
and purpose. Our stock is

hardy and field grown and

admirably adapted for forest

planting and lining out.

Your order will have personal attention
and the price will be right.

Si'nd for catalog and savt money

The North-Eastern Forestry Co.
Tree Seeds, Nursery Stock

Box h, Cheshire, Connecticut

ORCHIDS
We are specialists in Orchids, we

collect, import, grow, sell and export

this class of plants exclusively.

Our illustrated and descriptive cata-

logue of Orchids may be had on appli-

cation. Also special Usts of freshly

imported unestablished Orchids.

LAGER & HURRELL
SUMMIT, N. J.

Orchid Growers and Importers

Seeds for Forestry

Purposes
We offer a most complete list of both

Deciduous and Evergreen Tree and
shrub seeds for forestry purposes.

Seeds That Are of Best

Germinating Quality
Our catalogue contains a full list of the

varieties we offer, which include the

best and most rare species. Send for

a copy, it will interest you.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
Wholtsale Niirserytnen and Tree Seedmen

DRESHER. PEIVNA., U. S A.

TIMBER CRUISING
BOOKLETS

BILTMORE TIMBER TABLES

Including solution of problems in forest

finance.

SOUTHERN TIMBER TABLES

How to estimate Southern Pine, Southern

White Cedar, and Southern Appala-

chian Timber—Spruce p u 1 p w o o d,

Hemlock bark, Chestnut oak bark,

Chestnut tannic acid wood.

Postpaid, 25 cents each

HOWARD R. KRINBILL
Forest Engineer Newbum, N. C.

1

RE
2

ST
3

RY
4

THe

is tKree-fourths ol

F^ORESXRY
Your opportunities are as unlimited as our

forests if you study at

WYMAN'S SCHOOL OF THE WOODS
Incorporatrd Munising, Michigan
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FORESTERS
ATTENTION
AMERICAN FORESTRY will print free

of charge in this column advertisements of

foresters wanting positions, or of persons

having employment to offer foresters

GRADUATE FORESTER, in 1911, from a recog-

nized eastern college. Four years' experience. One
year each in Federal and Pennsylvania State Forest

Service. One year with Forest Engineering firm, and
one year in Municipal Forestry and ArboricuUural
work. Am prepared and fully equipped for contract

or job work, also permanent or temporary position on

private estate, with a city or corporation anywhere in

the United States and at all times. Work includes

cruising, mapping, reforestation, thinnings, damage
appraisals, logging and fire protection plans. Munic-

ipal and Park work such as pruning, planting, designing
and reinforcing and repairmg defective, decayed and
diseased trees. Address Box G, care of American
Forestry, Washington. D. C.

YOUNG MAN with thorough training in Arbori-

culture and Forestry, with experience in Tree Surgery,
desires position as assistant city forester, or as tree

surgeon with some reliable firm. Address "M. A. C."
care of American Forestry.

WANTED—Employment in Forestry Service or

with private lumbering firm. Preferably with the

Engineer force. Degree of A.B., Hamilton. N. Y.
Several years' experience in field and office. Address
Box 10. care American Forestry, Washington, D. C.

PRIVATE ESTATE MANAGER—Position wanted
by a man of extensive practical experience in, and

thorough scientific knowledge of. ALL departments of

private estate management, including forestry. Has
just completed the reforestation of an estate for which

nearly half a million trees have been used. A perma-
nent position desired upon an estate where the best

possible results and economical management will

be appreciated. Address Box 25. care American
Forestry.

FORESTER—Graduate Yale Forest School, wishes

position in New England or Middle Atlantic States.

Good executive ability and commercial training.
Four years' experience in United States Forest Service;
first class record in timber cruising, surveying, nursery
and general administrative work. Address Box 26,

care American Forestry, Washington, D. C.

PRACTICAL WOODSMAN AND FOREST EN-
GINEER with thorough experience this country and

Europe will take charge of forested estate or game
preserve. An expert in managing and improving
woodlands, and can show results. Highest references

as to character, training, and ability. Address Woods
Superintendent. Care American Forestry Magazine.
Washington, D. C.

WANTED—A live, hustling man to represent us in

Tree Surgery and Forestry work. Must be familiar

with shade trees. A college education not essential

but must be able to meet and talk with men. New
England men preferred, but will consider others.

Address Box 3, Care American Forestry. Washington.
D. C.

POSITION WANTED—Engineer with twelve

years' experience in Engineering and Forestry. Expert
land surveyor, timber estimator, timberland R. R.
location. Experienced in woods operation and good
manager of men. Permanent position desired with
Timber Company. Railroad Company or Private
Estate. At present employed. Address Box 4, care
American Forestry.

POSITION WANTED—Am graduate of Biltmore
Forest School, with good record in survey, estimate arid

estate management and want position where I will

have a chance to learn more. Have done practical
work outside of school and am considered good at

timber. Willing to go anywhere and be generally
useful. Hard worker, don't mind long hours. Age,
26. Give me interview or let me send references.
Address Box 11, care American Forestry.

FORESTER wants position with Consulting For-

estry firm, or with lumber company or private estate.

Training from Michigan Agricultural College and Yale
Forest School; four years* experience with U. S. Forest
Service and two winters with lumber companies.
Acquainted thoroughly with Montana, Idaho and
California timber as cruiser. References on request.
Address Box 17, care American Forestry.

ENERGETIC Post Graduate Forester desires posi-
tion as an assistant in park or city forestry work.
Subordinate duties preferred. Best of references.
Address Box 18, care of American Forestry.

Graduate of Forestry School, having studied for-

estry and lumbering operations in this country and
Germany, with experience in the U. S. Forest Service,
and also in state and private nursery work, would like

position with forest engineering firm or lumber com-
pany. Best of references. Address Box 19, care of

American Forestry.

WANTED—Position as City Forester or Park
Superintendent. Willing to consider position as an
assistant. University training; experience in forestry,

nursery and landscape work. 'Twenty-seven years
old and married. Best of references. Address Box
20, care of American Forestry, Washington, D. C.

WANTED—Timber estimating by postgraduate
forester with experience in Eastern Canada and Lake
States. References. Address Box 21, care of Ameri-
can Forestry, Washington, D. C.

SCALER—With actual experience desires position
with any lumber company in the United States or
Canada. Competent surveyor and mapper, accus-
tomed to roughing it. Present employer best reference.

Address "Scaler," care of American Forestry.

WANTED—Position by graduate forester. Ex-
perience in Southern Pineries; five years technical

training. Prefers South but willing to go anywhere.
Address Box 22, care of American Forestry.

FOR SALE
NEW ZEALAND FOREST AREA FOR SALE
An opportunity to secure the cutting rights on over

180,000 acres, timber accessible and easily worked;
40,000 acres averaging over 35,000 feet per acre.

Whole tract a total of over 1,600.000.000 feet of

first-class hard and soft woods. Inspection by expert
cruisers is solicited. For further particulars apply to
Box 100. care of American Forestry, Washington.
D. C.

30,000 selected WHITE and CHESTNUT OAK
trees. 15,000 selected ASH trees, on 5,000 acres in the
State of Virginia, estimated to cut more than 30,000.000
FEET. Balance of timber on this land can be bought
cheap. Price of the selected trees. $2.50 each. This
is the greatest bargain we have ever heard of.

6-n. GEORGE J. PHILP, Oil City, Pa.

F\
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The Growing Demand
Boosts the Prices

ORCHARDING
THAT PAYS-

is easy work for the man who knows
how to put into practice the latest

up-to-date methods of selection,

planting, protecting, pruning, har-

vesting, and marketing. Prof. Sears,

the manager of an active, profitable

orchard company, gives the facts you
must know and in such a way that

you easily understand them and

quickly put them into practice. You
cannot afford to make the experi-

ments that have resulted in the mak-

ing of this book but you can afford

to spend $1.50 and obtain all the

knowledge.

PRODUCTIVE
ORCHARDING
By F. C. Sears

Professor of Pomolugy
Massachusetts

Agricullural Cotiege.

157 illustrations.

316 pages. Octavo
Handsome cloth.

KNOWLEDGE
BRINGS
SUCCESS

PRODUCTIVE ^

. ORCHARDINC(^
fRED C.SEARS.M.S- '

ORDERAT ONCE <

Price, $1.50

Send for Free Circular of Farm Books

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMP.\NY
Philadelphia, Pa.

Bird-Lore
A Bi-Monthly
Magazine

Edited by Frank M. Chapman
600 pages, 12 colored plates

200 photographs
Price one dollar

IT
will tell you how to study

birds, how to form and conduct
bird clubs, how to make nesting-

boxes, feeding stands and bird-

baths. You may consult its Ad-

visory Council, take part in its bird

censuses, and, in short, become one
of the great fraternity which finds in

birds "the most eloquent expression
of nature's beauty, joy and free-

dom."

We shall be glad to mail you
a specimen copy on request.

D. Appleton & Company
29 West 3 2d Street

New York City
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In the Natioiial Forest Region

Colorado

School of Forestry
A DEPARTMENT OF
COLORADO COLLEGE

THE
course in theoretical and

applied forestry leading to the

degree of Forest Engineer covers

a period of two years and is open to

students who have completed two years
of college work, including a sufficient

amount of Botany, Geology and

Surveying.
Graduate students may enter as

candidates for the degree of Adaster of

Forestry.

Fall and Spring Terms in the
Manitou Forest, the College
Reserve, 6,000 acres of pine and
spruce timljerland on the borders
of the Pike National Forest.
Winter Term at Colorado

Springs.

For particulars address

Georgia State

Forest School
UNIVERSITY
OF GEORGIA

COMPLETE
four-year undergrad-

uate course in theoretical and
applied forestry leading to the degree:

Bachelor of Science in Forestry

H Wide range of specilization offered—
Logging Engineering
Commercial Administration
Forest Management
City Forestry
Dendropathology
State Forestry
Research

H Provision for four months' field

work—two following each of Freshman
and Sophomore years

—on McHatton
Forest, a large forest estate in the
Blue Ridge Mountains. Numerous
excursions in Dendrology and Logging.
Provision for practical work in special-
ization during Junior-Senior vacation.

For announcement address

FOREST SCHOOL

Georgia State College of

Agriculture
ATHENS, GEORGIA

I

Colorado School of Forestry
|

Colorado Springs, Colo.
j

The
New York State

College of

Forestry
at

Syracuse University

Syracuse, N. Y.

Undergraduate courses leading

to degree of Bachelor of Science;

Post-graduate course to Master

of Forestry. One year Ranger
Course on the College Forest of

1,800 acres at Wanakena in the

Adirondacks. August Forest

Camp on Raquette Lake open
to any man interested in For-

estry. The State Forest Experi-

ment Station of 90 acres and

excellent Library offer unusual

opportunities for research work.

For particulars address

HUGH P. BAKER, D. Oec, Dean

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY

The

Pennsylvania State

College

Yale University
Forest School

NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S. A.

YALE
University Forest School is a

graduate department of Yale
University. It is the oldest exist-

ing forest school in the United States
and exceeds any other in the number of
its alumni. A general two-year course

leading to the degree of Master of

Forestry is offered to graduates of uni-

versities, colleges and scientific institu-

tions of high standing and, under ex-

ceptional conditions, to men who have
had three years of collegiate training,
including certain prescribed subjects.
Men who are not candidates for the

degree may enter the School as special
students, for work in any of the subiects
offered in the regular course, by sub-

mitting evidence that will warrant their

taking the work to their own advantage
and that of the School. Those who
have completed a general course in

forestry are admitted for research and
advanced work in Dendrology, Silvicul-

ture. Forest Management, Forest

Technology, and Lumbering. The
regular two-year course begins the first

week in July at the School camp near
Milford. Pennsylvania.

For further information
address

JAMES W. TOUMEY, Director

NEW HAVEN CONNECTICUT

illllllllll^||B||ilf|n

APROFESSIONAL course in

Forestry, covering four

years of college work,
leading to the degree of Bachelor
of Science in Forestry.

Thorough and practical train-

ing for Government, State, Mu-
nicipal and private forestry.
Four months are spent in camp

in the woods in forest work.
Graduates who wish to special-

ize along particular lines arc

admitted to the "graduate forest

schools" as candidates for the

degree of Master of Forestry on
the successful completion of

one year's work.

For further information address

Department of Forestry
j

Pennsylvania State College
j

state College, Pa.
j

HARVARD
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY

OFFERS
specialized gradu-

ate training leading to the

degree of Master of Forestry in

the following fields:— Silvicul-

ture and Management, Wood

Technology, Forest Entomol-

ogy, Dendrology, and (in co-

operation with the Graduate

School of Business Adminis-

tration) the Lumber Business

For further particulars

address

RICHARD T. FISHER
Chairman

Cambridge :: Massachusetts

NATIONAL CAPITAI, PRESS. WASHINGTON, p. C.



THEIR INTERESTS IN COMMON
THE AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION in its principles includes
the recognition "that private owners should be aided and encouraged
by investigations, demonstrations and educational work, since they
cannot be expected to practice Forestry at a financial loss," and pledges
its support to the policy of "closer utilization in logging and manufac-

turing without loss to the owners; aid to lumbermen in achieving this."

THE SOUTHERN PINE ASSOCIATION in its principles and policies
includes investigations, demonstrations and educational activities tend-

ing to extend the knowledge of the intelUgent use of forest products;
with laboratory researches that shall develop uses for waste forest

products and promote non-wasteful and scientific methods in lumber
manufacture.

BOTH have in view the economical, rational and judicious use of

man's most dependable and tractable structural material—Wood.

THE SOUTHERN PINE ASSOCIATION



IDouble-Disc I

BECAUSE
the tone of an instrument depends almost as much upon

the original recording process in the record-making as on the

reproducing mechanism of the instrument itself, Columbia Double-
Disc Records, played on any instrument, are indeed a tone revela-

tion to most people.

Once you have played a Columbia Record on your instrument,
we believe you will never again be satisfied with a tone any less

round and rich and natural.

A talking-machine record is the only article of merchandise in

the Avorld that literally "speaks for itself." Hear one Columbia
Record and we have told our story.

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY
Box K663, Woolworth Building, New York
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The c^lmerican Forestri^ <i>lssociation

Washington, D. C.

JOSHUA L. BAILY. Pennsylvania

THEODORE L. BRISTOL. Connecticut
Ex-President Connecticut Forestry Association

ANDREW CARXEGIE. Xew York

MRS. EMMONS CROCKER. Massachusetts

DR. CHARLES W. ELIOT. Massachusetts
President Emeritus Harvard University

DR. B. E. FERNOW, Canada
Dean of Forestry University of Toronto

HON. WALTER L. FISHER. Chicago, III.

E,x-SeLTetary of the Interior

President
DR. HENRY STURCIS DRINKER. President. Lehigh University. South Bethlehem. Pa,

Vice-Presidents

biaHENRY S. GRAVES. Di.-tnct of Colun
Chief of the Forest Service

EVERITT G. GRIGGS. Washington
HON. DAVID HOUSTON

Secretary of .'\griculture

HON. FRANKLIN K. LANE
Secretary of the Interior

HON. ASBURY F. LEVER. South Carolina
United States Re resentative

HON. THOMAS NELSON PAGE
Ambassador to Italy

HON. GEO. PARDEE, California
Ex-Governor of California

GIFFORD PINCHOT. Pennsylvania

FILIBERT ROTH. Michigan
Dean of Forestry. University of Michigan

DR. J. T. ROTHROCK. Pennsylvania
HON. WM. H. TAFT. Connecticut

Ex- President United States

JOSEPH N. TEAL. Oregon
Chairman Oregon Conservation Commission

HON. JOHN WEEKS. Massachusetts
United States Senator

DR. ROBERT S.WOODWARD. Washington. B.C.
President. Carnegie Institution.

Treasurer

JOHN E. JENKS. Editor. Army and Navy Register. Washington. D. C.

Executive Secretary
P. S. RIDSDALE, 1410 H Street. N. W.. Washington. D. C.

E. T.ALLEN. Oregon
Forester. Western For. and Con.servation Assi

HON. ROBERT P. BASS. New Hampshire
Ex-Governor of New Hampshire

WM. B. GREELEY. District of Coljmbia
.Assistant U. S. Forester

W. R. BROWN. New Hampshire
Pres. New Hamp. Forestry Commission

HERMAN H. CHAPMAN. Connecticut
Professor of Forestry. Yale Forest School

Directors

DR. HENRY S. DRINKER. Pennsylvania
President. Lehigh University

ALFRED GASKILL
State Forester. .New Jersey

JOHN E. JENKS. District of Columbia
Editor. Army anil .Navy Register

CHESTER W. LYMAN. New York
International Paper Company

CHARLES LATHROP PACK. New Jersey
Pres. Fifth National Conservation Congress

CHARLES F. QUINCY, New York

J. E. RHODES. Illinois

Secretary. Southern Pine Association

ERNEST A. STERLING. Illinois
Forest and Timber Engineer

TOHN L. WEAVER. District of Columbia
Real Estate Broker

J. B. WHITE. Missouri
Ex-President. National Conseivation Congress

Declaration of Principles and Polic}^

of Bhe cylmerican Forestry^ cylssociation

IT IS A VOLUNTARY organization for the inculcation and spread of a forest policy on

a scilr .id.qiKitr for our economic needs, and any person is eligible for membership.

IT IS INDEPENDENT, has no official connection with any Federal or State depart-
ment or policy, and is devoted to a public service conducive to national prosperit^.

IT ASSERTS THAT forestry means the propagation and care of forests for the jiro-

duetion of timber as a crop; protection of watersheds; utilization of non-agrieub
tural :~oil; use of forests for public recreation.

IT DECLARES THAT FORESTRY is of immense importance to the people; that tlii^

census of 1913 shows our forests annually supply over one and a quarter billion

dollars' worth of products; employ 733,000 people; pay $367,000,000 in wage^-;

cover 550,000,000 a* res unsuited for agriculture; regulate the distribution of water;

prevent erosion of lands; and are essential to the beauty of the country and tin-

health of the nation.

IT RECOGNIZES THAT fon-stry is an industry limited by economic conditions; tiial

]irivate owners siiould be aided and encouraged by investigations, demonstrations.

:nnl educational work, since they cannot be expected to practice forestry at a

financial loss; that I'ederal and vState governments should undertake scienfifir

forestry upon national and State forest reserves for the benefit of the public.

IT WILL DEVOTE its influence and educational facilities to the development of

I)ublic thought a.nd knovvJcdge along these jjractical lines.

It Will Support These Policies

Federal Administration and Management
r.f national forests; adequate afipro-
priations for their care and manage-
ment; Federal cooperation with the
States, especially in forest fire protec-
tion.

Stale Activity by acquirement of forest

l.inds; organization for fire protect Hjn;
encouragement of forest planting by
communal an«' private owners; non-
political del artmen tally mdenendent
forest nrganizalir-n. with liberal appro-
priations for these purposes.

Forest Fire Protection by Federal. State
and fire protect. ve agencies, and its

encouragement and extension, indi-

vidually and by cooperation; Without
adequate fire protection all other
meisures for forest crop production
will fail.

Forest Planting by Federal and State
governments and long-lived corpora-
tions and acquirement of waste lands
for this purpose; and also planting by
private owners, where profital>le, and
encouragement of natural regeneration.

Forest Taxation Reforms removing un-
iust Ijurdens from owners of growing
timber.

Closer UMlization in logging and manu-
faeturiMK without loss to owners; aid
Id lunibLTmcii in achieving th s.

Culling ol Mature Timber where and as
ilie <lo. nestle market deniiinds it. ex-

cept on areas maintained for park or
scenic fiurposes. and comjensation of
forest owners for loss suffered through
protfction of watersheds, or on behalf
of ,iny public interest.

Equal Protection to the lumber industry
and to publ.c intercuts in legislation
affecting private tiinberland opera-
tions, recognizing that lumbering is

as legitimate and necessary as the
forests themselves.

Classification by experts of lands best
suited for farming and those best suited
for forestry; and liberal national and
State appropriations for this work.
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THE DAY OF NO TIMBER
Is farther away now than the ultra-conservationists

ten years ago said it was when they spread an alarm

of exhausted supply.

IhE theory of exhaustion has been dismissed. Wood is still

abundant. It is still and always will be the warm, friendly
material that makes four walls a cosy cottage or a magnificent
mansion. Our regard for it is inherent. Our children will con-

tinue to use it because its adaptability, beauty of finish and sound

absorbing qualities give it a home-making charm that no other

material possesses.

And the uses of wood are multiplying phenomenally. We are just now
coming to know its real values and save them. Practical by-product utilities

that represent more than 00 per cent of the usable value of trees are now

known, in addition to lumber which utilizes only one-third. Others will be

found. With added use there is added worth.

Lumber need not go higher in cost to consumer to make profitable

for all time the ownership of timber. Forest protection, new uses,

close utilization, efficient management and economical distribution will

constantly add to the value of stumpage and eclipse the "overliead." Stump-
age
—the raw material—will take the gain.

Timber investments rest upon fundamental requirements of the human
race. Rightly selected they are soimd, stable and safe for conservative men.

Thirty-five years of continuous invesiigation has

given us knowledge that has value for you. Ask us to

tell you more about timber as a place for your funds.

JAMES D. LACEY & CO.
TIMBER LAND FACTORS

SINCE 1880

CHICAGO PORTLAND SEATTLE
1750 Mc Cormick Building 1310 Northwestern Bank Bldg. 1009 White BuQding
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White Ash
Identification and Characteristics

]jV Samukl B. Di'Tvvilicr

IN

OLD Norse legends the ash tree is called the Tree

of the Universe. This name is an appropriate one,

for ash wood is e.xceptionally strong and elastic for

its weight, and for centuries it has been highl_v valued

for the good qualities that make it so useful in the

modern world. The spear with which Achilles fought

had a shaft of ash; the

Indians made use of this

wood for bows, paddles

and canoes. Today ash

wood is used wherever

superior strength and

elasticity combined with

lightness in weight are re-

quired. Such uses range

from baseball bats and

snowshoe rims to musical

instruments and aero-

planes. Most of the ash

woiid. hdwever, is con-

sumed in car construc-

tion, axles, poles and

other parts of vehicles,

handles of all kinds,
wooden ware, agricul-

tural implements and fur-

niture.

Ash trees may be said

to be the most highly edu-

cated of our common
trees, since in the process

which has caused one

species to differ from an-

other, they have acquired

characteristics which bot-

anists recognize as being

very high in the scale of

plant development. There

are thirty or forty species ^

of ash in the world, grow- *i

ing mostly in the temper- From "Pennsylvania Trees

ate regions of the north-

by 7. S. Illick

THE WHITE ASH
,

"
.

, T XT 1
1. A branch witli a cluster of pollen-bearing flowers and young

ern hemisphere, in North life size. 2. a cluster of seed-bearing flowers.

America, si.xteen kinds of
leaf, one-half life size,

twig, one-half life size.

ash trees are known. The olive-tree, the fringe-tree, the

lilacs, forsythias and privets are all in the same family as

the ash, but the mountain ash is not related to the true

ashes.

The white ash is the most beautiful and the most

useful of the American species, although in commerce

the wood is seldom sepa-

rated from that of the

black, red, blue or green

ash, which are often

found growing with it.

7/^^ white ash is native to a

yj.^^^ wide territory, from New-
foundland and Nova Sco-

tia west to ^Minnesota and

south to Florida and

Texas. It is found on

rich, rather moist soil,

on low hills and near

streams, but it is not usu-

"y found in swamps such

as the black ash often

frequents. It is nearly

always found growing
nii.xed with other trees

that love rich, moist soil.

The best white ash grows
in the lower Ohio River

)asin.

In the forest the trunk

of the white ash is gen-

erally straight and free

from branches until' --

vides into a short the hr»t

conical or rou the market

In the opitugal in lumber

sprcad'-us from New Eng-

hear" Between IT 13 and

71 S ash "rafters" to the

numlier oi 1 ,1 00 were bought

in Portugal. Rafters were

blanks from which boat oars

wer^' iT'ade. This wood was3. A full

4. A cluster of fruit, one-half lif*-

6. Section of a winter twig, enl
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iiAKK or Tin; wiiiTi; ash
The bark is grayisli-ljrown, rather thick upon tlie older trunks, and is

shar])]y divided l)y diamond-shaped fissmes into rather flattened ridges
whicli are covered iiy thin, close-fitting scales.

diameter of twu to three feet, but occasional specimens

one hundred aiul twenty feet higli and five or six feet in

diameter ma\ l)e fnund.

Tlie greyish-brown bark is divided by deep, (hamond-

shaped fissures into narrow, flattened ridges that run

lengthwise of the trunk. The surface of the ridges is

covered with thin, tightly attached scales. Unlike black

ash. which has an elastic, corky bark that ])(jwders easily

when rubbed with the hand, white ash bark is linn and

does not crumble. lIowe\er, the scales on the ridges

gradually wear awa\- so that old trunks often have

smoother bark than vnunger trees.

The buds of white ash are rather large, broad, shiirt

and blunt, and of a rusty-brown to dark-lirown culor. .\t

the end of the twig is a bud larger than the others, on

which it is plainly seen that the buds are covered with

scales that stand opposite one another, like the halves of

a clam shell, instead (if overlapping as do the scales on

the buds of most of our trees. Usually there are two

->li T buds at the base of the terminal bud. All of the

ii ds are in pairs, npposite each other on the twig;

i I 1 crescent-shaped scar appears beneath each

j j nt wliere the leaf was attacheti. These

i I '^rge size, raised and very noticeable,

j I
1750 McCof >vars of other species of ash by

i I nd heavy, standing opposite

1 1 'gles to the branch. When
•..:.:;:;:!:;!!!:;::;!:!!!::::!:;;!::!;;;;:!:::!!;::::!;:;:;:;:::;";;"!::i:::;;;! .vigs appear clumsy,

"
^'ery orderly ap-

igs are grey-

ish or greenish-brown. They are sometimes covered

with a bloom, which, when rubbed off, leaves the bark

sliinw showing plainh- the large, pale lenticels, or breath-

ing pores of the bark.

Instead of one large leaf-blade, each leaf consists of

live to nine leaflets. The entire leaf is about ten inches

Idiig: at the end of the leaf-stem is a single leaflet below

ivliich are usually six leaflets, arranged in pairs. The

leaflets are three to five inches long, about one and one-

half inches broad, and are borne on a stalk one-fourth

to three-eighths of an inch in length. This stalk on the

leaflet of the white is much longer than on the leaflets

of the other species of ash. The leaflets are broadly

viillow-shaped. dark green above, light green and often

liair\- on the lower surface. By midsummer the down
has w(irn from them and they are perfectly smooth. The

silver}- cokjr of the lower surface of the leaflet is peculiar

til the while ash and gi\es rise to its name.

The fltiwers appear in May. before the leaves ; the

]Kjllen-producing flowers are in dense, reddish-purple

clusters, which turn yellowish in color when the pollen

is shedding. The secd-]'roducing flowers are borne in

open clusters on se[iarate trees: they are small, viso-

shapcd and luirplish.

Courtesy of the Manual Arts Press

THE LEAF OF THE WHITE ASH
The leaves are about ten inches long with five to nine leaflets

xvhich are three to five inches long and an inch and a half

broad. When full grown they are usually smooth and dark

green above and pale below. A few- hairs are sometimes found
along the veins on the lower surface.
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The fruit ripens in tiie fall and hangs on the trees, in

clusters, far into the winter. The seed is one-half to

three-quarters of an inch in length, resembling an oat-

grain in shape. One end of the seed tapers to a [wint

and is attached to the tree l)y a short stem ; at the oi)posi;e

end is a narrow wing about twice the length of the seed.

Unlike the seeds of other ashes the wing is narrowed

at the point where it joins the seed, and does not extend

down the sides of the seed. ]n the black ash the wing

completely surrounds the seed.

The wood is hard, strong, close-grained and tough.
The heartwood is brown and forms a sharp contrast with

the wide band of much lighter colored sapwood. The

rings in the wood that mark each year's growth are set

off plainly by lines of wide pores.

White ash grows ra])idly for a tree whose wood is of

such high quality. It has numerous insect and fungus
enemies, none of which are very serious, and it is an

excellent tree for mixing with white pine and other spe-

cies in forest plantations for the producing of commercial

timber. For ornamental purposes, its stiff, open habit of

branching often aft'ords a desirable contrast to bring out

the beauties of trees with more delicate branch systems,

like birch or beech. The foliage appears late in the

season and falls early, but its soft, rich light-green color

and the dense graceful masses of leaves, combined with

the pleasing outlines of its well-proportioned' top, gives

value to the white ash for planting on wide avenues and

estates. The finely divided root-system makes it easy
to transplant. It grows well in decidedly wet, compact
soils, although it is best adapted to drier situations. It

is a good tree to plant near railroads or in other places

e-cposed to smoke, since il is less affected by smoke than

lliC majority of shade trees.

In fall coloring the white ash is distinct from other

trees. At first the entire mass of foliage turns purple

Courtesy of the Manual Arts Press

THE AREA Of WHITE ASH

then chocolate and from this to a violet brown, and

finally to a salmon or yellow with a shade of lilac. When
the leaves have faded nearly yellow they begin to drop
from the tree.

It is not difficult to grow ash trees from seed. The
seed should be gathered in the autumn. They may be

sown at once or kept for planting in the spring by

placing them on the surface of a garden walk, co\ering

them with a box. A trench should be cut aroinid the

box to keep the water away. The seeds will not grow
if kept too dry.

Commercial Uses of White Ash

SFA'ERAL

species of ash are cut and marketed in

this country, often without any attempt to dis-

tinguish one from another. Sawmills list ash with-

(•ut naming the particular species, and the woods of dif-

ferent ashes are so much alike that factories frequently
have no interest in separating them. Their general uses

are similar, and an examination of the lumber seldom

reveals much difference in appearances or other qualities.

The jjroduction of this lumber appears to run fairlv e\en

from year to year. There

was a small increase from

1S90 to liXiO. The reported

output for the whole coun-

try was 352,000,000 feet in

IDOT: -291,000,000 in 1909;

and -24(1.000,000 in 1910.

iluch of the apparent dif-

ference was due to a differ-

ence in the number of mills

reporting for the several

years. The foregoing fig-

ures represent all the ash

Character and qualities
—Heavy, hard, strong, ulti-

mately brittle; rings of annual growth contain several

rows of large pores which occur in the springwood and

in slowly-grown specimens occupy nearly the whole

ring; medullory rays numerous and obscure: color

brown, sapwood much lighter, often nearly white.

Growth—Height 45 to 100 feet, diameter 3 to 6 feet

Supply—The commercial range of white ash lies in

all states east of the Mississippi River and occurs

west of that stream in Texas. Louisiana, Arkansas,

Oklahoma, Missouri and Iowa

h'mljcr ])roduced in the United States, and not white ash

alone. Probably more than half of the total is white ash,

and five or six other species make up the rest.

All of the early settlers east of the Mississippi River,

and some west of it, encountered ash. Few farms were

cleared without cutting this tree. Though it entered to

a small extent into practically every use which the farmer,

carpenter, mechanic, and lumlierman made of wood, early

writers mentioned it less frequently than some other

timbers because it was not

peculiarly fitted for any spe-

cial purpose, as some others

were. Some of the first

-American ash in the market

went to Portugal in lumber

shipments from Xew Eng-
land. Between in"3 and

!T1S ash "rafters'" to the

number of 1 ,1 00 were bought
in Portugal. Rafters were

blanks from which boat oars

were niade. This wood was
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the skins of beavers constituted a con-

siderable article of commerce.

Ash was one of the woods of which

tlax brakes were made when home-

manufactured linen was a valuable

article. Saddle trees and stirrups were

among indispensable commodities in the

making of which the wood was useful.

Long-drawn splits bottomed rude chairs.

It is said that the term "cane ash" date;

from that custom. The splits were nar-

row, thin ribbons of ash, stripped from

liillets. and they were woven into chair

bottoms and backs. They resembled the

ribbons of cane or rattan commonly em-

ployed in chair work. The term "cane

ash" is yet heard in some parts of the

south, but is generally' applied to e.vtra

fine timber without reference to the use

that may be made of it.

Three long bows procured \ ery early

on the coast of \'irginia by explorers,

and ni)\v in the Ashmolean Museum, U.\-

furd, England, are said to be ash. They
show the use which the Indians made of

this wood when they had the whole

forest to choose from. The three bows

at O.xford are highly polished and are

nearly as black as ebony. The Indians

Ijrnbably strained or painted the wood.

White men made bows of ash in \'ir-

ginia and elsewhere in the East, but not

the kind used in archery. Such bows

formed part of the equipinent of heavy
a commodity in the English market at an early date, and freight wagons. They arched six or seven feet above the

prior to 17S9 had gained such firm hnld that it had bottoms of the wagon bed and the waterproof cover or

largely supplanted the ash from the llal-

tic Provinces. It was made into oars, as

had been done in Portugal, and as is now
done in the United States. The English

employed it also for capstans, levers,

bars, blocks, handspikes and jjins.

Long before the Revolution the farm-

ers of Susquehanna Countv, Penns\l

vania, fenced their lanil with rails split

from the unusually tine ash trees there.

It is probable that the cu-tom of putting

ash to such use was general at that time,

though the fact is not often mentioned

in pioneer accounts. .\^li splits well, and

is an ideal rail timber in all things except
that it has poor lasting (|u;ilities. Rails

decayed in a few years.

It is recorded in the liax'els of John
Lamson, early in the scNcnteenth cen-

tury, that ash bark was i^nnd food for

beavers. That seems a mailer of trifling

moment at the present d;i\-, but it jios-
a white ash stand

sessed some iniDfjrtanCe at 'l time when This is a typical and almost pure growth of white ash at Mount Cilead, Ohio. On the left side
'

* ' -i uniL
jjj^ trees are too near together for proper growth and the poorer ones should be cut out.

..\ IIMC WIlriK .JlSII

This tree is in South Park. Rochester. X. V. The white ash usually reaches a height of

seventy to eighty feet and in the open the crown is decidedly round topped and extends
almost to the ground. In the forest the trees are usually tall and massive, clear from
branches for a considerable distance from the ground, and with a narrow, somewhat pyra-
midal crown.
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Courtcsv TIic Hardlitoud Re
LARGEST ASH LOG IX THE WORLD

It is forty-five feet long, measures fifty-one inches in diameter at the big end and thirty-five at the smaller. It is owned by the Southern Hard-
wood Company and was exhibited in the Industrial Parade at Nashville.

tent was stretched over them. Uefore railroads were 1)uih

and such wagons carried freight long distances, the mer-

chandise was kept dry by the goodness of the canvas

cover and the reliability of the bows. One such wagon
route led from Baltimore, Maryland, to Knoxville, Ten-

nessee, and another from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh.

The wagons on their long journeys usually went in cara-

vans of from five to thirty.

In 1750 Peter Kalm, the Swedish traveler, saw the

Swedes and Finlanders of New Jersey making bowls

and dishes of what he called "ash knobs,"

and he wrote of it as though it was a

common practice among them. The cus-

tom was not confined to New Jersey.

The wood selected was a burl varying in

size from a quart measure to two gallons

or more. The interlaced and contorted

fibers prevented the wood from checking
or splitting. The bowls were generally

made by hand, a rather slow and labo-

rious process, but Joseph Dodderidge
wrote of their manufacture about 1780

near the Ohio River as though they were

sometimes made on a lathe. An ash

bowl of the primitive kind is in the Han-

cock House collection at Lexington,
Massachusetts. If it is a fair sample

they were very crude utensils.

Ash is preeminently a factory wood.

The annual sawmill output is approxi-

mately 250,000,000 feet, and nearly all

of it goes to mills and shops to be further

manufactured. The largest factory de-

niantl is in the states of Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois.

Missouri and Arkansas. From 15 to 50 per cent of the

entire cut of lumber in the country is converted into

manufactured commodities in these five states. The

articles are so numerous and of so many kinds that they

can be treated only as classes. Almost every industry

lliat use s wood in considerable i|uantity finds place for

more or less aslL It is reliable in whatever position it is

placed. Manufacturers in Michigan list it as material

in l)'2 articles and it is listed for '.)G in Illinois.

tcsy Dmilcy Lumber Company,

ASH LOGS READY FOK THE MILL
The annual output of the sawmills is about 250,000,000 feet and nearly all of it goes to mills

and shops to be further manufactured. Almost every industry that uses wood in quantity
finds place for more or less white ash.
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A large iiortion of the ash supidy of thf country goes
to the farm in one form or another. The amunnt nia.lc

into agricultural machinery, tools, and im]<!enieiiis is

large, as is apparent from a list of the more conimnii

articles of this class : cornhuskers, cornshellers. ha\

presses, shredders, manure spreaders, grain binders,

jjlows, hay stockers, soil rollers, potato diggers, threshing

m.ichines, and feed cutters. Some of these are made

partly and others almost wholly
of ash.

It is a great handle wood. Some
of the handles belong to farm

tools, others do not; but in al!

c ises tlie wood is employed for

liandles because it is stiff and verv

strong. The preference which

luiropean farmers and gardeners

show for American tools is said

to be due in part to the excellent

asli so generally used. Shovels

and rakes are cited as particular

cases. Other tools which are gen-

erally equipped with a>li handles

are pitchfi)rks, hoes, spades and

scoops. The same wood is often

employed as liandles for ice liooks.

cant hooks, brooms, ninps ;uid

whips.

Xotwithstanding the .-ilmost uni-

\-ersal presence of ninwing ma-

chines on -\nierican farms, scvthes

are as numerous as ever, and the

h.mdle or snath is generallv made
nf ash, as it has alwa_\s been. The
bkanks of which snatjis are made

1

L

are first split to insure against crossgrain, then steamecb

and bent to the desired form. .-\ century ago it was cus-

tomary to use them without bending, and such are still in

use in some localities, particularly in the mountains of

Xorth Carolina and among the descendants of French

settlers in Louisiana. It is claimed that the largest as!i

tree on record was manufactured into scythe snaths.

Baskets used by farmers and gardeners for grain,

fruit and truck are ofter,

made of ash. particularh

the hoops or bands which

strengthen the thin splits

constituting the woven

frame of the basket.

Singletrees, wbiffletrees.

eveners. and neckyokes

are products made from

e\en-grained ash.

The demand for ash

in the boat industry ha^

increased in recent years,

though for a long time

the use of the wood had

been large. In Louisiana

and Arkansas millions of

feet of the best ash

found [n the prime\al

forests are yearly man-

ufactured into l;)oat oar.;.

'I'his commodity goes 'o

all parts of the civilized

world. For li.ght Dai's

and paddles, spruce is

satisfactory, Ijut for the

JK'axier, stronger artic!.'.

Coiirlcsy A. C Sfnlding
& Brothers.

nASKBAI.I. BAT MADK
OI' WllITrC ASH

Court.sy .'In folk »'r lli'i Loinl'any.

WIIITI'; ASH HANDI.I-;S

Ov.ijig to its streti.ylli ;iiui Inugliness. white .isli is particulni ly valuable
for tlu- m.'uuifacuirc of farm and garden tools.

Courtesy American Fork & Hoe Company.

sr.Mii ii.wni.i: m.mh: oi-

wiiii'i'; .\sii
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Courtesy J. G. Brill Company.
WHITE ASH IX STREET CAR CONSTRUCTION

White ash is used extensively in electric cars and auto busses, forming the principal body parts: i.e.. the side and corner posts, and the slats

for the seats. It is also used for the finish of the cars.

ash is supreme among our woods. Its stiffness leads

tc. its employment in the lower frames of vessels, large

and small, but particularly among the small. This wood

forms the frames of portable boats, which sportsmen
and explorers carry into regions not accessible to boats

of the ordinary kind. Canvas skiffs with ash frames

have pkned an important part in the exjdoration and

development of Alaska and other remote northern regions.

The old vovageurs dragged their boats, weighing hun-

dreds of pounds, u]j rai^ids and over portages ; the present

day travelers roll up antl transport on their backs boats

of equal carrving capacity and of one-tenth the weight.

Other articles of ash, which are useful in boat con-

struction or on board, are handspikes, levers for capstans,

tackle blocks, ami pins for the attachment of cordage.

For these purposes its chief competitor in early years

south of New England was red oak, and hickory was and

still is a competitor. .A.sh blocks for hoisting sail, and for

loading and unloading, are yet much used on board

vessels. This same wood is employed as finish in cabins

and staterooms.

The use of ash for bows on which to stretch the covers

of freight wagons has been continued from early times

till the present. \'ehicles of the prairie schooner type

are now scarce, but wagons of many other kinds demand

ash for liows. Xumerous lousiness vehicles are in this

class. Alissouri wagon manufacturers use 1,4-50,000 feet

of ash \earl\- ; those of Arkansas 2.GOO,000; Illinois,

3,'.?00.()()0. In Michigan ash leads all other woods in the

automoljile industry, the annual demand being about

; ,000,000 feet. It apjiears probable that the automobili

industrv in this countrv ('.emands more ash than goes

Courtesy .'Iwcrtean Fork & Hoc Company.

FINISHED OX BOWS OI- WHITE ASH

Courtesy .Auieriean F.'k >- Hoe Company.

OX YOKES OF WHITE ASH
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to the wagon makers. It is frame material and only best

grades are acceptable. In hor.se-dra\vn vehicles a con-

siderable quantity of ash is made into tongues of heavy

wagons, poles of carriages, and shafts of buggies. It is

employed as axles for heavy wagons. In lumber regions

Courtesy A. B. t hasc Company.

WHITE ASH FOR "TRAP STICKS"
The wood IS usually used in the construction of musical instruments

and this pedal trap work for pianos is made from the very best

(juality of solid white ash.

it is in common use for log wagon rollers. In light

\ehicles, in addition to uses pre\iously named, it is eni-

ployed as frames for bodies, and thin boards are best for

curved panels. Ash is made into vehicles of yet smaller

size, and appears as parts of baby buggies, push carts,

and hand sleds. Frames of sleighs and cutters are often

made nf this wood. Its strength and toughness lead to

its employment as beds for coal wagons and stone carts.

Railroad cars owe much to ash. Some is employed a"

frames and other as finish. It frequently serves the latter

purpose in suburban car construction. The entire finish

inside is often of ash. More than 3,500,000 feet a year are

used bv car Iniilder'- in Illinois, and nearly as much in

Missouri.

Ash is preeminently a wood for miscellaneous uses.

(.oititcsy the McCliire Liiii:ber < /^i; ,

\ ci'Kiots wnnic ash twi.n ni'Ri.

The interlaced and contorted tihii- of this jieculiar formation pre\'ents
the wood from checking or split. ing and the tmrl is in demand for

making bowls and dishes.

It is peculiarly suited for a few purposes, and is fit for

almost anything that demands a hard, strong wood. .V

list of industries in which it is employed will show thi.^.

It was re|jorted by the follnwing industries in Illinois i.i

11)1 1 : I'.oats, butter tubs, boxes and crates, bviggies au'l

light \ehicles, cars, chairs, slack cooperage, electrical

a|)|];ir;ilus, freight and p.isMnger elevators, farm ma-

chinery, furniture, handles, incubators, machine parts,

mantels and cabinet work. no\ cities and to\>, musical

Cottrtesy A. B. Chase Company.

GRAND PIANO RIM

This is made in three layers, the narrow or thin layers being of white
ash and the light and dark layers being a combination of white ash,

maple and poplar.

instruments, picture frames, refrigerators, sash, doors

and blinds, window and door screens, school and lodge

supplies, sporting and athletic goods, store and office fix-

tures, tanks, plumbers' woodwork, trunks and sample

cases, vehicles, well and road machinery.

When it is remembered that each of these industries

uses ash for a number of purposes, the general importance

of the wood becomes apparent. For instance, it tills a

hundred places in furniture, and appears as lioth out-

side and inside material, filling one place where strength

is needed, another where hardness is the chief essential,

and again where good

appearance is sought.

Almost every mus-

ical instrument that

uses wood of any
kind has a place for

ash. The largest pipe

organ has it, and it

goes into the mando-

lin, and nearly all in-

struments between
these extremes owes

something to t h i ;

wood.

It is largely ein-

]iIoved bv the makers

of athletic goods. .\

common article is the

baseljall bat. The 1)est

t_\'|)e, called "slugijer,"

is usually of ash. 'Plie

l)urnisher,a tool w liich

smooths the liat. hard

ens the surface b\

friction, so that llie

impact when the ball

strikes does nt)t den'

the wood. Tennis
rackets and croi|uel

, r .,1 .•inlesv .A. G. Spalding & Brothers.
sets are irequenth

, ,1 r 1
WHITE ASH IS MUCH USED IN

made partly of ash. tennis rackets
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Courtesy Dudley Lttwbcr Company.

ASH IN A LUMBER YARD
Ash is usually cut as thick as possible, to the advantage of the log, and to produce tlie best

quality of thick stock. The low grade is undesirable in thick lumber and is usually cut

into 4/4 X .5/4 thickness.

Bent v\m^. the kind useil in the manufacture of circu-

lar measures, sieves, and cheese bo.xes, are made of no

better wood than ash. It bends without spHnters parting

from the surface.

A very small but highly important use for ash is in larly for newel posts, capitals, and other turned work

the construction of aeroplanes. Wood of great strength, of large size. It is sometimes shown with the natural

not ec|ual to spruce in iliis resjject. Ijut

is next t(j it. A property of ash which

greatly increases its value for airships is

its straight grain. It is possible to cut

long pieces with little or no crossgrain,

though to do so the logs must be care-

fully selected. Ash appears in the pro-

pellers oftcner than in the frames.

Some builders construct the propellers

of narrow strips glued together, thereby

lessening the liability of unseen defects

in the wood. -X built-up propeller may
contain a strip of ash in the middle of

each blade.

Tlie strength of ash leads to its use as

sucker rods for pumping oil wells. These

are slender pieces of wood, joined end

to end, and aggregating great length.

They reach from top to bottom of deep
wells. A weak wood could not stand the

•strain but would pull apart.

The use of ash as flooring and in-

terior house finish is of great importance.

Tlie difference in hardness between the

spring wood and summer wood of the annual rings

causes unequal wear, and this lessens ash's value for

flooring, but this has no effect on it when employed as

interior finish, v^tair builders find it valuable, particu-

Stiffness and of moderate weight is demanded. Ash is grain, and sometimes artificial grain is imparted with a

camel's-hair brush to imitate quartered oak. Parquetry

flooring is one of its uses, and wainscoting another.

It holds a place of considerable importance in cooper-

age. Its open pores exclude it from most places in tight

cooperage, but it is servicealjle as pork barrel staves.

Slack coopers are able to use it for many containers. It

is excelleiU fuel, and has always been in demand for that

purpose, but in late vears its increased value has caused it

to be diverted to other uses, except inferior trees and the

waste from sawmills and factories.

( Much, of the information in this article was secured

by the courtesy of the United States Forest Service.)

Couitesy of the Southern Lumberman

WIIITK ASH BOARD

WHAT BIRD DESTRUCTION COSTS

COLOXICL

C. C. SHIELDS, president of the

League of American Sportsmen, says the de-

struction of birds costs this country the stupen-

dous sum of $1,000,000.0(10 a year, and supports the

statement l3y statistics which deserve to be studied by

every citizen who desires to be informed upon a question

ill which this whole nation has a profound interest. Be-

cause quail, prairie chickens, meadow larks and other

birds which feed on bugs and insects of many kinds have

been swept away by thousands, the cotton growers of the

South lose $100,000,000 a year by the depredations of the

l)olI weevil.



Rock Avalanches
Guv ElUOTT AllTCriHLI.

"Beware the pint tree's withered Ijranch,

ISeware the awful avahuiche."

BL'T
the avalanche bringing duwn hundreds of

t(ins of packed snow, w'hich is feared
li)'

the

foresters and mountaineers of the West, is a mere

mimic phenomenon compared with the tremendous rock

a\alanches wdiich occur occasionally in \arious portions

of the North American continent. The snow avalanche

mav sweep a trail some scores of feet wide for a dis-

tance of a mile or more down the mountain side, shatter-

ing to kindling wood, it is true, every tree in its path : rock

avalanches, however, have scalped entire mountain faces,

n-^any feet deep and thousands of acres in area, removing
millions of tons of rock and soil, covering entire valleys

with the debris, damming streams and forming sizeable

lakes. Ivockslides of enormous magnitude have poured
down the mountain sides in Alaska and llrilish Culumbia,

hut in the \ery heart of the United States—in the mag-
nificent San Juan Mountains of Colorado—are probably

the most extensive American rock slide areas.

Rock or land slides are of several sorts. Thev ma^•

result from a breaking away of a rock mass—perh.aps an

er.tire portion of a mountain of unstable equilibrium as

in the case of the great Frank rock slide later referred

to—when the falling mass sometimes smashes to frag-

ments and flows down the slope with incredible swiftness,

or the slo[)e of the mountain may have an underlying

stratum of sand, or slippery clay, or other material wdiicli

in an exceptionally wet period will not stand the w^eight

of the overlving mass, or the slide may be surficial—
the removal of a few feet of mud. In any case the

destruction in the affected area is usually complete, while

in a rock slide of first magnitude objects may be buried

by a flow of broken rock to a depth of 100 or more feet.

.And when one of these unstable areas gets ready to slide.

not all the engineering resources in the world could stop

it, nor does it take more than a few seconds to do its

work, leaving a sweep of waste of a hundred times

greater magnitude than the most terrible avalanche of

snow and ice.

The last destructi\e landslifle in the San Juan ]Moun-

tains was fortunatelv in an uninhal.iited area. It occurred

ROCK STREAM IMOGEN BASIN

'] lie crnml)liiiB nl tlie moiinl.iui |.r.,I . which resulte.l in this .Breat rod; flow, greatly reduced its hulk .iiul lowered its altitude liy jirnhahly several

hundred feet. This tongue .it •"tl.w" is tliree-Muarters of a mile long. It is a talus or "slide glacier" ;ind is hetueen the old ;tnd new
workings of the famous Camp liiid mine.

low
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lOJLlv -IRl.A.M Al' MI,\ l.R IIAM.\

Viewing this enormous rock pile from a distance, one is impressed withits likeness to a great tongue of some viscous substance. The singular,
billowy surface also suggests a slow, lava-like flow. All observed rock flows, however, have been of lightning-like rapidity. It is at the
head of Silver Basin, San Juan Mountains, in Colorado.

less than a generation ago in the Cimmaron Creek Valley,

covering several square miles, and every living creature

in the stricken area was doubtless killed outright. The

scene of the slide was \-isited within a few days by Whit-

man Cross, then as now a geologist of the United States

Geological Survey, accompanied by a photographer. The

area had been well timljered, but the trees were all over-

turned, bioken down, or standing at various angles, pre-

senting a weird and grotesque picture. Slopes were

exposed bare and many fissures gaped widely. Yet this

slide. Doctor Cross says, was largely surficial—a soil sliji

rather than a rock or land slide—and not to be compared
to a real rockslide. In another locality in the San Juan
Mountains the C. H. C. Hill, near the town of Rico,

progressive slipping is actually in effect at the present

time and there seems to be no guarantee that the Cim-

maron slide may not at any time repeat itself at this

point. At one place near the town the stump of a tree

has been split apart since the tree was felled and the

two portions were recently observed by Doctor Cross to

have separated about 5 feet in a period of four years.

This earth crack was traced for several hundred feet.

Any unusually wet period, such as Doctor Cross believe^

to have caused the Cinimarcjn slide, may precipitate ,i

catastrophe at this point.

It is the injection of the human element which largely

determines the importance of natural catastrophes. The
San Francisco earthquake a hundred years ago would

have been of comparati\cly slight importance because

but few j)eoi)le woulil have been affected. On the other

haiifl, were the New Madrid earthquake of a century

ago to now repeat itself, instead of terrorizing a few

scattered pioneers in the Mississippi Valley it would

probably kill a host of people, destroy big cities and

cause incalculable damage. The eruption of \^esuvius

or Etna is always a terrible calamity because of the

thousands of inhabitants clustering on the slopes of the

mountains : yet two years ago Mount Katmai, in an

almost uninhabited section of Alaska, erupted with far

greater violence than the worst \'esuvian outljreak and

since no one was killed it has Ijeen looked upon princi-

pally as a most interesting natural phenomenon. On
the other hand a pro>[>ective landslide of 40 or 50 feet

of earth a few years ago at Mount Vernon would have

been a national calamity. Fortunately this approach-

ing slide was taken in hand in time, the dangerous under-
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drainage was diverted and the home and tomb of W'asli-

ington saved from slipping from its lilult into the Po-

tomac River. But the lady regents who manage Mount
Vernon may well at their annual Mav meeting appoint
each year a committee to examine the small drainage

tunnel which was cut to divert the water from the Wash-

ington grounds, and observe carefully that it is doing it^

duty. Were these the days of soothsayers, one of them

might safely prophesy:

greatest of the earlier catastrophes, known as the Silver

Mountain slide, has, along with many others, been mappej
and described by the Geological Survey. It covers 13

square miles and the amount of rock which crashed

down the steep mountain sides can be estimated only in

hundreds of billions of tons.

With the true rock avalanches, it is the younger moun-

tain systems, geologically speaking, which are most sub-

ject to convulsions. Those of the Himalayas which—

i;ii, 1, .-.I i,i..\.\l AT iiic.AU III" .\Mi;i;lc.\:. i:a.-.i.\

Great as was this rock flow, in comparatively recent times, tliere were lliniisands of others incomparably greater in the early history of the
San Juan Mountains in Colorado. The surfaces have been converted into soil and overgrown by forests and the evidences of sliding obliterated
to the untrained eye ;

"When the stream wdiich drains Mount X'ernon runneth

dry.

Then the ancient home of Washington shall die."

The landslide areas of Colorado show that in long gone

prehistoric agts. comparatively recent geologically but

many hundreds of centuries before the first man, there

must have been terrific disturbances in these mountains.

The evidence is plain that there have been thousands of

slides, some of them of enormous magnitude. Possibly

the great saber-toothed tiger which ranged the valleys

liclow and the prehistoric aniiri.ds upon which he preyed

may have heard the terrifying roar of the descending
lock masses, but man was ncit present. One of the

though of course millions of years old—are compara-

tively recent examples of mountain building, have con-

stant slides which would constitute great catastrophes

were their slopes and valleys populated. Sir William

Conway describes an instance of rock tumbling where

the spur of a large mountain mass pitched bodily into

the valley below. The front of the mountain had been

undermined by springs, and in a twinkling of an eye a

large part of the mountain slid down and shot across the

valley, damming its river with a lofty wall, and forming
;i large lake. Masses of rock were hurled a mile away,
blocks of limestone weighing 50 tons being sent through
the air like huge cannon shots. This slide carried with it

at least 800,000,000 tons of rock and debris. Many
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Pholo by Whitman Cross, U. S. G. S.

SLUMGULI-ION MUD FI^OVV

At tlie head of SlumguUion Gulch, Colorado, 11,500 feet altitude, the underlying rocks, having become decomposed into mud, were unable
to hold the weight of the overlying rocks and the whole mass flowed down the gulch. The flow was six miles long, and dammed a fork of the
Gunnison River, creating a lake. The sparse tree growth shows that the flow occurred many years ago.

such Himalayan rockslides have been recorded in the

last half century, while among the remote and unin-

habited regions of the great ranges numbers more are

of constant occurrence. The formations of the Colorado

landslide area point to many slides in the past even more

stupendous than these. Fortunately this wholesale

catastrophe era is ended for the mountains of the United

States although the recent Cimmaron slide shows that

all danger is not past, while the rock avalanches of the

Alps and Alberta indicate that man's mining operations

may precipitate such disasters.

Apart from the study of landslides with reference to

the safety of human life, there is economic value in their

investigation as bearing upon man's search for the

precious metals. The geologist and the mining engineer

look for coal and for metalliferous deposits in certain

rock strata, and in undisturbed rock formations these

strata are fairly regular, at least their position can be

generally determined. There may be rock faults but

these the keen geologist can trace. However, it is evi-

dent that even a geological wizard or a John Hays Ham-
mond must be perplexed when the surface of a mountain

slides off and two or three strata come tumbling down

and spread themselves over the slopes and valleys to

depths of from ten to one hundred feet.

Doctor Cross, of the Geological Survey, says that the

faiku'e to recognize the true significance of the landslide

phenomena has led to very great loss of time, labor and

money in prospecting of the Rico Moimtains in Colorado.

The reason that much of the areas prospected have not

been recognized as landslide in character is because the

great slides of the San Juan region occurred long ago,

and many of the surface traces have been obliterated.

Landslides are believed to be due generally to moisture

which undermines foundations. In the San Juan, the

upper strata are porous volcanic and conglomerate rock

and these rest upon a sandy shale. There is no drainage,

and consequently at times this unstable foundation be-

comes insufficient. The earlier physical formations of

the San Juan Mountains were much bolder than at

present. High, narrow ridges and peaks prevailed but

the sloughing of billions of tons of their materials has

greatly reduced the relief of the country. Many of the

rockslides of the San Juan region have taken the form
of veritable flows or rock streams. When seen from a

distance these resemble glaciers covered with debris. To
realize the terrific effect of recent landslides when asso-
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ciated with human activities and to picture what would side. The gashes made hy the two unite-^' belnw the slate

have been the result had a thriving mining town been in quarry and left the enormous mass of mountain isolated

the pathwav of even the small Cimniaron landslip, one and unsupported. Then four minutes later those who
were watching the phenomenon from a

distance beheld the whole upper portion

of the I'lattenbergkopf
—12,000.000 cubic

yards of rock—suddenly shoot down the

hillside. The great mass pitched for-

ward with tremendous velocity until it

reached the slate quarry. Then the ujiper

part shot forward horizontalh- straight

across the valley and up the opposite hill-

slope. A great wind was flung before

it, which blew trees about like matches

and lifted houses through the air like

feathers. The avalanche, shooting with

incredible swiftness across the valley,

struck the opposite hillslopes obliquely

and was immediately deflected like water

dnwn the level but fertile \alle\" floor,

which it covered in a few seconds to the

distance of nearh- a mile and over its

whole width—a million square yards
—

with a mass nf rock debris from ten to

sixty feet deep. P.efore the avalanche

tlure lay a peaceful village and fertile

Phnl,' l\v Whitman Crvss. L' . S. C, S.

I,IZARD'S HEAD
Once upon a time this lofty pinnacle in Colorado,

14.0111) feet high, bore no resemblance to a lizard''^

he.id. That was before the major portion of tlir

peak broke away from its moorings atid crashed
down the mountainsiile, a rock avalanche constitn-

Iiiil; millions of tons of stone.

must turn to the account of the greai

Kim landslide in Switzerland in Issl nr

the Frank slide in Alberta in lito;!.

The town of Elm is the highest village

in the Sernf Meadow. Overshadowing
it rose the steep I'lattenbergkopf, llie

outmost buttress of a greater mountain

mass. About half way up this hill was a

slate mine. /\ creek licgan to form .aliuNr

the mine, which became t\\el\e feet

wide, swallowing up all surface drain-

age. It was lielie\ed that the uinniii.iin

would ultim.ateh- fill, biri no one thuu^lil

the danger imininent. Uocks beg.an in

fall at intervals. Septenilier 1 1 w.is a

rainv Sunrlay. Ri ic]< in.-is-rs ke|)t f.illing

and the ninuntain grnaiied .and rnmblcil.

People gathered to fatch tlie falN. inUT-

ested but not alarmed, ^\i the \illagers

might better have lingered lo witness a

hundred-ton dynamite explosion. Sud-

denly a mass of the mountain broke ;iwav

from the east side of tin- I'lattenberg

kopf, crashed down over the slate i|uan\ .and s|iread

away over the flat. No one was killed 1)\ this fall, though
the rocks reached within ,a ! me's throw of wdiere the

sightseers were gathered. The people of the upper

village now took mild alarm. A few minutes after a

second and larger rock mass tumbled down over the west

PACK OF LAXDSLIDE MOUNTAIN
rile slopes of many mountains in the landslide area of Colorado have been scalped bare of

every vestige of vegelation. With tens of thousands of tons of rock descending like a

flash, the most heavily wooded mount.-' sides are swept like grass before a prairie lire.

grain fields ; within twenty seconds a solid gray carpet

had been spread, beneath which rested the remains of

150 human beings, their houses and their flelds. The

rock torrent iiad swept away half the village, its sharp

edge cutting one house in two. All within the fatal edge

were destrovd ; all without were saved.
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More recent than the Ehn rockslide and nearer home

was the disaster which ground to atoms part of the town

of Frank, Alberta. Frank, an important coal minint;

center, is overshadowed by Turtle Mountain, a precipi-

tous series of cliffs arising some 3,000 feet above the

valley. Without warning, on April 29, IDO.'i, a huge rock

mass half a mile S(|uare and several hundred feet thick

broke away from the mountain and plunged into the

vallev beneath, breaking int(.) inmnneraljle fragments and

hurling itself uj) onto the opposite slopes to a height of

400 feet. Within a minute a square mile of pleasant

valley was co\ered with jagged rocks from 3 to ITiO

feet deep. Providentially the greater portion of the town

lay outside the course of the rock deluge ; nevertheless

seventy people were killed. One man, hearing the fall of

the niduntain. ran to his door in time to see the slide Hash

by, only a few feet in front of him. .\nothcr, hearing' the

noise, looked in time to see the fall of the mountain and

almost instantlv the spread of the material over the valley

like a viscous fluid. Yet some of the rocks constituting

the flow are forty feet square. Over two miles was

traversed by the flow, which constituted 10,(I00,(I0() cubic

yards of rock. It is believed that coal mining in the

valley hastened the slide, nevertheless Turtle Mountain

undoubtedly possessed a weak base. As it was, only one

peak of the mountain slipped. Had the steep shoulder

which looks directly down upon Frank gone, too, the

entire connnunity would have been engulfed. The

Canadian Geological Survey investigated the phenome-
non and warned the people to move up the valley, away
from the mountain ; the second peak, too, might go at any
time. Little attention, however, was paid to the warn-

ing, so heedless is humanity, until winter before last,

when the fearful groaning and grinding in the mountain

told the inhabitants of the town in unmistakable term^

that they stood in the pathway of inmiinent destruction ;

then the entire community hastily emigrated up the

valley beyond the possible grasp of their fearsome

neighbor.

gushed forth. This arrow head is about 1,500 feet in

length and perhaps one-half as broad. It is due entirely

to the barrenness of tlie soil and the light color of the

growth w ithin its area as contrasted with the surrounding

dark green chapparal. To the Mormon immigrants,

liowever, as to the Spaniards who had preceded them.

HUGE NATURAL ARROW

FEW
)nore singular natural phenomena can be

found anywhere in the country than the great

arrow head which mav be seen on the desert-like

slopes of the Coast Range in California. Strange, too.

that this arrow should point directly to water in a part of

the country where water is recognized as the most vital

of Nature's gifts.

In 1851 Captain Hunt, leading a band of Alormon im-

migrants, descended the western slopes of Cajon Pass.

California, after a journey of 500 miles across the Great

American Desert, and beheld before him a smiling and

well-watered valley, such as had not greeted his tired

eyes and those of his companions since .he departure of

the caravan from the slopes at the base of the \\'asatch

Mountains, in Utah. On the mountain side near the

Cajon Pass the travelers beheld the perfect form of a

gigantic arrow pointing directly to a terrace at the base

of the mountain where the few Spanish inhabitants of

the valley told them great springs of healing waters

IXDIAN ARROW UliAD

Untf of the most singular natural features of the Pacific Coast of Cali-

fornia is a gigantic, barbed arrow head which, strangely enougli,

points directly to a group of springs with medicinal and healiiig

properties.

and particul.irlv to the aboriginal Indians, such a matter-

of-fact e.Nplanation as this did not suffice. It was to

them the symbol placed upon the mountainside by the un-

seen hand of the Supreme Being to guide them to the

'^aling waters at the base of the slopes.

.,
The hottest of the waters that rise from this groui)

of springs has a temperature of 202 degrees, and the dis-

charge from all the various associated springs, some hot

and some lukewarm, amounts to several thousand gallons

a minute. A resort has l)een built adjacent to some of

the more important of the springs and their water is used

in bathing pools and for medicinal purposes. Water
from other of the springs escapes to the stream flowing
from Waterman Canyon which is taken out at the edge of

the valley and used, as are other waters from these same

mountains, for irrigation of orange orchards in the lower

lands. The hottest spring of the group is called El

Penyugal. Another, and a cool spring, Fuento Fria, is

located about one-quarter of a mile north of the present

hotel.
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The Annual Meeting

THE
thirty-fifth annual meeting of the American Forestry Associatinn will be held at the Copley-

Plaza Hotel, Boston. i\Iass., on Monday and Tuesday, January, IV, IS, lijlii.

The chief feature of this meeting will be reports and discussions concerning the effort to secure

an extension of the apiirojiriatidn for the continued oiieration of the Weeks Law. This is so important to

Xew England and the v^outhern Appalachians in particular, and to the whole country in general, that a

larger attendance than at any other annual meeting of the Association is expected, and desired.

(.")n the evening of Monday, January H, there will be a joint forestry banquet of the American Forestry

Association, Massachusetts Forestry Association, and all the other forestry organizations in New England,

at wdiich are expected as speakers a member of the Cabinet and several of the leading men of the country.

Tickets for this banquet are So. 00 each. Reservations for it are desired at once.

Send in orders, with or without the money, to P. S. Ridsdale, Secretary American Forestry Association,

\\'ashington, D. C, or Harris .\. Reynnlds, Secretary Alassachusetts Forestry Association, 4 Joy Street,

Boston, Mass.

Those desiring special tables of six or eight for special parties will please give notification as soon

as possible.

The program for the two days' meeting is as follows;—

Monday, January H—
9.;iO a. m.—Meeting of the Pioard of Directors.

2 p. m.—General j\Ieeting.

Welcome by the President.

Re|)ort of the Secretary.

Report of the Treasurer.

.\ppointmeni of the Nominating Committee.

Addresses—The Weeks Law Situation.

New England Forestry l'rol)lems.

Municijial Forests.

Report of the Nominating Committee.

F.lection of (Jfficers.

General Pusiness.

I.iio p. m.—Joint Forestry llanquet.

Tuesday, January is—
10 a. m.— .\(ldre^ses.

The National Forestry Situation.

Forestry and Lumbering.

Suggestions for American Forestry Association Work.

City Forestry and Its Future.

•.^ p. ni.—.Addresses.

State Forestry organizations and Problems.

State Fire Protection Work.

The War on Destructive Tree Insects.

White Pine Blister Rust Menace.

T.'iO
]).

m.—Meeting of the 1916 Board of Directors.

Adjf)urnnient.



Mr. Chester W. Lymax. of Xew Yurk City

Director of the American Forestry Association

C(
)XSEF
it is vit

Con5

^SERVATION is an important factor in "preparedness." When the supreme test of war comes

-ital for a nation to have natural resources available as well as men and munitions.

Conservation ensures the perpetuation of th; industries dependent upon natural resources, and

when one nation is pitted against another in a life and death struggle industrial supremacy may determine

the result. So the present war should give us a conception of conservation vastly more impressive than

any considerations of sectional, temporary or mercenary advantage. We must have natural resources in

abundance back of our fleets and forts for adequate defense of the nation's life, and conservation is the

constructive principle essential to this end. Chester W. Lyman.



How Cigar-box Wood Is Secured
BV C. H. J'EARSON

TIIEKK

is perhaps no tropical \voo:i bs'tter known

than the so-called Spanish cedar cif the West

Indies and the Spanish Main. It is often re-

ferred to as cigar-box cedar, because the bulk of this

woi.id is used for making cigar boxes. In the European
trade it is known as cigar or sugar-box wo:id, since the

term cedar as used in the American trade has at present

no botanical significance and is, therefore, too confusing
to be applied ti> a wood that belongs to the mahogany

family ijf plants. The name cedar was originally given

to this tree because of its resemblance in fragrance to

the Kuropean cedar or sabine which is a cone-bearing
tree known in Spanish as cedro.

Botanically speaking the term cedar should be ap-

plied only to certain species of the large group of cone-

bearing trees, luit it has long since been used as a gen-

eric (ir comjjrehensive trade name f(ir the woods of a good

many distinct kinds of forest trees, vSome of these

grow in America, some in F.urope and others in Asia

and Africa. The cedar of Lebanon, used so extensively

in ancient times in the construction nf temples and other

large edifices, is famous in Scripture. The tall deodar

of northern India jiroduces the fragrant and most durable

\v(jod known in the trade as Indian cedar. The -Atlas

cedar of northern Africa is another important wood to

which the name cedar may be correctly applied. There

are at least twelve distinct species of conifer(3us trees in

the United States and equally as many in other parts of

the world that are called cedar. In addition to these

there are about thirty species of broad-leaved trees the

woods of which are designated either locally or in the

large markets as cedar or cedro. Chief among these are

ten or more species of Cedrcla to which the cigar-box

wood belongs. These species are confined largely tn the

tropical parts of America and the most important one of

them is the cigar-box wood, Ccdrela odorata.

The generic term Ccdrela was the original coiumon

name of the closely allied mahogany tree which grows
in the same region as the cigar-bo.x wood. The specific

name odorata was given to this species because of the

aromatic odor wdiich can be easily detected in all parts

of the tree. The leaves and small twigs contain numer-

ous minute i.iil glands which, when crushed. gi\e oft a fra-

grance that can be detected for a considerable distance.

The leaves and twigs are collected in parts of Cuba,

Costa Rica and Nicaragua and used for (iistilling the

commercial cedrelawood oil, which is sometimes used to

give cigar boxes made from spurious cigar-box wood

^1 *

r w

C l-.l).\K 1,1 O.N 'rilK WHARF A'f I'ORT Ol- SI'.M.N, IKIMOAO, KI.Ain IdK SHII'MKNT

Pratlically all rif the cedar sliipiinl I'i'.in this port goes to ITamljurg vvli ere it brings from forty to sixty-five cents a cubic foot and has been sold

for as liiRJi a^ i i^-hty cents. Witli the steadily decreasing supply it is certain that the price will advance.
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A CEDAR NEWLY CUT AND SQUARE TRIMMED FOR MARKET
The cigarbox tree is generally from eighty to one hundred feet high when cut and of from four to five feet in diameter above the root swelling.
The trunk supports a massive crown which spreads gracefully over an immense area. It is usually broad and flat topped especially in the open.

the desired fragrance. The oil is exported to China,

where it is known as ch'unshu or hiang ch'un.

Cigar-box grows in the warmest parts of America and

is found in abundance in Cuba, Jamaica, St. Domingo
and other West Indian Islands ; it has never been re-

ported from southern Florida, where its close ally, the

mahogany, thrives on some of the keys and parts of the

mainland. The bulk of cigar-box wood at present comes

from Mexico, Central America and South America,

where it is said to enjoy a wider geograi)hical range

thTu any other tree species. It is well known that this

wood is exported from Colombia, Venezuela, Trinidad,

and the Guianas, but it has not yet been satisfactorily

determined whether the so-called cedar from the Ama-
zon River valley and that which has been shipped from

points along the Parana River in Argentina is the true

cigar-box wood of commerce. It is probable, however,

that the wood obtained in Brazil and in the country
farther south is from several entirely different species,

as the structure of the wood and the almost entire lack of

odor indicate.

In its native state the tree grows in those regions where

vegetation is abundant and the climate is warm all the

year round. The soil and climate of tropical America

are naturally adapted to the production of this important

timber tree and there is no reason why the territory lying

within its natural range of growth should not produce
a large surplus of this wood which, next to mahogany, is

by far the most important kind that is now being shipped
from tropical America to this or any other country. In

nature the trees are seldmn found in large clusters or

groups, but singly and often much scattered. This does

not argue that the tree would not grow well close together

or in what the forester calls a pure stand. In fact, there

are already a number of plantations which have proved
successful and they are generally regarded as a source of

considerable wealth. Many individual trees show a re-

markable growth for their age. Trees only Ki years old

have attained a height of 50 to 60 feet and a diameter of

1 to 2 feet. The rapid growth of cigar-box wood makes

it suitable for reforesting the denuded areas in tropical

America.

Mr. TI. H. Markley in the May (1915) is,sue of La

Hacienda, describes a iilantation of 300 trees, 27 years

old, which at the prevailing price of this wood is worth

$10,000. These trees were planted from nursery stock

about 12 or 14 inches high in five rows at a distance of

18 feet apart each way. They received no care except

that which resulted from cultivating the cocoa trees

among which the young trees were planted for shade.

There are a number of larger plantations in existence.

One of these plantations in Mexico has about 20,000

trees, which at the present price of the wood will be

worth one-half million dollars after the trees have at-

tained merchantable dimensions. There is every reason

to believe that the jiropagation of this tree under or-
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dinary conditions can be made a very profitable undertak-

ing on most of the denuded or otherwise unutihzed areas

in the West Indies and the mainland of tropical America.

In common with all the other species of Ccdrcla, it may

easily be propagated by seed or by cuttings and layers.

It produces large quantities of seeds at a comparatively

earlv age. and in locations where the soil is suitable the

young trees spring up naturally in great abundance.

The cigar-box tree is usually of considerable size,

generally from SO to 100 feet high, but in some localities

it attains a height of 125 feet, \\dien it arrives at ma-

turity it is one of the monarchs of the forest, often

measuring 4 or 5 feet through above the root swelling.

Occasionally trees are found in the forest that measure

9 feet in diameter 10 feet above the ground. As do prac-

tically all trees of the mahogany family, the trunks de-

velop enormous buttresses which extend 8 or 10 feet

above the surface of the ground. Above this root swell-

ing the stem is usually round, straight and cylindrical,

especially in locations where the trees have grown up in a

forest or are surrounded by other lofty trees. The Ijarlv

of the trunk is at first smooth and gray, but later in life

it becomes rough and takes on an ashy-bruwn color.

The trunk supports a massive crown which spreads

gracefully over an immense area. It is usually broad and

flat-topped, especially in the open ;
in the dense forest it

develops a more or less cone-shaped crown. The small

twigs give rise to beautiful foliage, bright, glossy and

light, clinging so long to the sjiray as to make it aluKJjt

evergreen. The flowers are pale yellow and arranged

in large drooping panicles resembling those of the well-

known Chinaberry tree. The fruit is a dry capsule,

brownish in color, and a])out the size of a large plum.

Cigar-box wood generally comes on the market in the

squared conditii:in and free from sap; the latter is usually

very narrow in old trees and of a reddish-white color.

The heartwood is uf a cinnamon-brown color. It is

moderatelv light in weight, soft, strong, very durable in

contact with the suil, works and sjilits easily, is suscejitible

to a high polish, shrinks and warps very little, has a

very pleasant odor which it retains indefinitely, and

possesses a bitter taste. The wood contains a gummy
substance or semi-resinous juice, which tends to preser\'e

it from attack of fungi, white ants and marine borers.

The quality of the wood \aries much according to the

situation in which the trees grow. The wood obtained

from trees grown on rockv upland soil and exposed to

dry conditions is usually much harder, darker and sus-

cejjtible of a higher poli>h than that from low, moist

situations. In Trinidad the trees with hard and heavy
wood are kjcally known as balata cedar, because the

bark of the trunk is nearly similar to that of the balata

tree. 'i"he Cuban growth is usually regarded as the best

for the majority of uses to which cigar-box wood is

put. The wood produced in wet or periodically flooded

regions, as is the case in parl< of southern Mexico and

in the Amazon River valley, i- very soft and frei|uentlv

develops an excess of gum in its pores. Upon exposure
to heat and light this gum ditTu>es in irregular spots de-

preciating the value, of the wood. Careful buyers of

cigar-box material reject wood having this defect.

The importance of opening new territory which has

not yet been culled of its cigar-box wood has long been

felt. Several decades ago large quantities of this wood

were to be found in easily accessible places in Cuba,

Jamaica and Trinidad and along all the rivers in southern

Mexico and Central America, but with the constant de-

mand for high-grade cigar-box wood the bulk of the best

trees have been cut and shipped. At present nearly all

the available timber of this species is far removed from

the larger streams which are the onlv means for trans-

STL.Xir III- .\ I'laJAR ISO YEARS ol.D

This tree was cut on 'rrinidad Island in 1912 where it is best known
as Ralator cedar hecause the bark is somewhat similar to that of

the lialata tree. The quality of the wood varies nuich according
to tile situation in which the trees grow.

porting the logs to the shipping ports. As a result of

this there has been an advance in price of cigar-box wood
which many regard as considerable: but as a matter of

fact, it re])resents no more than the increased cost of pro-

duction including the increased cost of transportation.

The ])ermits to cut this wood cost more than they did

formerly and the a\,iilable trees are further back from

the streams and often extensive improvements must be

made to get the logs out at all. Labor costs more than

ir did ten or twenty years ago.

There is a pronounced feeling among many of the

leading exploiters that still higher prices could be ob-

tained for this valuable wood, upon the score of its in-

trinsic merit. It has a greater strength and is incompar-

ably better than any other, with an equal degree of soft-

ness, for making cigar boxes. It will be seen that in this

use a matter of 10 or 20 cents more a cubic foot, while

apparently a large increase in price, would in fact be so
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small a percentage of the price of the finished article as

to be negligible. Long use of this wood for cigar boxes

has demonstrated that as a matter of economy to the users

it would stand an increase in price of 2.') per cent and still

be an economical material to be employed for that pur-

pose. In IIa\ana the wood sells for about $100 to $150

per thousand board feet. The range of prices (New
York inspection) for the Culjan wood is from $80 to

$110; for Mexican from $00 to $r30, and for Central

American grades from $(50 to $1)0 per thousand board

feet. These prices are quoted in the New York markets

for logs scaled by the one-fifth rule. Although Cuban

wood is considered the best, the growth from Trinidad

has in recent years taken the lead in price. Practically

all of the cigar-box wood produced in Trinidad goes to

Hamburg, where it brings from -10 to 05 cents per cubic

foot, and has been sold for as high as SO cents.

It is not likely that the use of the wood will decrease.

It seems that the increase in importation and use of the

wood now depends greatly upon the development of

sources of supply. At present the grand aggregate sup-

ply for the world's use appears to be at a standstill, but

there are immense resources of this wood in the tropical

countries and it can be a matter of but a few years before

new districts will be opened up and perhaps the old ones

further developed so that the sujiply will be temporarily

increased. The extent of its use is likely to be limited

only by the supply. The imports of cigar-box wood

entered for consumption in the United States show a

steady increase, their value in VJli being nearly a million

dollars.

The principal piiints from which cigar-box wood is

exported are Tecolutla, Frontera, Cazones, Laguna, Santa

Ana, Chiltepec, Campeche, Coatzacoalcos, ^linatitlan,

Nautla, Tonzala, Cheucan, in Mexico, and also from a

few points on the west coast. The chief ports in Central

and South America are Belize, Panama, Colon, Porto

Cabello, Carthagena, Puerto Colombia, iMaricaibo,

Georgetown, Para and Bolivia. A good deal of the ma-

terial comes from points on the islands of Cuba, Ilayti

and St. Domingo, Jamaica and Trinidad.

The uses of cigar-box wood do not vary except that

perhaps they are becoming more restricted. Its principal

use in this country and in Europe is for making cigar

boxes. It is made also into furniture of all kinds and is

much admired for its rather close grain and beautiful

satin-like luster resembling true mahogany. In fact

cigar-box wood is considered by many a near e(|uivalent

to true mahogany for many purposes. In tropical

America it has as many uses as the white pine has in

this country. It is recommended for house construction

and especially for interior trim, because white ants are

said not to attack it. This is ascribed partly to the strong

odor it exhales and also to the bitter taste of the wood
itself. Another important use for this wood is for

shingles, which are said to outlast those made from any
other tropical wood. The logs coming into this country

are too expensive to be converted into shingles and it is

safe to say that fully 80 or 90 per cent of the logs entered

here go to the cigar-box factories to be manufactured into

shooks and in this form are shipped to the various cigar-

making centers like Tampa and Key West.

PRIZE FOR FIRE PROTECTION

IN

(JRDER to reduce the danger of fire after lumber-

ing, the Vermont Forestry Department offers a prize

to the lumlier company that makes the best dis-

position of its slash during tlv." winter of 1915-1916.

The prize offered is the maintenance during the fire

season of liiKi of a state or federal patrolman to protect

the holdings of the company making the best effort to

protect itself. This patroln an will be in addition to the

regular force which has been maintained the past twf

years.

In offering this prize the Forestry Department doe^

not impose any impossible conditions. It does not specif}

in what way the slash shall be disposed of. It does no;

recjuire that the slash throughout a cutting shall be dis-

posed of. It may be on a strip along the edge of the

cutting. It is, however, stated that no applicants will be

considered who have not made some disposal of slash

over an area of at least 100 acres.

A NATIONAL FOREST ABOLISHED

Tl
1 \\ President, upon recommendation of Secretar\

of the Interior Lane and Secretary of Agri-

culture Houston, has signed a proclamation

abolishing the Kansas National Forest, to take effect on

December 1, 1915. This National Forest is located in

Finney, Kearny, Grant, Hamilton and Haskell Counties,

comprising the sand-hill region of Western Kansas, and

the public lands therein aggregate 1-38,729 acres of the

total of 362,787 acres within its exterior limits. Of these

1.'>8,729 acres, I!,022 are withdrawn pending proposed

legislation to reserve the same as a game refuge, there

])eing a small herrl of antelope in that region believed

to be the last of their kind in Western Kansas.

BIRD'S EYE MAPLE

MR.
R( )BERT T. AK )RR1S of New York writes

to American F()ri:strv as follows:

"The excellent article on 'Commercial Uses

of the Sugar Maple' in the November number of Ameri-
can Forestry does not gi\'e due attention to one point

of considerable conseciuence,
—the value of bird's-eye

maple for veneer purposes. Some years ago in Maine
I ran across a man who devoted himself to searching
the forests far and near for specimens of bird's-eye

maple. He told me of finding one tree for which he

had received $200, if I remember correctly. I asked

him why he did not set out one million sugar maple

seedlings on land worth $.3.00 per acre, current local

value, and then g)-afl all of these seedlings from a

valuable bird's-eye maple. This according to uncensored

mathematics would give him about $200,000,000 profit

at the end of say sixty years,
—a couple of years after

his death perhaps. His reply was that he hadn't thought
about it."



The Bird Department
Bv A. A. Allex. Ph.D.

.-Issistaiit Professor of Ornithology. Cornel! Uniz'crsity

ATTRACTING THE WINTER BIRDS

ONE
of the reasons for the present wide-spread

interest in birds and bird-study has been the

possibiHty, in recent years, of gaining an inti-

mate knowledge of some of them in a comparatively

easy manner. In the days when it was considered neces-

sary to shoot a bird before anything could be learned

about it, the number of

ornithologists and the num-

ber of bird-lovers was rela-

tively small.

The things that were

learned, while of greatest

importance to science and

the cause of ornithology,

were not the things that

would serve to interest the

lavmen. The bird's skin

and skeleton exhibited in

the museum, like the stone

and mortar from which the

building was made, attract-

ed only passing interest

from the crowds. When
the living bird was exhib-

ited in a cage in the zoo,

the crowds stopped for a

moment longer, and now
that the time has come

when the stuft'ed specimen
and the caged prisoner are

giving way before the wild

free bird, the whole popu-
lace stops to watch the

small creature which, un-

afraid and unconcerned,

goes about its life, not in

the obscurity of the woods

or fields, but in the yard, in the tree next to the house, on

the very window sill. \\'hcn bird-lovers discovered how

to attract and tame wild birds by the simple process of

offering them the food which they liked and needed, they

cMi wittingly so simplified the introduction to the study of

birds that thousands of people have stepped across the

threshold which formerly tliey hesitated to cross. They
have now, through their knowledge of birds, acquired an

interest in the out-of-doors, an interest which increases a

hundredfold their enjoymeiU of walks afield, camping and

outing trips, which breaks the Imm-drum of every day, and

<vcn adds a spark of life to the walk to and from business.
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A FRIEXDLY CHKK.ADKE
Most birds learn to trust the people who feed them regularly and sev-

eral species ordinarily discard their fear and even come to one's
hand for food. The chickadee is one of the most contlding.

For many of our birds, and particularly the winter

birds, venture far into the heart of great cities, wherever

thev find trees and the possibility of eking out a living

through the barren months. \\'hen they find a place

where food is plentiful, they remain in the vicinity until

the supply is exhausted, and if the supply never becomes

exhausted, and if other

conditions are satisfactory,

some species such as the

woodpeckers, nuthatches,

and chickadees will remain

to nest and bring their

voung to the source of

supply.

Let us see. then, what it

is necessary for us to do

in order to attract to our

homes a merry troupe of

winter visitors, bring them

to our window sills, tame

them so that they will feed

from our hands, and keep
them about us all through
the lifeless months.

WII.\T FOOD TO USE

The winter birds that

may be expected to come

to a feeding shelf are of

two kinds, seed-eaters and

insect-eaters. Among the

seed-eaters in northern
United States are the jun-

co. the redpoll, the pine

siskin, the crossbills, the

grosbeaks, the song and

tree sparrows and the blue

jay. In southern L'. S. one could also expect the white-

throated and white-crowned sparrows, the blackbirds,

and the cardinal, and in the western states other species

of finches and buntings. For seed-eating birds, good
foods to use are millet, hemp, buckwheat and cracked

grain of any sort, or better still, mixed chicken feed such

as is sold for young chicks, sweepings from a neighbor-

ing mill, or hayseed from the barn floor.

The insect-eaters are the woodpeckers (the downy
.'nd hairv woodpeckers very widely distributed, the

flicker, red-bellied and red-headed more common south-

ward), the nuthatches, the chickadees, and the brown
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creeper. The woodpeckers find iheir natural food by

drilling into the chambers of wood-boring larvae, the

others find insects, pupae or eggs in the crevices of the

bark. All of them, however, are very fond of beef suet,

and once thev ha\e found a piece fastened in the tree,

they will return to it again and again until it is all gone.

A JUNXO ON AN ANTI-SPARROW SHEI<F

The slielf is hinged to the window sill and supported at its outer edge
by springs so that it hounces when a bird alights upon it. House
sparrows are ordinarily too suspicious to feed on this sort of a shelf,
while the native birds seem to enjoy the motion.

Sunflower seeds and crumbs of raw peanut are relished

by both insect and seed-eating birds.

WHERE TO PLACE THE FOOD

One should not expect the birds to be tame at first,

or to come immediately to the w-indow sill. One
of the greatest pleasures to be derived from feeding
birds is to watch the gradual loss of timidity and

the increase in confidence of the birds that come

regularly to feed. At first they will be as wild

as any birds of the woods, but gradually, as they
find themselves safe and unmolested, they lose their

fear wdien a new bird arrives among the regular

\isitors, he is always noticeably more timid than

the others, and sometimes remains shy for several days.

In placing the food it is well to bear in mind that event-

ually one wants all the birds coming to the same place,

either at a shelf at the window or to a place in the yard

where it will be easy to watch them. It is well to first

select the place where you wish them to come, whether

you immediately build the shelf or not. Then, from this

as a center, place the food along radiating lines to a con-

siderable distance from the house. The more pieces of

suet put up, the more quickly the birds will find it, and

the sooner they will come to the window sill. It is neces-

sary for only one bird to find one piece of suet in order to

have eventually a considerable troupe coming regularly,

for birds are ever on the alert watching their fellows as

vvell as searching for food on their own account. When
one bird finds the suet, the others will see him and soon

follow.

At first it will be necessary only to tie the pieces of

suet to the branches without protection of any kind, and

the more conspicuous the places selected, the better.

Later if there are many squirrels, or crows, or house

sparrows about, it will be more economical to move the

suet to the trunk of the tree, holding it in place by a piece

of wire screening (one-half-inch mesh) through which

the smaller birds can peck. This precaution will keep

the squirrels and crows from imposing upon your hospi-

tality and carrying the suet away in one piece. The

house sparrows, moreover, are soon discouraged in trying

to cling with their feet to the vertical trunk while feeding,

but the native birds find this the most natural and the

easiest way. Another method is to suspend from the

outer branches, by strings, small wire baskets filled with

suet. These baskets can easily be made from an ordinary

piece of wire, as the size and shape are not important,

instead of using wire, some persons prefer to use a bag

knitted from string and of such coarse mesh that the

birds can easily peck through it. A half of a cocoa-nut

makes a very satisfactory basket.

THE FEEDING SHEEF

As soon as any of the birds have been seen eating the

pieces of suet, it is time to put up the feeding shelf. This

should be placed at a window on the sheltered side of the

house (usually the south), preferably the one nearest to a

THE "ANTI-SPARROW" WINDOW" 1- l-,KI)l.\i , m >\

A chickadee is about to enter the box. The glass back admits plenty of

light but keeps the food free from snow and ice if the box is placed
so as to open to the soulli. One third of the floor is hinged and
supported by springs or. less ?,itisfactory, rubber bands.

tree. If the window sill is very broad, it will be sufficient

to nail a cleat along the outer edge to keep the food

from blowing off. Usually, however, it is more satisfac-

tory to fasten a board, from eight to twelve inches wide,

to the sill to act as a ,-heIf. It mav be made the entire
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length of the window sill or only a part; but the larger through the open even to get food placed for them.

it is, the more birds will feed together, for our native Another simple form of feeding shelf for such a place

birds all want plenty of elbow room while feeding. A in the yard is made from the top of a keg or barrel,

narrow strip should be fastened to the edge of the shelf protected from the weather by a hood improvised from

to keep the food from blowing ofif. At the westerly end barrel hoops and a piece of white cloth and covered

a small evergreen tree or large branch should be fastened, with a few evergreen twigs, as here illustrated. The
This offers shelter to the birds and proves as attractive front half of this may likewise be hinged to keep away
as the food itself. It may be nailed to the window casing, the sparrows, and it may rest on a pivot and be provided
or a hole may be bored in the shelf to hold it. It should with wings like a weather vane, so that it will always face

be as large as can be conveniently held in place. away from the wind and snow. Various modifications

An even better device than the window shelf is the of this device will undoubtedlv occur to the reader.

If nothing but sparrows
come to be fed, one should

not get discouraged, be-

cause they will act as de-

coys and. eventually, their

chirping will call other

more desirable birds to the

feast. One need not fear

that they will drive the

nther birds away, for, next

to the chickadee, the

sparrow is the biggest cow-

ard of the lot. and fre-

(luently a single nuthatch

will put a whole flock of

them to route.

window feeding box here

illustrated. An ordinary

soap box is used and the

bottom replaced by a pane
of glass so as to admit

plenty of light. One side

is then rested on the win-

dow sill and the inner end

nailed to the casing, while

the closed glass side faces

the north and the box

opens to the south. This

box has the advantage of

protecting the food from

the snow and ice so that it

is always available when

most needed. Evergreen
branches or a small tree

fastened nearby will help

its attractiveness.

In many places house

sparrows are so numerous

that they will consume all

of tlie food as fast as it is

put out and leave none for

the native birds, so that it

is necessary to find some

way to curb their enthusi-

asm. A very simple, yet

effective way of protecting

the food from their depre-

dations is til hinge the front

half of the floor of the box

and support it at the

comers by weak springs

so that when a bird alights it bounces up and down.

House sparrows are naturally so suspicious that when

they feel the shelf give way beneath them, they lose no

time in getting out nf the way and never stop long

enough to get any of the food. Our native birds, on the

other hand, are unsuspicious and accustomed to feeding
about the swaying branches of trees, so that the more the

shelf bounces, the more they seem to like it.

In case there is not a 'satisfactory window at which to people of the city, is fast disappearing. But a severer

feed the birds, this box can he placed on a post in the yard economic loss will entail on tlie immense and rich olive

four or five feet from the ground. An evergreen tree, a ]>lantations lying on the stretch of plain between the sea

bit of shrubbery, or ,i [)ilc of brush should be in the and Lebanon. It takes vears before olive trees begin to

near vicinity to serve as a way station from the nearest bear, and the prosperity of thousands has depended on

trees, for most of the liiriK liesitate to fly long distances the crops of these orchards.

AFTER YOU
A simple form of feeding slielf for the ard with a chickadee waiting

for a junco to Iniish. The shelf is made from tlie top of a small
barrel; the hood from i)ieces of the lioops covered with white cloth
and decorated with hemlock. The shelf is placed on a post four or five

feet from the grotind located preferably near shrubbery or evergreens.

XOTES

Early in November the

I'l.iy Scouts of Mt. \'ernon,

X. v.. were told by Mr.

Rockart, of the Shade Tree

Commission, how the

scouts could build bird

houses under his supervi-

sion to be sold to the resi-

dents of Mount N'ernon,

thus keeping more birds

with us through the winter.

The birds are nf untold

worth to the city, not only
for their beauty and songs,

but particularly for their

great assistance in fight-

ing all kinds of insects

injurious to the trees of the citv.

SIR

FELLING EGYPT'S TREES

T'ME trees of Syria are falling fast before Turkish

axes, and their loss will be heavily felt when the

war is over. Owing to lack of fuel, the fine pine
forest on the outskirts of Beirut, a popular resort for the



Daniel Boone's ''Bar'' Tree
By Wilbur R. AIattuun, Forest Examiner

J
anchorage side of the trunk, has recently cracked and

broken due to heavy strain and rapid deterioration of the

root wood. With a little labor further soil erosion and

root exposure might be greatly checked and the day of

the downfall of the tree probably be deferred for years.

An effective method would be to drive low stakes of some

lasting wood, red cedar for example, and strew the sur-

face of the ground with brush wood, lopped short to

allow ready access of visitors to the tree. The present

ONESBORO, Tennessee, a station on the Knox-

villc Division of the Southern Railroad, is located

in the extreme northeastern portion of the State.

It is the oldest town in Tennessee and during a time in

the eighteenth century was the capital of the trans-

mountain State of Franklin. A two-hour drive over hilly

roads northeast from Jonesboro brings one to a tree

which stands as a living record of an event in the life of

probably the first white man to venture into the heavy
forests formerly covering the western slopes of th,;

middle Appalachians.

Of peculiar interest is the inscription borne by the

tree to the effect that

"D. lioon cillED A BAR On Tree in thE yEAR 1760,"

Because of the natural growth, h(_)wever, and particularly

the great number of initials of persons. States, towns,

and dates "nicked" in the bark, no trace of the original

inscription is now visible. Its presence on the tree is

fully authenticated by historic record. Several old in-

habitants living in the region stated to the writer that

the inscription remained legible as late as 18^-") to is,s."i.

oi' from ;iO to 40 years ago; and further indicated its

location on the upper, or east, side of the tree, at a height

of about six feet above the ground.

The tree is clearly a veteran of long standing. It is a

beech, measuring £83/2 inches in diameter at breast height

(4J/. feet above the ground), by about S.") feet in length,

and abi.iut 14 feet to the first limb. The tree leans toward

the south at an angle averaging perhaps ;50 degrees. Its

wide spreading, thrifty head centers above a point 4.5 feet

distant from its base. The true vertical height of the

tree, due to its striking and menacing lean, is between

70 and 75 feet. The tree stands on the smooth, west-

facing, moderately steep slope of Carroll Creek which

runs into Watauga River somewhat below Boone Creek.

A tract of virgin timber, located not more than 100 yards

away and composed of trees of oak, poplar, hickory,

basswood, and walnut, of very large size and good de-

velopment, indicates excellent soil and moisture con-

ditions. It is to be regretted that a few years ago the

forest tract surrounding the tree was cut over for all

the timber except beech which now composes perhaps
about one-quarter of the original stand. As a result, the

tree is subjected at times to strong wind pressure.

The superficial roots at the base of the tree are freely

exposed and, acted upon by frequent alternate wetting
and drying, are subject to the harmful attack of wood-

rotting fungi. One strong lateral root, on the upper or

'The removal of the natural ground cover of shrubs and herbaceous plants allows the sun to dry out and bake the soil.

Erosion then takes place and the effect is marked by the reduced vigor of the tree.

"As this tree is on privately owned ground, the owner alone should not be expected to defray the cost of preserving this tree

as a public monument. Public spirited citizens of the vicinity should be able to secure the permission of the owner to preser\'e
the tree and should find little difficulty in raising the small sum necessary to safeguard this interesting historic possession.

no.';

"D. Boon cillED A BAR On Tree in thE yEAR 1760."

This was the original inscription cut into this great beech tree, it is

believed by tlie famous Daniel Boone. The tree is about 350 years old
and is still in prime condition, although it needs protection from soil

erosion about the roots.

grazing of cattle and other stock about the tree is very

detrimental,^ and could be prevented by the construction

of an enclosure around the tree some 5 to 8 rods square."
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To the forester the ciuestion of the origin and antiquity

of the inscription is of much interest. Boone and other

hunters are known to have been in Tennessee about the

year ITGO.' Was the inscription about the "Bar" cut by

Boone himself at the time indicated, or by his friends at

some later date as a record of what they knew had previ-

ously happened?
In the spring of ITiif), Colonel Richard Henderson of

North Carolina, having under consideration the purchase

THE, BOONE TABLICT

Erected on Ihe famous beech tree on the Boone trail from North Caro-
lina into Kentucky.

of land from the Cherokee Indians, employed D. Boone

and other hunters to make a reconnaissance and report

on a large tract of land lying in what now comprises the

eastern parts of Kentucky and Tennessee. A metal

tablet erected by the Tennessee Daughters of the Ameri-

can Revolution near the tree marks the location of the

"Daniel Boone Trail from North Carolina to Kentucky.

i-;iiy."

If inscribed in 1760, the inscription remained legible

for from 115 to 120 years. That this may have been pos-

sible there is very good evidence, in spite of the well-

known annual gnjwth of the bark from the inside and

the natural shedding on the outside. Mr. G. W. Simp-

son, living aliout four miles west <if Jonesboro. and for

many years County Surveyor of Washington County,

states that he has repeatedly fully identified original

exterior boundary trees along the nid "Xurth Carolina

grant" survey in Tennessee, after a lapse of 135 years.

The double inverted \' (thus ^) was found ])lainly

reci>gnizal)le on trees wliich tallied CMmpletely with the

survev notes in respect to species and peculiar form, such

as a forking of the main stem. During a careful search

o\er the bark of the Buime tree for old dates, one was

found which read "1S1.5." The outline of each figure,

although very shallow and dim, was clearly traceable and

unmistakably read by eacli of four persons in the party.

This was on Julv -'l. l!M-"i. one hundred years after the

"A History of Tennc page 27. Hv G. R. McGee, for

date of the inscription. Among many dates, ls;i'? antl

1868 were very plainly readable, after a lapse of -IT and

53 years, respectively. In this connection, it should be

recalled, however, that growth of lioth wood and bark

is much more vigorous in the earlier half than during the

latter half of the life of trees. Wounds conset|uently

heal over more rapidly during the earlier period.

It is interesting thus to know that bark incisions are re-

tained by the beech for periods of fully 100 years, liased

upon growth measurements of the beech in other parts

of its natural range, made by the Forest Service, U. S.

Department of Agriculture, the present age of the Boone

tree is estimated at between 31:0 and 300 years. Using

I he same autlmrity, the tree had reached a diameter of

about Ifi inches in 1760, when the noted explorer, carry-

ing a Inng Deckhard rifle, hunting knife, and tomah.awk,

blazeil his way westward across the mountains into the

attractive hill and valley country of what is now eastern

Tennessee.

TEXAS' FORESTRY OPPORTUNITIES

Mk.
I. II. F(_)STER, recently appointed State

Forester of Texas with headquarters at College

Station, has entered upon his work with the con-

viction that he has one of the best opportunities of any

state forester in the country to render service to the

])eople. Naturally the yellow pine and hardwood region

of east Texas offers the primary field of work.

( )ther regions of the state are, however, nearly

il not quite as important. Trees should be made

to grow on the great plains for shelter belts

and for ornamental purposes. The wood lots of

central Texas should Ije improved and made productive

on lands which are of no value for other purposes.

Forest areas in the rough limestone sections of the

Edwards Plateau should be so managed that they may

hold the waters in the tributary streams and so far as

possible prevent floods and overflows on our river bot-

toms below. There is no section of Texas where an

ir.terest in trees is not important, or we may say, where

the people are not in some way interested in tree culture.

According to reports, the yellow pine in Texas will

have practically ceased to be an important commercial

resource within thirty years or less, if the cut-over areas

chieflv valuable for the growing of timber are not pro-

tected from fire and managed in some way which will

insure continuous production. According to the Bureau

of Corjioration, there are standing in east Texas about

sixtv-six billion feet of timber, a third of which in round

numbers is short-leaf and loblolly pine, a third long-leaf

pine, and a third cypress and hardwood timber of various

kinds. It inav be said that these figures are considered

])\ some of the best estimators to be far too high. .\t

the ])resent rate of cutting, even sixty-six billion feel will

last less than thirty years. After that, to satisfy the

ilemands of a rapidly increasing population, the supply

of timber must coine largely from outside the state and

the consumer will have to pay the price of the lumber

]ilus the freight, which together will amount to much

merlv Principal of Fcabucly Institute, Trenton, Tennessee,
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niLirc than the presLMit price of the local |ir(i<luct. This

problem affects not only the eastern region, hul the entire

state. Texas can produce all the timber it will rei(uire

for all lime by re-foresting certain of the cut-over lands

which are chiefly of value for timber production.

One of the large problems in this slate will l)c to im-

prove the streams in order to make them na\i.t;ablc an.l

10 reduce as far as possible the annual o\ertlo\\s. The

Federal Go\-ernment is expending millions of dollars

J. It. FOSTER

Recently appointed as the first state forester of Texas in

accordance witli the law passed by the last legislature. He
has a most important work to do.

annually in river and harbor work in Texas. Many
people do not realize perhaps that one way to aid in this

work is to maintain a forest co\er at the headwaters of

the streams which w^ill tend to ])re\ent rapid run-off

after severe rains and to prevent the washing of the

soil. It would seem that ultimatelv the state mav have

a duty to perform in the direction of maintaining state

forest on areas adjacent to the headwaters of important

navigable streams.

Until the field of work of the state forester has been

carefulh' mapi)e<l out, it is impossible to make any defi-

nite plans for the future. The chief problems which

will engage his attention may, howe\'er, be mentioned as

follows: 1. Fire protection; 2. a study of the grazing

problem which is undoubtedly closely related to the fir.-

pro1)lein ; :!. protection of the headwaters of streams and

the possible establishment of state-owned forests; 4. the

development of better farm woodlots in the agricultural

portion of the state; '>. the encouragement of tree plant-

ing in treeless regions of the state; (i. a study of th,j

problem of forest taxation.

Without enlarging upon these various possible lines

of work, il may be stated that the opportunities for

rendering service to the state are large. There are many
agencies which can be brought into line to assist in carry-

ing out these measures. The Federal Government off'ers

aid to the state in various directions, such as in fire pro-

tection, agricultural extension work, and in experimental

investigations. It is Mr. Foster's desire to work not only

with the Federal Government, but to cooperate with all

the agencies in the state which have similar interests.

'I'e.xas already has a live forestry association. The lum-

ber interests are favorable and friendly. The farmers,

through their various organizations, will undoubtedly
lind much of interest along forestry lines.

There is a distinct advantage in having this new work

closely related to the Agricultural & Mechanical College

and with the State Experiment Station. According to

the forestry law, the state forester is in charge of a new-

department of forestry and is forester to the Agricultural

F<xperiment Station. Eventually there will be some

strong courses of instruction added to the curriculum of

I he College so that students, particularly the agricultural

students, may become familiar with the forest conditions

ol thi' state and learn to a|)])reciate the importance o:

trees and to care for tlK-m in connection with their farms.

MICHIGAN FORESTRY WORK

THii
Michigan Agricultural College was one of the

first Institutions to start a Department of Fores-

try. In addition to the regular work of instruc-

tion, the College has been active in developing forestry

in the State, chiefly in the agricultural districts. The

iK-ad of the Forestry Department is Forester on the staff'

of the .Agricultural Experiment Station and the College

employs a Field Agent in Forestry who devotes his entire

time to extension work. The College maintains a large

forest nursery and small planting stock is sold at cost to

people in the State. In the year 191;) to 191-1 the num-

ber of small trees distributed was two hundred and twenty

thousand, and it is estimated that about two hundred

acres of pri\ate lands were planted through the activity

of the .Xgricultural College in that year. During the

past year, three hundred and twenty-two thousand trees

were distributed, sufffcient to plant about three hundred

acres of land. The greater jiart of these trees go to

farmers and are used for forest plantations, wind breaks,

fixation of shifting sands along the lake shore, etc. The

College has also been very active in developing forest

management of existing woodlots. It is now establishing

experimental willow holts in various places. Its organi-

zation for forestry work in the agricultural districts is

\ery complete.
The Act for th; exemption of small forests from tax-

ation placed the rules and regulations and certain other

matter pertaining to the act under the State Board of

.\griculture which naturally handles forestry matters in

llic agricultural districts.

.\. K. Chittenden, Professor of Forestry at the College,

says;
—"I believe that forestry work in the agricultural

communities can be handled most satisfactorily and to

tliC best advantage through the Agricultural Experiment
Station and the Agricultural College, as they come in

touch with such communities and are familiar with the

problems met with. I regret that an impression is often

given that Michigan is doing little or nothing in forestry

in the agricultural districts, because on the contrary, it

is doing far more than almost any other State."
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Courtesy American Gfuctic .-issiu lation

THE LARGEST SHADE TREE IN TTIE UNITED STATES
This giant is a sycamore at Wurthington, Indiana. It is forty-four feet six inciic- in circumference near the ground and 150 feet tall. This

species, besides having liie largest shade tree in the United States, is also one of the best species of shade tree, being peculiarly able to stand
the smoke, dust and gas(^^ which, in cities, have to be overcome by any tree which prospers. It is also unusually resistant to attacks by
insects.

The Biggest Shade Tree is Also Best

THAT
the largest >hade tree in tlie United States, garded as the largest deeiduous tree in North America

as brought to light by the prize contest held by and its range of growth is hardly second to that of any
the American (k-netic Association, should turn other broad-leaf tree; for it can be found from Maine

out to be the eastern syc.iniore is not surprising, say to Florida and as far west as Kansas,

government foresters. The sycamore has long been re- The bestowal of the prize on a sycamore at Worth-
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in^liiii. Indiana, which is 44 feet G inches in circumfer-

ence and 150 feet tall, draws attention to the fact

that foresters and arborists are nowadays recommending
the species especially for city planting. They say that

long experience with sycamores planted in city streets has

shown that the species is peculiarly able to withstand the

smoke, dust, and gases which are usually an unavoidabk

complement of urban life. In addition, the sycamore is

as resistent to attacks of insects and fungi as almost

any species, and is a cjuick grower; at ten years of age,
a healthy sycamore usually is already large enough for

shade, as well as for decorative purposes. As for the

latter, there is hardly any eastern species which is gen-

erally held so picturescjuc as the sycamore. With its

strikingly mottled bark and magnificent stature and con-

fnrniaiinn. the sycamore has a marked individuality and

can not be mistaken for any other species, either in the

summer when the foliage conceals its structural form, or

in the w inter when the leaves are absent.

A common objection to the sycamore as a lawn tree

is its habit of dropping its leaves before autumn. From
this characteristic it is sometimes called a "dirty tree."

Recently a letter was received from a suburban resident

who has a sycamore on his lawn. "My sycamore tree is

\ery beautiful," said the writer, "until about the first

of August, when its Icax'es begin to fall. Is there any

remedy that I can apply to the tree to keep it from

ilropping its leaves so soon?" It was necessary to tell

the correspondent that this was a characteristic habit

of the tree. This drawback, however, is practically the

only failing that the sycamore has, and it is offset by

many desirable qualities.

(Jn the other hand, there is little prospect of popu-

larity, foresters say, for the valley oak of California,

which was decided to be the largest nut-bearing tree in

the United States, the contest unearthing a specimen in

San Benito County, which is 37 feet 6 inches in circumfer-

ence and 1 <!.") feet high. The valley oak is a very beautiful

tree. l)ut it attains maturity only after three or four hun-

dred years: its wood is too lough, knotty, and otherwise

imperfect to be good for lumber; the tree .grows too

slowly to be planted for shade or decorative purposes,

and. being found only in California, it would have a small

field of usefulness. Horticulturists say that the valley

oak is not popularly considered a nut-bearing tree; for its

acorns are not generally used for food, although, of

course, they are edible. Foresters say that the chestnut

and the black walnut are the largest nut-bearing trees in

this country, and the contest did, in fact, unearth a chest-

nut, near Crestmont, North Carolina, which is 33 feet

4 inches in circumference and about 75 feet tall.

The contest brought forth photographs and authentic

descriptions of 337 trees in all parts of the United States,

making a distinctly valuable contribution to existing

knowledge of native trees. It was found that, in all

probability, there is no living elm larger than "The Great

Elm" at Wethersfield, Connecticut, which is 28 feet in

circumference, and about 100 feet tall, and is estimated

to be 2.-)0 years old. Many rem.arkable specimens of

species which ordinarily attain only small sizes were un-

earthed by the contest, furnishing new records of maxi-

num growth. A sassafras was brought to light at

Horsham, Penn.sylvania, which is 15 feet 10 inches in

circumference at four feet from the ground, whereas, for

example, not long before this a Georgia town claimed

that it had the largest sassafras tree in the world, though
this tree was only something over 7 feet in circumference.

A white birch was found in Massachusetts with a girth of

1'2 feet 2 inches; a pecan was found in Louisiana with a

circumference of 11) feet G inches, and a catalpa in Arkan-

sas with a girth of 10 feet. The tallest tree found is a

yellow poplar in North Carolina, which is 198 feet high
and has a circumference of 34 feet 6 inches.

The value of the contest lies in its contribution of new
information as to the maximum growth attained by de-

ciduous species and the localities in which the different

species seem to grow best. The relative sizes of the

coniferous species are fairly well established, the Bigtree

of California, for example, being the largest in the

world; but information on the size attained by deciduous

trees in this country has been very incomplete.

ARTICLES ON NATIONAL PARKS

A MKRICAN FORESTRY takes plea.sure in announc-

/ \ ing that starting in the January issue it will pulilish

a series of profusely illustrated articles on the

scenic features of the National Parks by Mr. Mane

Daniels, Superintendent of National Parks.

USE THE DEAD LEAVES

E\'1'',1\V

shade tree owner in New York State

should learn the simple lesson of conservation

which nature is teaching in our forests in the

utilizing of the autumn leaves. Where a few shade or

forest trees are throwing their foliage about the home

grounds, they should by no means be raked up and

burned because it is like burning so much valuable stable

manure, but they should l)e composted where that is

possible or used as a mulch around flowering perennials,

roses and often large trees. By wetting the leaves

thoroughly and then weighting them down by sticks or

soil, they will be a splendid winter protection and the

weight and moisture of the winter's snow will bring

about rapid incorporation of the mulch with the soil.

Where autumn leaves are to be used as a mulch about

fruit or very young shade trees, some care must be

exercised in not putting the mulch too close to the stems

as there is danger of the mulch harboring mice which

during the winter might girdle the young trees.
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THE FOREST SERVICE EXHIBIT nil

MODEL OF WASTE IN A SAWMILL OPERATION

This is the third of the series of live Forest Service models showing "Loss of Wood from the Forest to the Cotisumer" and illustrates a "Sawmill

Operation." The piles of rough lumber shown to the right of the sawmill represent 44.30 per cent, or 20,289 feet of the original trees. Just
back of the lumber piles can be seen the trimmings and edgings which comprise 7.56 per cent, or 3,462.48 board feet of the original trees.

To the left of the picture are shown a pile of slabs and one of sawdust. Tlie former rejiresents IS.88 per cent, or 8,647.04 board feet and
the latter 11.47 per cent or 5,253.26 board feet of the original trees. In this operation there is lost in handling and standardizing 4.79 per
cent, or 2,193.82 board feet of the original trees. The total waste in the sawmill therefore amounts to 42.97 per cent or 19,556.60 board feet

of the original 45,000 in the standing trees. Two other models complete the set, one representing the planing mill operation and the other
the building operation, each with its respective actual raw material consumption and resultant waste accumulation expressed tn per cents and
board foot quantities in reference to such contents of the original trees. The object lesson presented by the full set of models is intended,
as mentioned above, to show the total loss of wood from all causes from the forest to the consumer. In building the average eight-room frame
house it has been ascertained that approximately 35 per cent of the raw material is utilized and 65 per cent wasled. such waste for the most

part being necessary.

The results of investigations which the Service has

conducted in the preservative treatment of timbers were

shown by photographs and charts. A supplement to this

display had been placed in the exhibit of the Bureau

of Mines in the Palace of Mines. It consisted of eight

mine timbers which have had service in a Pennsylvania
coal mine.

The great central model of an idealized Ranger
District on a National Forest showed also reforestation

work, permanent improvement work not directly related

to fire protection, such as a Ranger Station and a drift

fence, and the important public uses of the forests.

These uses were shown by a forest homestead, a timber

sale, a patented mining claim in operation, a water-power

development, a free-use summer camp and a hotel oper-

ating under a special-use lease. Two mountain streams

had their rise in the upper reaches of the model's

landscape and formed a junction before they disappeared

down the valley. Actual water was used in the.se streams

and lent much to the realism of the exhibit.

The various features of the work of the Forest Serv-

ice and the various uses to which tlie forests are put,

which were exemplified in the large model, were amplified

by other exhibits surrounding it.

On one side of the central model three models, 4 feet

square, of an acre of western yellow pine were shown on

a scale of about 1 inch to 10 feet; so that trees ISO feet

high in the forest were 18 inches high on the model. The

model in the center showed the acre in its virgin condition

ready for logging. On one side was shown the acre after

it has been logged under Government regulation on a

National Forest, with stumps cut low, logs cut from high

into the tree tops, young growth protected, brush piled

for burning, and a future forest insured. To the other

side the same acre was shown as it would appear under

the wrong kind of logging. Stumps were high, large

tops were left unused, many logs were shattered by care-

less felling, young trees were broken by old ones falling

upon them, young trees were felled, dead trees left stand-

ing, and the brush lay where it falls, constituting a seri-

ous fire menace. In the pedestals under these models

were panels of all the important species of wood sold on

National Forests. On the wall behind was a chart show-

ing that timber sales on the National Forests have grown
from 68,473,000 board feet in 1905 to 626,30(3,000 feet

in IMll.

COYOTE KILLING A LAMB
The Forest Service rangers conduct a vigorous warfare on the National

Forests against predatory animals and kill thousands of them each

year. This was one of the models at the Exposition.
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KKSISTAXr PoVVrCKS (II' WOCID SHOWN
A feature of the Forest Service exhibit at the Panama-Pacific K-xjiosition which was of great service and

interest to users of wood for various purposes.

SpfciniL-ns and descriptions of iniiiortant rans,a- plants

growing on the National Forests and some of the most

important poisonous grasses from which the Forest Serv-

ice is trying to protect hvestock, were displayed in show

cases, above which were shown photographic enlarge-

regularly as clear water. Water

fell on the forested hill daily

since the opening of the Exposi-

tion and no soil had to be re-

placed. The stream on this side

of the model and the lake below

were filled with clear water.

Farm land below the forested

slope was in good condition ; be-

low the deforested hill the river

had o\errun its banks, flooded

the farm land and left deposited

ujjon it the infertile clay of the

hills.

I'laced between this model and

the large central model of the

idealized Xational Forest was a

relief ma]i of a complete water-

shed on the Chelan National

Forest. Washington, which
showed a typical watershed pro-

tected by forested slopes.

Three great windows in the

rear of the exhibit were covered,

up to ten feet in height, with

sixty-three large colored trans-

parencies showing forest types

in different parts of the United

States and abroad, forested and

cleforestetl watersheds and the erosion due to deforesta-

tion in this country anil in China, \arious important
acti\ities on the National Forests, picturesque scenery
and recreation sites on the National Forests, types of

National Forest Land in different parts of the country.

ments of livestock grazing on the National Forests and uses to which the National Forests are put, roads, trails,

bridges, telephone lines and other permanent improve-
ments on the National Forests, wind breaks of trees and

their benefit to crops.
( )n the wall spaces between windows were a relief ma[)

and two charts. The relief map is on the curvature of

the earth, gave the locations and names of all the National

Forests, and showed that they are situated along the

moinitain ranges where they protect the headwaters of

streams rising in these mountains, as well as assure the

of \-arious improvements being introduced by the Service

for the benefit of the livestock industr)-, such as the

development of water holes, the building of tlrift fences

and experiments in grazing sheep in coyote-proof pas-

tures. Next w.as a mounted group of a coyote killing a

lamb. The label for the group stated that livestock own-

ers lose about $1."),000.000 from predatory animals ;i

year, that o\er four thousand of these animals are killeil

every year on the National Forests and that the Cio\-

ernment has this year appropriated $1^5,000 for their future timber sujiply. .\bove this map was a list of the

destruction on the National Forests.

C)ne of the most popular exhil)its was a working
trosion model six feet square, which showed some of the

effects of deforestatii in on stream flow and surface for-

mation. Two hills of the ordinary clay were built up on

the rear of the model. (Jne of the hills was covered witli

moss and foliage to represent a forest or brush co\er ami

the humus soil beneath it; the other hill was bare of

vegetation. A sprinkler arrangement sent down a shower

of water in the form rif r.'iin on liuth slopes. The water

flowing on the bare slojie rnshefl oft the surface imme-

diately, carrying soil with it. and depositing it in the

stream Ijed and the Like at the front of the model. The

water flowing on tlie protcftrd hill was ab^orlied li\' the

natur.d reserxoir which the forest affords and seeps oul

import.mt uses to which these National Forests were

put by the ])ublic in 1!>].1. These uses were as follows:

(;•,'(;. :!0(L000 board feet of timber cut by purchasers,

1 .'((..".; .'i.000 lioard feet cut by settlers and others free of

cost. !).S;)8,S(;:3 head of livestock grazed. ^'(i(l,7!i; horse-

jiower available at water-power ])lants, KLTIU) permits in

force for other special uses of land, l.."i00.000 recreation

seekers \'isited the forests, l.'^JOO municipal water supplies

protected. $,s:i8,0S0 of receijits made available for local

schools and roads, 1(! 1,000.000 acres of land .ulministered

to protect irrigation and n.ivigable streams fed from the

forests of the ^^'est. The third chart showed that only

( ne-fifth of the timbered area in the Ihiited States is

held in ( "i(i\ ernment ownershiji and properly protected.

That .\laska is not a li.irren and treeless waste was
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convincingly shown b\- a fuur-fout Sitka sprnce log from

ihe Tongass National Forest, Alaska, measuring sixty-

one inches in diameter, which stands in the Alaska ex-

hibit. The log was cut from a tree 180 feet tall, mcasur-

intj seven feet at the base.

STATE FORESTER AND MARYLAND TOWNS COOPER-

ATING TO IMPROVE PUBLIC SHADE TREES

MODEL OF FIRE LOOKOUT STATION

A Forest Service exhibit which attracted much attention and into wliich
thousands of visitors to the Exposition cliniljed.

Because of limitCkl space, not all activities of the

Forest Service could be covered in the exhibit. Much of

the work not touched upon in the display could be learned

about at the government motion-picture room in the Palace

of Liberal Arts, where l"i,0()0 feet of film showing Forest

Service activities were i)rojected; from the publications

displayed upon a table in the exhibit
;
and from the illus-

trated lectures on the National Forests and Forest Con-

servation given from cnce to thrice daily.

The exhibits of the Forest Service and of the other

branches of the United States Department of Agricul-

ture were not entered into competition for awards. This

was in keeping with the precedent established at other

international expositions in which, as in this, the United

States was the host nation.

L[
.Xni-.k date uf ^

I .Maryland addrc

I if all incorpor;

y .\'l)l-",l\ date uf September 8 the State Forester of

Iressed a letter to the public ofificials

rporated towns in Maryland suggest-

ing a cooperative and systematic means of improving ex-

isting conditions in public shade trees, pjriefly, this plan

provided for practical work to be devised and carried out

mider the State Roadside Tree Act of 1914, and the

method of procedure set forth in the letter was the result

of several months of successful experience in the carry-

ing out of the duties delegated to the Board by the

jjresent .Vet.

F'ree of cost, the State Forester oti'ered to take a tree

census in anv town where application was made by the

])roper officials, the census taking account of the trees,

their kinds and locations, and to be followed by a report

caterpillars of the brown-tail moth spin a web in the fall

with recommendations for such planting and general im-

provement as the census showed to be required. The pre-

liminary examination is succeeded by the performance
of the work advised in the report, all work being carried

out under the personal direction of a State Forest War-

den whose services are made available for such duties at

a reasonable per diem rate.

That the possibilities of this offer have been appreci-

ated is attested by the fact that during the next three

weeks several towns and cities in the State took advantage

of this oi¥er to secure expert aid
; preliminary examina-

tions have in most cases been made, and the work to be

done will be pushed as rapidly as possible.

INVITE A FRIEND

American Forestry magazine is now so well worth

having that each member of the Association is asked to

invite a friend to become a subscribing member.

INCREASE OF TOURISTS IN THE NATIONAL PARKS

Rl'',l

'( )R'rs received by Secretary Lane from the

Superintendents of the various National Parks

in the West, administered by the Department of

the Interior, indicate that during the park season just

closed there has been a great increase in the number of

tourists visiting these great playgrounds. In Yellowstone

National Park in 1914 there were 20,250 visitors, and

this year two and one-half times as many—51,820. Yo-

semite National Park in California was visited this year

by over twice as many people as entered its gates last

year, 31,G42 names being recorded during the season

as against 15,145 last year. Again in Mt. Rainier Na-

tional Park there has been an increase in the number

of visitors of over 100 per cent—34,814 in 1915 as against

15,038 in 1914.

Secretary Lane declared the policy inaugurated two

years ago of permitting automobiles to enter the parks

to be a success, and that it would be continued in the

future. In Yellow^stone National Park automobiles were

admitted for the first time on August 1. They operated

under a very carefully worked-out schedule which has

proven to be very satisfactory. The Park was visited

this season by 958 cars, carrying 3,513 people, which

[loints to a much fuller enjoyment of the wonders of

Yellowstone National Park by motorists next year.
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PARKS AND THE PUBLIC

MUNICIPAL
parks and the trees on our streets

are not, as is generally supposed, intended for

the mere pleasure of the people. In many re-

spects they play as important a part in the development
of the citizen as any other of the mediums purposing his

betterment. What a wonderful training schoiil the parks
could lie turned into for the development of character,

for training the observative powers and the aesthetic

judgment, for physical improvement and for inspiring

the youth with a love for all that is wholesome and

refined.

Much as has already been said abdUt the influence of

city trees and parks on the public welfare, trees as an

aid to public health is a suliject which has been discussed

quite often and hardly needs comment here. Trees as an

aid to the city beautiful needs no argument when one but

glances at the accompanying photographs. Buildings

and bridges can only be made a part of a beautiful land-

scape when properly set off by trees and shrubs, but can-

not be made the principal feature of a charming landscape
without the trees and shrubs.

The value of trees to the citizen has even been discussed

from the educational and moral point of view. But

wherein the park and estate superintendents and city

foresters can be of help in bringing the trees and shrubs

ill closest touch with the public has not yet been discussed

to anv extent and this is the object of the following lines.

The program for the park authorities is a wide one and

A iiklDCK IN THE HARTFORD, CO.WHCTICUT. PARK
This scene is especially valiial/lt- in demonstrating the adaptation of a simple rustic bridge to the rural landscape. Any other form of bridge

an iron bridge with its liaul outlines, or a marble bridge «ith its bright coloring, would detract from the view instead of adding to it.

This bridge adds to the charm ot the landscape and forms a part of it.

1114
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A BEAUTIFUL VIEW IN THE HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT, PARK
Tliis is an excellent example illustrating the value of vistas in park development. Deep vistas in any planting give depth to the scene and

afford the observer the opportunity to satisfy his naural desire for long perspective and indetiniteness of distance. Most of the funda-
mental principles of landscape gardening are embodied in this view. The unity of the picture as a whole and the great variety in composition,
material, texture and surface treatment are striking features of this scene. Water in any form is always very pleasing and in this particular
form it helps to make the scene more restful. The arrangement of the plants is very good. The specimens in the foreground are adequately
low and neatly kept. In the middle ground are the medium-sized trees, and in the rear are heavy masses of large-sized trees.

I venture to cite some of the means by which park officials

may stimulate a proper appreciation for the beautiful aiui

a keen sense of regard for the parks. I know that I will

be cannonaded by many park commissioners and naik

superintendents, who will say that this is impossible of

accomplishment, that many citizens lack that sense of

appreciation and will insist on making cow-paths acros.s

bvvns, that children are imbued with a destructive instinct

would really be a small loss completely justified bv the

results. We would not e.xi)ect to teach any practical

ksson in a laboratory without a sacrifice of demonstrative

material. Why then e.xpect a different disposition of the

park material—nature's laboratory
—when it becomes

necessary to teach a lesson in civics. Of course, we can-

not afiford to make constant sacrifices and still have well-

kej)t parks. But it is a condition we have to face at one

which prompts them to break the leaders of newly planted time or another, and until we have taught the lesson we

evergreen trees, and that the average citizen does not give

a care about the name of the tree he so often stops t'.)

admire. I grant that these conditions do exist. I wit-

nessed them in our own city. But how are we to over-

come them ? Is it possible to overcome them, and to whorn

should this duty be charged ? I maintain that it is possible

to overcome them and that it behooves the park authori-

ties to do it. People are not possessed of an innate

tendency to destroy, and children do not necessarily seek

an outlet for their surplus energy in the ruination of prop-

erty. The whole question merely offers an opportunity

must bear the losses cheerfully.

Here is what ma}- be done to make our parks attrac-

tive : The usual means are tennis courts and facilities

for football, field hockey and croquet, golf links, musical

concerts, rowing, merry-go-rounds, indoor flower shows

and outdoor flower beds, shelters, refreshment stands,

and seating, driving and riding facilities.

The modern parks, however, have gone a bit further

and have done the following: They have labelled their

trees, removed the keep-off signs, circulated information

about trees and landscape features of the parks, intro-

for a practical lesson in civics, in the development of duced park concerts, lectures, moving-picture shows,

good taste and for the instillment of a genuine love for story-telling meetings, public refreshment stands and

all which is beautiful and close to nature. It will require exhibits.

patience and will probably entail the loss of considerable This close relationship between good citizenship and

material— I mean trees, shrubs, and flowers. But that proper environment is so rapidly being recognized that
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A PART OF Tin; HARTFORD, COXNECTICUT, PARK SYSTEM
Here the interesting features are the broken skyline, the variety of texture in the foliage and the partial concealment of the buildings. The

skyline carried high by the mass of trees and accentuated at another point by the tower exemplifies sound principles of landscape gardening.
The weeping willow in contrast with the coarser foliage of the neighboring shrubs and trees add much interest and the carefiil plaitting
around the buildings brings them
surroundings.

out just enough to liel]) the scene without making the architectural feature out of place in its quieter

tlie nld-fashiuiKil iilea of furnishinsj; the citizens with set

and artificial gardens is fast disappearing and iiisteatl

iiian\' coniimmities are acquiring vast ranges of woodland,

mountain, lake and river scenery and phicing at the dis-

posal of their citizens these community forests, amidst

need to do is to apply our forestry principles to the hand-

ling of these woods and collect that which nature might

scatter and we are sure to have a woodland park far more

attractive and wholesome than the formal garden. The

cost of starting and maintaining a forest park is also far

which they may roam at will. In the acquisition of these less than the amount required for a similar area of formal

parks the object sought is not the formal promenades, but park. There are only a few forest parks in this country,

spacious areas in which the public can lose itself, forget- but while our cities are still young it is possible for them

ting for the moment the restrictions of city life and revel- to set aside small tracts of woodland in their suburban

iiig in the largeness of nature. Formerly our conception sections at a small cost and within a few years they will

of a park has been, in many cases, as a storehouse for find themselves the possessors of ground not only worth

elaborate buildings, ornamental cut stone and floral many times the original cost, but also of inestimable value

designs. Such parks do not aftord the rest, inspir.ition to the health and development of their citizens,

aiul refreshment which the city-wearied senses need so

much. In such parks the city dweller cannot find the

relief for his mincl ami l)iuly which Cduld be found in

the poetic charm of the i|uiet woodland or the rural land-

scape.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
O. Almost without exception, the shade trees in this

;ity are trimmed in the early Spring and the trimming

There are times when the formal and costly i)ark is consists of cutting back all the large limbs. The shade

a necessity. Small city squares must Ik- more or less trees in this locality seem to grow much faster than the

ff)rmal in design and they are, of course, very necessary same trees in the b'ast. The box elders, hard and sof!

to every city of considerable size. But there are also maples, black locust and po])lar all send out such long

strong arguments in favor of the woodland park. The shoots in a year that it is difficult to sha|)e the tree by

woodland park in this country is a coniparatiyely new trimiuing, so the trees are cut horizontally through the

departure in park develoi)nient, but the charm of nature center of the crown, the result being a lot of sprouts

!M Ihc simplicity of its woodbinds is not new. All we from the stubs of the limbs, making a very hideous tree.
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especially in winter. Can you suf^gcst the i)r<ii)er way to

trim these trees and still ])re\enl rank tjrowth nf new
shoots?

Will you tell me why the trimming should be done

before the leaves fall? Is not the winter just as good a

time as early fall? 1). P., Boise. Idaho.

A. Box elder, locust and poplar trees lend themselves

to severe and frequent cutting. They grow so fast that

unless they are cut in the)- become either too tall or too

thin and are liable to break in wind storms. Hie cutting,

however, need not be done too frequently. All that is

necessary is to control the crowns whenever they become

too tall or sparse looking. This will prevent their appear-

ing so stubby. Maple crowns should be kept compact by
an occasional light clipping from the tips inward, but they

should not be headed in, as you describe, unless they are

very old and tailing. Silver (soft) maples will require

more frequent cutting than the other maples. The sugar

maple should be cut but very little, if any. We suggested

trimming ornamental trees in the Fall as a general policy

because in that season the dead branches can be dis-

tinguished from the live ones with more certainty and

ease and the climbing can lie done with greater safety

and ease than in winter when the branches are brittle

and slippery.

O. I would appreciate it if you could gi\e me some

information relative to the most desirable sprays for

various tree diseases or insect attacks, or refer me to

some article or book on the same. I also would like to

have your opinion as to the most desirable spacing for

street trees, such as elm, hard maple, etc.

W. W. M., Chiaujo. III.

A. ]l would hardly be practical to give you a complete
list of all the spraying materials and the proportions in

which they are to be used. This would vary so much
with the character of the insect and the time of appli-

cation that in each case you should have specific advice

from your local State Entomologist or from the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. There are a number of good pub-
lications relating to the particular materials and their

applications, issued by the United States Department of

Agriculture, by the New York State Department of Agri-

culture, and by the various experiment stations through-

out the States. "Studies on Trees," published by John

Wiley & Sons, New York, as well as "Shade Trees in

Towns and Cities," issued by the same publisher, are

suitable books for you to read. "The Care of Trees in

Lawn, Street and Park" is one of the best books you can

read.

As to spacing trees on city streets, I would suggest

that for most species a space of 30 to 3") feet should be

allowed, and for the ,\merican Elm HO feet is appropriate.

O. Last June the greater number of the trees on my
farm in New York seemed to be suffering from the

attacks of one sort of insect, pest or another. The elms

and young hickories seemed most affected. The oaks and

maples showed leaves badly chewed.

G. R., White Plains, N. Y.

A. It is difficult to determine the exact cause without

an examination of the insect or at least the affected leaf

or twig. If the character of the injury is eating of the

leaf, then the tree will have to be sprayed with arsenate

of lead. The exact time for spraying will depend on the

kind of insect. If the injury is due to a boring or suck-

ing insect, the treatment will again be different and in

each case will depend on the exact nature of the par-

ticular insect in question.

Q, Can you tell me about an efficient insecticide for

fruit trees? G. .V. F., Richiiwiid, Va.

A. As a result of extensive tests during 1912, 1913,

and 19] 4 with different insecticides, the entomologists of

the United States Department of Agriculture have found

that calcium arsenate, a new insecticide, gives very prom-

ising results in the control of certain insects that do dam-

age by chewing on fruit trees. Among the chewing
insects against which the arsenate of calcium proved
effective, in laboratory and field tests conducted at Benton

Harlxir, Alich., are the codling moth, the fall webworm,
the tent caterpillar, and the tussock moth.

In these tests the effects of arsenate of calcium, butli

alone and combined with lime-sulphur solution, were

tested in comparison with arsenate of lead alone and in

combination with lime-sulijhur. The arsenate of calcium,

as was the arsenate of lead, was used at the rate of 2

pounds to each 30 gallons of water. In all the experi-

ments the arsenate of calcium gave very satisfactory re-

sults in killing the larvae without burning the foliage.

In a number of cases its killing action was somewhat
s'ower than, but compared favorably with, the arsenate of

lead. Since it can be produced more cheaply than the lead

arsenate, it would appear to have distinct value, although
it has not been sufficiently tested to permit recommending
it unreservedly for general use. Where arsenate of

calcium was coiubined with lime-sulphur it was, as a

rule, even more effective as a poisoning agent than when
used alone and did not lessen the value of the latter as a

fungicide. When these compounds are comljined. the

amount of foliage consumed by the larvae is less than

where the arsenate of calcium is used alone.

Q. Please mention a few shrubs and trees most suita-

ble for underplanting in a bit of natural woodland in the

vicinity of New York City. L. P. R., Nciv York City.

A. You should resort to native shrubs and trees of the

following species :

Shrubs—Spice bush, \-iburnum aceri folium, juneberry,
red-berried elder, viburnum prunifolium. New Jersey tea,

viburnum cassinoides. sweet pepperbush, mountain laurel,

rhododendron.

Trees—Hemlock, beech, dogwood.

Q. What is the best way to gather the eggs of the

Tussock moth caterpillar? P. C, C, Waierbitry. Conn.

A. Collect them l)y hand picking wherever possible.

Where the trunks of the trees are heavily covered with

them and where there are many trees in question, place
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a dark canvas cloth at the base of the trees ami scrape
off the egg masses by means of a wire brush. Then col-

lect the egg masses from the canvas cover and Imrn

them.

Q. When is the best time to plant my willow hedge
and poplar screen, also tulip and sweet gum?

M. A. S., Harrisbunj. Pa.

A. ^^'illows and poplars can best be planted in the early

spring. Tulip trees and sweet gum can be planted best

in spring.

O. When is the best time to set out evergreens?

J. P. E., Baltimore, Md.

A. Early spring is the best time, though the latter parr

of August is almost equally good.

O. What shall I use to paint tree wounds?

A. L. L., Chicago. III.

A. Use refined coal tar, and if too thick, thin it <l<iwn

with creosote.

Q. I am much interested in the article referring to

Common Sense Tree Labels in American Forestry. I

wish to learn if these enameled labels may be purchased
for private use and from wdiom.

II. ]\I., Boston. Mass.

.v. Such labels may be secured from E. deorge & Com-

pany, 11)4 Front .St., New York City ; Standard Sign Alfg.

Co,, Pittsburg, Pa.; New York Stencil Works, 100

Nassau St., New York City : and the Ingram Richardson

Co., 100 William St., New York City.

ADVICE FOR DECE^IBER
1. Fertilize, with well-rotted manure, all the weaker

trees on the lawn and some of the shrubs that need

encouragement. Apply the manure either as a top dress-

ing or else dig in lightly with the soil. Apply to a radius

equal in distance to the spread of the branches.

2. Insert bolts in trees that have a tendency to split.

Most splitting occurs in January and February, and some

species, like lindens and elms, have a greater tendency to

split in the crotches than other species. Do not resort to

bolting unless absolutely necessary, because a bolt gen-

erally detracts from the beauty of the tree.

?K Cut down all the marked trees and burn the infested

wood.

4, Look over your spraying apparatus and tools and

make all necessary repairs in preparation for the spring

season.

NOTES
Many authorities believe that filling tree cavities with

concrete is wrong, that such fillings are not permanent,

that the concrete cannot be waterproofed and soon cracks

and leaves a worse condition than no filler.

C. H. Hoyt. of Cleveland, O., writes that he has been

several years perfecting a method of using the asphalt

method and has solved the problem by making it easy

to use and getting perfect protection at very small cost.

He has recently issued an illustrated folder on this

method, which can be had for the asking.

On October 1, 1915, all the Boy Scouts of Mount

Vernon, N. Y., assembled at the Presbyterian Church

and heard a detailed account of the life history of the

Tussock Aloth, one of our worst shade t -ee leaf feeders.

This insect overwinters in the tgg stage and from fall

till spring the eggs may be found in small white clusters

firmly attached to the bark of trees and protected places

along fence rails and under the house mouldings. Each

troop was assigned a definite section of the city and

each section was further subdivided for the individual

Scouts, so that the entire city might be covered. For

nearly three weeks the boys scouted around gathering
the egg masses and then the territory of each troop

was shifted so that the work might be checked up, triple

credit being given for eggs collected during this checking

period. LTpwards of a quarter of a million eggs were

collected by the scouts during the contest, and it would

be difificult to state in dollars and cents the value of serv-

ice so rendered to the city.

A
FOREST ITEMS FROM HAWAII

FOREST and grass fire late in August burned

iver several hundred acres on the U. S. Military

Reservation on the Island of Oahu, Territory of

Hawaii, before it could be completely extinguished by

;\500 regular troops from Schofield Barracks who fought

it with difficulty on the steep mountain slopes with wet

bags.

In the work of reforesting with indigenous trees the

open areas on the watershed back of the city of Hono-

Inlu, which was begun two years ago, the Division of

Forestry of the Territory of Hawaii uses imperfect cans

which are discarded by the hundred at the pineapple

canneries and may be obtained free of cost. One seed-

ling is raised in eagh can which first is split up the side

and the bottom almost completely cut around. The can

is held together with a wire. .\t the planting area, the

wire is removed, the can opened up and the seedling

taken out with a complete ball of earth around the roots.

Superintendent of Forestry C. S. Judd reports that by

this method almost perfect success is obtained froin

the planting. The cans can be used three or four times

for this purpose.

The old roval Hawaiian palace in Honolulu, now used

for the executive of^ces of the Territory, is receiving a

new flooring of native ohia wood. This is logged and

manufactured at Pahoa, Hawaii, by the Hawaii Hard-

wood Company, which operates the only sawmill in the

Islands.

During 1!>14, a little short of one million trees were

planted in different parts of the Hawaiian Islands for

ornament, windbreaks, and fuel. Species of the Austra-

lian eucalyptus are used for the latter purpose and grow-

so ra[)idly that they can be cut six years after planting.

Many of the species sprout readily from the stump.
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Medal for the Association

DIRECTORS

of the Panama-Pacific International

Exposition at San Francisco presented a hand-

some bronze medal, reproduced here in actual

size, to the American Forestry Association during its

meeting there on American American Forestry Associa-

tion Day, Wednesday, October 20. The presentation was
made by Mr. C. S. Scott, representing President Charles

C. Moore. Mr. Scott referred to the very important
work the Association is doing in forest conservation and

in educating the pulilic in a love and knowledge of trees.

and the great value of such a public spirited work. He
declared that in behalf of the Exposition he wished to

present the medal as a token of the appreciation with

which the people of the entire country view the efforts

of the Association and in the hope that it would receive

continued support.

The medal was received by Dr. Henry S. Drinker,

president, who said the Association accepted it as an

incentive to further efforts in the great national se?vice

which it is doing.

Three Resolutions

THE
following resolutions were

passed by the Western For-

estry and Conservation Asso-

ciation during the recent For-

est Industry Week at the Panama-
Pacific International Exposition in

San Francisco :

ENDORSE AMERICAN FORESTRY

ASSOCIATION

We desire to express our apprecia-
tion of the American Forestry Asso-

ciation, and the excellent work it is

performing and particularly com-
mend its participation in the pro-

ceedings of this conference through
the presence of its officers and mem-
bers. We urge upon all of our mem-
bers the need for actively supporting
the American Forestry Association to

the end that a great national movement
may go forward with every possibility
of further material accomplishment.

WEEKS LAW APPROPRIATION

We have found the allotment of

funds under the Weeks' law for the

protection of forested western water-
sheds outside the national forests to be

perhaps the most practical and efifec-

tive means not only of stimulating
state eltort, but also of cementing pri-

vate, state and federal protective
effort into a harmonious and efficient

whole. Its value to the Government
in these ways is immeasurably beyond
its cost. We plead earnestly that it

be considered an experiment no longer
and that it be made a continual annual

appropriation. W'e pledge our coop-
eration and support to insure its eco-

nomical and advantageous expendi-
ture.

We endorse the recommendation of

the Secretary of Agriculture that

further appropriation be made for

the purchase of additional lands at the

headwaters of navigable streams in

the White Mountains and the southern

Appalachian Mountain and instruct

the secretary of this association to

request our members to urge the sena-

tors and representatives from their

several districts to support this

measure.

COMMEND FOREST SERVICE

We commend the excellent work of

the Forest Service in protecting the

national forests as far as its funds

permit and especially in developing

progressive methods as a contribution

to the modern science of fire preven-
tion. We not only speak for the entire

forest interests of the west in urging
upon Congress to provide liberally for

national forest protection, but also

believe we are competent to testify as

experts to the country at large that

greater expenditure for this purpose
is necessary to safeguard its forest

resources properly.



Children's Department
Devoted to unpayting information about trees, woods and forests to boys and girls so that they may grow to know

hozv neeessa.ry trees are to the health, wealth and future of their country.

By Bristow Adams

' THREE TREES

OXCl{
111)011 a time, a long while ago

— for that is

ju'^t the way that all Christmas stories begin
—

three trees stood fairly near together in the forest.

But before we begin, let me make it clear thai lhi> is a

fable. It is trne, with variations.

The three trees were blood brothers, and the}- had

grown fur a number of years; but because nf the cnii-

ditions under which thev had started, each mie haii

developeil a dift'erent character; one might almost say

that each had developed a soul.

(Jne of them—the tallest—had started in gnod grciund.

Straight abo\e him there was an opening in the crowns

of the tallest trees around. Just at noon a shaft of sun-

light came down through this opening in the leaf caiiop)-

and the tree lifted its head up toward the life-giving

light, and grew straight, tall, and slender, with a long

space Ijetween each annual whorl of branches.

The second tree had a much h.irder time nf it. It was

more crowded by the other trees, and it had to start in

a rocky place. So it grew twisted, and knotty, and cross-

grained ; it had no decided aspirations ;ind it therefore

did not get any place in particular.

The third tree, the smallest of all. started in rocky

ground, but there was more than ennugh sunshine,

because of a big opening all around it in the forest. This

little tree rejoiced in the light ; it spread out all of its

arms to welcunic the brightness, and was indeed able

to de\elop new arms, i.ir branches, because it had so much

sun.

AT
the lime this story begins, it was nearly Christ-

mas and the brjinches of the three trees were laden

with siiiiw. The slender limbs of the tallest tree did

iKJt alTiird much of ,i resting place for the snowflakes, so

tb.it e\en in winter it w;is nut in much danger of being

broken down. The gnarlv tree held some snow on one

side, which made it e\en more twisted and bore some

of its limbs down to the ground. The little tree was

covereil all n\er evenly, and its sturdv little branches

readily held up the white mantle.

Two small buNs came trudging thniugh the woods

looking carefullv from side to side as if they were search-

ing for something. Thev came first to the tallest tree,

and the smaller lad suggested that they cut that one.

Rut the larger boy thought otherwise, and explained that

when it was brought into the house to be tised as a Christ-

mas trt'C there wuuld not be enough close liranches to liear

the ornaments and to hold tlie candles. You have guessed
bv iinw that these two boys were looking for a Christmas
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tree. You ha\e also guessed that they could not take

the gnarly tree, because it was crooked, and that their

eyes alighted on the little tree with glee, for it was just

the kind they wanted.

So the little tree was borne awav and made a whole

household happy with its greenness and its sturdiness and
its exact fitness for the purpose for which it was intended.

It stood in the midst of the living-room, and the children

danced around it with shouts of joy. And upon the walls

there were festoons of what is variously called crow'.:

foot, or running cedar, or ground pine, or lycopodium.
There were wreaths of holK' in the windows, and at night

a candle burned above each wreath and lighted the snow

iiutside the house. There were colored prints from

Christmas editions of the illustrated London [)apers. and

(i\er the fireplace the father of the household had let-

tered a motto intertw'ined with yule-tide designs in

green, red, and gold ;

"God blesse ye mastre of thys house.
And eke ye mistresse too.

And all ye litel childrenne
Thatte rounds ye table goe."

The little tree was glad because it had given service

where it «as best able to serve. If it b.ad thought into

the future it would h;ive known that it could not serve

mankind by being made into lumljer f()r his needs, for

each one of the man\- limbs would ha\e meant a knot ir

,1 board.

A.Xl)

what became of the other trees? They grev/

on fin- main- \ears, and the crooked tree grew
crookeder liecause it had got into the habit of lioing

so, ami it became more gnarled, knotted, and cross-

grained. Because it was crowded and elbowed by its

lieighbors, and because it had lost the jiovver to reach up
and hold itself straight, it finally gave up in despair and

became a decayed, unsightly object in the forest.

The tall tree kept growing, and reached uji for its spot

of light. It knew as well as a tree can know, that if it did

not reach that opening above it before the larger trees

had closed in that it might as well give up. too. then

and there. Finally some lumbermen and foresters went

through the woods selecting the trees which should be

cut. and those wdiich descr\-ed to be left to continue grow-

ing. The tall, straight, slender tree was growing so

well that they left it and made use of some of the older

ones around, taking care when the\' felled the others that

they should not injure the slender one. When they had

taken out the trees which they thought should be cut, and
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cleared away all of ihe waste material in the woods,

including the poor gnarled tree, the slender one found

that it had all sorts of room and light to grow in, and it

set itself lustily to the task of growing. It continued to

grow tall and straight, hut it hegan to lay on thickness

and to increase its strength and girth.

Some years after that it was time for some more of

the trees to serve man's needs, and this time they took

the tall straight tree. It was so tall, so straight, so smooth-

grained and strong that they selected it for a special pur-

pose. It went to the shipyard and there was made into a

round, tow-ering mast. It sailed over all the seven seas,

helping to bring delightful things from one part of the

world to those who wanted them in another part.

It helped to carry gifts to the old home where the

little Christmas tree had stood, sugar, and fruits, and

cocoanuts from the tropics, coffee from Brazil to the

"master" of the house, and tea from Ceylon to the "niis-

tresse," and from China a big lamp for the table, 'round

which the "childrenne" used to "goe." From Italy had

come a little bronze statuette of a Greek athlete, whn

was on one side of the mantel, where the Christmas

motto had been. He was straining to throw a discus as far

as he could. Dn the other side, from Japan, a little fat,

calm, bronze Buddha sat with his feet crossed under him,

and his hands held passively in his lap. From Occident

and Orient, each according to its spirit, the tall tree had

helloed to bring them.

You can believe this story or not, just as you choose;

but the forest part of it is true at least. If it sets you

to thinking that every life can be made useful, each in

its own wav, if one will onlv trv, no harm has been done.

FAMOUS TREE SURROUNDED BY PAVEMENT

IT

IS always an amazing sight to see a great tree grow-

ing out of a crack in a rock, especially if it may have

split off a boulder of granite which the strength of a

dozen men could not budge. There is in fact eternal

warfare between the mineral and the vegetable kingdoms.
Rocks and boulders may appear grim and immovable, but

their cracks and crevices are eternally being searched by

the pliant growth of plants and trees and in the end

they always succumb to the attacks of their weaker

enemies. For all time this continual battle has been going

on, each generation of the plant world doing its share,

apparently serene in the knowdedge that when it dies its

place will be taken by another plant which will continue

the conflict.

While the ability of trees to grow and thrive in rock

soil, or perhaps in rocks where no soil is visible, has

probably been noticed by most everyone, there is perhaps
no more striking evidence of this than can be seen in

most any large city wdicre the streets are paved with con-

crete or asphaltum. The city of Washington, for in-

stance, has dozens of large and thrifty trees which are

growing in little plots of soil not much larger than flower

pots. Illustrating this is the photograph of a large elm

tree which has stood in front of the Willard Hotel on

Pennsylvania Avenue since long before Civil War times.

When the tree was first pl.uUcd the street was paved with

cobljle stones and the sidewalk was of ordinary porous

Ijrick, so that with a plentiful sujjply of moisture soaking

through on all sides the tree might ha\e been expected to

thrive. lUit for the last .'iO years the street has been

paved with im[)ervious asphaltum and for the last 18 or

yO years the sidewalk has been paved with equally water-

now DOES IT g)':t water?
This elm in front of the New Willard Hotel at Washington, D. C, is

on a street paved with asphalt and a sidewalk of concrete. It thrives

despite the fact that apparently it gets very little moisture.

tiglit concrete, through neither of which a drop of mois-

ture can penetrate. All the moisture that this great tree

can get must come via the small square of earth which

its trunk nearly fills, and wdiich would seem hardly suffi-

cient to nourish a good sized shrub.

This old tree has witnessed many famous historical

scenes. It ha.-; seen the marshaling of the Federal hosts

at the first call to war in '(11; the passing of the proud
columns of McClellan toward the battlefield of Bull Run
and their sorry return, and finally, when the great con-

flict was ended, the Grand Review of the battle-scarred

veterans of Grant, Sherman, and Sheridan, and very re-

cently the veteran remnant of that great army. It has

seen many Presidents of the United States pass to and

from the White House on their way to the Capitol to take

the oath of office and to surrender the reins of govern-
ment and, judging from its sturdy appearance today, it

will see many more.
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WHITE PINE THREATENED

FfJL'lv

recent serious outbreaks of the white pine
bhster rust on currant bushes in Massachusetts

and New York have called attention sharply to

the alarming character of this disease and the econnmic

loss which it threatens in the northeastern and western

United States unless it can be brought under control

within the next two years. This disease has been known
for some years, having been introduced at many points on

white pine nursery stock imported mainly from Germany.
The disease first established itself at Geneva, N. Y., in

190G. In 1009 extensive importations of diseased white

pine nursery stock were located and destroyed in New
\ork and other eastern states and warnings issued broad-

cast against further importation of white pine from

Europe. In spite of these warnings importation con-

tinued even from the particular nurserv in Germany
which was definitely known to be the main source of

disease, until finally in 1012 all such importation was

stopped by Federal law. Whether this law was passed
too late remains to be seen, as it depends on whether the

disease already established in the United States can be

stamped out.

The white pine blister rust affects the eastern white-

pine, the western white pine, the sugar pine and, indeed,

all of the so-called five-leaf pines, producing cankers on

the stems and branches, killing young trees and maiming
and disfiguring old ones. It also produces a leaf disease

of currant and gooseberry bushes. The fungus causing
the disease must live for a part of its life on pine trees

and part of its life on currants and gooseberries. The
disease cannot spread from one pine tree to annther, but

must pass first to currant bushes and then back to pine.

In Europe the disease has made the culture of Ameri-

can white pine impracticable in England, Denmark, and

Holland, and has seriously handicapped its cultivation in

Germany. Since the trees which it attacks include three

of the most important timber trees of the United States,

the loss which this disease will produce if unchecked is

uncalculable. Fortunately, the disease is not now known
t( be present west of Bufl'alo, N. Y., lint its ultimate

spread to the vast forests of the Rocky Mountains and

the Pacific Coast is certain if it is not checked in the

eastern states. The disease now occurs in three locali-

ties in New IIami)shire, two in Vermont, two in Connecti-

cut, fi\-e in New York, one in Pennsylvania, and three in

Ontario, Canada. y\t one point in Ontario, two in New
York, two in New Hampshire and two in Massachusetts,

the disease is present im currants in sufficient cjuantity to

be serious.

The disease is controllable at this stage by the destruc-

tion of the diseased white pines or the complete destruc-

tion of all currant and gooseberry bushes in the vicinity.

Whether or not this simj)le action can be accomplished

depends u[)on the legal authority possessed by the various

state horticultural inspectors concerned. If the inspector

is not armed with authority to destroy either currant

bushes or the few diseased white pines with or without

the consent of the owner, all eft'orts at control will be

una\ailing, as a single person, by permitting diseased

pines or currants to remain on his place can nullify the

work of an entire well-disposed community. The imme-

diate issue, then, is whether the several states will see

tliat their inspectors have sufficient authority or whether

still another imported disease shall be added to the already

Icng list of undesirable fungus and insect immigrants,

and the white pines of the United States be reduced from

their present high standing to that of inferior trees.

PINON TREE SPLITS LARGE ROCK

Tlil^
great rock-splitting force of a growing tree

is shc)wn in the photograph of a pifion tree in the

Mesa X'erde National Park, of the State of Colo-

rado, at the head of Prater Canyon. The tree is dead
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ROCK SPLIT BY A TREE
The force of a growing tree is illustrated by ttiis picture of a pifion tree.

Tlie rocli is deeply imbedded in tlie earth, yet it was split by the

growing tree.

now, but this is due to old age, not to any squeezing of

the stone. The tree made a full and healthy growth, bear-

ing doubtless many bushels of pifion nuts, and gradually

widening the crack in the rock as its trunk required
more and more space. The power exerted by the tree

is all the more remarkable as it is evident that the sand-

stone boulder is embedded in the earth to a considerable

depth.



Wood Preserving Department
Bv E. A. Stkrling

Wood Preserving Experts to Meet Next Month

THE
twelfth annual meeting of the American Wood

Preser\ers' Association will be held at the Hotel

Sherman, Chicago, January 18, 19, 20, 191(3. The

program will be devoted largely to the reports of stand-

ing committees on Preservatives, Specifications for the

E'urchase and Preservation of Treatable Timber, Wood
Block ]'a\ing, Plant Operation, and Service Tests, the

latter under the three divisions of cross ties, wood block

paving and bridge and structural timber. In addition to

the committee reports, addresses and papers will be pre-

sented on pertinent subjects. Full information and ad-

vance copies of committee reports may be obtained before

the meeting from F. J. .\ngier, Secretary-Treasurer, Bal-

timore, Md.

In addition to the many activities in the w^ay of estab-

lishing standard practice in the use of preservatives and

treating processes, and in keeping the industry informed

of progress and developments, the .\nierican Wood Pre-

servers' Association puljlishes a house organ. Wood Pre-

serving. This is edited by C. C. Schnatterbeck and is

issued quarterly under the direction of the E.xecutive

Committee. It contains nujch of interest to all who are

interested in any phase of wood preservatiiMi, the sub-

scription price being only $1 per year.

As an indication of the growing general recognition of

wood-preserving possibilities outside of the fully estab-

lished fields of railroad ties, bridge timbers, marine work

and wood-block paving and flooring, the question of its

application to retail uses was thoroughly discussed at a

recent meeting of the Southern Pine Association and

Retail Lumber Association Secretaries. While many dif-

ficulties arise in attempting to distribute pressure-treated

lumber in retail yards, it was the opinion that at least a

start should be made by promoting the local use of suit-

able preservatives for liriish treatment, and by the instal-

laton of open-tank facilities in connection with retail

yards. With this, of course, would have to l)e proper
education of the consumer as to why treatment is advisa-

ble and how to apply it to best advantage.

From the standpoint of the average consumer, rcalK'

more has been expected of wood and less done to help it

serve a great variety of uses than almost any other build-

ing material. It is a comparatively modern conception

that proper preservative treatment is practical and eco-

nomical on the farm and around the home. Good paint

is a good friend of lumber, and while not usually con-

sidered in that light, is the one protection against the

natural progress of decay which has been universally

used. Yet the well painted house has unprotected floor

beams in moist walls, door steps on wet ground, and

many inside surfaces and timbers which are continually

exposed to conditions favorable to decay. The wonderful

service which wood has given during all the years, with

meagre or no thought to the factors which destroy, brings

into greater prominence the possibilities of preservative

treatment under the present day desire for permanence
and elimination of waste. No one expects unprotected

steel to do anything but rust, concrete is waterproofed

and its surface protected from abrasion and disintegra-

tion, fabrics are shielded from the elements, while wood

has largely been left to shift for itself. The application

of wood preserving methods to the every day uses of

lumber, wdiere it needs protection from decay, is in keep-

ins with modern ideas.

Closely related to preservative treatment against decay

is the development of fire retardant materials and pro-

cesses, particularly for shingles. While only 27 per cent

of all fires spread to adjoining buildings, and individual

carelessness and character of contents, rather than the

material of wdiich buildings are built, are responsible for

luost fires, it is an additional measure of safety to have

lire retardant shingle roofs. Dr. Herman von Schrenk,

who has for several years been testing all available ma-

terials, recently announced that the long search for a sat-

isfactory fire retardant was practically ended. Materials

have now been found which effectively protect shingle

roofs from sparks and Ijrands. and prevent the spread of

a fire on such fire-proofed wood. .Almost simultaneously

the Forest Service announced the development of a fire-

proofing chemical. These same materials, in most cases,

act to prevent decay as well as fire.

DOMESTIC WILLOW CULTURE

In view of the preseiU war in Europe and a consequent

cessation of most of the hitherto imported supply, do-

mestic willow culture has within a year assumed an im-

portance which it has not had before. Planting already

done in Maryland points to willow culture as a success-

ful enterprise, of which a study and report are at this

time l:)eing made. The study should result in better

methods for the grower, and it is the aim of the report to

give such information and encouragement to both present

and pros])ective planters in this State as may induce them

to take advantage nl existing opportunities in osier

culture.
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Editorial

THE BUSINESS SIDE OF FORESTRY

F(.)IvHSTRY

means iliHcrL-nt things to diti'erent

persons. Each individual is interested most

directly in the things which in some wav add to

Iris personal enjoyment or income. The forest contributes

to our welfare in three distinct ways: first, as trees and

woods to be enjoyed by the eye and as breathing sjuices

for recreation and escape from civic confinement; sec-

ond, as a great protective mantle to preserve our mountain

slopes, regulate the flow of streams and ameliorate the

climate: third, as a source of wood for the many and

comijlex needs of our modern ci\ilization.

At first glance, this last object is utterly opposed to

the first two. histead of forest preservation, it calls for

lorest destruction— for how else can wood be obtained

than by felling the forest? The strong appeal which

sentiment makes to the town-dweller thus tends to arrav

him against the economic use of wooil and in favor of

exclusive devotion of the woodland areas to the single

l>urposes of recreation and [jrotection. 'S'et if this theoreti-

cal conception slmuld be practically applied, resulting in

the cessation of the use of wood, an industry occupving
second rank in value of output in the United States and

representing an investment of over six billion dollars

would be paralyzed, 7 00,000 men forced to seek other

employment, and untold suffering and pri\ation caused

tc! millions of our peojile. So extensive and intimate is

our dependence upon wood products that there is not a

man, woman or child whose comfort and well-being would
not be directly and materially injured by such a calamitv.

When the facts are faced, no one can honestly oppose
the felling and utilization of the forest as an abstract

proposition. Hut short-sighted and zealous nature lovers,

l>utting their personal feelings before their common
sense, actually and whole-heartedly lielieve that forest

''destruction" is an unmixed evil and that everv acre con-

secrated to petrpetual "preservation" free from the ax is

so much clear gain for human welfare. So we have the

spectacle of a great state devoting 1,800.000 acres of

wild and largely inaccessiljle land to periietual wilderness,

and by constitutional restrictions preventing the utilization

of the timber.

But this sentiment is not altogether blind. The public
have for generations witnessed the eft'ects of hnnliering
on privately owned lands, by men whose acknowledged

object was to strip the land of all forest values and then

abandon it to fire or taxes. "Destructixe" lumbering had

for its sole purpose the conversion of the raw material,

trees, into products foi the many uses and needs of our

expanding civilization, at a cost which would leave a

living profit. The conception of commercial forcstrv. the

actual growing of trees to replace those removed, was
looked on by these practical men as fantasticallv imiiossi-
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ble. This con\ictiun, although based on the soundest of

business reasons, reacted to strengthen the sentiment of

others in favor of preserving the standing timber from

similar destruction, and furnished a psychological expla-

nation of the outbursts of hostility to the lumber busi-

ness which have tended to create an atmosphere of strain

and resentment. I^umbermen feel that they are in most

cases doing all they can afford to do for the forest. Their

service to the public does not consist in growing the tim-

ber, biU in bringing it to market in the form of useful

commodities.

It is the misfortune of the lumbermen that in most

cases they have been forced by necessity to acquire and

own timber stumpage. The care of timber lands is a

Inisiness in itself. Public welfare demands that these

lands be kept productive
—that timlier crops succeed the

present virgin forests. This the hnuberman is ill-e(|uippe(l

to do. His in\estment, his training, his business, lie along

v.diollv different lines. In most cases he can see nothing

but financial loss in expending large sums upon tree

planting, thinnings and other measures of forest produc-
tion. We should not blame him; but we do. The sooner

we realize our error, the l)etter it will be for all concerned.

forest production is a business in itself. And it is not

the business of the lumberman, unless he voluntarily

chooses to undertake it. The gmwing of commercial

forests is fundamentally a business for landowners, large

or small, who intend to hold the land in perpetuity. If

lumbermen could be guaranteed a sufficiently large and

permanent supply of timber, they would be far better

off if they did not own an acre of timberland, but pur-

chased their raw material as they needed it, from the pro-

ducers. This startling truth is just being realized in part

by the lumbermen of the west coast today, who are being

slowly crushed beneath the burden of carrying charges on

wast ^olumes of stumpage, once eagerlv acquired, and now

hanging like mill stones about their necks.

We cannot escape the conclusion that the business of

growing tiniljer and of owning timber laiuls is one in

which the puldic must be directly and largely interested

and that one solution is offered by the existence and cre-

atiun of national and state forests. The Aineriean For-

estry Association stands primarily for forestry, which

means the Intsiness of producing forests upon forest land,

anil any rational measures, pulilic or private, which will

further this economic result, will receive our unquali-
fied support.

r>ut economic furestrs', or connuercial timber growing,
will ne\er be profitable unless wood continues to be re-

garded as indispensable and the demand for forest prod-
ucts is ni;iintained. 'J"he business of forestrv is de-
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pendent for its success upon the continuation of the

great wood-using industries in just as real a sense as they

in turn will depend upon forestry in the future to produce
their raw material. Two paths are open : conservation

through diminished use of wood, the encouragement of

substitutes, and the resultant condemning to perpetual

waste of all forest lands whose timber crop has been

cut or destroyed ; or conservation through wider use of

wood, the retention of wood as a primal necessity of

commerce and civilization, and energetic measures to cre-

ate and maintain the business of forest production to

provide the wood for the future. The latter course

means true forestry anil to the accomplishment of these

aims the Association will direct its efforts.

''Looking Squarely at the Waterpower
Problem''
By Henry J. Pierce

NcT'iczi'cd by Henry Stiir(/is Drinker. Prcsidcnf of Lch.hjh Unk'ersitv

Tins
treatise admirably and succinctly summarizes

from the standpoint of the engineer and business

man the waterpower problem in the West.

.Mr. I'ierce in this work has presented in a condensed

yet very interesting and readable form—and with great

fairness—the present status of the waterpower discussion

in the West, speaking from the standpoint of the investor

and development engineer. The book opens with the

following foreword :

"Our refusal to develop our wasting waterpowers constitutes

the strangest feature of our national conduct. For the greater

part our waterpowers are idly wasting their energy. The reason

is that we have not yet been persuaded to enact laws under

which money may confidently be invested in them. Until we
do this our waterpowers will be as useless to us as though
situated on another planet."

This is followed by an address to the members of Con-

gress and others in authority, in the course of which the

author says :

"It is inevitable that the waterpower question must soon be

dealt with by Congress. Unless that dealing is wise and business-

like, the efifort will be useless. As will later be shown, the water-

power business involves a multitude of investment risks. There

are nearly 5,000 standard investment securities for sale in the

open market. The waterpower business must compete for

money with all of these otlier standard investments. It ought

to be apparent tliat any waterpower law under which an

invested dollar is inevitably doomed to depreciation will not

encourage waterpower developinent.

"If, in considering legislation, our lawmakers, while protecting

fully the public interests, will at the same time apply the homely
and familiar rules of honest business and will searchingly test

each section of a legislative bill by determining whether, under

the terms proposed, they would be willing to invest their own

money, or were they e-xecutors of an estate, the money held by
them in trust, the path to power development and all its mani-

fold benefits will be greatly smoothed."

The author has an enlightening disctission on the tojiic

of "How the Nation Is Concerned" with this great ques-

tion—followed by a further study of "The Practical Side

of the Question." in which he summarizes the available

water horsepower of the country, and its possible appli-

cation when developed to many markets and uses, among
them "The Electric Furnace." and "Transportation."

The eminently valuable. wholl_\- original, and practical

nature of this work by Mr. Pierce, centers mainly in his

discussion of the pregnant question, "What are We Quar-

reling About?"—pages 2') to .'U, which opens with this

paragraph:

"More than one man who has, with open mind, investigated

this national waterpower controversy, has closed his review by

asking, "What are they quarreling about?' Here is a controversy
of about eight years' standing, which has prevented economic

development in the United States to the extent of hundreds of

millions of dollars. It has caused and is causing sectional dis-

content and suspicion where nothing but harmony and industrial

cooperation should prevail. Some entire States feel that they

are harshly and inconsiderately treated by the Federal Govern-

ment—that they are being strangled by the hand of might. There
is a widespread contention that the western waterpower States

are being denied the sovereignty to which they are entitled under

the Federal Constitution, and are having their growth impeded
and are being impoverished because such large proportions of

the lands in such States are withdrawn by the Federal Govern-

ment for waterpower purposes. Such lands are not subject to

local ta.xation, although the communities and States are burdened

with the maintenance of the law on those withdrawn lands.

There is bitter complaint that although those lands were with-

drawn from sale or entry under the pretext that they would

thereby be rendered readily available for power purposes and

thus their use for such purposes would be facilitated and encour-

aged, yet present laws make it impossible to use them—laws of

fulsome promise but of deadly effect.

"Such are the consequences. Yet strangely enough, the real

differences between the contending parties are so small that it

seems as if an hour's consideration liy full-grown men ought to

remove all cause of controversy. Tlierefore, is it not time that

tlie leaders on both sides pause for a while and reason a little?

Perhaps it will be found that some are continuing the quarrel

merely from force of habit. Well, then, what are we quarreling

about ?"

This is followed by a series of questions by "Theor\'"

and answers by "Practice," which .should appeal to all

true conservationists as a most fair-minded presentation

of the whole matter, and as showing, as indeed was de-

veloped in Congress last year in the hearings on the

Ferris bill, that there is today no great conflict of opinion

on these matters, but only an apparent inability to get

together frankly and with a mutual desire to end an

unnecessary difference :
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"Theory—Vou waterpower people can't have any more per-

petual permits to build and operate dams on navigable streams,

nor can you have any more fee titles to public lands whicli

involve waterpower sites.

"Practice—All right; we gave up expecting such things long

ago and Iiave planned accordingly in Dur calculations for the

future. We had supposed the policy was all settled; why do you

keep on making speeches about it?

"Theory—Waterpowers must be developed under a permit or

some form of term grant running, say fifty years, after which

the people must have the right to take over the property.

"Practice—Are you going to pay us for the property when you
take it over?

"Theory—Certainly, we shall pay the fair value.

"Practice—Good scheme—we're all agreed.

"Theory—But we are going to pay you only for the fair

value of the property, and for no blue-sky stuff, like capitalized

value of the permit and the Government lands occupied, good-

will, profits that you expect to get from contracts, nor anything

that is not actually put into the property as a hard-cash invest-

ment or its equivalent.

"Practice—.\11 right again—don't want to be paid for any blue-

sky stufT.

"Theory—.'\nd we want you to make prompt development of

the properties under permit and not to hold them unused for

speculative purposes.

"Practice—Of course, we agree; and even if we didn't, the fact

would still remain that money is too scarce and too valuable to

throw around and leave idle in such a manner, even for specu-

lative purposes.

"Theory—There shall be no artificial manipulation of things,

nor any jockeying to the end that the consumers' rates shall be

raised or that service be deficient or discriminatory.

"Practice—No ; such things shall not be. Under modern prac-
tice the power business must be conducted on the large-volume

and small-profit plan, which necessitates low rates and equal
service. But even if this were not so, public regulation through
commissions now established in nearly every State of the Union
will prevent high rates and discriminatory service.

"Theory—Your consumers' rates should he as low as com-
mensurate with a reasonable return to the capital acturdly

invested, irrespective of stock issued.

"Practice—Certainly; just a rea.sonable return on the actual

cash value of the property. The stock issued has nothing to do

with the case, and is to be disregarded entirely, no matter

whether it be represented by actual face value in the plant, or

be watered to a million times that amount. This 'reasonable

return on a fair value' idea, regardless of stocks or bonds, is

universally an established principle in public utility regulation.

A reasonable return has been well defined as the lowest return

that will induce investors to purchase the securities of any par-

ticular investment. A larger return is unreasonable, and a

smaller return will fail to get the investment capital. The only

complaint that we have Is that .some of you pe(5ple have selected

public-land and naviga1)le-stream power plants as subjects for

strict regulation by the Federal Government, but do not propose
to exercise such regulation over plants that happen to he located

on private lands. Regulation is a great and necessary institu-

tion; it should be exerci-ed indiscriminately and not concen-

trated on projects tliat happen to be located on sites either owned
or controlled by tlic Federal Government. Private-land plants

and Government-laud plants should operate under exactly the

same burdens and same laws."

Space cannot be taken here to quote the remainder of

these questions and answers—nor those of "Practice"

later addressed to "Theory"—but their study will be a

good investment of time
li_\-

those interested. The effect

of this treatise is to enforce the lesson that the C.overn-

nicnt and those desirin<; to put money into waterpower

development are so nearly in actual accord that it would

seem to be a comparatively easy task for a clear-headed

business-like congressional committee to be able in the

coming session of Congress to devise and recommend

legislation fairly covering the situation. Nothing better

emphasizes this than Mr. f'ierce's words under his head-

ing, "Who Pays for Unfair and Restrictive Legislation?"

when he says :

"Who pays? No one but the consuming public. Well-mean-

ing speakers and writers blessed with patriotic regard for the

public welfare have thoughtlessly advocated many things, the

efliect of which would be to impede the progress of the water-

power developer, restrict his operations or prevent his exercis-

ing skill, enterprise or other goodly quality in the interest of

his business. It will not be practicable to enumerate and

discu.ss all such instances here, but everyone familiar with this

.subject will recall one or more. Those who propose such things

do not need to take the word of anyone ; let them get right

down to fundamentals, use some good old-fashioned arithmetic,

and they may prove to their own satisfaction that the con-

suming public pays and pays right well."

"The Waterpower Business and Its Risks" are well

discussed bv Mr. Pierce in a succeeding chapter, and in

discussing the viewpoint of the banker financing a water-

power project. Mr. Pierce says
—

"He must look beyond the fact of a paper offered as security

for a loan. He must be satisfied that the maker of that security

is able to sustain the obligations entered upon. He notes the

waterpower hazards above discussed and he rightfully demands

that if his clients must sustain these hazards they must, on the

other hand, have a good title, a fair chance for an assured return

of principal and reasonable interest and that the terms and con-

ditions written into the franchise shall be definite and without

unnecessary financial peril
—that the occupation of the land is a

matter of right and not of grace."

The chapter on "Waterpower Ownership and Control"

and its intelligent discussion of the charges of oppressive

nionopolv
—and that on "Waterpower Legislation" are

illuminating and of great interest—and the author's final

"Conclusion" is an admirable summary of the situation

as it e.xists todav. AVhat could be said more plainly and

in good, plain, common-people's English than the fol-

lowing
— the ccincluding paragraphs of Mr. Pierce's

treatise :

"Confidence in waterpower investments cannot be restored l)y

mudslinging speeches and writings. We cannot hasten the day
of waterpower development by calling each other fools or

rogues, or by inciting class against class or by promoting preju-

dices. The man who is skillful enough to build and operate a

waterpower and the man who is ])rave enough to finance it are

surely deserving of reward, and they are not, by such acts, neces-

sarily made over into thieves and oppressors as some would

have us believe. On the other band, the man who stands fast

for a fair and righteous deal to the public is not a charlatan and

a seeker for cheap notoriety, as others would have us believe.

"A?, has already been retnarked, all parties are very close

together. Some of the remaining differences are mere matters

of terminology. Instead of 'bawling out' a proposal merely
liecausc it is advanced liy a waterpower man, would it not be

better to get lieneath the surface and judge it upon its merits?

Instead of scoffing at another proposal merely because a 'con-

servationist,' without waterpower experience, expresses it, let

us see whether it does not have that estimable advantage of per-

spective. We want waterpower development as soon as possible,

and it makes not a shade of difference who, in the controversy
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of the past eight years, has been right and who has been wrong.
The cause is bigger than any man or group of men. Let us

forget the past and start new.

"We are sure of a few things :

"1. That it is not safe nor ultimately profitable to conduct an

industry in a wrongful manner; this is one of the axioms of

modern business and the successful waterpower business rests

absolutely upon it.

"2. That the waterpower men do not expect to get from the

Government more than is fair, and they do not expect to conduct

their business in a wrongful manner. If they had other expecta-

tions or intentions, Congress would see to the one and public

service commissions to the other.

"3. That there will be no waterpower development commen-
surate with the resources of the country unless congressional

legislation will so safeguard development as to encourage in-

vestors to put their savings into waterpower enterprises and thus

permit waterpower companies to obtain ample capital at rea-

sonable rates.

"4. That Congress and the various State legislatures can con-

trol waterpower companies engaging in public service business—
can control their rates and service—and it is not necessary to

impose conditions hindering or restricting development and the

acquisition of capital in order to insure fair treatment of the

consumer.

"5. That every petty burden and every irritating limitation

placed on a waterpower development for the purpose of 'pro-

tecting the public' is and must be paid for by the public. There-

fore, in setting up these things for the public good, it is always
well to ascertain whether or not some of the many obstructions

really are for the public good and whether in each case the good
derived is commensurate with the cost. It is only when the

benefits equal or exceed the cost that such things are wise.

"6. Finally and most important—waterpowers on the public

lands and on the navigable streams will always be commercially
inferior to and will lag behind those developed on non-navigable
streams and on private lands unless the conditions and stipula-

tioins governing the former are at least as favorable as those

governing the latter."

The work closes with appendixes giving full reports

and analyses of the national legislation considered by

Congress at its last session—the Adamson Bill and the

Adanison-Shields Bill, the Ferris Bill, the Jones Bill and

the Works Bill.

YOSEMITE PARK IMPROVEMENTS

SECRETARY

OF THE INTERIOR LANE has

completed plans and signed contracts for hotel

and camp and transportation concessions in the

Yosemite National Park which insure its future along

lines of development commensurate with its scenic and

recreational value and in response to the new attitude of

appreciation on the part of the American public toward

their National Parks possessions. It is expected that

half a million dollars will be spent in the Yosemite diirirg

the coming year in realizing these purposes.

Concessions have been granted to the Curry Camping

Company for Camp Curry, to William M. Sell, Sr. ;
for

Camp Ahwahnee, to William M. Sell, Jr. ; for Camp Lost

Arrow and to the Desmond Commissary Company, which

operated a successful camp in the Valley last summer,
for its continued operation and for other developments

from which results of interest and importance are ex-

pected.

In accordance with these concessions the Desmond

Commissary Company will build a new and thoroughly

modern hotel on the floor of the Yosemite Valley which

will cost approximately $150,000. Operations to this

end will begin immediately, and, until completion, these

concessions will operate the old Sentinel Hotel. The new

hotel will inaugurate General Superintendent Daniels'

plan for a new Yosemite Village to gradually replace the

present village with one of beauty, unity of design and

fitness to its environment. The same company will also

build a hotel at Glacier Point which will cost approxi-

mately $35,000. This point commands one of the noblest

views in America, but so far has been accessible princi-

pally as a side trip to and from the Valley. This hotel will

probably be ready for patrons during the coming season.

Four comfortable chalets will also be built for next

season's use. Two of these will be located on the old

Tioga Road which the Department of the Interior ac-

quired and improved last summer and which Secretary

Lane purposes to fully develop during the coming year.

It crosses the Yosemite National Park north of the Valley

forming a new highway over the Sierra and making
access with cheapness and comfort to the hitherto inac-

cessible scenic beauty of the northern part of the park.

These chalets will afford convenient stopping places for

motorists and other visitors, thus enabling tourists to

enjoy a part of the park which would involve prohibitive

cost were these accommodations not made available.

Another chalet will be built at Lake Merced and a fourth

in the Little Yosemite. All four will have a thoroughly
modern equipment and will be run in connection with the

two new hotels.

\\'ork on all will begin as soon as weather conditions

permit. Additional chalets will be built as rapidly as the

demand for this class of service requires and the northern

part of the park becomes accessible. Transportation

facilities provided for in the new concessions promise
results of corresponding importance. It is contemplated
that the Desmond Coinmissary Company will take over

the concessions now operated between El Portal and the

Yosemite Valley by arrangement with the present con-

cessioner and will operate a motor service. This conces-

sioner will also operate a motor service between Crockers

and the Valley over the Big Oak Flat Road recently

turned over to the Government, and another over the

Tioga Road. A. B. Davis will continue his auto stage

line between El Portal and the Valley by way of the

Tuolumne Grove of Big Trees, and the Yosemite Stage
and Turnpike Company will continue its line between the

Valley and Wawona and the Mariposa Grove. All these

undertakings will be under strict Government supervision

as regards rates. One of the Department's most cherished

objects is to make the Yosemite available for the use

and enjoyment of people of moderate income, and the

rates will be kept as low as it consistent with good serv-

ice and a reasonable return on the investments of the

various concessioners.



The Appalachian Park Association
By George S. Powele, Secretary

TIIK
mission of the Appalachian Park Association

is to make known more generally the advantages
and attractions of the Southern Appalachian

Motmtains as a pleasure and recreation resort, to cooper-
ate with the National Government in protecting and con-

serving the forests and streams of these mountains, an<l

aid in developing and encouraging the tourist business.

We now have an opportunity to greatly further this

work by showing the people of the South the importance
of getting prompt and favorable action from Congress

upon the recommendation of the National Forest Reser-

vation Commission, for a further appropriation, pro-

viding for continued purchases of lands under the \Veek>

law, until 1920, at the current rate of $3,000,000 a year.

The general condition of the National Forests of the

South at this time as to areas and contiguousness, is not

such as to warrant the hope for much practical develop-

ment along the lines of pleasure and recreation, until

these conditions are bettered by additional purchases,

making larger contiguous areas, and thereby affording

opjiortiniity for development along broader and more

economical lines.

Good roads must, of necessity, be a prime factor in

promoting the tourist business in these mountains, and

while the expectation of good road construction has aided

in securing public endorsement of our purposes, we
realize that anything like a connecting system of roads

through the National Forests at this time, is not feasible.

We should, therefore, direct our efforts for the present,

tc additional purchases, and making better known the at-

tractions of this region in climate, scenery, water, fish

iijg, hunting, trails, etc.

Secretary Lane, of the Interior Department, estimates

that $100,000,000, which, under ordinary circumstances

would be spent by American tourists in Europe, this year
will be held in the United States. When we take into

consideration the magnitude of the tourist business, the

large profits derived from it, and the opporunity made

by the war in Europe for the United States to secure for

at least many years a large part of this business that

has heretofore gone abroad, we can understand why our

people are urging greater use of tlie National Parks and

Forests for pleasure purposes.
If the Southern Appalachian Mountains were made as

accessible by good roads, as the mountains of vSwitzer-

land, or even as some of the National Parks of the West,

the tourist business would bring more clear profit to the

six States bordering on these mountains, namelv : \'ir~

ginia, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina and

North Carolina, than probably any crops produced in

these States, excepting cotton and corn.
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With these opportunities for developing so profitable

a business at a small cost, it is hoped the newspapers and

business organizations of the South will begin an active

campaign to secure from Congress favorable action upon
the recommendation of the Commission, so that pur-
chases under the Weeks law, may be completed and a

comprehensive plan of development begun providing for

greater use of these forests for pleasure and recreation.

WORK NOW AGAINST GIPSY AND BROWN-
TAIL MOTHS

]N

THE areas infested by the gipsy moth or the brown-

tail moth, much effective work can be done in the fall

to reduce the damage that these insects are likely to

cause the following year, according to entomologists of

the United States Department of Agriculture. The
\vhich remains on the tips of the twigs and branches

during the winter. These webs should be cut and burned

so that injury will not be caused by the caterpillars the

following summer. Particular attention should be given
to webs of this insect on trees which grow around dwell-

ings or in orchards.

The apple, pear, cherry, oak and willow are among
the plants which are favored as food by the brown-tail

moth caterpillars. In order to minimize the damage
which is likely to result, as much time as possible should

be devoted to cutting and burning worthless or seedling

apple trees and wild cherry trees and brush. If this is

done along the roadways and fences, the appearance of

the region will be greatly improved. Care should be

taken to protect pine and other coniferous trees, and

hickory and ash should not be cut, as they are not favored

for food either by the caterpillars of the gipsy moth or

by those of the brown-tail moth. The oak is a favored

food of the brown-tail moth and of the gipsy moth, and

where\'er it is possible to eliminate oaks less annoyance
from these pests will be experienced.

FEW FOREST FIRES

DURING
the present year there have been but 14

forest fires on the Black Hills National Forest.

The total area burned over is about 13^-2 acres.

Both records have never before been equaled in this

region. The absence of fires is of course primarily due

to the excess of moisture and it may indeed be a surprise

to tliink that conditions have at any time been such as to

even make a forest fire possible.

Although weather conditions have been very favorable

the vigilance of the Forest Officers is not permitted to

lag, for danger is ever present and is not finally removed

until there is a good mantle of snow throughout the

Hills.



FOREST NOTES

Forest Notes
Georgia State Forest School

A bulletin of the Georgia State College
of Agriculture gives considerable space to
the forest school department which is

making such excellent progress under the
direction of Prof. James B. Berry. A four-

year course is given in technical forestry
and allied subjects to those who desire

forestry as a profession, short practical
courses for those students in agriculture
who desire general knowledge as to the

management of small tracts of timberland,
direct assistance to residents of the state
in the management of forest property, and
general research along the line of prob-
lems now confronting the state.

In the four-year professional course, op-
portunity is given to specialize in certain
main lines and provision is made for six
hours of elective work throughout the

Junior and Senior years. For those stu-
dents desiring to specialize in City For-

estry an opportunity is offered for the
election of Landscape Gardening and allied

subjects; for those desiring to specialize
in technical forestry, with the object of

entering the federal or state service, the

election of advanced courses in Botany and
Forestry; for those desiring to specialize
in Lumber Salesmanship and Mill Super-
intendency, the election of courses in Eco-
nomics and Business Administration; for
those desiring to specialize in Dendropa-
thology, the election of advanced courses
in Botanv.

North Carolina's Meeting

The North Carolina Forestry Association
will hold its sixth annual forestry conven-
tion in Newbern, North Carolina, on Tues-

day and Wednesday, January 18 and 19,

1916. This is the first time the x'\ssociation

has been called to meet in the eastern part
of the state, and it is expected that this de-

parture will be amply justified by the in-

creased attendance. The Coastal Plain

region of the state is the seat of the North
Carolina pine industry and is the greatest

lumbering region northeast of Louisiana.
A large lumbering concern has kindly ten-

dered the convention an excursion over one
of its operations. This trip will be ar-

ranged for the second day of the meeting.
In this way the delegates will have an un-

equalled opportunity of learning of some
of North Carolina's most pressing forestry
problems at first liand.

Forester Appointed

Henry B. Steer, a graduate in forestry,
class of 1914, has just received an appoint-
ment for forest work in the Indian Office,

United States Department of the Interior.

He will work on the eastern Cherokee lands
in western North Carolina. Where for-

ested areas exist in connection with Indian

reservations, it is the aim of the Indian
Service to give these resources their full-

est possible use by harvesting the timber
under proper forest management. The
Indian office has a regular corps of for-

esters and resident forest oflScers on most
of the reservations where timber is grow-
ing.

Short Forestry Course

Prof. Hugo Winkcnwerder, Dean of the

Department of Forestry at the University
of Washington, Seattle, announces that a
short course in forestry and lumbering is

to be given at the University this winter
from January 3 to March 28. These short
courses are offered for the benefit of per-
sons engaged in some phase of the timber

industry and who desire to increase their

efficiency, but who cannot take the time

required for a broader course. In outlin-

ing the courses a special effort has been
made to have them simple, concise and

thoroughly practical. The work is given
by means of lectures, quizzes, laboratory
and field practice. Although the time is

only of twelve weeks' duration, the loca-
tion of the University and equipment makes
it possible to do thorough work in the sub-

jects given. A high school training is not

necessary for entrance, but students should
be at least 30 years old. Three distinct

courses are offered : Forestry, Logging, and
Lumber and Its Uses.

Lecture Course on Lumber

The University of Wisconsin, through
its Extension Division, will shortly begin
an evening lecture course on Lumber and
Its Uses, in order to give the makers or
users of wood a greater knowledge of the
structure of the material with which they
deal. The plan has won the instant ap-
proval of the Lumber Dealers' Association,
the Milwaukee Chapter of the American
Institute of Architects, and the Mill Work-
ers' Association, and a number of their

members, nearly all of them heads of firms,
will attend the classes. The work, how-
ever, is not intended only for builders and

manufacturers, but is adapted to meet the
needs of draftsmen, painters, furniture and
cabinet makers, and men of other indus-
tries which deal in wood.
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some fifteen standard books. The Exten-
sion Service hopes to have these circulated

widely among study clubs, schools and de-

bating teams in the State.

Books on Forestry

The Extension Service of the New York
State College of Forestry is arranging a

number of sets of books on Forestry and
related subjects, to be used as small circu-

lating libraries throughout the State. The
list will include a number of important
State and National bulletins as well as

Directory of Wood Users

The Department of Wood Utilization in

the New York State College of Forestry
is maintaining an ever-increasing directory
of active users and producers of forest

products throughout the State of New
York. A series of Wood Utilization serv-

ice bulletins are published each month con-

taining a list of the needs or offerings of
the Department's correspondents. It is en-

couraging to know that the Service has
been of tangible value and that a large
number of profitable sales have been

brought about through it. In a number
of instances manufacturers who have
thrown away a certain class of waste here-

tofore have been abrought into direct con-

tact with some concern which could
utilize just this sort of waste material.

Trees Dynamited to Stop Fires

Out in the forest near Mount Baldy, Los
Angeles, California, a fierce forest fire was
raging recently. After it had blazed for

several days it was brought under control.

The next day a fresh wind started the fire

again and it threatened destruction to the

entire forest. After all other methods had
been tried, dynamite was secured. Hun-
dreds of trees were dynamited to make
the fire break, and it was soon put out.

The dynamiting was in charge of Ranger
Fritz, of Camp Baldy Station, and three

forest patrols.

Berks County Work

During the past six years it was noticed
that the water supply was failing in Berks

County, Pa., and the chestnut trees were
dying, owing to the blight. The cause of

the failing water supply was not so easily

explained. An investigation proved it was
due to careless lumbering and frequent
forest fires which had ruined the forest

floor almost over the entire county. Lack
of water power had closed up grist mill

after mill until barely a half dozen out of

hundreds that were once operated were
now able to drive their wheels even for

two days in succession.

What to do to remedy this matter was
a question. Daily during the summer
months the press was filled with items

about wells going dry on the farms. Next
Burgesses curtailed the use of water in

the towns, stating that the supply was
low. This condition inspired S. L. Parkes
to form the Berks County Conservation

Association, and this was done a year
ago.

The organization immediately became
active and during the year, the work ac-
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complished by it has thoroughly aroused

the community to the needs of such a

body.
The first thing that was undertaken was

the reforesting of bare and unsightly spots

on the Reading Mountains by planting

3,000 seedling pines. A paid forest fire

patrol of fourteen men was placed on

duty, as well as a mounted patrol of six

men composed of two details of State

police. Fire wardens were appointed by
the State Commissioner of Forestry. Two
model forestry stations were established

at two orphans' homes in the county, where
the trees were planted and cared for by
the orphans under the supervision of Mr.

Parkes. Seven thousand seedling pines
were planted by 125 members of the 1916

class of the Boys' High School, on Mt.

Penn, Reading, and the following day Mr.

Parkes took 431 pupils of the Girls' High
School out on the .'\ntietam watershed,

where they planted 8.000 seedlings.

Several boroughs were also interested

in planting trees on their watersheds, this

planting being done by school children.

One idea that Mr. Parkes is proving is that

school children as well as individual wood-
lot owners should be interested in reforest-

ing. The city of Reading, at the sugges-
tion of Mr. Parkes. was induced to start

a municipal nursery. Fifteen thousand

seedlings are growing nicely. Over 50,000

seedlings have been planted in the county
so far.

New York's Steel Look-out Tower

According to the report of District For-

est Ranger Todd made to the Conserva-

tion Commission at Albany, an all steel

mountain observation station in the forest

fire service has just been completed. The
tower is on Balsam Lake mountain in

Ulster county, is forty feet high, and was

constructed at a cost of S135. Twenty-five
dollars of this amount was donated by
George J. Gould of New York City, who
owns considerable forest land within the

range of the station. The erection was

done almost entirely by the forest rangers.

The value of steel towers on mountain

stations has long been appreciated by the

commission and as soon as the necessary

money is available, steel towers will be

substituted for the unsteady wooden struc-

tures now in use.

The reserved timber is on the public

lands north of the Chugach National For-

est. The purpose of the reservation is to

prevent the timber needed for the con-

struction of the Government railroad and

its branches in Alaska from falling into

the possession of individuals or corpora-

tions, in which event it would be neces-

sary for the Government to purchase tim-

ber which it once owned. It is not the

intention of the Government, however, to

make any unnecessary restrictions which

will tend to retard the development of

the territory of Alaska along the line of

the railroad or its branches, and in the

withdrawal order the interests of the pub-
lic have been conserved. Only the timber

on the land, not the land itself, has been

reserved.

Alaska Forests Reserved

Upon the recommendation of the Sec-

retary of the Interior and of the chairman

of the Alaskan Engineering Commission,

the President, in accordance with the

Alaskan railway act, has signed an order

establishing an extensive timber reserve,

approximately 200 miles in length and

from 5 to 10 miles in width, in that ter-

ritory, to be known as "Alaskan timber

reserve No. 1."

Report on Street Trees of New York City

Prof. Laurie D. Cox, Landscape Engi-
neer of the College of Forestry at Syra-

cuse, has just completed a report made as

a result of three months study of street

tree conditions in New York City. This

study was made upon invitation of Hon.

Cabot Ward of the Park Department of

New York City and was carried out with

the funds given by John D. Rockefeller,

Jr. New York City has made no syste-

matic effort to plant its streets with trees

and the report of Professor Cox will out-

line a practical system of street tree plant-

ing, based not only upon the studies of

the past summer but upon careful inves-

tigation of street tree work in such cities

as Buflalo, Rochester, Newark, New Haven
and Boston.

Forests and Farmers

The national forests, says an article in

the Year Book of the Department of Agri-

culture, just issued, besides being the

American farmer's most valuable source of

wood which is the chief building material

for rural purposes, are also his most valu-

able source of water, both for irrigation and

domestic use. In the West, they afford

him a protected grazing range for his

stock; they are the best insurance against

flood damage to his fields, his buildings, his

bridges, his roads, and the fertility of his

soil. The national forests cover the higher

portions of the Rocky Mountain ranges,

the Cascades, the Pacilc Coast ranges, and

a large part of the forested coast and

islands of Alaska; some of the hilly re-

gions in Montana and in the Dakotas,

Oklahoma, and Arkansas, and limited areas

in Minnesota, Michigan, Florida and Porto

Rico. In addition, land is now being pur-

chased for national forests in the White

Mountains of New England and in the

southern Appalachians. In regions so

widely scattered, agricultural and forest

conditions must necessarily differ to a great

degree, bringing about corresponding dif-

ferences in the efifect of the national for-

ests on the agricultural interests of the

various localities. Wherever agriculture

can be practiced, however, the farmer is

directly benefited by the existence of na-

tional forests and by their proper man-

agement.

Pitch Moth Damages Douglas Fir

Nine-tenths of the defects in Douglas
fir timber, which are locally known as pitch

seams, gum check, windshake. etc., are due

to the work of the Douglas fir pitch moth,

according to a recent investigation con-

ducted by entomologists of the United

States Department of Agriculture. This

moth, it is estimated, causes a loss in the

total output of Dou.glas fir of from T'A to

15 per cent, and in one mill, where the loss

was lower than the average it amounted in

money to $18,900 for that season's cut

alone. This money, says Bulletin No. 255,

which the department has just published

on this subject, would be sufficient to keep

the area on which the timber was cut clean

from the moth for a period of 15 years.

The only way in which an infestation

of the pitch moth can be reduced is to

destroy the larvae, the presence of which is

always made known by the protruding

pitch tube. When this tube is located, it

should be separated from the tree and the

larvae thus exposed killed. The wound

may then be smoothed with a knife or

.small ax, and painted with creosote to

prevent reinfestation by insects or fungi.

Wood Pulp in Argentina

As the result of experiments carried out

by a Swedish paper expert, it has been

ascertained that Argentina produces a tree

in abundance which provides excellent raw

material, better even in quality than that

usually employed in making paper pulp

in both Europe and the United States.

This tree is the Araiicaria inibricata, a pic-

ture of which may be seen in American

Forestry for -August, page 850.

With a view to confirming independently

the report of the Swedish expert, the Min-

ister of Agriculture commissioned two

Government) engineers to investigate and

report upon the properties of the Arau-

caria inibricata. These gentlemen recently

presented their report, from which it ap-

pears that in the Territory of Neuquen

this tree is found over an area of more

than 1,000,000 hectares (2,470,000 acres).

Three and one-half average trees suffice to

produce one ton of pulp. Where news

print paper is concerned, two and one-half

trees will provide one ton of pulp.

Philippine Lumber for China

The Director of the Philippine Bureau

of Forestry, who has recently relumed

from a trip to China in the interests of

Philippine lumber, reports that there is a

market in China for all the lumber pro-

duced in the islands if the proper conncc-
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tions can be made between the producer
and consumer. The Chinese dealers want
a guarantee of a constant supply. They
are not willing to accept one consignment,
but demand that they be assured of con-

tinuous supply, even though it be small.

An American formerly in the service of

the Philippine Government, now in busi-

ness in Shanghai, reports that there is a

demand there for Philippine lumber, but

there is not a constant supply, and the

purchaser is never sure of getting enough
of the same class to complete his particular

job.

They Like American Forestry

Book Reviews

The Zimmerman Pine Moth, By Josef

Brunner. U. S. Dept. Agri. Bull. 295.

12 pp. XI pis. Washington, D. C, Oct.

28, 1915.

For years this insect was known as an

enemy of pine in the east. More re-

cently it was found by the forest ento-

mologists to be a rather serious enemy of

second-growth pine, especially yellow pine,

also in the west. While of secondary im-

portance economically, it is largely a

primary insect physiologically as regards

the trees it attacks. From the stand-

point of pure science the life history of

any insect is capable of yielding facts that

may shed light on hitherto obscure

points in one or more phases of general

biology. From the economic standpoint

we have had repeated occasion to be im-

pressed with the importance of knowing

everything possible about the seasonal

and life history of all insects having an

economic bearing, however small this role

may be, as the only means of discovering

available opportunities for combating

them if they are injurious or utilizing their

services if they are beneficial. The paper

before us is another illustration pointing

to the emphasis to be laid on as nearly

complete a knowledge as possible of the

habits of an injurious insect. The Zim-

merman pine moth, the author demon-

states, is most injurious to second growth

on which we would apparently be utterly

helpless in combating it under forest con-

ditions where the use of insecticides is

out of the question. But his careful two-

vear study of the insect showed that it

inhabits dominantly also some old light-

ning-struck or gnarly branched trees left

standing in the midst of old clearings.

These trees serve the moth largely as

"brood trees," as the author calls them,

and thus to stock the area with it. It

becomes perfectly patent, therefore, that

the removal of such brood trees should

practically eliminate the insect as a

serious pest. The actual experiment cited

shows this conclusion to be operative in

practice, and the recommendation is made

accordingly.—J. K.

"I have just had an opportunity to look
over the numbers of .'\.merican Forestry
which have been issued during my absence
in Alaska. I write this to tell you how
delighted I am with the new form of

American Forestry, and to ofifer you my
congratulations. The new magazine is ex-

ceedingly attractive, far more so than the
old form; it is dignified, and ofifers a far

better opportunity than previously to

reach the reading public. Every member
of the Association should be proud of the

magazine, and there is due to you great
commendation and credit for the way you
are handling it."

Henry S. Graves, Chief Forester,

Washington, D. C.

"May I heartily congratulate you on the
magazine's new dress. It is most motish
and intensely interesting and a joy to the
eye."

Stanley Clisby Arthur,

Ornithologist,

New Orleans, La.

"Congratulations upon the new form of

publication. Fine!" John T. Harris,
Washington, D. C.

"1 certainly wish to congratulate you on
tl;e excellent new form and appearance of
.American Forestry." E. G. Gricgs,

Taeonia, Washington.

"The enlarged edition of American For-
estry to hand. Allow me to congratulate
you on the new issue. I sincerely trust it

may increase in circulation and recompense
you for your efforts to place before the

public such instructive and excellent litera-

ture. Wishing you every success, I am"
Sister Mary Aloysius, Directress,

Convent of Mercy, Plymouth, Pa.

"I cannot refrain from expressing my
admiration for American Forestry in its

new form—the magazine is a gem—and I

have no doubt that the great educational
work in which you are engaged, and which
has already accomplished so much, will

receive a greater stimulus from now on."

Willard Fracker,
Washington, D. C.

"Congratulations on the new form of

American Forestry. This new number is

mighty fine and I am sure vrill not only

please tlie present subscribers but will

n\€an large additions to your subscription
list. As my brother, Ray Stannard Baker,
lias had a good deal to do with the making
of the American Magazine, I have fol-

lowed with a great deal of interest the

development of some of the magazines of
thiL- country. Your change is in line with
the changes which the American Magazine
made earlier and which McClure's, Hearst's
and otiiers have made more recently. With
lots of good wishes for the new magazine
as it really is,

—"

Hugh P. Baker,
Dean, New York State College of For-

estry, Syracuse, N. Y.

"Kindly allow me to congratulate you on
the August issue of American Forestry.
It is a credit to you and to your associates,
and I hope that the time will come when
you can boast of a much larger circulation.

You are particularly fortunate in being
able to start a Wood Preserving Depart-
ment and more especially in being able to

have Mr. Sterling handle it."

C. M. Taylor.
Snju'rinlendent, Port Reading Crcosoting

Plant, Port Reading, N. J.

• "I was very mucli interested in the .Au-

gust number of the American Forestry,
and congratulate you upon the excellent

article that vou have prepared on the Yel-
low Poplar Tree."

W. H. Weller,
Secretary, Hardwood Mfrs. .issn. of

the U. S., Cincinnati. Ohio.

"Have received .American Forestry for

.August, containing the article relative to

'How Switzerland Cultivates Her Forests,'
and take this opportunity of compliment-
ing you upon tlie splendid manner in which

you have published this contribution."

M. Dossenbach,
Neu' York City.

"1 am sure you arc getting a great many
letters of congratulation upon the fine ap-

pearance and excellent quality of the Au-
gust number of .America.n Forestry. I

hope there are many applications for mem-
bership in the Association coming also.

Permit me to add my little word of praise
and appreciation, and to say that I have
noted the steady improvement in American
Forestry for many months, but look upon
the new departure as a kangaroo leap for-

ward for conservation."

W. R. Fisher,
Secretary, Pocono Protective Fire As-

sociation, Swiftwater, Pa.

"We are just in receipt of the August
issue of American Forestry and would
tender you our congratulations on the im-

proved size, form and make-up."
H. A. Gatchel,
Philadelphia, Pa.

"Glad to see the change in the August
issue. It is fine, and most interesting
throughout." S. C. Cromelin,

Berkeley Springs, W. Va.

"The cover on the August number, which
just made its appearance, is simply great."

Prof. J. S. Illick,
State Forest Academy, Mont Alto, Pa.

"Tlie August issue is just at hand. There
should be increased interest in the maga-
zine now that you are able to give better

illustrations. The Department idea is

good." Prof. Ralph S. Hosmer,
Forestry Department, N. Y. State Col-

lege of Agriculture at Cornell Uni-
versity, Ithaca, N. Y.

"The publication seems to me admirable
and many of the articles are of great
value." Hon. R. Grigg,
Commissioner of Commerce, Ottawa,

Canada.
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Canadian Department
EllWOOD Wilson

Secretary Canadian Society Forest Engineers

and studies. They all hold the rank of

District Inspector.

The Canadian Forestry Association has

just moved into new and commodious quar-

ters in the Booth Building. Ottawa, and

will now have every facility for carrying

on the excellent campaign for the proper

use of our timber resources so well started

by the Secretary, Mr. Robson Black.

Mr. Black's investigation of the "fake

settler" question in Quebec has aroused

general interest and will do a great deal to

finally stop this abuse and hold up the

hands of the Minister of Lands and For-

ests, Mr. AUard, who has found this one

of the difficult questions of his administra-

tion and has done his best to stop it.

Mr. R. R. Bradley, Forester for the New
Brunswick Railway Company, will estab-

lish a forest nursery in the spring and

commence the reforestation of lands owned

by that Company.

A very interesting forest is to be seen

at Oka, Quebec, where is situated the

Trappist Monastery which is famed for its

cheese. Twenty-six years ago the drifting

sands of that neighborhood commenced to

threaten the village, Father Lefebvre en-

gaged children and Indians to go to the

woods and bring out pine seedlings for

which he paid two to five sous. Sixty-five

thousand were planted out and of these it

is estimated not more than five thousand

died. Today the trees in this forest are

twenty-five to thirty feet high. The sands

were checked and a great asset given to

this section. This forest is an added at-

traction to anyone visiting the monastery

and reflects great credit on the grave priest

who had imagination enough to look into

tlie future.

A forest expert after a trip through a

certain section of northern Canada esti-

mates the loss of timber from forest fires

in the last thirty years at 16,000,000,000

feet which at fifty cents per thousand

would mean a loss of eight inillion dollars.

Mr. Albert Grigg, M. P. for Algoma, has

been appointed Deputy Minister of Lands

and Forests for Ontario, to succeed the

late Aubrey White. Mr. Grigg was born

in Ontario in 1873 and was Mayor of

Bruce Mines and a pioneer of the Algoma
District where he held many positions of

public trust. He was first elected to tlie

Ontario Legislature in 1908 and again in

1911 and 1914 and is a forceful and inter-

esting speaker and is regarded as one of

the most promising members of his party.

He is progressive in spirit and is well ac-

quainted with the conditions in the forest

districts of his Province. Wake up, On-

tario.

Mr. J. R. Booth, the pioneer lumberman

of Ottawa, has caused to be piled ready

for burning at a safe time, inflamable

debris on a narrow strip of his limits

parallel to a portion of the Canadian

Northern Railroad east of North Bay.

This is a progressive step and it is hoped
that it will soon be followed by other limit

holders.

The last issue of Conservation, the or-

gan of the Commission of Conservation

of the Dominion Government, makes the

statement that during the construction of

the Hudson Bay Railway five hundred

thousand acres of timberland have been

burnt due to defective equipment used by

the contractors and to carelessness on

their part. This is the history of all rail-

way construction in Canada, but with this

difference: During the construction of

the National Transcontinental through

Quebec a part of the line was patrolled by
the limit holders in cooperation with the

contractors and with the Department of

Railways and Canals and the Quebec gov-

ernment, and very little was burnt on this

section and an example set for future

work. This work was called to the atten-

tion of the Hon. Minister of Railways and

Canals. It is little short of criminal for

such a thing to happen ; to have it happen

through the fault of a private corporation

is bad enough, but to have it happen on

work under the authority and supervision

of a Government Department is still worse.

What can be said to private corporations

and persons about preventing forest fires

when the Dominion Government itself is

guilty of such negligence as this? Why
attempt to protect the Government lands

from fire, why prosecute a few settlers,

when a Government Department burns up

Government lands itself? Have any body
of men, chosen to care for the people's

interests, the right to be so negligent, so

careless, and so entirely without regard

for the property of the public. It is high

tiiTie that the ever-patient public speak

with no uncertain voice and put a stop to

such negligence.

Messrs. B. Guerin, Geo. H. Boisvert,

and Ernest Menard, graduates of the Laval

Forestry School and now of the Quebec
Forest Service, have been elected to active

membership in the Canadian Society of

Forest Engineers. These gentlemen have

done much in the way of exploration work

in the northern part of the Province and

have made some very interesting reports

On September 39 a get-together meet-

ing of the Coast Rangers of the Dominion
Forest Service was held at New West-

minster, B. C, and men from all parts of

the Dominion were present. The consen-

sus of opinion of the meeting was that

the burden of proof should rest on the

man who owned the land on which a fire

started to prove that it was not set by him.

The meeting was a very enjoyable one

and much valuable information was brought
out and exchanged.

British Columbia Notes

-\ccording to the timber returns for the

month of September issued by the Minister

of Lands, the total output of sawlogs for

the Province, as shown by the scaling fig-

ures, amounted to 92,080,493 feet board

measure, while 361,911 lineal feet of poles,

piles, and props, together with 29,313 cords

of railway ties, fence posts, shingle bolts,

etc., were also scaled for royalty during the

month under review. The figures for the

Vancouver district were 53,001,924 feet

board measure sawlogs, 14,394 lineal feet

piles, etc., and 16,264 cords, ties, bolts, etc.,

the Island district contributing 5,307,218

feet sawlogs, in addition to 2,520 lineal

feet piles. In the Prince Rupert district

there were scaled 954,135 feet sawlogs,

while the totals under the same heading
for the Cranbrook, Nelson and Vernon dis-

tricts were respectively 21,595,575 feet, 7,-

135,390 feet, and 3,349,603 feet. Poles,

piles and props to the total of 328,304

lineal feet were scaled in the Nelson dis-

trict, and in the Cranbrook division to the

total of 15,013 lineal feet.

Timber sales recorded during September
cover an estimated total of 7.338,000 feet

sawlogs, and 3,030 cords of shingle bolts,

estimated to produce a total revenue of

$12,876.

The Hon. W. R. Ross is advised by the

Department of Trade and Commerce at

Ottawa, that the exhibits of British Colum-

bia lumber recently sent to Australia are

being shown at the Royal Exchange, Syd-

ney, and will afterwards be featured at an

approaching architectural exhibition. The

Canadian Trade Commissioner at Mel-

bourne, to whom the exhibits were con-

signed, is arranging for timber importers,

builders, and others who are interested to

view them, and reports that the varied and

beautiful finish which British Columbia

Douglas fir takes has been the subject of

considerable comment. It will be remem-

bered that a number of these exhibits were

sent abroad earlier in the year, and, as in

the case of the Sydney display, have at-

tracted much attention in the important

trade centers at which they have been

placed.
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Current
Literature

MONTHLY LIST FOR NOVEMBER,
1915

(Books and periodicals indexed in the library

of the United States Forest Ser\'ice.)

FORESTRY AS A WHOLE

Proceedings and reports of associations, forest

officers, etc.

Hongkong—Botanical and forestry depart-

ment. Report for the year 1914. 36 p.

Hongkong, China, 1914.

India—Burma—Forest department. Report
on the forest administration in Burma

for the year 1913-14. 123 p. Rangoon,
1915.

Queensland—Department of public lands.

Annual report of the director of forests

for the year 1915. 7 p. pi. Brisbane,

1915.

Forest Education

Arbor day

New Hampshire—Forestry commission. An
arbor day message to the rural schools of

New Hampshire. 4 p. Concord, N. H.,

1915. (Circular 6.)

Exhibitions

Japan
—Department of agriculture

—Bureau

of forestry. Descriptive catalogue of

Japanese wood specimens exhibited at

the Panama-Pacific international exposi-

tion, San Francisco, U. S. A. 27 p. il.

Tokyo, 1915.

Forest Description

Maryland—State board of forestry. The

forests of Anne Arundel County, by
F. W. Besley. 28 p. pi., maps. Balti-

more, Md., 1915.

Forest Botany-

Fletcher, W. F. The native persimmon.
28 p. il. Wash., D.C., 1915. (U. S.—

Dept. of agriculture. Farmers' bulletin

685.)

House, Homer D. Woody plants of Western

North Carolina. 34 p. Darmstadt,

Germany, C. F. Wintersche bvichdruck-

erei, 1913.

Maiden, Joseph H. A critical revision of the

genus Eucalyptus, pt. 23. 17 p. pi.

Sydney, N. S. W., 1915.

Silvics

Frothingham, Earl H. The northern hard-

wood forest; its composition, growth and

management. 80 p. pi. Wash., D. C,
1915. (U. S.—Dept. of agriculture.

Bulletin 285.)

Forest Mensuration

Troup, R. S. The compilation of girth

increment from sample plot measure-

ments. 9 p. Calcutta, 1915. (India
—

Forest dept. Forest bulletin no. 30.)

Silviculture

Planting and nursery practice

Rafn, Johannes. The testing of forest seeds

during 25 years, 1887-1912. 91 p. il.,

front. Copenhagen, 1915.

Forest Protection

Insects

Brunner, Josef. The Zimmerman pine moth.

12 p. pi. Wash., D. C, 1915. (U. S.

—
Dept. of agriculture. Bulletin 295.)

Tylor, A. R. Spraying for the control of

the walnut aphis, lip. il. Berkeley,

Cal., 1915. (California
—

Agricultural

experiment station. Circular no. 131.)

Diseases

Home, William Titus. Wood decay in

orchard trees. 13 p. il. Berkeley, Cal.

1915. (California
—

Agricultural experi-

ment station. Circular 137.)

Fire

Holmes, J. S. Forest fires in North Carolina

during 1914, and forestry laws of North

Carolina. 55 p. 26 cm. Raleigh, N.

C, 1915. (North Carolina—Geological
and economic survey. Economic paper
no. 40.)

Hobncs, J. S. Organization of cooperative

forest fire protective areas in North

Carolina. 39 p. Raleigh, N. C, 1915.

(North Carolina—Geological and econ-

omic survey. Economic paper No. 42.)

New Hampshire
—

Forestry commission.

Equipment for fighting forest fires; save

damage and expense by being prepared.
12 p. il. Concord, N. H., 1915.

(Circular S.)

Northern forest protective association. Re-

view of the work for the year ending
March 2, 1915, together with the pro-

ceedings of the 4th annual meeting.
48 p. il. Munising, Mich., 1915.

West Virginia
—

Dept. of forestry, game and

fish. A handbook of forest protection;

forest laws; instructions to fire fighters;

lookout stations and equipment; list of

deputy forest, game and fish wardens.

40 p. Belington, W. Va., 1914.

Forest Legislation

Michigan—Laws, statutes, etc. A synopsis
of the game and fish laws of Michigan for

1915-1916. 20 p. Munising, Mich.,

Northern forest protective association,

1915.

United States—Dept. of agriculture
—Forest

service. State forestry laws: Oregon,

through regular session, 1915. 7 p.

Wash., D. C , 1915.

West Virginia
—Laws, statutes, etc. West

Virginia forest, fish and game laws, ar.d

federal laws. 2d ed. 70 p. Belington,
1915.

Forest Administration

United States—Dept. of agriculture
—Forest

service. October field program, 1915.

31 p. Wash., D C, 1915.

Forest Utilization

Lumber industry

Elliott, Perry, comp. Our foreign trade in

farm and forest products. 51 p. Wash.,

D. C, 1915. (U. S.—Dept. of agricul-

ture. Bulletin 296.)

Smith, Franklin H. China and Indo-China

markets for American lumber. 39 p.

Wash., D. C, 1915. (U. S.—Depart-
ment of commerce—Bureau of foreign

and domestic commerce. Special agents
series no. 104.)

United States—Dept. of corrunerce—Bureau

of foreign and domestic commerce.

Directory of American sawmills, com-

jjiled at the Department of agriculture,

Forest service, by J. C. Nellis and A. H.

Pierson. 260 p. Wash., D. C, 1915.

(Miscellaneous series no. 27.)

United States—Federal trade commission.

Conference with National lumber manu-
facturers association, Chicago, July

19-20, 1915. 199 p. Chicago, 111.,

National lumber manufacturers' associa-

tion, 1913.

United States—Federal trade commission.

Hearing before the Federal trade com-

mission by redwood, sugar pine and

white pine manufacturers of California

57 p. San Francisco, Cal., California

redwood association, 1915.

Wood-using industries

Surface, Henry E. Feasibility of manu-

facturing paper pulp from Tasmanian

timbers, lip. Hobart, Tasmania, 1915.

Wood Technology

Benskin, E. Note on blackwood, Dalbergia
latifoUa. 12 p. pi. Calcutta, 1915.

(India—Forest department. Forest bul-

letin no. 27.)

Benskin, E. Note on dhauri, Lagerstroemia

par\iflora. 11 p. pi. Calcutta, 1915.

(India—Forest dept. Forest bulletin

no. 28.)

Pearson, R. S. Note on sundri tnnber,

Heritiera minor. 8 p. pi. Calcutta,

1915. (India—-Forest dept. Forest bul-

letin no. 29.)

Warren, W. H. Timber physics: treatise on

timber tests and summary of results.

28 p. il., diagrs. Sydney, N. S. W.,
1915. (New South Wales—Dept. of

forestry. Bulletin no. 10.)

Auxiliary Subjects

Conservation of Natural Resources

Canada—Commission of conservation. Re-

port of the 6th annual meeting, held at

Ottawa, Jan. 19-20, 1915. 333 p. pi.,

maps. Ottawa, 1915.

New York—Constitutional convention—
Committee on conservation of natural

resources. Report relative to several

proposed amendments. 20 p. Albanv,
N. Y., 1915.

National parks

United States—Dept. of the interior. The
Mount Rainier national park, season of

1915:generalinformation. 38 p. Wash.,
D. C, 1915.
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Periodical Articles

Miscellaneous periodicals

Botanical gazette, Sept. 1915.—Is the box

elder a maple? A study of the compar-
ative anatomy of Negundo, by Amon B.

Plowman, p. 169-92.

Botanical gazette, October, 1915.—Vascular

anatomy of the megasporophylls of

conifers, by Hannah C. Aase, p. 277-313;

The index of foliar transpiring power as

an indicator of permanent wilting in

plants, by A. L. Bakke, p. 314-19.

Bulletin of the Torrey botanical club, Aug.
1915.—A study of pasture trees and

shrubbery, by Ernest L. Scott, p. 451-61.

Cornell rural school leaflet, Sept., 1915.—
Forestry in the rural schools, by Prank B.

Moody, p. 245-8; The oaks of New York,

by John Bentley, Jr., p. 248-54; The

pines of New York, by John Bentley,

Jr., p. 255-8; Trees to be recognized in

1915-1916, by Frank B. Moody, p.

258-63.

Country gentleman, Oct. 23, 1915.—Blighted

chestnut and a bank balance; timljer

profit from a farm woodlot, by Helen

Christine Bennett, p. 1608-9; Coyote

madness; how action is being taken to

prevent the spread of rabies, by Randall

R. Howard, p. 1624.

Country gentleman, Oct. 30, 1915.—Pine-

stump profits, by J. R. Crowe, p. 1663-4.

Country life in America, Oct., 1915.—The
common woods as used in building, by
W. H. Butterfield, p. 38-9.

Garden magazine, Nov. 1915.—The glory of

the autumn, by E. H. Wilson, p. 109-11.

Gardeners' chronicle, Oct. 2, 1915.—Forming
new plantations, by A. D. Webster,

p. 211.

Gardeners' chronicle, Oct. 9, 1915.—Larix

pendula, by A. Henry, p. 234.

In the open, Sept., 1915.—A talk on forest

fires, their fearful cost and the ease of

preventing them, by George H. Wirt,

p. 55-7.

International institute of agriculture

Monthly bulletin of agricultural intelli-

gence and plant diseases, June, 1915.—
Forestry in the United States at the

present day, by Jas. W. Toumey, p.

779-85.

International institute of agriculture.

Monthly bulletin of economic and social

intelligence, Sept., 1915.—Forest school

mutual societies, p. 45-7.

International institute of agriculture.

Monthly bulletin of economic and social

intelligence, Oct., 1915.—Technical con-

ditions of forestry insurance, p. 41-52;

The valuation of the timber resources of

the forests in the province of Varmland,

by Heruik Hesselman, p. 111-15.

Irish gardening, June, 1915.—Pinus pinaster

for sowing on peat bogs in Ireland, by
A. MacGregor, p. 86-7.

Journal of the Board of agriculture, London,

May, 1915.—Wood waste from saw mills

as a source of potash, by C. T. Giming-

ham, p. 146-8.

Journal of heredity, Nov., 1915.—How the

bark breathes, p. 490-3; An unusual

persimmon tree. p. 525; The tree that

owns itself, by T. H. McHatton, p. 526.

National wool grower, Oct., 1915.—Deferred

and rotation grazing, Hayden forest,

Wyo., by L. H. Douglas, p. 11-14; Graz-

ing inspector visits Portland, by Will C.

Barnes, p. 16.

Overland monthly, Aug., 1915.—Taking a

timber claim, by M. E. McGuire, p.

147-56.

Reclamation record, Nov., 1915.—Tree plant-

ing: Klamath project, Oregon-California,

p. 514.

Rhodora, Sept., 1915.—The hemlock spruce,

by O. A. Farwell, p. 164.

Special libraries, Sept., 1915.—Forestry and

lumbering in the northwest from the

librarian's viewpoint, by Mrs. Georgene
L. Miller, p. 109-12.

United States—Department of agriculture.

Weekly news letter, Nov. 10, 1915.—How
the farmer can use the facilities of the

.Hepartment of agriculture: Forest ser-

vice', p. 6.

Trade journals and consular reports

American lumberman, Oct. 9, 1915.—Lumber

tractors, by Archie Chandler, p. 41.

American lumberman, Oct. 23, 1915.—Advises

as to lumber needs of United Kingdom,

by H. R. MacMillan, p. 35 ; Proper laying

of wood blocks must be taught, p. 52.

American lumberman, Oct. 30, 1915.—Does

the lumber industry need radical reor-

ganization? by E. B. Hazen, p. 30-50.

American lumberman, Nov. 6, 1915.—Forest

products featured: Forest service makes

unique exhibit at the Portland, Oregon,

show, p. 29 ; Wooden water pipe supplants

worthless iron, p. 33.

Canada lumberman, Oct. 15, 1915.—British

Columbia red cedar, by Aird Flavelle,

p. 30-2.

Engineering news, July 29, 1915.—Log-

handling equipment at Arrowrock dam,

by Charles H. Paul, p. 200-1.

Engineering news, Aug. 26, 1915.—Report on

life of wood pipe, by D. C. Henny,

p. 400-3.

Engineering record, Sept. 11, 1915.—Longleaf

pine distinguished visually from loblolly

or short leaf, by Arthur Koehler, p.

319-20.

Hardwood record, Oct. 25, 1915.—Facts and

frauds of witch hazel, p. 23.

Hardwood record, Nov. 10, 1915.—Conditions

in case-hardened wood, by James E.

Imrie, p. 24-6.

Journal of industrial and engineering chem-

istry, Oct., 1915.—The hardwood dis-

tillation industry in America, by E. H.

French, and James R. Withrow, p.

899-900.

Journal of industrial and engineering chem-

istry, Nov., 1915.—The chemical engi-

neering of the hardwood distillation

industry, by James R. Withrow, p.

912-13; What chemistry has done to aid

the utilization of wood, by S. F. Acree,

Grade One
y^ Liquid y-^.-,

Creosote Oil

Cuts wood preserving
bills in half—

For preserving telephone
poles, telegraph poles, cross

arms, railroad ties, fence

posts, mine timbers, under-

ground sUls, sleepers, bridge
timbers, planking, ice

houses, wood tanks, shin-

gles, poultry houses, silos,

boat timbers or any exposed
woodwork.

Especially adapted for brush
and open tank treatment of

structural timbers of all

kinds.

Booklet on request.

Barrett Manufacturing Co.
New York
Boston
Cincinnati
Detroit
Kansas Citv
Salt Lake City Seattle

Peona

p. 913-15; The tannin content of Pacific

Coast conifers, by H. K. Benson, and
Thos. G. Thompson, p. 915-16; Yield of

by-products from destructive distillation

of some western conifers, by H. K. Benson

ind Marc Darrin, p. 916-18; The use oi

ammonium hydroxide for the extraction

of rosin from wood, by H. K. Benson and
Herbert N. Crites, p. 918-20; Discolora-

tion of maple in the kiln, by Roy C. Judd,

p. 920; Manufacture of ethyl alcohol from

wood waste: 2. The Hydrolysis of white

spruce, by F. W. Kressmann, p. 920-2;

The manufacture of ethyl alcohol from

wood waste: 3. Western larch as a raw

material, by F. E. Kressmann, p. 922-3;

The application of the Davis spot test

in the preUminary examination of

creosotes, by Homer Cloukey, p. 923-4;

Isoprene from B-pinene, by A. W.
Schorger and R. Sayre, p. 924-6; The
distillation of Douglas fir at high tem-

peratures, by Bailey Tremper, p. 926-7;

Waste pine wood utilization, by John E.

Teeple, p. 929-30; Contributions of the

chemist to the naval stores industn,',

by John E. Teeple, p. 931-2; Contribu-

tions of the chemist to the hardwood

distillation industry, by S. W. Katzen-

stein, p. 940-2; A quantitative method

for the determination of the adulteration

in Chinese wood oil, by J. C. Brier,

p. 953-7; Composition of wood turpen-

tine, by Maxwell Adams, p. 957-60;
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Notes on the eucalyptus oil industry of

California, by P. W. Tompkins, p. 995-7.

Lumber trade journal, Oct. 1, 1915.—^Making

yellow dye from the southern osage tree,

p. 22.

Paper, Oct. 20, 1915.—Papyrus and paper

manufacture, by William Beam, p. 13-14.

Paper,' Oct. 27, 1915.—Cellulose cooking

systems, p. 17-18.

Paper, Nov. 10, 1915.—A beating test for

papermaking fibers, by E. Sutermeister,

p. 11-18.

Paper mill, Oct. 9, 1915.—Wood pulp vs.

cotton, p. 12, 36.

Paper trade journal, Oct. 7, 1915.—At the

Forest products laboratory at Madison,

Wis., the experts have succeeded in

making wallpaper hangings, p. 1 8.

Paper trade journal, Oct. 14, 1915.—New

economy in the soda process for making
wood pulp, by Richard K. Meade,

p. 38-40; Pulp wood in Tasmania, p. 48.

Philippine trade review, Sept., 1915.—An

up-to-date Philippine lumber concern,

p. 11.

Pulp and paper magazine, Oct. 1, 1915.—
Evolution of the pulp and paper industry,

by Thomas J. Keenan, p. 512-14.

Pulp and paper magazine, Nov. 1, 1915.—
The characteristics of fibers, by H. A.

Maddox, p. 551-3; Chestnut as a pulp

wood, by P. L. Buttrick, p. 554-5;

Labrador; its forest wealth and stupend-

ous water powers, p. 560- 1.

St. Louis lumberman, Oct. 15, 1915.—Promo-

tion of wood products locally illustrated,

by JuUus Seidel, p. 47.

Southern lumber journal, Oct. 1, 1915.—
• Wood, the one economical material for

all boxes, by F. C. Gifford, p. 53, 56-7.

Southern lumber journal, Oct. 15, 1915.—The

public interest in lumber trade extension,

by E. A. Sterling, p. 38-9.

Southern lumberman, Oct. 16, 1915.—Alaskan

forests, by Henry Solon Graves, p. 24.

Southern lumberman, Oct. 23, 1915.—Cypress

knees and suggestions for their use, p. 55.

Southern lumberman, Oct. 30, 1915.—The

kiln drying of lumber, by Harry D.

Tiemann, p. 29-30.

Southern lumberman, Nov. 6, 1915.—Forest

service officials studying effect of copper

fumes on vegetation, p. 27.

Southern lumberman, Nov. 13, 1915.—
Forests of Texas, by John H. Foster,

p. 36.

Timber trade journal, Oct. 2, 1915.—Methods

of timbering in mines, p. 509.

Timbennan, Oct. 1915.—United Kingdom
market for box shooks, by H. R. Mac-

MUlan, p. 28-30; English market for

Canadian lumber, by H. R. MacMillan,

p. 30-1; Forestry school in China,

p. 31-2; French specifications for railway

sleepers, p. 33—1; British pole market,

by H. R. MacMillan, p. 34; Reforestation

in Japan, by Harold C. Huggins, p. 34-5;

Oregon pine for Japanese shipbuilding,

by E. Carleton Baker, p. 35; Lumber

situation in the far east, by Waldemar

Toritch, p. 36; Railroad sleeper market

in England, by H. R. MacMillan,

lUinumniniiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniinnininiiiiiinnninniiniinniiiinniuHniiiiiinnii^^

BOOKS ON FORESTRY
AMERICAN FORESTRY will publish each month, for the benefit of those

who wish books on forestry, a list of titles, authors and prices of such books.

These may be ordered through the American Forestry Association, Washington,
D. C. Prices are by mail or express prepaid.* :: :: :: ::

FOREST REGULATION—Filibert Roth $2 00
PRACTICAL TREE REPAIR—By Elbert Peets 2.00
THE LUMBER INDUSTRY—By R. S. Kellogg 1 . 10

LUMBER MANUFACTURING ACCOUNTS—By Arthur F. Jones 2. 10
FOREST VALUATION—Bv H. H. Chapman 2 .00

CHINESE FOREST TREES AND TIMBER SUPPLY—By Norman Shaw 1 .60

TREES, SHRUBS, VINES AND HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS—By John
Kirkegaard 1.50

TREES AND SHRUBS—By Charles Sprague Sargent—Vol. I and II, 4 Parts to a
Volume—per Part 5 .00

FAGOTS OF CEDAR (Poems and baUads)—By Ivan Swift 1 .00

THE WOODS—Douglas Malloch 1 . 15

RESAWED FABLES—Douglas Malloch 1 . IS

THE TRAINING OF A FORESTER—Gifford Pinchot 1.12
LUMBER AND ITS USES—R. S. Kellogg 1.15
THE CARE OF TREES IN LAWN, STREET AND PARK—B. E. Fernow 2.17
North American trees—n. l. Britton 7.30
KEY to the trees—Collins and Preston 1 .50

THE FARM WOODLOT—E. G. Cheyney and J. P. WentUng 1 .70

AMERICAN FOREST TREES—Henry H. Gibson 6 .00

IDENTIFICATION OF THE ECONOMIC WOODS OF THE UNITED STATES—
Samuel J. Record 1 . 25

PLANE SURVEYING—John C. Tracy 3 .00

FOREST MENSURATION—Henry Solon Graves 4 .00

THE ECONOMICS OF FORESTRY—B. E. Fernow 1.61

FIRST BOOK OF FORESTRY—Filibert Roth 1.10
PRACTICAL FORESTRY—A. S. Fuller 1 .50

PRINCIPLES OF AMERICAN FORESTRY—Samuel B. Green 1 .50

SEASIDE PLANTING OF TREES AND SHRUBS—Alfred Gaut 1.75

FAMILIAR TREES—G. S. Boulger 1 .50

MANUAL OF THE TREES OF NORTH AMERICA (exclusive of Mexico)—Charles
Sprague Sargent 6 . 00

AMERICAN WOODS—Romevn B. Hough 5 .00

HANDBOOK OF THE TREES OF THE NORTHERN U. S. AND CANADA,
EAST OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS—Romeyn B. Hough 6.00

GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH THE TREES—J. Horace McFarland 1 .75

PRINCIPAL SPECIES OF WOOD: THEIR CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTIES—
Charles Henry Snow 3 . 50

NORTH AMERICAN FORESTS AND FORESTRY—E. R. Bruncken 2.00
HANDBOOK OF TIMBER PRESERVATION—Samuel M. Rowe 4.00
TREES OF NEW ENGLAND—L. L. Dame and Henry Brooks 1 .50

TREES, SHRUBS AND VINES OF THE NORTHEASTERN UNITED STATES—
H. E. Parkhurst 1 .50

TREES—H. Marshall Ward 1 .50

OUR NATIONAL PARKS—John Muir 1.91

THE LONGLEAF PINE IN VIRGIN FOREST—G. Frederick Schwarz 75

LOGGING—Ralph C. Bryant 3 .50

THE IMPORTANT TIMBER TREES OF THE UNITED STATES—S. B. Elliott 2.50
FORESTRY IN NEW ENGLAND—Ralph C. Hawley and Austin F. Hawes 3 .50

THE PRINCIPLES OF HANDLING WOODLANDS—Henry Solon Graves 1 .50

SHADE TREES IN TOWNS AND CITIES—WiUiam Solotaroff 3 .00

THE TREE GUIDE—By Juha EUen Rogers 1.00

FOREST PHYSIOGRAPHY—By Isaiah Bowman 5.00
MANUAL FOR NORTHERN WOODSMEN—Austin Gary 2.12

FARM FORESTRY—Alfred Akerman 57

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF WORKING PLANS (in forest organization)
—A. B. Recknagel 2.10

ELEMENTS OF FORESTRY—F. F. Moon and N. C. Brown 2 . 20

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF WOOD—Samuel J. Record 1.75

STUDIES OF TREES—J. J. Levison 1.75

TREE PRUNING—A. Des Cars 65

THE PRESERVATION OF STRUCTURAL TIMBER—Howard F. Weiss 3.00
THE PRACTICAL LUMBERMAN—By Bernard Brereton (third edition) 1 .50

*
This, of course, is not a complete list, but we shall be glad to add to it any books on

forestry or related subjects upon request.
—Editor.
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p. 46-7; Cost reporting in sawmills, by
Howard B. Oakleaf, p. 50-51; Locating

and building logging roads, by Edward

P. Scanlan, p. 52.

United States daily consular report, Oct. 16,

1915.—Paraguayan woods containing

tannin, by Samuel Hamilton Wiley,

p. 236.

United States daily consular report, Oct. 25,

1915.—New fibers for paper making,

by W. Henry Robertson, p. 360-1;

Tanning materials in Brazil, by Alfred L.

Gottschalk, p. 363; American lumber

used in Portugal, by W. L. Ivowrie, p. 368.

United states daily consular report, Oct. 26,

1915.—Use of veneers in Brazil, by
A. L. Moreau Gottschalk, p. 378-9.

United States daily consular report, Oct. 29,

1915.—Tanning materials in South

Africa, by Eugene M. Lamb, p. 428-9.

United States daily consular report, Nov. 1,

1915.—British Columbia advertises its

timber, by G. C. Woodward, p. 455-7.

Wood turning, Nov., 1915.—Many uses of

wood: hickory, maple, cypress, p. 16-17.

Wood-worker, Oct., 1915.—Drying oak and

other hardwoods, by E. W. G., p. 37.

Forest journals

Allgemeine forst- und jagd-zeitung, March,

1915.—Bemhard Borggrevesstellungund

bedeutung in der forstwissenschaft, by
H. Martin, p. 67-71.

.•\rborea, Aug., 1915.—The Lancaster elm,

p. 101; Ten years of mtmicipal tree

planting, by Carl Bannwart, p. 104-6.

Canadian forestry ioumal, Oct., 1915.—How
the permit system works in British

Columbia, by M. A. Grainger, p. 215-16;

The pine forest at Oka, p. 217-19;

Rights of shade trees, p. 219-22; What

the forests mean to the municipalities,

by F. C. Whitman, p. 227-9, 238.

Forest leaves, Oct., 1915.—Deciduous forests:

an ecologic and geographic study, by

John W. Harshberger, p. 68-70; The

forest fire war college, by Robert G.

Conklin, p. 70-1; Protection from

forest fires, by F. L. Bitler, p. 71-2;

Caledonia state forest fire organization,

by Robert G. Conklin, p. 72-3; A blazed

trail in the domain of forestry, by S. B.

Elliott, p. 73-8.

Forstwissenschaftliches centralblatt, June,

1915.—Die erzeugung vollwertigen

holzes im walde, by Karl Eduard Ney,

p. 245-56; Die bedeutung der boden-

kolloide fur die forst- und landwirt-

schaft, by P. Rohland, p. 257-63; Ueber

schematise!! vereinfachte hochwaldbe-

triebsplane, by Hemmann, p. 263-70;

Zum anbau der Douglasie, p. 284-6; Der

zederwald bei Stein-Niimberg, p. 286-7.

Forstwissenschaftliches centralblatt, July,

1915.—Die bayrischen waldbauschulen,

by Fiirst, p. 293-99; Vom honigpilz, by
C. Frombling, p. 299-304; Bodenunter-

suchungen tiber die rotbuchen-streuver-

suchsflachen im fortbezirk Philippsburg,

by K. Ganter, p. 312-35.

India forester, Aug., 1915.—Sandalwood, by
C. C. Wilson, p. 247-51; The monopoly

ADVISORY BOARD
Representing Organizations Affiliated with the

American Forestry Association

National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association

ROBT. C. LIPPINCOTT, Philadelphia. Pa.

R. L. SISSON, Potsdam, N. Y.

JOHN M. WOODS. Boston, Mass.

Northern Pine Manufacturers' Association

C. A. SMITH. Minneapolis. Mmn.
WILLIAM IRVINE. Chippewa Falls. Wis.

F. E. WEYERHAEUSER, St. Paul. Minn.

North Carolina Forestry ,4ssoeiatiou

E. B. WRIGHT, Boardman, N. C.

HUGH MacRAE, Wilmington. N. C.

J. C. SMOOT. North Wilkesboro. N. C.

National Association of Box Manufacturers

B. W. PORTER. Greenfield. Mass.

S. B. ANDERSON. Memphis, Tenn.

RQBT. A. JOHNSON. Minneapolis. Minn.

Carriage Builders' National Association

H. C. McLEAR. Wilmington, Del.

D. T. WILSON, New York

C. A. LANCASTER. South Bend. Ind.

Boston Paper Trade Association

N. M. JONES, Lincoln, Maine

JOHN E. A. HUSSEY, Boston, Mass.

ARTHUR L. HOBSON, Boston. Mass.

Philadelphi.1 Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Ass'n

ROBT. C. LIPPINCOTT. Philadelphia. Pa.

J. RANDALL WILLIAMS. JR.. Philadelphia, Pa.

FRED'K S. UNDERBILL. Philadelphia, Pa.

New Hampshire Timberland Owners' Association

W. H. BUNDY. Boston, Mass.

EVERETT E. AMEY, Portland, Me.

F. H. BILLARD, Berlin. New Hampshire

Massachusetts Forestry Association

NATHANIEL T. KIDDER, Milton, Mass.

FREDERIC J. CAULKINS. Boston. Mass.

HARRIS A. REYNOLDS, Cambridge, Mass.

Lumbermen's Exchange

J. RANDALL WILLIAMS. JR., Philadelphia, Pa

FREDERICK S. UNDERHILL. Philadelphia. Pa.

ROBERT C. LIPPINCOTT. Philadelphia. Pa.

Camp Fire Club of America

WILLIAM B. GREELEY
O. H. VAN NORDEN. New York

FREDERICK K. VREELAND, New York

Empire State Forest Products ,\ssoc'iation

FERRIS J. MEIGS, New York City

RUFUS L. SISSON. Potsdam, N. Y.

W. L. SYKES. Buffalo, N. Y.

California Forest Protective .Association

MILES STANDISH. San Francisco. Cal.

GEO. X. WENDLING. San Francisco, Cal.

GEO. H. RHODES, San Francisco, Cal.

Minnesota Forestry Association

W. T. COX. St. Paul, Minn.

PROF. D. LANGE. St. Paul, Minn.

MRS. CARRIE BACKUS. St. Paul. Minn.

American Wood Preservers' Association

J. H. WATERMAN. GALESBURG, 111.

H. S. LOUD. New York City

F. J. ANGIER, Baltimore. Md.

Southern Pine Association

J. B. WHITE. Kansas City, Mo.

J. E. RHODES. New Orleans. La.

E. A. STERLING, Philadelphia. Pa.

FURS
Get "More Money" for your Foxes
MUSKRAT.SRDNK. RACCOON, BEAVER, COYOTES, BEAR,

LYNX aod other Far bearers collectefl io yoor section

SHIP YOITR FITRS DIRECT to "SHUBERT" the largest

hoDse In the World dealing exclusively In NORTH AMERICAN RAW FURS
a reliable—responsible—safe Fur House with an unblemished rep-

utati<^n existing for "more than a third of a century." a
lon^^

suc-

cessful record of sending Fur Shippers prompt. S.\TISF.-\CTORV
AND PROFITABLE returns. Write fnr"!l!:fie Siliubtrt fellitper.'

the only reliable, accurate market report and price list published.
Write for it-NOW-it's FREE

AO CUIiaFRT In,. 2527 WEST AUSTIN AVE.
. D. artU lSt.l\ 1 , inc. Dept. 47 CHICAGO. U.S.A.

THE BEST MADE"

HIGH GRADE PRINTING PAPERS

Dill & Collins Co., Papermakera
Philadelphia

Correspondence Solicited

Use Press Clippings
IT

will more than pay you to secure our extensive

service, covering all subjects, such as Polo, Golf.

Tennis, trade and personal, and receive the benefit

of the best and most systematic reading of all papers
and periodicals, here and abroad, at minimum cost.

Why miss taking advantage for obtaining the best

possible service in your line?

Our service is taken by all progressive business

men, publishers, authors, collectors, etc., and is the

card index for securing what you want and need, as

every article of interest is at your daily command.
Write for terms; or send vour order for 100 clippings

at S5, or 1.000 clippings at $35. Special rates quoted
on Large Orders.

The Manhattan Press Clipping Btireati
ARTHUR CASSOT. Proprietor Established 18S8

6 East 41st Street. NEW YORK
Said for Our Desk Calendar
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and royalty system o£ sale, and its

application in the Ramnagar forest

division, U. P., by S. D. Ranade, p.

251-8; The camphor content of Cinna-

momum camphora grown at Dehra Dun,

by Puran vSingh, p. 291-4; Notes on

some Indian forest beetles, by C. F. C.

Beeson, p. 294-9.

tndian forester, Sept., 1915.—The Jand
( Prosopis spicigera) forests of the Punjab,

by B. C). Coventry, p. ,307-15; Teak

floating in Lower Burma in the dry

weather, by A. Rodger, p. 315-17; Ips

longifolia as a pest of Chir regeneration

areas, by C. F. C. Beeson, p. 317-25;

The pencil-making industry, p. 345-9.

Quarterly journal of forestry, Oct., 1915.—
The disposition of the leaves on the

lateral shoots of the flat-leaved spruces,

by A. D. Richardson, p. 265-73; Forestry

in Hampshire and Dorset, by P. Tren-

tham Maw, p. 273-83; Railway rates on

timber, by J. W. Mackay, p. 283-98;

Surface caterpillars, by Somerville, p.

298-300; Average returns from the

afforestation of waste lands, by P.

Trentham Maw, p. 326-31; The present

condition of the home timber trade,

p. 332-42.

Tree talk, Nov., 1915.—A famous sycamore,

by F. A. Bartlett, p. 41-2; A dangerous

pine sawfly, by W. E. Britton, p. 45-6;

A large and sturdy tree family, p. 47-50;

The English walnut, p. Sl-3; Selecting

trees for street use, by Henry R. Francis,

p. 59.

Start the

New Year

Right

A few word.s to your
best friend about the

American Forestry

Association and its

work will

Gaiji a

Member

Help to double our

meniber.ship and you
will aid in doubling

the Association's

power in the cause

of forest conservation

COPLEY
PLAZA
HOTEL

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Official headquarters for the

annual meeting of the Am-
erican Forestry Association,

January 17 and 18, 1916.

Located on Copley Square
Init a block from the Hunt-

ington Avenue and Back

Bay Railroad Stations and

only a few minutes walk

from the down town busi-

ness, theatre and shopping
centers.

Room Tariff

Single Room with Bath

$3.00 to $5.00 per day

Double Room with Bath

S5.00 to $8.00 per day

EDWARD C. FOGG
Managing Director

Hotel Breslin, New York City, Under

Same Directorate

JJ'c Spccidlizc in

White Ash
Lumber

Both for Export and

Domestic Consumption

Inquiries will receive

prompt attention

DUDLEY LUMBER
COMPANY, Inc.

Yards:

MiTiiphis, Tonn. New Orleans, La.

PARK and ESTATE
FORESTRY

Logging Reports Utilization Studies
Timber Estimates Forest Planting

Etc.

Methods and Cost of Mosquito
Eradication

P. L. BUTTRICK
Forester and Mosquito Expert

P. O. Box 607 New Haven, Conn.

ni!l!linil!lllll!lll![fl!liliyil!llllll3lln!!linnil!llfillllllll!Ulinim

Reducing the Cost of

Upkeep—
THE INSTALLATION of

L. C. Smith & Bros.

f^.-C

Typewriters
is invariably followed by the discovery that
the bills for ribbons are much less than before.

A large corporation recently found that its

ribbon expense was cut in two. This is not
an accident. It is the result of the mechanical
construction that makes the L. C. Smith &
Bros, cheapest to maintain.

The ball bearings give light touch and elimi-

DEMONSTRATION

L. C. SMITH & BROS. TYPEWRITER CO., Home Office and Factory. SYRACUSE, N.Y.
Branches in All Principal Cities 14*'.

' H •"•?(' . \ '-"*'
.

'.\ .. ^ •

.;i ^n. D.C.

Ball Bearing; Long Wearing

nate pounding impact. The ribbon is actu-

ated by the carriage, not the typebar. The
ribbon mechanism is automatic, so that the
ribbon reverses at the instant the end is

reached and without added strain.

Low ribbon cost, low cost of maintenance
and the highest efficiency

—these are guaran-
teed to L. C. Smith & Bros, users.

FOR THE ASKING
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TCELSEY TREE SERVICE
MORE EFFICIENT MORE RELIABLE

SHADE TREES

irn'DTrCl'P'DV QTOPI?" AsL- for our special Advance
tf U±C±LC5iKI toiULJV o,d„ Prices on Little Trees-
seedlings and transplants in Evergreen and Deciduous Stock, all the

varieties used for Forestry purposes
—

healthy, sturdy plants that

flourish. Buy now for Spring Delivery. Large stocks mean low

prices. Send us your List for Special Quotation.

Our Stock for Street and Park Planting
is specially selected for effective

planting results. Trees that please
—

Maples, Planes, Elms, Lindens,
etc.—the kind we have for many years furnished to the leading Park

Departments, Shade Tree Commissions, Civic Improvement Com-
mittees and other State and Municipal Departments. Send your list

of Spring, 1916, Requirements now for Special Advance Order Quotation.

EVERYTHING WORTH PLANTING
Our Service covers the furnishing of everything in Hardy Stock—
Evergreens, Shrubs, Vines, Herbaceous Plants, Rhododendrons, etc.—
all of the Kelsey Superior Quality.

F. W. Kelsey Nursery Co.,
ISO BroadwayNEW YORK

You Can Save ThatTree
By using

HOYT'S
TREE REPAIR
MATERIALS

The only correct way
of filling tree cavities
is by the Asphalt
Briquette Method
and the Use of Anti-
septic Tree Varnish,

Write for free folders

on tree repair.

C. H. HOYT
410 Citizens Buiiding Cleveland, Ohio

F'O
1

RE
2

ST
3

RY
•4

The

is tHree-fovurtHs of

F^ORESXRY
Your opportunities are as unlimited as our

forests if you study at

WYMAN'S SCHOOL OF THE WOODS
Incorporated Munising, Michigan

Relative

Values

Send for our booklet

"Home Landscape"

^ A beautiful house on a

bare plot loses caste. It

lacks a natural setting.

^Nature requires time to

remedy it.

^ By setting out grown
trees and shrubs you can

SAVE TEN YEARS

and enjoy a well-shaded

harmonious home at once.

ISAAC HICKS k SON
Westbury •• Nassau County •• New York

HILL'S
Seedlings and Transplants

Also Tree Seeds

FOR REFORESTING

BEST
for over a halt" century. Ail leading

hardy sorts, grown in immense quantities.
Prices lowest. Quality highest. Forest

Planter's Guide, also price lists are free.

Write today and mention this mazazine.

THE D. HILL NURSERY CO.
Evergreen Specialists

Largest Growers in America

BOX 501 DUNDEE, ILL.

E We Raise
Our Own
Trees"vergreen

Seedlings,Transplants

From our specialized collection

of young conifers you will find

what you want for every place
and purpose. Our stock is

hardy and field grown and
admirably adapted for forest

planting and lining out.

Your order will have personal attention
and the price will be right.

Send for catalog and save money

The North-Eastern Forestry Co.
Tree Seeds, Nursery Stock

Box A, Cheshire, Connecticut

ORCHIDS
We are specialists in Orchids, we

collect, import, grow, sell and export
this class of plants exclusively.

Our illustrated and descriptive cata-

logue of Orchids may be had on appli-

cation. Also special lists of freshly

imported unestablished Orchids.

LAGER & HURRELL
SUMMIT, N. J.

Orchid Growers and Importers

Seeds for Forestry

Purposes
We offer a most complete list of both
Deciduous and Evergreen Tree and
shrub seeds for forestry purposes.

Seeds That Are of Best

Germinating Quality
Our catalogue contains a full list of the

varieties we offer, which include the

best and most rare species. Send for

a copy, it will interest you.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
Wholesale Nurserymen and Tree Seedmen

DRESHER. PENNA., U. S A.
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"The Watch of Railroad Accuracy"

Expert

Service

Is Demanded

by Modem
Business

Methods

S. B. Detwiler

FOREST ENGINEER

Commercial Trust Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

IT
is policy to buy a good watch. The

owner of a Hamilton is practically
insured against needing a new watch,

or against having a watch that is always in

need of repairs.

When you buy a Hamilton, you buy the

accurate, durable watch that will tell you
true time year after year.

PRICES OF HAMILTONS: The lowest-priced
Hamilton is a movement alone for $12.25 ($13.00
in Canada). The highest-priced Hamilton is our
Masterpiece at $150.00 in 18 k. heavy gold case.
Other Hamiltons at $15.00, $25.00. $28.00. $40.00,
$55.00, $80.00. $110.00. etc. All have Hamilton
Accuracy, Beauty, and Durability.

Write for the Hamilton Watch Book
" The Timekeeper"

It's an interesting book on watches. It pictures and
intimately describes the various Hamilton models for
men and women.

HAMILTON WATCH COMPANY
Dept. 39 Lancaster, Pennsylvania

T^he FSstsst Trains in America
Ruri on Hamiltoa Watch Time

Forest Engineering
is expert service in the application of scientific

and economic engineering knowledge and ex-

perience to forests and their products. It is

essential to modern timberland ownership

and operation, and equally important to the

distributor and consumer of wood.

The Field Covers

Technical Advice and

Practical Service

in acquiring, estimating and mapping timber
;
in

making valuations; in management; in selling

cither the stmnpage or manufactured product;

in selecting grades or kinds to meet your serv-

ice requirements; and in preservative treat-

ment to prevent decay.
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Time, arxd Money

lONAL EjNG. QD.Inc
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JAMES W. SEWALL
Timber Estimates

Topographic and Boundary Surveys, Plant-

ing, Logging Maps, Portable Mill Operations

Technical Training Thoroughness Experience

CENTRE STREET OLD TOWN, MAINE

Timber Estimates

FlREPnOTEaiONPLANS

Maps.LoggingReports

empirestateroresters

156 FiFTMAvE-KEwYoRKCrrv

TIMBER ESTIMATES, FOREST
SURVEYS and MAPS

D. E. LAUDERBURN
Forest Engineer

1233 Presbyterian Building, New York City
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FORESTERS ATTENTION
AMERICAN FORESTRY will print free of charge in this column advertisements

of foresters wanting positions, or of persons having employment to offer foresters

OPPORTUNITY—For a technical and practical
forester who has had some experience in teaching.

Address. Box 28, care American Forestry, Washing-
ton. D. C.

GRADUATED Danish Forester, with nine years' ex-

perience, since graduation, in nursery, planting, refor-

estation and thinning, also in road-building and logging

operation, in Denmark, Germany, India and Canada.
Highest references as to ability and character. Per-

manent position wanted with railroad company, private
estate, or tin.ber company. At present employed in

Government ser\nce. Address, A. B., care American
Forestry, Washington. D. C.

WANTED—Position as City Forester or Park
Superintendent by graduate forester, experienced in

municipal and private forestry work. Presently
employed as Assistant Forester in city with popula-
tion of 147.000. Address, Box 29. care American
Forestry.

TREE SURGEON, with four years' practical
experience, wishes position on private estate or %vith

reliable company. Expert on shade tree work and
orchard rejuvenation. Conscientious and efficient

workmanship. References. Address H. E. W., care
American Forestry.

DESIRED—a position with a railroad, lumber or

paper company by a civil engineer and forester with
six years of technical training and nine years of prac-
tical work as woods superintendent and forest engineer.
Address Box 27. care of American Forestry.

GRADUATE FORESTER, in 1911, from a recog-
nized eastern college. Four years' experience. One
year each in Federal and Pennsylvania State Forest
Service. One year with Forest Engineering firm, and
one year in Municipal Forestry and Arboricultural
work. Am prepared and fully equipped for contract
or job work, also permanent or temporary position on
private estate, with a city or corporation anywhere in
the United States and at all times.

_

Work includes

cruising, mapping, reforestation, thinnings, damage
appraisals, logging and fire protection plans. Munic-
ipal and Park work such as pruning, planting, designing
and reinforcing and repalrmg defective, decayed and
diseased trees. Address Box G. care of American
Forestry, Washington, D. C.

WANTED—Employment in Forestry Service or
with private lumbering firm. Preferably with the

Engineer force. Degree of A.B.. Hamilton, N. Y.
Several years' experience in field and office. Address
Box 10. care American Forestry, Washington, D. C.

PRIVATE ESTATE MANAGER—Position wanted
by a man of extensive practical experience in. and
thorough scientific knowledge of, ALL departments of

private estate management, including forestry. Has
just completed the reforestation of an estate for which
nearly half a million trees have been used. A perma-
nent position desired upon an estate where the best
possible results and economical management will
be appreciated. Address Box 25, care American
Forestry.

FORESTER—Graduate Yale Forest School, wishes
position in New England or Middle Atlantic States.
Good executive ability and commercial training.
Four years* experience in United States Forest Service ;

first class record in timber cruising, surveying, nursery
and general administrative work. Address Box 26,
care American Forestry. Washington. D. C.

PRACTICAL WOODSMAN AND FOREST EN-
GINEER with thorough experience this country and
Europe will take charge of forested estate or game
preserve. An expert in managing and improving
woodlands, and can show results. Highest references
as to character, training, and ability. Address Woods
Superintendent, Care American Forestry Magazine,
Washington. D. C.

WANTED—A live, hustling man to represent us in
Tree Surgery and Forestry work. Must be familiar
with shade trees. A college education not essential
but must be able to meet and talk with men. New
England men preferred, but will consider others.
Address Box 3. Care American Forestry. Washington,
D. C.

POSITION WANTED—Engineer with twelve
years* experience in Engineering and Forestry. Expert
land surveyor, timber estimator, timberland R. R.
location. Experienced in woods operation and good
manager of men. Permanent position desired with
Timber Company. Ra;lroad Company or Private
Estate. At present employed. Address Box 4. car«
American Forestry.

YOUNG MAN with thorough training in Arbori-

culture and Forestry, with experience in Tree Surgery,
desires position as assistant city forester, or as tree

surgeon with some reHable firm. Address
" M. A. C."

care of American Forestry.

POSITION WANTED—Am graduate of Biltmore
Forest School, with good record in survey, estimate and
estate management and want position where I will

have a chance to learn more. Have done practical
work outside of school and am considered good at

timber. WiUing to go anywhere and be generally
useful. Hard worker, don't mind long hours. Age.
26. Give me interview or let me send references.

Address Box II. care American Forestry.

FORESTER wants position with Consulting For-

estry firm, or with lumber company or private estate.

Training from Michigan Agricultural College and Yale
Forest School: four years' experience with U. S. Forest
Service and two winters with lumber companies.
Acquainted thoroughly with Montana, Idaho and
California timber as cruiser. References on request.
Address Box 17. care American Forestry.

ENERGETIC Post Graduate Forester desires posi-
tion as an assistant in park or city forestry work.
Subordinate duties preferred. Best of references.
Address Box 18. care of American Forestry.

Graduate of Forestry School, having studied for-

estry and lumbering operations in this country and
Germany, with experience in the U. S. Forest Service,
and also in state and private nursery work, would like

position with forest engineering firm or lumber com-
pany. Best of references. Address Box 19, care of
American Forestry.

WANTED—Position as City Forester or Park
Superintendent. Willing to consider position as an
assistant. University training; experience in forestry.
nursery and landscape work. Twenty-seven years
old and married. Best of references. Address Box
20. care of American Forestry. Washington. D. C.

WANTED—Timber estimating by postgraduate
forester with experience in Eastern Canada and Lake
States. References. Address Box 21. care of Ameri-
can Forestry, Washington, D. C.

SCALER—With actual experience desires position
with any lumber company in the United States or
Canada. Competent surveyor and mapper, accus-
tomed to roughing it. Present employer best reference.

Address "Scaler." care of American Forestry.

WANTED—Position by graduate forester. Ex-
perience in Southern Pineries; five years technical
training. Prefers South but willing to go anywhere.
Address Box 22. care of American Forestry.

FOR SALE
OWNER OF 200 MILLION WELL LOCATED
British Columbia Timber, finding it too heavy to carry,
will dispose of half interest to party who will pay annual
carrying charges. Land surveyed and cruised.
guaranteed. Perpetual lease, carrying charges and
crown dues definitely set by law and not subject to
whim of tax assessor or politicians. Present owner
practical timber man. Unequaled opportunity that
will show more than 100 per cent profit per annum on
ten year pull. Requires S2,700 per annum. Address

D. H. TELFORD. Swift Current. Saskatchewan.

NEW ZEALAND FOREST AREA FOR SALE
An opportunity to secure the cutting rights on over

180.000 acres, timber accessible and easily worked ;

40.000 acres averaging over 35.000 feet per acre.
Whole tract a total of over 1,600.000.000 feet of
first-class hard and soft woods. Inspection lay expert
cruisers is solicited. For further particulars apply to
Box 100. care of American Forestry, Washington,
D. C.

30,000 selected WHITE and CHESTNUT OAK
trees. 15,000 '^elected ASH trees, on 5,000 acres in the
State of Virginia, estimated to cut more than 30,000,000
FEET. Balance of timber on this land can be bought
cheap. Price of the selected trees. S2.50 each. This
is the greatest bargain we have ever heard of.

6-11. GEORGE J. PHILP, Oil City. Pa.

National

Forest

Timber
Sales

1UMBERMEN
have bought

National Forest stumpage
ki preference to acquiring

privately owned timber for an

operation because of the desira-

bility of working under a Govern-
ment contract. They have not

found the requirements of the

Forest Service impractical or

burdensome. An important factor

is that National Forest stumpage
is paid for only as it is cut—no

heavy initial investment in tim-

ber is required.

Among the sales made by the

Forest Service from July 1, 1913,

to June 30, 1915, were:

26,650,000
28,300,000
33,667,000
40,050,000
66,200,000
75,000,000
80,000,000
85,000,000
102,802,000
117,000,000
120,000,000
125,000,000
153,000,000

177,900,000
382,050,000

43,000

feet in Oregon,
feet in California,

feet in Alaska,

feet in Washington,
feet in Idaho,
feet in Arizona,
feet in Montana,
feet in Montana,
feet in Washington,
feet in New Mexico,
feet in Oregon,
feet in Wyoming,
feet in South Dakota,
feet in Idaho,
feet in Oregon,
cords in Washington.

Many smaller sales were made
during the same period. Tracts
are being advertised from time to

time, and numerous opportunities
for operators are available. You
can obtain definite information

regarding these opportunities by
addressing any of the following
offices of the

Forest Service
WASHINGTON, D. C.

MISSOULA. MONT.
DENVER. COLO.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

OGDEN, UTAH
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

PORTLAND. ORE.
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In the National Forest Region

Colorado

School of Forestry
A DEPARTMENT OF
COLORADO COLLEGE

TME
course in theoretical and

applied forestry leading to the

degree of Forest Engineer covers

a period of two years and is open to

students who have completed two years
of college work, including a sufficient

amount of Botany, Geology and

Surveying.

Graduate students may enter as

candidates for the degree of Master of

Forestry.

Fall and Spring Terms in the
Manitou Forest, the College
Reserve, 6,000 acres of pine and
spruce timberland on the borders
of the Pike National Forest.
Winter Term at Colorado

Springs.

For particulars address

Colorado School of Forestry
Colorado Springs, Colo.

Georgia State

Forest School
UNIVERSITY
OF GEORGIA

COMPLETE
four-year undergrad-

uate course in theoretical and
applied forestry leading to the degree:

Bachelor of Science in Forestry

H Wide range of specilization offered—
Logging Engineering
Commercial Administration
Forest Management
City Forestry
Dendropathology
State Forestry
Research

H Provision for four months' field

work—two following each of Freshman
and Sophomore years

—on McHatton
Forest, a large forest estate in the
Blue Ridge Mountains. Numerous
excursions in Dendrology and Logging.
Provision for practical work in special-
ization during Junior-Senior vacation.

For annomicement address

FOREST SCHOOL

Georgia State College of

Agriculture
ATHENS, GEORGLA

The
New York State

College of

Forestry
at

Syracuse University

Syracuse, N. Y.

Undergraduate courses leading

to degree of Bachelor of Science;

Post-graduate course to Master

of Forestry. One year Ranger
Course on the College Forest of

1,800 acres at Wanakena in the

Adirondacks. August Forest

Camp on Raquette Lake open
to any man interested in For-

estry. The State Forest Experi-

ment Station of 90 acres and

excellent Library offer unusual

opportunities for research work.

For particulars address

HUGHP.BAKER,D.Oec.,Dean

Yale University
Forest School I

NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S. A.

YALE
University Forest School is a

graduate department of Yale
University. It is the oldest exist-

ing forest school in the United States
and exceeds any other in the number of
its alumni. A general two-year course

leading to the degree of Master of

Forestry is offered to graduates of uni-
versities, colleges and scientific institu-
tions of high standing and. under ex-

ceptional conditions, to men who have
had three years of collegiate training,
including certain prescribed subjects.
Men who are not candidates for the
degree may enter the School as special
students, for work in any of the subjects
offered in the regular course, by sub-
mitting evidence that will warrant their

taking the work to their own advantage
and that of the School. Those who
have completed a general course in

forestry are admitted for research and
advanced work in Dendrology, Silvicul-
ture . Forest Management . Forest
Technology, and Lumbering. The
regular two-year course begins the first

week in July at the School camp near
Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further information
address

JAMES W. TOUMEY, Director

NEW HAVEN CONNECTICUT

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY

The

Pennsylvania State

College

APROFESSIONAL course in

Forestry, covering four

years of college work,

leading to the degree of Bachelor
of Science in Forestry.

Thorough and practical train-

ing for Government, State, Mu-
nicipal and private forestry.
Four months are spent in camp

in the woods in forest work.
Graduates who wish to special-

ize along particular lines are

admitted to the "graduate forest

schools" as candidates for the

degree of Master of Forestry on
the successful completion of

one year's work.

For further information address

Department of Forestry

Pennsylvania State College
state College, Pa.

HARVARD
UNIVERSITY
DEPT. OF FORESTRY
BUSSEY INSTITUTION

OFFERS
specialized gradu-

ate training leading to the

degree of Master of Forestry- in

the follownng fields:—Sil\4cul-

ture and Management, Wood
Technology, Forest Entomol-

og}'. Dendrology', and (in co-

operation with the Graduate

School of Business Adminis-

tration) the Ltimber Business

For further particulars

address

RICHARD T. FISHER
Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts
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SPECIAL OFFER

Chinese

ForestTrees
and

Timber Supply
By Norman Shaw, B. A.

351 Pages

With a map and 33 illustrations

An economic study of the
forest and timber situation

in China. Valuable to every
forestry student, forestry

library and public library.

Published in England and

supplied to readers of

American Forestry Maga-
zine, postage paid for

$2.60

Order from

AMERICAN FORESTRY
ASSOCIATION

Washington, D. C.

Bird-Lore
for

dhristmas
Tell us to whom you wish to send

Bird-Lore during 1916, and we will

mail them a beautiful, colored

Christmas Card, signed with your

name as donor, and a free copy of

our 125 page Christmas number in

time to be received on Christmas

Day, while Bird-Lore, with its over

500 pages and 12 colored plates,

will follow throughout the year.

Annual subscription SI -00,

for Christmas five sub-

scriptions for S4.00, three

for S2.50.

D. Appleton & Company
29 West 32d Street

New York Citv

fyJW&^l>i&T-

WE MAKE the:

TIMBER CRUISING
BOOKLETS

BILTMORE TIMBER TABLES
Including solution of problems in forest

finance.

SOUTHERN TIMBER TABLES
How to estimate Southern Pine, Southern

White Cedar, and Southern Appala-
chian Timber—Spruce pulp wood.
Hemlock bark. Chestnut oak bark.

Chestnut tannic acid wood.

Postpaid, 25 cents each

HOWARD R. KRINBILL
Forest Engineer Newburn, N. C.

ENGRAVINGS
AMERICAN FORESTRY

MAGAZINE

OUR. SPECIALTY
<S THE BETTER GRADE FINISH OF

~ DESIGNS & ENGRAVINGS
in ONE OR MORE COLORS

FOR MAGAZINES CATALOGUES
ADVERTISEMENTS E'C

Half Tones Line Plates
_^ _ COMBINATION Line
DuLLO-ToNES »ND Halftones

t\ Color Process Multi- Colors

-Established 1889-

Gatchel & Manning
SIXTH AND CHESTNUT STREETS

PHILADELPHIA

Handbook ofTrees
By RoMEYN B. Hough

$6.00
A book which will enable you to

identify trees without a

knowledge of botany

American Woods
By RoMEYN B. Hough

$5.00
A Volume

Order from

American
Forestry Association

Washington, D. C.

A LESSON IN CAUTION
He was a veteran woodsman. In his belt just

in front of his right thigh he carried a large
hunting knife in a leather sheath. Evidently he
had left the trail and sal down upon a log to rest;
as he did so the knife penetrated the large artery
(femoral) in the thigh and he bled to death in

three minutes. His body was found in this

position a month later.

There's a lesson in caution for all campers to be
learned from this sad experience. No matter how
woods wise we are there is always an opportunity to

learn more.
THE CAMPER'S LIBRARY

Has been carefully selected for this very purpose
from a list of several hundred letters. There are

seven books, each complete, each written by an expert.
Each fits the pocket for ready reference or the book
shelf for future consultation.

The titles are:—
Camp Cookery Backwoods Surgery and Medicine

Packing ana Portaging Taxidermy
Tracks and Tracking WinUr Camping

The Canoe, its siUction, care and use

There is a wonderful fund of information in this

library for the beginner and expert alike.

SEND NO MONEY
This offer, which also includes a year's subscription
to OUTING, is subject to your approval. If you are

not satisfied, return the books at our expense.

SIMPLY MAIL THE COUPON RELOW

OUTING PUBLISHIM. LU..
Ul West 36th Street, New York.

Send me prepaid on approval your Camper's
Own Library of 7 volumes uniformly bound in green
cloth, also the Outing magazine for twelve months.
If I keep the books I will remit $1.00 a month for 7

months for the books and magazine. Otherwise, I

will return the books within ten days at your expense
and my subscription to Outing will be cancelled. If

it is more convenient to pay in one amount, you may
remit S6.00.

Name

History of Forestry
By B. E. FERNOW

Dean of Forestry

University of Toronto

A book every student of Forestry
should buy and without which

no forest library is complete.

506 pases. 8vo
Price, $2.50, postpaid

American Forestry Association

Washington, D. C.

NATIONAL CAPITAL PR? SS. INC., WaSHINCTO
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Photographs from Nature

Wrni A CIlide to 'I'meir Recognition at Any Season of the "^'ear

AND Notes on 'I'iie'r Character'stics, Distribution, and Culture

By CLARENCE M. WEED, D.Sc.

Tr-acher of S'liliirr SiuJy in lli,- Maaai lnis,-ll! Sial,- Xnrnial Schuol al Lowfll

One hundred and forty illustrations. Size of book, 7'j"x 10'

nature-lovers will hail this book

Its purpose i

A
J^\^ with deliuht. Jts purpose is to

afford an opporlunit}' for a more intel-

ligent acquaintance \\ith American
trees, native and naturalized. 1 he

pictures upon the plates have in all

cases been photographed direct from

nature, and have been brought together

in such a way that the non-botanical

reader can recognize at a glance either

the whole tree or the leaves, flowers,

OUR TREES
Ho\y to Know Theiii

\1'TIIIP LVMtl'SON

Cloth, $3.00 net. Postage extra.

Iruits, or winter twigs, and thus be able

to identify with ease and certainty any
unknown tree to which his attention

may be called. In the discussion of the

text especial attention has been given

to the distinguishing character of the

various species, as well as to the more

interesting phases of the yearly cycle

of each, and the special values of each

for ornamental planting.

COMPANIONS
both human and otherwise for those dcHghlful rambles through \\ oods

and Fields should be chosen carefully. Here are a few suggestions.

Write us for information regarding our other Nature Books.

OUR TREES
HOW TO KNOW THEM

By ARTHUR I. EMERSON
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THE FLOWER
FINDER

By

George Lincoln Walton, M.D.

590 Illus. Limp Leather. $2.00 net.

Postage extra.

Clevfland Plain Dealer:—"What's

that flower ever there in the field .'

You'll find out in 'The Mower

Finder.' Gives many color charts

and sketches; grouped so that you

can easily find what you are looking

for ; is bound in leather that per-

mits it to be slipped in the rocket."

SEEING
NATURE FIRST

By Clarence M. Weed
.\briut 100 Illustrations. 8vo. Deco-

rated Cloth, $2.00 net. Postage e.xtra.

Mr. Weed is an ardent nature

lover, and in this delightful book
describes the beauty and myster}-
of nature in a way that will appeal
to everyone who desires to add to

his or her knowledge of Nature.

THE STUDY OF
NATURE

By Samuel C. Schmucker
With four full-page color plates and

fifty-four line drawings by Katherine V..

Schmucker.

12ino. 315 pages. Cloth, $1.25 net.

UNDER
THE OPEN SKY

By Samuel C. Schmucker
With cnloreJ friintispicce, 83 full-page

Illustrations and marginal decorations b\'

Katherine E. Schmucker.

Small quarto. 308 pages. Cloth, gilt top,

$1.50 net. In a slip case.

"The author, like that great ob-

server of nature, John Burroughs,

goes out into the open and sees

things that the casual person passes

by quite unnoticed, and then brings

them together in this book to show

us how much we have overlooked in

our strolls in fields, wooJs, and else-

where."—Brooklyn Daily Eagle.

THE TRAINING OF A FORESTER
By GIFFORD PINCHOT

8 illustrations. 12mo. Cloth, $1.00 net. Postage extra

Hartford Times :
— "

Air. I'inchot is a man who loves forestry for its i/wn sake. It was a hobby with

him from early da\'s, and long before he began to be a figure in politics he was a woodsman A
singularlv clear and attractive account of what forestry is ... . and what a forester must know "

PUBLISHERS

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, since 1792

East Washington Square
LONDON, since 1872 MONTREAL, sirce 1897
16 John Street, Adelphi 201 Unity Building
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The three vital features of j^ur
Christmas Grafonola

For, of course, your new instrument will be a Columbia,
if it is a question of musical quality

—of certainty of lasting

enjoyment. Judge tbe superiority of the Columbia Grafonola,
first of all, upon iti' superb tone.

Tone:
Jonc is the .soul of music. .\n(l tone perfection depends fully

as much upon the scientific exactness of the reproducing mechanism
of the instrument itself as upon the original recording process. The
perfected reproducer and tone-arm of the Columbia Grafonola is the

crowning achievement in this branch of the art. The tone is carried
from the reproducer needle to the end of the tone chamber through one
continuous uninterrupted and cver-e.xpanding passage.

Once you realize the tone possibilities of the Columbia Grafonola,
playing Columbia Records or any other recor<ls, we believe you will

never again be satisfied with any tone less full and true, less brilliant
and round and natural.

Tone control:
With the Columbia you have every possible gradation of tone at

your command. The tone-control leaves, built on the one right prin-
ciple of controlling tone-volume, and the wide variety of needles avail-

able, give you any and all degrees of tone-volume, from the lightest
pianissimo to the resounding fortissimo to fill the largest auditorium.

Convenience:
Your Grafonola, ctiuipped with the individual record ejectors, an

exclusive Columbia feature, is ideal in its convenience. Your records
are racked individually in velvet-lined slots that automatically clean
;hem and protect them against breaking and scratching. .\ numbered
pu.sh-button controls each record—a push of the bulton brings any
record forward to be taken between the thumb and fuigers.

Columbia Graphophone Company
Woolworth Bldg. New York

COLUMBIA
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